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                                              Necessary prerequisite I

                                    A necessary prerequisite
                                  to understand this document
Please study the following information thoroughly and carefully before you start 
reading the book or booklet! 

Based on our own laborious and nerve-racking experience during the translation process 
of 'Goblet of the Truth' into English — for the first time carried out in cooperation with a

professional translation company — it was finally proven that it is impossible to 
translate our 'Lehrschriften` * from the German original into other terrestrial languages 

in a comprehensively correct wise and in accordance with the true meaning. Since our 
Plejaren friends have come to the same conclusion, based on their linguists' studies, 

FIGU Switzerland (Mother Center/Headquarters) has decided neither to translate nor 

print any further books after that of the 'Goblet of the Truth'. We will concentrate our 
efforts on the preservation and dissemination of the original texts. We cannot and will 

not take any responsibility for the misunderstandings and mistranslations that inevitably 

will result from translations. 

We, "Billy" Eduard A. Meier (BEAM) and FIGU Switzerland, allow our books and 
booklets to be translated into foreign languages. However, the following terms must be 

observed: 

   1.    If a person or a group wants to translate a book or a text — intend-ing to publish it

in printed or electronic form — he/she has to get in contact with FIGU  

Switzerland in order to clarify the situation. 
   2.    The copyright and the license of a work (book, text) unrestrictedly remain in the 

possession of BEAM or FIGU Switzerland. Before the beginning of a translation, 

written permission or —depending on the scope of the project — a contract has to 
be obtained from BEAM or FIGU Switzerland.

   3.    Any translations must be done directly from the German original text.
   4.    The person or group in question is responsible for ensuring a best possible 

translation. FIGU Switzerland does not pro-vide any guarantee and takes no 
responsibility for the correctness of the translations, because it is impossible to 
correctly translate the German language into any other language.

* Lehrschriften = writings/texts which have instructive and teaching/ didactic contents 

 



   5.    The translator's name must be included in any translation. If there is no FIGU 
Land or Study Group in a country, it makes sense and is desirable to also include 

the translator's address.
   6.    Texts which are to be published in electronic form only, must be put at the 

disposal of a FIGU 'Daughter Group' (Land or Study Group) in the actual country 

for free. The Group will make the text available on the internet both in the native 
and German language, and any necessary corrections to the document in question 

will be done promptly.
   7.    If no Land or Study Group exists in the country in question, then the translated 

texts will be published on the website of the FIGU Mother Center for the country 

in question.
   8.    In the case of the coded Spiritual-Teaching texts (all of BEAM's texts with the 

exception of the Contact Notes and novels), the German original text must be 
included with the translation as an opportunity for comparison.

   9.    This text must be placed as an introduction at the beginning of each book or 

booklet, in two languages.

The books from FIGU are very special works of absolutely precise and accurate 

informational content which can decisively enrich your world of thoughts if you 

dedicate yourselves to the reading attentively, openly and without prejudice. 

The informational content in the works is only of such great precision because the 
German language is the only language on our Earth that is presently in the position to 

present in its richness of expressions, clearly and without misunderstanding, all the 

necessary aspects and explanations as they need to be understood. The old German 

forms of writing, spelling and expression that are used — and that may sometimes 

appear somewhat strange and peculiar — are since time immemorial laid down in such a
wise that interpretations and misunderstandings are ruled out right from the be-ginning 

and the theme can be dealt with exhaustively, logically and clearly, which is today only 

possible in the German language. 

                                                

                                              



                                                 Necessary prerequisite II                                                     

The highly precise and absolutely accurate explanations of the German cannot - at the 
present time - be translated with the same value into any other existing language on 
Earth, for the reason that no other terrestrial language allows for the same precise 

expressions like the German. When translating, this circumstance requires - according to
the language - more or less extensive explanations, paraphrasing and synonyms, which, 

however, water down the informational content and make it unclear. That is why each 
human being who wants to thoroughly consider the spiritual teaching and its aspects, in 
order to draw extensive value from it for his or her further life, is strongly recommended

to thoroughly learn the German language in its complete richness and its extensive 
many-sidedness, so that his or her understanding is ensured at all times. Only those who 

make the effort to learn the German language actually have the certainty to understand 
completely and clearly the text at hand and to fully exhaust its richness.

 It must also be considered that interwoven into all of Billy's German Spiritual-Teaching 
texts is an evolution-CODE. This code is fully effective only when every word of the 

text is in its correct place and written free of errors from beginning to end. 

The code releases impulses from the storage banks which reach the reader and begin to 

work evolutively in him or her. This process is unconscious and has nothing to do with a

coercion or manipulation, rather only with the knowledge that is retained in the storage 
banks for all times and which, when released through corresponding impulses, begins to 

penetrate very slowly into the consciousness. The same result is obtained when someone

reads the German text, even though that person may not master the Ger-man language. It

makes no difference whether the text is spoken silently or aloud, or whether the person 

is simply reading. The German language originated from the Old-Lyrian and, 
interestingly, has the same amount of characters per word, e.g., Salome gam nan ben 

Urda - Friede (peace) sei (be) auf (on) der (the) Erde (Earth). It is not possible for 

BEAM to work the code into any language other than the German language because no 
other language is suitable for incorporating the code. Moreover, one has to take into 

account that many words and expressions of the Ger-man language do not exist in other 
languages, which is why the sense of the German original can only be reproduced in part

when translated into any other terrestrial language. For these reasons, each translation 
will have the original German text included. 

                                             

                                              



                                            Necessary prerequisite III

Explanations by Ptaah and Billy regarding the German language
 (487th Contact of February 3rd, 2010) 

Ptaah: We have really made the effort; we — the committee who deals with your 

affairs — came to the conclusion to get together with our linguists, to discuss everything
with them and to get their advice. In doing so, we examined altogether all present 

translations that were made of the 'Goblet of the Truth' into English, as well as all the 
other small and large works that were translated into English and also into other 

terrestrial languages. Unfortunately, everything turned out to be extremely inadequate 
because none of the translations from the German original texts correspond with them in
a valuable wise. Many times the real original sense is lost in the translations because the 

necessary accurate expressions, terms and words do not exist in the languages in 
question. Very often even synonyms do not exist that could be used as absolutely equal 

meaning of words and, therefore, could be exchanged or replaced in a text with-out 

changing the information being conveyed or its sense. Countless terms and words that 

are given in the German language do not exist in all other terrestrial languages, and 

besides, the true sense and value of many terms and words are not correctly recognized 
and, therefore, are absolutely falsely interpreted. On the one hand, this occurs because 

the origin of terms and words is entirely unknown or because a false origin is assumed, 

which is even the case with linguists of the German language, i.e. the Germanists, and 

which leads to fundamentally false presentations and explanations of terms and words. 

According to all observations, examinations and analysis, we have come to the 
unanimous decision that henceforward you from the Mother Center shall not make any 

further translations, also not into the English language. It (English) does not correspond 

to a true language, but only to a halfway acceptable auxiliary world-language that was 
disseminated worldwide through dishonest machinations from the USA with the aid of 

British English and other languages, whereby the deeper sense is to turn the terrestrial 
peoples into English-speaking ones, by using this meagre means of communication. 



From our side, we recommend that you do not make any further translations when you 
have finished the work 'Goblet of the Truth' that, unfortunately, in the English language, 
only contains inadequate translation values of all of that which is laid down in the Ger-

man language. And all this, although the basic translation work is being done by a 
translation company. The whole can only then be of benefit and value to those who are 

learning and interested, if they make an effort to learn the German language extensively, 
in order then to turn towards the content of the spiritual teaching works and to learn 
everything. Translations of the spiritual teaching and all re-lated works into other 

terrestrial languages only represent a poor reflection regarding the true sense, when such
translations are made. ... 

Billy: ... But since you are talking so clearly about terms and words, just as I often do 

so myself, it is perhaps necessary to explain those two values because I know that many 

German-speaking human beings, Germanists too, do not see any difference. So I would 

like to say that a term represents the content of an "idea", so to speak, which in its en-

tirety forms an essential characteristic of an "intellectual" unity, from which a certain 

conception, an opinion, a picture and also an under-standing result, which altogether can
be expressed verbally or with the aid of the language, but also in writing. The word, on 

the other hand, is a small or smallest independent linguistic unit of a pronunciation, 

whereby the word can also be recorded in writing, but without pronunciation or rather as

mute non-pronunciation. Therefore, the word is a linguistic and also a written expression

with a certain "meaning con-tent" which determines the language and the written 
language as small or smallest part. ... 

                                                                                    

                                                                                      FIGU Switzerland, February 2010 

         

                                                                 



                                                                  Explanations 1

                                                                 Please note

               
The present work OM should not be read and studied before the following is 
thoroughly noted and understood. Certain parts of the introduction are not directly
OM-related. Nevertheless, they are given for the necessary information. Through 
them a certain understanding for certain things, facts and circumstances etc. is 
conveyed.

                                       The Origination of the Book OM

Actually, 'Billy' Eduard Albert Meier (BEAM) should have started writing the book OM 

in 1975. At that time, however, in 1975, there was still nothing available, no group and 

no center, and also still no possibility to print all the writings that were to be created in 
the future. The work that Billy still had to do was incalculable, because everything had 

to be worked out, built up and expanded from scratch. The people who had chosen to 

work on Billy's mission had to find their way and be taught the truth of the creative laws

and recommendations, and taught about many things. And last but not least, a suitable 

center had to be found and built and an organization for the dissemination of texts and 
teachings had to be founded.

All these many and important tasks and works, together with the lectures he gave 

regularly in Hinwil and later in Hinterschmidrüti as well as elsewhere in Switzerland, 

Austria and Germany, and thus with the foreign trips Billy undertook in the first years, 
delayed the beginning of the book OM more and more. But although Billy had to cope 

with all the many and often very time-consuming and energy-consuming jobs and tasks, 
he wrote regularly and produced the most important textbooks, often under difficult 
circumstances, with badly beleaguered health, despite lack of sleep, or in complete 

exhaustion, etc. etc. And so in the course of the years, always in between and not seldom
in night work, the many teachings, which are available today in the FIGU resp. in the 

Aquarian Time Publishing House and which cover the whole large spectrum of the 
spiritual teachings resp. the 'teachings of the prophets' or also the teachings of truth, the 
teachings of the spirit, the teachings of life in the broadest sense, arose.

                                                     

                                                        
                                                       



                                                         The Book OM

10 May 1983-1 May 1984 and 21 May 1984-9 October 1984. Billy writes the Book of 
Books, his greatest work to date, the Book OM. It contains 77 finished Canons with a 
total of 10,136 verses; until May 1, 1984 there were 42 Canons with a total of 7616 

verses. The verses of each individual canon are divided in their total number by the 
number 7. Parts of the book OM were written in telepathic cooperation with JHWH 

Ptaah of the Pleiarens. Ptaah telepathically transmitted to Billy all those parts of the 
book OM that still agree with the original OM first written by Henok. Apart from the 
two Canons which Billy wrote down after the words of Semjase and those Canons in 

which Billy brought the old and oldest wisdom sayings back into their original and 
correct form, all other teachings, wisdom sayings, explanations, interpretations etc. etc. 

originate from him himself. The manuscript of the OM had to be written down by Billy 
by hand, as he was no longer able to work with the typewriter as a result of the health 

problems he suffered in 1982. The handwritten manuscript was copied with the 

typewriter parallel to Billy's notes. While the book OM was still being written, the 
typewritten manuscript was read out to the core group members, with an initial rough 

orthographic correction already being made. 

                                                               Explanations II

In May 1984, the first clean copy in DIN A5 format was begun. After about half of the 

existing manuscript had already been written,, it turned out that the intended book 

format of DIN A5 was unsuitable for such a large and comprehensive work, which is 

why everything had to be written again in DIN A4 format. During the second and third 

proofreading of the book OM, further typing errors in the typewriter manuscript were 
corrected, with Billy already making the first minor corrections and extensions to the 

text. The second clean copy was unusable, since the proofreading (first comparative 

proofreading/fourth proofreading) showed that not all text changes and errors could be 
corrected, and a different font character had to be chosen, since the font previously used 

proved to be unsuitable. At this point, it was decided to purchase a word processing 
system to make proofreading easier and to produce usable, high-quality print documents.

Before the third proof, the typewriter manuscript was proofread again, further 
grammatical and spelling mistakes were corrected, and Billy made final corrections to 
the text, followed by the final proofreading, which was corrected again (second 

comparative proofreading/sixth proofreading).

During the seventh and last proof-reading, the completed typewriter manuscript and the 
clean copy were again proof-read by comparison, after which the last orthographic and 
grammatical corrections were made. The joint proofreading of the core group members 

was completed on Monday, July 20, 1987, at 9.18 p.m., the seventh and last 
proofreading was completed on July 31, 1987, at 8.50 p.m.. After completion of the 



corrections, the final work on the Book OM (Foreword etc.) and the preparations for the 
printing of the work were started.

In addition to the existing works, Billy had, at the time of his health breakdown, started 
work on at least five different works (e.g. an interpretation and clarification of the Law 

of Love, etc.), which he had to stop due to the consequences of the accident. A 
continuation of the Spiritual Teaching-letters proved to be impossible after several 

attempts also for longer time, consequently later everything had to be reworked by him 
and also continued when he could expect this work again. Other works had to be 
abandoned even before the accident due to lack of time and support as well as a great 

deal of construction work on the center and the mission (e.g. the FIGU magazine 
FAKTEN, which Billy replaced in April 1995 with the FIGU Bulletin, which has since 

been very well received by readers worldwide).

In addition to the writings that Billy himself wrote and published via FIGU and 

Aquarian Time Publishing House, four other books were published in America, which 
were created in very close cooperation with Billy. For example, most of the translations 

of the contact reports etc. came from Billy himself, after some translators had tried the 

task and failed due to a lack of accuracy. The publishers of the books published in 

America were: GENESIS III, Lee and Britt Elders, Tom Welch and Wendelle Stevens. 

Three books have the same title, 'Contact from the Pleiades'. Volumes 1 (1979) and 2 
(1983) are illustrated books. The report, which was published in 1982 under the same 

title, was written by Wendelle Stevens. In 1987 the book 'Light Years' written by Gary 

Kinder was published, which was also written in close cooperation with Billy. Later, in 

the USA,  'Steelmark Distribution' was created through the efforts of FIGU Passive 

Members, through which the 'Talmud Jmmanuel' continued to be published after the 
White Flower publishing house ceased to exist. Steelmark also published the English-

language photo book, a version of the GENESIS III photo book modified and reissued 

with Billy. The same publisher also published the English version of Guido 
Moosbrugger's book '... and they 'fly yet!' under the title 'And still they fly ...'.

(Correction 1st Edition Title: And yet they fly) SB
In Germany, Billy's book (The Truth about the Pleiadians) was published by the 

Silberschnur Publishing House and in Korea the Talmud Jmmanuel was published, 
which was translated into Korean by a Christian priest. At the same time FIGU-Japan 
took action, translating a whole series of Billy's books into Japanese and distributing 

them ever since. Also the FIGU-Italia became active and published the photo book 
translated into Italian.

                                              



                                               Explanations III

Until 1969 Billy was active in European and Oriental, North African and Asian 
countries, where he was engaged in all kinds of activities and carried out cash transports 

for banking institutions and also for Governments and worked with police. In 1964 he 
suffered a serious bus accident in southern Turkey, losing his left arm. In 1965 he 

married a Greek woman in Corinthos, Greece, with whom he travelled in several 
European countries as well as in Turkey, Persia, Pakistan and India. His daughter 
Gilgamesha was born in Quetta, West Pakistan. After his return in 1969, Billy first 

worked as a machinist in the construction industry. Later, until 1974, he worked as a 
night watchman and for a time as a porter. Between 1971 and 1974, in addition to his 

daily work, he wrote five adventure novels and various newspaper articles. As early as 

1970, he started working part-time on psychological counseling and healing illnesses 

through consciousness based influence (wrongly called mental healing), with high 

antenna mounting for large TV systems, bird breeding (parakeets and canaries), house 
renovations, oil tank cleaning, road construction and gardening. Some of these activities 

earned him a living for his family, which consisted of his wife Kalliope, daughter 

Gilgamesha and two boys born in Wetzikon/ZH, Atlantis Sokrates and Methusalem. In 

addition, there was also the work for building up the group and all those tasks which 

served the production and distribution of the writings. The 'Voice of the Aquarian Age' is
a good way of explaining what, in addition to his daily work and writing, rested on his 

shoulders: writing articles, correcting, producing clean copies for the artwork, 

assembling artwork for the production of small offset plates, printing, collating, 

stitching, cutting and mailing the subscribed magazines. It should be borne in mind that 

the magazine was published monthly, which is a great achievement without the other 
companies alone. In addition, however, there were the contacts and the telepathic writing

of the Contact Reports. A job that gave him blisters on all his fingers, as he initially 
typed with his old Hermes 3000 and a Swissa-Piccola in the absence of a better 
typewriter. At peak times he wrote contact reports for up to 22 hours without a pause, 

because the work was slow thanks to the old rickety vehicles. During the contacts, and 
often also outside the regular contacts, it was also his task to create all the many photo, 

film, video and tape documents which were initially the only proof of the rightness of 
his statements and which also served to draw the attention of the world public to his 
mission. This work, too, was connected with many organizational problems, which in 

the first years rested solely on his shoulders. As soon as certain persons and 
organizations became aware of Billy and his contacts, the visitors began to flow to 

Hinwil, to which he had to devote himself at the beginning. In addition, a rich 
correspondence developed with human beings from all over the world. With the 
attention of broader circles, however, came the reporters, to whom he was available for 



interviews again and again, until in 1987, after a slander campaign and the torn truth of 
Billy's story by the journalist Balz Theus (wrote the book 'Meier.Prophet'), he refused to 

answer a reporter's question again. Since it still seemed in the early years that the 
existing UFO Organizations would follow a good and honest path, long trips abroad to 
lectures were inevitable. As soon as it turned out, however, that the UFO organizations 

were not interested in the truth, because everything was only religiously and sectarian 
exploited, Billy stopped these trips again. Nevertheless, until 21 May 1978 he often 

spoke out in front of a large audience, which he always and without exception was able 
to captivate and draw under the spell of his stories.

Still in Hinwil, Kalliope, Billy's wife, and Jacobus Bertschinger, with whom he had been
friends for many years, began to relieve him and to perform some of his work for the 

time being. Soon Kalliope and Jacobus, who also financed the first small offset printing 
press, which was used to collect and finish the fonts, so they were able to relieve him of 

other manual work. Kalliope was soon entrusted, initially under Billy's guidance, with 

the responsibility for the sale of writing, photographic and film material, and from 1983 
she was in charge of subscriptions and the distribution of the 'Voice of Aquarian Age' as 

well as the sale of books, writings and materials. In the course of time she was also able 

to take over a large part of the visitor care. In addition to this work, she was always the 

main person in charge of the household, before Eva Bieri was called in in 1979 to take 

the strain off her. At the beginning of 1977, Bernadette Brand, who had joined the group 
at the time, took over the typing, and from spring 1978 Billy entrusted her with more 

and more correspondence work, until towards the end of the year she managed it 

independently.

                                                      Explanations IV

Guido Moosbrugger was a teacher and school principal from about 1978, responsible for

all the correction work on all writings. During 1979, Billy handed over responsibility for
the print shop, which he had had to carry himself until then, to Engelbert Wächter, who 

also provided the second small offset printing press, which worked much faster and 
better. Eva Bieri, who had been accepted into Billy's family in 1979 when she was 

pregnant, was given responsibility for the collection (previously done by all group 
members together) and finishing of fonts towards the end of 1979, and in 1980, under 
Billy's guidance, she also took over accounting and all shipping. After Billy's health 

collapsed, Eva's responsibilities included copying all of Billy's handwritten manuscripts 
with a typewriter. She was also responsible for the typewriter manuscript of the Book 

OM.

By 1979, Billy was almost completely relieved of the production of fonts by the help of 

his helpers, but this was not a great relief for him, because on April 7, 1977 the FIGU, 
under his leadership and guidance, had moved into the Semjase-Silver-Star-Center, 



which first had to be completely renovated and built up in day and night work under 
Billy's guidance. As a self-taught and all-round man, Billy was familiar with all the work

involved, no matter what kind it was. He not only worked as a bricklayer, carpenter, 
cabinet maker, roofer, architect and garden architect, cook, cheese maker, housekeeper, 
buyer, farmer, mechanic, electrician, excavator operator, woodworker and well master, 

but also as a clever lawyer, as a skilled cattle and small veterinary surgeon, as a talented 
photographer, as a consultant, psychologist, astronomer, meteorologist, doctor, teacher, 

engineer, environmental expert, biologist, house broker, and as a prudent accountant, etc.
etc. Last but not least, he understood like no other how to represent and assert our 
interests before the authorities and banks, in short, there was nothing at all he did not 

understand, even as a Fashion Designer and Goldsmith he was successful. Since the 
members of the Core Group only had a clue about very few things, he had to familiarize 

each individual with his area of responsibility, so that the responsibility for everything 
lay in his strong hand. Gradually he handed over responsibilities to individual core 

group members, but by the time the OM was published he had never been able to put the

reins in other hands without worrying.

With the growth of the group and the private addition (in 1980 Eva's son Atlant Platon 

Sokrates was born and adopted by Billy as his son) the additional burdens for Billy also 

grew, because it was necessary to create room for all. But in addition to the purely 

physical requirements there were also great psychological pressures, because living 
together under one roof for so many people was neither easy nor was it easy for the Core

Group members to fit into the circumstances. Often he not only had to put his foot down 

and act as an educator for his lambs, but all too often he was also a bouncer and 

scapegoat for whims and jealousies. Since he was always an excellent advisor to all 

people who asked him for advice and a reliable, dear friend, he could not fail to be 
burdened with worries and sorrows, with problems and little problems, and often even to

be raked until he was completely exhausted and worn-out, for not only his fellow human

beings were dependent on his strength, but also the care and responsibility for those 
entrusted to him and the mission. After two particularly bad years, in which everything 

went wrong and which seemed to consist only of grief, sorrows, needs and bad 
problems, a serious accident in the form of a health breakdown occurred on November 

4, 1982, in the morning at 4.35 a.m. Billy, who was suffering from complete mental and 
physical overload and total exhaustion according to the concordant statements of the 
doctors, Quetzal, Semjase and Ptaah, collapsed unconscious in the washroom, smashing 

his head on the sink, heater and floor. The accident caused a severe brain trauma, as a 
result of which other severe and most severe health damages, such as a permanent 

disturbance of the equilibrium center, a partial amnesia, etc. etc., occurred, which will 
continue until 2010. The first two and a half years after the collapse were a sheer hell for
Billy, as there were no suitable drugs to alleviate the damage caused by the accident, nor

were there any suitable therapies that could have helped him. So a long and arduous 
process began for him, in which he tried to take up the fight against his suffering. He 



was able to control many of the damages that occurred, and others became bearable 
through constant self-control, but even now, in 2011, there are still new after effects.

                                                        Explanations V

Despite severe health impairments, despite acute dizzy spells and balance disorders, 
despite great concentration difficulties and severe headaches, and struggling with 

enormous visual difficulties and a severely damaged nervous system, Billy, defying all 
adversities, started work on the Book OM on Tuesday, May 10, 1983 at 10:30 a.m.. For 
more than a year he wrote his manuscript almost daily by hand, always fighting against 

his manifold and extremely serious health damages. He had to write standing up in front 
of a table, because his serious breakdown made it impossible for him to write sitting 

down. The fact that the Book OM was completed in the first place and that Billy himself
was in charge of everything until the completion of all the corrections is perceived as a 

wonder by all involved, and it also seems to be a wonder that certain sufferings have not 

worsened over time, but have obviously even improved.
According to Billy's will, his thanks go to his family, to the Core Group, to the Plejaren 

and to all the other helpers and to those who support his work and mission. This time, 

however, we would also like to express the gratitude of all those who are the 

beneficiaries of Billy's immense struggle and tireless work, his research, learning and 

teaching, his wisdom, knowledge and goodness. The thanks of his loved ones, his 
helpers, all members of the Core Group, his friends and all seekers of the truth should be

expressed to him for his teachings and explanations, for the effort he always gave and 

continues to give to everyone, for his friendship and for his love. But he may also be 

certain of the thanks of his readers, who draw from his work strength and knowledge, 

cognition and wisdom, reverence and love, understanding and insight, help and 
consolation, as well as guidance and direction for the path of evolution. Ultimately, 

however, all people who are sincerely interested in the truth of Creation, who want to 

work on their own evolution and participate in the progress of human beings of all 
worlds thank him. And so, through his tireless struggle and restless work in fulfilling his 

mission as prophet and proclaimer of the new age, he is assured of the gratitude of all 
men of all coming centuries and millennia, to whom he points the way to the knowledge 

of Creation and the fulfillment of true humanity.
                                 
                                                                                   Bernadette Brand, Hinterschmidrüti

                                                   

                                                                     



    Explanations VI
                                                   

                                           JHWH =JSCHWJSCH

JHWH represents the writing form of the name JSCHWJSCH. But JSCHWJSCH is a 
word from a language long forgotten on earth, the Old Lyrian.  This language was not 
created on earth, but brought to earth in a distant star system by space travelers.

JSCHWJSCH, as a term, represents a title, which is translated into the terrestrial 

languages as “King Of Wisdom”. King of Wisdom”, however, means that this title is 
carried by a human being, who knowledgable and educated as high as possible in 
cognition, interpretation, and observance of the creational laws and recommendations 

and who strictly lives out the creational laws and recommendations and is an absolute 
example to all those who must still be instructed and who have not yet achieved the state

of knowledge, ability, wisdom, love and logic of a King of Wisdom.

A King of Wisdom – thus, an JSCHWJSCH – lives as an absolute example in the sense 

of the creational laws and recommendations, and he has the highest possible knowledge 

and ability for a human being in terms of the knowledge itself, as well as the regard to 
love, wisdom and logic.

Being a King of Wisdom  (JSCHWJSCH) means for this person that he is preparing for 

the distant future to live in the final stages of the human-physical form of existence, and 

that this human being is therefore already preparing to one day cast off his physical body

in order to enter the areas and levels of immaterial existence as a half-spirit-form. It 
takes 40 to 60 million years (calculated according to earth years) until this point in time 

of a human being is reached, calculated from the moment of his or her creation until the 

period of change from the material to the immaterial body form. So this means that a 

human being carries a physical body after his or her creation for 40 to 60 million years, 

before he or she casts it off and becomes a pure spiritual form, depending on how his or 
her overall evolution went - faster or slower, resulting in the difference between 40 and 

60 million years. This period, however, is calculated only according to the pure years of 
life during which a human being as such materially leads his existence.

The title JSCHWJSCH was already brought to earth in very ancient times, millions of 
years ago, and it always had a leading and good tone. Among the space immigrants, 

however, there were also elements that had unrightfully elevated themselves to 
JSCHWJSCHs without being qualified or educated to do so. And they were the ones 
who indulged in greed for power and behaved accordingly. They acquired new titles that

were understood by the people of the earth, namely the titles of powers that should 
embody the power of Creation. Creator was the most obvious appellation which was 

most plausible to the human being of the earth, which is why they also let themselves be 
named and celebrated in this form. The step to veneration and worship was then only 
small. The falsification of the title JSCHWJSCH as creator was a complete success, 



together with and especially with the associated consequences. The next step of the 
falsification came then with the fact that the Lyrian spelling of the title JSCHWJSCH 

(JHWH) and with it also the pronunciation of the same was changed, namely in 
JSCHFESCH, whose Lyrian style of writing was JHFH, which was later changed by the 
pre-historical Hobranos (later designation: Hebiru, Hebrajos, Hebraio, Ebräer, Hebraeui 

and Hebrews etc.), It must be clear, however, that the old designations are in different 
languages and do not refer to today's Israelite language) suffered a further falsification, 

namely to the JHVH. However, JSCHFESCH (JHFH) does not mean anything good 
from the Old Lyrian languages translated into earthly languages, namely King of 
Falseness = King of Falseness. A title used by the Old Lyrians to describe people who 

lived and worked with lies, deceit, power, violence, terror, anarchism, death and 
exploitation. 

With regard to the later falsification of the spelling JHFH into JHVH, there is no longer 

any extended meaning, because the letter V does not exist in the Old Lyrian Alphabet. 

The only interesting thing about the old spelling is that the original name of the 
Hobranoic JSCHFESCH was not uttered and feared by the Hobranos, which is why the 

ancient Hobranos called their JSCHFESCH (King of Falseness) JAHWE, which is 

important again in that this is also originally an Old Lyrian word and a term that 

translates into earthly languages as GEWALT-RULER (TYRANT). The ancient 

Hobranos feared this tyrant JAHWE and did not dare to pronounce his real title 
JSCHFESCH. 

                                                    Explanations VII

Following the irrational teachings, they thought that the nine-letter name ISCHFESCH 
and the knowledge of the correct pronunciation alone would release miraculous powers 

that would bring them death and ruin.

The same happened with practically all other terrestrial human races, which were 

terrorized and lead into confusion by the GEWALT-rulers (tyrants), whereby the 
appellation and designation of the GEWALT-RULER (TYRANT) found its way into all 

terrestrial languages, also into the later changed and new languages. All in all, the names
in the most varied languages mean the same GEWALT-RULER (TYRANT), whereby 
this meaning has been lost to the earthly human being in the course of thousands of 

years. Due to the emergence of religions, the sense  gradually became so falsified that it 
was erroneously, consciously, treacherously, and schemingly made known to the human 

beings of Earth that the sense of the word would contain within itself the power of 
Creation, the creator, salvation, life and all-mightiness as well as all positive things. All 
this against better knowledge, because the name of death, enslavement, exploitation and 

false teachings is contained in it; and this name of death is GOD, which is used in the 
earthly languages as a substitute for and alteration of the name GEWALT-RULER.



What is also of interesting value with regard to the name God (Gott) is that it is always 

written with only four letters in all existing languages of the earth and that the relevant 
Kabbalistic calculations of these languages always evaluate the name God as death, ruin,
destruction and damnation etc.. And in order to demonstrate that the death and 

destruction name of God is actually written in all languages with only four letters since 
time immemorial the following short list may make this clear:

The four-letter name of God (GOTT) of the individual peoples and languages

                         
             

                         

                         

                         
                         



                                                     Explanations VIII

                                         ATTENTION very important!

                      LANGUAGE, WORD TERMS AND SAYINGS ETC. 
                                                   
                                                         THE OM

In the first 34 Canons, individual terms such as 'prayer, praying, worship, 
adoration, veneration, price, praise, glorify and extol, etc.' are partly marked with 
special word explanations in brackets, which are valid throughout the OM and 
must also be interpreted correctly in the remaining Canons.       
Insertions marked as explanations refer to the interpretation of the verses above 
and their correct interpretation.

The language of OM is often kept in very old German written form, namely in the same 
way as OM text was written in earliest times - also in other languages. When studying 

and reading these texts, it is therefore important to ensure that they are interpreted 

correctly. In order to prevent further falsifications beyond recognition in this respect and 

for other reasons of understanding (see Bible, Talmud, Upanishads, etc.), an 

interpretative work must be prepared in addition to the original OM text, which is now 
done in this revised work by inserting explanations and additional terms in brackets (). 

This is to avoid wrong interpretations in the future, for every person is only too happy to

interpret everything according to his own understanding, even if the truth is falsified to 

the impossible.

A truth is and remains a truth, and in the same way it has only one meaning, which is 

why it can be interpreted and explained in different forms, but not interpreted in other 

values.

The word terms of OM are contained in original values, without any alteration or 
falsification, exactly as they were partly given by the Lyrians 389 000 years ago (B.C.), 

when the first OM work for the earth humans originated. So apparently wrong German 
spellings are not mistakes, if e.g. the word ANLITZ is written for face, instead of 
ANTLITZ.

In all modern German language works and language interpretations, the origin of the 

words is usually presented completely incorrectly, and they falsify the actual origin to 
such an extent that it can no longer be found. Partly these falsifications occur against 
better knowledge, but often out of effective unknowledge. Thus word terms are 

attributed to some things, which were never the origin, like the term ANTLITZ and 
ANLITZ, about which e.g. in the Duden the following is written as origin:



ANTLITZ “Countenance”. The usage of the word is nowadays only common in an 

elevated style and means actually “that which is reflected”.  Middle-High German 
“antlitze”, Old-High German “antlizzi” (combining “antlitz” and the synonym antlizzi, 
old English “andwlita”, Swedish “antlete”, contain as the first part of the word the 

prefix “ant” - “in face of, towards”, and as the second part of the word a German verb 
with the meaning of “glance”, look, see” (please note that in Gothic the word 

“wlits”means “appearance, figure features”. And in old-Islandic literature 
“appearance, radiance”)

Truthfully, the word ANLITZ comes from the old Lyrian language, which had a lot in 
common with the German language. The word ANLITZ in the Lyrian language is 

composed of two different values: AN, which is synonymous with the German AN, and 
LITZ, which literally means FACE. The two words together thus result in the term 

ANLITZ, which literally means face translated into German.

But if now the word ANLITZ has been falsified into the false word and the false value 
ANTLITZ, then on the one hand this was due to linguistic difficulties, which resulted 

from translations into other languages, and on the other hand due to carelessness and 

ununderstanding.

                                                                                                                                              
                                                      Explanations IX

In a further form the word LITZEN also exists in the Old Lyrian language, which 

literally means 'to look one's neighbor in the face', strictly speaking it means to look at a 

face.

In this context appear a lot of words which have been falsified in the German Language; 

amongst them, e.g. , VERDAMMNIS (Damn = Dam), meaning that something has been 

VERDAMMT, namely obstructed with a dam. Even now the dikes at the North Sea are 
being dammed. Those dams therefore create a VERDAMMNIS (literally “damnation”). 

A very hard and strenuous type of work, often talked about from time immemorial, 
particularly amongst the builders of the dams, the VERDAMMERN or 

VERDAMMENDEN. 

Since the origin of the word terms have been falsified for hundreds and even thousands 

of years, misunderstandings arise again and again, which can lead to certain differences. 
In order to prevent this from happening in the OM, these explanations now take place, 

whereby in the interpretative text terms that are difficult to understand or have become 
unknown are to be interpreted and explained in () terms that are common today.

The wisdom sayings appearing in the OM should also be mentioned, which were also 
written down 389,000 years before today in the original OM under the Solomonic 



sayings. As the Bible now erroneously claims, the wisdom sayings have their origin with
King Solomon. But this is just not true, because King Solomon has taken all his wisdom 

sayings from the Ur-OM and partly even reproduced them in a strongly falsified form. 
The origin of the wisdom sayings truthfully also goes back to the Lyrians, in whose 
language the wisdom sayings are named as SALOMONIC WORDS OF WISDOM, 

which translated into the German language means WISDOM SAYINGS OF PEACE, 
whereby several forms of translation can be used, but which basically always say the 

same thing.

So King Solomon's sayings have nothing to do with him, except that he borrowed them 

from the original OM and reproduced them in a partly blatantly distorted form. But the 
same happened with other sayings of wisdom and with quotations, which were not 

known by King Solomon, but which were also part of the Ur-OM. Often mutilated 
beyond recognition, many of them have survived to this day and have been falsely 

attributed to people who have only used and falsified them.

These wisdoms and quotations now are of course also contained again in the last and 

now given OM, but in their true original form, again written down by Billy, on behalf of 

himself and the JHWH of the earth: JSCHWJSCH PTAAH of the planet Erra, in the 

constellation of the Plejaren.

The once again and for the last time unadulterated given form of the OM-Writing is to 

bring Peace, Tranquility, Love, Truth, Knowledge, Logic, Wisdom and Justice to the 

earth-human being, and therefore the writing of the Word of Truth is to be finally and for

all times preserved and followed in the faithful form of Truth. This is the meaning and 

the will of all those who have endeavored to make OM and its creation possible, so that 
the earth human beings can live in their paradise - on the Blue Planet of the SOL 

System, called Earth.

                                                                                  All Core Group Members of the         

 'Freie Interessengemeinschaft', all 
  their other members and patrons       

  under the guidance of Billy

                                      



                                                      Explanations X

                                Orthographic and conceptual peculiarities

In the verses of the book OM, peculiarities emerge which show themselves in 
grammatical as well as in orthographical and stylistic matters. It is important to make 
sure that the sentences are understood correctly. The following few excerpts are 

examples of the above:

Canon/Vers/term:                                               Meaning:
                                                                        

Chapter JHWH (Explanations p. VII):
falsely made wise                                              = the false wisdom given, or falsely       

       taught

Canon 5, verse 13:

throughout                                                         = the whole

Canon 15, verse 10:

on a large scale                                                  = the big one

Canon 20, verse 105

(and in various other places): as a whole          = the whole

Canon 24, verse 99:

for better or for worse                                        = in the good or in the evil

Canon 24, verse 182
(and in various other places): on a small           = the small and the big, or in the small 

scale and not on a large scale                   and big

Canon 25, verse 12

(and in various other places):                             = according to this, everywhere,  
allso                    everything together and so on.

Canon 25, verse 28:
Right: so the prophet is children                     = it is actually meant to be children, not 

and mothers      proclaimers.



Canon 25, verse 35:
Right: that the Master is Master                      = be his own master is master of himself

of himself

Canon 27, verse 20:                                        

on the fair path                                                 = on the path of the righteous

Canon 28, verse 51:
Until they have done evil.                                = until they've done the evils

Canon 30, verse 22
(and in various other places):                           = and become a disgrace (the disgrace:  

and become disgraceful                                       plural = the disgrace)  
                             

Canon 31, verse 829:                                      

Watchers of the Arahat Athersata                     = the Arahat Athersata are watchers        
                                                                          = Watchers of the Arahat Athersata,

                                                                              thus Watchers from the Watchers

                                                                              collective of the Arahat Athersata  

                                                                          = Viewers of Time.

Canon 31, verse 965:      

hail, snow, etc.                                                  = Old spelling adopted

Canon 32, verse 804

(and in various other places):                           = ordinary, ordinary 
common

Canon 32, verse 972:
happy                                                                = happy, cheerful, to be in good spirits

This introduction (2nd Edition) was extracted from the FIGU Website (www.figu.org). 
This introduction was translated by myself Scott Baxter with the help of Deepl and 
Google online translation services, the FIGU Dictionary and other available translations 

from other approved and unapproved sources. The text of this document (Canons 1-77) 
(1st Edition) was translated by Marianne Schmelling. The German word Gebote which 

means recommendation was substituted throughout this document in place of the word 
“commandment”.  This entire document is unapproved and for reference only.

                                                                            Scott Baxter
                                                                            January 1, 2020



CANON 1

  1. In the Name of Creation, which is love, knowledge, wisdom, truth and perfection.

  2. Praise be unto It, the Creation of all creations.

  3. Man liveth unto It only, and only unto It we live continually.

  4. Its laws and recommendations only we obey.

  5. Creation Itself leadeth us to the goal of evolution by Its laws and recommendations. 

  6. It leadeth us in the way of those who tread on the path of truth and love and who already have trod 

the path of truth before us and have not caused displeasure nor have gone astray.

  7. In the Name of Creation, that is our will and our goal of evolution.

CANON 2

  1. In the Name of Creation, the loving, the wise.

  2. Thus speaketh the JHWH and the Prophet, who are king of wisdom over the earthly generations of 

man:

  3. The JHWH and the Prophet reveal the laws and recommendations of Creation, which is the only 

Creation of Its universe. 

  4. Praise be unto It, which is life and BEING.

  5. Its sevenfold legalities the JHWH and the Prophet proclaim, who are  human and knowing revelation

of all truth, all love, all wisdom and of knowledge and of the ways of Creation.

  6. They, however, are not a representation of Creation, but recognition, revelation and fulfillment of the 

duty of truth and love in free manner, unto the observance of the laws and recommendations of 

Creation.

  7. And so speaketh the JHWH and the Prophet in wisdom and free recognition of duty, and in 

fulfillment of duty for the fulfillment of the laws and recommendations of Creation.

  8. The JHWH is not worthy of veneration nor worthy of worship because this is due to Creation alone.

  9. And the Prophet is not worthy of veneration nor worthy of worship because this is due to Creation 

alone.

 10. And the Spirit leaders of the Prophet are not worthy of veneration nor worthy of worship, because 

this is due to Creation alone.

 11. A human being shall never direct his prayer to the JHWH or the Prophet or to the Prophet’s Spirit 

leaders because performance of prayer is due to Creation alone.

 12. A human being should never venerate the JHWH or the Prophet or the Spirit leaders of the Prophet 

because veneration is due to Creation alone.

 13. Veneration and worship are due to Creation alone, which is the highest and the most complete 

perfection in Its universe.

 14. However, esteem, exercise and bring respect and reverence towards all life, as also to the JHWH of 

the earthly generations of man and also to the Prophet and the Spirit leaders of the Prophet.

 15. Esteem, exercise and bring respect and reverence towards all life.

 16. Esteem, exercise and bring respect and reverence towards the JHWH, who is the king of wisdom of 

the generations of men of three worlds.

 17. Esteem, exercise and bring respect and reverence towards the Prophet, who is true Prophet for the 

earthly generations of man in truth, love, wisdom and knowledge.
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 18. Esteem, exercise and bring respect and reverence towards the Prophet, who is mediator, proclaimer, 

the knowledgable and loving and wise one between the earthly generations of man to be taught and 

the teachings of truth.

 19. Esteem, exercise and bring respect and reverence also towards the Spirit leaders of the Prophet, who 

are the knowledgable and instructors of the earthly generations of man by order of the Prophet.

 20. Obey the teachings of the laws and recommendations of Creation because its obedience alone grants 

true life and evolution unto BEING.

 21.  In the Name of Creation, the loving, the wise.

CANON 3

  1. In the Name of Creation, the knowing, the creating.

  2. Thus speaketh the JHWH, who is the JHWH of the earthly generations of man:

  3. That is the book of the laws and recommendations of Creation, expounded and explained in 

understandable words.

  4. That is the book of knowledge of the creative laws and recommendations, as is given in the word and

sense by the JHWH and the Prophet of the earthly generations of man.

  5. The JHWH is not Creation Itself, but he is human and king of wisdom over the generations of man of

Earth in non-hierarchical manner.

  6. The JHWH is the only JHWH for the earthly generations of man and for the travelers from afar from 

the depths of the universe, who are his helpers and watchers; but besides the JHWH still is the 

Prophet for the earthly generations of man, who is a power equal to the JHWH.

  7. To the JHWH and the Prophet of the earthly generations of man is due respect and reverence of the 

human beings of Earth.

  8. But unto Creation is due the honor, the respect and the reverence of the JHWH, of the Prophet and of

the human beings.

  9. Creation alone is the power of all Creation, of life and of BEING.

 10. And nothing is worthy of veneration and worthy of worship except Creation.

 11. The JHWH is wise, yet he is human, and he is king of knowledge, of love, of truth, of ability and of 

wisdom, therefore he is king of wisdom.

 12. Besides the JHWH no human being in equal manner exists.

 13. Yet the JHWH is human and remains human - until he changes to Spirit form.

 14. The JHWH is human, and above him throneth and hovereth, immeasurably high, Creation in 

omnipotence of all Creation, and nothing comparable exists in the universe unto Its power, 

knowledge, love and wisdom.

 15. Creation is the Creation and It created all Creation which is existing in Its universe.

 16. Creation is Creation and It created all Creation, the life, BEING, the heavens and the earth worlds, 

the galaxies and the solids, and thus every creature and all armies of life.

 17. Creation is Creation, and besides Creation there is no Creation in Its universe.

 18. And Creation is OM.
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 19. The JHWH and the Prophet are human beings and skilled in the law and recommendation of 

Creation, and they present to the generations of man to be taught the book of the laws and 

recommendations of Creation, because they are human and JHWH and Prophet and as such in duty 

therefore.

 20. But over the JHWH and over the Prophet ruleth and hovereth at immeasurable height, Creation as 

infinite all-great-timely power and as true BEING.

 21. Creation is the Creation, and besides It no Creation in Its universe exists.

CANON 4

  1. In the Name of Creation, the graceful, the all-loving, the just, the wise, the knowing, the all-merciful.

  2. Praise be unto Creation, which is the true Creation and the only Creation in Its universe.

  3. Praise be unto Creation, which is the Creation of all creations and which are the universe, the 

galaxies, the stars and the earth worlds, heavens, light and darkness, time and space and all armies of 

living forms of life, each according to its own kind.

  4. Praise be unto Creation, which is the only Creation in Its universe, and which is the Creation of all 

creations in space and time.

  5. Praise be unto Creation, which is justice.

  6. Praise be unto Creation, which is love.

  7. Praise be unto Creation, which is strength.

  8. Praise be unto Creation, which is wisdom.

  9. Praise be unto Creation, which is knowledge.

 10. Praise be unto Creation, which is mercy.

 11. Praise be unto Creation, which is freedom.

 12. Praise be unto Creation, which is grace.

 13. Praise be unto Creation, which is law.

 14. Praise be unto Creation, which is recommendation.

 15. Praise be unto Creation, which is covenant.

 16. Praise be unto Creation, which is fulfillment.

 17. Praise be unto Creation, which is evolution.

 18. Praise be unto Creation, which is life.

 19. Praise be unto Creation, which is assistance.

 20. Praise be unto Creation, which is joy.

 21. Praise be unto Creation, which is beauty.

 22. Praise be unto Creation, which is peace.

 23. Praise be unto Creation, which is infallibility.

 24. Praise be unto Creation, which is balance.

 25. Praise be unto Creation, which is Spirit.

 26. Praise be unto Creation, which is all-timeliness.

 27. Praise be unto Creation, which is logical consequence.

 28. Praise be unto Creation, which is becoming.

 29. Praise be unto Creation, which is perfection.

 30. Praise be unto Creation, which is contentment.

 31. Praise be unto Creation, which is inexhaustibility.

 32. Praise be unto Creation, which is omnipotence.

 33. Praise be unto Creation, which is loveliness.

 34. Praise be unto Creation, which is infinity.

 35. Praise be unto Creation, which is unity.

 36. Praise be unto Creation, which is perception.
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 37. Praise be unto Creation, which is granting.

 38. Praise be unto Creation, which is exaltation.

 39. Praise be unto Creation, which is sohar.

 40. Praise be unto Creation, which is gentleness.

 41. Praise be unto Creation, which is clarity.

 42. Praise be unto Creation, which is purity.

 43. Praise be unto Creation, which is change.

 44. Praise be unto Creation, which is origination.

 45. Praise be unto Creation, which is future.

 46. Praise be unto Creation, which is power.

 47. Praise be unto Creation, which is reverence.

 48. Praise be unto Creation, which is all-ness.

 49. Praise be unto Creation, which is BEING.

  

CANON 5

  1. In the Name of Creation, which is Creation and truly the one and only.

  2. The JHWH watcheth as true king of wisdom over the generations of man of Earth, and above him 

reigneth and hovereth Creation, the laws and recommendations of which he obeyeth in most severe 

duty.

  3. The JHWH watcheth in instruction, however, never as lord so he acts equally to Creation.

  4. The JHWH is king of wisdom and watching as such, not however ruling as lord.

  5. Creation is Creation and no Creation in Its universe is beside It.

  6. The human being, who is JHWH, is human, and as such he is obligated to the generations of men of 

three earth worlds, which he directs as king of wisdom.

  7. Besides the JHWH of Earth, above which Creation floateth in immeasurable greatness, man shall not

have any other JHWH or even idols or gods beside him.

  8. See therefore: Over the earthly generations of men watcheth the king of wisdom and the Prophet also

in instruction.

  9. But over the king of wisdom and the Prophet, who are human beings, Creation floateth at 

immeasurable height, which is BEING as highest  and creating power.

 10. The JHWH and the Prophet are the law-givers and recommendation-bringers for the generations of 

men, and their wishes and suggestions shall also be obeyed by husband and wife because they 

descended from the laws and recommendations of Creation, which must find continuous obedience.

 11. The JHWH and the Prophet are generous in their love and in all their actions and in their patience 

also.

 12. Man shall not disregard the teachings of the JHWH and of the Prophet, because they are themselves 

the true recognitions, explanations and advice of the sevenfold order, which ariseth from the laws and

recommendations of Creation.

 13. The JHWH and the Prophet grasp and recognize in total the laws and recommendations of Creation 

in their own duty and they expound these, explaining and advising, because they are king of wisdom 

and knowing and wise in all things.

 14. But Creation standeth immeasurably much higher than the JHWH and the Prophet, who are 
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human beings, because only Creation is the immeasurable mystery.

 15. The JHWH and the Prophet are human beings therefore, and they teach the laws and 

recommendations of Creation in their own recognition and fulfillment of duty.

 16. The JHWH and the Prophet teach in wisdom, love, truth and knowledge the laws and 

recommendations of Creation, without being representatives of Creation.

 17. Creation is infinite power, immeasurable greatness and immeasurable secret, and no human power is 

able to approach It.

 18. The Spirit in the human being is able to carry on communication with Creation, because it is an 

energy-equal part of Creation Itself.

 19. Creation alone shall be honored and worshiped, and unto It alone shall be praise and thanks.

 20. The JHWH and the Prophet shall be respected and reverently esteemed, however, not be adored nor 

worshiped.

 21. Worship and adoration is due to Creation alone, and It shall be praised in gratefulness.

CANON 6

  1. In the Name of Creation which is the only Creation in Its universe and which is life and BEING.

  2. So the king of wisdom of the earthly generations of men speaketh to  the Prophet, he who is the true 

Prophet, and who as mediator and proclaimer receiveth the book of truth as book of the true word 

and  the teachings and bringeth to the generations of men of Earth, to whom it is uniformly valid as 

way-showing and advice and to be obeyed as a guiding principle:

  3. The laws and recommendations of Creation state that every herd needs a leading animal.

  4. And every army needs a leader.

  5. And every nation needs wise guidance.

  6. And every generation of man needs a wise king.

  7. Every generation of man needs a wise, knowing king, trained in love, duty, ability and in knowledge 

and advice so therefore, a king of wisdom.

  8. And mentioned are the JHWH and the Prophet as kings of wisdom, above whom alone the Creation 

of all things ruleth as immeasurable mystery.

  9. See therefore: The JHWH and the Prophet watch over the generations of men, whom they lead and 

guide through those, who as proclaimers and leaders bring their wishes, their words and their book of

the laws and recommendations of Creation to the human beings of Earth and teach these.

 10. The mediators, proclaimers and leaders of truth and of the laws and  recommendations of Creation 

are the JHWH and the Prophet, and the Spirit leaders of the Prophet, who fulfill the duty of teaching 

the unknowing human being, and who themselves carry the strength of greatest wisdom, of truth, of 

knowledge and of love.

 11. The JHWH is not representative of Creation, and the Prophet is not representative of the JHWH.

 12. The Prophet proclaims unto the generations of men of one Earth his teachings and the teachings of 

the JHWH each at its own time, and no other prophet
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   and no other JHWH is equal to them during their time.

 13. And the JHWH and the Prophet proclaim the teachings of Spirit, which are the teachings of Creation 

from Its laws and recommendations, laid upon the JHWH and the Prophet by their own recognition 

of duty unto fulfillment.

 14. And so the Prophet arranges his Spirit leaders, who are learning with him and thereafter are teaching 

among human beings, so that they teach and lead the masses of the generations of man as knowing 

and duty-fulfilling Spirit leaders.

CANON 7

  

  1. In the Name of Creation, which is just and generous.

  2. Praise, adoration and worship shall be unto Creation alone.

  3. Creation is invisible, unseizable and untouchable.

  4. But Creation is perceptible.

  5. Only true knowing, true wisdom, true truth and true love make man understanding, grasping and 

recognizing the proof of the existence of Creation.

  6. Therefore, the existence remaineth unprovable to those human beings,  who do not find the power of 

proof in true truth, in true love, in true wisdom and in true knowledge.

  7. The JHWH is visible and seizeable, because he is human but he guards his visibility and seizeability, 

so he withholds himself from the gazes and grasps of those human beings, who are still in need of the

instruction of the laws and recommendations of Creation.

  8. Therefore, the JHWH remaineth invisible and untouchable to those still to be taught, and only the 

prophets attain to gazing into the kindness of his countenance.

  9. Unknowing and still to be taught human beings adore the higher ones in erroneous striving, such who

stand above them and are more knowing and able; therefore, the unknowing one also adoreth 

humans, who are more knowing and truly wise.

 10. And the JHWH is a human being, wise and knowing, and he must not be adored, so he remaineth 

invisible and untouchable to the human beings still to be taught, so that he shall not be adored and 

worshipped.

 11. And verily, adoration and worship is due unto Creation alone.

 12. The JHWH is a human being, and as such he wisheth and tolerateth no adoration and worship, but so 

also not the prophets, who have to defend themselves against it and who do not directly move among

the people, for they are still active among the generations of man, who in erroneous striving seek 

adoration and worship.

 13. The prophets have to defend themselves against adoration and worship, for over them also hovereth 

Creation as immeasurable mystery, and unto It only is due adoration and worship.

 14. Therefore, the JHWH remaineth invisible and untouchable to the human beings still to be taught, and

so also all those assigned to him, the helpers and watchers, so that those still to be taught do not tend 

to become adoring and worshipping, and so that the human being, through understanding and 

common sense only, and through knowledge, truth, love and wisdom becomes knowledgeable about 

his existence, as he equally has to do in the knowledge about the existence of Creation.
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    CANON 8

  1. In the Name of Creation, which hath created the armies of all life.

  2. Praise be unto Creation, which is Creation.

  3. And the JHWH speaketh and the Prophet, they who know about the beginning and about the laws 

and recommendations:

  4. “In the beginning was the egg-shape of the Creation-spiral, brought forth by the idea of Ur-Creation.

  5. The Creation-spiral was spiritual Ur-form, diminutively small and only the size of a flea.

  6. But the spiral rotated and pulsated the Spirit-energy of the becoming Creation, powerful and 

expansion-determined.

  7. The energy form grew and became compacted power and exploded in the most glaring lightning-fire.

  8. A sohar among the countless universes of the ABSOLUTUM-space.

  9. With powerful expansion power the Creation spiral pressed outward, stretching at many times the 

speed of light, steadily growing and creating creative-universal space.

 10. Creation was born, conceived by the idea of Ur-Creation, and created by Its own power.

 11. Freed from the endless duration in the Ur-cell, the grip of fetters loosened within It  and Creation 

began to think in conscious manner.

 12. Common-sense and mind developed and sensitivity and feeling.

 13. So the thought created the idea, which is given forth by the Ur-eternal, by the ABSOLUTE 

ABSOLUTUM, which is the source of all things.

 14. The Ur, which created Itself out of the absolute nothing of the endless duration, which is called 

timelessness.

 15. But the idea of the Ur-eternal is given in the evolutionary sense of existence, in becoming and 

passing away, unto the final life of the all-timely and timeless BEING in the ABSOLUTE 

ABSOLUTUM.

 16. Creation lived, thought, had feeling and sensitivity, mind and intelligence and the idea of life.

 17. And It grew powerful and mighty in true love, to expand and to stretch Itself.

 18. With Its power It changed Its thoughts and Its idea into becoming, so It therefrom created space and 

time.

 19. It created the universe thus, which in its expanse was empty and only filled with the spiritual power-

energy of expanding Creation.

 20. Thus in the beginning Creation created the empty expanse of the universe in which still prevailed 

endless duration, and still no space had become present.

 21. But the idea of change unto becoming was created, and the endless duration became time and the 

empty expanse became space.

 22. Yet space was still empty and time stood still therefore.

 23. But the idea brought forth movement.

 24. The duration split itself into minutest impulse units, which henceforth coursed through space in 

waves.

 25. The moving time was born, and living, it created past and future.

 26. The hastening time set the spiritual Creation-energies hovering in  space into motion, and rotation 

began.

 27. Moving and rotating, the spiritual energies pulsated, and flaky  material created itself therefrom.

 28. Thus was done the first step of material-formation.
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 29. The idea of Creation developed itself further, which was given unto it ur-eternally by the Ur-

Creation, to which in turn the idea was given by the ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTUM.

 30. Until then, in the universe was only hastening time, movement, rotation, pulsation and flaky material.

 31. Space was chaotic and desolate and hung in darkness, and nothing solid was present.

 32. So the idea of Creation stretched itself, and it created rotation for densification.

 33. The flaky material rotated and pulsated to spirals, equal to the egg-shaped form of the Creation-

spiral, and densified from which originated heat, which was of a different type than the cold of space.

 34. The densifying flaky material of Spirit-energy became a galaxy, so it also was born, glowing and 

raying brightly, whereby the darkness of space was broken.

 35. Born, therefore, was the Ur-galaxy.

 36. Out of the Ur-galaxy originated new becoming, new densified material which was in motion, rotated 

and pulsated.

 37. The material of coarse form began in galaxies of a new type which, manifold and countlessly, 

animated the expansive space.

 38. But thereby the idea of Creation was not yet completed because no life for evolution was yet created,

and nothing which creepeth and flyeth.

 39. And no legalities and recommendations existed yet into which life and the existence of all things 

were to be arranged, not for the existence and not for evolution.

 40. Thus Creation thought and created all-encompassing laws and recommendations into which all life, 

all evolution, all becoming and passing away and BEING were to be arranged.

 41. With it was created the seven-fold order of the creative legalities and recommendations.

 42. Thus therewith were given the guidelines of all life and all evolution, and given were the laws and 

recommendations for everything existing, becoming, passing away and for BEING.

 43. And Creation arranged Its legalities and recommendations into everything already created by It and 

in everything which would still be created by It.

 44. It anchored Its laws and recommendations in everything existing and becoming, so that for all-great-

times, all armies of life and everything existing shall be imbedded into this order.

 45. The legalities and recommendations of the all-encompassing sevenfold order took their course, and 

lately other types of life also originated therefrom.

 46. The sevenfold order was born, which sayeth that all life, all existence, all becoming and passing 

away, all evolution and BEING, each would complete itself in seven consecutive steps and planes.

 47. Therefore sayeth the sevenfold order of the Creation-laws and Creation-recommendations that 

everything is arranged into a course and progression, which from the beginning to the goal 

encompasseth seven steps or, therefore, seven planes.

 48. But the sevenfold order is not yet fulfilled therewith, because every such plane, again, is subdivided 

into additional seven planes, and these again into seven lower planes and this in sevenfold 

consecutively following order.

 49. This resulteth in the sevenfold order of the 7 x 7-fold development, which sayeth that to all armies 
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of life are given seven directly Creation-related development planes.

 50. And every such Creation-related development plane is subdivided into seven lower development 

planes.

 51. And every such lower development plane is subdivided into seven still lower development planes.

 52. And every such lower development plane is subdivided into seven still lower development planes, 

which continues so up the seventh link.

 53. Therefore, the number of all planes resulteth in 7x7x7x7x7x7x7, which weave through all things and 

all existence, each one according to its own kind.

 54. And out of the sevenfold order originated a new and different kind of life, which was of denser and 

coarse-substanced matter.

 55. The glowing, rotating and pulsating spiral arms of the new galaxies of many types in densification 

created large formations and which distanced themselves from the center of the galaxies.

 56. Of the large, rotating, pulsating and glowing formations soon had become densifications, which 

formed themselves into suns and planets, and which were projected out into the expanses of space.

 57. And the suns and planets were sporadic in space, and they were united and thus circled each other in 

groups and systems.

 58. Therefore, they enlivened the space of the universe, in differing size and in manifold form and kind, 

and in most differing colors, so the space of the universe was manifold in colors also.

 59. And the suns radiated in their own fire and spent light and warmth to the circling planets, which in 

part and with cooled surfaces became sporadically able to develop their own life, as this was 

determined by the sevenfold order of Creation.

 60. Therefore it was given through the laws and recommendations of Creation, that planets should 

develop and bear life, every planet according to its own kind.

 61. So life created in manifold form and kind on sporadic worlds, those which are called earth worlds.

 62. And the first life brought forth as flora, which overgrew the solids of the earth worlds.

 63. And forthwith also the life of fauna brought forth, which was the world of the animal kingdom, after 

the flora had flourished, which is the plant kingdom.

 64. Therefore, the flora was created first, and the fauna followed it, according to the sevenfold laws of 

order of Creation.

 65. And as last lifeform it brought forth the human being, when the flora and the fauna were already 

alive, and that the possibility for life of the human being was given therewith, who was the highest 

developed and independently thinking lifeform, preconceived by the idea of Creation.

 66. In the beginning was Creation, which created the universe, the space and time and the solids therein.

 67. But on the solids, manifold life created itself to satisfy the idea of becoming unto BEING in the 

ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTUM, and so that the way to evolution shall be opened.

 68. And so shall be the course of all things, if all armies of life obey the laws and recommendations 

given by Creation.

 69. The laws and recommendations, which are given ur-timely, and which to  the knowing and wise in 

true love are visible everywhere in all-great-timely constant and unchangeable lasting form.

 70. So the Earth also was created according to the laws and recommendations of Creation, but so were 
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created the sun and the other planets as well.

 71. In the beginning the sun of the new system formed, and it bestowed warmth and light.

 72. And far beyond the sun, material structures densified themselves and the planets were formed.

 73. The light of the sun illuminated the darkness and the rotating planets, so light on them also formed, 

and darkness on the side turned away from the sun.

 74. Therefore, day and night was created on the planets and on the Earth also.

 75. And according to the sevenfold laws and recommendations of Creation, manifold life created on the 

Earth.

 76. Flora and fauna were born, each one life according to its own kind.

 77. And life on the Earth was given, because the world was in part of solids and in part of water, from 

which firstly and lastly, all life created itself in the beginning.

 78. And life created up to the human being, who developed and created himself as separate and true to 

his own line and highest developed creative lifeform, out of Ur-substances of Earth and out of their   

life in substance-binding manner.

 79. And the human life created in substance-binding manner of the earth and of the existing life of flora 

and fauna, without direct specie-union with floric and faunic life therefore.

 80. Thus was born the human specie as its own and special kind, in no direct union whatsoever with 

floric or faunic life therefore.

 81. And the human lifeform on the Earth developed common-sense and mind, feeling and thinking, and 

speaking also.

 82. The human being created words and strung them together to certain logical consequences, and out of 

it was created the meaning of the consecutive words and their connections.

 83. The value of language was created, so that the human being could make himself mutually understood

through words.

 84. Thus the language was created.

 85. And as the human being had mastered the language, he named the space above the world “heaven”, 

the dry solid “earth”, and the damp moisture he named “water”.

 86. Therefore it was decided through the laws and recommendations of Creation, that on certain stars life

of manifold kind and species shall be created, if the planets in their type were able to bear life.

 87. And thus planet Earth was one of them.

 88. And the laws and recommendations of Creation said that also on Earth armies of life should sprout, 

each according to its kind.

 89. And the laws and recommendations of Creation said that on Earth should sprout grass and diverse 

weeds, each according to its kind.

 90. And diverse trees, flowers, plants and shrubs should sprout, and they should bear seeds and fruit in 

great quantities, and fragrant they should be, tasty and fine smelling, each according to its kind.

 91. Out of the waters and soil everything developed, as it was provided for and conceived by the idea of 

Creation.

 92. And the Earth sprouted forth grass and diverse weeds, flowers, plants, trees and shrubs and diverse 

animals.

 93. And all created armies of life bore their own seed and fruit, so they fertilized and propagated 

themselves in continued order, each according to its kind.
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 94. And breathing space was created over the solids of Earth and under the heaven, so every life could 

breathe, and each according to its kind.

 95. And lights were set in the darkness of heaven over the Earth, so that during the day the sun gave light

and warmth, and at night far off stars spread moderate light.

 96. So was given day and night, created by the signs of light and of darkness.

 97. The firm Earth circled in space around the sun and around itself, and so was thereby given the 

change of day and night.

 98. And by the turning were given the times of the days and hours and the times of the years, but so also 

the change of the becoming and passing away of the entire life.

 99. And with it also was given the spring, the summer, the autumn and winter, those which in the form of

change are birth, the active life, the thoughtful eve of life, and death, which like a deep sleep leads to 

renewed life again.

100. Thus becoming and passing away ruled on Earth, given by the sevenfold laws and recommendations 

of Creation.

101. There was created becoming and passing away and again constant new becoming  and passing away.

102. And there was created water and solid, solid and heaven, day and night, year after year, and there 

was created change of seasons, manifold life, impregnation and birth and passing away and 

reincarnation in infinite order, and each according to its kind.

103. Therefore, the Earth had become existing and living, the waters, the heavens and stars, and each and 

all armies of life and according to their kind also.

104. And each and all life was filled and enlivened with minute particles of  creative power and creative 

Spirit-life, which shall develop itself  unto perfection, whereby shall be fulfilled the laws and 

recommendations of Creation, up to and into all all-great-time.

105. Therefore, it was finished, and given over to life and to evolution were the Earth and the stars and all 

armies of life, while the universe spread itself further and will only pause, when the time of time has 

come.

106. Thus the Earth was completed, the heavens, the stars and all armies of life, light and darkness, cold 

and warmth  and the waters and everything else, which is existing. 

107. Thus everything has become, been created and born and produced  in the beginning, from the very 

beginning of the idea of Ur-Creation to the self-creation of Creation.

108. But out of Creation sprang forth and was brought forth the universe, the galaxies, the stars and all 

armies of life, that which creepeth and flyeth, in fulfillment of the laws and recommendations of 

Creation, those which are of validity from all-great-time to all-great-time and eternally.

109. Thus Creation Itself was born, also by the idea of Ur-Creation.

110. And thus was born the universe, by the idea of Creation.

111. And thus were born the legalities and recommendations of the sevenfold order by the idea of 

Creation.

112. And thus were born the solids, the galaxies and stars in the space of the universe, and also space and 

time, light and darkness, by the idea of Creation.

113. And finally were born the diverse and manifold armies of life, that which evolving strives toward the

goal of BEING.

114. This took place so according to the will and to the idea of the ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTUM.

115. And this took place according to the will and to the idea of the Ur-Creation.
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116. And this took place according to the will and to the idea of Creation.

117. So that life flourish in goal-aspiring evolution.

118. And so that life finds perfection through evolution in BEING.

119. In the Name of Creation, which is truth, and which is wisdom, and which is truthful love, this is the 

truth from the very beginning of the very beginning.”

CANON 9

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2. Praise be unto Creation, which has created heaven and Earth and has brought forth darkness and 

light.

  3. Praise be unto Creation, because It had imagined and created the human being and set him an 

evolutionary goal.

  4. And It is Creation, which is existent in everything, in the heavens, in the stars and galaxies, in the 

earth worlds and in all armies of life, that which is given each according to its own kind.

  5. And It is recognizable in everything and anything, internally and  externally.

  6. And It hath ordained the life-goal and the final goal of BEING for everything which creepeth and 

flyeth, and for everything which liveth and existeth.

  7. But the Earth human doubts this, and those disregard it who are unknowing and autocratic and 

stupid.

  8. They know not reverence and respect, and not the truth, not the love, and neither knowledge nor 

wisdom.

  9. They are prisoners of themselves, and full of unrighteousness, evil-temperedness and selfishness and 

self-pity.

 10. And they are imprisoned by their egotism and by their erroneous and  false thinking.

 11. They set other things equal to Creation and exercise adoration and worship therewith, with idols and 

gods of the dead and living kind.

 12. And they untruthfully invent creative powers for them and they are afraid of them.

 13. And they set human beings above Creation, whom they adore and worship as tyrants, and those who 

are called god by the Earth human.

 14. And erroneously they attribute power to the gods and idols and they set them equal to Creation.

 15. But Creation is Creation, and only It is true power, love, knowledge, wisdom and omnipotence.

 16. And beside It is no other Creation in Its universe, and no idols and no gods therefore.

 17. And to those who deny Creation, and to those who set other powers, gods and idols beside It, no sign

from It cometh to them.

 18. Those who have turned away from Creation are the seeing blind, who nowhere see a sign of Its 

existence, neither in all the armies which are living, nor in the internal or in the external life.

 19. Neither cometh a sign to them of a sign of truth.

 20. And they walk as the unknowing through life, distant from truth  and stupid and blind.

 21. Knowingly they turn away from the truth, because their life of wickedness, of greed and of passion, 

and their life of seeming ease, of pleasure, of egotism, of selfishness and power-greed is closer to 

them than the life of truth and the evolution unto BEING.
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 22. They do not want to see that they are turning  away from true life, which in the only manner leadeth 

unto BEING.

 23. They cast away the truth, as already the generations before them, when the truth was brought to 

them.

 24. But news of the truth has been brought to them, as already to all generations before them.

 25. And again they cast away and deny the truth, and no forbearance and no understanding will be 

promised unto them.

 26. And they continue to pray to their gods and idols of falsehood, and they continue to bring them 

adoration.

 27. And they continue to cast away and deny Creation and therewith the truth, and thus the love, the 

knowledge and the wisdom therefore.

 28. But lately news has been brought to them about the truth, which laughingly they ridicule.

 29. But their shameful doing remaineth not unpunished.

 30. Because they impose punishment and destruction upon themselves as also have done other 

generations before them.

 31. They themselves determine the punishment for their mischief and their mockery and denial of 

Creation and of truth and love.

 32. But their punishment resteth in early deaths and in fears thereof, and it resteth in disease and war, in 

discord and hatred, in evil-temper and failure, and in pain, ruin and destruction.

 33. And they all create the things of evil within and around themselves.

 34. Because they deny Creation.

 35. And because they deny truth.

 36. And because they deny love.

 37. And because they deny wisdom.

 38. And because they deny knowledge.

 39. And because they deny life.

 40. And because they deny BEING.

 41. Those, who are fallible, are human beings, to whom a dwelling place is given on Earth and every 

possibility of life and of evolution unto BEING.

 42. Yet they do not obey the laws and recommendations of Creation since times of old, although the truth

was given to them by the JHWH and by the prophets.

 43. They mocked Creation and Its laws and recommendations and life also.

 44. Thereby they had to bear the consequences for their reprehensible doing.

 45. They destroyed themselves and annihilated their generations.

 46. They died thousandfold and painful deaths in manifold terror and amazement.

 47. And there were born new generations, but they did the same as the generations before them, and 

these also annihilated themselves.

 48. They found self-annihilation by the wrong life which they led.

 49. And they found self-annihilation in that they denied Creation and Its laws and recommendations.       

 50. And again the same and the same happened in endless sequence until the present day.

 51. But since times of old, the JHWH sent down to the earthly generations of man the scripture and the 

word of truth, hewn into stone and written on animal skin and on parchment, and the Prophet gave 

the same.

 52. And the scripture and the word of truth were written down by the Prophet and taught by him among 

the human beings of Earth, so that  they would become knowing.
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 53. And they could feel with their hands the scripture of the word of truth about Creation and Its laws 

and recommendations.

 54. And they could read the scripture with their eyes.

 55. And they could hear with their ears the spoken words of the scripture.

 56. Yet they did not feel it, and they did not see it, and they did not  hear it.

 57. Because they closed off their senses towards the truth, and they closed off all their feeling and also 

closed their eyes and their ears.

 58. And they denied Creation and Its laws and recommendations, and they denied the JHWH and the 

Prophet also.

 59. And they remained to be the unknowing and deniers of truth.

 60. And they accused the JHWH of lying and of magic, and to the Prophet they did likewise and sought 

for his life.

 61. And they reviled all prophets and persecuted them, so that they would get hold of them, and that 

these should die a torturous death.

 62. Life in shamefulness was closer to them and more fulfilling than true life unto BEING.

 63. And they continued to live in shamefulness in endless succession up to the present day.

 64. Therefore, at the present time, the JHWH newly has to send down the scripture of the truthful word 

through the Prophet.

 65. So that it again is written down by the Prophet of the New Age and be taught among the generations 

of man.

 66. So that in final consequence the human being of Earth aspires to truth and shall be obedient to it.

 67. And so that the Prophet shall be recognized and the teaching of Spirit finds adherence.

 68. Therewith this matter shall be finally and irrevocably decided the last time and shall be taught in 

final order, because no more delay is due to the human being of Earth.

 69. In the Name of Creation, this is truthful and cannot be falsified and is of most noble form.

 70. Praiseth be the truth of the word of truth.

    

CANON 10

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2. Praise be unto Creation, the all-merciful.

  3. The JHWH hath not ordained one of his helpers, who by Earth humans would be called watcher or 

angel, to bring the scripture of the teaching.

  4. Their life would be in danger, because they are of a different nature in perception, and the vibration 

of ignorance of Earth humans would kill them.

  5. Because they are sensitively perceiving, as the JHWH is also and susceptible to the vibrations of evil 

and the negative, which is still a part of the Earth human.

  6. And the Earth humans would also worship and adore them, although they are not Creation, to which 

alone worship and adoration is due.

  7. Therefore, the JHWH and the Prophet are chosen, those who are mediators and proclaimers in 
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their own recognition of duty between the truth and between all generations of men adjoined to them.

  8. And the Prophet is a human being of Earth, and his sensitivity lieth on the border of changeability, so

he is enabled to live in the frequency realm of the Earth humans and yet can also see into the grace of

the countenance of the JHWH.

  9. And the Prophet is mediator and proclaimer between the truth and the generations of men, so he is 

able to bring the scripture of the word of truth and the teaching also.

 10. And the Prophet cometh close to the plane of the JHWH, and he occupies the same mission with the 

generations of men as he.

 11. Yet the Prophet is human, and the JHWH also.

 12. And over the JHWH and over the Prophet hovereth and liveth Creation as immeasurable mystery.

 13. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 14. Praise be unto Creation, which attesteth to the truth of the word.

CANON 11

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2. Praise be unto Creation, which is true love.

  3. Verily, the Prophet is the one sent of truth.

  4. And over the JHWH and the Prophet hovereth the power of Creation as  immeasurable mystery.

  5. Verily, Creation and Its laws and recommendations are being mocked by the ignorant.

  6. And verily, the JHWH is being mocked by the ignorant.

  7. And verily, the Prophet is being mocked by the ignorant.

  8. And verily, whatever is being mocked by the ignorant, that is forever existing around the mockers.

  9. But the mockers will find their just punishment, which they lay upon themselves and bring into 

operation.

 10. May Earth man walk across his world, and he will see how the end was of those who mocked the 

truth.

 11. And man may walk across his Earth, and he will see how the end was of those, who denied Creation 

and Its laws and recommendations.

 12. And man may walk across his Earth, and he will see how the end was of those, who denied the 

JHWH and the Prophet, and who treated the JHWH and the Prophet as liars.

 13. And verily, man may walk across his Earth, and he will see and recognize what the end is in endless 

succession of those, who continue to deny the JHWH and the Prophet, to mock them and to accuse 

them of lying, and those who in untruth and ignorance mock life and Creation and Its laws and 

recommendations.

 14. Woe unto all, who are mockers and deniers, because painful and fearful dying awaits them and also 

such reincarnation.

 15. There is no doubt about it, because Creation alloweth not that It be mocked.

 16. Its laws and recommendations are aligned so that the mockers, deniers and ignorant place themselves

into severest punishment so that fear, pain, fright and terror blossom forth unto them out of their own

power.

 17. Creation is in everything hallowed of Its creations, in everything which resideth and is existent, 

during the night and day, and It is the omnipotent, which hath created everything of laws and  

recommendations, and everything which creepeth and flyeth.
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 18. And verily, man shall never set any other protection power beside Creation than Creation Itself, 

which brought forth heaven and Earth, and which giveth sustenance to everything creeping and  

flying, and for Itself does not require any similar sustenance.

 19. And it is commanded that the human being and all life shall obey the creative laws and 

recommendations, so that all life lead a Creation-pleasing existence.

 20. And there shall be no human being and no other lifeform whatsoever which sets gods and idols or 

other rivals beside Creation.

 21. And should this yet be done in disobedience, then the fallible will fear the day of the terrible 

punishment, which is being created of his own initiative and by the life of the fallible himself, as well

as to the degree as also to the severity of the punishment.

 22. But whoever guardeth himself against punishment and liveth faithfully according to the laws and 

recommendations of Creation, to him manifesteth blissfulness.

 23. But whoever lays punishment upon himself by mockery and denial and ignorance, he falleth into 

misery, and no one will be around him, who is able to take it away from him.

 24. Only the obedience of truth is able to modify and take away the punishment and the misery.

 25. And the way of redemption leadeth over the obedience of the laws and recommendations of Creation

alone.

 26. If a human being is being touched by fortune or misery, then this lies in his own doing alone, 

depending on whether or not he obeys the creative laws and recommendations.

 27. The human being has the power to do everything he wants in good as well as in evil, so that fortune 

or misery toucheth him depending on his doings.

 28. Man himself has the power over himself.

 29. And if he useth the power of himself for evil, then he is a fool.

 30. And if he useth the power of himself for good, then he is a wise one.

 31. And if he obeyeth the laws and recommendations of Creation, then he is  the knowing and the able 

one.

 32. And this is the truth of truth, which testifieth of itself.

 33. And which thing is truly the most important as testimony?

 34. Verily, truth alone is the true testimony of truth.

 35. And all this is the testimony of truth, so therefore the scripture of the word of truth, so that all 

generations of men be taught and warned by this testimony, wherever and whenever the testimony of 

truth will reach them.

CANON 12

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2. Praise be unto Creation, the truthful.

  3. Verily, it is presented by error teachings, selfishness and power greed of man to want to prove and 

testify that beside Creation other powers, idols and gods exist.

  4. But the truth is not so, and every presented testimony is false, a lie and unprovable.

  5. But it can be proven, however, that Creation is the exclusive and only Creation in Its universe, all-

timely and eternally.
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  6. And verily, everything is far from Creation, shameful and invented, what is being attributed by man 

and set beside It.

  7. But the JHWH truly knows about the truth, and also truly knowing about this truth is the Prophet.

  8. And all those shall become knowing, who through the book of the word of truth and by the Prophet 

are being taught, so Spirit leaders will become of them, who shall be instructing the generations of 

men.

  9. But those who spoil their life, they are the ignorant and doubters,  mockers, deniers, evil-tempered, 

discontent, unrighteous and the constant true losers, and they shall be instructed and taught of the  

truth.

 10.      They shall be instructed and taught, so that they become the knowing, and so that they honor Creation

in respect and in recognition of truth.

 11.      And they shall be taught, so they leave the way of corruption, and that they fulfill the laws and 

recommendations of Creation, that they lead a Creation-just life, and their generations following  

them also.

 12.      And who needs the truth more than the ignorant and the fallible, and  the mockers, spoilers and 

deniers, those who are the true and constant losers!

 13.     Because who is more unrighteous than they, who invent lies against Creation, against Its laws and 

recommendations, and against the  JHWH and against the Prophet, and against life and against 

BEING.

 14. But where is the wisdom, the love, the truth and the knowledge of  these unrighteous and liars, and 

where is their blissfulness?

 15. They are the misled who have misled themselves, and who are forever the constant losers, if they do 

not leave the path of corruption.

 16. And they are the losers on the day of their self-chosen judgement, if they then hypocritically, 

untruthfully and self-pityingly seek and speak justification with words of fools, that in good faith they

had created and exalted and worshipped their gods and idols.

 17. And justification-demanding they will speak that to them only lies and fraud have been taught, yet 

never the truth, but there will be nobody, who listeneth to the words and considereth their erroneous 

belief to be truth.

 18. Because they can not justify themselves, and set their erroneous belief equal to truth and carry on 

their untruthful speech, because to them and all prior generations the truth was proclaimed.

 19. And so the truth also is proclaimed in the New Age, by the Prophet of this time, by him who acts 

equal to the JHWH on the Earth, and who is giving the scripture of the word of truth another time.

 20. And the scripture of the word of truth is given another time and a last time, so that the teaching shall 

be given in final and unfalsified form for all coming time.

 21. So that the Earth human finally recognizes the truth and from now on obeys it.

CANON 13

  1.  In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2.  Praise be unto Creation,  which is righteousness.

  3. And so speaks the JHWH: “Verily, those who recognize the book of the
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    word of truth as such, they recognize it so, as they recognize their own children.

  4. But those, who do not recognize the truth of the word, ruin their life, and they are unrighteous and 

liars in the matter of life.

  5. But who is more unrighteous than the unrighteous ones, who are inventing lies against Creation, 

against the JHWH and against the Prophet, and whose teachings they declare as a lie.

  6. Verily, these unrighteous knowingly strike themselves with blindness  and they obtain no blissfulness,

and they punish themselves as liars  also.

  7. And on the day of their self-invented judgement, the question will be posed to them, where the help 

and existence of their self-imagined gods and idols now is, when they stand before the            

countenance of death and tremble in anxiety and fear.

  8. And then there will be with them weeping and gnashing of teeth.

  9. And their speech will fall on deaf ears, if then they justify themselves and say that they have not been

polytheists and idolaters.

 10. Their justification will only be a lie, and they will lie to themselves, and they will lie against all that 

which they invented as gods and idols,which on the day of their self-appointed judgement neither 

relieve them of their anxiety nor fear, nor are helpful to them.

 11.      The day and the hour of the self-appointed judgement will be horror and terror for the unrighteous 

and liars, mockers and slanderers, and they will suffer thousandfold deaths and punish themselves for

their wooing about their self-appointed gods and idols.

 12. And the guilt lieth with the unrighteous alone, and their punishment and their terror also.

 13. And many are among the unrighteous who lend an ear to the word of truth and the teachings, 

however remain deaf against what is heard, so they cannot understand, because they do not want to 

understand the truth.

 14. And many are among the unrighteous who do see every sign of the truth and of Creation and Its laws 

and recommendations, yet they do not knowingly and in recognition accept them within themselves, 

because they do not want to see the truth.

 15. The unrighteous deny the truth, and they invent lies against the truth, to find dispute with the 

righteous and knowing ones, and to be able to lie that everything is only invented fable since times of

old, and magic and trickery of the JHWH and of the Prophet also.

 16. And the unrighteous and the dishonest keep themselves distant from the teachings of truth, or they 

acquire them only to bring them into discredit.

 17. And they invent lies against the truth bringers, against the JHWH and against the Prophet, to keep 

away others from the teaching of Spirit and the truth and from the all-encompassing love and 

kindness of Creation.

 18. They accuse the Prophet of lying, of swindling, of fraud, of sorcery and of magic, but also of jugglery

and of profit greed.

 19. And they dishonor the teachings of Spirit brought by the Prophet as masquerade and degenerate 

fantasy, and the unrighteous strive to pocket a profit and power and satisfaction also from their lies of

such kind.

 20. They forbid those seeking and hoping for truth to find the truth and also to live according to the laws 

and recommendations of Creation, and they forbid them to lend an ear to the truthful words of the 

Prophet and of truth.
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 21. And the unrighteous keep themselves distant from the truth, and  also from the Prophet and his 

truthful word and his advice.

 22. Verily, but with their doing and thinking they plunge themselves into ruin, and also those are dragged 

along by them who adhere to them.

 23. Only, they all do not comprehend, because they do not want to comprehend, because their own profit 

and the life of easy shamefulness is closer to them than the life of blissfulness, which has to be 

worked for with effort.

 24. They walk through the big door to the wide road, which offers the life of shamefulness.

 25. They avoid the small and narrow gate which is followed by a narrow and rocky path, and which 

requires some trouble to walk upon, but which is being avoided by them, because effort, so they 

think, may not pay off.

 26. If they, however, then stand at the day of their days, when death steps before their countenance, then 

they become remorseful and wish to live their life over again.

 27. Now, suddenly, they feign to recognize those things, which all life long they have denied, mocked 

and handled unjustly, and they wish to be taken back into their lived life, to live it another time and 

now in a righteous manner.

 28. Their wishes in anxiety, fear, horror and terror, however, fade away unheard, because no one is able 

to lend them an ear, and help also fails to appear, so they change over from this side to the other side 

in anxiety and horror, burdened with anxiety and fear for the next incarnation.

 29. Oh, had they not treated the words and the signs of truth as lies, and had they not persecuted the 

Prophet, dying would not be a burden for them and also not life.

 30. In the face of death, at least, it becomes clear to the unrighteous in anxiety and horror, what they 

consciously, unjustly tended to conceal previously.

 31. And verily, would the laws and recommendations of Creation be fashioned like such, that they could 

retreat from the face of death and again live their wasted life anew, it would be very certain that soon 

they would return to that which was forbidden them.

 32. Again they would lead a life of shamefulness, in mockery and denial, and again they would nibble 

and eat of the fruit of the forbidden.

 33. Therefore, they are still liars on the deathbed and in the face of death, when weeping and with 

gnashing teeth they moan for mercy, which can be given by no one.

 34. And their mercy-begging moaning is only falsehood and deceit, like the life they lived, because their 

screaming in anxiety and fear is only pretence and deceit and momentary, to yet lastly, and at the 

inevitable end snatch a profit for themselves.

 35. Therefore, even in the last span of their life period they act selfishly and profit-minded for their own 

benefit, without honesty and respect toward Creation and toward truth.

 36. How then, could there ensue mercy or pity, delay and renewed opportunity to live the same life a 

second time.

 37. Verily, they will be the life-long losers, because they do not disavow and deny Creation and the truth 

unpunished.

 38. And they do not deny and insult the JHWH and the Prophet unpunished.

 39. And they do not deny the Prophet’s meeting with the JHWH unpunished.

 40. Because they will punish themselves for their lies and slander when the hour of the self-appointed
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 judgement comes over them unexpectedly, and so with them will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.

 41. And woe unto them, those who neglect life, because they will have to endure distress, pain and 

misery, and they will have to carry their burdens on their backs, heavy and depressing.

 42. Verily, it is sad with which the unrighteous burden themselves, because their burden is weightier than 

they could recognize and bear.

 43. Woe unto them, those who are unrighteous, liars, deniers, mockers and neglecters.

 44. Self-created evil, anxiety and fear, and horror and terror also await them.

 45. And evil self-manufactured judgement awaits them, during life as also when they enter upon the 

separation between this side and the other side, and when they stand in the reincarnation also.

 46. But happy are the righteous, those who have lived in truth, because theirs is blissfulness in life, and 

theirs is the joy of death also, when they look into its countenance.

 47. They will not experience anxiety and fear, and neither will there be horror nor terror for them, nor an 

untimely end because the righteous is knowing and wise, so to him the end is a new beginning unto 

reincarnation.

 48. In the Name of Creation, which is justice, this correspondeth to the truthful process.

 49. Praise be unto Creation, which hath created everything in love, in wisdom, in truth and knowing in 

justice.”

CANON 14

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2.  Praise be unto Creation, which is truthfulness.

  3. And the JHWH speaketh to the Prophet as teaching for the earthly generations of men:

  4. “Life is not only a game and an amusement, because life truly serveth the righteous as a time of 

learning and of evolution.

  5. And verily, this is so on this side of Earth as also otherwise in the realm of the other side of Earth.

  6. On this side of Earth is the life of the coarse-mattered material and the learning period and evolution 

connected therewith. 

  7. But in the space of the other side is the life of the spiritual and the evolution of the Spirit form 

connected therewith, and also the preparation of the Spirit form for the reincarnation into a new 

human body takes place in the space of the other side.

  8. And this side and the other side equally occupy the same space, however, separated by two different 

dimensions, that is by the visible and palpable material plane, and by the invisible and inpalpable 

spiritual plane.

  9. Therefore two different dimensions are given, the material plane in which the physical life fendeth for

its being, and the spiritual into which the Spirit form of man floateth after the death of the material 

body, to live in the space of the other side.

 10. Therefore the space of the other side is the place then, into which the Spirit form of man entereth, 

when he hath laid down the material body of man by death.
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 11.      And the death of man is like unto a deep sleep, recreational and developmental for the Spirit form in 

the invisible space of the other side, through which the body findeth enlivening in the physical life of 

man.

 12. And the Spirit form of the human being, which is in minuteness like a flea, develops in the body of 

man in love, knowledge, wisdom and truth, but so it also evolveth in expanding manner in the realm 

of the other side therefore.

 13. And for the Spirit form in the other-side realm follows evolution and preparation for the next 

incarnation, so that it will be newly born into a material human body, unburdened and fresh, and 

another time on Earth.

 14. And man liveth on this side of Earth, and goeth into death to the beyond, thus he irresistibly will be 

born again and evolveth.

 15. Therefore, man liveth and dieth and is born again into a new body, and this type of becoming and 

passing away repeateth itself, until the time of time has arrived, at which the Spirit form of man, as 

minute portion of Creation, does not need a material human body any more for further evolution.

 16. Thus, the Spirit form liveth and evolveth from then on without a material human body, because it 

then truly liveth and evolveth in pure spiritual form and as fine-mattered Spirit body.

 17. And this becoming and passing away of man and his Spirit form lasts in the measure of time to 

billions of Earth years, calculated from the very beginning of existence of a human being in actual 

person, up to the becoming of light of the Spirit form without a material body.

 18. Thus, is given by the laws and recommendations of Creation that the evolution of the human being 

will be fulfilled in repeating order of becoming and passing away, of life and of death and of 

reincarnation, and the evolution of the Spirit form of man also.

 19. The human being, therefore, liveth in manifold succession, arranged into birth and life and in death 

and reincarnation, so that the irresistible evolution and the fulfillment of the goal unto BEING is 

given.

 20. And with this is stated, that the human being doeth not live only once, but that he liveth again and 

again, through birth and dying and reincarnation, which are in endless succession.

 21. And verily, thereby is given that man reapeth in the life after his life and so also in the following life 

the fruit of that which he hath sown in the life previously, wherefore he should constantly consider to 

lead his life in Creation-obliging manner and like an upright just one”.

CANON 15

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2.  Praise be unto Creation, the forbearing.

  3. And so speaks the JHWH to the Prophet, he who is sorrowful in his mission.

  4. “See, you are sorrowful in your thoughts and in your feeling, because the human beings accuse you 

of lying and of deceit, and the JHWH they so accuse also.

  5. And they accuse Creation of deceit, and Its laws and recommendations also.

  6. The accusers, however, are the wicked and unrighteous among men,      
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because they not only renounce the meeting of the JHWH with the Prophet, but the existence of 

Creation also, because they consider Creation equal to a tyrant whom they call god.

  7. And they reject the signs of Creation, which are given day after day and night after night, in 

everything living and existing, in all armies of life, which are created by Creation.

  8. And they revile you, the Prophet and one sent of truth, and they accuse you of deceit since times of 

old already, you who already were the Prophet in manifold succession before the New Age.

  9. But it doth not grieve you that they revile you as Prophet, and that they accuse you of deceit, for grief

burneth within you because of the denying of the teaching of Spirit, and thus the word of truth and 

Creation with Its laws and recommendations.

 10. Verily, you are patient, and patience you greatly possess.

 11.      But your patience doth not brighten your sorrow, and it lighteneth not the dark veil of the holy anger 

impassioned by love within you.

 12. You are denied by men, as they have done unto you heretofore at earlier times of your earlier lives, 

when you worked in the same manner in mission for the truth, and when you were persecuted and 

harassed often and often by the unrighteous.

 13. But to the earthly generations of men were given still other prophets, those who were sent ones of 

truth as well.

 14. And they were sorrowful also, and reproached and flayed and reviled as being liars and false, as 

happened to you and is newly happening also.

 15. And as has happened, is happening and threatens to happen to you, so the other prophets also were 

persecuted and flayed without ceasing, and their reward for love and truth was violent death by 

assassin’s hand, which also was your lot.

 16. Yet some were among them, among the prophets, who were despondent and weak, or they were false 

prophets of their own mercies, to whom the same happened up to the present day, so that man beware

of false prophets.

 17. But those who were true prophets and sent by their own sense of duty for truth, like you, remained 

patient and truthful, and they remained intrepid against all accusations and all persecution.

 18. And verily, you also defy the deniers and persecutors and accusers, and thus also the mockers and 

liars, as you have done previously.

 19. And you defy all injustice and all shame, which is brought over you unjustified, and you also defy all 

enemy strikes, which are meant to harm you and to destroy the mission.

 20. And see, you are sorrowful about these things of the unrighteous, but you have to consider that your 

sorrowfulness widens the patience within you, which united with truthful love allows you to hope and

wait.

 21. And your hoping and waiting is aimed thereto, that the truth may achieve the victory, and that the 

earthly generations of men will enter upon the path of truth unto Creation.

 22. Therefore you know: Neither on the Earth nor anywhere else doth exist a human being, who is able to

change the word of truth and the laws and recommendations of Creation.

 23. You have knowledge of this truth since times of old, thus you dost live and teach thereby.

 24. Thus truth and wisdom are yours and so also knowledge and love, wherefore you should not bend 

your head in grief.
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 25. You are the Prophet of the New Age, and steadfast in this mission since times of old, and you are 

truly the one sent of truth as the JHWH is also.

 26. You are suffering in sickness and suffering in deepest sorrow, and torturous are often the hours of 

your deeds and efforts, so you are lonely as human being among humans.

 27. But you do not waver, and you do not let your word of duty and fulfillment of duty be broken, and 

not one iota of your will and your efforts toward the teaching and toward the progress and toward the 

fulfillment of the mission truly yieldeth. 

 28. Therefore will be allotted success to your effort, given in small measure during your life time, and in 

great measure after your newly passing away.”

CANON 16

  1.  In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2.  Praise be unto Creation, which is freedom.

  3. Listen, only a human being who liveth in freedom, he alone liveth according to the laws and 

recommendations of Creation, he only can truly live.

  4. And only such a human being can absorb and open himself to truth, who truly liveth in freedom, and 

who is willing to live in freedom.

  5. Only such a human being can absorb and listen, who is free and only he can open himself to truth, 

because he is free in his will to do so.

  6. But dead during life are all those, who lock up their freedom and place it into fetters by untruth and 

unrighteousness.

  7. They make prisoners of themselves of their own power and falsehood.

  8. And they are the living dead, who cannot be awakened, if their own sense and will is not geared 

thereto.

  9. And they are those who are wondering and lack understanding in relation to those, who are successful

in their freedom.

 10. And those, who have enslaved themselves, search for their freedom somewhere else than where it is 

to be found, within man himself.

 11.      Man is not knowing and perceiving that the inner freedom is the real freedom, so that he can lie in 

chains or in prison and yet live in freedom.

 12. But freedom existeth on the inside of man, if he liveth justly in accord with truth and in fulfillment of 

the laws and recommendations of Creation.

 13. So real freedom existeth if man liveth in freedom within himself, if truth, knowledge, love and 

wisdom are his, if he fulfilleth the laws and recommendations of Creation in real joy of duty.

 14. And man has to be free within himself, only then doth he live in truthful freedom.

 15. And if man is free within himself, then freedom taketh shape also in the outer, in daily life therefore.

 16. And if man liveth justly and in freedom within himself, he liveth without attack and without 

wickedness and without unlawfulness in the outer; so he is neither unjust toward the inner nor toward

the outer or would be one of the unrighteous.

 17. And as he is righteous, he liveth as a righteous one within himself
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and in his outer self and in real freedom as well.

 18. As a righteous one in freedom he neither provoketh displeasure nor ill will within nor outside 

himself, because he is not one of the fallible who truly show enmity toward the righteous in 

unrighteousness and wish them evil.

 19. In community man liveth with his kind, but in freedom the free liveth only among the free, because 

the unrighteous are not free and are hostile to freedom.

 20. The righteous one doth not cause offense and displeasure before Creation, because he is shown 

enmity only by the unrighteous, who truly should behave like the animals which live on the Earth.

 21. There are no animals on Earth, no bird, which flyeth about on two wings, which are not in 

communities like the human beings.

 22. And there are no animals on Earth which would not be free within themselves, and which would thus 

be an unrighteous lifeform.

 23. Every animal on Earth liveth in freedom within itself, and it is free in its outer life also, thus it liveth 

according to the given order of the laws and recommendations of Creation.

 24. And is man not much more than all animals, over whom he hath been set?

 25. But the will of man lieth in his free decision, to live as an unrighteous or as a righteous one, so 

therefore as man in real freedom or as man, who is a prisoner of himself.

 26. Verily, such a human being, who liveth in captivity of himself, will suffer a torturous life, and he will 

pine away outside of love and joy.

 27. Truthful love and joy are his and bestowed only to the righteous one, who liveth in freedom within 

himself and in the outer.

 28. To the free one only justice is imparted and thus real love, wisdom, knowledge and truth and peace, 

because he liveth in fulfillment and obedience of the seven-fold creative order.

CANON 17

  1.   In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2.  Praise be unto Creation, the all-encompassing.

  3. “See,” speaks the JHWH, “nothing is left out in the book of truth, and nothing remaineth hidden from

man, if he willingly troubleth himself about the knowledge of the scripture of truth of the word.

  4. All-encompassing is the word of truth and the teaching of Spirit, so that man can grasp the word and 

may truly live his life.

  5. To man is given the freedom of will through Creation, and to him is given strength and power, so he 

may use everything justly and to his progress and for striving toward the goal of evolution.

  6. And also given to him are the guidelines and the laws and recommendations of Creation, so he has a 

useful sign post for infallibility toward the fulfillment of life.

  7. But man himself may govern according to the will of Creation and progress  according to his own 

measure, so no force is being placed upon him by law and recommendation in this matter, and thus he

shall be free in real freedom.

  8. But he may obey the guidelines and the laws and recommendations, so he shall be living and 

progressing in righteous and true form.

  9. But if man does not act accordingly, he followeth the ways of the unrighteous, to whom he forthwith 
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renders his own punishment for his doings of fallibility.

 10. And if also is said that unto man his will and his strength and power and the thinking and acting for 

free decision and use shall be free, this is given in the sign of free choice of correct obedience of the 

seven-fold order of Creation.

 11.      Therefore, sayeth the teaching, that the creative seven-fold laws and guidelines are given, which shall

be obeyed by man and life as a whole.

 12. Yet man may freely opt for the manner of compliance with the guidelines and laws and 

recommendations of Creation, because the ways of compliance are uncountable and so numerous as 

human beings exist in the universe.

 13. Thus the order is not given which way should be trod for the compliance with and fulfillment of the 

guidelines and laws and recommendations, but given is only that truthful and lawful ways are to be 

trod which lead to the fulfillment of the laws and recommendations.

 14. Man therefore is free and without compulsion or force in the choice of his ways, his thinking and his 

actions, if he only progresseth and liveth in compliance with the fulfillment of the seven-fold order of

Creation.

 15. Never is compulsion and force placed upon man by Creation or by Its laws and recommendations or 

by the seven-fold order.

 16. And if man liveth justly and according to the order of Creation, a life in love and peace fulfilleth for 

him and also in truth and knowledge and wisdom.

 17. But if man walketh the ways of the unrighteous, and if he trespasseth against the order of Creation, 

for the fulfillment of selfishness, power greed, and advantage and profit greed and more of similar 

things, he createth injury and guilt for himself of his own power, into which he lapses also.

 18. The ways of the unrighteous are transgression against the laws and recommendations of Creation, and

against the sevenfold order also.

 19. And as man practiceth transgression against the order of Creation, he transgresseth against the all-

encompassing and createth guilt and harm for himself.

 20. If man transgresseth against the highest, he lifteth himself up in arrogance and he blasphemeth 

against truth and the existence of Creation.

 21. Arrogance leadeth to burden and guilt, and the burden of arrogance presseth until the fall, as also is 

said that pride cometh before the fall”.

CANON 18

  1.  In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2.  Praise be unto Creation, which is consolation.

  3. And man findeth consolation in Creation, as also in Its laws and recommendations and Its sevenfold 

order.

  4. It is life’s consolation in all greatness, if it is being lived in the seven-fold order.

  5. But so goeth forth the word of the JHWH unto man, which sayeth since times of old and again at the 

present time, that there is truth in Creation.

  6. And blessed are all those, who are spiritually rich and who recognize and obey truth, because theirs is

life.
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  7. And blessed are all those, who endure suffering and just toil, for they recognize truth therefrom, and 

within it they find consolation.

  8. And all those are blessed, who are spiritually balanced, for they are the truly knowing and live in 

reverence.

  9. And blessed are all those, who hunger and thirst for truth and knowledge, for they will find truth and 

knowledge and will be filled by it.

 10. And blessed are all those, who are obedient to the laws of nature and live according to them, for they 

truly live according to the plan of Creation.

 11.      And blessed are all, who are just and of clean conscience, for them awaits neither their own 

judgement nor anxiety or fear.

 12. And blessed are all, who are truly knowing about Creation, for it is far from them to serve an 

erroneous teaching and idols and gods.

 13. And blessed are all, who are the law-abiding just, for nature subordinates unto them.

 14. And blessed are all, who are the Creation-abiding just, for the powers of Creation become useful unto

them.

 15. And blessed are all, who fall into disgrace and persecution for the sake of truth, for they endure 

through the power of truth of Creation.

 16. And blessed are all, who endure suffering and toil for the sake of truth, for they are steadfast, 

knowing and firm in truth, so they derive consolation therefrom.

 17. And the JHWH teacheth in interpretation of the laws and recommendations of Creation that man shall

be truthful and reverent in knowledge about Creation, and offering love and honor also.

 18. Man should live only in righteousness and in the truth of Creation so that life unto BEING through 

evolution becomes his.

 19. Man shall be joyous and of good cheer in the fulfillment of the seven-fold creative order, and he will 

be rewarded for this by life and in his reincarnation.

 20. Man may open his ears toward his Prophet, who is steadfast and bringeth the truth, although he is 

being slandered and persecuted, as he also was slandered and persecuted previously.

 21. Be just in all things, and listen not to the slander and regard not the persecutions against the Prophet 

and you, if the slander and persecutions are done for the sake of truth.

 22. Be steadfast, you human beings, for the truth hath to be gained by fighting against the injustice of 

evil, which is reluctance, hatred and disobedience of man against the truth and the existence of 

Creation.

 23. Truth is steadfast knowledge, and it is seasoned with love and wisdom, as also man seasoneth his 

meal so that it becometh palatable to him.

 24. And as love and wisdom are the seasoning of truth and of knowledge, so the human beings are the 

seasoning of the Earth.

 25. And therefore you are the seasoning; you are the salt of the Earth.

 26. And you human beings, you doth season and salt the Earth depending on how your life’s conduct 

determineth such.

 27. As you are the salt of the Earth, and if you salt the Earth in good measure, then you have created a 

balance.

 28. And as you are the salt of Earth, and if you salt the Earth in excessive measure it becomes thirsty, 

cracked, brittle and dries out.

 29. And as you are the salt of the Earth, and the salt becomes impotent, wherewith would you then salt 

the Earth, because impotent salt is forthwith good for nothing, so that it shall be cast away and 

stamped out.
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 30. And as you are the salt of the Earth, you are so in the sense of your life’s conduct, because in the way 

you fashion your life, you also fashion the Earth.

 31. If you fashion your life in love and joy and in fulfillment of the truth of Creation, then you season the

Earth in equal measure of same, and the Earth will be a paradise for you.

 32. But if you fashion your life in unrighteousness, in lovelessness and joylessness, in selfishness and 

power greed, in taking advantage and profit greed and in addiction and vice, you season the Earth 

with hatred and death, with war and sickness and with disease, discord, destruction and annihilation 

also.

 33. But if you fashion your life in fulfilling righteousness and in truth unto the laws and 

recommendations of Creation, bliss will be yours, that you may think all glories of the heavens were 

on Earth, so creative consolation will be yours in unending sequence.

 34. And verily, you shalt be the salt of the Earth, and the Earth you shalt salt with true life.

 35. Think, that you are the light of your world, and the glow of light spreadeth into the universe in the 

manner as you fashion this light.

 36. If you create the non-light of darkness, it gloomily sendeth darkness into space.

 37. And if you create the light of brightness, it brightens the darkness and rayeth far throughout space, 

testifying thereto that true life blossometh.

 38. See, man of Earth, every life createth of its own kind and in its own manner, in goodness as well as in

evil.

 39. And no kind and manner of any life can remain hidden, as also a city cannot remain hidden which 

sitteth on top of a mountain.

 40. Never kindle a light and set it under a bushel, so that dark light gloometh into space.

 41. Always kindle a light which is being placed into a candlestick so it may shine for all, who are in need

of the shining light.

 42. And the light shall not be of darkness, but radiating, beaming and bright.

 43. And man shall be so righteous and just, and fulfillingly obey the laws and recommendations of 

Creation, so he radiateth the light and the frequency of truth.

 44. And your light shall shine before all men, and your frequency shall be love-giving and peace-giving 

for all men, so they see your works of truth, and recognize and understand the truth and the 

knowledge of your love and wisdom.

 45. And you shalt so live, think and act at all coming times, presently so and throughout the future.

 46. And you shalt not suppose, that the word of truth and the Prophet newly given unto you, would 

dissolve the laws and recommendations of Creation and the teachings of the JHWH and the prophets, 

who have been before your time.

 47. The new Prophet is not given for the dissolution of the teachings given since times of old, but to 

fulfill once again the duty of the revelation of knowledge, of truth, of love and of wisdom.

 48. For verily, the duty of the JHWH and the Prophet is to give consolation to all those, who are willing 

and hoping that they will find the truth, so everyone shall find who searcheth.

 49. And verily, the truth can be found by everyone who seeketh in honesty and troubleth himself.

 50. And whoever findeth the truth in true manner, gaineth the recognition and the knowledge that 
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love, truth, knowledge and wisdom are given by the existence of Creation, which is imperishable and 

unchangeable in the truth and in everything else that is as Its own.

 51. And see: Until the heavens and the Earth pass away, not the minutest letter nor a tittle of the truth and

of the laws and recommendations of Creation will pass away, but also not of the laws and 

recommendations of nature and of the seven-fold order, until the time of time hath been fulfilled.

 52. But whoever is among men, who tryeth to dissolve but only one of the smallest laws and 

recommendations of Creation, and who bringeth to men an erroneous teaching, will be called the 

smallest and load upon himself the guilt of his own judgment.

 53. But whoever truly teacheth the teaching of truth and the laws and recommendations of Creation, will 

be called the greatest and reap the thanks of men and of Spirit.

 54. But if you are not better and more knowledgeable than the unrighteous, you will not receive the 

thanks of men, and not the thanks of Spirit and not the thanks of life.

 55. You know that it is being said: You shalt not kill; but whoever killeth maketh himself guilty of the 

self-incurred punishment and of his own judgment.

 56. Therefore you shalt practice righteousness according to the law of nature of Creation, so you kill not 

out of vengeance, out of greed, out of hatred or according to a verdict or out of other reasons of 

nothingness.

 57. Find every clarity in the laws and recommendations of nature so that you find discernment in logic, 

which is consolation and justice for you.

 58. And all become guilty, who kill if they do not act in given self-defense.

 59. And all become guilty, who act executingly and kill according to humanly devised judgment of law.

 60. And all become guilty, who kill out of joy or hatred, out of revenge, out of greed, out of passion and 

other emotions.

 61. And all become guilty, who kill in war actions in any form, if they are the attacking force.

 62. And all become guilty, who kill in any degeneration. 

 63. Verily, only the justice of the laws and recommendations of Creation raise a judgment in logic, which 

is recognizable in the laws of nature.

 64. You shalt always be just, in the taking as also in the giving. 

 65. You shalt also not be compliant against your adversaries, if you are in the right, for the right hath to 

remain lawful.

 66. Neither anxiety nor fear, nor vileness, nor advantage nor disadvantage shall keep you away from the 

right, so you shalt always strive for righteousness and procure respect for this only.

 67. But if a judge goeth to law and judgeth and arriveth at the wrong verdict in one of your matters, 

continue to go to law unto the victory of the just matter.

 68. Yet truly shall be said: You will always obtain justice only, if you find justice within yourself, if you 

are just of your own strength, and if you canst make the justice understandable to your neighbor.

 69. The just findeth justice, if he is fighting for justice with all means of justice.

 70. And the just findeth consolation in justice, if he is truly just within himself and also liveth in 

righteousness.
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CANON 19

  1.  In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2.  Praise be unto Creation, which is wholeness.

  3. And the JHWH speaketh that Creation is wholeness, and thus are wholeness Its laws and 

recommendations and the seven-fold order also.

  4. But wholeness is that which is called the all-encompassing in completeness.

  5. In completeness Creation is wholeness, and so are Its laws and recommendations and the seven-fold 

order also.

  6. Wholeness is understandably to be recognized as completeness, as all-encompassing, as unit and as 

totality, and wholeness also is the equal form, the union, the harmony and the amalgamation. 

  7. Therefore, Creation is wholeness, and wholeness are Its laws and recommendations and Its seven-

fold order, and as man liveth accordingly, he liveth in wholeness of the guidelines and fulfillment of 

life.

  8. Also the word of truth is wholeness in completeness, for it revealeth in truthful manner the 

expounding, interpretation and explanation of the laws and recommendations and the seven-fold 

order of Creation.

  9. And that which is wholeness and completeness remaineth unchangeable for all times.

 10. Therefore all wholeness of Creation is unchangeable.

 11.      And unchangeable is the wholeness of the laws and recommendations of Creation.

 12. And unchangeable is the wholeness of the seven-fold order of Creation.

 13. And unchangeable is the wholeness of wholeness, the truth, love, knowledge and wisdom in their 

truthful forms.

 14. Thus also is given thereby that the word of truth is unchangeable, which is given since times of old, 

remaining constant in sense and value.

 15. And the book of the word of truth resteth once and only on the truthful expounding, recognition and 

explanation and interpretation of the laws and recommendations and the seven-fold order of Creation.

 16. And given are the recognition, the expounding, the interpretation and the explanation in purest and 

truthful manner of the true knowledge and obedience of the laws and recommendations and the 

seven-fold order of Creation.

 17. And recognized and experienced is that nothing is changeable therein, and that the wholeness of truth

also is unchangeable, as also is Creation and Its laws and recommendations and the seven-fold order.

 18. And the recognition, the expounding and the interpretation of the wholeness of Creation and Its laws 

and recommendations and the seven-fold order have been grasped by men in wisdom, knowledge, 

love and truth, and explored, held onto and  written down for man, so he may recognize and fulfill the

goal of his life for evolution unto BEING.

 19. And all the knowledge of wholeness has been wholly held onto and written down in the book, which 

is called since times of old the book of the word of truth, as it also has been given to Earth man 

heretofore.

 20. And also since times of old, other detailing scriptures of truth of the wholeness are given to Earth 

man, in which are partitioned and explained in understanding and separated manner the laws and 
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recommendations and the seven-fold order of Creation.

 21. Therefore also are given the separated and understandable explanations, expoundings, interpretations 

and recognitions of the laws and recommendations and the seven-fold order in detailed and separated 

manner, thus so taken from the book of the word of truth, and held onto and written down in the 

scripture, which is called the teaching of Spirit.

 22. It is recognizable that the wholeness of Creation is complete, and so also Its laws and 

recommendations and also Its seven-fold order, which remain constant and unchangeable for all 

times.

 23. And no doubt exists in the truthful truth of the wholeness of Creation and of Its laws and 

recommendations and the seven-fold order therefore.

 24. And a possibility is not and never given, which would permit a handling of the expounding, 

explanation and interpretation of truth and of the wholeness of Creation and Its laws and 

recommendations and of the seven-fold order in two different forms and explanations.

 25. Two different interpretations of truth or two explanations of truth therefore could not and never be 

given, because the truth is truthful and one, and so explainable only in one value and in one meaning.

 26. Therefore the all-encompassing and complete wholeness of Creation and Its laws and 

recommendations and Its seven-fold order can only show forth one explanation, one expounding and 

one interpretation, because no doubts are given in the truth, so only one possibility is given as the 

only one of correctness in truth.

 27. And as Creation is oneness, so are Its laws and recommendations and Its seven-fold order uniform, 

but so also the love, the truth, the knowledge and the wisdom in logical consequence.

 28. Two different views about the same matter can never exist, and also not two different groupings of 

mind directions among men, when it concerneth the tuth.

 29. Truth can only be recognized and grasped as the one and real tuth, therefore only as one observation 

and as only one view, as only one opinion, as only one comprehension, as only one mind direction, as

only one conviction, as only one consideration, as only one viewpoint, as only one discretion, as only 

one standpoint, as only one notion, as only one attitude, as only one manner of thinking, as only one 

intention, as only one station, and as only one presumption.

 30. As only one Creation existeth for the entire universe and all armies of life on all worlds, so only one 

truth is given in unchangeable manner, whereby the same is valid also for the laws and 

recommendations and the seven-fold order of Creation.

 31. And as man createth religions and calleth upon gods and idols, he acteth incorrectly and untrue and 

against the truth of wholeness, and he createth and adhereth to different types of false directions of 

mind, which are based on error teachings of falsities and which are far from the truth therefore.

 32. So truly only one Creation is given with Its laws and recommendations and the seven-fold order in 

the universe, as also only one single truth is given as sense direction which is unchangeable for all 

times and for the entire universe and also for all armies of life.
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 33. Creation is Creation, and the truth is the only truth, as also only one single sense direction is given 

and never two or many thereof:

 34. Because Creation is wholeness, and wholeness are Its laws and recommendations of Its seven-fold 

order.

 35. And whatever is wholeness, verily, hath for all times only one truth and one sense direction, for the 

wholeness in its wholeness can never be divided or subdivided into different interpretations of truth 

and also not into different points of observation and perception, because one truth containeth truly 

only one truth within itself.

CANON 20

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2.  Praise be unto Creation, which is instruction.

  3. “Listen,” the JHWH speaketh unto the Prophet, “You are sent among men, so they will be instructed 

by you about the truth of wholeness of Creation:

  4. Which is the strength of all life, and to which is far subordinated the JHWH as human being, as is 

also the Prophet.

  5. Yet behold, how the human beings lie against themselves.

  6. And behold, how everything pits itself against them and how they abandon what they themselves 

invented of belief, religions, sects, idols and gods which altogether are truly only human erroneous 

unjust doings.

  7. Among them are some who listen to you, yet on their minds lie self-made wrappings of lack of 

understanding and lack of comprehension, and their ears are full of deafness so they do not hear, and 

their seeing eyes are closed so they do not see.

  8. Even if they see truthful signs, they deny these and they do not understand them.

  9. So they come to you to dispute with you in injustice, and they persecute and revile you.

 10. And the ignorant and the unfair ones maintain, that your words of truth and your demonstration of 

truth would only be fables and wild phantasy and fraud.

 11.      Yet if hereafter they stand at the door of need and of hardship or at the door of death, they wish they 

would be returned, and they promise that they would not accuse the signs of truth and the words of 

truth of being lies anymore.

 12. Their speaking, however, is only pretense and a lie, for quite certainly they soon would return to their

false acting and thinking and also to their gods and idols.

 13. And they would think, act and speak like heretofore that no other than the material earthly life would 

exist, and that after death they would not be awakened to live again in a new earthly human body.

 14. Speak thus to these ignorant: You are the true losers, you who deny the existence and the truth of 

Creation and Its laws and recommendations and Its seven-fold order.

 15. But consider: When the hour of accountability cometh over you, woe unto you unrighteous for 

having denied and neglected the truth.

 16. And verily, know you will carry your burden of unrighteous life on your backs, and verily it is bad 

with what you burden yourself.

 17. And speak unto them: You regard life in this world only as a game and pastime,
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and you assume that life is a game of dice.

 18. But this is not so, for life is path and goal, rooted in evolution and in the becoming unto BEING, do 

you not finally want to comprehend this?

 19. You human beings of Earth, you are deaf and dumb and blind in dense darkness, and you do not want

to hear the truth, and you do not want to speak about the truth, and you do not want to see the 

truth.

 20. You go astray yourself, and you also let yourself be driven astray by false leaders of error, by those 

who are the mighty of the nation’s leaders, and by those who are priests of sects and false religions 

with gods and idols.

 21. And also speak further to the human beings in instructing manner, the JHWH speaketh to the 

Prophet: What do you think, when your self-elected punishment of your unrighteous life cometh over

you?

 22. And what do you think, when your hour overtaketh you?

 23. Will you still continue to call on the gods and idols of your own making, or which are erroneously 

appointed by yourself?

 24. Or will you call for the truth and for Creation, which will be consolation for you in the hour of 

anxiety and fear?

 25. Truly, so it will be, because you will call for truth and for justice and for Creation in your distress.

 26. And well, when you become honest, and when your reluctance against the truth becomes painful to 

you, in case you are still able to do so, you may truthfully recognize the signs of Creation and of truth

and the words of the JHWH and of the Prophet, and also become righteous, so you no longer are one 

of the unrighteous. 

 27. And the truth is patient in long suffering, as Creation also is patient, and the JHWH and the Prophet 

also are patient, those who in infinite patience and love are instructing and waiting, so you find and 

walk the path of the righteous.

 28. And further instruct the ignorant and the unrighteous, and the seeking and hoping, the JHWH 

speaketh to the Prophet; only those can find the truth and absorb and understand it, who listen to the 

truthful words of the Prophet, and who see the truthful signs which he demonstrates to them, and 

which are also given by Creation or by the JHWH.

 29. But all those are dead in life, who taboo and disavow the truth and Its signs, for they live Creation-

estranged and are disinclined toward the laws and recommendations and the seven-fold order of 

Creation.

 30. And the living dead search for other signs of truth and other words of truth than those, which are truly

given, for they seek signs and the truth in lies and in sorcery and fraud, and also in magical and 

mystical hocus-pocus.

 31. And those are the living dead, who say and demand that they would immediately believe in this and 

such matter, if they could touch the signs and truth with their hands.

 32. But it is denied them to touch the signs or to step close to them,
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because their thinking and aim are toward destruction and toward falsehood, so they spread danger 

for all life.

 33. And because it is denied them to touch the signs or to step close to them, so they persecute and deny 

the signs and their truth.

 34. Therefore to them the only way is given that they must be learning and recognizing within 

themselves and by their own strength, without being able to touch the signs or to step close to them, 

so that they become knowing only by the exploration of truth within themselves.

 35. And the JHWH has the power to send down signs, and also his own, who are his helpers, as signs of 

truth; as also Creation sends down signs every day and so proves Its existence and truth.

 36. And the Prophet also has learned to do signs of truth, as has been done by the prophets heretofore and

since times of old.

 37. Only, man of Earth has changed during the time which has passed by; and he has become manic for 

proving power by seeing and touching and hearing.

 38. For the intention of effort has vanished from man that the truth should be earned by one’s own 

strength of thinking and searching and recognition.

 39. He also has changed in the manner toward error that he only will accept that as truth, which he can 

touch with his hands, and what he can see with his eyes, and what he can hear with his ears.

 40. But this is the way of falsity and of the purely material, which defies and mocks every effort of self-

thinking, of self-feeling, of self-searching, of self-seeking and of self-recognition of any solution and 

truth.

 41. Thus thereby the way for the exploration of truth is not given and the finding of truth, wherefore no 

sign should be given or only very scarce signs by the JHWH and by the Prophet, which are proof of 

the truth.

 42. The word of truth is given, and this is fully sufficient, to reveal the teachings of truth to those, who 

are willing to approach and bear the trouble of acquisition through their own strength.

 43. And furthermore the JHWH speaketh to the Prophet: Teach the human beings that not all treasures of 

knowing, of ability, of love, of truth and of wisdom of Creaton lie with the JHWH and with the 

Prophet, for the treasures and the secrets of Creation are immeasurable and never graspable to a  

human being, for Creation is the immeasurable secret.

 44. And speak that the JHWH and the Prophet do not know about the hidden part of Creation, for 

Creation alone knows about Its hidden part, and man is able only to grasp and recognize the revealed 

part.

 45. And speak instructingly to the human beings that neither the JHWH nor the Prophet come close to 

Creation, and neither the JHWH nor the Prophet are representatives of Creation.

 46. And the JHWH and the Prophet are human beings of fulfilling wisdom, love, and truth and of ability 

and knowledge, and above them standeth immeasurably much higher Creation as immeasurable 

secret.

 47. And the JHWH is a human being of recognition in wisdom, and so the Prophet also shall be to whom 

is revealed sometimes by the JHWH the instruction in word and writing, which he handeth down and 

hath to instruct the generations of men, to whom he is adjoined to.

 48. And neither the JHWH nor the Prophet are punishing nor punishment-demanding, and they practice 

neither violence nor force, neither do they instruct that violence or force should be practiced.

 49. Verily, the JHWH hath sent out Spirit teachers to the Earth to all generations of men and nations, who

had fallen to gods and idols in error teachings and who lived in error and confusion, so they
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were visited by misery and hardship of their own making, before the Prophet of the New Age came 

another time in incarnation of his own call to duty.

 50. And the prophets were sent to them, to teach and to instruct them in the truth, so they should become 

free from hardship and misery.

 51. But the nations of Earth did not trouble themselves about the truth, neither through misery and 

hardship, nor through the teaching of truth by the prophets, whom they slandered and persecuted.

 52. Their senses were hardened, as this is so also at the present time; and their evil and false thinking far 

from true life allowed them to continue to do everything wrong which they did heretofore, and which 

seemed to them as well done due to error teachings.

 53. And willingly they forgot again the teachings of the JHWH and of the prophets, and willingly they 

forgot everything that had been imparted to them of truthful teachings, instructions and exhortations.

 54. And with force they opened for themselves the doors to all things, until they were suddenly caught by

the consequences of their evil life style, while they still enjoyed everything they had given 

themselves wantonly in an unrighteous life style.

 55. Therefore they fell into despair and they murdered and killed each other in wars, and so they created 

infirmity and pestilence and they brought forth false and deadly legislation and new error teachings 

also, which were offered by priests and the power greedy and by sects and religions, who by their 

own power raised up gods and idols.

 56. But the true prophets were persecuted and slandered by the people and by the unrighteous, and the 

teachings and the truth were trodden on.

 57. But new Spirit leaders were sent forth by the JHWH, and also prophets came in their own sense of 

duty, who always were the bringers and proclaimers of truth and truly only of glad tidings.

 58. And the Spirit teachers and prophets also were warners of coming threatening events and warners of 

false life styles.

 59. And they instructed all the willing and seekers of truth and also the unrighteous that there should be 

no anxiety and no fear and no sadness, if they recognize the truth and begin to live according to the 

truth.

 60. But they taught that all those fall victim to self-incurred punishment, who are disobedient, unjust and 

wicked against the laws and recommendations of Creation and against the truth.

 61. And be instructing to the Earth humans, the JHWH also speaks to the Prophet:  Do you not finally 

want to consider and grasp the truth, and do you not finally want to bend to truth?

 62. Do not drive yourself away and always further away from the truth, which within your deepest inner 

self you truly are seeking and hoping for from morning till evening, and which hidden within you, 

you call upon, in your striving for the truthful truth of Creation.

 63. And verily, man seeketh the truth subconsciously and in his most inner hope, yet nevertheless he lives

in unrighteousness as an unrighteous, because he is led astray by many false prophets of their own 

making, and by priests and fanatics and many types of sects and religions, which are directed by 

despots and other power greedy, by profit greedy, by gods and idols and frauds.

 64. Verily, peace and love shall be with the righteous, and peace and love shall be with those, who seek 

the truth of Creation.
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 65. Creation hath ordained that peace, love and mercy shall be rendered to everyone, who unknowingly 

doth something evil or anything else against the laws and recommendations or against the seven-fold 

order, if thereafter followeth recognition and remorse and the path of truth is trodden.

 66. Creation is all-forgiving and merciful, and It also maketh clear Its existence and love, so that the 

fallible recognize It and the truth and live according to Its laws and recommendations.

 67. And the signs of love of Creation prove that with It is forgiveness for everything fallible, if the 

fallible is being corrected and life becomes righteous.

 68. And the signs of love of Creation prove that everything is being done erroneously and wrong, if other

things, which are gods and other humans and also idols, are being worshiped besides Creation.

 69. Therefore, man shall not follow the evil desires and error teachings, so he adoreth and worshipeth 

nothing else besides Creation.

 70. But if man doth not honor this teaching and if he doth worship or adore gods or idols or human 

beings, he truly walketh in error and is not one of the rightly guided.

 71. The righteous and knowing are forbidden by common sense and intellect to call upon and worship 

gods and idols, so they cannot follow the evil desires of temptation toward wrong and error.

 72. The JHWH and the Prophet refer to the clear proof of Creation, but you, you cast aside the proof, 

because you imagine yourself to be more knowing and wiser than Creation Itself, or than the JHWH 

and the Prophet and the Spirit leaders ever could do and be of themselves.

 73. You desire signs and wonders as proof, but especially these shall remain sealed and turned away from

you, for on the one hand you would not understand them, and on the other hand you would deny them

in your lack of understanding and unrighteousness.

 74. So as exceptions signs of truth through the JHWH and through the Prophet are sparingly given, and 

only to those who are the truly righteous or who are becoming righteous.

 75. Verily, only to the righteous and becoming righteous, the signs of truth are proof of the truth, so they 

shall see the signs of proof in sparing manner, which from time to time are given by the JHWH and 

by the Prophet.

 76. With Creation lie the keys to the hidden, and only Creation alone knows the hidden.

 77. And that which is the hidden of Creation is not graspable and recognizable by man, and also not by 

the JHWH and not by the Prophet.

 78. Therefore, the JHWH and the Prophet can only be exploring, recognizing and instructing in those 

things, which are recognizable and explainable to man, and which can be explained to the JHWH and

to the Prophet by beings of light from the spheres of Spirit accessible to them, and which are 

inaccessible to all men, which are not living in the knowledge, in love, in the wisdom and in the truth 

of those planes, in which the JHWH and the Prophet live.

 79. And whatever is the hidden with Creation that is Its immeasurable secret, which will only become 

recognizable and graspable and understandable in the Spirit of man, when at some future time he will

enter into BEING of Creation.

 80. And it is truly Creation, into which man at some future time findeth his homecoming, at a sooner or 
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later time, measured depending on how his lives and how his works have been:  

 81. For it is given that man live and lead his life in righteousness and in wise fulfillment of the laws and 

recommendations of Creation, so that he walk in constant evolution to fashion his efforts of just life 

conduct toward perfection, so that he change himself to Spirit form and later to perfection, which 

granteth the homecoming into Creation as final goal.

 82. And verily, Creation is life and the highest above all life, and thus It standeth above life and above 

death, as It also standeth as final goal of all evolution, so as true BEING, toward which man in 

unceasing effort through his evolution may strive.

 83. And verily, through Creation is given all life and all evolution, as also the love, the truth, the 

knowledge, the wisdom and the logical consequence and also everything essential in nourishment and

surroundings in life’s portion of the material realm.

 84. Thus, through Creation everything is given totally which man needs for life and for development, yet 

nevertheless, he deviates from Creation and Its truth and sets gods and idols beside It which only 

bring to him misery, trouble and distress and erroneous teachings in unending numbers.

 85. And man’s belief in gods and idols bringeth evil in great measure to the nations and generations of 

men, because due to belief and by gods and idols, by priests, power greedy, the ruling and profit 

seekers, false laws and recommendations are invented, which are paradoxical to the laws and 

recommendations of Creation.

 86. And the false laws and recommendations of sects and religions and the power greedy and profit 

seekers bring to the nations and generations of men only force and constraint and servitude and loss, 

for they altogether are not intending true leadership of man, but his enslavement and compelling  

violent penalty even at the minutest cause.

 87. Therefore, the false laws and recommendations of sects and religions and of those ruling in tyranny, 

and of the power greedy and profit seekers do not bring justice and righteousness and freedom, but 

only judgment, violence, war, infirmity and death and manifold evil, so man individually is being 

characterized thereby.

 88. And the power greedy, the profit seekers, the rulers and sects and religions and their priests split the 

united thinking of men into disunity in all things, and they cause confusion and hostility, so one is 

against the other, and so the neighbor commits violence against his neighbor, and so the son falls into 

enmity against his father and the daughter against her mother.

 89. And the unrighteous, the power greedy, the profit seekers, the governing and rulers, and the priests 

and sects and religions, due to the might of their power and their false laws and recommendations 

drive the people together into war armies, to lead deadly battles and wars in power greed and hatred, 

against their brothers and sisters, against the children of their neighbor-nation.

 90. Yet man doth not heed the truth, and he furthermore disregardeth the truth, and if he seeth the signs of

truth and heareth the words of truth, he only speaketh foolishly and denyingly about them.

 91. But it hath been prophesied since time of old that the rejection of truth will bring evil and suffering 

and sorrow to the earthly generations of men and nations, and that the people will fall into misery 
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and hardship and trouble, and verily hath this been so in steady sequence as hath been prophesied.

 92. For every prophecy a certain time hath been set, when it will be fulfilled, and so it is given for the 

prophecies of the New Age also, which have been written down since times of old, and which newly 

have been given through the Prophet of the New Age, and soon you will learn about it and have to 

endure the terrors and deaths, for the signs of the time are set and ensued in fulfillment which warn of

the end time of the fulfillment of prophecies.

 93. Yet man of Earth continues to live in false belief, thinking and striving and acting, as everything has 

falsely been given by the erroneous laws and recommendations of sects and religions, and by tyrants 

and false rulers, so Earth man is rebellious and strange toward all knowledge and all truth as he was 

since times of old.

 94. But the truth of true knowledge has been taught to the generations of men since times of old and were

already given to Adam.

 95. Prophets were given to the generations of men and the nations of Earth since times of old, as also 

were sent Henoch and Elja, Jesaja and Jeremja, and Jmmanuel and Mohammed in direct succession 

and constant reincarnation, in addition to Johannes and Eljas and Hjob and all the army of the other 

righteous and just, as they were Buddha, Zoroaster and Babatschi and others also.

 96. All were chosen and led and sent down partially by the JHWH and partially by themselves and in the 

knowledge and ability as prophets or Spirit leaders to the generations of men and nations of Earth, yet

they all were slandered and persecuted, and their teachings and their words of truth were falsified in 

misunderstanding or hatred, so therefrom originated misleading and false religions and sects.

 97. And now a Prophet hath been sent down to Earth another time in his own fulfillment of duty, and 

another time the book of the word of truth is given, which is being revealed in understandable form, 

full of blessing and of true guidelines and to fulfill the earlier, so that the earthly generations of men 

and nations are taught and so that, finally, the fallible and the unrighteous shall be warned.

 98. And this is the last time and for all times of time, that a Prophet of such greatness is being sent, and 

who is law-giving, and that the book of the word of truth and the teaching of Spirit also is given to 

the earthly generations of men, and never shall such return in all the future.

 99. The truth and the Prophet are given, and this shall be of validity from now on for all coming times, 

because all ordinances were destroyed by the human beings of Earth, which would have made 

something else possible and a continued work of the Prophet in the future also.

100. Therefore, now the last Prophet of such importance for all times is given, and also the book of the 

word of truth only one final time, and a further scripture and a prophet of equal importance will not 

follow another time, but also a reformer will not follow, because everything in the book of the word 

of truth and through the Prophet is given and his teaching of Spirit in exhaustive form, so that 

reformers and new teachings and prophets after the Prophet of the New Age will not and never be, 

and if yet some should come and call themselves sent one or reformers of their own making, then 

they are full of falsity and full of error, lying and betrayal.

101. Therefore  no other prophet after the Prophet of the New Age will exist, and also no reformer or sent 

one of a different type will exist, because the truth of the real truth is given by the Prophet of the New

Age, 
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and it is the given truth of all truth, the all-encompassing truth, which cannot be reformed by as much

as one tittle.

102. And this truthfully is the book of the word of truth, which is revealed through the JHWH and the 

Prophet, and which is unchangeable and not in need of reform for all times.

103. The book of the word of truth is full of blessing to fulfill the earlier and true life, so that all human 

beings around the Earth be warned and taught.

104. And this is the book of the word of truth for all, for the righteous as well as for the unrighteous, and it

is not changeable or to be reformed by any tittle, neither by the power greedy and the governing nor 

by priests of sects and religions, and not by profit seekers and doubters, and also not by false sent 

ones and false reformers and false prophets.

105. And the book of the word of truth is given for the instruction of the unrighteous and for the way-

showing of those, who already in total or in part know about the truth and strictly adhere to the laws 

and recommendations of Creation.

106. But who is more unrighteous than one who invents lies against Creation, as is being done by the 

priests of sects and religions, and by false reformers, and by false sent ones and false prophets and 

power greedy and the profit seekers, who lie and speak that to them this or that were revealed, yet 

while nothing has been revealed to them.

107. And who is more unrighteous than one who invents lies against the truth and against the laws and 

recommendations and the seven-fold order of Creation, as is being done by priests of sects and 

religions, by frauds and degenerates and by profit seekers and power greedy, who lie and speak that 

to them has been revealed this and that by the deceased from the realm of death or by spirit forms and

demons from higher or lower planes, yet while nothing has been revealed to them, because this would

not be possible for them, so they lie and deceive about this.

108. But they lie and deceive to let themselves appear as great to their fellow human beings and the 

believers of their error teachings, and also to satisfy their desires of selfishness and of self-exaltation 

in need for esteem, because they truly are the unrighteous and unable to lead a proper life, but which 

they want to hide by their lies and by deceit.

109. And in ignorance of truth, they lie to and deceive all, because the laws and recommendations of 

Creation do not and never allow such and therefore make it impossible that human beings could 

establish a connection with the deceased or with spirit forms or demons of higher or lower planes, if 

this is not earned and gained by man by the level of universal love and universal truth and also by 

universal knowledge and universal wisdom, as these have to be given unto the JHWH and the 

Prophet.

110. But when man has reached and arrived at this ability, then he truly has become knowing that the dead

are not more knowledgeable than the living, so they cannot give advice or instruction in knowledge 

or about the unknown to the living, and as the truly able knows this, he therefore abstains from every 

connection and communication with the deceased, and he also does not reveal the secret of his ability

to human beings.

111. And as man has acquired this ability, then the next seven higher planes of Spirit forms and of 
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Spirit life open unto him, which are instructing him outside of his material life, but he restrains 

himself to call upon the higher planes on his own, because communication from the higher to the 

lower plane takes place only in instructive and rare form and is given and determined only by the 

higher plane.

112. And human beings of this ability do not and never reside among the people who are able to do such, 

yet those few, who are able ones among the generations of men, live in silence and in solitude, so 

they are not pressed and questioned or slandered and persecuted by the ignorant and by liars and 

deceivers.

113. Thus the truth is given that all are liars and deceivers, who declare themselves as conjurors and 

communicators with the deceased and with spirits and demons, and all those are liars and deceivers, 

who present themselves in this manner as magicians and mediums or as soothsayers, as also all are 

liars and deceivers, who perform magical and mystical acts in cults with all kinds of babble and 

assisting apparati and call themselves in this manner magician, medium, soothsayer or healer.

114. But there are some among the human beings of nations, who have true visions during sleep and 

during waking, and who are called seers and clairvoyants, and who truly see events of the past and 

future in clairvoyance.

115. But of those who have visions only few exist among every nation in real truthful manner, if they are 

free of belief-thinking and free of sects and religions, if they are the truly knowing about the truth of 

Creation and about Its laws and recommendations and Its seven-fold order.

116. But if they are not that, they add their own non-values to the values of the visions and thereby 

become betrayers of the truth, as the liars and deceivers are betrayers of the truth who invent visions 

as revelations, but which are not revealed to them, as occurs in great numbers by liars and deceivers 

in selfishness, profit seeking and craving for esteem.

117. And many of those exist, who live wrongly and lie and deceive and who say and speak, that they 

could send down signs like Creation and like the JHWH and like the Prophet.

118. Yet they can not do this and only by lying and deceit, as through jugglery, which is called witchcraft 

and illusion, or by other cheating of any kind, as also by mental power by which this or that is being 

pretended which is neither present nor existent.

119. Thus they are blasphemers against the truth and they also are losers and the lost, who howl and have 

their teeth chatter in life at every opportunity, but so also in dying and in death and in reincarnation, 

and therefore death conceals terror and horror for them and their own judgment becomes abysses of 

terrible dread for them.

120. They bring shame to themselves, and shame and dread are the wages of their deeds for what they 

have done and spoken falsely against the truth and Creation, and because they have turned away in 

disdain from the truthful truth and from the laws and recommendations of Creation.

121. And the unrighteous, the blasphemers and liars and deceivers, lapse into their own judgment, naked 

and bare, as they have been created, and leaving everything behind what had been given to them by 
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Creation; and leaving everything behind them what they have hoarded due to unrighteousness and 

falsity and through blaspheming and lying and deceit.

122. They will be alone in their hour of dread and sink down into the screaming and flaming abysses of 

their horror, and no intercessor will be present for them whom they imagined among their gods and 

idols, because lying and deceit and error teaching and unrighteousness never doth bring intercession 

in need and hardship.

123. Verily, only the laws and recommendations of Creation and Its seven-fold order let the kernel and the 

seed sprout of even the tiniest plant.

124. The laws and recommendations of Creation and Its seven-fold order alone bring forth the living from 

the resting, which appeareth to man in ignorance as dead, but which truthfully is transition and 

change unto reincarnation.

125. And the laws and recommendations of Creation and Its seven-fold order alone bring the living into 

the resting, which appeareth to the ignorant man as dead, but which truthfully is transition and change

unto reincarnation.

126. And there could be wind and snow, and there could be rain, hail and storm and seasons, and there 

could be sunshine, light, darkness and warmth and cold, and yet there would not be becoming, life 

and passing away, and there would not be birth and not death, no sprouting, no flourishing and no 

blossoming, and there would be no fruit and no harvest, if there were not given and determining the 

laws and recommendations of Creation and Its seven-fold order, so that everything is becoming, 

living and passing away, all that is existing in all armies of life, which have been created by Creation,

the wise, the just.

127. Through Its laws and recommendations Creation let break forth the day for life, and the night for rest,

and the sun and the stars for warmth and for light and cold and for movement, and also the time for 

becoming and life and passing away and for evolution, and space and the solid and water and air for 

the existence of all armies of life.

128. And this is the order of Creation through Its laws and recommendations and through the seven-fold, 

and praise and thanks be unto Creation, which is true love and true wisdom, and which is true 

knowledge and true truth in endless patience and forbearance and omnipotence.

129. And the signs of Creation are demonstrated up to the very last detail to all armies of life and to man, 

so that they art recognized and obeyed and used as assistance toward just life conduct, as man also 

uses the stars in heaven as assistance for the stay on the right course during the darkness of the land 

and on the heaving waters of the oceans and in the air above the Earth and in the atmosphereless 

emptiness of space.

130. And to the very detail the signs of Creation are demonstrated and given to all armies of life and to 

man, so that man shall recognize and obey the truth and be obedient to the creative laws and 

recommendations, knowing and wise and considering and honoring.

131. And it is Creation, which through Its laws and recommendations and through Its seven-fold order 

hath created you from the minutest elements of Earth and from the minutest combinations of changed

life from fauna and flora.

132. And the place of your creation is given unto you for tarrying and for evolution in obedience of the 

creative laws and recommendations and the seven-fold order, so your Earth is your world and on 

which you shalt fulfill all guidelines of justice in logical consequence.
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133. And also all signs of Creation for all human beings are demonstrated in detail, and they are given in 

all and everything and for all armies of life also, so that all life and man recognize and comprehend 

and obey these, and you also shalt finally recognize, comprehend and obey them.

134. And there are the laws and recommendations of Creation and Its seven-fold order, which let the rain 

fall down as water from the clouds, whereby growth is brought forth and also the greening, 

wherefrom corn sprouts in rows, but also plants of any type and shrubbery and trees of all types, fully

covered with pleasantly fragrant blossom clusters, from which grow fruit in endless numbers and in 

manifold form and of similar or dissimilar kind.

135. And verily, if you behold the blossoms and fruits of the plants, shrubbery and trees, when they bring 

forth their blossoms and fruits, and how they ripen and bring new seeds, therein you truly recognize 

the signs of endless love of Creation, and the knowledge and truth and wisdom and patience, which 

altogether are recognizable and anchored in the laws and recommendations and the seven-fold order 

of Creation.

136. But all signs of Creation are visible and recognizable only to those, who truly are the knowing and 

righteous or such, who in honesty are walking on the path toward knowledge and toward 

righteousness and toward truth, and from whom any belief is far which is only ignorant acceptance, 

because only knowing truth concealeth true truth and true knowledge within itself.

137. But only few knowing ones exist and also few righteous, and many more of the ignorant and the 

unrighteous exist, who set themselves or rivals and gods and idols beside Creation, although It is the 

only one, which hath created all life and all existence in Its universe.

138. And the unrighteous and ignorant invent rivals next to Creation, which are idols and gods and the 

like, and which also are a single god or a single idol.

139. And the unrighteous and the ignorant also erroneously invent sons and daughters next to Creation and

angels and saints, as they can do this with their god or idol or with their many gods or idols and the 

like.

140. But Creation is holy and exalted above all lies and inventions, and all Its laws and recommendations 

and Its seven-fold order also are holy and exalted.

141. And thus, Creation is Creation and the highest power, and It standeth in immeasurable greatness and 

completion over all Its creations, which are creations of Creation, and which are human being and 

animal and plants of all kinds, and worlds and suns, galaxies, space and time, light and darkness and 

whatever else exists in other armies of life of any kind.

142. And Creation is without gender and It is neither male nor female, neither modest nor immodest and 

neither timely nor untimely, or neither spacious nor spaceless, for Creation is truly Spirit and Spirit 

power and light and truly pure Spirit energy in conscious form.

143. And Creation is without male and without female companion, because Creation is IT and neuter in 

gender  in truthful form, so It therefore differs in everything and from any life.
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144. And as Creation is without gender and without male or female companion, and as It is Spirit energy 

in purest truthful form and without tie in depending manner, how should It have sons and daughters 

or who call themselves such in any type or form, and how could it then be a god who is only a human

being and tyrant of a coarse-mattered type of life.

145. Creation is Creation of all things, and there is no Creation in Its universe except It, and It alone shall 

be honored and worshiped, which alone is truly Creation and the protection of all armies of life and 

everything existing, which in addition is truly created by Creation alone.

146. Verily, It, which is Creation, which is your Creation, and the gazes of which and BEING you as 

human beings can never reach and see and grasp, but It reacheth and seeth and graspeth your gaze 

and your life, however you may gaze and however you lead your life at all times.

147. And Creation is capable of everything, for It is the immeasurable secret, and It is the 

incomprehensible, the all-total and the all-knowing, and It is unto man as Its own existence the most 

obscure of all obscurity, so therefore the immeasurable secret.

148. Verily, that is Creation, which is your Creation, by which is being revealed through signs in manifold 

form the seven-fold order and the laws and recommendations of life, of evolution and of BEING for 

all armies of life.

149. Follow that which is revealed unto you by the JHWH and the Prophet, you then obey the truthful 

laws and recommendations and the seven-fold order of Creation.

150. Turn away from your gods and idols, from your human beings whom you honor as god and as sons 

and daughters of Creation, whom you set as rivals beside It, for no Creation in the universe exists 

except Creation, which is the only one and yours.

151. Turn away from your idolaters, who lead you astray and preach to you in falsity and lying and 

betrayal about the self-elected or gods and idols chosen by them.

152. And verily, if Creation were not true freedom and if Its creatures in the will of their ways of 

development were not free, then Itself would have willingly ordained that rivals should exist beside It

and error teachings and adoration and worship, which then would be demanded by It. 

153. But as this is not so and the ways of development are free unto man, so man is free and truly 

determining and ruling over himself, and therefore he is the lord and master of himself.

154. This maketh possible for him to dispute against what is just and what is unjust and to decide alone his

way of justice or injustice.

155. And as man liveth in the free will of his decision, he seeketh only the advantage by least resistance, 

which lieth in the degeneracy of easiness, like the dammed up waters of the pond which seek a leak 

to escape without resistance, to tear away and destroy everything as increased force.

156. And the JHWH speaks to the Prophet: You have not been made the keeper of humanity, and therefore

not as a watcher over them, and also not the JHWH.

157. But of your own power you have been made Prophet of the instruction of truth among men, so the 

JHWH also is instructor for the Prophet and for the generations of men.
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158. And speak instructing to the people: Slander not your friends and slander not your enemies and 

slander not the righteous and not the unrighteous, because altogether they are creatures of Creation.

159. Bring forth love toward the enemies as to friends, and bring forth love toward the unrighteous as to 

the righteous, but be watchful and beware of falsity and lying and betrayal of the enemies and the 

unrighteous, so you do not suffer harm through them.

160. If an enemy or an unrighteous exist, they are human like you, so you should think and act about them 

and with them and for them as a human being and in love also, even if watchfulness is ordered that 

you do not suffer loss if secretly they are willing to bring you harm and falsity and lying and betrayal.

161. Be friendly and loving and humane to the enemies and unrighteous and give them shelter, food and 

drink and everything necessary, and offer them due honor and respect, because they are human beings

as you also are human beings, and you all are the creatures of the same Creation, as are the righteous 

as well as the unrighteous.

162. And slander no prisoners, should you take some, if you are invaded by enemies and you have to 

defend yourself.

163. Honor the prisoners and bring forth friendliness toward them, humaneness, love and respect, and give

them food and drink and everything which they need.

164. And slander not the old and not the young and not the bodily disabled, and slander not the neighbor 

who speaks a different language or who has a different skin color, for every human being is equal-

valued to the other, of whichever type or race he is and whether he is old or young, yellow, black or 

brown or white or red or blue, or whether it is a child, wife or husband, or whether he is an enemy or 

friend or righteous, unrighteous, knowing or ignorant one.

165. And no man is subject to another, so therefore not as bond and not as slave and not as fighter of an 

army to leaders, and also not as a people to the authority and the rulers.

166. And also the wife is not subject to her husband, and also the children are not subject to their parents, 

neither is the husband subject to his wife, nor the hired man and worker to his master, and the parents 

are not subject to their children, and also human beings are not subject to gods and idols and to 

seducers and to priests and their sects and religions.

167. Every human being is equivalent to the neighbor, and he shall stand in his right equivalent to the 

neighbor, as the poor to the rich and in reversed manner, and so every human being to the other, what 

and who and however he may be, and it should never be measured in two different measures in any 

form for the right or wrong of man and the entire lifeforms on the whole.

168. And verily, the possessor should share his bread with the non-possessor of his free will, and the non-

possessor shall not be demanding nor the possessor with his neighbor, but he always shall be just and 

asking as he is in need of help or a thing.

169. But it is given that everyone shall do his duty in fulfillment of the laws and recommendations and the 

seven-fold order of Creation, so also everyone shall carry out the work assigned to him, and everyone

shall be learning and evolving and obedient in the creative order, so that spongers and parasites do 

not and never exist, who hope for help and demand help of which they are not worthy and which 

cannot be given to them.

170. And speak also instructing to the human beings, speaketh the JHWH:
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Do not allow yourself to be led astray by those on the Earth, who are not obedient to the laws and 

recommendations of Creation, for they willingly live the way of effortlessness and of 

unrighteousness, and they constantly bring false desires and false joys and false teachings, greed, 

discord, non-love and revenge and evil and all unrighteousness of the world up to death.

171. They are losers who walk aside from the way of Creation, and they only follow a delusion and they 

lie and betray only.

172. And verily, many lead others astray with evil falsities, lies and desires and they do this in the lack of 

knowledge or truthfully against knowing better, but those who adhere to them and walk wrong ways 

become guilty also with their seducers.

173. Avoid notorious injustice as well as secret injustice also, for whether notorious or secret, both are of 

falsity, and whoever committeth injustice in one or the other form breaketh the law and will receive 

recompense accordingly.

174. And do not let yourself be led astray by tempters of faith, who set gods and idols or a god beside 

Creation, but if you yet adhere to the tempters, you will be captured by their gods and idols or their 

god, and only hardly or not at all will you find your way to Creation and to Its truth.

175. Because gods and idols demand submission and humiliation before them, and they create violence 

and force, and also exploitation and enslavement through anxiety and fear, which beget restraint and 

breaking of will of independent and self-deciding thinking and acting.

176. As you therefore obey the seducers, you set gods and idols beside Creation, and you become unfree 

and full of anxiety and fear, and you are obedient to the seducers and their gods and idols like beaten 

dogs to their masters in doggish humility.

177. For the ways of the unrighteous are covered with all evils of the world, and where seducers and gods 

and idols exist, there anxiety and fear and terror of punishment ruleth which shall gain validity if the 

seducers, gods and idols are not wooed to.

178. And the seducers, the unrighteous, the gods and idols demand cruel punishment for ways of thinking 

and actions against their falsity and their false laws and recommendations, and thereby the believers 

and adherents are being pressed into anxiety and fear and terror, so they do not become brave to 

oppose all falsities and the false powers which only demand punishment and death.

179. The way to knowledge and to truth in thought is being denied them, and this is being done through 

anxiety and fear, by which they are kept in fetters and unfree by the seducers and gods and idols, who

threaten with torturous and deadly judgment and with hellish damnation if their false requirements 

and power demands are not fulfilled.

180. And in the background the believers of the seducers and gods and idols are aware of their anxiety and

fear, but the threats of the hellish judgments and torments do no allow them to become free.

181. And those who are threatening are the seducers and their gods and idols and the sects and religions 

and their false laws and recommendations, and they are also the priests of the believers, and those 

who are threatening are also the power greedy, the profit seekers and leaders of war armies, and they 

also are the authorities of the nation, who rule, mislead, harass and murder in untruthful manner and 

according to laws and recommendations of man, and who do not rule and lead the people in the sense

of Spirit and truthful freedom, and not according to the laws and recommendations of Creation.
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182. Verily, as a dead one is not able to walk among the truly living, so also can an unrighteous one not 

obtain justice before he has not changed himself to be righteous, as also the dead one still has to be 

reborn before it can be possible for him to walk among the living.

183. So a human being is able to be free only, if he walks in the radiating light of life and of truth, but only

such a human being will be unfree and imprisoned, who stumbleth and falleth in the prison of the 

blackest darkness.

184. And those, who stumble and fall in blackest darkness, they fancy themselves to devise intrigues 

against the righteous and against Creation, yet they only devise intrigues against themselves, only 

they do not notice, for they are dumb and blind, faint-hearted and weak and willingless toward 

themselves.

185. Verily, they are the losers and they bring to themselves degradation and punishment of their own 

power.

186. They do not want to live unto the truth of Creation, which Itself neither demands punishment nor 

imparteth punishment, so man continuously punisheth himself for unrighteous doings and actions, as 

also the rabbit is caught and killed by the eagle, if it disregardeth the threatening shadow of the down-

diving eagle and fleeth not into the protecting hole.

187. And as the eagle catcheth and killeth the rabbit, reckless of its own power, so man draweth unto 

himself judgment and punishment of his own power, if he burdens himself with recklessness and the 

will toward wrong thinking and actions.

188. Therefore: Whoever conducteth himself justly and leadeth a Creation-righteous life, unto him his 

chest widens and the joy and the love, the knowledge, the truth and the wisdom, and he doeth not let 

himself be beaten by the enemy, for he is watchful and cautious.

189. But whoever conducteth himself unjustly and leadeth a Creation-opposing life, he narroweth his chest

and his joy will be small, and also his love, his knowledge and the truth and wisdom.

190. That is the way of truth and the way of Creation, which is the truthful and the right, and whoever 

walketh on it liveth obedient unto the laws and recommendations of Creation.

191. Verily, most different levels for all human beings exist, depending on their doings, but everything is 

regulated in the laws and recommendations and the seven-fold order of Creation, so everyone will be 

rewarded according to his level and according to his doings.

192. And it is given for all times that everyone is rewarded according to his level and according to his 

doings, in righteousness and in impartiality, so for all times everyone receiveth his reward, as is due 

him and as he is measured according to his life’s conduct and according to his deeds, and according 

to his thinking and actions.

193. And no one can thwart or reject the reward, which is due him according to his level, for creative 

justice knoweth no discord and neither favoritism nor prejudice.

194. Man therefore always should act according to his best ability and also act in fulfillment of the laws 

and recommendations and the seven-fold order of Creation according to his best knowing and ability, 

so therefore he doth right and always giveth the best according to his understanding and ability, and 

as he acteth and liveth truthfully and is not unjust.

195. And many misled ones, ignorant and unrighteous exist, who believe they can present sacrifices and 

prayers to their seducers and gods and idols, and that thereby they are freed from their guilt of idol
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worship.

196. But verily, their sacrifices and prayers are directed to gods and idols and therefore not designated to 

Creation.

197. And whoever unknowingly presents sacrifices and prayers to gods and idols and who believeth that 

thereby he reacheth unto Creation, he is no less and no more than one of the other unrighteous, for he 

serveth idols and gods and slandereth the truth and Creation.

198. And the unrighteous will receive their own verdict and their self-appointed judgment and their self-

elected punishment also.

199. And their judgment and their verdict and their punishment will not be from Creation and not from Its 

laws and recommendations, but they will be elected by the strength and power of man himself, 

measured according to the weight of the act of the trespass and the debt.

200. For man is master of himself, so he determineth his life and judgeth of his own power and 

responsibility about it, as he also imposeth punishment and judgment upon himself or averteth from 

himself”.

201. And so speaketh the JHWH: “Generations of men, act according to your ability and according to your

understanding and your common sense, and find which your final reward will be for the life which 

you lead.

202. But see, to the righteous will be given a good reward, but the unrighteous will not fare well.

203. You sacrifice fruits and fruit of the field and animals and incense to your gods and idols, and you 

sacrifice blood and even human beings and things of your riches, and you combine your sacrifices 

with blabbering prayers and through them you hope for help, mercy and grace from your gods and 

idols.

204. But no god at any time will impart to you hearing, help, mercy or grace, and so also an idol or other 

in same or similar form will not do, because gods are tyrants who only strive for profit and power, 

and idols are dead cult demons without any strength and power, which are used by priests and the like

toward selfish and profit-seeking purposes.

205. Therefore you sacrifice your food and your animals and your riches without sense and without 

reasonable possibility of a hope, and therewith you only follow a superstitious cult, whereby you 

even murder and destroy human life and other life.

206. See, man of Earth, as you live in righteousness and truth, you adore only Creation, and therefore you 

only pray to Creation which is Spirit form and also as a minute part within yourself, so you also can 

pray to the part of Creation-Spirit within and to yourself.

207. And in no wise whatsoever is Creation similar in anything to the gods and idols, so It also never 

ordained laws and recommendations for cultish actions for Itself, and therefore were never created by

It laws and recommendations for the offering of sacrifices to It in any form.

208. Creation is incorruptible and not caught in a partisan way, and It is without demands toward Its 

creations, as It is only Creation and fulfillment of life and of the laws and recommendations and the 

seven-fold order.

209. Therefore is given that It is not demanding in any form and therefore not in need of any gifts and 

sacrifices to It by Its creations.

210. Creation therefore is not in need of any sacrificial offerings, which also would not be according to 
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any order of It, but which are only destruction of life, food and goods in senselessness and 

squandering by cultish degenerations of man, and which are only serving as false testimony and false 

honesty of man for the purpose of humble submission in anxiety and fear, so therefore no sacrifice 

offerings should be offered in any manner.

211. Therefore the sacrificial offering represents an offence against the laws and recommendations and 

against the seven-fold order of Creation, which doth not demand or alloweth destruction or murdering

or squandering of any life or of goods or food in whichever form.

212. And as Creation is neutral in balance and in love, and as It is incorruptible and not intimidated and 

without demand in any form toward all life and Its creations, so It only established directions and 

laws and recommendations and the seven-fold order, which contain all guidelines and directions for 

righteous life conduct for every life, which decideth in free will about its own way of life.

213. And as this is so, also not a tittle of a law or recommendation of Creation is established which would 

demand of any lifeform, and therefore also not of man, that adoration and worship or gifts and 

sacrifices in any form should be offered to It, for Creation is not demanding of anything, so therefore 

not in good or evil form.

214. But it is left to man’s option, and it also appertaineth to him that he present reverence and respect and 

honoring unto Creation, as also appertains to every other life.

215. And it lieth in the free will of man to conduct appeals and prayers and reverence toward Creation, as 

he confronteth the power of true life in communication and also the part of Creation Spirit within 

himself, which through this type of prayers is being addressed and molded in persuasive form and in 

true knowledge, in love, wisdom and truth.

216. From such prayer, therefore, resulteth a better feeling and security on the inside of man, so he 

sheltereth hope and evolveth, that due to the strength gained by addressing the part of Spirit in man 

through prayer, unconsciously to man himself, It unfolds his powers and spends evolutionary power 

and impulses, whereby the wishes and hopes of man are being fulfilled.

217. Therefore, if a prayer is directed to the Creation power or the Spirit part in man or to the material 

consciousness and the material subconscious itself, it may stimulate effective powers in man himself 

and bring these into operation.

218. Whether a prayer is directed to Creation or to the material consciousness forms themselves, the part 

Creation Spirit in man is thereby stimulated in direct manner, which becomes effective through good 

hope and the knowledge of man that Spirit truly imparts help through Its power.

219. Therefore a prayer is of equal value, whether it is directed to Creation or to the material 

consciousness forms or to the Spirit part of man, which is a minute part of Creation Itself; and he 

therefore also hath at his disposal the power of the Spirit energy of Creation, which is neutral in all 

things and also balanced, and which never can be altered or changed into another form, neither the 

Spirit energy of Creation Itself, nor the Spirit part in man.

220. Therefore it is said that Creation is in no form demanding or commanding, that therefore It must 
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be prayed to, because adoration of the Creation Spirit as a whole or the Spirit part within man, which 

is part of the entire Creation, lies alone in the will and consideration of man, as therefore also in his 

common sense and in his understanding, which should know that prayers are a good and effective 

medium of help for man and for his evolution, and also for hope, wish fulfillment, safety and 

security.

221. Truly, namely, prayers give man the security of knowledge and of truth, so he walks in real truth and 

conducts his prayers in true manner.

222. Prayers of adoration to Creation, to the material consciousness forms and to the Spirit within man are 

not and never to be conducted in a manner of humility or worry or anxiety and fear, for if such is 

done erroneously, the moral of man sinketh and also the security and the trust about the power of the 

Spirit energy.

223. Neither Creation nor the Spirit part in man demand humility, submission or worry and anxiety and 

fear, for man shall be free in every way, so he does not need to worry or to fear.

224. And if adoration of Creation taketh place, to the material consciousness forms or to the Spirit within 

man, then adoration ought not to be in the way that homage is paid, imploration or glorification, but 

there shall only be praise in reverence and respect, devotion and petitioning in true manner.

225. And as you conduct your prayer, you shall not babble like the believers of sects and religions and like

the heathen and other god-servants and idolaters, who conduct adoration in humility with prayers 

which are endless repetitions and refer to names of idols and gods in absurd and logically incorrect 

manner.

226. But if you conduct your prayers as the righteous and knowing ones, then they shall be clear and 

meaningful and logical in word and in truth.

227. And as you pray, conduct your prayer according to free will and according to free mind, so you 

yourself create words for sensible and logical prayers, which are purpose-determined in a general 

way and determined for evolution and for righteous life conduct.

228. Take care in your prayers that you pray in devotion, which is righteous and truthful prayer in 

knowledge and love, so that you shalt select the correct words and the correct form of prayer offering.

229. And when you pray, you shall pay attention that you pray in honesty and not like the hypocrites, 

those who are the unrighteous, and who like to stand and pray at the corners of houses and in the 

streets and alleys, so therewith they want to shine before their fellow men in selfishness and esteem, 

and so therewith they win new followers and swindle in profit.

230. And verily, when you pray you shalt call on the omnipotence of Creation, which is the omnipotence 

of Creation Spirit and of the Spirit and of the material consciousness forms in man.

231. And in prayer you shalt not be selfish and not inconsiderate and not submissive like the ignorant, the 

hypocrites and unrighteous, who imagine that thereby they would be listened to by their false gods, 

and idols, if they speak many words nonsensically and implore them in humility or command.

232. But verily, Creation Spirit doth not need many words and also not the Spirit and the material 
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consciousness forms within man; but the knowledge is needed that Spirit is powerful and great and 

infinite in Its force, through which It truly is able to move mountains from one place to another place.

233. But if you dost not understand to pray directly to the omnipotence of Spirit, be content with a matter 

by which you can prepare and concentrate yourself, so in concentration you may find the way for 

your thoughts to the omnipotence of Spirit.

234. But understand the matter of a helping medium in the correct way, for truly it is only a tool of help to 

concentration, that of itself it does not carry any power and also is not a medium between you and the

omnipotence of Spirit, for truly the assisting tool always remaineth an assisting tool.

235. Therefore, never be like the priests of cults and sects and religions, and never be like the unrighteous, 

the hypocrites, the unwise and ignorant and selfish ones, who raise assisting media to cult objects and

to relics and who adore their assisting media in the false belief that the omnipotence of Spirit resides 

within them.

236. Be knowing therefore, that even in the use of assisting media and sacred things the omnipotence of 

Spirit always liveth within yourself, as it is also in Creation Itself which Itself is Spirit, and which 

also liveth in everything that is created by Creation.

237. Therefore conduct your prayers as the knowing and righteous, and therefore you shalt pray in logical 

consequence in your own prayers or in prayers of general value and therefore:

238. My Spirit, thou which art omnipotent.

239. Hallowed be thy Name. 

240. Thy kingdom reveal itself and incarnate within me.

241. Thy power unfold within me and be effective in the earthly and in the spiritual realm in balanced and 

evolving manner.

242. Give me today my daily bread, which I need in the earthly and spiritual realm.

243. And let me recognize and remove my errors, and also let me recognize and acquire the truth and the 

love and the wisdom and the knowledge.

244. Fill me with power against temptation and confusion, and also give me power, so that I deliver 

myself from error.

245. I live according to thy laws and according to thy recommendations, for thine is the kingdom of Spirit 

and of life, and the power and the knowledge, and the truth and wisdom and love in all-timeliness. 

SO BE IT. (Amen)

246. And when you conduct your prayers to the Spirit of Creation or to the part Creation Spirit or to the 

material consciousness forms within yourself, you pray only to a power, for the Creation Spirit is as 

much in Creation Itself as also in all creations of Creation, as also within man.

247. And when you conduct prayers to the Creation Spirit Itself or to the Spirit within you or to the 

material consciousness forms within you, then will be given unto you that which you have need of 

and for which you pray, but it is suggested that you are truthful in prayer and in knowledge about it, 

you then will receive.

248. But if you are not the knowledgeable ones, but believe the erroneous teachings that the power and the

Spirit are not residing within yourself, and that Creation truly is not and is not residing in everything 

living and of the same type as the part Creation-Spirit form within man himself, you then are without 

knowledge and falsely pander to gods and idols or to another Creation-opposing belief-servitude of 
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another form, so you live in Spirit-ineffectual poverty and in ignorant inadequacy.

249. But to those acting and living in false belief, it is also given that now and then they receive what they 

in erroneous belief beg for and obtain by entreaty from purpose-estranged assisting media, relics and 

sacred things and from gods and idols, but thereby they only receive due to stubborn and erroneous 

belief, and therefore in law-opposing form of forced suggestion, and therefore without knowledge 

about the real truth.

250. Verily, blessed are only those, who offer their life to truthful truth and to truthful knowledge, for they 

alone receive in honesty and in fulfillment of the laws and recommendations of Creation and in 

truthful love and in wisdom.

251. Creation is honesty and fulfillment, and in conformity to It all life is formed, so man also who only 

has to fulfill in his own freedom and honesty the talents slumbering within him, which are given by 

the laws and recommendations of Creation.

252. Therefore man in his innermost part is like Creation, namely in Spirit, and he may make himself also 

like his Spirit on the outer part, so he may also fulfill the laws and recommendations of Creation 

outwardly.”

CANON 21

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2. Praise be unto Creation,  which is equality.

  3. And the JHWH speaketh: “Teach man the equality of wages of Creation,” and thus speaketh the 

Prophet:

  4. “Creation never measureth with two different measures, and also not the valuing of wages for all 

things.

  5. Therefore is given that man also never shall use two different measures for a wage in whichever thing

this may be.

  6. The wages of Creation for man are uniform, if man obeyeth the laws and recommendations of 

Creation in any manner of correctness, and therefore, whether in lesser measure or in better measure, 

if the correctness and the honest best of understanding and ability of man is only given.

  7. And it is stated that one man is more evolved than his neighbor, as he also possesses a greater 

understanding and ability and knowledge to obey the laws and recommendations of Creation, while 

the other one is less evolved, as also his understanding and ability and knowledge are rated as less.

  8. But truly, the more knowledgeable, more understanding and more able strives the same as the less 

knowledgeable, understanding and able in honest, truthful and law-abiding and, therefore, in correct 

manner, each according to the level of their knowledge and understanding and ability, therefore they 

give their best.

  9. And if the best is given in this manner, then the equality of effort is given, and thereby also given is 

the paying of equal wages by Creation, so one is not being paid better and the other worse for the 

same effort, even if the performance is different in the measure of more or less produced.

 10. And as Creation giveth equality in justice in the paying of wages for equal effort, so man also shall 

act in equal manner.
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 11.       And as Creation thus doeth not differentiate in the performance for paying of wages, but only 

differentiates in the effort, so shall man act in like manner.

 12. And with man it happens that one due to work stands in wages with another, so one works for another

or one for many or for all, but also all or many for one.

 13. But as human beings differ in their evolution, in their body, in their feeling, in their learning and in 

their thinking and acting, so they also differ in their performances in the accomplishment of work, 

even if they give their best efforts.

 14. But best efforts, so say the laws and recommendations of Creation, shall be paid in just equality, so 

one does not receive higher wages than the other for his best efforts.

 15. This sayeth clearly that the daily laborer without special knowledge shall receive equal wages as the 

king or emperor, if both give their best efforts toward the accomplishment of the work.

 16. Therefore wages shall not be paid in diversity due to different activity and work, for truthfully every 

work is worth its wages, which is measured according to effort and not according to performance.

 17. Therefore, the carrier of burdens shall not receive higher wages than the keeper of goats, and the 

emperor shall not receive more than the daily laborer, and thus a different leader of the nation also 

shall not receive more than the farmer or house builder, and the one skilled in medicine shall not 

receive more than the shoemaker, if all bring and give their best effort, even if the performance is 

unequal.

 18. If therefore a wage of a half ounce of silver is paid for the performing of 10 hours of work for the 

best effort of a goatkeeper, the same wage shall be valid for the best work effort of the emperor or the

daily laborer or the national leader or shoemaker or anyone else, who accomplishes an activity or 

work with best effort during 10 hours.

 19. This law is equally valid for those who are wealthy in material riches, as to them also the payment of 

wages shall not be higher than for those, who are not wealthy in material riches and who stand in 

employment with the wealthy.

 20. And this law shall be valid for all human beings uniformly, as also for the instructors of truth, for the 

prophets and Spirit leaders, for the supporters of nations and the cultivators of the muses, and also for

all who accomplish a work and give their best effort.

 21. Creation is equality in justice, and therefore man shall also be so, thus in the paying of wages for all 

work as also in that the daily laborer or goatkeeper or shoemaker in esteem, in honor, in respect and 

in all rights and duties are equal to the king or emperor, as this also shall be for all human beings 

without difference, whether one is brown or white or red, yellow, black or blue in skin color, or 

whether he is poor or rich or a knowing one or ignorant, and also whether the one is of good 

schooling or bad schooling or whatever.”

CANON 22

  1.  In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.
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  2.  Praise be unto Creation, which is correctness.

  3.  “Speak instructively unto the human beings,” sayeth the JHWH to the Prophet, “ and inform them of 

the application of just discernment,” and so the Prophet speaketh:

  4. “Creation is without compulsion and pressure in any thing toward Its creatures, therefore these 

manage freely according to their own estimation and in all matters.

  5. And thus as man is free also and not forced and not pressured by Creation in anything, so he standeth 

in responsibility unto himself in all matters of his thinking and acting.

  6. Thus thereby is said that Creation judgeth not over man, no matter what his thinking and acting is.

  7. Creation only formeth an opinion of every matter, without casting a judgment or to demand 

punishment, whichever may occur.

  8. Judgment therefore is established by violence and force, and a judgment is connected with 

punishment.

  9. But an opinion only establisheth the correctness of a matter, according to which a measure can take 

place, which leadeth thereto that incurred damage or committed errors can be removed.

 10. And therefore the measure has to be measured according to the laws and recommendations of 

Creation, so that the measure never shall be of the kind that a lifeform will be harmed in any way by 

it, or that it lose its bodily, thinking or spiritual freedom partially or in total.

 11.      Therefore no human being and no other lifeform shall be disadvantaged by judgment or be enjoined 

with punishments, if these infringe partially or in total upon the freedom of the body, the thinking or 

the Spirit.

 12. Verdict means judgment by violence and force, which is Creation-foreign in all parts, so forming an 

opinion only is of correctness, which elucidateth the correctness of a matter.

 13. And if measures have to be taken with a human being by an opinion, they should be Creation-

concordant and therefore so that the human being suffereth no harm whatsoever in body and in 

thinking and in Spirit or in any other way.

 14. If errors, harm or even guilt become evident by human beings, who live contrary to the laws and the 

recommendations against a given order, and if through misdeed they become subject to an opinion, 

then by an opinion, justice is to be carried out in correctness.

 15. But if an opinion is to be carried out in justice of correctness, then measures are to be taken in the 

same justice of correctness.

 16. And as man may not be harmed by measures of an opinion in his freedom of body, of thinking and of 

Spirit, the only measure to be undertaken in a criminal offence, as in murder of life, dictatorial power 

conduct, criminal acts, and everything which is of the same unworthiness, is that the fallible shall be 

separated from the human community for life.

 17. And places of fulfillment for the carrying out of such measures shall be established, which are far 

away from human settlements, and which are without jail and without hardship, without violence and 

without force by guards and overseers and executer.

 18. For  measure fulfillment the most remote places shall be selected like islands and planets, from where

an escape of the fallible is not possible, but where all possibilities of the teachings and of bodily, 

mental and spiritual freedom are provided for them.
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 19. And at the places of measure-fulfillment everything in essential tools shall be provided to the fallible,

which are necessary that they can in evolving manner engage themselves in all teachings and in 

righteous life conduct, so they also are equipped for all activities which are essential to the cultivation

and production of food and shelters and remedies and everything else essential to life at the place of 

measure-fulfillment.

 20. And therefore with such kind of measure-fulfillment it has to be considered that the sexes of male and

female are separated, so a place of measure-fulfillment shall be chosen for one sex only, and another 

place of measure-fulfillment for the other sex only.

 21. And if there are women, who have to be taken to remote places of measure-fulfillment, they shall first

be questioned about new life in their body, and therefore in every case they should only be brought to

the place of measure-fulfillment nine (9) months after the measure-pronouncement so that no 

offspring is being born at the places of measure-fulfillment.

 22. The offspring of the fallible shall be born in the innocent community of human beings, and thus they 

shall be arranged into the rearing and life there, but in the family circle of the fallible or, if it deems 

necessary, into the keeping of the people or with foster parents or the substitute.

 23. If measures have to be taken which do not concern a form of crime but are of lesser offence as the 

theft of possessions in small measure and which do not exceed the value of 70 lot of silver (35 

ounces), or offenses of any other type and form which are not directed against body and life and do 

not exceed a loss value of 70 lot of silver, the measure by opinion shall be in the first case that a 

warning will be given, but in the second case and in repetition of the same or other offense, the 

measure of separation from the human community for seven years at remote places of measure-

fulfillment shall occur and in the same manner as the other fallible, however at a special place and not

at the same place with the fallible, so that a return to the human community after 7 years can be made

possible, where the returning ones then may or may not adapt to the given order, and at a third 

offense they have to be judged as fallible and have to be brought to the measure-fulfillment places of 

the fallible for life.

 24. But an opinion shall not be formed in injustice and not as a verdict, also opinions shall not be formed 

by judges who pronounce verdicts, which is against the laws and recommendations of Creation.

 25. The opinion-formers shall be humans beings of the people who are righteous and fulfilling the laws 

and recommendations of Creation, and for every opinion they shall be chosen by lot and newly from 

case to case.

 26. And they shall also be just and unprejudiced and not be connected to those about whom an opinion is 

to be formed, and they shall form an opinion according to laws and recommendations, and therefore 

not judging and condemning and they shall be free of partiality.

 27. And thus in every case you shalt only form an opinion in just correctness, and you shalt never judge 

or pronounce a verdict.

 28. Therefore it sayeth: Judge not so that someday you yourself art not judged, and that you do not heap 

guilt upon yourself.

 29. But if you transgressest against the laws and recommendations of Creation and if you judge therefore,

and with whichever judgment you judge, so will you yourself be judged sometime by your own 
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power.

 30. And consider: With whichever measure you measure, so will you be measured again, as by yourself 

as also by the Creation guidelines and by your neighbor.

 31. Form an opinion about everything and every matter according to the logic of the laws of nature which

are from Creation, and which alone have their truth and their validity.

 32. Therefore you shalt not see the splinter in your neighbor’s eye and thereby not become aware of the 

beam in your own eye.

 33. And therefore you shalt not trouble yourself to pull the splinter from the eye of your neighbor, while 

the beam in your own eye causeth you blindness, so you dost not take hold of the splinter in your 

neighbor but cuttest out his eye.

 34. But if you only seest the splinter in the eye of your neighbor and disregardest the beam in your own 

eye, you are only a hypocrite; therefore remove first the beam from your own eye and heal the pain, 

and only then see to it that you removest the splinter from the eye of your neighbor without hurting 

him.

 35. Therefore this sayeth, that first you shalt acquire the regarding of the laws and recommendations of 

Creation, and thus the laws of nature and Its logic, before you castest an opinion on any thing, that 

through the knowledge of truth you thus dost not condemn and judge and dost not want to see the 

faults in your neighbor.

 36. First learn to recognize and remove your own faults by the laws and recommendations of nature and 

of Creation, so you only then recognizest the faults of your neighbor in truthful manner and can teach

him how he has to remove his faults by himself.

 37. Thus you shalt be watchful in honesty and righteousness, and you also shalt guard the freedom and 

the knowledge and also the love and the wisdom for yourself and also for your neighbor, that you 

givest not to dogs what is holy, which in eagerness devour everything indiscriminately if they take a 

fancy for it.

 38. But truth and love, logic, freedom, knowledge and wisdom, and also righteousness and obedience of 

the laws and recommendations of Creation are best treasures of immeasurableness, and to you 

therefore of equal value to pearls; and you shalt not throw your pearls before swine, that they do not 

trample them under foot, and so they do not turn against you and tear you apart.

 39. Thus therewith is said, that you dost not throw your spiritual possession and your possession of 

consciousness into the dirt and not waste it on the unworthy, for they do not thank you for it and tear 

you apart, because their understanding is small and the power of their will is weak.

 40. And therefore, as you form an opinion about a matter, see the truth, do not be of false hope and false 

feelings therein, but form an opinion in justice of correctness and therefore in the right measure of 

measures, that you art not trampled down and torn apart by the unrighteous fallible and by the other 

unrighteous, if you seekest false opinions and false measures.

 41. Thus do not judge so that you art not judged, but form opinions in righteousness of correctness, so 

you are righteous ones and that it be well with you.

 42. Regard the correctness of the laws and recommendations of nature and those of Creation, and as you 

live unto them you live righteously and in correctness.

 43. If facts are given then by the guilty or fallible, which prove that a deed or action of trespass against 

the laws and recommendations
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and against the given order hath occurred in confusion of the senses in diseased form, then the fallible

or guilty have to be brought to healing places of diseases for such a time until they are healed, so that 

they then are returned to the community of human beings and lead their life under guardianship.

 44. If deeds or actions have been committed by the guilty or fallible in injury of the senses by means, 

which have been ensued due to fermentation or brewing, pressing out, scratching off or refining of 

fruits and grain and plants of all types, which are a means of intoxication and of anaesthesia, then no 

forbearance is to be practiced for the guilty and fallible, for they already make themselves guilty and 

fallible thereby that they succumb to the indulgence of substances of intoxication and of anaesthesia, 

which hem the evolution of consciousness and of Spirit, which is destruction against body and life 

and therefore transgressing against the laws and recommendations of Creation.

 45. Therefore it is said, as is given by the laws and recommendations of Creation, that the most serious 

crimes are deeds and actions and are measure-ensuing, which are committed against body and life 

and against possessions of greater values, as against the neighbor as it also refers to one’s own 

person.

 46. Therefore the same is valid for the indulgence of substances of intoxication and anaesthesia, if such 

are given to a neighbor or if they are being used by one’s own person, without these being substances 

for the preservation or regaining of health or any other substance designated for a healing process.

 47. If a deed or action in fallible manner is committed in carelessness, the measure shall be seven (7) 

years at the place of measure-fulfillment.

 48. If a deed or action in fallible manner is committed by reasons of degenerated emotion, the measure 

shall be the place of measure fulfillment for the lifetime.

 49. If a deed or action in fallible manner is committed in carelessness or on purpose or for fun, then the 

measure shall be the place of measure-fulfillment for the lifetime.

 50. And every deed or action is fallible which injures the free life conduct and the evolution of a 

neighbor, so the measure at the place of measure-fulfillment shall be for the lifetime.

 51. Every killing is fallible and murder of unborn life which is older than 21 days, so the measure at the 

place of measure-fulfillment shall be for the lifetime.

 52. And every wickedness committed against any life and body is fallible, against a human being, to 

animals of all types and against nature also, so the measure at the place of measure-fulfillment shall 

be for the lifetime.

 53. But whoever causeth pollution or destruction in anyway whatsoever and toward body or life, to the 

air breathed, to the waters, to the sky, to the Earth, to any animals or to a human being, but also to the

natural treasures of the planet or to trees and plants, or to feelings and thoughts and to all which 

exists, to him the measure at the place of measure-fulfillment shall be given for the lifetime.

 54. And the measures for the guilty and fallible and for their helpers and accomplices are to be uniform 

without difference, for the measure of crime of fallibility is the same, whether a deed or action of the 

offence is committed directly or indirectly and by one human being or by several.

 55. And you also shalt determine measures depending upon the opinion forming of a matter, yet there 

shalt truly be justice in correctness and without relationship, if the just determination is worked out.

 56. Opinion forming in justice of correctness is the measure of the
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entirety of all examination, and it only is of correctness, so a verdict shall never be cast, which only 

embodies violence and force, and which at the beginning was invented by man as vengeance practice.

 57. Thus a verdict truthfully is vengeance demand and vengeance practice, which splits the unit of 

balance, so that through a verdict, which is vengeance, part of the rights of the laws and 

recommendations of Creation are taken from man.

 58. It is justice in correctness only, if a matter through opinion-forming reveals the truthful values, to 

which for every matter uniformly equal measures without difference are to be ordered.

 59. And opinion-forming in justice of correctness is valid equally and without difference for human 

beings and for all life.

 60. And if opinion-forming of a matter about a human being ensues, wherefrom measures result and are 

essential, then all measures are uniformly decisive and without difference for all human beings.

 61. The measures to be taken, resulting from opinion-forming, are valid in equal measure and without 

difference for all human beings, as for the one without possessions as also for the one owning 

possessions, and as well for the goat keeper and the king, for the water bearer and for the instructor, 

and as well for all people of all colors and activities, for the young and for the old and for every rank.

 62. If man formeth a false opinion due to intimidation or due to partiality or greed or force or violence, 

he becomes guilty and shall be taken as measure to the measure-fulfillment-places for life.

 63. And thus the one also shall be ordered into the measure at the measure-fulfillment-places for life, 

who speaks false testimony, if therefrom resulteth a false opinion-forming or any other damage in 

possessions or to nature or to body and life.

 64. The breaking also of a contract of any type is debt-incurring, a contract-break between nations as also

a contract-break in marriage between husband and wife, and also any contract-break between one or 

more parties of which type they ever may be, so the measure at the measure-fulfillment-place shall be

for life.

 65. And as an indebtedness is incurred in a contract-break, then indebtedness also is incurred in the break

of trust and in break of promise, so the measure at the measure-fulfillment-place shall be for life.

 66. If there is parasitism or toadism, robbery or extortion or non-values of similar type,  the measure of 

the measure-fulfillment-place shall be for life.

 67. And if falsity, greed or envy, vice, hatred or jealousy or unworthiness of other emotional types occur, 

as also wrong talk against the neighbor, evil bothering of the neighbor, fist fights to carry out 

punishment of self-justice or similar, the matter is a fallibility and to be handled as such through the 

three measures determined therefore; but if damage is caused to body or life or to possessions, the 

measure of life-time measure-fulfillment-place is to be given.

 68. Self-defense proven by opinion-forming is in every case free from measure-taking, if a human being 

acts in defence of his own or the neighbor’s life, or to protect his or his neighbor’s body or his or his 

neighbor’s possessions, and if he damages an attacking or robbing being in body or life or kills him, 

he is free of indebtedness, if self-defence is truthfully given.

 69. Self-defense in every case is given only, if one’s own or the neighbor’s body and life and the 
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possessions are being protected thereby, when defensive force is being used during body-endangering

and life-endangering aggressive violence of the attacker.

 70. Anything is not and never considered self-defense without direct body-endangering or life-

endangering attack, in which one’s own or a neighbor’s body or life would be endangered.

CANON 23

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2. Praise be unto Creation, which is cognizance.

  3. “Speak instructing to the human beings,” sayeth the JHWH to the Prophet, “that everything is aligned

in the manner as it is being impressed by the life-conduct of man.

  4. It is being taught that everything, whichever you want and what shall be done unto you, you yourself 

shalt give the same and do the same, for that is the law in application and result, and so is the speech 

of the Prophet and the speech of the JHWH.

  5. As you want good and if kindness shall be given unto you, then do good and give kindness, but 

therefore you have to enter through the narrow gate of righteousness.

  6. Enter in through the narrow gate, because the gate is wide and the path is narrow, which leadeth to 

the fall into the abyss and into destruction, and many are those who walk thereon into ruin.

  7. Therefore the gate is narrow and the path small, which leadeth unto life and knowledge, unto truth 

and unto wisdom and unto love, and those are few only who find it.

  8. And error teachers exist among you and you shalt be cautious of those who are false prophets and 

scribes, sect-masters and religion-representatives and also all kinds of other scum, which cometh in 

lamb’s clothing to you while within them they are tearing wolves and always willing to tear you 

apart, but whereby they preach for you to have humility before holy artifacts and before gods and 

deities and before idols and error teachings.

  9. And the mendacious error teachings of the deceivers and seducers are slippery and lustful, and 

therefore they are sweet and enticing and infatuating and promising all things of pleasure, of fortune 

and of splendor, of peace and of wealth and of eternal life.

 10. But these are only the words of the false prophets and deceivers and liars, who speak and solicit so 

and who smear stolen honey around your mouth with insinuating words and promises.

 11.      The real truth truthfully is of a different type, and the truthful prophets really are also of a different 

type, therefore also the truthful leaders of Spirit and the benefactors and the righteous as well.

 12. And the words of truth are hard and striking the unrighteous ones, and so are the truthful prophets 

since times of old, and so is the last Prophet of the line also who is given at the present time.

 13. Therefore is said that the word of truth is hard, which is also brought in hard expression and in hard 

speaking by the Prophet, so the words of truth are not insinuating, sweet, promising or enticing and 

slippery, but upsetting and striking and they place everything at the whipping post in recognizable 

nakedness, which is according to real truth.
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 14. Do not seek therefore your well-being with those who are false prophets and sect leaders and the like 

and who smear stolen honey around your mouth, but seek your well-being with the truthful leaders 

and with the real Prophet, who tell you the truth in striking hard words and who demand effort from 

you and hard obedience of the laws and recommendations of Creation.

 15. Beware of the tearing wolves in sheep’s clothing, for they intend to tear you, wherefore you should 

recognize them by the fruit they offer unto you, therefore whether the fruit is sweet and enticing, or 

whether it is hard and upsetting and striking and nourishing.

 16. By their fruit shalt you recognize them, so you become knowledgeable that you cannot harvest grapes

from thorn bushes and also no figs from the thistles.

 17. Thus you shalt become knowledgeable that you shalt plant good trees and keep them in good health, 

if you want to harvest good fruit.

 18. But as you plant and care for a healthy and good tree, you have toil and much hard labor, but as the 

tree hath reached its age it bringeth you good fruit.

 19. Therefore you shalt be watchful and recognize the tree by its fruit, for a good tree cannot bear bad 

fruit, and a rotten tree cannot bear good fruit.

 20. Be aware and recognize the tree which only beareth good fruit through loving care and hard work, 

but the one beareth diseased fruit which did not receive loving care and for which hath not been 

worked hard.

 21. Thus you shalt recognize the trees by their fruit, and also the bringers of truthful or of false teachings,

as the prophets also of falsity or righteousness.

 22. And whoever of you doeth so is like a wise man who built his house upon a rock, and when the 

torrential rain fell and the waters came and winds blew and pushed against the firm house, it still did 

not fall and stood fast against wind, water and harm, for it was built upon a rock and anchored within 

it.

 23. Yet whoever of you doeth not so is like a foolish man who built his house upon sand, and when the 

torrential rain fell and the waters came and the wind which pushed against his house, it crashed down 

and did a great fall and was washed away because it was built on sand, on loose ground.

 24. Therefore do like the wise man, who heareth and seeth and listeneth and thinketh and feeleth, yet he 

doeth not speak about it and calleth nothing his own before he hath considered and explored all things

within himself, so he hath become resolved in finding the truth, which he showeth to the seeking as 

advice thereafter.

 25. And the time of the tree during growth is slow and difficult and having to withstand storm and rain 

and snow and sun and wind, before it reacheth age and beareth blossom clusters from which grow up 

fruit.

 26. Thereby is said also that the path of man is long and difficult in his growth of learning the truth and in

enduring of battles against untruth and hostility, when he hath found the narrow gate and the narrow 

path unto life.

 27. And the goal of life is not reached in hours or days or weeks or months, when the gate and the path of

life are found, for the becoming of the real recognition and of the first success lasteth a long time 

which is measured in years.

 28. Thus the gate and the path of life and the truthful truth must first be found, 
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only then beginneth the becoming unto real recognition and of the first success, before the time of 

enjoyment of truthful life follows, which is like the good fruit of the tree when they grow and ripen.”

CANON 24

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2. Praise be unto Creation, which is guidance.

  3. And the JHWH speaketh thus to the Prophet: “Be instructive unto man about the truth, that Creation 

is guidance,” thus the Prophet also teacheth and speaketh:

  4. “It is Creation, which hath given you all ways of guidance in all things, which in balanced obedience 

lead to the existence of life, and to life in truthful manner according to the laws and recommendations

of Creation, with everything essential for the evolution of the spiritual and the material realm.

  5. So Creation is wise guidance and hath given guidelines for everything that occureth in life.

  6. And man only has to follow the guidance of Creation, so he flourisheth and liveth and evolveth in 

balance and unto his well-being.

  7. Creation alone hath created heaven and Earth, and the proof therefore has been given you in 

everything that exists, and man may try to sprout only one single kernel without the guidance of 

Creation, and verily he will not succeed.

  8. Creation leadeth all things in just ways and in love, wisdom, knowledge, and truth and balance, so  

not one single creature suffers harm in any way through Creation Itself or through Its laws and 

recommendations and through Its seven-fold order.

  9. Therefore It also doth not abuse the unrighteous and the other Creation-slanderers and god-servants 

and idolaters, but It alloweth them the free will of decision, so they may return unpunished at any 

time to the path of balance and to the truthful fulfillment of the laws and recommendations of 

Creation.

 10. And therefore man shall not slander the unrighteous and other Creation-slanderers, but be guidance 

and instruction unto them in love, knowledge, truth and wisdom, so the fallible find the way to the 

justice of life and to Creation.

 11. And thus the guidance shall not be in violence and force, and also not by verdict-pronouncement and 

verdict-fulfillment, as is given, that also a punishment shalt never be passed and executed by a 

verdict, whereby the verdict executor makes himself guilty as do the verdict-producers also.

 12. If a creature, due to a verdict, is placed into fetters or is hurt in body or robbed of his life, the 

executors as also the verdict-producers and the verdict-representatives and verdict-advocates become 

guilty thereby.

 13. And Creation doth not lead any lifeform by verdicts and punishment and verdict-execution, therefore 

man shall do like It.

 14. The guidance of Creation is justice and love, and man has to be likewise, thus guiding and just 
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and without vengeance and similar, which is degenerative in comparison to Creation.

 15. And verily, the guidance of Creation is perfect in all things, as also truth is perfect and unchangeable 

as it is given by the JHWH and the Prophet in truth and love and justice, and which is never 

changeable by lying, deceit and falsification, for the guidance of Creation doth not allow this, 

because It is the wise and just and omniscient one.

 16. Thus is also determined in the guidance of Creation that everything shall serve man as food which 

flourishes as edible for him, so everything in plants, fruits and animals of the air, of the waters and of 

the earth.

 17. And what reason should man have not to eat edibles, if the edible is given to him by nature, for he is 

created differently from the plant world and from all animals, namely in that he is a consumer of all 

things which flourish as plants, fruits and animals.

 18. Thus man is omnivorous and therefore different from all plants and from all animals with exceptions 

to a minor degree.

 19. But wherever exceptions exist among animals which also are omnivorous,  these animals are to be 

considered as unclean as food for man in the sense that danger exists in butchered meat, if it is not 

fresh any more or not dried, because this is quickly infested with disease causing agents and 

epidemic.

 20. Therefore man shall eat meat with caution from such animals considered unclean in this manner, 

which the pig is to be mentioned as a decisive part.

 21. Meat of pigs is not forbidden to man as food, but it is unclean to him if he considers the disease-

causing agents, and so he shall exercise caution in good measure, for truly the meat of the 

omnivorous animals is different in susceptibility of disease-causing agents than the meat of other 

animals, to which however also caution and heed shall be paid, as also to all other food, if it is no 

longer fresh or is wilted or spoiled.

 22. Through the guidance of Creation also is given that man is omnivorous, but to whom is ordered heed 

and caution, so he only shall ingest food which is free of disease-causing agents and is in part 

prepared by himself.

 23. And this means therefore, that by the guidance of Creation man shall stand above the mode of life of 

plants and of animals, so he therefore shall be well-mannered, kind and polite, whereby he 

differentiates himself in another way from animals and from plants.

 24. Truly therefore, everything is given to man as food whatever is edible of plants and fruits and 

animals, but he shall practice heed and caution and discrimination, because his health is in danger in 

regard to spoiled and also to poisonous food which flourisheth and liveth in community with the non-

poisonous.

 25. And truly it is injustice and wicked doing, if you are forbidden to eat of all the edible by the mighty 

and seducers and sect-masters, because the guidance of Creation alloweth everything edible to 

flourish so that it is eaten and serves as food.

 26. But it is given that everything inedible and poisonous shall be destroyed and removed by man, so that

man and life in general is not endangered, which are plants and animals and everything given 

according to its kind which devour and remove everything poisonous and everything diseased, and 

therefore all carcasses and other decaying matter, which occurreth among all life.
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 27. And the guidance of Creation sayeth that life shall be separated, each according to its own kind, but 

that every life shall live according to its own kind, and that every life also shall live of the other, 

therefore the plants of the food of the minute animals and of water, and the animals of the plants and 

fruit and of minute animals and of other animals of all kinds.

 28. But unto man is given that he shall be guardian and usufructuary over everything in good manner, 

and that he nourish himself with everything which is alive in lower manner than himself, so given 

unto him in wise guidance are all plants and fruits and all minute animals and animals for food, if 

they are non-poisonous and unspoiled.

 29. Therefore man is guardian and usufructuary over everything which is given unto him in any form, 

and therefore he stands over everything as also over any animals and over all life of the world of 

plants and fruits.

 30. And thus therefrom is recognizable that man by the wise guidance of Creation shall be well-

mannered, thinking and standing over everything in just manner and in common-sense and 

understanding,  that he shall also recognize the difference between himself and the animals.

 31. And recognizable through the guidance of Creation is that man shall be cleanly in his well-

manneredness, that he does not carry any animals and vermin on himself, because this is injurious to 

the security of his health.

 32. Therefore man shall not allow animals or vermin to live on himself and also not in places where he 

sleepeth, eateth or resideth, so he doth not get sick due to animals or vermin and is suffering or dying 

before the time of his demise has arrived.

 33. And Creation is guidance for all life, so by It is determined every age and the dying of every creature.

 34. Thereby is given also that no creature may assume the right to determine the age and dying of himself

or of his neighbor.

 35. It is not given through the guidance of Creation that a creature may himself end or allow to end his 

life or that of his neighbors, and also it is not allowed that assistance in dying would be rendered, 

which shall end the life according to one’s own will or according to the wish of a neighbor.

 36. But the law of guidance stateth on the other hand, that the right is not given to a creature to preserve 

life by force or skill for himself or for his neighbor, when the time of life has expired and therefore 

the change to death has to be accomplished 

 37. And as no right for any creature existeth to determine death, so also existeth no right to decide or to 

determine about life and death of a creature in any form.

 38. Every life is given for evolution and for fulfillment, so it is never allowed to be killed or to be 

encroached upon in any way, for every life hath to be existing up to the natural end, if it is not given 

as food to anyone’s life as is the life of plants and fruits and of animals, each according to their kind.

 39. But therefore states the law of guidance that any plants and fruits of their kind and any animals shall 

only serve as food and as clothing and as other necessities, as it becomes necessary in the normal use 

of the day.

 40. Thereby wantonness and plundering shall not be pursued and no violation nor profit greed and also 

no excess in anything else.
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 41. But disloyal and unjust and guilty are all those who transgress against the law of guidance.

 42. And therefore is determined through the guidance of Creation, that no cannibalism shall be 

committed among the evolving lifeforms, of which man is one in highest form.

 43. There shall not occur a repression of the evolution of Spirit and of consciousness due to cannibalism, 

so it is determined that any life containing evolving Spirit and evolving consciousness shall not serve 

as food to any creature, except in most extreme need and if the life ends of itself without sickness.

 44. And verily, nothing can be found that would need to be revealed which would be forbidden for man 

to eat, except if it is human flesh or stillborn, that which has died, is spoiled or poisonous, diseased or

infected.

 45. But woe unto those who disregard the guidance, for they will be smitten with disease, pestilence and 

death, and therefore outlawing will fall upon them.

 46. And verily, man of Earth already has transgressed often and often against the guidance of Creation, 

and therefore your old ones already set gods and idols beside Creation and Its guidance; and those 

already, who lived before you, accused the guidance of Creation and the prophets of falsity.

 47. But do you have more knowledge than your old ones, who were your ancestors up to the earliest 

time?

 48. Verily, you possess no more knowledge than they, although you lie to yourself and your neighbor that

you are more knowledgeable and understanding.

 49. Yet reveal your knowledge and your understanding; but you cannot do so and you pursue only a 

delusion and you lie only.

 50. Creation and Its guidance is the convincing proof of your delusion and of your lies, and if Creation 

had been willing It would have been able to force your will to act justly; but Creation is not forceful 

but is guidance in justice.

 51. And verily, if Creation were forceful, It could lead you all forcefully and therefore disregard Its just 

guidance in free will, but It doth not do so but alloweth justice to rule.

 52. Therefore prove your knowledge and understanding and bring witnesses who testify to your 

knowledge and understanding, but that you cannot do, neither in the one nor in the other manner.

 53. Hear therefore the words of the Prophet, who speaketh unto you through his mouth and through the 

writing of the JHWH and of truth and the old prophets before his time.

 54. And the Prophet expoundeth unto you: You shalt not come nigh unto evil be it open or hidden, and 

you shalt not kill life which Creation hath made inviolable, except if it is in accord with your right, if 

it happeneth in self-defense or for the sake of food.

 55. And in fairness man shall give full measure and full weight in every respect, for Creation doth the 

same through Its guidance, as It also doth not impose more upon one creature than upon another and 

as each is able to bear.

 56. But if a life exists and thus a human being, which and who has to bear more than what is bearable, 

this resteth in the doing and thinking of the life itself, and thus man burdeneth himself with what he 

bears and is able to bear, or what he is not able to bear.

 57. If man’s thoughts and feelings are aligned in guidance-opposing form, then division and discord 
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ariseth between the negative and the positive, so the balance suffers and is suppressed.

 58. But if the balance of man’s thinking and feeling, which is the psyche, is suppressed and suffers, a 

degeneration resulteth in one direction or another, so that the positive or the negative becomes 

predominant, which according to the human sense is the good or the evil.

 59. And verily, due to wrong thinking and feeling is given that a degeneration in negative manner 

resulteth at any given time, because man produceth self-suffering and self-sadness in unclear view of 

the truth within himself.

 60. Thus, man placeth burdens upon himself which he is not able to bear any more, because he 

withdraweth himself in his thinking and feeling from the guidance of Creation and followeth his own 

guidance, but this is illogical and destructive in his inner and in his outer life.

 61. The reason for such wrong doing lieth in the egotism of man, but also in all other emotions and in the

weakness of lack of will and in self-pity and weakness toward himself, which is connected to the 

wrong view of all things and relating all negative things wrongly to himself.

 62. See, you men of Earth, such negativity entereth your life, if you are Creation-rebellious and live 

against the guidance of Creation, by which is shown the way of righteous life conduct unto you.

 63. And as man transgresseth against the guidance of Creation, and thus liveth according to his own 

guidance which is always wrong in every manner, he heapeth many unbearable burdens upon 

himself, and therewith he createth self-punishment in degenerated ways, which are vengeance and 

vengeance-execution of his own power.

 64. But the guidance of Creation is given in all things and in all life, and is also given in the laws and 

recommendations and the seven-fold order.

 65. And thus the guidance of Creation is given to you, that all descendants of each lifeform stand in the 

protection and under the care and guardianship of the parents or the substitute parents so long, until 

the descendants are instructed in all essential things of life, and so they can be independent in 

righteous manner in regard to food procurement and storage regarding same and also in leading and 

handling life as a whole.

 66. Thereby is also regulated that descendants remain in the protection and under the instruction and in 

the care and guardionship of the parents or substitute parents, until they have acquired everything 

essential, until such time when they can conduct their life independently.

 67. And independence and leading life by oneself in duty-fulfilling manner man calleth “becoming of 

age”, which alloweth descendants at this time to begin to lead their own life themselves, in their own 

responsibility, in their own care, their own guardianship and instruction and duty.

 68. And as the descendant reacheth this time and this age, he shall hold the parents or substitute parents 

or the uncle or the orphan’s parents in reverence and respect as first advisors in all things, and in case 

of necessity also shall be helpful to them in all things if this is essential.

 69. And the becoming of age of the descendants is not to be determined according to a certain age, but 

the becoming of age shall be determined after the time, when all essential instruction for life hath 

been concluded, and when the proof of the descendants hath been furnished that they are able of 
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righteous life conduct, so proof shall be furnished thereby that the descendants live at a strange 

location for three years in their own duty and controlled by the people.

 70. And if means of wealth in whichever form is given to the descendants before their time of becoming 

of age, this wealth shall be managed by responsible people or by the educators until the descendants 

reach the time of becoming of age, so the wealth belonging to them shall then be handed over to 

them.

 71. But in the instructions the descendant shall become and be knowing that they are obligated to build 

their own life by the work of their own hands and by their own strength, and that a value-transfer of 

wealth is possible at the time of becoming of age of 700 lots of silver as a maximum, which shall be 

equally measured for those without possessions and for those with possessions, so there is not too 

much wealth which would minimize a righteous life conduct.

 72. And therefore shall be explained that it is equally valid, if a bequest has been promised to a minor 

that this never shall exceed the value of 700 lots of silver.

 73. But if descendants exist to whom no possessions and wealth have been left,  it is just that the 

community of the people hand to them at the time of their becoming of age the value of 700 lots of 

silver, so every descendant is placed equally to the other, whether he is possessionless from birth or is

one owning possessions.

 74. And it is given, if one owning possessions, to whom only parts of 700 lots of silver are given by his 

educators or through bequest, the remainder of the value up to the 700 lots of silver is to be handed 

out by the people to the one becoming of age.

 75. But if there is a bequest and also an inheritance, which is to be given to survivors or relatives or to 

others, the measure shall be 1,400 lots of silver and not more, if the time of becoming of age is 

passed.

 76. If the value of wealth as bequest exceedeth the measure of 1,400 lots of silver for all single heirs, the 

overage of the wealth is to be rendered to the community of the people and for their well-being, in 

accordance to the determination of the existing order of the people.

 77. But if a descendant or one with possessions exist, who increaseth his wealth due to business or own 

work of any type, and the value of the wealth reacheth 70,000 lots of silver, then every lot of silver in 

excess thereof shall be transferred to the community of the people, to be used for its well-being and 

according to its existing order.

 78. And the wealth in silver shall be separated from the wealth of possessions, so also therein shall be 

given justice according to the guidance of Creation.

 79. The wealth of a human being in silver shall have a maximum value of 70,000 lots of silver, and the 

wealth in land and forest and waters shall not be more than the value of 140,000 lots of silver, and the

value of the possessions of a human being shall not exceed 140,000 lots of silver as well.

 80. And the people have to decide that justice prevaileth, and that there is not one who hoardeth wealth in

one or the other form than what is set as just value.

 81. And you may be admonished that the guidance of Creation is also anchored in all things, as also in 

the speaking of justice.

 82. And it is given, if a matter about the neighbor is to be determined, that it shall be determined 

according to the guidance of Creation, which sayeth that every matter shall be determined and 

decided
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in justice for the neighbor, who is no friend and no acquaintance and no family member or relative, 

and also for the neighbor, who is the brother or the sister, the uncle or the cousin, or the mother or the

father or the own child or the husband, and also the relative or a friend or the girlfriend or male or 

female acquaintance.

 83. If therefore you have to make a pronouncement about one or another matter, practice justice and 

speak in justice, you then obey the guidance of Creation which guideth once and only in justice”.

 84. And the JHWH speaketh:  “And again is said that the scripture of the word of truth was given for the 

fulfillment to the old prophets, who were in preceding order, Mohammed, Jmmanuel and Buddha, 

and they acted according to the scripture, to do good and for the clarification of all things, and that a 

direction in guidance of Creation for the human beings of Earth is given.

 85. And that is the book which is sent again - full of blessings as it was given to the Prophet heretofore in

large parts, and that the human beings of Earth may follow him, so they have guidance and find 

righteousness.

 86. And do not say that the scripture of the word of truth and the prophets have only been sent to two 

nations of you for this is a lie and falsification, because the prophets of the JHWH were sent to all 

generations of men of Earth as well, and therefore to all nations without difference as the prophets 

also who came prompted by their own fulfillment of duty.

 87. Therefore you cannot say you and your old ones have not had the proclamation of the truth and its 

interpretation.

 88. Verily, you and your old ones have rejected the scripture of the word of truth until this very day, for 

the word of truth and the proclamation of the Prophet hath also penetrated to you, therefore you have 

no justification for your wrong and Creation-offensive doings.

 89. Yet another time now a witness cometh to you from the wise guidance of Creation, through which 

again the scripture of the word of truth is sent by the JHWH to the earthly generations of men and 

through the Prophet, who is among you and doth proclaim to you about the truth.

 90. Who is more unrighteous than all among you than you who deny the signs of Creation and even 

Itself, and than you who deny the JHWH and persecute the book of the word of truth, and therefore 

those of you who deny and persecute the Prophet in a foreign and in your own country.

 91. Verily, many among you and your old ones have accepted the teachings of the prophets, but the 

teachings have been falsified, so they only retain minute parts of the truth, and so you steer your boat 

of life and of knowledge in waters of error and of confusion, of falsity and of destruction.

 92. But do not speak that you would not know about the truth, because it is newly and for the last time 

brought to you through the guidance, for which sake the JHWH and the Prophet proclaim to you the 

teaching and the word of truth for the last time.

 93. But you deny the Prophet and persecute him, and only few righteous exist who gather around him or 

lend him their ear from distant places, and who trust him in the knowledge about the truth.

 94. But you, who are the ignorant and the unrighteous, lie against the Prophet and the teachings and the 
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JHWH and Creation, and also against Its guidance which is regulating all things.

 95. And therefore you lie and deny that the scripture of the word of truth is another time sent down to 

man of Earth at the present time, the New Age, and truthfully you do it because you have been beaten

into captivity by your false teachings you call religions.

 96. But thus you lie also against the truth for the reason, because you believe yourself to be more 

knowing and having more common sense, but that is not so and for which you could never produce 

proof, because your entire speech only rests on faith and non-logic.

 97. And verily you are divided within yourself and in your belief, and therefore you are divided therein 

and full of anxiety and uncertainty and baseness, so through your own division in your own belief 

you are unscrupulous fanatics and sectarians, so the truth has nothing to do with the likes of you.

 98. And because you are sectarians and fanatics and unscrupulous ones, you instruct falsely that anything

shall be repaid tenfold to anyone who doth a good or evil deed, yet truly this is only human-like, 

because how could there be a reward in a tenfold way resulting from one good deed only?

 99. And how can recompense ensue at all for a good or an evil deed, if the guidance of Creation 

determineth the consequence for every deed in good or evil, thus in a manner that every cause 

resulteth in  the logical effect.

100. And how can recompense for a good or an evil deed exist, if  the guidance of Creation determineth 

that every progress and therefore all development resulteth only therefrom that mistakes are being 

made which later are avoided, to bring understanding and development and progress if the mistakes 

are being made in a just and required measure of development, and if no conscious offence and 

conscious lying, conscious defense and murder of the truth occureth.

101. Verily, no human being beareth a burden except his own and no one beareth the burden of another, 

and really no human being’s psyche carries the burden of another human being’s psyche but only the 

burden of his own, which is created in the thinking and feeling of the human being alone who 

actually beareth the burden.

102. Therefore man shall be his own tester, so that he shall live according to the guidance of Creation and 

not create a burden for himself which at any time he has to carry.

103. And therefore is given through the guidance of Creation, that all life of the same species among one 

another and with one another shall be equal and without difference in all rights.

104. Therefore no difference between human beings shall exist, not between races and nations and 

generations of men, and thus not between old and young and not between husband and wife, not 

between parents and children, and also not between the righteous and the unrighteous, and not 

between the higher and the lower ones, and not between one with and one without possessions, if 

they live among each other or alone or with each other.

105. A difference is only to be made in the fulfillment of duties of one’s own just life-conduct and during 

the time of becoming of age, or if there is a measure-fulfillment due to guilt or fallibility, or if 

damage due to illness exists, which doth not allow the fulfillment of duties.

106. The wife shall not be the husband’s subordinate, and also the husband shall not be 
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the wife’s subordinate, because the guidance of Creation determineth the right of equality in freedom 

and without difference.

107. Therefore the wife and the husband are of equal rights in all types of work as also in the rearing of 

descendants and in the determination and handling of all matters as a whole, as also in the 

management of business, in education and in leadership of the nation.

108. But a unity in all things is to be granted, thus only the truth is represented in every sphere, so that  

therefore no powers of partiality in anything are present which are divisive and destructive in one’s 

own house, in the community, in the leadership of the nation, in a business or whatever it may be.

109. But if in the leadership of the nation partialities are allowed, the people are led into wrong guidance 

and mal-administration and into loss and war and destruction, as this is the case in all other matters.

110. Therefore is given that partiality shall rule in no matter, and that one party is not for one matter and 

another party against the same matter.

111. If any action and speech is just according to the guidance of Creation and in obedience of the creative

laws and recommendations and the sevenfold order, then every action and speech and also every 

thought in all things follow only the truth, so agreement is given and unity which standeth above all 

partiality.

112. And if partialities are present with man in any things, due to false guidance and life conduct, a 

fallibility occurs about which an opinion shall be formed according to the correctness of justice, 

which determineth measures at measure-fulfillment places for seven years or for life in case of 

repetition, or a warning at the first fallibility.

113. If a matter is settled with human beings, so that no partiality and therefore no flocking together exists 

for the maintaining or the prevailing of partisan interests, then the situation is given, that every 

human being has to critically decide about every matter in his own power and unrelated to an opinion

of a party.

114. And if a just opinion about a matter shall be given to man for decision, then is not allowed to solicit 

or to influence somewhere else for it, so a matter, each at its time, will be presented to man for 

opinion-forming and decision, if an opinion shall be formed and a decision is to be given.

115. And thus this shall be done in every case, in the life of the family, in the leadership of the nation, in 

the opinion-forming of a matter about a human being, and in everything which has to be reviewed 

and decided upon.

116. And if a matter is to be reviewed or to be decided upon, or a matter is to be determined, the procedure

of the matter shall be, that the matter-presenters first present the matter for opinion-forming, for 

determination or for decision, when the opinion-formers or the determining ones or the deciders have 

gathered at a place for the fulfillment of the duty.

117. And it is also given that every duty-fulfilling person shall be truly just in his opinion-forming, 

determination and decision, is thinking and truly pondering in justice, weighs the for and against of 

the matter, wherefrom the opinion-forming or the determination or the decision shall arise.

118. Thereby alone justice is granted to an opinion or determination or decision, as it is determined by the 

guidance of Creation, and therefore man shall only think, act and live according thereto.

119. But also through the guidance of Creation is given, that an opinion-forming or a determination or a 
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decision can only take place in uniform manner, if no discord and offence and evil of any kind shall 

exist.

120. Thereby is given that a conclusion of an opinion or a determination or a decision can only then be 

given, if a totally uniform harmony and agreement toward the matter at any given time exists, which 

sayeth that all duty-fulfilling individuals have to be in agreement and in harmony in the conclusion of

a matter.

121. And thereby is explained that all have to be in agreement and in harmony at the resolve of a matter, 

so that ten thousand duty-fulfilling persons or seventy duty-fulfilling persons or two duty-fulfilling 

persons have to be of a uniform and agreeing and harmonious conclusion, if the resolve shall reach 

valid power and effectiveness.

122. But if there is only one among the duty-fulfilling persons, who has a different opinion based on this 

or on that reason, then a conclusion in unity and harmony is not given, so the same matter shall be 

presented for conclusion again at another time.

123. Therefore is given that a majority shall not determine about an opinion or about the understanding or 

about the will of a single person, so the single one is considered in reverence and respect and in 

justice, as this is determined through the guidance of Creation.

124. In addition, it is given by the guidance of Creation that every life is untouchable in gender-sexual 

manner, if the binding of a contract of two partners of different sex of the same species is not present,

as of husband and wife or of wife to wife also. 

125. And every life shall be untouchable of gender-sexual touch, at least until the sexual maturity has been

reached and therefore a bond between two partners exists, which has to be a marital state or the state 

of love in evolution.

126. Therefore the guidance of Creation is given to man, that sexual touch in the manner of sleeping 

together is allowed only, if the sexual maturity is present and also a bond of marriage.

127. Therefore no sexual touch in any form shall take place, if for the one part sexual maturity of a human 

being is not present, and for the other part if the bond of marriage is not present, or if the love of 

evolution is not present.

128. But whoever trespasseth against this guidance shall be considered a fallible one, so he shall be given 

a warning or if repeated at other times, he shall go to the measure-fulfillment-place for seven years or

for life.

129. And thus any life is untouchable in a sexual manner by sleeping together, who is not fully capable in 

his senses and decisions and logical judgement, and who is dependent or attached in another manner, 

or who has a contagious disease, and also who is defenseless, whorish, urging, forcing, violent, 

begging or unrighteous in another manner and acting against the guidance of Creation. 

130. And for the man it is given that he is sexually untouchable by a woman, until he has reached the time 

of his becoming of age and has a bond or marriage with a woman.

131. And therefore a man shall only live and sleep together with a woman in a bond of marriage or in the 

state of love of evolution.

132. And a man may have one or two wives, or he may have three wives or four wives or more, as is 

determined for him according to the value of his evolution.

133. Yet a husband shall not procreate more than three descendants with one wife, so thereby the bearable 

number of people on a planet is not exceeded, which is like the Earth and for which only a bearable 

number of 529,000 times 1,000 human beings can exist.
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134. But the number of descendants shall be regulated by man according to need, so the number of the 

generations of men is kept at a balanced level.

135. And to the wife is given one husband and no more, because the wife is the birth-giving and receiving 

in fertilization and begetting of children, and also conditionally only fertilizable by one husband, if 

children are procreated in the body of the wife.

136. And the man may have wives in several numbers, because he is the impregnating and procreating 

one, who can pair with and impregnate several wives.

137. And as the man is the part of the whole impregnation and pairing of the woman, and of himself he 

can not be birth-giving, so is given to him as sexual partner to sleep with only the woman as the only 

lifeform.

138. Since the man cannot give birth, therefore no sexual touch from man to man or between man and man

shall occur, which would be a trespass against the guidance of Creation and against Its laws and 

recommendations and against the sevenfold order.

139. But if the man trespasseth against the guidance of Creation in this matter, if therefore he as man gets 

together in wanton manner of sexual touch with another man, he becomes guilty for a measure-

fulfillment-place, and the same measure shall prevail, if man or woman put themselves together with 

other lifeforms which are called animals.

140. And through the guidance of Creation is given that the woman is the birth-giving and also the 

procreating in time of need when a male shortage exists, so that the woman is able to impregnate and 

inseminate her own body as also the body of another woman, if woman and woman get together in 

times of need for insemination and impregnation.

141. And thus the guidance of Creation is given in the form that a compensation to the woman is also 

given regarding the male, who has several wives, so that to the woman therefore is given other 

women, with whom she may get together sexually, if love exists in the woman in a bisexual manner, 

so to the woman as also to the husband.

142. And relationships and touching of women among themselves may already occur after the sexual 

maturity and before the becoming of age therefore, as this also can exist among the wives of the 

husband among themselves and with women outside of the bond of marriage.

143. But by the guidance is given, that a woman shall be bisexual in the love of sleeping together, so that a

wife may not only have effort and relationship toward women alone and therewith disregard the 

husband as natural partner, but if this is yet so, the measure shall be at the measure-fulfillment-place 

for life.

144. And therefore is given through the guidance of Creation, that no lifeform shall repress or destroy their

sexual drives, also not the human being who shall self-satisfy and by his own doing provide sexual 

satisfaction on his own sex, if he has not become of age yet or stands in a bond of marriage, and if he 

desires his own sexual satisfaction, as this also is granted to him at other times whenever he is in need

of such action.

145. Therefore it is not a disgrace, if the sexual desire of a human being is satisfied by himself, that he 

touches his own sex organ with his own hands and satisfies it.

146. And everything is regulated in this manner through the guidance, so the woman has equal value with 
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the man as is given in the natural manner by the laws and recommendations.

147. And therefore the guidance of Creation is just in all matters, that to the wife also equality is given in 

all rights as to the husband, even if the equality is of a different type, as also man and woman differ in

type and yet are of the same specie.

148. And as justice is given through the guidance with equal rights between husband and wife, so is also 

given the guidance through Creation that husband and wife shall be equivalent in sexual endeavors 

when sleeping together.

149. This means that the endeavors of sleeping together shall be equal for both parts, that the husband as 

well as the wife is satisfied to the fullest measure, so the progress and balance of the psyche can 

unfold by which all life conduct develops in just manner.

150. Thus neither the wife nor the husband shall sleep together without satisfying and fulfilling the 

partner, but satisfying and fulfilling in every manner so that the laws and recommendations are 

fulfilled in the best measure.

151. And therefore is given through the guidance of Creation that sleeping together is duty in the existence

of a bond of marriage, calculated according to the need of the partner who requires love in this 

manner, and which is necessary for the development and for the preservation of existence.

152. But whoever acts contrary thereto and neglects his duty of sleeping together for no reason 

whatsoever, except due to sickness or exhaustion, old age or maladies of old age, makes himself 

fallible, so the human being shall be ordered into the measure of opinion-forming for a fallibility.

153. And whoever acts contrary thereto and neglects the duty of sleeping together in a bond of marriage, 

or who injures another duty in the bond of marriage or the rights of the partner, he maketh himself 

fallible and breaketh the bond which is called adultery.

154. But adultery is a fallibility, which shall be considered for measure-assumption, by which in the first 

case is given a warning, but at the second time, the measure-fulfillment-place shall be ordered for 

seven years, and if repeated a third time, measure-fulfillment-place for life shall ensue.

155. And thus everything is a fallibility which is bond-breaking and adulterous, as is the disregarding of a 

partner, chastisement of body or of the psyche, forced sleeping together, freedom deprivation and 

restriction of movement, food and clothing or shelter-deprivation, and also infringement of child-

rearing, unallowed sleeping together with bond-strange partners or of non-evolving type of love, but 

as well suppression in every manner, action-restriction, development restriction and everything which

is unjust against the laws and recommendations of Creation and against Its guidance therefore.

156. And it is a fallibility and trespass against the guidance of Creation, if there is endeavor for sleeping 

together if a contagious disease of body exists, and it is a fallibility if endeavor for sleeping together 

exists when the wife is impure in the monthly period of her sex organ.

157. And it is a fallibility if fruit of children is created in the body of the wife against the will of the wife 

or against the will of the husband, or if danger for the body and life of the wife exists, or if a 

contagious or hereditary disease exists, or if the senses of the husband or of the wife are dimmed by 

sickness or lack of consideration or by means of a narcotic, or if danger of an overpopulation exists, 
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or if there is a known fallibility of the husband or the wife in any form.

158. And it is a fallibility, if fruit of children is produced in the body of the woman, if the woman has not 

yet become of age, except if the child is produced by the woman in her own procreation power, or in 

the process of procreation by sleeping together of woman and woman.

159. But every time both parts are guilty, the husband as also the wife, if there is endeavor for sleeping 

together or if there is the procreation of children in an unpermitted way, then both parts are guilty of a

fallibility, and if there is common-sense and presence of mind, then the measure at the measure-

fulfillment-place shall be for life.

160. Also fallible is the committing of incest, if endeavors are made toward sleeping together between 

mother and son, or between father and daughter, or between brother and sister, but also the endeavor 

toward sleeping together between husband and wife becomes fallible, if direct connection of 

relationship exists up to the seventh link of relationship.

161. But it is given, that no fallibility exists in the endeavor toward sleeping together and in the 

procreation of children, that is between mother and son, between father and daughter or between 

brother and sister and between relatives up to the seventh link, if a need exists to the degree of 

urgency that a new nation has to be created, or if it is in danger of dying out in any way according to 

the correct number of generations of man of a planet.

162. But the right of infallibility lasts only, until three parts of four parts of the entire number of human 

beings of a nation or a planet has been reached.

163. And the guidance of Creation is also valid as guidance for the leaders of nations and for the leaders of

the generations of men, who shall be Spirit leaders and just ones, who follow the guidance of 

Creation and Its laws and recommendations and the seven-fold order.

164. And leaders of the nation and the leaders of the generations of men shall be elected by the people and

without soliciting at prior time before such election shall occur.

165. And an election shall occur in such manner that the people are called to a place at a designated time, 

so the matters are presented to them, of which an opinion has to be determined and also about the 

election of leaders, whose knowledge and actions are being proclaimed to the people at the time of 

the opinion-forming.

166. Therefore will be introduced to the people, who shall be leading and representing the people or hold 

another office, and therefore man and woman in the same manner and in equality shall be introduced,

and only at the time of opinion-forming and of election at the place to which the people have been 

called.

167. And every election shall be judged in just manner and also in consideration of all things of truth and 

of necessity, therefore the pros and cons also shall be questioned, and also a speech of the candidate 

has to be delivered about his wisdom and his knowledge and abilities, so it is recognizable who and 

what the expectant one is, and this is valid for man and woman.

168. And if only one among the people exists who has honest objection and hesitation or other for and 

against, he shall lift up his voice, as man or as woman, yet the speech shall be just and
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honest, and the words shall be selected and spoken in reverence and respect and free of any 

aggression, and they also shall not be offensive nor injurious, and not refer to things of the past if the 

time of more than twelve years has elapsed.

169. And as a speech of any content is being delivered by a human being, so that now the opinion-forming

of a matter or of another type shall take place, then the word for common-sense presentation shall be 

allowed to the speaking one as long as is necessary for him.

170. If there is a speaker about a matter, whether this is man or woman, others shall not be permitted to 

disturbingly interrupt the speech of the speaker, except if the speech trespasses, so the officiating 

leader demands accountability.

171. But if there is one among the people who wants to raise his voice to speak, whether man or woman, 

he shall ask in given manner for the word, which then shall be granted to him.

172. But interrupters and provokers shall not be allowed and if there are yet some, they become fallible 

and are considered for the measures.

173. Everyone shall be given the freedom of opinion and of speech in reasonable delivery and time, 

whether man or woman, and whoever doth not show reverence and respect therefore, he maketh 

himself fallible.

174. It is determined and done through the guidance of Creation that peace shall be among the lifeforms, 

and that one life shall not be against the other, so that love and progress exist equally and that there is 

life and not destruction.

175. Therefore, for you human beings the guidance of Creation is that you keep peace among each other, 

and that you keep peace with all other lifeforms which are the animals and plants of all types, and 

which also are the air you breathe, the waters and the earth worlds.

176. Man shall not be quarrelsome against his neighbor, and he also shall not be quarrelsome against other

life which is not of human type.

177. But as is said that man shall keep peace toward all life, and that he shall not be quarrelsome toward 

any life, this  is valid in all-encompassing manner and especially therein that man keeps peace among

his own.

178. Man shall not be quarrelsome against his neighbor, he shall not harm him neither in body nor in life 

nor in possessions, and no speech or action of a quarrelsome kind in any other way shall exist.

179. And man shall live in peace with his neighbor and with all life, which is of a different kind, therefore 

shall no quarrelsome word be raised, nor the fist or a weapon against the neighbor or against a life of 

another kind.

180. Also no quarrels among human beings shall exist, not in the family nor among relatives, and also no 

quarrels shall be among friends or acquaintances and also not among the working and the leading 

ones, not among leaders and also not among others, what and how they ever may be.

181. Through the guidance of Creation is not given that quarrels would exist among life, this right is also 

not given to man that he practice quarrelsomeness among life and among his own, therefore he also 

has no right in one or another form to be threatening to his neighbor.

182. Therefore through the guidance of Creation quarrelsomeness is not given unto man, not the evil word 

against the neighbor, not the fist and not a weapon against the neighbor, and also not a threat 
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against the neighbor, and this neither in small nor in great measure, meaning not among two or three 

and also not among several and also not among nations, therefore no war shall be among human 

beings and among lifeforms as a whole.

183. But if there is only a single one, who trespasseth in a small manner against the law of guidance, that 

peace shall be unto all life, he maketh himself fallible, so he shall be reviewed without difference, 

whether it is man or woman.

184. And if one exists who trespasseth in a great manner against the law of guidance, that there shall not 

be peace among all life, and that therefrom ensues uproar or terror or revolution or war, he is fallible 

and to be brought to a measure-fulfillment-place for life, without difference whether man or woman.

185. Therefore everyone is fallible, who disturbeth or bringeth the peace into danger of groups of human 

beings in number up to two people, and fallible is everyone who disturbeth or bringeth the peace into 

danger of groups of human beings in number beyond two people, or who are families or tribes or 

nations or generations of man.

186. And therefore everyone is fallible, whether man or woman, who threateneth tribes or nations or 

generations of men of any kind, whether the threat is with large weapons arsenals or strong warring 

armies, or whether the threat is of a different type, if it is directed toward the security of peace or the 

freedom or otherwise.

187. And therefore everyone is fallible without difference, whether man or woman, who alone or by a 

small or large warring army attacketh groups of human beings or tribes or nations or generations of 

men, as there is invasion or attack, uproar, terror, violence, revolution or war or even only anxiety or 

fear.

188. And thus everyone fallible shall be judged with the measure of life-long measure-fulfillment-place, if 

a fallibility is truthfully present, which shall be equally valid for man and woman.

189. The peace and the love toward all life and among all life is protected and given through the guidance 

of Creation and no lifeform of any type has the right to trespass against the laws and 

recommendations.”

CANON 25

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2. Praise be unto Creation, which is experience.

  3. And the JHWH explaineth to the generations of man that the Prophet is like the JHWH, and that the 

Prophet is a human being as also is the JHWH.

  4. The Prophet is knowing, wise and able like the JHWH, yet a difference lies therein, that the Prophet 

and the JHWH are highest Spirit leaders of different generations of men.

  5. The JHWH is highest Spirit leader over different generations of men who live on different worlds, 

and the Prophet is highest Spirit leader over the generations of men of one world.

  6. And the possibility of recognition is given to man through Creation, that due to greater age also 

greater wisdom and experience is given, as also is due to increased activity.

  7. As therefore the JHWH is highest Spirit leader over the generations of men of different worlds, so 
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the Prophet is highest Spirit leader over the generations of men of only one world.

  8. And also is thereby given that the JHWH can gather greater experience than the Prophet, so that the 

JHWH is like a father-friend to the Prophet, into whose greater wisdom and experience the Prophet 

arranges himself.

  9. And as the Prophet is knowledgeable of the truth that the JHWH has more values in experience, he 

then respects this reverently and considers the JHWH as his teacher and higher Spirit leader.

 10. Thereby is given that the Prophet constantly speaketh about the JHWH, who standeth over him as 

power of instruction, and that he citeth the words of the JHWH in respect and reverence.

 11. In the JHWH the Prophet recognizeth therefore his teacher and father-friend, and equally he 

presenteth to him his reverence and all respect, wherefrom resulteth that in modesty the Prophet 

mentioneth the name of the JHWH, if there is given by him a recognition or an instruction.

 12. And the Prophet and the JHWH act so as well, if a recognition or instruction is given through 

Creation, as It is reverently and respectfully mentioned as instructing power.

 13. And therefore is said therewith that every recognition and instruction is mentioned by its origin, 

without there being a factor of hierarchical form.

 14. Therefore a hierarchy doth not exist among the lifeforms in the creative sense, and therefore exists no

hierarchy between the Prophet and the JHWH, and also no hierarchy exists between any life or with 

Creation.

 15. Creation recognitizes that every lifeform is equal to another, whereby a difference exists only in the 

level of evolution, as also in knowledge and ability and wisdom and other attributes in developing 

manner. 

 16. And from the recognition of Creation goeth forth the uniform recognition to all lifeforms, that every 

lifeform itself and in its inner self has to arrive at recognition.

 17. Therefore the recognition of Creation bestoweth that every human being himself is responsible to 

evolve and to reach recognition about all things, if he troubleth himself to find and to obey the truth.

 18. And everything is given recognizable to man everywhere, that in order to recognize he only has to 

see and to hear, as the JHWH and the Prophet do, who equally acquire all recognition as all other 

human beings do without difference.

 19. Thus thereby is said that the JHWH instructeth the generations of man in the teachings which he hath 

found and discovered within himself and by his own power in obeying the laws and 

recommendations of Creation.

 20. And as the JHWH is knowledgeable, able and wise and full of love by his own power of his own 

recognition, so is the Prophet also to whom nothing is handed as a gift in knowledge, wisdom and 

ability and love, but who, like the JHWH and all other life, of his own power had to allow recognition

to sprout and become within himself.

 21. And verily no knowledge, no wisdom and no love and no ability and nothing else in the universe 

exist, which were not created by Creation of laws and recommendations and which doeth not first 

have to be acquired by man of his own power and by thoughts of recognition.

 22. Therefore the Prophet has to find the truth in own recognition within himself, before he can bring
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these instructingly to man, and therefore the JHWH is like the Prophet without difference.

 23. And verily, the Prophet could conduct his office without his father-friend, the JHWH, because as the 

knowledge about truth ruleth within the JHWH, so also ruleth the knowledge within the Prophet, 

which he hath attained to and acquired as his own recognition of all creative truth, so he has not 

received anything from without, except possible help in path direction.

 24. But all presented knowledge is given by the Prophet in creative truthfulness, acquired in own 

recognition and power by the Prophet, so he has not referred to the JHWH, who is his father-friend in

reverence and respect.

 25. But the truth remaineth forever the same and unchangeable since times of old, and therefore the truth 

is sent down and written by man, so he is taught through the word of truth, as it is given through 

recognition by the knowing ones since early times.

 26. Therefore the JHWH is father-friend to the Prophet, as the Prophet is this also to the people, and as 

the Prophet referreth to the JHWH in his explanations, this happens only in reverence and respect to 

his higher experience.

 27. The JHWH is like an older friend to the Prophet, like this is between father and son or between 

parents and children on the whole, and as this is also between the prophets and the people.

 28. And therefore the Prophet proclaims about his own recognized truth and also about the recognitions 

of the JHWH and the rest of all life, so the Prophet is mothers and children, JHWH and fulfilling one 

and investigator and explorer and recognizing one in like manner.

 29. Through the recognition of Creation is given that all life shall live in recognition, and that there shall 

not be one who does not acquire his own recognitions.

 30. The Prophet and the JHWH and the Spirit leaders and all knowing ones bring the recognition they 

have reached, and in constant succession of their evolution attain to, so they teach the still ignorant 

and the unrighteous in helpful manner that these also may find the way to Creation-life.

 31. Therefore, the teachings of recognition are teachings of path direction of equal validity forever, so 

that man learns from them and attains to the truth and recognition himself like the JHWH, his 

prophets and the Spirit leaders and knowing ones.

 32. And thus, man shall live in recognition and not create and lay punishment upon himself, so he 

becomes knowledgeable in his own power and teaches his neighbors.

 33. And due to recogition, man shall attain to the recognition that no gods or idols or similar exist which 

would be instructing or law-giving, and which would be powerful like Creation.

 34. And man alone is master over himself, and nothing likewise is above him except Creation, but which 

is not ruler and not ruling, but which is only way-showing and direction-giving without force or 

pressure, yet mediating through recognition.

 35. Creation is recognition and Creation gives recognition, and recognition is given to man that he makes

this recognition his own, and follows it in recognition of the recognition that the master is master of 

himself, if he recognizes and obeys the truth.

 36. Except the power of man himself, no other power exists which would be determining about the 

knowledge and conduct of life and the evolution and all recognition, therefore no gods or idols or
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other powers exist which would be determining in this matter.

 37. Therefore no priests or higher ones or others exist, who would have the right to issue and impart 

guidelines for the evolution and for the obedience of the laws and recommendations of Creation, if 

these guidelines are not given through the Creation-laws, and if these are not recognized by man as 

such in comprehensive recognition.

 38. All laws and recommendations and all order are given through Creation alone, and therefore, all life 

is given equally the recognition through Creation that everything is to be recognized in truthful 

manner.

 39. Therewith the assignment is given that man has to produce recognition for all things, so all and 

everything has to be investigated by the recognition of man, that he becomes knowing, wise, 

evolution-fulfilling and able in all things, whereafter as a knowing and able one in his own power and

responsibility he is instructing his neighbors, and is evolution-assisting, as knowledge and wisdom in 

own recognition is given to him in necessary measure, and therefore he is a Spirit teacher in the one 

or in another form.

 40. Thus man is master of himself in all things of recognition, and he is also master of himself in the use 

of his recognition, as therefore in negative as also in positive aspects.

 41. And as man himself and of his own power has to attain to every recognition, he also standeth in duty 

towards his neighbor to instruct him by his recognition and is helpful to him in all development of the

fulfillment.

 42. And therefore Creation hath not commissioned that human beings are sent to man as instructors, but 

man himself sendeth himself as instructor to those like him, if he has sufficiently grown in 

recognition, if he is knowing and able to a good degree and is Spirit leader also, and if within himself 

he is called to be Spirit leader, he is not in need of any summoning or calling from higher authority, 

because this authority never exists.

 43. If the JHWH and the Prophet exist, they are not authorities of different values, and one is not sent by 

the other in the sense of hierarchy, but one is sent by the other in mutual free-will manner of 

cooperation in the same matter, that one is not subordinated to the other, but each one is of equal 

value in the same duty fulfillment.

 44. Thus one is sent by the other, so therefore if the JHWH is sent by the Prophet, or if the Prophet is sent

by the JHWH, they truthfully are only messengers in reciprocity and in constant exchange of their 

new experiences.

 45. Therefore the JHWH doth not appoint the Prophet and the Prophet also does not appoint the JHWH, 

because their knowledge is derived from their own recognition, by which they find each other and get

together in duty-fulfillment and as highest Spirit teachers of their present time.

 46. And the JHWH is the sent one and the proclaimer and the messenger and the duty-fulfiller of the 

Prophet, and also the Prophet is the sent one and the proclaimer and the messenger and the duty-

fulfiller of the JHWH.

 47. But the JHWH and the Prophet elect righteous and truthfully knowing human beings as their sent 

ones, who truthfully are messengers and proclaimers to instruct man with greater knowledge than 
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they have of their own, and also they announce evil events or good events which result from actual 

causes.

 48. And the sent ones are messengers and proclaimers of the JHWH or the Prophet, who work among the

people instructing and warning, proclaiming and bringing messages to the generation of man, and 

who are called watchers, proclaimers, overseers or mediators.

 49. Thus the sent ones stand under the order of the JHWH or the Prophet, to fulfill and instruct as Spirit 

teachers among the people under the direction of the JHWH or the Prophet, because they as sent ones

are still learning and need guidance for all recognition.

 50. And the recognition is great and inexhaustible and progressive, and man also is progressive in his 

recognition and different from his neighbor in that one is more knowledgeable than the other.

 51. Therefore one human being is not like the other in recognition and knowledge and ability, so one is 

different therein from the other.

 52. Because differences in recognition of knowledge and ability are present among human beings, one 

human being is more knowledgeable and more able than the other, which means that the more 

ignorant can learn from the more knowledgeable ones, whichever that may be, that one with less 

learning possibilities learns from the one to whom more learning possibilities are presented, as is the 

case between the JHWH and the Prophet.

 53. And due to the different level of recognition is provided, that the human being who is more 

knowledgeable and wiser leadeth the teaching and speech, so their greater experience speaketh and 

instructeth.

 54. But as the greater experience speaketh and instructeth, this taketh place in greater recognition, as this 

occurs between the JHWH and the Prophet, that the word of truth is spoken openly by the JHWH and

that the Prophet only mediates and proclaims it.

 55. And as the Prophet mediates and proclaims the word of the JHWH, he also mediates and proclaims 

his own knowledge and own recognition, however presented in the words of the JHWH and in his 

detailed manner.

 56. And as the Prophet proclaims and mediates the words and recognitions of the JHWH, so likewise 

does the JHWH, who mediates and proclaims higher recognitions and teachings, which are explored 

and recognized by the Prophet and by himself.

 57. And the Prophet and the JHWH teach that recognition shall be practiced and done by every human 

being, by the young and old, by the poor or rich and by the shoemaker and by the water bearer, and 

by the higher ones and by kings and emperors without difference.

 58. But if recognition shall exist in man, he has to be like children who learn everything easily, because 

they let themselves be taught freely without the burden of prejudice, as they are well-balanced and 

observe objectively.

 59. And if the question ariseth, whoever is the greatest in Spirit, the answer will be that the greatest one 

in Spirit is he, who learneth like a child and does not burden himself with prejudices, and who in 

objective observation finds the knowledge and the truth and the love and the wisdom and liveth well-

balanced therewith, obedient to the laws and recommendations of Creation and Its sevenfold order.

 60. Verily, this is said unto you: If you walk the wrong paths since times of old, and if you do not turn 

and become like children, all of you, who are the unrighteous and deniers of truth, you will not be 

great in Spirit, because you do not attain to the recognition which allows you to recognize the truth, 
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and which allows you to lead a life in righteousness and recognition.

 61. Therefore realize that only he becomes great in Spirit, who seeketh and investigateth and who 

accumulateth recognitions and who thirsteth for knowledge and findeth and recognizeth such like a 

child.

 62. And who thus investigateth and seeketh and findeth and recognizeth like a child, he alone findeth 

truthful truth and liveth according thereto, so he will always be the greatest unto himself.

 63. But whoever doth not heed this truth and adhereth to erroneous teachings, neither seeketh nor 

investigateth nor findeth, to him would be better if a millstone were hung around his neck and he 

would drown in the ocean where it is deepest, which sayeth that the wicked unrighteous one, laden 

with all his burdens, better return to the mass of his equals and lead his miserable life there until his 

evil end, so he does not harm the really seeking or the really righteous or endanger them.

 64. For verily, it is given that life hath no meaning and fulfilleth no meaning, if the truth is not 

investigated and searched for and the goal of life is found, which is provided in the recognition and 

the fulfillment of the plan of Creation.

 65. It would be better if the wicked unwise or the unrighteous banish themselves from the evolving and 

righteous life, so they do not harm and hinder or endanger the willing ones and the truth seekers and 

the righteous.

 66. And when one day the wicked ones are recalled from life, in which they did not create any 

righteousness, they surely will be reasonable and more willing in their reincarnation to pay respect to 

the laws of Creation.

 67. But woe unto the world because of the offences, because the unrighteous, the ignorant, the wicked 

ones, they live against the laws and recommendations of Creation, and they disregard all recognition 

of truth and live falsely and thereby create offence.

 68. And offence has to occur through the unrighteous, but woe unto them, for they also will be threatened

and suffering due to their created offences, as they are hit by their induced offences, which are hatred 

and death, sickness, vice, war and destruction and everything which is evil.

 69. Therefore be like children, be without the burden of prejudice, and be absorbing and judging in 

righteousness and be well-balanced and of objective observation, so you recognize the real truth in 

real recognition.

 70. And as you are like children, you will attain to life and to the kingdom of heaven and to all riches of 

truth, of knowledge, of wisdom and of love, all of which is provided in all-encompassing abundance 

of splendor and harmony-love itself.

CANON 26

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2. Praise be unto Creation, which is exhortation.

  3. And the Prophet proclaimeth his knowledge in his words to the generations of men of Earth to be 

taught by him, to whom he is highest Spirit leader, without difference of races and languages and skin

color of the nations.
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  4. And thus the Prophet speaketh to the human beings of Earth, that they shall be agreeable to the laws 

and recommendations and the sevenfold order of Creation.

  5. And the human beings shall also honor and esteem Creation and adhere to Its guidelines, which lead 

to life of BEING.

  6. And verily, I say unto you, men of Earth, be righteous within you, to yourselves and to your neighbor 

and to all life around you in all realms, because only as you are righteous in this manner and in the 

adherence to truth according to the laws and recommendations of Creation, will you receive justice 

yourselves.

  7. Praise the Spirit of life, praise the Creation of love, praise the power of life which is Spirit and 

omnipresent power.

  8. Praise Creation in the height, which is exalted in everything existing as highest power and as life on 

the whole.

  9. Praise Creation, the Spirit and the power, and praise all armies of life, which are created by It, 

Creation.

 10. Esteem and honor and respect all life and all existence which is on Earth, on the water, and in the 

water, and which is on the ground and in the ground and in the air, and also esteem and honor and 

respect all life and all existence, which is in free space and on suns and moons and planets.

 11. Praise Creation, which through Its idea hath created the shining stars and the heavens everywhere.

 12. And man shall praise Creation in reverence and respect, for It commanded by Its idea, and thereby 

everything was created.

 13. And Creation continues forever and eternally, and It hath ordered everything from the beginning, so 

everything has its order, and that nothing else would exist and nothing else would be allowed to be 

than what was created and was made alive by It.

 14. And Creation shall be praised by all life in the universe and on all stars and on Earth, as by all life 

and by all human beings, by the whales and by all the depths of the waters and of the land, by fire, 

hail, snow and steam, by the storm, and by the animals and all cattle, by the worms and the birds, and

by the water bearers and the authorities and the kings and emperors, princes and judges and nations 

of Earth, and also by the young men and maidens and by the young and old ones.

 15. Praised shall be the Name of Creation and Creation in Its entire existence, for only Its Name is high 

and great and only Its Name and Its existence and Its praise reacheth as far as heaven and Earth and 

the immeasurable expanses of the universe.

 16. And the Prophet also proclaimeth continuously in the friendly call of wisdom, that man shall be 

warned of being led astray and of all disobedience and of all punishment, which man raiseth and 

createth of his own power, like the antelope not heeding the danger of death, ventureth into the fangs 

of the beast of prey.

 17. But the call of wisdom is presented for the preservation of peace, thus the friendly call is mentioned 

as salomonic word, which meaneth that wisdom preserveth peace.

 18. Man therefore hath to acquire wisdom and knowledge, common-sense, truth, discipline and 

understanding and also intelligence and righteousness and also right and good, so that the unwise 

become intelligent and understanding and the young men and maidens rational and cautious.

 19. And whoever possesseth little wisdom or much wisdom, may he hear the friendly call of the 

salomonic word, and the hearing one shall learn and improve himself, and as the hearing one 

understands he may accept good advice, so he becomes more understanding in the interpretation of 
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the words of truth and in the interpretation of the friendly call of the salomonic word of warning.

 20. And the hearing one shall grasp the interpretation of the friendly call of wisdom in the right 

understanding, so he correctly grasps the teaching of wisdom and its parables which are mentioned as

examples.

 21. The fear of false action and thinking of man is the beginning of recognition, but to the wicked and the

unrighteous recognition does not reveal itself, for they despise wisdom and discipline.

 22. Child, obey the discipline of your father, and never abandon the recommendation of your mother.

 23. The father instructeth the child in discipline and in work and in duty and in responsibility and in the 

laws and also in everything of handicrafts, of life, of plants and animals and everything which 

bringeth existence in every form.

 24. But the mother instructeth the child like the father, yet her form of instruction shall be in the 

goodliness and the laws and the domestic area, the keeping of manners and of behavior and 

everything thereof, which correspondeth to the feeling and thinking and everything of the psychic and

up-bringing and the obedience of the recommendations.

 25. And the child shall be attentive to its parents, so thereby it carrieth the most beautiful adornment on 

its head, for as it is obedient to righteous parents, it followeth not the evil beckoning of the 

unrighteous, and a life in reverence and respect will be allotted to it, and for this the child itself 

carries responsibility as also do the father and mother.

 26. And the child in its own power shall restrain its foot that it does not enter upon the path of 

unrighteousness, as also the parents have to instruct wisely, so that the child does not enter upon the 

path of evil and of wickedness.

 27. The path of evil and of wickedness is entered upon and trod by the unrighteous, who are the wicked 

and who want to mislead the righteous and who say among themselves, let us go and lurk after wealth

and after blood and pursue the righteous and innocent without cause.

 28. And wicked are they, who like hell want to devour the righteous and everything just, and who want to

let everything good and righteous slide into the abyss of destruction and malice and all addiction and 

vice and death.

 29. The wicked only want to find great possessions and riches and fill their robbers’ caves with their 

spoil, and with everything which they have unjustly captured without work and effort.

 30. Child, do not walk the way with them, with these wicked and unrighteous, and therefore restrain your

foot from their path, because their feet run toward evil and hurry to commit robbery and to hoard loot

and to shed blood.

 31. And beware of this, child or adult, to be admonishing to the wicked and yet to go with them, for such 

doing is as foolish and in vain as the throwing out of a net before the eyes of birds to capture them.

 32. The wicked lurk after the riches and after the blood of the righteous, but they also lurk after the riches

and after the blood of the likes of them without difference, and also they lie in wait for their own life.

 33. But likewise happens to all who greed after riches and profit, so their greed and their vices take their 

lives.

 34. And with them the truth and love and the knowledge and the wisdom are decried, and wisdom 
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and love and knowledge and truth wail for them in the alleys without being heard by the wicked.

 35. Yet the unrighteous and wicked shall also hear the teaching of truth and the friendly call of wisdom of

the Prophet in the salomonic word, so that the truth shall be called throughout the far lands of the 

Earth and also in all districts and fields, in the mountains and woods and rivers, in the seas and 

oceans and in the roads and streets, through all alleys and doors and entrances and in all huts and 

houses and in the ears and minds of men.

 36. And the Prophet calleth all men of the Earth, and he calleth the wisdom into the entrance of every 

door, and he calleth the wisdom and truth into the masses of the people, and he speaketh his words at 

every place with his mouth as also with the scripture.

 37. How long will you, men of Earth, still be against righteousness and against life and against the laws 

and recommendations of Creation and against Its sevenfold order?

 38. How long will you unwise ones continue to be unwise, and you mockers, how long will you have joy 

in mockery, and you wicked ones, how long will you yet lie in wait for your own life and greed for 

the possessions and the blood of your neighbors and the righteous, and how long will all of you, you 

unrighteous, still hate the teaching of truth?

 39. Verily, roundabout and everywhere you have endangered and even destroyed life, among yourself and

also in the world of nature, of the air and the waters and of the Earth, as also in the world of plants 

and of animals.

 40. You men of Earth, all who are the rebellious ones, the unrighteous, the mischievous and wicked, you 

and your old ones, since time of old have lived as such, spanning over long spans of time until the 

New Age, into which you have driven yourself and all life to the fulfillment of the prophecies of 

terror, which were given to you heretofore by the old prophets in old and ancient times.

 41. Due to your wickedness in all things you have brought yourself and all life and the planet to the brink

of the deadly abyss and to the brink of ruin, and through your cowardly striving in falsehood after 

power, wealth and self-concern you now are lying-in-wait for your destruction.

 42. World-fire and endless misery threateneth you and gruesome tortures and terrible dying in horror will

be your companions, because you have wanted it so in your greed for power and wealth and carefree 

life, and in your hatred against the teaching of truth and wisdom and love and of knowledge, and so 

you must bear and endure it, when the tortures and the deaths come over you, from which you cannot 

escape, because you have conjured these up and called for yourself.

 43. And you cannot halt the progress of things determined by yourself any more, because you have gone 

too far and the great dying is already among and around you in nature, in the air and waters, in the 

Earth, in the animals and in the plants and shrubs and trees wherever they are.

 44. And you are on your way and close to your goal to destroy all life totally, so only monsters can live 

and deadly infirmity ruleth the world, when you have spread the terrible deaths by the world-fire.

 45. Turn away from these doings, or else the fire of the atomic embers breaketh down from the heights, 

and everything will vanish in the selfsame screaming hell as did once before Sodom
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and Gomorrah, and Hiroshima and Nagasaki in the New Age.

 46. Turn to truth and to love and to knowledge and to wisdom, and also push far from you all hatred 

against the teaching of truth and also push away from you unrighteousness, wickedness, mischief and

rebelliousness, because only so can you modify your self-created punishment or send it away from 

you.

 47. But the time does not last much longer for your act of repentance and turning around and the change 

to righteousness, because the fruit of self-punishment of Earth man has already matured and ripened 

and the first death spores already fall from overripe fruit, and the death seeds already increasingly fall

among all life of Earth and bring terrible evil of dying everywhere.

 48. Yet see, man of Earth, I will tell you out of my Spirit and will proclaim to you my words of the 

teaching of truth which is truth, love, knowledge and wisdom, recognized and established by a human

mind from the laws and recommendations and the sevenfold order of Creation.

 49. Hear then, when I call, you men of Earth, hear and listen to my word, and do not refuse to grasp my 

hand, which I stretch forth to help you, but verily, many of you disregard it.

 50. Verily, I am your Prophet, yet you cast aside all my advice, for you want to suffer your self-created 

punishment as I have taught you.

 51. Know however, that within me is sadness and distress, so I cannot laugh about you and mock you 

when the evil adversity cometh over you, which I have revealed to you and about which you secretly 

think and fear it.

 52. Therefore you will remember my words, when it cometh over you like a storm as you secretly fear.

 53. And your adversity will be like stormy weather without end, when anxiety and need, fear, misery, 

terror and horror cometh over you.

 54. At this hour you will call for me but I will not answer, and as you search for me you will not find me, 

and also I will not be able to help you, wherefore you then must find the way to righteousness 

yourself, if you are still able to succeed therein.

 55. And for you the misery and the trouble will be great at that hour, because you hate the teaching and 

did not carry within you reverence and respect for life and for the fulfillment of the laws and 

recommendations of Creation.

 56. And I can not help you in your hard time and hour, because you do not want my advice, and you have

slandered and persecuted me and have not acknowledged me, as I was yet among you and showed 

you the way and could have been helpful to you.

 57. So you shall and must eat of your own fruits of bitterness and of your own evil nature, and you have 

to be filled with your own advice of damnation and with your own fruit of self-created punishment.

 58. And the time will come for you, when you will damn yourself and kill the unwise and the wicked and

the mischievous and the rebellious ones, yet therewith you will not escape your own punishment, but 

only increase it to hellish torment, so the death of the wicked still appeareth as fortunate to you.

 59. Yet verily, whoever listeneth to my words and troubleth himself to live according to truth, needeth not

to fear the disaster and the misery and the terrors and the horror, for knowledge about the 
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truth giveth love and wisdom and real life.

 60. Honor be unto Creation in all heights, and peace be on Earth and goodwill toward men, if they live in

accord with the laws and recommendations and the sevenfold order of Creation.

 61. Man prove himself to be a human being, because it is given unto him to do so since the very 

beginning of his life.

 62. And man may practice  love and truth and knowledge and wisdom all his life long, so he becomes a 

human being himself and helps his neighbor to become a human being.

 63. Therefore man shall become knowing and wise, loving and truthful, so he may help himself and his 

neighbor to live, and that peace and harmony prevail in accord with everything which is creative.

 

CANON 27

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2. Praise be unto Creation, which is the way of life.

  3. And thus speaketh the Prophet, who revealeth the way of life, as it is given by Creation.

  4. “Man of Earth, as you will accept the speech of truth and keep and obey the recommendations of life 

and of Creation, then listen attentively and recognize.

  5. Be considerate that your ears and your senses regard truth, and that your mind with diligence tends 

thereto, that you yourself with diligence seekest for the truth and findest the way of life and walkest 

thereon.

  6. And be diligent therein as if you seekest for silver or gold or for precious stone, or as if you searchest 

for buried or sunken treasures.

  7. And as you are diligent in this manner, you then will understand the laws and recommendations of 

Creation and also Its sevenfold order, but then you will also become understanding and reach great 

recognitions.

  8. Creation giveth unto you laws and recommendations, and from them cometh recognition and 

understanding to you, if you seekest and findest them therein, so then groweth the wisdom in thanks 

within you.

  9. But wisdom is a goodly part of the way of life and wisdom alloweth true life and evolution to succeed

for the upright one, and also he attaineth thereby to protection and love, knowledge and truth.

 10. And the upright one is protected and guided on the road of life by truth, if he always doeth right and 

is one of the righteous who keepeth the way of truth and the way of the goal.

 11. But if man is a keeper of the way of life, then soon he will understand the righteousness and the right,

but then he also understandeth the true love and the devoutness and every good way.

 12. If you are the keeper of the way of life, then wisdom will enter into your thinking and into your 

senses so that gladly and with joy you continue to learn and also understandest the meaning of the 

goal of life.

 13. And you will understand and follow the good advice of the Prophet, and the good advice will prevent 

you from failure and degeneration, as also your mind will be protected and will expand.

 14. And wisdom will be given to you through your own recognition, so you do not come on to the way
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of evil, neither among the unrighteous and wicked and mischievous ones, and also not among the 

ignorant or among the mistaught babblers, who altogether have left the walking of the right path and 

who walk dark roads.

 15. But those are the losers, who walk on dark roads and who are happy to do evil, and who are 

pretentiously happy in their evil and wrong doings.

 16. And the losers themselves reverse their ways and walk on wrong ways, which lead into confusion and

into darkness, far away from the laws and recommendations and the sevenfold order of Creation.

 17. And man is in need of wisdom, so that a husband does not happen on to another wife, on to a stranger

who giveth slick words, and that the wife shall not happen on to another man, on to a stranger who 

giveth slick words, so a break of the bond of marriage is not committed.

 18. But if partners of the marriage bond leave each other, that they separate from the bond, or if there is a

break of the bond due to adultery, their house leaneth toward death and their walking is toward 

getting lost.

 19. This also happeneth in all other matters, if a break is committed against the laws and 

recommendations and against the sevenfold order of Creation, because in a break a trespass occureth 

against the way of life.

 20. Therefore wisdom is given for the ways of good, so that man walk on the good way and also stay on 

the road of the righteous ones, for only the righteous will some day live in the land and remain 

therein.

 21. But those, who slander Creation and Its way of life and also Its laws and recommendations and Its 

sevenfold order, will annihilate themselves by self-punishment and the likes of them, so as scorners 

of Creation and the way of life they will become their own scorners.”

CANON 28

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2. Praise be unto Creation, which is discipline.

  3. And the Prophet speaketh about wisdom to the human beings of Earth, and therewith he proclaimeth 

his knowledge and the knowledge of the JHWH:

  4. “Man of Earth, never forget the laws of Creation and also keep the recommendations in your heart 

and in your mind.

  5. Verily, the laws and recommendations of Creation will bring you long life and good years in peace 

and love and joy, as you dost them justice and obeyest them.

  6. Love and joy will accompany you and never leave you, let them shine and radiate and carry them as 

your most precious jewels, so it is inscribed upon your tablet of life eternally.

  7. Verily, you will find favor and intelligence, which are pleasing to human beings and yourself.

  8. Be raised up and rely on the love and wisdom of Creation, and trust therein more than in your 

intellect, which can be fooled by untruth, so it has to learn continuously.

  9. Remember Creation in all your ways, for by Its laws and recommendations It will truly and justly 

lead you forever.
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 10. Do not fancy yourself to be knowing and wise, but consider the endless wisdom of Creation and flee 

from evil.

 11. This will keep your body healthy and it will quicken your life and your mind.

 12. Honor and praise Creation and life with the possessions of your understanding and the love and with 

all that you have reached of knowledge and wisdom and truth yourself.

 13. Then you will not be lacking in anything, and you will have all necessities in store, as there are 

provisions in filled barns, and drink and wine in abundance in filled winepresses.

 14. Listen, man of Earth, reject not the discipline of righteousness, and be not impatient in the practice of 

discipline because the unrighteous live without discipline, the wicked and mischievous ones, and to 

them will be self-elected punishment.

 15. The human being who loveth truth and doeth it justice, practiceth discipline and doth not make 

himself self-punishing for he findeth pleasure in discipline, like a father in the son.

 16. It is well with the human being, who findeth wisdom and whose mind is agreeable to him, if he liveth

in discipline according to the laws and recommendations and the sevenfold order of Creation.

 17. It is of full value to man to live in discipline, which is better for him than to acquire all wealth, for its 

proceeds are better than silver and gold or precious stones, which the unrighteous ones heap in 

masses and thereby are the living dead.

 18. Discipline and wisdom are more precious than pearls, and everything which man may desire is not 

like unto them.

 19. Long life is always at the right hand of discipline and wisdom, and to their left are well-earned and 

honest riches and real honor also.

 20. And the ways of discipline are lovely ways and all its steps are peace, for discipline is given through 

knowledge about what is just and also through truth and wisdom and love.

 21. Discipline is a tree of life to all who grasp and practice it; and wise and just are those who create and 

hold it within themselves.

 22. For verily, Creation has created the universe and the heavens and the suns and earth worlds and all 

life through wisdom, and proven and prepared everything through Its own counsel of discipline.

 23. Through the discipline of creative wisdom the depths of the universe are partitioned, so that galaxies 

and many types of stars exist and so life on Earth exists and everywhere, and that the clouds spend 

fine moisture on the Earth which is made dripping as dew.

 24. Man of Earth, do not let discipline leave from your mind, so you may see its success and become 

blissful and intelligent.

 25. If you practice discipline, you will happily walk on your path that your foot will not stumble, and if 

you lie down to rest, tired, you will not be afraid but sleep refreshingly and sweet.

 26. And if you practice discipline, the sudden fear of terror will be strange to you, neither will the storm 

of the Creation-deniers and other unrighteous ones frighten you, if it cometh with misery and war and

hatred and persecution, for discipline is your defense and your common sense, if you act righteously 

and prudently so that your feet are protected and that they do not get caught.

 27. Rule in discipline and do not refuse to do good to those in need, if you are in the position to do such.

 28. Therefore practice discipline in all things, and also speak not to your neighbor that he shall leave to 

come back at another time, if you can give him of which he asketh you and of which he is in need, 
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whether this is advice or deed or food or anything else of necessity.

 29. Do not strive for evil against your neighbor, whether he loyally liveth with you or whether he is a 

stranger under your roof, because if you live in discipline you regard your neighbor and do not harm 

him.

 30. If you live in discipline unto wisdom, you do not quarrel with your neighbor, equally, whether he 

gave you cause or has done you no harm.

 31. If discipline of wisdom liveth within you, you do not emulate a wicked one and do not choose any of 

his ways.

 32. The wicked one is a rebellious one and he createth horrors of all types for himself.

 33. In the house of the non-disciplined ruleth horror and curse of their own power, but the house of the 

disciplined one is blessed.

 34. The disorderly mocketh the disciplined one, yet the disorderly maketh himself miserable and thereby 

repulseth himself from grace.

 35. The disciplined are wise and will inherit honor; yet they are mocked by the disorderly that they could 

fall into disgrace, if the fools gained the upper hand, yet the disciplined will bear rewarding harvest 

anyhow sooner or later.

 36. Listen, men of Earth, take note that you learn and become wise, consider your discipline and live 

with it in wisdom and righteousness and in love and peace, in knowledge and truth.

 37. Verily, I give you a good teaching if I instruct you that you shalt obey the laws and recommendations 

of Creation and also that you shalt not abandon the laws of life.

 38. And I say unto you, I am a son of man and your Prophet, and I am taught and versed in the truth of 

Creation through my own power and also through the power of the father-friend who is the JHWH.

 39. And Creation taught me through Its laws and recommendations, that I shall open my consciousness to

It and grasp and obey Its teaching of truth, and I listened to the call of love which informed me that I 

shall keep the laws and recommendations, whereby I would live.

 40. Therefore hear, man of Earth, accept everything of wisdom and accept everything of understanding 

whichever you can get hold of, however never forget and deviate from the speech of truth and from 

the laws and recommendations of Creation.

 41. Do not deviate from nor abandon the way of Creation and thus Creation will keep you; and love 

Creation in reverence and honor, so It will protect you.

 42. Verily, the beginning of wisdom is if you gladly hearest it, and if prudence through real knowledge is 

more precious to you than all possessions and riches.

 43. Regard the wisdom and the discipline, as you will elevate yourself thereby and you will bring 

yourself to honors if you really keepest discipline and wisdom in honesty.

 44. Discipline and wisdom will beautifully adorn your head, and they will decorate you with a 

magnificent crown of honor.

 45. Hear then, man of Earth, and accept my speech of truth and wisdom, then your years of life will be 

many and you will be peaceful and also give your neighbor peace.

 46. Verily, I am your Prophet, and I will direct you to the way of truth and wisdom and also lead you on 

right roads.

 47. And I will lead you, man of Earth, so when you walkest your walk doeth not become sour, and when 

you runnest that you dost not stumble.
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 48. Hold onto the discipline of wisdom and never abandon it, preserve it in all things of life, for verily it 

is your life.

 49. Do not enter upon the path of mockers and the ignorant and the Creation-deniers, and also do not 

enter the way of the evil ones.

 50. Let go of the Creation-opposing one and do not walk with him to do likewise; withdraw from him 

and pass him by, if he does not want to be instructed about truth.

 51. Know, the evil ones do not walk in discipline, and they do not go to sleep before they have not 

committed evil; and they rest not until they have committed harm.

 52. The undisciplined are the evil ones, the unrighteous, the malicious, the wicked and the mockers and 

the non-creative, and they are those who nourish themselves with Creation-strange bread, and who 

drink the wine of mischief.

 53. The way of the non-creative and the wicked is like dimness and darkness, and they know not and see 

not where they will fall.

 54. The path of the disciplined and righteous, however, shineth like the light which always gleameth 

brighter until the full day of all fulfillment.

 55. Man of Earth, neighbor, as you are to me, regard my words and bend your ear to my speech of truth 

and wisdom and love and to knowledge.

 56. Do not let your eyes and your gaze veer away from the truth and also not from discipline, and keep 

them well in your consciousness.

 57. Listen, discipline and wisdom and love, knowledge and truth through the laws and recommendations 

of Creation are life to those who find them, and to them the entire life becomes whole.

 58. Protect the discipline and wisdom and the knowledge and the truth of Creation in your consciousness 

with all diligence, because life prospereth and liveth thereby.

 59. Put away from you the perverse mouth and let the slander-mouth be far from you, and let your eyes 

see straight ahead and keep your eyelids open, so you see correctly before you and seest and 

recognizest the truth.

 60. And look upon your way, and let your feet walk evenly so you walk assuredly and visibly without 

stumbling.

 61. And be not wavering, neither to the right nor to the left, and therefore walk the path of the righteous 

and avoid the way of evil.

 62. Observe discipline and wisdom and also the love, knowledge and truth, for life is rooted in them.

 63. Be wise in discipline and truth, and be glad about what has passed away, for verily: The wise one 

learneth from the past, and only fools cry about what has flown away.

 64. And discipline permeateth all existence of life, so also the upbringing of descendants.

 65. And there shall be discipline with the parents as also with the children, so the parents conduct 

themselves in discipline toward their descendants and the children practice discipline toward their 

parents.

 66. As human beings conduct their life in discipline, they only form the bond of marriage when they have

become of age and have reached maturity for the marriage bond.

 67. And marriage is a great duty and task and it also containeth all duties of life, as also the rearing of 

descendants.

 68. But the rearing of descendants resteth in the strictest discipline of the parents, who must be training in

righteousness and love and in wisdom and knowledge.

 69. But discipline shall be present with the parents in the rearing of descendants, that just treatment is 

conferred upon the children, which shall not be with beating and corporal
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punishment, and not with psychic torment or anxiety or fear.

 70. And man shall first mature to discipline within and outside himself, so he is understanding and 

patient before he procreateth descendants so he then shall treat these in justice, in wise discipline.

 71. Discipline has to be acquired by man for all affairs of life, and the fewer in years of life he counteth, 

the smaller is the measure of his discipline.

 72. And if the discipline of a human being is still small and not in good measure of what is essential for 

life, he is still not of age and not able to conduct his life in his own strength and responsibility, and 

therefore he shall not enter into a marriage bond.

 73. Namely it is given, that the one low in discipline harmeth the smaller ones and causeth them damage 

and setteth himself over them, void of all mercy and void of common sense and of understanding.

 74. And with the years of life, common sense and understanding of man groweth and also the discipline, 

if effort is made thereto, so the training of descendants is also being handled accordingly.

 75. Thereby also is proven, that parents of lesser years of life treat descendants more wrongly and with 

less discipline than parents of greater age, who are more disciplined and wise.

 76. And as common sense and understanding and the discipline and wisdom, the love and knowledge and

the truth grow in man with the years of age, if effort is made thereto, the understanding for the 

children also groweth, so it is said according to truth, that parents in younger years treat their 

descendants more falsely and with less discipline than they would do at greater age with children, 

who are not of their own blood or who are children of their own descendants.

 77. But also the same is valid for the partners of a marriage bond among themselves, and the same also is

valid among sisters and brothers and friends and acquaintances, and also the same is valid from 

human being to human being and also from neighbor to neighbor, equally whether ties as relatives 

exist or whether there are no ties of a connection as in strangers to strangers.”

CANON 29

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2. Praise be unto Creation, which is admonition.

  3. And the Prophet of the New Age speaketh to you, man of Earth, that you takest note of my words of 

wisdom and that you bendest your ear to my teaching of truth, which is the truthful teaching of the 

laws and recommendations of Creation.

  4. Therefore be wise that you hearest and keepest good advice, so that your mouth and your thinking 

and acting know to make the difference.

  5. For verily, many differences are present among men, between good and evil, between right and 

wrong and between moral and immoral, and also between the honorable and the disgraceful.

  6. And to the disgraceful belongeth lewdness, which is immorality and whoredom, but also viciousness 

and all evil of the world, which is committed due to the falsity of man’s thinking and man’s actions.

  7. The whore and the male-whore commit lewdness for pay or without pay, and every female is a 
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whore, who giveth herself for fornication to more than one husband, and also every man is a male- 

whore, who commits fornication with a whore or commits fornication with other women to whom he 

is not legally husband, or with whom he doeth not stand in evolutionary love.

  8. The lips of the whore and of the male-whore are as sweet as honey, and their throats are smoother 

than oil and their bodies are softer than velvet.

  9. But verily, afterwards the honey is bitter like vermouth and the oil is sharper than a two-edged sword,

and the soft velvet is stinking slime full of disgust.

 10. The feet of the whores and male-whores run down into death and their ways lead into the grave, 

because they create quarrel and dispute and strife, dissention and destruction, and they also create 

sickness, evil, disease and infirmity and spread them and carry them to the people.

 11. Whoredom of man and woman goeth not straight on the way of life, and their steps and walks are 

unsteady, so they never know where they go, and they are never calculable in any thing.

 12. So then, man of Earth, listen to my words, live for truth and do not depart from the speech of my 

teaching.

 13. Let your ways be far from whoredom and do not go near the door of its house, so you are not a 

stranger before honor, and that you do not consecrate your years of life to the gruesome which 

bringeth to you torment in thinking and feeling and in the body, because disease and infirmity striketh

you in everything.

 14. But if you committest whoredom you will be stricken by all evil, and thus strangers will fill 

themselves with your fortune and riches, as self-created punishment which is for your doing under a 

strange roof and at a strange place and in a strange house.

 15. And if you committest whoredom, you thereafter have to sigh when your body is stricken with 

infirmity and disease, and you also would have to sigh when your possessions and fortune and riches 

are devoured, and when strangers fill and enjoy themselves therewith.

 16. If you committest whoredom, you would hate discipline and the wisdom and love, the truth and the 

knowledge, and you would disgrace all righteousness and life.

 17. And your speech would be like this, as it has already been spoken by the disgraceful heretofore who 

said:

 18. By creating wickedness I have come to all misfortune before all the people and before the nation, 

because I have not obeyed the truth and the voice of the Prophet, to whom I have not lent my ear as 

he yet wanted to instruct me.

 19. Man of Earth, so the Prophet speaketh unto you: Drink water from your own ditch and draw from 

your own well, but also float on your own river.

 20. Let your wells and ponds flow out into the water creeks of your own fields, so that the waters do not 

reach strange trenches and break through and flood the alleys and cellars.

 21. Be concerned about the purity of truth and love alone and also about the knowledge and the wisdom, 

so strangers do not destroy them and lead you into the disgrace of whoredom which is abomination 

and vice.

 22. Your spring shall be blessed, also enjoy your house and the husband shall enjoy his legal wives, as 

the wife shall enjoy her legal husband, so they preserve their youth.

 23. Man of Earth, why do you want to amuse yourself with strangers in whoredom and fondle others than

those, who are truly devoted to you in love and legality.

 24. And verily, man himself decideth about all things of his life and his life conduct, for everybody’s 
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ways are open through the laws and recommendations of Creation, and he also measureth all his 

walks himself.

 25. The misdeed of the Creation-denier itself will catch him, so he createth self-produced punishment, 

and also he will bind himself with the rope of his own infamy and will be held by it, so he hangeth 

himself therewith.

 26. Therefore the evildoer will die in his own punishment, because he despises moral and admonition, 

because he will not let himself be drawn by admonition and wisdom, so for the sake of his great 

foolishness it will not be well with him.

 27. And verily, everybody shall be admonished thus, man and woman and child, that life only prospereth 

by acting upon the warning, but that due to disregard of the warning life wilteth and dieth.

 28. But warning is given to man for all things, man of Earth, but also duty and responsibility, so you 

become sponsor for your neighbor, whereby you also must stretch forth your hand to your neighbor 

to help and to instruct, so he may walk on the right path.

 29. Therefore you are admonished to do your duty and carry responsibility that you instruct the 

disgraceful in the truth, but that you dost not get together with them and dost not commit whoredom 

and evil with them.

 30. Thereby you are tied to your neighbor by the speech of your mouth, and you also are tied by the 

speech of your mouth, how and whatever you sayest.

 31. And therefore it is well for you to conduct the speech of your mouth in honor and instructing as well, 

because a speech of your mouth in falsity burdeneth you with loss.

 32. Thus do right, man of Earth, so you are righteous and savest yourself from evil and also the 

disgraceful and unrighteous and all evil.

 33. Do not let yourself fall into the hands of your neighbor, so he doth not mold you according to his 

mind if he is evil; but hurry and press and drive the neighbor in instructing him, so he also becometh 

knowing and righteous, but do this only if the neighbor striveth for the truth and for instruction.

 34. If your neighbor striveth for instruction, then your instruction shall not be hurried, not pressing and 

not driving, but it shall only bring attention and also be informing.

 35. See, man of Earth, let not your eyelids close and also let your eyes not sleep and your consciousness 

and mind not slumber, but save yourself and your neighbor, like the deer saveth itself in a quick jump

from the fangs of the beast of prey, or as the bird escapeth lightning-fast from the hand of the 

birdcatcher.

 36. And also be like the ant which you observest, so you are not a lazy one who idleth like the useless 

and scamps and sluggards.

 37. And like the ant so man shall also be, diligent and industrious, so he is productive and progressing, 

that he also is providing, and likewise that he create and earn his daily bread, and also during summer

and autumn store his provisions that he has food and drink in winter.

 38. But you, lazy one, how long liest you in idleness and practicest slothfulness, without doing your work

and bringing in your harvest; when will you arise from your rotting sleep?

 39. But if you want to, then sleep still a little, slumber a little, clasp your hands together so you sleepest 

and walkest in slothfulness, but do not be surprised if poverty overtaketh you like a fast runner, and
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lack like an armed man.

 40. Verily, a wicked man, a disgraceful one, walketh with a pretended mouth and he winketh with false 

gaze of the eyes, and also without manners he indicateth with his feet and pointeth with his fingers, as

all the while he striveth for evil and entertaineth the false and wrong in his mind and also spreadeth 

quarrel.

 41. But the evil one, who disregardeth all warning, shall be not surprised if suddenly his destruction 

cometh and he will be broken rapidly, and also no help will be rendered to him.

 42. Yet suddenly the destruction will overcome the evil ones and they cannot escape it, and they will be 

broken rapidly and no help will be rendered to them.

 43. The evil ones are those, who commit every disgrace and who differentiate not between one 

wickedness and another, which are many with man of Earth, of which 77 are of the worst manner.

 44. The 77 worst disgraces, which are committed by the evil and unrighteous ones and which truthfully 

are the worst evils of all evils, are:

 45. Whoredom

 46. Haughty eyes

 47. False tongue

 48. Blood hands

 49. Evil pranks

 50. Quick feet

 51. Doing damage

 52. Sowing quarrel

 53. Lack of discipline

 54 Taking vengeance

 55. Hating

 56. Thievery

 57. Slimy speech

 58. Bond breaking

 59. Uncleanness

 60. Disorderliness

 61. Lying

 62. Sectarianism

 63. Jealousy

 64. Sadism

 65. Licentiousness

 66. Warring

 67. Power greed

 68. Profit greed

 69. Being greedy

 70. Megalomania

 71. Tyranny

 72. Egotism

 73 Slavery

 74. Torture

 75. Judging

 76. Torment

 77. Dispute

 78. Evil speech

 79. Dependence

 80. Protection of prostitution

 81. Angel making

 82. Legacy hunting

 83. Legacy disputes

 84. Disgraceful speech
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 85. Interrupting speech

 86. Causing shame

 87. Violating honor

 88. Disregarding respect

 89. Irreverence

 90. Belief

 91. Idolatry

 92. God service

 93. Cult service

 94. Sacrifice

 95. Adherence

 96. Greediness

 97. Vice

 98. Addiction

 99. Defamation

100. Self-pity

101. Pity

102. Indifference

103. Wantonness

104. Negligence

105. Carelessness

106. Evil striving

107. Evil acting

108. Lovelessness

109. Ignorance

110. Naughtiness

111. Lack of wisdom

112. Lack of truth

113. Mutilation

114. Robbery

115. Sacrilege

116. Plundering

117. Spreading false teaching

118. Weakness

119. Laziness

120. Necromancy

121. Disloyalty

122. Man of Earth, keep the laws and recommendations and the sevenfold order of Creation and also obey 

the rules of the order, which in wisdom have to be established by the Spirit leaders, so order 

prevaileth all around.

123. Acquire the 77 evils of disgrace as concepts in your consciousness, so they are constantly present to 

warn you, so if you goest they accompany and protect you, and if you liest down they keep you 

during sleep, and if you awakenest again, they constantly speak to you admonishingly and protect 

you from evil doings.

124. Consider, man of Earth, every recommendation is a lamp unto you and every law a light, and the 
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practice of discipline is a way of life unto you.

125. And discipline shall be law and recommendation unto you, so that you will be protected from all evil,

and also that the husband is protected from the evil woman or from the slick tongue of the strange 

one, who committeth whoredom.

126. And discipline shall be law and recommendation unto you, so that you will be protected from all 

misery, and also that the wife is protected from the enticing words of the beautiful man or from the 

slimy tongue of the stranger, who is a male-whore.

127. And the husband shall not let himself be seduced by the beauty and the slick tongue of a strange 

woman, and also a wife shall not let herself be seduced and entangled by lack of manhood of the 

womanly beauty of a strange man, as also not by lying words and gifts and wooing.

128. And neither wife nor husband shall get entangled by the eyelids or by a body part or by the speech or 

by riches or by any other way with strange men or women, for a whore or a male-whore take the 

bread and the understanding and the health from the righteous ones.

129. Verily, a whore or a male-whore greedeth for the bread of the righteous ones, and also they destroy 

their families, if the righteous ones in carelessness let themselves be lulled to sleep and follow the 

whores’ and male-whores’ recommendation and seduction.

130 Verily, nobody can carry a fire in his bosom without burning his clothes, and also a damageable one 

cannot walk on coal embers without burning his feet.

131. Therefore the feet and clothes burn of those, who go to their neighbor’s wife or husband or to whores 

or male-whores because no one remaineth unpunished, who toucheth such illegally.

132. Whoever committeth thievery or judging or is dependent or committeth another of the 77 named 

disgraces, he is a fool and like those, who bring their life to destruction with other breaks of the laws 

and recommendations and the order.

133. And the plague and disgrace and punishment striketh the fallible sooner or later and in every case, 

because they themselves enjoin and create them and cannot eradicate them, if they do not totally 

abandon the way of evil and finally live unto truth.

134. And the husband who goeth to a strange woman, and also the wife who goeth to a strange man, are 

both male-whores and whores, and they shall be certain that their falsity partners and the betrayed 

husbands will get excited in evil fury, so they will spare no time to take vengeance for the falsity 

from their sides, because they also are still unrighteous ones.

135. And the Prophet instructeth further about the invitation and promise of wisdom, which is with 

Creation since eternity, and recognizable to man in Its laws and recommendations and in Its 

sevenfold order:

136. Listen, man of Earth, if you openest your ear and your mind, you hearest the call of wisdom, and also

the power of prudence penetrateth into you.

137. And wisdom and prudence shall be ever present unto you, for they shout to you wherever you goest, 

on the open road and in the street, at the gates of cities and at the doors of houses and in the rooms in 

which you livest, but also in the field and meadow and forest, and on the waters and in the air.

138. But as the wisdom and prudence shout to you everywhere, you men of Earth, so I also shout to you, 

you men and women and you people everywhere, so that you hearest my words of truth, so that 

finally you payest attention and learnest and livest righteously and mayest not say another time, that 

you have not been taught and that you have not heard my voice nor received the scripture of truth.

139. Pay attention in prudence, you fools and unwise ones, and absorb in your consciousness that of which

I have to instruct you.

140. Listen, for I speak unto you, and verily these are words which are princely, instructing and wise and 
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they are of justice; therefore take them to heart.

141. My mouth and my scripture speak the truth, because my lips disdain untruth, as also my hand, 

through which the scripture is given.

142. All speeches of my mouth are just, because therein is nothing wrong nor false, for it is the truth of 

truth not falsifiable and not perverseable.

143. And all just and true speeches of my mouth are a straight line and correct to those, who truthfully 

seek for the truth and want to accept it.

144. Man of Earth, accept the discipline of wisdom, so that it is more precious to you than silver and gold, 

and also regard the teaching of truth higher than pearls and precious stones.

145. Discipline and wisdom, knowledge, truth, love and also true life are more precious than silver, gold, 

pearls and most costly precious stones; and of everything man may wish for himself, nothing can be 

comparable thereto.

146. Wisdom itself shouteth so that it is heard and understood by man: “I am the truth and within me 

liveth prudence, and truly I always know to give good advice.”

147. And the Prophet sayeth: “Fear and anxiety live within man, created by ignorance and injustice and 

also by oppression and tyranny and uncountable evils of every type.

148. But in fear and anxiety man hateth the eye of haughtiness, the arrogance and all evil ways and 

everything else, which is presented by the power greedy, misleaders and by the 77 evils of disgrace, 

and also man is enemy to the false mouth who denieth this truth.

149. In wisdom liveth everything, counsel and deed and understanding, common sense and might, and 

through wisdom the wise one ruleth and placeth justice, as everything is given through the laws and 

recommendations and through the order of Creation; and as man liveth in wisdom and conducteth 

himself, so anxiety and fear depart from him, and the bad destroyeth itself.

150. Through wisdom man is instructed and led by the JHWH, by the Prophet and by the Spirit leaders, 

because they love the wisdom they sought and found, as man of Earth now also shall seek it and find.

151. And verily, honor and riches are in wisdom and in discipline, but also lasting possession and justice, 

as also well-meaning and just admonition, so discipline and wisdom in all things shall be adhered to.

152. And the fruit of admonition shall be better to man than finest gold, and also the fruit of admonition 

shall be better to man than precious stone.

153. Admonition walketh upon the right path and also on the road of justice, so that man is well supplied 

therewith and follows it wisely and from It gives birth to a treasure.

154. Wisdom was in Creation and also discipline and admonition at the very beginning of Its ways, and 

therefore everything was within It, before It created the first life.

155. And love, wisdom, knowledge and truth, discipline and admonition are placed by Creation from the 

very beginning and from eternity to eternity and from all-great-time to all-great-time.

156. And everything was created within Creation before the depths of space existed, 
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and before the wells issued forth water, and before the mountains were lifted up before the hills and 

plains.

157. So then obey the directions of Creation, men of Earth, so it will be well with all those who listen to 

the admonition and who walk the ways of the direction.

158. Listen to the admonition so you practice discipline and learn wisdom, so that you turn away from evil

and become righteous.

159. It is well unto the human being, who listeneth to admonition and the directions that he is watchful and

keeps his door open for the instruction of truth.

160. But whoever findeth truth, findeth life and will reach satisfaction by human beings and everything 

which creepeth and flyeth and which existeth in love and life.

161. But whoever disregardeth admonition and fleeth from truth, mocketh life and createth hell for 

himself, which is a condition of evil in man, but not a place.

CANON 30

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2. Praise be unto Creation, which is wisdom.

  3. And the Prophet handeth down the friendly call of wisdom of salomonic value, but also the warning 

about the beckoning of foolishness and the blessing of righteousness, as well as the warning about the

ill success of unrighteousness.

  4. Creation erected wisdom and cut the seven pillars of life which are loyalty, love, truth, knowledge, 

wisdom, discipline and justice, according to which man shall live and act right therefore.

  5. And thus speaketh the Prophet: “Through my instructions I send out the joy of truth, upward unto the 

heights of the world that they are heard by all.  

  6. Whoever lacks understanding, he may come to me or to my students who have been taught, who 

lovingly instruct all in the truth who want to listen to truth and obey it, equally, whether the seeking 

ones are prudent ones or fools or jesters or unrighteous ones.

  7. Come unto me, you who are unwise and seekest for truth and you, who in your search for truth, are 

weary and heavy laden due to lack of understanding and of wrong.

  8. Arise, every one of you, and follow my words of truth, also eat of my bread and drink of my wine 

which I give unto you, but abandon your unwise manner so that you will live and walk on the road of 

prudence.

  9. But know that mockers are around you who mock your way of justice, that you should not walk upon

it, but regard them not and also harm them not for the mockers mock themselves.

 10. Consider, whoever disciplineth the mocker will put mockery and disgrace upon himself, and who 

ever judges or punishes the fallible or guilty or the unrighteous one will be scoffed at and cursed and 

hated.

 11. Punish not the mocker for he will hate you, so then practice righteousness and you will notice that 

wisdom also giveth love to the mocker and the unrighteous one.
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 12. If you givest love and friendly words to the mocker, he will thereafter be thoughtful when you have 

gone your way, as also a wise one taketh every gift that he still becomes wiser, as also the righteous 

gaineth in the teaching when he is taught.

 13. The beginning of wisdom in man is life’s beginning, and to recognize the wise and the knowing one 

is true understanding.

 14. Through wisdom the days of man will become many and also the years of his life will multiply.

 15. Man, if you are wise, then you are wise unto yourself; but if you are a mocker, then you mock 

yourself, thus you will carry the burden alone.

 16. But if you are foolish, wild and full of chatter, you know nothing and are one of the ignorant and 

unrighteous.

 17. And if you are one of the ignorant and unrighteous to whom the stolen waters taste sweet and the 

robbed bread is a relish, because they do not know that the waters are poisoned and that the bread 

containeth death sprouts, then they are already dead and guests of the deep pits of putrefaction.

 18. And it is taught that a wise son is his father’s joy, but that a foolish son bringeth grief and death to the

mother.

 19. Thereby is being said that unrighteous possession doth not help and not prosper, but that 

righteousness and wisdom saveth from death.

 20. Verily, wisdom letteth the psyche of the righteous not suffer from hunger; but it pusheth away the 

appetites of the unwise and unrighteous, so their psyche suffers damage due to their own fault.

 21. And it is truthfully said: Lazy hands make poor, but busy hands make rich.

 22. The prudent gathers during the summer and at all harvest time, but the lazy and imprudent oversleep 

the time and become a disgrace.

 23. The head of the righteous beareth the shine of blessing, but the mouth of the unrighteous will be 

befallen by their own mischief.

 24. The blessing of the righteous remaineth remembered in the memory of men, but the name of the 

unrighteous will decay.

 25. Whoever is wise in thinking and desiring and acting liveth according to the laws and 

recommendations and the sevenfold order of Creation, but whoever has a mouth of a fool will be 

beaten by his own foolishness.

 26. Whoever liveth in innocence liveth safely and righteously, but whoever is wrong in his conduct of life

will stand openly at the whipping post.

 27. But whoever winketh with the eyes will cause trouble, but whoever conducteth open signs and doeth 

nothing hidden, unto him will be joy.

 28. The mouth of the unrighteous and babblers will be laden with infirmity, but the mouth of the 

righteous is a wellspring of life.

 29. Love covereth many mistakes and transgressions, however hate causeth dispute.

 30. On the backs of fools burn the signs of the whip, but over the lips of the understanding and righteous 

pour forth wisdom and love.

 31. The fools live in anxiety and fear and terror, but the wise keep the teaching of truth in wisdom.

 32. The unrighteous and the fools impoverish themselves and their poverty maketh them stupid, but the 

righteous maketh himself prudent and rich and he useth his possessions for life, while the fools and 

unrighteous squander their income in stupidity.

 33. Whoever keepeth discipline walketh upon the path of life, but whoever liveth undisciplined and 

needeth reprimanding remaineth in error.

 34. The man, who has a false mouth, containeth hatred within and poisoneth his life, he also is a fool like 

the one who denieth or lieth.

 35. And the man is false within and outside who maketh many words about a matter, for a babbler 
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babbles much, because he strengtheneth his false words in the knowledge that they are false and 

lying.

 36. The wise is prudent and without falsehood, wherefore he maketh few words about a matter or is silent

because he knows that the truth requires only words in small numbers, so he opens his lips sparingly 

for words and for advice.

 37. Speaking compareth to tarnished silver which dirtieth the hands, but silence is like polished gold in 

which the eye delighteth.

 38. Thus the righteous and the just one speak in discipline with chosen and striking words and are not 

babbling, while the unrighteous and unwise one blabbers and babbles and maketh many words about 

nothing, so he is recognized thereby as a liar.

 39. The fools, who make many words and babble like the sparrows, will die of their foolishness, but the 

lips of the righteous and the wise tend and refresh many who live thereby and awaken in reverence.

 40. Verily, the blessing of wisdom maketh man rich without effort, if he followeth the advice of wisdom 

and also liveth thereby.

 41. But a fool doeth mischief with wisdom and thereby harvesteth his own scorn, for as fool he payeth no

attention because he is not wise.

 42. Verily, whatever the wise honoreth and respecteth and keepeth in reverence, that will bring him his 

wages, so he will receive everything in joy which can be given to him of goodness.

 43. But the unwise and unrighteous, who is respectless and without honor and without reverence, is 

threatened by lightning and by thunder and everything will be for him like bad weather which passeth

and leaveth its damage behind.

 44. As sweet bringeth damage to the teeth and as smoke burneth in the eyes, so also the lazy and the 

good-for-nothing and the thief bring damages and burning pain to those, who are favorably inclined 

toward them.

 45. Verily, wisdom increaseth the days of life for the righteous one, but the years of life of the unwise 

will be shortened.

 46. The life of the righteous and wise is joy and knowledge and love and truth, the life of the unrighteous 

and unwise is joyless, ignorant and loveless and without truth, and all their hopes will forever be lost.

 47. The way of the righteous and wise is truly a defiance of the best defense, but the way of the fools and 

evildoers and unrighteous and unwise is troublesome stupidity.

 48. The righteous and wise will never again fall or be pushed over, but the unrighteous and unwise 

calleth himself a fool and he stumbleth and falleth and will be pushed over all the time, so he hitteth 

his head and stupidity gaineth further possession of him.

 49. Therefore, it will be that the mouth of the righteous bringeth wisdom, love, prudence, truth and 

knowledge as also joy and peace, hope and progress, but the false and unrighteous and unwise and all

offenders and all other rabble will break their tongue and find annihilation through their own kind.

 50. The lips of the righteous and wise teach and instruct of truth, wisdom and knowledge and love, as 

also of joy, righteousness, peace and the laws and recommendations and order, so life beginneth 
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therefrom and also healing things.

 51. Yet the lips of the unrighteous and unwise do not teach and instruct, but they babble about lying and 

deceit, and they sow hatred and vengeance and unrighteousness, ignorance, war and bloodshed and 

all evil up to destruction and annihilation, so they destroy life and also create harmful things.

 52. Verily, false ways are like a false scale which createth discord and injustice and which betrayeth and 

also lets arise horror; equally, the right way is like a scale which the full weight thereof giveth 

righteousness and honesty and also a well pleasing, good life.

 53. Wisdom liveth with the reverent and prudent who practiceth modesty and unobtrusiveness, but 

whoever manages his existence in pride, he starveth in disgrace and unwilling gazes.

 54. Agitation befalleth the scorners of truth and their malice bringeth damage to their psyche, equally the 

innocence of the righteous is devotion, and it leadeth and produceth joy.

 55. Verily, righteousness delivereth from manifold evil and from evil dying, but the unjust possessions of 

the unrighteous createth only rage and anxiety within them on the day of their death.

 56. Devotion is given to the righteous and wise who devote themselves to the laws and recommendations

and the sevenfold order of Creation; but devotion meaneth that something is being fulfilled, so the 

devotion is fulfillment and man is fulfilling, therefore devoting.

 57. And the devoted maketh the way of his life straight in righteousness, but the undevoted will fall and 

crash due to his undevoted character.

 58. The scorners of devotion catch and harm themselves in their own malice, but the devoted are 

protected and delivered from distress by their own righteousness.

 59. When the undevoted one dieth, all his hope is lost and all his hating in malice and unrighteousness 

cometh to naught.

 60. The devoted one delivereth himself of all trouble, but the undevoted one carrieth himself to the place 

of affliction and damnation.

 61. The hypocrite babbleth in slimy lying and misleadeth and destroyeth the neighbor, yet the righteous 

and devoted one avoideth the slime and keepeth himself clean.

 62. The undevoted destroy and annihilate, but the devoted erect and elevate everything to life.

 63. The devoted one helpeth the neighbor to live so he will be blessed, but the fool is undevoted and he 

disgraceth his neighbor so his own evil punishment will overtake him.

 64. The devoted and wise who is of loyal mind, keepeth silence about a matter which he secretly 

knoweth, but the slanderer deceitfully babbleth about it and carrieth on secret and malicious 

slandering talk.

 65. Where no wise advice exists no right action exists, as also every nation dieth if the wise one doth not 

give his advice and leadeth the nation and the events according thereto.

 66. But for a nation shall only be ONE wise advisor, because many cooks spoil the meal, likewise many 

advisors turn the advice into nonsense.

 67. A human being shall and cannot be sponsor for another, for as he becometh sponsor soon harm will 

come over him; therefore everyone shall be sponsor for himself so he striveth to stand up to his own 

sponsorship.

 68. And only such a man is safe from harm and doubt and prick of conscience, who does not tie himself 

with a vow to his neighbor in any matter, for man truly is changeable in his mind so that discord and 
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malice and other evils can arise, if the level of the wise ones in modesty and love and righteousness 

has not been reached.

 69. Verily, a most gracious wife attaineth to honor and respectful esteem, yet the one sponsored unjustly 

attaineth to riches not earned by himself like the tyrants, if he changes his mind and defieth the 

sponsorship.

 70. Through his deeds to his neighbor the merciful doeth good unto himself, but the unmerciful can 

thereafter raise his fist against him, even if he harmeth his own flesh therewith.

 71. The one who sponsoreth and voweth in wisdom and soweth in righteousness harvesteth certain 

goods, but the work of the unrighteous will fail.

 72. Righteousness promoteth life, but to pursue evil promoteth death.

 73. The evil ones may all join their hands, yet they will never receive help; but the seed of the righteous 

will fall on fertile ground and bear sprouts, so they will harvest.

 74. Verily, a beautiful woman without discipline and without love is like a sow with a golden necklace 

and velvety shoes over her hoofs, also an unmanly man is like a boar without teeth and without 

propagation.

 75. The wish of the righteous will always turn out well, but the hope of the unrighteous endeth in 

misfortune.

 76. Verily, the righteous giveth and yet his wealth always increaseth, but the miser is stingy and always 

becomes poorer yet.

 77. The human being who blesses abundantly will be refreshed, and as he giveth drink abundantly, so 

will he also receive drink in good measure.

 78. Whoever hoardeth food will be cursed by men, but whoever selleth it, unto him will come blessings.

 79. Verily, whoever seeketh good, to him good happeneth, but whoever striveth for misfortune will meet 

it.

 80. Whoever seeth only the evil of the past constantly meeteth evil anew in daily life; but whoever seeth 

also the good of the past, to him life will become worth living and a joy.

 81. Whoever praiseth the neighbor for whatever matter, he burdeneth the neighbor with passing joy and 

increasing trouble, for due to the praise he slackeneth in diligence and in effort because he thinketh 

that he is the best.

 82. Whoever relieth on his wealth will perish, but whoever relieth on his hand’s work and on wisdom and

prudence greeneth like a leaf.

 83. Verily, whoever grieveth his own house, to him winds will be his inheritance, also a fool remaineth 

the slave of the unrighteous and unwise.

 84. From the fruit of the righteous groweth a tree of life and a wise one winneth love and honor, 

reverence and respect from the seeking, hoping and righteous.

 85. And as their life is right in all things and as the righteous has to endure all kinds of suffering, how 

much more has the unrighteous to suffer.

 86. As the laws and recommendations of Creation are valid, they shall also be obeyed and regarded by 

man.

 87. And as the laws and recommendations of Creation are of Spirit, they also are the laws and 

recommendations of order and of life.

 88. In the beginning, Creation created laws and recommendations as order for justice and also as 

guidelines of life.
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 89. So therefore, the laws and recommendations are valid as ways which man shall walk in wisdom and 

prudence so that he be righteous.

 90. And as the laws and recommendations of Creation are obeyed, man must not produce any other laws.

 91. The laws and recommendations of Creation shall be valid as the true laws and recommendations of 

Creation, so they also shall be obeyed, because they alone have eternal validity.

 92. But if man falleth away from the laws and recommendations, he produceth human laws and 

recommendations which are established on an erroneous logic and are faulty.

 93. And if man is faint-hearted in his thinking, all laws and recommendations produced by himself are 

also faint-hearted which are like erroneous teachings.

 94. If man presumeth to disregard the laws and recommendations of Creation, he forceth himself to 

produce his own laws and recommendations, but which are full of faults and which all lead astray 

also.

 95. Laws and recommendations made by man provide injustice, murder and evil, so that evil spreads and 

gains the upper hand and man has no control over it nor over anything anymore.

 96. And verily, laws and recommendations produced by man have a value only if they are produced in 

love, knowledge, truth and wisdom and logic.

 97. But logic requires wisdom and recognition, love, knowledge and truth from man.

 98. Verily, human laws and human recommendations are without power, if they do not rest in the laws 

and recommendations of Creation.

 99. Verily, I say unto you: Wisdom hath to be acquired from the laws and recommendations and the 

sevenfold order of Creation which man altogether recognizeth in nature.

100. But if man doth not think and doth not seek for the truth, he is not able to acquire wisdom and 

remaineth a fool.

101. But if man is a fool, he cryeth about things which are not worth crying about, so therewith he 

increaseth his sorrow and his need and his misery.

102. But the wise do not cry and wail about lost things, and also not about those already long dead and 

about things of the past.

103. Whoever hath acquired abundant wisdom and liveth according to the laws and recommendations of 

Creation doth not tolerate that only the very minutest suffering is caused to any creature.

104. A fool, a jester, who doth not conquer his mind, seeth loss as advantage and advantage as loss and 

considereth great suffering as a joy.

105. Thereby, that man doth not apply himself to wisdom and doth not seek the knowledge, the love and 

the truth, and also doth not recognize the laws and recommendations of Creation, ariseth within him 

misunderstanding and all vices and evil, outrage and wickedness.

106. The dishonorable one, the whore and male-whore and protector of whoredom, the dumb, the stupid, 

the grumbling, the greedy and everyone who is an unrighteous, mischievous or other offender, as also

the infamous or the rude or angry one, injury and punishment striketh him of his power, and he is 

poor in conscious reflection and also poor in thinking.

107. If man daily receiveth only a little of wisdom in Spirit in suitable manner, he groweth like the 

changing moon in the bright half of the month.

108. Verily, wisdom is the great possession of man, but also the created will which allows man to be 
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male or female master over the truth and the knowledge and over fortune and love; but everything is 

truly meaningless without the power of Spirit.

109. A fool, who idly waiteth for destiny and resteth without being busy, cometh to naught like an unburnt 

clay pot in water.

110. Whoever tendeth a milk cow always receiveth milk; also the one harvesteth abundant fruits who 

tendeth wisdom, and through the power of Spirit bringeth it into application.

111. May man recognize every law and recommendation of Creation and as he has recognized one, he 

shall grasp it and live according thereto, for the laws and recommendations of Creation are the 

greatest wisdom.

112. Verily, not one eye can be found which would be like wisdom, no darkness which would be like 

ignorance, no force which would be like the power of Spirit, and no terror which would be like the 

poverty of thinking.

113. Verily, I say unto you: No greater happiness existeth than wisdom, and also no better friend existeth 

than the truth and the knowledge and the love, and no other savior existeth than the power of Spirit.

114. Whoever hath understanding may grasp the speech of my wisdom, so he is wise and knowing in truth

and love.

115. Whoever truly and gladly is taught will be clever, but who wants to be uninstructed maketh himself a 

fool and remaineth such.

116. Whoever is devoted always receiveth comfort from love and wisdom and from knowledge and the 

truth, but a wicked damneth himself.

117. An uninstructed nature doth not further man, yet the root of the righteous absorbeth power and 

nourishment and bringeth growth and fruit.

118. A virtuous wife is the crown of her husband and also a disciplined husband is the greatest blessing to 

his wives; but a wife without virtue is evil and a burden to her husband and like a purulent boil on his

leg, likewise an undisciplined husband is a horror to his wives and like a pool of corruption.

119. The striving and thinking of the righteous is sincere and good, however, the doing and thinking of the

unrighteous is deception and disgrace and destruction.

120. The mouth of the wise and the righteous bringeth knowledge and hope and delivery, but the speeches 

of the unrighteous bring bloodshed and every evil.

121. The truth remaineth standing unchangeable for all times, and also remaineth standing the life and the 

house of the righteous, but the unrighteous will topple themselves and will perish in the fire of 

destruction.

122. Verily, the advice of a wise man or of a wise woman will be praised in reverence and respect, but the 

unwise fall into disgrace because they cannot impart wise counsel and are tricky.

123. Verily, I say unto you: Whoever establisheth small demands and waiteth patiently and doeth his work 

therefore is better off than the one who regardeth himself as great and maketh great demands, for he 

will be in need of bread.

124. The righteous treateth the people of every level justly and also the cattle and animals and the plants of

all types, but the unrighteous is cruel and false, wherefore he also treateth everything like it.

125. Whoever indulges in unimportant and unnecessary matters and doth not do his work is a thief and 

good-for-nothing and also a fool, but whoever cultivateth his field will have a rich harvest and also 

bread in abundance.

126. The delight and joy and thinking and striving of the unrighteous is to do harm and to live ignorantly 
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and unwisely in lovelessness, but the righteous createth roots in all things and growth and good fruit.

127. The unrighteous and evil one will be caught by his own words of falsehood, so he falls into anxiety 

and fear and misdirects his life unto his reincarnation; but the righteous and good escapeth all anxiety

and fear and leadeth a life of joy, as this is also in his reincarnation.

128. Verily, much good cometh to the righteous wife and husband by their mouth and by their actions, and 

they also will receive recompense in equal measure, likewise the unrighteous husband and wife will 

be rewarded in evil.

129. Every man truly harvesteth the fruits of his hand’s work and also the fruits of his mouth’s words.

130. To the fool his own manner is well pleasing, yet the wise listeneth to good advice and liveth well in 

the fulfillment of the laws and recommendations.

131. Whoever is truthful and also wise speaketh freely what is right and without anxiety and fear, and he 

also doeth no swearing or other oaths, because as a man speaketh justly he does not need to enforce 

his testimony, wherefore his word shall be only yes or no.

132. A fool showeth his rage and his lack of self control and doth not recognize his own disgrace therein, 

but the intelligent one practiceth understanding and only when needed he pretendeth anger, so he 

does not disgrace and excite himself.

133. The tongue of the wise is healing like the best balsam, but the tongue of the unwise is careless and 

jumpeth out of his mouth, so it is stung by a poisonous insect like by a dagger.

134. A false tongue is not able to prevail long, however the truthful mouth speaketh eternally.

135. The wise createth peace and love and knowledge and truth and wisdom, yet the evil and unrighteous 

giveth evil advice and createth fraud and misery and all evil.

136. The righteous create a life for themselves without true suffering because they understand the truth, 

yet they are harmed by the unrighteous, but do not fall into misfortune like these.

137. Verily, a wise man or a wise woman do not broadcast or display their wisdom, but a fool loudly 

broadcasteth his foolishness.

138. Verily, the casual or the lazy hand has to pay interest and the tenth all the time and it will not create 

possessions, the industrious hand, however, createth possessions and collecteth the tenth and interest.

139. The wise bringeth comfort and peace with a friendly word, yet the unwise soweth suffering and 

discord with bad and unfriendly words.

140. The righteous has a better life than the unrighteous, but he shall beware of his neighbor and his artful 

seductions, if the neighbor is an unrighteous one.

141. The industrious man createth honest wealth in all things, yet the actions of the casual and lazy one do 

not prosper, so he becometh poorer and burdensome.

142. The way of righteousness is true life, and the prepared path holdeth no insurmountable obstacles and 

no evil deaths.

143. A wise child letteth itself be taught by its parents, but a mocking child mocketh its parents and 

runneth into ruin.

144. One relisheth a good fruit like the wise words from a mouth, but the offender trampleth down the 

good fruit and mocketh the wise words.
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145. And whoever truly relisheth the good and wise words of a mouth keepeth his life, but whoever 

curseth wise words and abuseth with his mouth cometh into terror and horror.

146. The industrious one earneth his possession and receiveth it, but the lazy one becometh a thief 

therefore and yet doth not keep it.

147. The unrighteous one lieth and disgraceth and revileth himself therewith, but the righteous one is 

enemy to the lie and leadeth a happy life in honor.

148. The innocent one is protected by his righteousness, so hostility doth not scare him, but the 

unrighteous character bringeth downfall to a guilty one.

149. The righteous one is rich in poverty, the unrighteous one, however, is poor in his wealth.

150. A rich one is well able to save his life with his riches by bribing, but the poor one heareth no chiding 

and liveth in honor and esteem.

151. The lamp of the unrighteous man giveth off twilight and strife, yet the light of the righteous one 

brighteneth far away and bringeth calm and peace.

152. Wise is he, who letteth himself be advised and followeth the instruction and peacefulness is with him,

but the proud one liveth in strife with himself and his neighbor.

153. What man keepeth together in honesty that increaseth and groweth large, yet the wealth quickly 

diminishes if it is kept loose and is squandered.

154. Hope which man desireth is a tree of life unto him, but if an unrighteous man hopeth, it vanisheth and

he doth a deep fall.

155. Whoever disregardeth the word of truth, he corrupteth himself, yet whoever esteemeth and obeyeth 

the word of truth, to him it will be recompensed as he also rewardeth himself.

156. The teaching of truth is the teaching of the wise, and truly it is the wellspring of life by which are 

avoided the chains of evil.

157. The way of the unrighteous and scorners bringeth them suffering and pain, yet the fine prudence of 

the righteous one createth favor and joys for him.

158. Thus a prudent man doeth everything right in discernment, a fool, however, only spreadeth his 

foolishness and thereby createth advantage for the righteous, while for himself he createth loss.

159. The righteous messenger bringeth an honest message, but the unrighteous messenger bringeth lying 

and deceit, yet he himself suffereth loss thereby.

160. Whoever disregardeth discipline or abandoneth it falleth into poverty and disgrace, but the one 

practicing discipline attaineth to wealth and honor.

161. Only the jesters and fools avoid and hate and misunderstand a fault meant for instruction, but to a 

wise one an instructing fault is no dread but the joy of recognition.

162. Whoever truly associates with the wise in honesty will himself become wise, but whoever is a fool’s 

fellow falleth into stupidity.

163. The righteous man findeth wisdom and understanding even in suffering, the fool, however, thinketh 

trouble and self-pity and hatred and destroyeth his life.

164. The righteous one transmitteth the true life down to grandchildren and into the far future, but the 

skeleton of the unrighteous one bleacheth without recollection and his remembrance is extinguished 

like a small fire over which water falleth.

165. Whoever raileth at just reproach, he is not worthy of life, but whoever is just practiceth his own 

censure and strict discipline.

166. The righteous is just so he liveth justly, but the unrighteous is unjust, because as fool he liveth in 
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idiocy and in stupidity and doth not recognize the truth.

167. Because of a wise wife a husband erecteth a house, but a foolish woman breaketh it by her doings.

168. A wife, who esteemeth and honoreth her husband, walketh on the right path, also likewise is valid for 

the husband; but whoever disregardeth the husband walketh the wrong way, it is also as if one mate 

wants to be superior over another, or attacks him or her unjustly with words or unjustly contradicts 

the other.

169. A bad wife speaketh tyrannically to her husband like a fool, but a wise wife guardeth her mouth, the 

same is also valid for the husband.

170. And the tyrannical human being liveth in a delusion and also the obstinate one, as they bend and 

break everything to their advantage, yet the speech of delusion is transparent like an old cloth, so they

call themselves fools.

171. The mocker is a fool even if he seeketh wisdom, for his seeking is falsehood and self betrayal, and he

neither findeth wisdom nor truth.

172. The fool understandeth not the truth, and his thinking and feeling regardeth only himself, therefore, 

he liveth in idiocy and stupidity and whatever he causeth in suffering for himself that he claims to see

in the others, only he doth not recognize it and destroyeth himself.

173. The fool himself destroyeth his psyche, yet he seeketh the fault in others and revileth them of 

dishonor and of false life conduct, but he only deepeneth his injury therewith and goeth astray 

without deliverance.

174. The fool babbleth and grumbleth about his neighbor, while he destroyeth his own life and home and 

also atrophieth in love and in understanding.

175. And as the fool babbleth and grumbleth about his neighbors and destroyeth his own life, for the 

slandered ones, meanwhile, from the backbiting babble and grumbling ariseth yet unintended 

advantage, because the prudent seeketh the truth and useth the foolishness of the fools as direction, so

that he findeth the truth with the one slandered.

176. And the Prophet warneth man of Earth, so he commandeth unto him wisdom and the word that he 

shall not walk with the fool, because he learneth nothing from him but deteriorateth to foolishness 

and idiocy himself.

177. Verily, it is only the prudent one’s wisdom, that he payeth attention to his way of life, that he doth not

fall for the deceit of the foolishness of the fools, and truthfully walketh the way of true life.

178. The fool’s suffering is to live in misfortune and in anxiety and fear and distress, the prudent one, 

however, recognizeth joy and wisdom even in suffering.

179. The righteous also suffereth, yet he suffereth not as fool, for he draweth up from the fullness and 

increaseth his recognitions and joys.

180. The sufferings of the fools are full of vice and disgrace and also of guilt, of misfortune and anxiety, of

fear and need and distress, but the sufferings of the righteous are grief and starvation caused by the 

guilt of fools and other unrighteous, yet the wise one learneth therefrom and, nevertheless, liveth in 

joy, while the fools are annoyed and destroy themselves.

181. And verily, wherever much wisdom exists, there also is much grieving and starvation, yet the wise 

one learneth therefrom and groweth wiser, and thereby he also createth more joy, love, knowledge 

and truth, and so he always liveth high above the idiocy of the fools.

182. Foolishness createth anxiety and fear and the fools perish therein, but wisdom createth recognition 
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and love, and so the wise one leadeth a life in righteous joy.

183. Wherever much wisdom blossometh, there truthfully is much grief, and whoever learneth much, he 

hath to suffer much, yet the suffering again is learning which bringeth joy and blissfulness and a 

righteous life.

184. The fool suffereth and doth not learn and doth not become wise, although he wants to have good days

which he, however, doth not receive because his life is terror.

185. The wise one knoweth his own suffering and also his joy, and no stranger and no fool can meddle 

therein, but the fool doth not know his suffering and joy is unknown to him, and the likes of him and 

strangers daily meddle with his ill-humored character and his wrong doings.

186. The fool laugheth while he is mourning, however, his false joy bringeth him suffering and misery.

187. Only a fool wishes his neighbor good luck at his birthday or when another milestone of a year or 

another time is reached, for as he doeth so, he createth bad guidance of remembrance in a small brain 

so that new evil beginneth to fulfill itself.

188. The wise one speaketh about a matter in a straight line, but the fool in his babbling jumpeth from one 

matter to another and cannot keep one direction.

189. The fool fareth like the wise one, because as he speaketh, thinketh, acteth and feeleth, so it cometh 

back to him, therefore, to the fool comes foolishness and idiocy, but to the wise one come knowledge,

love, truth and wisdom and joy.

190. The devoted man in his wisdom standeth eternally above the fool and his idiocy, likewise the wise 

one in his knowledge standeth eternally above the king and emperor.

191. Prudence in caution is the mother of wisdom, yet stupidity and thoughtlessness are the specters of 

foolishness.

192. A wise one averteth the bad, but the fool reacheth for it with both hands.

193. The wise one practiceth and liveth consideration, yet the impatient man rusheth and draweth harm to 

himself, like a jester who reacheth into the beehive with bare hands when the bees are inside.

194. Caution is the prudent one’s crown, but idiocy flickereth in the eyes of fools.

195. The neighbors talk behind the back of a fool and they also despise and hate him, but the prudent man 

is honored and he also has many true friends.

196. The fool despiseth his neighbor; but well unto the wise one who showeth mercy to the neighbor.

197. Where work is done with wisdom, there always is success and sufficiency in all things, but where 

words only are rendered, there is lack of everything.

198. The folly and stupidity and idiocy of the fools remain folly and stupidity and idiocy, however, the 

wealth of the wise one is wisdom which increaseth to love and loyalty, to kindness and knowledge 

and to joy, calm, truth and to everything, which is worth living for.

199. A loyal and righteous witness saveth the life of his neighbor, but whoever witnesseth falsely 

endangers his neighbor’s life and destroyeth his own.

200. Whoever honoreth truth liveth in a secure fortress, but also are protected his obedient family and his 

true friends, but whoever abuseth the truth, his house crasheth down and killeth him and his family 

and his company of fools.

201. To a man of prudence and wisdom life meaneth fulfillment, but the imprudent man is stupid because 

he 
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leadeth his existence without meaning and understanding.

202. Around the wise one his students gather and he enjoyeth the few in number, but the fool is 

surrounded by many stupid people and he atrophieth in idiocy.

203. The student seeketh the wise one and teacher and letteth himself be taught by him, but the fool 

seeketh pupils whom he leadeth astray and maketh to offenders, so they murder him and laugh about 

and ridicule him.

204. The wise one is patient and harvesteth success, but the impatient man suffereth failure and defeat and 

he also revealeth his stupidity.

205. Whoever harmeth even the minutest life, slandereth life, but whoever giveth reverence even to the 

minutest, he honoreth Creation.

206. The righteous one is also comforted in his dying, but to the unrighteous man everything is only 

misfortune.

207. Understanding liveth in the wise one, and this also becometh apparent to the fool, but he can do 

nothing about it and is angry.

208. Righteousness elevateth every nation, but unrighteousness plungeth it into destruction.

209. The good industrious one delighteth every heart, but the shirker of work even suffereth slander 

among the fools.

210. The prudent answer of the wise one calmeth anger, but the unjust answer of the unwise man createth 

evil fury.

211. The wise one is able to conduct his speech in hard words and can impart advice, yet the wisdom 

therefrom is recognized by the neighbor and gratefully obeyed, however, the soft and false speech of 

the unwise man hitteth upon defense and hatred.

212. The tongue of the wise one maketh every teaching lovely, even if hard words coin the truth, but the 

mouth of the fool speweth forth mere foolishness and misunderstanding, even if the words are 

chosen.

213. The eyes of the wise one gaze everywhere and also the ears of the wise one listen around, however, 

the eyes of the fool look around and yet see nothing, and also his ears play in every corner and yet 

they hear nothing.

214. The wise one streweth good advice around, but the unwise man spreadeth rubbish and the plague.

215. The scorner does not love the one who scorneth him, but the wise loveth to be taught.

216. By kindness and loyalty an offence is reconciled, and also anxiety and fear driven away and the evil 

removed.

217. Man’s thinking deviseth many ways, yet the way of truth is only one.

218. Prophecy is only in the mouth of the wise ones, but lying and deceit leave the mouth of fools and 

liars, the necromancer and sectarians and idol-worshipers and god-believers and all who want to 

shine more and yet are ignorant.

219. A wise one reconcileth the dying with death, however the unrighteous is a fool and disgraceth the 

living one to death.

220. Whoever runneth into destruction is a fool, but fools are proud and carry their noses high, yet pride 

always goeth before the fall.

221. To the fool his way is well pleasing, yet it bringeth him death in the end.

222. Due to his own mouth and actions the fool runneth into great misfortune, but for the prudent man his 

mouth and actions achieveth honor and wealth.

223. An evil one and fool listen to evil and foolish mouths, as also a false one listeneth to false and 

dangerous tongues.

224. Wisdom’s last conclusion is wisdom itself, but the fool’s decision is evil dying.”
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 CANON 31

   1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

   2. Praise be unto Creation, which is remembrance.

   3. And the Prophet proclaimeth the speech of remembrance of the JHWH that Earth men may know 

the past.

   4. “This is the book of the word of truth which is revealed to you as teaching of wisdom and also as 

remembrance and way showing for your life, so that you carry no anxiety in your breast if you are 

one of the righteous, however that you let yourself be admonished to change to become righteous if 

you are one of the unrighteous.

   5. Follow that which is given to you by your Prophet, and also follow that which is sent down to you 

by the JHWH and by his helpers.

   6. Follow the wisdom of your Prophet and also follow the wisdom of the JHWH and follow your 

truthful Spirit leaders, so you do not follow false protectors of lying and deceit.

   7. Many cities and many nations and much human life have been destroyed, since times of old, due to 

the guilt of false protectors and false prophets, as already also long before the time of Noahndakan, 

who lived in wisdom and erected the ark and survived evil destruction with his kin and all servants 

and animals.

   8. Truly, punishment came over Earth mankind manifold and often, yet only because they fled from 

wisdom and the truth, the love and the knowledge, so that they created and burdened themselves 

with punishment.

   9. Earth man hath cursed against himself and hath created for himself suffering and burdens and 

disgrace, guilt and lack and misery, and they also have lived in murder and fire and destruction, for 

due to their flight from truth, wisdom, love and the knowledge, they fell into the dark gorge of 

damnation.

  10. Since times of old you didst commit injustice in all things, and you knowest this very well, yet 

therefore you feign false prayers of forgiveness to your false god and to your idols and believe that 

thereby you are forgiven, which however is not so, if you continuest to live in corruption and 

erroneous belief.

  11. Therefore, abandon your false belief, your sectarianism and your selfish thinking, in which you are 

imprisoned and in which everyone is the other one’s enemy.

  12. Truly, to you men of Earth, your world is given you as a place of life, where you are furnished 

provisions, where you shall live and die, where you spend the time of death and where you are 

brought forth in reincarnation; therefore, live in righteousness and change yourself to the life of life.

  13. But you are like this, if you committest an act of disgrace since times of old, that you say: “We 

found our old one’s doing such, and our Creation hath commanded us so,” yet truly, Creation never 

commandeth acts of disgrace, and as the old ones have committed acts of disgrace, then this doeth 

not have to be with the descendants also.

  14. But you knowingly act wrong like the old ones, because you mislead yourself in that you befriend 

devilish fools but exclude Creation and It’s laws and recommendations.

  15. Truly, the creative laws and recommendations do not exclude the small and great joys of life, but 

only the disgraces which are committed openly or secretly in all manners of injustice.

  16. Everything shall be cleared away which may be of grossness in the thinking of men, and through 

them shall flow streams of love and of peace, so they will speak that all praise shall be unto 
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Creation which hath led them thereto.

  17. And truly, man findeth not enough guidance within himself, if Creation Itself through Its laws and 

recommendations were not guiding, but as the wise ones are also guiding who are the JHWH and 

the Prophet.

  18. And verily, the JHWH and the Prophet have actually always brought only the truth and have called 

thus: “Man of Earth, the truth is that you preparest heaven and hell for yourself, and that heaven and

hell are given to you as an inheritance of your thinking and acting as recompense, depending on 

how you thinkest and actest.”

  19. Noahndakan was a prophet of the JHWH and sent among the people of Earth to testify to the truth, 

that no other Creation existeth besides Creation, yet man of Earth ridiculed him and therefore, due 

to their own guilt and absurdity, they had to atone in the number of millions, because they excluded 

themselves from the ark and drowned in the wild waters.

  20. The scorners and heads of the people babbled to Noahndakan, that he is in notorious error and 

confused in his speaking and thinking.

  21. But Noahndakan said that he is bringing a message from the JHWH and sincere advice, that there 

will be a great flood of waters for many weeks, caused by a wandering star which often already had 

brought disaster.

  22. But the people did not want to listen to Noahndakan and also did not want to know the truth about 

the wandering star, therefore, they did not follow the advice to leave the endangered land or to erect 

arks like Noahndakan did.

  23. And Noahndakan warned the people and said: “Are you not surprised that a warning has come from

the JHWH of Earth through a man from your midst, so that you are warned and become righteous 

and that you find deliverance?”

  24. However, the scorners and rulers accused Noahndakan of falsity; so he fled from them and rescued 

himself and his kin in the ark, just before the wild waters broke loose and drowned the scorners and 

all people.

  25. Truly, Noahndakan’s people were a blind people, but of the same blindness all generations of men 

of the Earth suffer today and the Prophet again mourneth about the blindness of his people.

  26. Verily, only those are acting justly, who follow the word of truth of the JHWH and also those who 

follow the words of truth and wisdom of the Prophet, who in his true love is an immaculate one.

  27. And the Prophet of truth is with you one last time, men of Earth, and he is also the same Prophet, 

who was with you heretofore, as you can find him mentioned in the scriptures of the ancestors of 

your old ones, as in the epics of Uruk Gart and in the Upandischadis, but also in the signs of the Tut 

anch Amon, in the old Thora and in the Qur-an and in the gospel and in other scriptures.

  28. The Prophet, who is your Prophet, and who is the Prophet of the New Age, he, man of Earth, took 

all misery of suffering upon himself in true love to instruct you about the just and the unjust, so you 

can free yourself from burdens and fetters, which weigh heavily upon you and oppress you.

  29. Men of Earth, but you doest not honor and strengthen and help your Prophet, and also you doest not

accept the advice of his wisdom and teaching, as you have done in your previous life and as your 

old ones did also.

  30. Oh’ mankind, truly, the Prophet is teaching wisdom and life unto you, as he hath done heretofore 
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for all times, yet today like then, he is persecuted, scorned and accused of falsity by the fools who 

are the unrighteous.

  31. But let yourself be taught, because thereby alone you attainest to true life, and also only thereby 

dost you prevent the threatening desolation caused by yourself and the manifold dying on your 

world.

  32. Verily, man of Earth, if you followest not the truth of the Prophet, you condemnest yourself to 

erring, then no leader existeth for you who showeth the way of life unto you.

  33. Already the old ones and you in former lives didst not look to the kingdom of the heavens and the 

Earth and to all things which are created by Creation, so you didst not see that your span of life 

rapidly approached the end, as you also seest it not today.

  34. But ask not when your hour will be, because you knowest that the Prophet is apprised thereof, for as

you are still offenders the truth can not be handed to you, even if erroneously you thinkest you hast 

a right thereto, however, as ignorant ones you have not this right, only you doest not want to know 

this truth.

  35. And verily, it was revealed to you in former lives and also to your old ones, that you alone have the 

power to benefit or to harm yourself, therefore you also have to find the truth of the hidden in every 

thing and matter.

  36. Truly, every man createth the bounty of good for himself, but also the measure of evil of all kinds, 

and he also is his own warner and bringer of all fate which befalleth him.

  37. Man is human and also not higher and not lower than such, therefore no man standeth above 

another, so neither the master above him he presideth over, nor the king above the poor; but if you 

settest man and idols above you, then you passest yourself into slavery to the likes of you or to dead

matter.

  38. But if you still callest upon and worshippest those whom you placest over yourself, then you are 

deluded, for never ever will you receive help from those you worship, as you hast not received help 

formerly in other lives, and as also hath happened to your old ones.

  39. Yet be fools, jesters and weak-minded and call upon your gods and idols and superiors and priests, 

yet truly, they are not able to help you, neither can they help themselves for they are offenders and 

unrighteous like you who also cannot help themselves.

  40. Truly, only in the laws and recommendations is found forbearance and kindness, therefore, turn 

away from ignorance, man of Earth, and walk in the use of wisdom.

  41. Displeasure, evil and injustice weigh on man of Earth since times of old already, and this was 

already so heretofore, when the first Prophet was on Earth, who was called Henok.

  42. And Henok did his duty among the generations of men of Earth, yet he was mocked by fools the 

same as the Prophet of the New Age.

  43. But Henok was born as Earth human and was prophet 9,308 years before the time of the prophet 

Jmmanuel, and thus 11,245 years before the Prophet of the New Age, and although he was Earth 

human due to birth on Earth, but his origin, meantime, was on Lasan, which is a world very far from

the Earth.

  44. Hence, this meaneth that Henok was a traveler from afar from the depths of the universe, but who 

was wise and knowing and able in truth, and who also was full of love and of sense of duty, so he 
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took suffering and misery upon himself and worked as Prophet on Earth.

  45. And much of the history is written in scriptures and books of Earth men, yet many things are 

falsified, so that the truth is much lacking.

  46. But the words of blessings of Henok are written down somewhere else so they shall be instruction 

to man of Earth in remembrance, and so that man of Earth may remember the truth and change.

  47. Therefore, the JHWH reporteth about the words of remembrance, which are given through Henok 

and others and which are of much instruction.

  48. Thus these are the words of blessings of Henok, wherewith he blessed the righteous and wise, and 

who will survive without affliction at the day of dying, and who will be far away from the anxiety 

and fear of the evil ones and unrighteous.

  49. And Henok was a righteous man, and thus his eyes were opened in wisdom, so he saw things which 

the watcher angels of the JHWH showed unto him, and from whom he heard and knew and 

understood everything that he saw.

  50. And Henok was lifted up by the watchers of the JHWH, so they brought Henok unto him, where he 

was taught for a long time about what was coming to the generations of men of Earth.

  51. But also Henok was seeing in visions the events of time into the future, wherein he also taught the 

people of Earth, and therefore he spoke:

  52. “Everything which I saw and heard fell into my mind, and also I understood and knew everything 

which was given, said and revealed unto me.

  53. But what I saw was not for this generation of man, but for the distant generations of the future, who 

will come.

  54. Truly, about the righteous and about the unrighteous I spoke to the wise ones of the JHWH and with

the great ones and also with the JHWH, who is the JHWH of Earth and the earthly generations of 

men, and who is a traveler from afar from the universe.

  55. And the JHWH and his helpers live at a place unknown to Earth, from where he watcheth over the 

Earth and the generations of men, and from where he or his watchers also appear in the singing 

light, thus floating through the air.

  56. And also coming from that place, the JHWH appeareth alone floating through the air or with his 

armies, and also in the full power of his might and covering the sky with the radiating ships of light,

which are without sail but fly through the air singing.

  57. And as man today is fearful thereof, as also about that which I have seen and heard, so the people of

the coming distant time will also be anxious and fearful.

  58. And verily, all will be fearful in the distant time, and also the watchers will tremble and the new 

JHWH of the coming time, for much disaster will fall upon the world caused by Earth man, and also

great fear and trembling will grip the people everywhere unto the ends of the Earth.

  59. And the high exalted mountains will be shaken and be hurled down, and the high hills will sink to 

become plains, flat like melting honey before the flame of fire.

  60. The Earth will sink into itself and everything which is on the Earth also.

  61. Life will perish because there will be a judgement over everything which liveth, and also judgement

will be over the unrighteous as also over the righteous, produced and created by man himself, who 

in hard consequential chain determineth destruction for himself and his 
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world in succession of many millennia and already beginning at my time.

  62. Verily, but the destruction will create peace for the righteous and a great number of them will 

remain protected, because of the righteous will truly only be few, but who will be protected by the 

wise counsel of the true Prophet, if the righteous lend them their ear at the distant coming New Age.

  63. The righteous will be chosen ones, yet through wisdom they will make themselves to chosen ones, 

so grace will hold sway over them when the death suns, ignited by human hands, will glow in the 

most glaring fire, if a stop will not yet be ordered due to reason and due to the wise teachings of the 

prophets of the passing times.

  64. But only few righteous will fare well, if the instructions of the prophets will be ridiculed and verily 

only few will survive the fires of the death suns.

  65. To the surviving, however, shines the light of love and wisdom, as they will be blessed, likewise the

unrighteous will crumble into ashes by the embers of the fire.

  66. And see, justice cometh with myriad-fold force to hold judgement in self-created punishment over 

Earth man, whereby through their own offence all unrighteous will be annihilated who were fools 

and have mocked Creation.

  67. Their self-created punishment will rightfully come over them, which will burn their flesh while 

alive, if a stop is not ordered due to reason and the turning and changing to truth and to Creation.

  68. The wicked human being, due to his own offence, will be punished with deadly fire, which he 

createth himself in deadly delusion from the minerals of life.

  69. So I saw the events of time in the distant future, and so also it will be fulfilled, if there is no reversal

and turning away from evil to good.

  70. Therefore, man shall be admonished and warned for this and all coming times that he shall walk the 

way of righteousness, before the deadly destruction of irreversibility breaketh down over him.

  71. Verily, I have seen all things about Earth, of the universe and about men, and also I have acquired 

all things about life and the laws and recommendations.

  72. I have seen everything which occurreth in the sky, the lights which are stars in the sky at night, and 

as they do not change their course in a short time, but only in thousands and millions of years.

  73. Verily, I have seen that the stars are suns and planets, as our sun is also during the day and also the 

moon of the night.

  74. Verily, I saw as they rose in the sky in the land of the morning and also how they set far behind the 

horizon in the land of the evening, exactly according to their order and every star at its time, true to 

the laws and without breaking them.

  75. And I saw the Earth as an uneven sphere, like all other stars which are spheres yet not quite spheres,

therefore they are in between the shape of an egg and a sphere.

  76. And also I saw the paths of the stars around their suns, and also the moons which circle around the 

planets, which have their paths like that of an elongated shape of an egg, which is laid by the 

feathered ones.

  77. Therefore, man, like me look at your Earth and also notice everything which occurs on it, by day 

and by night and from the first to the last, as every work of Creation appeareth.
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  78. Open your eyes and see the summer and the winter, see the growing fruits and the grain and the 

clouds and the dew and the rain, and also see the snow in winter, how it lieth like a white mantle on 

the mountains and on the land.

  79. But I also saw other things than what presently is visible to the eye of man, and what I saw was the 

time of another time which is yet to come.

  80. Thus I saw pictures and occurrences, which showed me how all trees were desecrated and looked as

if they were withered - and all their leaves had fallen off, except for fourteen trees, which did not 

shed their leaves and kept their leaves for three years, until the new leaves sprouted.

  81. And again I observed the days of summer, and I notice above the sun and also opposite from it 

another sun, but it was created by man’s hand from the minerals of life.

  82. And the sun concealed many deaths within itself and spread them over all the land and over the 

waters and in the air, and the people sought cool places and shade from the burning of this man-

made sun, yet only few could save themselves and many were mutilated.

  83. The Earth burned in the glowing heat of the man-made sun, and the people could not step on the 

Earth and not on a rock, because the burning was severe like the liquid earth of a volcano.

  84. But the people also could not cool themselves in the waters of the oceans and lakes and rivers, 

because the waters boiled and evaporated, so the waters rose as thick fog and baled together in 

heavy dark clouds.

  85. But the deadly man-made sun emitted invisible power of death, which mixed with the clouds and 

also with fine dust, which floated in the air and darkened the light of the sun.

  86. And the clouds, impregnated with the death power, let fall down their death rain on all the land and 

waters of the Earth, and therefore the skin of the people burned from the rain and this also happened

to the animals and all plants, and whatever was affected succumbed to death or to mutilation.

  87. But I observed further, seeing how the trees newly covered themselves with the green of leaves and 

newly bore fruit.

  88. I also saw that the people who survived were changed and prayed to Creation, because they had 

recognized to regard everything and to esteem Creation, which hath made all life and which liveth 

eternally.

  89. And men recognized the works of Creation, which existed to the full extent long before man, and 

which newly arise every year at its time.

  90. And man also recognized that the works of Creation do not change, but that they remain as Creation

hath created them by Its laws and recommendations and by Its order, that everything occurreth 

eternally in the uniformity of determination.

  91. See, therefore, you human beings, see how the rivers and lakes and the oceans and the smallest 

watercourse always accomplish their common business together.

  92. Yet what are you human beings doing, you seest not and hearest not, and you have not endured and 

you also have not fulfilled the laws and recommendations of Creation and not obeyed Its order.

  93. You have violated all determinations of Creation, and with haughty words from your unclean mouth

you blasphemingly have slandered the greatness of Creation.

  94. Verily, your doing and thinking and acting is an offence to life and to Creation, for you are hard-
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hearted and will find no peace for a long time, which will be for many thousands of years.

  95. And do not think that you dost not have to atone for your offences, because you would die of death 

anyway, because as you err in your own foolishness so you also err therein.

  96. Verily, life hath not been lived when you diest of death, for again and again, after death you will 

awaken to new life and newly have an existence on Earth, often and often and irresistibly, and no 

human being exists who could avoid this.

  97. Therefore, you will live again after death, always and always again, so you will be the old ones of 

yourself in future coming lives, therefore you will endure self-created punishment in coming times 

for your acts of disgrace of previous lives.

  98. And as this is so, you will therefore curse your days of disgraceful life which you, now and in 

coming times, will lead and that for you, at the hour of disaster, the past and presence will exist.

  99. And as you are uninstructable, the years of life for you vanish, and the damnation for you will be 

great and also you will find no mercy.

 100. And verily, in distant coming times, your own judgment will overtake you, as you must hand over 

your own fictitious and brittle peace, to famish in your own curse as self-accursed unrighteous ones.

 101. But verily, for the righteous will be joy, love, light and peace, and they will inherit the world and 

form it anew, when you hast been snatched away by your own curse of damnation.

 102. And the elect will acquire more wisdom than ever before, and they will all live and not surrender to 

unrighteousness again, neither due to carelessness nor due to bravado, but they will be 

knowledgeable ones, who have great wisdom and who in respectful joy will fulfill the laws and 

recommendations and the order of Creation.

 103. And they will no longer punish themselves of their own power throughout their life, as you art still 

doing and will be doing for many thousands of years.

 104. And also they will not die any more by murderer hands and judgements, by plagues and raging 

judgements and wars and jealously and other evils, like you willst still do for many thousands of 

years.

 105. Human beings of the distant future will complete the number of their days and years of life up to the

last hour and also will grow old in peace, and also the years of their happiness will be many, in long 

lasting bliss and in love for their entire life.

 106. And unto me, Henok, is given the knowledge about the truth of the future and the past, and also 

about the events regarding the generations of men of Earth.

 107. Therefore, I was educated about these things by the JHWH and by his watcher angels, that I may 

instruct the people on Earth, so they shall know about the place of origin of their specie.

 108. And man created from out of his Earth, from the minutest life of plants and animals, but therefore 

not in commonality with an animal or with plants, hence of his own kind and specie.

 109. And it happened in those days, after the people of Earth had multiplied, that the sons and daughters 

of the heavens came to Earth, who were the travelers from afar from the depths of the universe.

 110. Mankind in those days were still wild and unruly, yet they possessed beauty to a great extent, the 

women as also the men.

 111. And the sons and daughters of the heavens saw the beauty of mankind of Earth, therefore they 

lusted for them and they counseled among themselves and said: “Well then, we will
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select husbands and wives for us from among mankind of this world, and with them procreate 

descendants and found our own nations.”

 112. But this doing was against the regulation of the JHWH, who was the highest leader of the travelers 

from afar from the depths of the universe.

 113. And the highest leader, the JHWH, had sub-leaders who were his representatives among the sons 

and daughters of the heavens, who were like watchers and called watcher angels.

 114. But among them was Semjasa, the highest leader of the sub-leaders, who was responsible to the 

JHWH, and therefore, he spoke to the sons and daughters of the heavens, when he became aware of 

the intent of theirs: “Well, I fear, you are not willing to carry out your deed and to shoulder the 

threatening punishment for it, for you know very well that such doing is forbidden by the JHWH, 

therefore I alone would have to endure the punishment.”

 115. But all answered and said: “All of us will do an oath of alliance and obligate ourselves among each 

other thereby, not to abandon our intent and to carry this out and to keep silence about it, that the 

JHWH does not learn about it.”

 116. Therefore, they all swore and obligated themselves among each other, and forthwith they departed 

secretly, at a number of two hundred, and flew with one singing light to the peak of a mountain.

 117. And as they had landed on the peak of the mountain, they swore a second time the oath of the dark 

covenant, and they also called the mountain of the oath in their language, Ardjs, which means oath 

mountain.

 118. And among the two hundred the highest of the sub-leaders was Semjasa, and thus among all of 

them were also lower sub-leaders, who were called by name, Andanj, Ezekeel, Daanel, 

Urakjbarameel, Arjjsa, Lunera, Akjbeel, Tamjela, Tamjel, Ramuela, Asaela, Asael, Batraala, Armers,

Sarakajal, Arazjal, Turela, Jomael, Sartael, Satanon, Samsafel, Satana, Zakebel, Larjjsa, and Terjel.

 119. Therefore, the daughters and sons of the heavens took for themselves husbands and wives from 

mankind of Earth, and the daughters selected a husband for themselves, and every son selected a 

wife for himself, and then they began to go into them in undisciplined mixing.

 120. And the sons and daughters of the heavens taught their unjustly taken human beings of Earth in all 

types of handicrafts and of thinking, and they made them familiar with the cutting of roots and 

diverse fruits and plants and also with wood.

 121. But the time came when the women of the human beings of Earth became pregnant from the sons of

the heavens, and also were impregnated the daughters of the heavens by the men of mankind of 

Earth.

 122. But it happened that the human beings of Earth were of a different type than the sons and daughters 

of the heavens, therefore they gave birth to offspring who were different than they.

 123. And they gave birth to offspring, who grew up fast and were taller than mankind of Earth and also 

taller than the sons and daughters of the heavens.

 124. For the offspring grew up to giants, who measured in height thirty-three feet, which is thirty ells.

 125. But of the descendants were many, and after a few generations they grew to a large nation.

 126. And the new nation increased, and it also was wild and unruly like mankind of Earth from whom 

they all had descended.

 127. And as the new nation was great in number of people and they also were big eaters, they consumed 
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all the provisions of mankind of Earth, and soon a nation-wide starvation ensued.

 128. But the starvation became greater, so the human beings soon were not able to nourish the giants any 

more.

 129. Then the giants turned against mankind of Earth and also against the sons and daughters of the 

heavens, from whom they had descended.

 130. And the giants declared war against mankind of Earth and the daughters and sons of the heavens 

and took them prisoner, butchered and devoured them.

 131. But many human beings of Earth and also many sons and daughters of the heavens fled and were 

seen no more and not pursued by the giants any longer, who steadily grew in malice and increased 

in savagery.

 132. And when the giants could not find the human beings of Earth and the sons and daughters of the 

heavens any more, they began to disgrace all animals which moved.

 133. They also slept with the animals, the birds, the land animals and the fish of the waters also, but they 

also killed them and devoured them among themselves, so they had nourishment of the flesh and 

also drank the blood.

 134. So thereby the evil was created on Earth, unrighteousness and war, lying and bloodshed and all 

other evil, which exists among the human beings of Earth.

 135. But the giants lived a long time on Earth, before they fell into infertility and died out.

 136. Mankind of Earth had escaped into distant lands, and with them were the sons and daughters of the 

heavens.

 137. But they were all caught in the event, which was caused by the giants, who were their descendants 

and descendants of the descendants.

 138. And henceforth, the sons and daughters of the heavens and the human beings of Earth lived together

and thus, they were like the giants, namely evil and characterized by all evil.

 139. Thus, they also lived wild like the rushing of the wind, and also degenerated like the mighty roaring

of the storm, wherefore it is said that they lived riotously, (in rushing and roaring).

 140. But as they lived in this manner among themselves, they behaved also to others who were strangers 

to them, so they seduced them to do evil and also warred against them.

 141. But at the time of their trespass, the sons and daughters of the heavens were banished by the JHWH 

and his people, so they could not return to their own kind, wherefore they remained among mankind

of Earth, among whom they lived longer in age then these, because their time of a completed life 

was two thousand years.

 142. And mankind of Earth was instructed by the sons and daughters of the heavens in all types of 

handicrafts and in many other things, as also in good and in evil.

 143. But the grasping of evil was always greater so that it spread, as it was born by the giants, which 

were procreated in prohibition.

 144. Therefore the human beings of Earth learned from the sons and daughters of the heavens, and they 

also were teachable students.

 145. And Asasel taught the human beings to forge swords and also knives and coats of mail and shields 

for warfare and for daily use.

 146. But he also taught the human beings to fight and to fence for life, but likewise also the handicraft of 

the art of jewelry, so he created jewelry for the decoration of the body and also cosmetics for the 

same 
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purpose.

 147. And he taught the women in the wearing of arm bracelets, the beautifying of the eyebrows and the 

wearing and putting on of most costly and selected precious stones, and he also taught the human 

beings in the manufacture of all dies and the finding of ores and the smelting and forging of the 

metals of the Earth.

 148. And verily, soon there was great unrighteousness and whoredom on Earth, because all people were 

corrupted and lived in erroneous teachings and to their own advantage.

 149. And much teaching of truth and much error teaching was spread, which stemmed in correctness or 

incorrectness from the travelers from afar from the depths of the universe and from mankind of 

Earth, who had lapsed into evil due to the evil doings of the giants.

 150. Temela taught the art of stargazing, Kakabel taught to interpret the signs of nature, Asradel taught 

about the course of the moon, Amezaarak taught the conjuration of the dead and also the art of 

therapeutics from roots, Barakala taught the art of astrology, and Karanas taught the laws and 

recommendations of Creation.

 151. But man was corrupt as they walked wrong ways and did not want to strive for truth, but which was 

seen and heard by Tekla, the daughter of Gabrjel, who was the highest commander over the armies 

of the JHWH and also a traveler from afar, son of the heavens from the depths of the universe.

 152. And Tekla observed all events on Earth, while she flew over the land in the singing light, for she 

was to observe what was happening among mankind on the Earth, and also what was being done 

and shown as a result of the banished sons and daughters of the heavens.

 153. But there was only injustice, bloodshed, whoredom, horror and evil of every type which was 

observed, therefore Tekla rendered clarification to her father, Gabrjel, about everything seen and 

heard and observed.

 154. And the highest commander, Gabrjel, fell into horror and also made his report to the JHWH about 

what he had heard, who fell into deep concern and also commissioned his highest commander, 

Gabrjel, and also the sub-leaders, Mjkaal, Urjana and Surjana that they should obtain clarification 

another time and according to his order.

 155. Therefore, the highest leader, Gabrjel, and the sub-leaders, Mjkaal, Urjana and Surjana climbed into

their singing lights and flew over the lands of the Earth, and they also gazed down from heaven and 

saw much blood which was being shed on Earth, and they also saw all the unrighteousness among 

the people on the Earth.

 156. And when they saw all the evil, they were much horrified and spoke among themselves: “We have 

to report to the JHWH what we have seen of all the evil abominations.”

 157. Therefore, they stepped before the JHWH and said: “What we have seen are greater abominations 

than human beings can do, for the voices of their cries and their misdeeds echo throughout the Earth

up to the portals of heaven.

 158. Only few righteous remain, who implore heaven and wail and beg that justice shall be produced for 

them, no matter who would ever bring this justice to them.”

 159. And they also said to the JHWH: “The people beseech Creation with words of prayers and of 

fainting and thus: ‘Creation, thou art the Creation of all Creation, thou which art king’s power on 

the throne of glory and existing throughout all generations of all worlds, thy glorious Name be 
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hallowed and praised throughout all generations of all worlds.

 160. Creation, thou alone hast made everything and thy control over everything is with thee, therefore, 

everything is disclosed and revealed unto thee, as thou seest everything and nothing may remain 

hidden unto thee, yet why dost thou not help us and why dost thou not rescue us?”

 161. So therefore, they reported to the JHWH and said that the few righteous hoped for help from 

Creation, and the people have come to believe that Creation were a king with armies and warriors, 

who should fight with the sword against all evil.

 162. And they also told the JHWH that Semjasa had become the highest leader of the evil ones and also 

the main leader of the error teaching of all evil, but they also reported that Asasel taught all 

unrighteousness among the people of Earth and also had betrayed great secrets of the travelers from 

afar from the depths of the universe.

 163. But they also reported to the JHWH, that the lands were full with blood and whoredom and 

unrighteousness on the Earth and that the few righteous are not able to escape from all evil.

 164. And the JHWH was shocked and said that soon there would be an end among the unrighteous of 

Earth, because such doings could only be pursued so long, until man would lapse into destruction 

and destroy everything, so that they only had to wait until such time.

 165. Therefore, everything happened according to his statement, while the people of Earth fell into 

warring, the companions and people of Semjasa on one side, and Asasel and his companions and 

people on the other side.

 166. But Semjasa and Asasel were knowledgeable of the manufacture of death suns from the minerals of 

life, therefore, they betrayed these secrets and built death suns which secretly they hid in the cities 

of the others to destroy and burn these in evil death embers.

 167. But the city of Semjasa was Somon, and the city of Asasel was Turas, and thus death-suns glaringly 

ignited within these, made by the hand of man and every one at its time, thus in Somon at the rising 

of the sun, and in Turas as the sun stood at its highest peak.

 168. And not one stone remained upon another, and also no life remained far and near, for everything 

turned to ashes in the sun-embers.

 169. Therefore, the prophecy of the JHWH fulfilled itself and thus, all evil in the two cities of damnation

was eradicated by the guilty ones themselves.

 170. Therefore, be instructed thereof, mankind, that such may teach you, so you walk the way of 

righteousness.”

 171. And also Henok spoke to the people: “Hear how it was told to me by the JHWH:”

 172. ‘Listen, Henok, such happened long before your time and the same will occur again at a future time,

for the people of Earth are still misled and adhere to evil, and they also do not want to learn about 

the truth and about life in righteousness.

 173. See, Henok, therefore, it will be as I tell you, for I see the future and prophecy that there will be 

other JHWH over the Earth, who, together with their adherents are evil intended, who will bring 

hardship and great misery over mankind.

 174. And there will be JHWH and people of Earth of a malice, and degeneration will prevail among 

them up to the last measure.

 175. And the malicious travelers from afar, sons and daughters of the heavens, will be less in all 

unrighteousness of whoredom and degeneration than the oppressed people of Earth, therefore, 
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they will be punished by the travelers from afar, to whom the actions of their slaves will be too 

much.

 176. The sons and daughters of the heavens will do the same another time, as have done Semjasa and 

Asasel long time before, but as there will be a difference therein that they will drop down their 

death suns from a great height on the cities of damnation, when they fly over them with their 

singing lights.

 177. And also the places of abomination and of degenerated whoredom and damnation will still be 

erected in the distant future and will be destroyed by the spheres of death-suns, as heretofore Somon

and Turas, and their names will be Sodom and Gomorrha.

 178. But the time will further follow its law, and thus thousands of years will pass over the Earth, yet 

man will not change in his thinking and actions, so again the same event occureth, however, at that 

time during a war of which the entire Earth will be seized.

 179. And another time, two spheres of death-suns will fall from the sky and spread deadly fire, when the 

minerals of life hurl forth their force.

 180. But at that time, the death-suns will not glare over two cities of whoredom and unrighteousness and 

damnation, for they will fall on places of life, which will be called Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

 181. And this will be the time, when the world beginneth to die and also the lives of men rise in great 

number, so that there will be misery and hunger, disease and infirmity and murder and war.

 182. But this will not set an end to all evil, for truthfully, therewith will only be set the beginning of the 

most evil abominations, which will ever be caused by the human beings on Earth, and of which its 

equal will never be found in all the past and also not in later times, when by one hundred death-suns

in the high north of the Earth world, an evil end will be set to the destruction craze and the infamy 

of the people of Earth and all their abominations by their own destruction.

 183. Such will occur in the distant New Age, when mankind of Earth will do like the sons and daughters 

of the heavens and thus escape from the planet themselves and advance with airships without sails 

into the expanses of the universe.

 184. But at that time, the for or against is also given, so also the good and the evil, which is called right 

or wrong, therefore the state of things will result therefrom.’

 185. Therefore, if man of Earth continueth to work in the wrong, then everything will fulfill itself in evil,

as I have seen it in my visions and as I am instructed by the JHWH and the watcher angels.

 186. But if man of Earth, therefore, worketh in what is right, if he considereth and becometh just, then 

the evil doth not fulfill itself.

 187. Therefore, is being said thereby that the fulfillment of the right or the wrong lieth in the hand of 

man, depending whether he liveth in striving and acting for the good or in unrighteousness and the 

false.

 188. But man of Earth hath fallen off from the laws and recommendations of Creation and become 

forceful to do evil, so he also disregardeth the prophecies of the wise ones, who prophesying 

announce the effect of every cause in logical consequence.

 189. But as man disregardeth the teachings of prophecy of the wise ones and the prophets, and thus 

continueth to live in the doings and actings of the wrong, therefore, due to violence and force, the 

evils of wickedness and wrong will fulfill themselves.

 190. And as you people doest not right at my time, so you will also create evil and find your own 
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punishment therefore, as this will also be in coming times and throughout the future.

 191. If therefore, you walkest on the paths of truth now and during all coming times, then life will be 

good and of joy, but if you walkest the ways of evil and of falsity now and during all coming times, 

then the prophecies will fulfill themselves in evil manner, because you conjurest up the evil.

 192. As the evil fulfilleth itself due to the guilt of mankind, because you offend against life and against 

the truth, verily then no stone will remain upon the other, so that not one remaineth which would not

be broken.

 193. And verily, such will fulfill itself in the coming time, if the path of truth is not trod, if man also 

continues to build on human blood and also committeth whoredom, licentiousness and all evils of 

degeneration.

 194. Verily, due to plunder and murder and war and due to impure business and thievery and all evil, you

hast stolen the land and all your possessions, and you also hast killed your friends due to your 

rapacity and lust for murder.

 195. Thus, you hast murdered and betrayed your own friends and even your families to satisfy your own 

greed; but the same will happen to you in the future because you have wanted it so.

 196. And all your evils will fulfill themselves in you in the coming times, as you will be your own 

descendants in your reincarnations, so you art the descendants of your descendants at the same time 

and the procreators of the procreators and therefore, the old ones of the procreators and the old ones 

of the old ones.

 197. Verily, much of war cries will be among you during the coming times, and suffering and misery will

befall you in great number, if you do not change for the good of truth.

 198. This is so now and also when I am hidden from you in death, and this will also be so when I am 

reincarnated and again live another time as your Prophet at different times and with different names.

 199. But this will also be so, when again I am the prophet, Henok, when thousands of years in the 

coming time have rounded themselves, if mankind hath not changed to truth and to life.

 200. And listen to what will be during the near and distant coming times, if you continuest to remain 

unrighteous and conductest your life in disgrace and wickedness.

 201. Everything will happen as I have said, because everything must happen if you continuest to damn 

the path of life, yet verily, there will be no end yet of the evil events which have been prophesied.

 202. For one nation will rise against another and also one kingdom against another, and there will be 

deaths and earthquakes and droughts and great waters to and fro, from one end of the Earth to the 

other.

 203. The trees and shrubs and plants will die, and also many animals and other life will be exterminated 

by man while he overextendeth his number and at the same time dieth in great number, due to evil 

scourges of infirmity.

 204. And the waters of the oceans and lakes and rivers will become sick, and also the waters of the 

creeks and rills, and the air will also become sick and everything which serveth as nourishment.

 205. But everything will occur due to man’s fault, who in his delusion createth the art of the great poison 

mixing, and therewith polluteth the entire Earth and all life.
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 206. And the world and all life falleth ill of infirmity, due to the burning and the mutilation of the rays of 

death which rush through the air and become invisible like the rays of the sun, but are created by 

man’s hand, by death-suns in huge furnaces and in great numbers, from one end of the Earth to the 

other, and due to the acquisition of death power and destruction from the minerals of life.

 207. This will be the time of the New Age and the time of the Prophet before the storm of annihilation, 

and this will be the time of uncountable cults around idols and gods of falsity, while the teaching of 

truth will only be taught by the Prophet to the seeking and the few righteous ones.

 208. And the time will be, when the knowing ones around the Prophet and he also will be reviled by cult-

pursuers and cult believers, who will live in the erroneous delusion of autocracy and of gods and 

idols.

 209. And soon thereafter the time will come, when many of the knowing people will be given over to 

affliction because they will be hated for the sake of the teaching and the truth, some among them 

will also be killed therefore.

 210. But the manifold cults will also arise against each other, so human blood will flow in great 

quantities.

 211. Many people will succumb to the attack and will betray one another and will hate themselves 

among each other, because they will have yet remained small in thinking and in the truth while they 

yet lie that they would be learning.

 212. And while ignorance and cult beliefs will gain the upper hand at that time, the love in many people 

will grow cold, wherefore only greed and non-love will prevail.

 213. And only hate will rule over the world and therefore, only the evil will reign.

 214. But verily, it will be as at all times, for whoever persisteth in truth and lendeth his ear to the advice 

of the Prophet, he will endure and survive.

 215. And the teaching will also be preached during that distant New Age on the entire world, from one 

end to the other, as testimony for all the nations and mankind, so that the righteous will hear it and 

also the unrighteous, after which the prophecy fulfilleth itself and the end cometh, if there is not a 

great change in man toward truth and according to the advice of the Prophet.

 216. When the people see the abomination of their destruction around the world, from one end to the 

other, in all that is alive and in their places of residence, in the air, in the waters and on the land, 

then the end will come, so therefore, the self-chosen punishment of annihilation and destruction.

 217. Whoever at that time is on the land, he shall flee onto the mountains and hide in deep caves, and 

whoever is on a roof top, he shall not climb down to fetch something from his house, but he shall 

flee into the structures of Earth and in to deep cellars; and whoever is in the field, turn not to fetch 

his coat, but he straightway shall rush to his neighbor and hide himself in his cellar or in an Earth 

structure.

 218. But woe unto those at that time, who live in big cities, for they will be without protection, and they 

will be buried alive by the houses crashing down onto them. 

 219. And woe unto all those, who will be struck by the mighty blow of light, but also woe unto the 

pregnant and nursing at that time, for they will suffer trouble and death, and the fruit in their womb
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will be dead or mutilated and marked by the rays of death and of poison, and also their milk will be 

polluted with which they nourish the infants.

 220. Then at once, will be great affliction as it has never been from the beginning of the world until then 

and also will never be thereafter.

 221. And verily, if these days of the New Age would not be shortened, no human being on the Earth 

would remain alive; but for the sake of Spirit and for the sake of truth the events of those days will 

be shortened, but also for the sake of the human beings, who will be righteous ones and who serve 

the laws and the truth.

 222. But there will yet be wailing and gnashing of teeth when that time arrives, due to the absurdity of 

man and due to his greed.

 223. And mankind will construct metallic machines, by air and by water and by land, yet they will not be

like the singing lights of the sons and daughters of the heavens, for they will be like fiery and 

thundering monsters with which mankind can also annihilate each other.

 224. And the people will hurl forth heavy missiles from their metallic flying machines and drop them 

down on the land and the cities.

 225. And fire and searing and glowing heat and a mighty death storm will break forth from the missiles 

and burn and destroy the world, so not much will be spared.

 226. The minerals of life they will place into the missiles, so therewith they ignite the death-fire, the 

destroying storm and the glowing heat and the striking of the light also.

 227. And if at that time, the sons and daughters of the heavens and the Prophet of the New Age would 

not come to order a stop to the human madness of destruction, verily, not one human being would 

survive.

 228. But the order to stop will not occur by the sons and daughters of the heavens themselves in the 

manner that they themselves interfere toward the restraint, for they will only cause an order of 

restraint by thoughts, so that mankind does not know and, therefore, cannot cause too much 

destruction, so several of the human beings will survive and so that life can begin another time.

 229. But there will also be the Prophet, who will be powerful in Spirit, so he also does his duty in great 

measure through the power of his thoughts, but also by his word and the teaching of truth and also 

by his counsel and other means, which still must remain hidden and cannot be grasped by man’s 

unwise intellect.

 230. And the Prophet of the New Age will be the most important power at that time and also a secret to 

mankind in many things, likewise the power of Spirit will still be a secret to mankind at that time.

 231. And the Prophet at that time will neither find calm nor peace and often will be agitated in holy 

anger, by day and also by night, but also while awake and while asleep, as already is said about him 

by the JHWH that he will never sleep nor rest.

 232. He will be the Prophet who will do the work of many, but who will yet be unflagging during the day

as also at night and during the time of his life, as no prophet will ever have done like him 

heretofore.

 233. And mankind, at that time, will not understand that the Prophet accomplishes heavy work when 

seemingly he walketh about at ease or sitteth down tired, for his work at all times is impetuous,
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 as the work with his hands, as also with the power of his Spirit and also with this thinking.

 234. And the Prophet of the New Age will be; he preventeth much evil and suffering and misery and also

the worst destruction and annihilation, while the sons and daughters of the heavens remain invisible 

to mankind in hiding or semi-hiding and yet work rendering help by the power of their thoughts and

their Spirit, jointly with the Prophet.

 235. Verily, to the destruction at that time will not be set a post of limit, therefore, the evils will be 

greater than can be grasped by the intellect of man at that time.

 236. And such occureth and is fulfilled, when the generations of men of Earth have reached the number 

of ten times five hundred million people, of which then two parts of them will be annihilated and 

killed, if there is no change among them toward truth and if they do not follow the counsel of 

wisdom.

 237. The law of self-punishment wills it so, because man trespasseth against this law since times of old 

and also in the distant future.

 238. But it is also given by the laws and recommendations of Creation that all evil and the great downfall

shall be averted and prevented, if man changeth and adhereth to the truth and also to righteous life, 

but as man doeth not do so, the evil will come.

 239. And verily, at that time many false counselors and false preachers and false prophets will come, so 

that mankind will not know anymore, who will be the true Prophet and where he can be found.

 240. Yet there will be the truly righteous and the truly seeking, who will find the Prophet and who will 

gather around him, if they go on their way to the lands in the north of the Earth, where a small 

nation of peace will exist during a long time, before the great annihilation cometh, by which the 

small nation of peace will be overshadowed.

 241. Therefore, if at that time then someone goeth and sayeth to the people: “See, here or there is the 

Prophet!”, they shall not accept it as true.

 242. For verily, many false prophets and false preachers and false miracle workers and false advisers will

arise and do great signs and wonders so that, if it were possible, also the wise and righteous and 

knowing ones would be misled.

 243. See, this hath been said before and it will also be said often in the coming time by the prophets of 

truth, who will come after me and between me.

 244. And it will be admonished and warned about that New Age, that people shall not accept as true if it 

is said to them that the Prophet is in the desert, so that man shall not go out and search for him.

 245. But the true Prophet at that time will exist, but he will let himself be recognized, so that he does not 

have to be made known, so that no one needeth to go out, if it is said that he is in the chamber.

 246. Truly, so the law wills it, and so it also will be.

 247. As the lightning goeth forth from sunrise and also shineth in the fire until sunset, so will also be the 

coming of the sons and daughters of the heavens, as at their appearance the Prophet of that time also

cometh and worketh during his reincarnation.
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248. The appearance of the sons and daughters of the heavens at that time will be like lightning which is 

seen by man, and yet already in the wink of an eye it has vanished, so that their singing lights are 

seen flying in the sky and yet are not seen, as if they were lightning or schemes of error, but which 

they truthfully are not.

249. Over the Earth will be the sons and daughters of the heavens, thus led by their JHWH, who will also

be the JHWH of the generations of men of Earth, yet they will remain in hiding and cannot act 

restrainingly in their own appearance and of their own work of interference, for so the laws and 

recommendations and also the order determine.

250. Therefore, man at all time and also during the New Age, shall listen only to the voice of truth and 

also to the truthful words of the Prophet, so that they shall not be misled and rush to false prophets 

and false miracle workers, false preachers and false advisers, for truly, where the carcass lieth, there 

the vultures gather, likewise, a true prophet unintended draweth to himself all false prophets and 

liars, miracle workers and preachers and advisers of falsity.

251. If the downfall of that distant time cometh, if man doeth not change his thinking and striving and 

acting to truth, then will be affliction in great measure and destruction will also be of two parts of all

life.

252. But soon after the affliction, the destruction breaketh forth which will be the world fire with 

dreadful devastation and dying in great numbers, and also will be that the sun darkeneth and the 

moon loseth its shine, because too great masses of fine earth floating in the air and also the invisible

clouds of death. 

253. And it will be that the powers of the heavens begin to reel, so that small stars with their shining tails

will fall from heaven in great numbers.

254. And the Earth breaketh away from its course around the sun, due to the dreadful force of the death-

suns of mankind and, therefore, the Earth will seek a new course of rotation.

255. Verily, the strata of the heavens will be disturbed by the irrationally kindled power of man, who will

live in greed and power and mania and in the misuse of the minerals of life.

256. And henceforth a sign will appear in the sky, and henceforth the generations of man on the Earth 

will howl and truly see and recognize the singing lights of the sons and daughters of the heavens in 

the clouds, during the day and also by night, as they will come with great power because of the 

absurdity of man.

257. But it is not determined what the actions of the travelers from afar will be, whether they will hold 

judgement against the absurdity of man of Earth, or if they will only be observing, for it will be that 

some among them do not belong to the adherents of the JHWH, who is our JHWH.

258. Therefore at that time, the event can occur that there will be sons and daughters of the heavens 

under the jurisdiction of a strange JHWH, who is not ordained for the generations of men of Earth, 

so that he punishes all violent acts of mankind of Earth by judgement pronouncing through his 

representatives.

259. Therefore violent actions can come to mankind of Earth from the depth of the universe committed 

by a strange JHWH and his adherents, because of man’s absurdity through which they not only 

endanger their own world, but also other worlds in space.
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260. Verily, unto Creation man oweth his begetting, and It is the true life in everything, therefore, Its 

laws and recommendations have to be obeyed.

261. Therefore shall be said to the people of that time: ‘If they all see what in truth is prophesied, they 

may know that the time of the fulfillment of the truthful prophecies is near.

262. Heaven and Earth will pass away and also the universe; but the words of truth will not pass away, 

for they are the words of truth of Creation.

263. And verily, of the day and the hour, when everything prophesied will be fulfilled, no one knoweth, 

also not the sons and daughters of the heavens and also not the prophets know, so it will be sooner 

or later, depending on the value of thinking and striving and acting of mankind of Earth.’

264. This, therefore, is the prophecy of the JHWH and his sons and daughters of the heavens, thus, I 

faithfully repeat this unto you, mankind, at the present time and according to my best ability.

265. But I am also taught by the JHWH and those who are his, somewhere else about many things, 

which are things of wisdom and the laws and recommendations of Creation and of life.

266. Therefore, I, Henok, report unto you of what I have to instruct you, mankind of Earth, thus in the 

teaching of wisdom, which is the teaching of the word of truth.

267. But the teaching of the word of truth stemmeth from the laws and recommendations of Creation and

also Its order, so will be truthfully given unto you the wisdom of all wisdom.

268. Listen, mankind of Earth, retain my words and my counsel within you, because these are also the 

words and the counsel of the JHWH, and they truly are the wisdom of Creation; but also do not hide

them within you, but use them freely and live according thereto.

269. And if you keepest the words and the counsel, then you will live; and thus you will guard the laws 

and recommendations of Creation like the apple of your eye.

270. Bind the words and counsel to your fingers, and also write them down and hold fast to them in your 

thoughts.

271. Speak unto wisdom: “Truly, you are my sister, in you liveth prudence, which is my friend.”

272. Only by wisdom the husband is guarded against the strange woman, against another who speaketh 

smooth words , but also the wife is guarded only by wisdom against a strange man who speaketh 

flattering words.

273. And woo not strangers, for it bringeth misery and dying.

274. So listen and follow my words, you children of man, and mark the speech of my mouth.

275. Let you heart not yield to the way of evil, and let yourself not be misled on its road.

276. The evil truly hath wounded and maimed and cut down many, and by evil many people in great 

numbers have been strangulated, the poor, righteous and unrighteous as also the mighty.

277. The evil is the way to the grave, into which the unrighteous man in fear driveth down into the 

chambers of death.

278. If you callest wisdom, then you will hear from prudence, for often it standeth along the street and at 

the roadside and at the doors of the city, so it shouteth at you all the while.

279. Oh, you men and women, I shout to you and call all of mankind: ‘You unwise, regard wisdom and 

prudence, you fools, and accept my words in your minds.
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280. Listen, for I speak unto you about what is wise, and I teach you what is creative.

281. My lips speak wisdom and the truth, and they are not able to speak what would be wrong and also 

false.

282. And truly, all my speeches are just and straight, and they are just and straight to those who want to 

live in truth.

283. Accept discipline, of which I instruct you, for it shall be dearer to you than silver, and regard the 

teaching of the word of truth higher than costly gold.’

284. Truly, wisdom is better than pearls, and everything which man may wish for can never be more 

valuable than the truth.

285. And prudence liveth with wisdom, and it always knoweth to give good advice.

286. Truth is the enemy of the bad and false, of haughtiness and of arrogance and of all wrong ways and 

evil, and also the righteous mouth is enemy of every wrong mouth.

287. And of truth and wisdom are both, righteous counsel and righteous action, and in truth and wisdom 

are intelligence and common sense and power and might, as also in love and in knowledge.

288. Through wisdom the JHWH instructeth the generations of man, and also doeth the Prophet like him.

289. And by wisdom a righteous king ruleth his people, and also by wisdom he appointeth his advisers 

and wise ones and sub-leaders.

290. And only by wisdom can sovereigns and regents lead a nation in righteousness, so on the Earth as 

also somewhere else.

291. Wisdom loveth those who love it; and those who seek for it will find it early.

292. Wise riches and honor are in wisdom and lasting possessions of knowledge, truth, love and 

righteousness.

293. The fruit of wisdom is better than the finest gold, and its profit is better than most precious stone.

294. And wisdom walketh on the right path, on the road of justice.

295. And wisdom provideth well for all who love it and fill themselves with its treasures.

296. And wisdom existed already in Creation at the beginning of Its ways, before It created anything.

297. And Creation lived in wisdom before the depths were there, and when the fountains did not well up 

yet.

298. Therefore, wisdom was the workmaster in Creation, by which It created everything and brought to 

life.

299. Therefore, mankind of Earth shall also heed that they enjoy and appreciate to have wisdom as 

workmaster of all things within them.

300. And it is well with the human being, who in truth obeyeth wisdom, that he always watcheth and 

waiteth to do right and live truthfully.

301. Whoever findeth wisdom, he findeth true life and will harvest satisfaction and honor.

302. But whoever slandereth wisdom or disregardeth it, he injureth his own life, and they are also the 

living dead whom misfortune leadeth.

303. And wisdom built its house and hew seven pillars, on which standeth the house of life up to 

BEING.

304. Therefore, the seven pillars of wisdom are the path of life, and everything which is progression and 

BEING.

305. And the seven pillars of wisdom are named in their value, as I teach them unto you:

306. Love
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307. Truth

308. Righteousness

309. Knowledge

310. Logical consequence

311. Respect

312. Honor

313. Whoever is still unwise, he shall set out and seek wisdom.

314. You unwise ones, you fools and jesters, seek and eat of the bread of wisdom and also drink the 

wine, which it giveth to you.

315. Expel your unwise character, so you will live, and then you also walk on the path of prudence.

316. Notice: Whoever disciplineth the mocker, he will receive disgrace, and whoever punisheth the 

unrighteous, he will be mocked.

317. And punish not the mocker, for he will hate you, but his mocking will also bring you unexpected 

benefit.

318. Give unto the wise so he will yet become wiser, and teach the righteous so he will yet become more 

righteous, but if you reprimand the fool and the mocker, there will be more yet of foolishness and of

mockery.

319. The beginning of wisdom is the recognition of truth, yet to recognize the wise one it requires a good

intellect.

320. And verily, by wisdom the days of man will become many, and also of the years of life will be 

more.

321. If you are wise, then you are wise unto yourself; if you are a mocker, then you mock yourself; if you

are a fool, then you fool yourself.

322. A foolish, wild woman is full of prattle for she is ignorant, as also the man who reveals his 

ignorance with much blabber and loud shouting.

323. The wise one works in honesty for his nourishment, while the fool is unrighteous and stealeth his 

water as also his bread, and does not know that death liveth within them because they are spoiled.

324. Wise children are a joy and delight to their parents, but foolish children are their parents grief and 

burden.

325. Unrighteous possessions do not prosper, but righteous possessions bear the fruits of joy and delight.

326. The lazy one’s hand causeth poverty, but the industrious one’s hand bringeth riches.

327. Whoever busily gathereth at harvest time is prudent and will not have to starve, but whoever 

sleepeth at harvest time causeth himself disgrace like those, who woo idleness at planting and 

tending time.

328. The head of the righteous one carrieth the blessing, yet the mouth of the unrighteous man lapseth 

into mischief.

329. The memory of the righteous remaineth as a blessing when they have departed, but the name of the 

unrighteous will be forgotten as sound soon gets lost and also as smoke vanisheth, as it is said that 

the remembrance of the unrighteous quickly evaporateth like sound and smoke.

330. Whoever is wise in his thinking, he shall accept wisdom, but whoever disregardeth wisdom, he is a 

fool and will be beaten.

331. Wisdom does not let the righteous suffer from hunger, but it pusheth away the greed of the 

unrighteous.

332. Whoever liveth in innocence liveth securely, but whoever is on wrong ways will be revealed and 

beaten.

333. Whoever winketh with the eyes is a crafty fool and will reap affliction, also the fool’s mouth will be

beaten.

334. The mouth of the righteous is a wellspring of life, but the mouth of the unrighteous is a pit of 

offence.
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335. Hatred causeth burning rage, but love bringeth gentleness and peace.

336. Over the lips of the righteous spilleth wisdom, but on the backs of fools burn the blows of rods.

337. The wise keep the teaching of the word of truth and wisdom, but the mouth of fools is always close 

to terror.

338. The possession of the knowing rich is a fortress, but the wealth of the poor in knowledge maketh 

him stupid.

339. The righteous one useth his honest possessions to live, but the unrighteous man casteth his income 

among the whores.

340. Whoever practiceth discipline walketh on the path of life, but whoever disregardeth discipline 

destroyeth his life.

341. False mouths harbor hatred and strife, and whoever slandereth is a fool, for he bringeth loss to 

himself and also createth advantage for the slandered one.

342. Wherever many words are spoken there are lies, but whoever useth his mouth for truthful speaking 

is prudent and wise.

343. The wise one’s tongue is like most noble love, but the thought of the unrighteous is like a stinking 

pit.

344. The wise one’s lips tend many, young and old, poor and rich, but also the righteous and unrighteous,

but the fools die of their stupidity and yet their lips speak and say nothing.

345. The wise one knoweth that he knoweth nothing and, therefore, he knoweth much; but the fool 

believeth that he knoweth much while he knoweth nothing and is stupid and dieth in foolishness.

346. The blessing of wisdom fulfilleth man and maketh him rich without effort, but the fool’s stupidity 

maketh everything unfulfillable and laborious.

347. A fool conducteth mischief and mockery, yet the mocker doth not need to concern himself about his 

own mockery, for in a moment it returneth unto him.

348. The wise one carrieth on in comics and wittiness, yet never mocketh, and he reapeth thanks and joy 

and love and honor.

349. Whatever the unrighteous feareth he will meet, for by the fear-power of his thoughts he draweth 

misfortune unto himself, likewise the suction of a whirlpool draweth everything unto it and 

devoureth it.

350. But what the righteous desireth in honesty will come unto him, like the sun ray which cometh to the

ear with light and warmth, therefore it thriveth and ripeneth.

351. The unrighteous man is like bad weather which passeth and leaveth vast damage and destruction 

behind, but the righteous one is like an inexhaustible fountain which delighteth all life.

352. As sweets corrodeth the teeth and smoke burneth the eyes, so the lazy man treateth his master who 

giveth him work.

353. Wisdom increaseth man’s years of life, but stupidity and idiocy break the life of the fool.

354. The unrighteous lose themselves in unfulfilled hopes, but the waiting of the righteous is pure joy.

355. The path of the righteous is effort and joy, but the way of the unrighteous is trouble in misfortune.

356. The mouth of the righteous bringeth wisdom, yet the tongue of the unrighteous speweth evil poison.

357. The lips of the righteous teach healing things, yet from the mouth of the unrighteous streameth forth

stinking breath.

358. The unrighteous slanderously lieth against his neighbor by rumors, while he hath eyes and ears with

which he doeth not see and hear the truth.

359. Everyone is a traitor and liar, who lies in wait about his neighbor’s speaking and actions and passes 

these on, for while he lieth in wait, he only seeth and heareth what in delusion he createth as truth.
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360. Everyone has fast feet, who speaketh evil about his neighbor and betrayeth his fault to others, for 

truly he only betrayeth, because he wants to hide his own fault therewith.

361. The fool is stupid and weak in his thinking, for he only seeth the dust before the door of his 

neighbor and sweepeth it away, yet he seeth not the stinking pit before his own door.

362. Whoever betrayeth his neighbor, he betrayeth himself, for he revealeth what type of spirit he is.

363. The wise speaketh not maliciously with quick feet about his neighbor, if he seeth a fault in him, yet 

he confronteth him, but the unrighteous hath quick feet and is malicious and stupid, therefore, he 

speaketh behind the back of his neighbor, while therewith he only bringeth disgrace and loss upon 

his own head.

364. The seeing and hearing one recognizeth the true truth, but the liar seeth and heareth the truth he 

wants to see and hear.

365. The fool seeth the grain of sand in the eye of his neighbor, yet he doeth not notice the boulder in his 

own eye.

366. The way of Creation is defense to the devout, yet the evil doers are stupid.

367. Wherever pride exists there is also offence and disgrace, and the fool is proud because he decayeth 

in stupidity.

368. Righteousness leadeth the devout, yet malice stampeth out the unrighteous.

369. At the hour of death, wealth helpeth no unrighteous one, but righteousness delivereth from all 

anxiety and fear.

370. The righteousness of the devout smootheth his path, but the way of the unrighteous is not even, and 

he will fall by his character of stupidity.

371. The righteousness of the devout delivereth them from the fetters of joylessness, but the unrighteous 

are caught in their malice and stupidity.

372. When the unrighteous human being dieth, then all his hopes are lost and all his waiting cometh to 

naught; but when the righteous human being dieth, then all his hopes fulfill themselves.

373. The righteous is delivered from all his misery when he dieth, yet the unrighteous arriveth at his 

place.

374. The liar acteth hypocritically and the hypocrite lieth, therefore, the liar is a hypocrite and the 

hypocrite a liar.

375. By the blessing of the wise ones all misery is tempered, but for the traitor, who listeneth and looketh

at strange windows, hatred and discord thriveth.

376. The righteous in wisdom elevate a city into blossoming, yet by the mouth of the unrighteous it is 

destroyed.

377. Everyone disgraceth his neighbor who secretly speaketh about him, and a secret talker hath quick 

feet and is stupid.

378. Whoever disgraceth his neighbor is a fool, but fools are stupid and have a weak mind.

379. A slanderer betrayeth what he believeth to know, for his belief is delusion; but how can a deluded 

one be knowledgeable!

380. How can a man be sponsor unto his neighbor, if he can not sponsor himself to only keep his own 

house clean and not try to sweep in the house of his neighbor.

381. The unrighteous, who pretendeth to be just is like a sow with rotten hooves.

382. The unrighteous, who pretendeth to be just and secretly talketh about a fault of his neighbor is like a

sow with stinking breath and decaying body.

383. The intrigues of the unrighteous always last only a short time, for they will be recognized and 
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destroyed, but the works of the righteous endure for a long time and are constant.

384. Whoever talketh about his neighbor is a fool and disgraces him, but the prudent keepeth silent and 

createth peace.

385. A slanderer betrayeth what he secretly knoweth and becometh a liar, but whoever is wise keepeth 

the secret to himself and hides it.

386. Where there is a wise counselor the people flourish, but where there are many counselors, the 

people perish, for they are unable to find just advice among much councel.

387. One is not able to sponsor for another, because the innermost of a human being remaineth hidden 

and is changeable, so the sponsored one is right today and bad tomorrow.

388. Tyranny gaineth wealth by violence, but wealth gained by righteousness bringeth honor.

389. A wise one doeth good unto his neighbor and himself, but the unrighteous one grieveth his neighbor

and his own flesh.

390. Whoever soweth righteousness harvests healthy possessions, but the work of the unrighteous faileth

and bringeth foul fruit.

391. Righteousness promoteth life, but unrighteousness promoteth evil and death.

392. The righteous one’s seed thriveth, yet nothing helpeth the evil ones, even if they wring their hands.

393. A beautiful woman without discipline is like a sow with golden hair, also a man without discipline 

is like a boar with golden hooves.

394. The wish of the righteous is fulfilling hope, but the waiting of the unrighteous is evil misfortune.

395. The wise one dispenseth and giveth in joy and receiveth increasingly, however the less the 

unrighteous giveth and shareth in joylessness, he yet continuously has less.

396. Whoever is stingy and hoardeth becometh poorer every day, who, however, giveth in joy and 

righteousness, he always obtaineth more.

397. Verily, the man who blesses abundantly will be delighted and therefore, who giveth abundantly to 

drink will also be refreshed.

398. Whoever seeketh good, good will happen unto him, but whoever striveth for misfortune will soon 

wrestle in misfortune.

399. Whoever trusteth in his wealth will perish, but whoever trusteth in the work of his hands greeneth 

like a leaf and never starveth.

400. Whoever grieveth his own house will become the game of the winds, for his inheritance will be like 

a whiff of the wind, which cometh and goeth and loseth itself somewhere.

401. The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life, and a wise one wins the love of the people.

402. As the righteous on Earth has to suffer among the unrighteous, how much more do the unrighteous 

suffer among themselves and among the likes of them.

403. Who gladly alloweth himself to be taught becometh wise, yet whoever does not want to be taught 

remaineth a fool.

404. Whoever is devout receiveth comfort through wisdom, but a wicked one damns himself.

405. An unrighteous character doth not benefit man, but a righteous character formeth new roots and 

bringeth blossoms and fruit.

406. A virtuous wife is a crown of her husband, and also a virtuous husband is a shine of blessing on the 

head of his wives, but likewise unvirtuous husbands and wives are an evil burden and like purulent 

boils for their spouses.
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407. The thoughts of the righteous are sincere, but the thoughts of the unrighteous are lying and deceit.

408. The speeches of the unrighteous cause bloodshed and strife, but the mouth of the righteous createth 

love and peace.

409. The unrighteous will perish and be no more, but the house of the righteous remaineth standing and 

pure life will be therein.

410. A wise one’s advice is praised and he liveth in peace, but the malicious ones fall into disgrace and 

live in strife.

411. Whoever is wise and just and regardeth himself as humble and waiteth for his hopes will find 

fulfillment, but whoever is unwise and unjust and regardeth himself as great and doth not wait for 

his hopes will lack bread.

412. Whoever tendeth his field will have bread in abundance, as also the one who prevaileth in his 

righteous work; but whoever pursueth unnecessary matters will starve as fool in stupidity.

413. Whoever measureth with one measure will be measured by the same measure, and whoever judgeth 

will also be judged.

414. The desire of the unrighteous is to cause loss, but the righteous ones form roots which bring trees 

and fruit for refreshment.

415. The evil one is caught in his own false words, but the righteous one remaineth free from anxiety and

fear.

416. Much good cometh to the wise and just man by the fruit of his mouth, and he also will be 

recompensed according to what his hands have earned.

417. His false way pleaseth the fool well, but whoever listeneth to true advice is wise.

418. A fool soon showeth his rage, but whoever hideth the offence is wise.

419. Whoever is truthful sayeth freely what is right, but whoever is full of falsity deceiveth and speaketh 

what is not right.

420. Whoever putteth words into the mouth of his neighbor, deceiveth and has quick feet when the 

neighbor speaketh wrongly.

421. The one is a deceiver and has quick feet, who speaketh falsely and is caught doing so, he then twists

what he said to the degree that pretentiously he shall appear as right.

422. The word of the truthful mouth lasteth eternally, but the false tongue doth not last long.

423. A wise one doth not show his prudence openly, but the mouth of the fool proclaimeth forth his 

foolishness.

424. The thief stealeth and the robber robbeth, yet both remain poor and in misfortune, but the righteous 

one createth in honesty and hoardeth few possessions, so he attaineth to riches and happiness.

425. On the way of righteousness is life, and on its prepared path is no death or terror.

426. Whoever controlleth his mouth controlleth his life, but whoever has a loose mouth createth terror 

and horror for himself.

427. The lazy one desireth and yet starveth, the industrious one, however, doth not desire but he worketh,

so he receiveth everything he needs.

428. The righteous one is enemy to the lie, but the liar disgraceth and abuseth the truth and offendeth 

himself.

429. The truth protecteth the righteous, but the untruthful character of the liar casteth him down.

430. Among the proud is always strife, but love is with the wise who accept advice.

431. The wealth quickly diminisheth where it is squandered, but whatever is held together will grow 

quickly.

432. Whoever disregardeth the word of truth destroyeth himself, but whoever obeyeth the laws and 
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recommendations of Creation will live.

433. The teaching of the wise is a wellspring of life, which bestoweth joy and peace, so the ropes of 

anxiety fall off and true life prevaileth.

434. Fine prudence createth favor and joy, but the foolishness of the scorners bringeth woe and anxiety.

435. A prudent one doth everything with common sense, but a fool spreadeth foolishness.

436. Whoever speaketh much repeatedly in rage without cause, from him men shy away as from a spark-

spewing fire.

437. Whoever speaketh at the incorrect time, perisheth in the speech of the one who speaketh at the 

correct time, like a crow which loseth the eyesight by the owl which hunteth at midnight.

438. The wise one is honored everywhere, even if he is of poor descent, but the unwise is unworthy of 

any honor, even if he is of royal descent.

439. Man is weak in his mind, if he honoreth and venerateth the great one, who bringeth disaster; but 

man is prudent if he honoreth the wise one, who preventeth and destroyeth disaster.

440. What man does not want done unto him, that he also shall not do unto another.

441. What man shall not do he should never do, even at the threat of the loss of his life, yet what man 

shall do he should not leave undone.

442. A man, who letteth himself be driven by foolishness and stupidity, thinketh that what is 

impracticable is practicable, what is unattainable is easily attainable, and what is not edible is 

edible.

443. A man, who undertaketh an attack against his neighbor in word or in deed, before he is protected by 

wisdom and prudence and just defense, is like a man who walketh with his face covered on a 

dangerous summit of a mountain with a deadly precipice.

444. Goats and horses have a clean mouth, cows have a clean back, the impure human being in his 

thoughts fancies himself to be pure, but the wise one is pure all over, inside and outside his body, in 

his thinking and actions and feelings and also in his speaking.

445. Liars and slanderers are able to make untruth appear as true to the unwise, as trained artists create 

indentations and elevations on an even surface.

446. Wise ones, who are brought to a boiling rage, soon return to gentleness by proper treatment or by 

their own wisdom.

447. If a wise one becometh enraged, he only shouteth at the guilty one, but to the innocent he speaketh 

calmly and friendly at the same time, which the unwise is unable to do.

448. The wise one only becometh enraged in hallowed anger, wherefore he only chooseth words and 

actions, which strike the guilty in their innermost character; however, the unwise doth not grasp and

understand it, for he starveth in self-pity and justification.

449. The wise one, who tires on a long road, seeketh out the shade and then he walketh away feeling 

refreshed; who then findeth it fit to moan, if he doth not do the same as the wise one.

450. Excessive familiarity causeth disdain and disregard, dishonor and disrespectfulness toward the 

neighbor, as also through constant visits indifference and dependence are caused, while the students 

of the wise one lose respect for him, if they live under his roof and remain unwise.
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451. The unwise bathe in the drinking water of the wise, because their familiarity is without limits.

452. Excessive familiarity causeth envy and looseneth all restraint, and all evil overbordereth and 

destroyeth reverence and all respect.

453. Excessive familiarity causeth the delusion that the neighbor should be like the neighbor in 

everything, so that he does not retain his own character of his own human nature, and does not 

retain his own character of his thoughts and deeds.

454. Whoever visiteth relatives and acquaintances and friends too often createth excessive familiarity 

and lack of honor and reverence and respect, like the offspring who do not become of age because 

they let themselves be ruled by imprudent and unwise parents, who do not grant their children their 

own life.

455. The resident of a holy place polluteth everything around, if he succumbeth to indifference by his 

constant presence  which becometh a foregone conclusion to him.

456. Nothing is more laughable in the world than when someone, who is a scoundrel, calleth another 

human being a scoundrel.

457. A man, who in secret speweth forth hard and untrue words or who speaketh ambiguously, him the 

noble soon refrain from approaching, even if he feeleth inclined toward the others.

458. Whoever getteth enraged in anger by hard words of wisdom, feeleth attacked or doth not understand

that words of truth are hard, is unwise, imprudent, believes and is also of false character and of 

erroneous life conduct.

459. If one doth not see you, one longeth for your sight, but if one sees you, one fears the impending 

separation, yet while often indifference or weariness ariseth for you, so one does not wish to see 

you, as there is never joy any more if your visits are excessive.

460. Not to harm any creature, neither by words nor by thoughts or deed, or by benevolence or gifts, that 

is the eternal law of the wise.

461. Violent pain hurteth the unwise and unrighteous more than a wise and righteous, for soon the 

feeling of cold taketh possession of the body of the unwise and unrighteous.

462. Man always appeareth great unto himself in untruth, if he always looketh down to his feet, but 

whoever gazeth upward sees his smallness under the stars of the heavens and therefore, he sees 

truthfully and knoweth very much.

463. The human being, who heareth wisdom only from afar and doth not own it, sees not the snares of 

mischief which have been laid around him.

464. Whoever maketh impracticable plans for the future lieth eternally dormant, like a bare boulder in 

the heat of the sun.

465. But whoever maketh plans for the future and submitteth to the false joys of vice will be laughed at 

like a blockhead, who stumbleth over his own feet.

466. Whoever setteth wise precautions for the future and is always wisely on guard will become 

successful, however, the courage of the irresolute sinketh and he suffereth failures.

467. Whoever detecteth something himself and without order, which would cause his neighbor loss, and 

striveth to remove same through advice or deed, is a wise one and worthy of life.

468. Youth, life, beauty, authority, acquaintance with friends and every thing are transitory, wherefore 
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the wise keepeth distance from them and doth not attach himself to them.

469. The blameless blame themselves; the estimable do not esteem themselves; the righteous judgeth 

himself; the wise instructeth himself and letteth himself be instructed, yet the fool only pursueth 

false pleasures of life and wealth.

470. A lying disposition, foolhardiness, falsity, folly, stupidity, idiocy, greed for possessions, desire, vice,

insubordination, uncleanliness, cruelty, power greed, tyranny, violence, lewdness, degeneration, 

selfishness, avarice, laziness, vengeance, hatred, joylessness, anxiety and fear, killing without self-

defense, discord and strife and all evils are the misfortune and every day life of those, who are 

believers of sects and religions, for they are ignorant and unrighteous ones, who lead a wrong life in

error teachings.

471. The wise is like a shell: Outside it is rough and like a log of wood, yet inside it is gentle and soft 

and delicate and concealeth the beautiful and valuable treasure of the pearl.

472. The wise never plotteth evil against those who cause him pain, for he knoweth that the evil ones fall

over their own feet, like the tree which falleth of its own, if it is rooted at the water’s edge from 

which it washes away.

473. From the wise, the one even benefitteth, who causeth him pain.

474. The wise chooseth disdain from his enemies and foregoeth the esteem of the well-minded to 

advance a good matter, for to abandon a good matter is foolishness.

475. All those who are truly adapted in science, but who are strangers to the word of truth and wisdom, 

make themselves laughable, like all fools of the learned and unlearned.

476. A learned head of science claimeth much knowledge about science, but wisdom, truth, love, 

prudence and true knowledge he lacketh everywhere.

477. Even the most unimportant matter one shall not discuss in the company of others, if it concerneth 

only a single one; but the most unimportant matter shall be discussed in the company of everybody, 

if it concerneth all of them.

478. Whoever lieth even about a very unimportant truth, if it causeth harm, he perisheth quickly, even if 

he is highly esteemed.

479. Empty is the house of the childless, and empty is the world unto him who hath no relatives and no 

friends, but the life is empty of those who have no wisdom.

480. The fool speaketh when he is not asked, so he reapeth not only no honor, but also ridicule.

481. Even if not asked, one shall tell the one, whom one can save a humiliation, the advice from which 

he can benefit.

482. The evil one, who causeth others loss and enjoyeth the misfortune of others, createth loss for 

himself and doth not notice his own downfall.

483. Even the time of misfortune seemeth to be worth the price to the wise one, but the fool sees only 

terror and horror therein.

484. Whoever is not afraid of liars and slanderers is wise, and he is also not afraid of enemies and kings.

485. The insignificant one becometh significant if he becometh wise and just, but the significant one 

becometh insignificant, if he regardeth himself higher than others.

486. Only seldom doth one find the Earth adorned with those, who are poor in unfriendly and rich in 

friendly speaking and striving.
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487. To whom man is devoted in true love, he always remaineth in love, even if he demonstrateth 

something loveless, likewise with the fire, for who withdraweth his respect for it, even if it has 

burnt his best things in the house.

488. Only those are true friends, who do not depart during times of misery, and endure hardship and 

misery themselves for the sake of friendship.

489. And truly those are called friends, who impart hard advice and hard truth and hard healing words 

for the sake of truth and help and friendship.

490. A true friend delighteth the heart and mind of man under all conditions, even if for the sake of truth,

he suggesteth something unpleasant and if he speaketh hard words.

491. A true friend remaineth so even in death, however, a false friend remaineth not so, even if only the 

wind bloweth.

492. A weak one sinketh into belief and is befouled by delusion, however, the strong one seeketh and 

findeth truth and becometh a knowledgeable one.

493. To obtain wisdom in everything is by no means easy for man, therefore, he hath to study with the 

wise ones and be persistent and patient.

494. To gain wealth without work, men and women attire themselves as male-whores and whores, and 

give themselves to others for hire as a tool; but the righteous do not attire themselves as whores and 

male-whores, because they are industriously about their hands’ work and live in comfort and peace.

495. The success of everything desired, man oweth only to his own doing and devising and thinking, and

whatever man calleth fate is a reward of man alone, as he forges his own fate by his thoughts, by his

thinking and striving and by his deeds.

496. As the good one delighteth in greeting older people, so the fool delighteth in disdaining a righteous 

man.

497. Youth and wealth, whores and male-whores, a cloud’s shadow, new clothes and a false friendship 

can only be enjoyed a brief while, yet wisdom remaineth eternally young and is immortal.

498. An unwise man is a fool for he selecteth the enemy as friend, but toward the true friend he is 

disinclined and causeth him loss, therefore, he considereth in his weak mind good to be bad but bad 

to be good.

499. The fire is a pleasure in winter; the gaze at a friend is a pleasure, the wise one’s wisdom is a 

pleasure; the acquaintance of noble people is a pleasure; but fulfillment is the love of Creation.

500. As the drop of water disappeareth instantly on hot iron, so every wise advice ebbeth in a moment in 

the ears of the scoundrels.

501. This one is either one of us or a stranger, so the fools, unrighteous, jesters and others of low 

thinking calculate; the manner of action of the noble wise one, in comparison, considereth all people

as his family.

502. Through water a dam collapseth, due to treason a secret conference collapseth, due to whispering 

and slanders false friendships and false bonds collapse, and due to words of truth a quick-footed one

collapseth and also the unrighteous, the fools and jesters and scoundrels.

503. Thoughts, striving and deeds, by which one purchases dishonor, by which one goeth to self-created 

hell and loseth the condition of heaven within oneself, one shall not do because they only delight 

the unrighteous.
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504. If the wise one sees no prosperity for peace without a fight, he dieth fighting together with the 

enemy, for his thinking and striving for wisdom and peace is his duty and doth not abandon him.

505. Even to an enemy hospitality hath to be granted if he cometh to the house, likewise as a tree doth 

not withhold shade and protection from him who cometh to cut it down.

506. Through the spokes the hub of the wheel is carried, while the spokes find support in the hub, also 

the course of things rounds itself with the wise, whose wisdom is also of that nature.

507. It is truthful that man is slave to his wealth, but wealth is slave to nobody.

508. Even if no advantage and no comfort and no honor and no fame are derived from it, but only sheer 

disadvantage resulteth, nevertheless, the wise remaineth true to his obligation and energetically 

pursueth his work.

509. If the one, who striveth for truth and for deliverance from ignorance, only bore the thousandth part 

of the suffering which the jesters, fools, scorners, offenders and other unrighteous create for 

themselves, then within the blink of an eye, he would attain deliverance.

510. All deeds and desires of a human being of small intellect, who liveth in poverty of wisdom, dry up 

like small water courses in the heat of the sun.

511. A wife of a husband is his other half, therefore, the husband is a whole with one wife, and as he has 

several wives, he is a whole with each wife, and also his wife is his best friend, and the wife shall be

the root of the wealth, of comforts and virtues, and the wife also is the root of descendants.

512. The lust-cries of love adorn the peacocks, but the speech of wisdom adorneth the wise one.

513. What the wise one doth not have yet, he wisely seeketh to obtain, the obtained he guardeth 

carefully, what he guardeth he multiplieth, and what he multiplieth he shares with the worthy ones.

514. The combining alone of even insignificant things lead a matter to the goal, for even with grasses, 

which are woven into nets, the wild lion is caught.

515. Whoever is contented and determined, respectful and understanding, and doth not think too long if 

something is ordered to him, he liveth as a student with the wise and will become a wise one 

himself.

516. A ruler who is a fool, a learned one who is imprudent, and the one who from nothing attaineth to 

wealth, sees the world and the people like a bundle of straw full of noxious insects.

517. If one presenteth reasons of proof to someone who doth not think, this is like thrashing empty 

husks.

518. To render services to fools or other unrighteous ones is like impressing signs of remembrance in 

sand blowing in the wind.

519. Whoever dieth as an unrighteous one will, without doubt, be unhappy in his reincarnation and have 

to endure much disgrace.

520. As a man liveth, thinketh, striveth, and acteth, so the harvest of his life will be, for it is impossible 

that if thistles would be sown, grain would sprout therefrom, for the seed which is sown also 

sprouteth.

521. Without resting the donkey carrieth his load and during its work it neither feeleth cold nor heat and 

is always content, and as the donkey doth so man shall do and learn from it.

522. The wise one even looketh upon worms and ants as to himself, and as the unwise therein emulateth
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the wise, he obtaineth knowledge about himself.

523. A man, who considereth to commit things, which are not of  true life and also foreign to wisdom, 

findeth death like a fool who with outstretched arms jumpeth off a boulder and thinketh he can fly 

like the birds.

524. The imprudent bemoaneth things not worth lamenting about and speaketh words of absurdity, 

however, the wise bemoaneth neither what is dead nor what is alive.

525. Earthly possessions and people are never to be bemoaned, only the fool doth so and bemoaneth live 

and dead possessions and people and creates new sorrow from sorrow, so he suffereth loss for a 

matter several times.

526. If ten thousand cult offerings and the truth were weighed against each other, then it would always 

result that the truth is better and higher and of immeasurably greater value than all cult offerings.

527. Only bad people relish the fortune of the bad ones, likewise the fruit of the avocado tree is only 

eaten by swine and other animals and by humans without any sense of taste.

528. Whoever praiseth preferences, which only seem to be present, should be ashamed of himself; who, 

therefore, shall not be laughed at, if someone calleth the fruit of the avocado tree well tasting, as it 

is only an apparent fruit and eaten by creatures without any sense of taste.

529. To a man, to whom the descendants, the friends, the relatives, the people are attached, and from 

whom even in need and suffering and lack contentment doth not depart, he hath the kingdom of 

heaven within himself on Earth.

530. Only the fool imagineth that he would be highly esteemed by men, wherefore he is like an ox which

lacketh horns.

531. The wise teach that man’s first duty is to cause suffering to no one, as also men, plants and animals 

have to be given consideration.

532. Even the hunter is guilty of killing, if he hunteth and killeth while not in need of food of the hunted, 

if he only killeth the animals as pastime, out of lust and joy, or out of anger because an animal is 

grazing in his field.

533. A wise one doth not allow that even his own children do wrong, and his treatment of them is the 

same as he would confer upon other people

534. Man doth not trust himself as much as he trusteth a wise one, therefore, the prudent seeketh the 

friendship of the wise.

535. The fool, who committeth treason in a good matter and becometh an opponent, cometh to naught 

and is also despised by the likes of him.

536. According to nature, the husband is equal in his rights to the wife, yet the husband is the procreator 

and the wife the one bringing forth, therefore, a husband can pair with several wives, while one wife

can only be coupled by one husband, therefore, the wife shall have only one husband, but the 

husband several wives.

537. According to nature, the husband is equal in his rights to the wife, yet the husband hath greater 

strength and is more logical in his thinking, therefore, he shall lead the business and family and 

everything in terms of work, therefore, he shall be the protector of wives and of children, however, 

in separated duties of equality in all things.

538. The wise only then ariseth to battle, if he knoweth himself and his opponent, for the prudence of 

wisdom lieth therein that one knoweth oneself and others.

539. First, man shall consider to adorn himself with wisdom, only then may he test others.
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540. First, the wise one acquireth good manners, only then he teacheth such to his students and 

neighbors.

541. If a righteous one judgeth a rascal according to himself and believeth that he speaketh the truth, he 

will be betrayed by the rascal.

542. If an unrighteous one judgeth the neighbor, he recognizeth in him his own evils and disgraces and 

getteth angry about it, but he doth not grant the neighbor the same right as to himself, for he has 

quick feet.

543. If a man doth not think fast, nor act fast, neither complete a work fast nor learn fast, he is not 

reliable, for time drinketh up his life.

544. Friendship at the beginning, in the middle, in all trouble and at death is only found in the truly 

righteous, but not in the unrighteous; one is able to cut asunder, burn, crush or beat a true friend, yet

he will never become a different one.

545. In misfortune and at work, and in battle and in misery and suffering the greatness of man is 

revealed, as the spirit of the wine can only be recognized when it is drunk.’

546. Thus Henok taught mankind of Earth, speaketh the JHWH; and Henok, the Prophet, taught mankind

when he was 40 years old, therefore, during 326 years, before his life ended at 366 years.

547. And the JHWH also spoke further and said: ‘Henok was gone from the world of the living, 

therefore he was on the other side of this side.

548. But Henok was often reincarnated as a human being on the Earth, without fulfilling a task as 

Prophet.

549. Truly, thousands of years were completed on the Earth before Henok was again reincarnated with 

the fulfilling task of a Prophet.

550. And when Henok was reincarnated as prophet, many generations of mankind of Earth and their 

descendants, since his first time as Prophet, had passed and the evil and unrighteousness had 

increased in great measure, which was created due to the treason of Semjasa and his followers.’

551. And the JHWH revealeth the secret about Semjasa and his followers and about the events, which 

changed the course of progress on Earth.

552. ‘It was three hundred seventy eight thousand and four hundred eighteen years (378,418) before 

Henok’s first birth on Earth, when the event occurred about Semjasa and his accomplices, who were

killed by the death-suns.

553. And it was as the law of Creation determined that the Spirit forms of the killed remained in the ban 

of Earth, therefore, they reincarnated many times according to the cycle of time.

554. But the JHWH of that time endeavored to again accept the fallible after several reincarnations 

among his daughters and sons of the heavens, therefore, at a given time, he let them be seized and 

brought them back to their home in the depths of the universe, where they were taught during many 

reincarnations, and where they became true leaders and watchers of the JHWH.

555. And the time came, when they were prepared for a new task by a new JHWH, who endeavored to 

remove the evil events on the Earth of earlier times, therefore, the wise ones took counsel to revisit 

the Earth to remove all evils.

556. And through the advice of the JHWH, a new generation of men was to be procreated on Earth, 

which was to be like the sons and daughters of the heavens, therefore the scholars undertook a lot to

make this possible.
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557. But three thousand seven hundred years were completed before the first birth of Henok on Earth, 

when the daughters and sons of the heavens and their JHWH traveled again to the Earth, after many 

new incarnations.

558. And as was ordered by the scholars, they also lived there for 60 full years.

559. Then the change was completed as the scholars demanded, while the sons and daughters of the 

heavens could get together with mankind of Earth, so that a new genus of man could be procreated, 

which was to be like the sons and daughters of the heavens.

560. And the year one thousand seven hundred (1,700) was complete before the first birth of Henok on 

Earth, when Semjasa, the son of heaven and overseer of the JHWH, the great ruler of the travelers 

from afar from the depths of the universe, through his own advice procreated with an earthly 

woman the descendant, Adam, the father of the white race of man, which was like the sons and 

daughters of the heavens.

561. But Asasel got together with an earthly woman and procreated, Ledon, the father of the dark race of 

Earth.

562. But Sartael got together with an earthly woman and procreated Tet-el, the father of the red race on 

Earth.

563. And the descendants of the different races got together among themselves and procreated new races 

and nations, because burdened since times of old, they did not obey the laws and recommendations, 

so that in a rounded five hundred years, they again lived in great evil like their ancestors a long time

ago.

564. Therefore, the JHWH advised that through his leader, Gabrjel, a descendant was to be procreated 

with an earthly woman, who then would be taught by him and his wise ones, and whose Spirit form 

would be one of theirs, therefore, of the travelers from afar from the depths of the universe.

565. Therefore, procreated and born by the earthly woman, Sarana, was the one Henok, who taught 

mankind of Earth, and thus he lived 366 years.

566. But the teachings of Henok did not bear much fruit among mankind of Earth, therefore, he was born

again at a new time as Prophet and, therefore, as the son of Jared.

567. But Jared was begotten by Urakjbaramel,

568. But Urakjbaramel was begotten by Mahalaleel,

569. But Mahalaleel was begotten by Kenan,

570. But Kenan was begotten by Aruseak,

571. But Aruseak was begotten by Akjbeel,

572. But Akjbeel was begotten by Enos,

573. But Enos was begotten by Seth,

574. But Seth was begotten by Adam,

575. But Adam was begotten by Semjasa, one of the leaders of the JHWH and according to his advice, 

with an earthly woman.

576. And the descendants of the sons of the heavens and the earthly women lived many hundreds of 

years, so they became many times older than mankind of Earth.

577. Therefore, at a new time, Henok was born and procreated Methusalah, and thus he was Prophet 

another time.

578. And Henok was taught of his own power and also by the JHWH and his teachers and wise ones, but

he also had visions and was filled with great wisdom.

579. And Henok wrote down what he had to teach and also what were his visions.

580. Therefore, Henok wrote: “And I, Henok, see visions and am taught by myself and by
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the JHWH and also by his helpers and wise ones.

581. And I, Henok, praised Creation during my life and also at a time when I was not among you, 

mankind of Earth, while I was with the JHWH of the world and also with his watchers.

582. And the JHWH called me and spoke: “Henok, you writer of righteousness, go to the people of 

Earth, and make known to them the teaching of truth and, therefore, do this in the new language 

which is now understood by mankind of Earth.

583. Go to mankind and bring to them the proclamation of truth, that they are all creatures of Creation 

and arranged in all things into Its laws and recommendations.

584. And go, therefore,” the JHWH spoke unto me, “Henok, and proclaim that mankind of Earth are 

descendants of earthly women and men and of sons and daughters of the heavens, who, some time 

ago, were fallible and brought corruption.

585. Make known the earlier occurrences, which you have proclaimed at earlier times, as in word as also 

in writing.

586. And announce the truth that mankind, against all warning, has newly lapsed into all evil offences.”

587. And the JHWH spoke unto me: “Henok, as mankind of Earth committeth evil offences, they will 

have no peace on Earth.

588. The people of Earth will find no forgiveness because of their offences, and they also will not be 

allowed to enjoy their children.

589. They will see the murder of their loved ones, and they will sigh about the downfall of their children.

590. And so they will beg for mercy, yet no mercy nor peace will be imparted unto them, for despite their

begging and supplication in anxiety and misery, they will remain unrighteous.”

591. Thus the JHWH spoke to me, and also the watchers spoke to me, when I stayed with them, yet 

while they taught much else which they commissioned me to teach you.

592. Therefore, I, Henok, come to you human beings of Earth and say to you: “You will have no peace, 

for due to your own guilt, you have brought a severe judgement upon yourself.

593. You have ordained this judgement over yourself that you are bound by yourself, so that no 

alleviation and intercession and mercy will be imparted to you because of your offences and your 

violence.

594. And violence you have acquired, but also all acts of slandering and unrighteousness up to 

murdering.

595. And you continue to live in this manner, although you lie in fear and in terror and know what will 

get hold of you.

 596. Therefore, do not beg me to write a petition for you, to bring it to the JHWH of the world, that he 

may help you, for truly, I do not have the power to do such, that I simply could bring a begging- and

supplication-petition to the JHWH.

597. But listen to what I have seen in a vision, when I rested and slumbered.

598. The vision showed to me the decay of the people of Earth, their offences and evils, the vices and 

everything bad in all things, as in the thinking and acting and striving and in the nourishment.

599. I saw that the people of Earth broke the recommendation, which told them that they shall eat only 

what is edible for them, for the vision showed me how the people robbed the animals of their 

nourishment.

600. Verily, through the laws and recommendations of Creation and also through Its order is given that 

mankind has its own nourishment, as also every animal has its own nourishment, so therefore, each
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 one according to its own kind.

601. Therefore, to man is given as nourishment everything which he can eat raw or cooked, so that it 

does not harm his health and also is in taste of that nature, that it is appetizing without the need to 

add changing ingredients to make the taste of the nourishment tolerable thereby.

602. Everything is edible for human beings, everything shall be allotted to him as nourishment and 

without concern, if the food is appetizing raw or cooked without adding ingredients for taste 

tolerance.

603. But if nourishment is not appetizing and is not taste-tolerable, because it is bitter or bland to a great 

extent, then it is not compatible with human beings, as it is with intense burning or with 

putrefaction.

604. Therefore, what is not edible for human beings is the nourishment of the animals, that which is 

bitter or bland or burning or putrefied or any other way, and which consists of semblance fruit, 

semblance vegetables and semblance herbs, however, given as nourishment for man are real fruits, 

vegetables and herbs.

605. Therefore, to the animals is given the food and everything edible, and also to man is given the 

nourishment and everything edible, but everything edible is also divided thus into the edible for the 

animals and into the edible for the human being.

606. The edibles for man are different in their energy values, but the same is also valid for the edibles of 

animals, yet a difference shall be set between man and animal, so that human beings only eat food 

assigned to them and do not rob the nourishment of the animals, even if the food of animals may be 

palatable to him if it is falsified with added ingredients and made palatable to his taste.

607. Thus man may not falsify his own edibles with false ingredients, as it were, that fruit is not mixed 

with vegetables or with fish or meat, or as it were, that no sweet is stirred into the edibles which are 

not compatible with sweet.

608. Also man shall be moderate in his eating and drinking, so that he doth not submit himself to 

gluttony and overeating, but just the same, if this is still done, this then is equal to the falsification 

of edibles, therefore, both issues fall into the category of imprudence and weakness and also of 

weak-mindedness and stupidity, because both lead to sickness and evils in the body and in thinking 

and feeling, likewise because man robs and eats edibles of the animals, is the reason that many 

people suffer from manifold diseases and from weak and slow thinking and from all types of 

weaknesses.

609. If man transgresseth against the laws and recommendations and against the order of Creation, he 

createth self-punishment for himself, which also resulteth from these things, which I have seen in 

this vision during sleep, which was given unto me through the wise thoughts and the power of the 

JHWH.

610. And I also saw many other things in this vision, and each thing was less joy than the other, for all 

things were impressed with the suffering of man of Earth, which he createth through his absurdity 

and offence and unrighteousness.

611. But that which followeth here written down is the word of justice and the reprimanding of the 

people of Earth by the JHWH, whom I saw in this vision.

612. And in my sleep, I saw what I will now tell with my writing and with the tongue of my flesh and 

with my breath, which Creation hath placed into the mouth of every human being, so that 
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he shall speak therewith and understand with his intellect.

613. And man  shall  understand  in  the  manner  as  Creation  has  created  him and  endowed him with

intellect, thus he shall understand the word of insight.

614. Creation has also created me, and by the power of the JHWH and my own, it is granted me to work

as Prophet among you human beings of Earth, and to instruct you and to impart advice to you and

also to scold you.

615. You know me well and I know you, and I know your supplication for mercy, but I say unto you that

in my vision also appeared, that your supplication namely cannot be granted by the JHWH into all

eternity, for the power is not his to fulfill your supplication of mercy, because all this lies in your

power alone.

616. Thus, as you actest and livest will also be your life, therefore will your petition for mercy also lie in

your power and in your determination, for as you change and become righteous ones, you then will

fulfill your petition for mercy yourself and will be freed from all evils.

617. In all things you are master over yourself, therefore you have to help yourself, but that you dost not

do, for you believe in a human being whom you call god, and who allowed himself to be attributed

to, to have created the world and all life and space and the stars; yet not at all has he done such, for

such work is only possible to Creation.

618. But as you erroneously believe that a god is the highest to you, then you thinkest and believest in

error; but if truthfully you thinkest and knowest that Creation truthfully alone is the highest, then

you knowest about the Spirit of Creation, which also enliveneth you and resideth within you, and as

you therefore help yourself, then Creation helpeth you.

619. But many of you do not want to be instructed, wherefore you only laboriously climb up to BEING

of eternity, therefore, already a saying exists on Earth, that you are bound in your evils all the days

of your life.

620. But  before  the  days  of  the  Earth  world  are  ending,  before  that  you  will  have  to  witness  the

annihilation of your beloved sons and daughters who, because of your infamous actions and your

unrighteousness, you are not allowed to own, but whom, due to your own guilt, you yourself murder

and annihilate through war and pestilence and robbing and all evils.

621. Your petitions for mercy about them will not be heard by your false priests and gods and idols, and

they will also not be granted by the authorities and scholars and army leaders, because you will

raise and elect them yourself to butcher your sons and daughters and also yourself.

622. You will weep and implore and whine like young dogs, when annihilation cometh often and often

up into the most distant future, and you will not be allowed to take a word of solace or of the

teaching into your mouth from the scripture, which I have written, but so it will also be with the

teachings, which I will bring to you during other times in the future through other prophets, if you

do not change your life according to the laws and recommendations of Creation.

623. And thus in a vision has appeared to me: Clouds invited me and covered me with fog, and the

course of the stars and the lightning urged and drove me, and also the winds gave me wings and

carried me away.

624. They took me up and brought me close to a wall, which was constructed of many shining crystal

stones and was surrounded by a wall of fire, which caused me fear.
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625. But in my vision I stepped into the wall of fire and approached a house, which also was constructed

of shining crystal stones.

626. The walls of the house were smooth like a floor, but they were also constructed of crystal stones as

also the floor.

627. The ceiling resembled the course of the stars and lightning, and in between hovered fiery comets

and behind them was their sky, purest water.

628. Flaming fire flowed around the walls of the house, and the door also was a burning fire.

629. And yet, I entered the house which was like hot fire and yet as cold as ice, and in which was nothing

delightful and also no life.

630. Fear covered me and also terror gripped me, and I was also shaking and trembled and fell on my

face, and soon I had another vision.

631. And in the vision I saw another house, which was larger than the first.

632. And at  the second house all  doors stood open before me, and it  was constructed of pure fiery

flames.

633. But this house was extravagant in size and magnificence and splendor, the like of which I have

never seen before, so that I cannot describe the full size and magnificence and splendor.

634. The floor of the house was undulating in fire and also the ceiling was aflame, yet above the house

was lightning and the courses of the stars.

635. And as I looked up, I saw a throne in the house and its appearance was like white frost, and around

it everything was like shining suns, glittering stars, and fiery comets.

636. And under the exalted throne flowed forth streams of blazing fire, and everything was so dazzling

bright that it was impossible to look at everything longer than a tiny moment.

637. And on the throne It sat, which is great in love and Glory, and It was not enveloped in any form and

It was also without time.

638. It was Spirit in all Its Glory, and It rayed into BEING of the Ur-eternal and eternal.

639. Its robe was more dazzling and brighter than the sun and whiter than the white hail.

640. No form of life could enter here, neither could a mortal see the shape and the countenance of the

glorious and majestic one, and if I had not seen It myself in a vision, to me also the view of It would

have remained eternally hidden.

641. And human beings could not enter unto It, and not the sons and daughters of the heavens, also not

the JHWH, to whom also this secret of all secrets was hidden.

642. Thus only to me was revealed the Glory of this secret, and this will also remain so eternally for the

mortals.

643. But the immortals could enter in, who were freed from the bodies of mortality, and who were pure

Spirit form and blazing flaming fire like the Glory of Creation Itself.

644. But the immortals could only approach Creation up to thirty ells, and nobody could approach closer

of all those who were around the Glory.

645. But ten thousand times ten thousand (10,000 X 10,000) were around the Glory of Creation and all

those were themselves flaming fire and the holy ones and wise ones of time, and they are likewise

called Petale.

646. The Glory of Creation required not the counsel of the holy and wise ones, but they were Petale and,
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therefore, the wise and holy ones and the advisors of time.

647. And the Petale were near the Glory of Creation and did not leave by day and not by night and they

also never left.

648. And until then, I have had a veil over my countenance, so I could see everything, yet I trembled,

because I could not come to know all the Glory and also not understand, yet the seeing was revealed

to me.

649. But the Glory of Creation called me and I heard Its call within me, without having heard a sound

with my ears.

650. And the Glory spoke unto me: “Henok, hear my holy words, but also come here close to me.”

651. And the Glory of Creation let  me stand up and go hither  close before It,  while  I  lowered my

countenance, for awe welled up within me, and the blinding light of grandeur blinded me.

652. And I heard the words of the Glory within me which spoke unto me: “Henok, do not be afraid, for

you are a righteous man and as such the writer and proclaimer of justice.”

653. But, thus, the Glory spoke further and laid upon me, that I was sent through Its will and my will

unto you, mankind, that you may be taught by me, Henok, the proclaimer and Prophet.

654. “But listen,” for so the Glory of Creation spoke unto me, “Go to the sons and daughters of the

heavens and to the human beings of Earth, and teach them that they shall pray to themselves and for

themselves, but that they shall not pray to petition idols and gods, therefore, also not to objects and

not to priests and other human beings, except to themselves or to their Spirit and also to Me, for I

am Creation and the Spirit of BEING.

655. And ask them,”   I heard the words of the Glory, “Ask them, the human beings of Earth and the sons

and daughters of the heavens: ‘Why have you left the way of the high, holy, eternal justice, and why

do you commit whoredom with women and men, and why have you defiled yourselves with all

offences, disgraces and evils of law-breaking and recommendation-breaking and order-breaking.’

656. Why have you burdened yourself with all evils, while you were yet spiritually hallowed and had a

long life,  which  was longer  than  a thousand years,  but  which  you have defiled  and destroyed

through all your evils, so now fewer that 40 years remain to you for a life!

657. Therefore, in the future, your life span will be very short for many thousands of years, and only few

will exist who survive two generations.

658. But a change will  come, when a part  of the generations of man of Earth changeth and turneth

toward the truth, which will be at the time of the Prophet of the New Age, when the life span will

rise through the life conduct of the righteous in obedience of truth, so your age will reach a value in

the middle of three generations of men, which is three parts of four parts of one hundred years.

659. But the life span will continue to increase, if  the righteous ones will not decrease but increase.

660. But your age in the middle value does not outlast two generations, for through your unrighteousness

and all  your  offences,  evils  and disgraces,  you have abandoned the truth so far,  that  you have

shortened your years of life to a small part of the whole.

661. You have lusted for the blood of your neighbors and murdered them, and you also have lusted for

the flesh of your neighbors and committed whoredom with them and also brought forth children,

who 
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inherited  from  you  the  rapid  mortality  and  transitoriness,  so  they  transmit  the  same  to  their

descendants.

662. You also have created and lived all unrighteousness, all foolishness and stupidity and evils, offences

and loss, which weigh heavy upon you and always strike you again, because every one of your evil

thoughts joineth all other evil thoughts of yours and of the neighbors, so they become a powerful

force, which continueth to live and always striketh you by day and by night.

663. The power of evil thoughts, however, hovers like a mighty invisible sky around the world and in

your cult places, from where every moment you are struck by the evil forces of this power.

664. But, in your misunderstanding, you call these evil forces, created by yourself, and according to your

erroneous belief, evil spirits and demons.

665. Therefore, you call your own evil thoughts evil spirits and evil demons, which are foundation stones

to you for new evil thoughts and deeds.

666. Verily, the thoughts of you human beings have their residence within yourself, but they also have

their residence in the invisible sky around the world, and they also have their residence wherever

you live or where you often conduct your truthful or false prayers.

667. But only good thoughts or evil thoughts live at one place, and as a human being cometh to a place

of good thoughts, the energies of good come to him, but if a human being cometh to a place where

there are evil thoughts, the energy of evil befalleth him, as this is so in all of your cult places, in

which you pray to gods and call upon idols, so that at such a place, malice and severe confusion

befalleth you, from which you art not able to free yourself.

668. A thought is like a mighty invisible energy, which liveth many thousands of years and storeth itself

like the grain in the granary; and likewise, as man fetcheth grain from his granary and nourisheth

himself, man continuously fetcheth from the stored thoughts of power  new energies of good or evil,

with which his own thoughts are nourished in good or in evil.

669. And all those, on whom crash down thought energies of evil, will continue to corrupt for they are

those, who deny the truth and practice violence and cause destruction on Earth, and who cause

disaster, but who therefore, will have lack of food and will have to suffer from thirst.

670. Their misery will be great, and they will find no mercy, for they will be struck and punished through

their own unrighteousness.

671. Verily, the power of evil is very great, which is stored everywhere, in places which you call houses

of god and wherever else you conduct your cults.

672. And at these places manifold deaths lie in waiting for you, wherever they are, so that your thinking

and striving and acting and also your flesh is corrupted.

673. But therefore, you will corrupt at these places and by all stored evil forces everywhere until the day,

when you let the great judgement fall over you, before you become righteous ones.

674. But if you die as unrighteous ones, then your flesh falleth into decay, but while your evil character

storeth itself in the invisible skies around the Earth as powerful force.

675. But if you art born again and standest in a new incarnation, then again you will be befallen by your

old evil character, which lasteth throughout endless times in the invisible skies around the Earth,

which strikes you like poisoned arrows of evil.
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676. But the poison of the arrows poisons you more and more, and you do not try to remove the poison

from  yourself,  therefore,  you  demoralizest  further  and  determinest  in  advance  for  many

reincarnations, that you will be struck by your own poisoned arrows of evil.

677. But if you change to righteous ones, then you begin to fight against the evil, but therefore, you

create a harness against your own poisoned arrows, which rain down on you from the invisible skies

of evil around the Earth, where they are stored for thousands of years, so they do not strike you with

full force anymore and slowly lose their force of evil.

678. And if  you art  steadfast  and, in your change,  defendest  yourself  against  the evils  of your own

making and those of your neighbor, then your harness groweth, so you have a mighty protection

therein.

679. Verily,  you human beings of Earth were corrupted at early times by sons and daughters of the

heavens, although then the hidden things of the laws and recommendations of Creation were not

revealed to you yet, but nevertheless, you became guilty of all evils and of all unrighteousness, by

which you have made yourselves to burdened ones.

680. Small  and  meaningless  secrets  were  betrayed  to  you  by  the  guilty  sons  and  daughters  of  the

heavens, and you willingly accepted them and made them your own without feeling guilty and

without defense, as you were only too willing.

681. In your hardening of  heart you made the meaningless secrets your own and also taught them to

your children, so since then you have caused much evil on the Earth and have no peace and no love,

but also no truth, knowledge and wisdom, and this likewise among the women and men and among

the children.”

682. So then, the Glory of Creation spoke to me that I instruct mankind of Earth about It,  before It

breathed me away to another place, where again were shapes like flaming fire, and who appeared

like human beings, whenever they desired this by their thoughts.

683. And these shapes like flaming fire were similar to the shapes of Petale in their appearance, but their

changeability  was  greatly  dissimilar  and  only  their  very  own,  which  were  called  as  Arahat

Athersata.

684. And the flaming shapes Arahat Athersata led me to the place of the storm on the summit of a

mountain, the pinnacle of which reached high into the sky.

685. And on the summit of the mountain, a flaming shape of the Arahat Athersata stepped close to me

and changed into a human being and said: “See, I am Urjel, one of the Arahat Athersata.

686. Like the Petale, we are a form of unity and also singular as ourselves, but we are WE, like the

Petale, who are higher in everything than we.

687. Verily, Henok, you are astonished that you are with us, but soon you will understand that you do not

need to be astonished.

688. I am Urjel from the WE-Spirit forms of Arahat Athersata and like the Petale, our existence of solid

bodies has ended and we live in the BEING of a world unknown to man.

689. But man liveth in a world which lieth quiet deep below ours, in which the time of our BEING has

become existence in the great ocean of duration.

690. Our  BEING has  become  knowledge  and  truth  and  love  and  also  to  energy  and  power  in  the

obedience of the laws and recommendations within and about Creation.
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691. In the endless duration, the Spirit has freed Itself from the body, and reincarnation has vanished into

the past.

692. Our  life  has  become  Creation-approximate,  forceful  and  powerful,  in  striving  completion  of

perfection.

693. We, Arahat Athersata, are the beholders of time, and we are the recognizers of truth of all things in

their source and in their consequences.

694. The  boundaries  between  the  human  world  and  our  world  are  of  great  duration,  and  they  are

measured in many million years times million years and, therefore, they constitute the barriers of

the spiritual worlds.

695. We know the communication in the spaceless and timeless realm, which maketh the past and the

future present to us.

696. And this shall be said unto you: What you seest and hearest is given to no other human being except

you, therefore it is also inaccessible to an JHWH, only to you at all times, when you breathe, at a

time or at another time, as Prophet of the highest standing.

697. But therefore, you now shall see and hear things, which will also be strange for you to understand,

and the secrets thereof you will only solve in the distant future, when seven thousand years have

passed over the Earth.

698. But as the seen and heard will remain a secret to you for seven-thousand years, it will thus remain a

secret for the human beings for a much longer time, before they will grasp the secret of our signs,

which we let you see and hear.

699. Therefore, Henok, do not be depressed, if at this time, you do not understand our signs to the full

extent, but be glad if you grasp a portion and by and by in further incarnations more and more.

700. Therefore, listen carefully and see what we, the observers of time, have to announce and to reveal to

you.”

701. Thus spoke Urjel, the flaming one and one of the Arahat Athersata, so that I saw and heard the

secrets of the past and the future.

702. And I saw places in dazzling light and I heard thunder at the ends thereof, in the depths of heaven

above, I saw a quiver with arrows and a mighty fiery arch, which stretched from the rising of the

sun unto its setting.

703. But in the same depth hovered a mighty fiery sword, and all the lightning of Earth flashed round

about.

704. Then Urjel, the flaming one, took me away and he brought me to the waters of life, and up to the

fire of the West, which burns in the sky at every setting of the sun.

705. And I came with Urjel, the flaming one, to a fiery stream, the fire of which, however, was like

water, and which towards the west poureth forth into a great ocean, and I also saw all other great

streams which, like the first, all poured forth into the ocean.

706. And then, I reached a world with Urjel, which is darkness and light at the same time, and which is

the world in which the mortals walk during death, and from which they return again into incarnation

after a long time.

707. But Urjel led me into the world where the mortals walk during death for a long time, and the time

suddenly was gone, and timelessness prevailed in endless duration.

708. And my body had vanished from me, and also everything which was human, and also my feeling

was only a perception in love and calm and peace.

709. And I was aware that I was Henok and yet not Henok, for I was Henok and yet was one with all the

mortals, who walked in this world for a long time.
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710. But this world was like the Earth, which is in darkness and in light at the same time, yet the Earth

was different and another world, for it was the world and the life of reincarnating ones in their

coarse manner, but they did not see the world of the changing mortals, and also the world of the

changing mortals was so that they did not see the world of the coarse type.

711. But the one world was the other world, and yet both worlds were two other worlds and different

from each other, and also the world of the coarse type was impressed by time, but the world of the

changing mortals was of timeless duration.

712. But so Urjel led me out again from the world of the changing mortals, and thus I again felt my body

and everything that was human of me; and an evil grief and fear befell me, and I felt pain in my

breast that I had to leave this world of the fine type.

713. But the grief remained in me and never left me again, for the perception of joy and calm and love

did not cease to glimmer within me, which had filled me in the other world.

714. And Urjel took me further, and I saw the mountains of black clouds of winter time and the places

into which the waters of all the depths discharge themselves.

715. And I also saw the estuary of all streams of Earth and the estuary of all depths of the universe.

716. And Urjel, the flaming one, who was one of the Arahat Athersata, showed me the containers of all

winds, and also I saw how Creation has wisely adorned everything.

717. And I saw the foundation of the universe and also the cornerstone of the Earth and the seven

invisible winds, which carry the Earth and the firmament of heaven.

718. And I saw how seven other winds span the heights and the depths of the heavens, and how they

wind and float between heavens and earth worlds and suns, and how they are the seven pillars of the

universe.

719. Also I saw the winds which turn the heavens, which evoke the circling of the sun around itself, and

which let the constellations circle their courses around suns and cause stars to go down.

720. But then I saw that the winds were no winds, because every wind was energy of a certain law, and

therefore, energy like the swinging of a stone, which by a sling flieth infinitely far.

721. But also the energy was likewise the energy of Earth, on which every stone falleth back, which is

thrown quite high with a sling.

722. But also I saw the true winds, which are perceptible and which move the dust and whirl up in the

air, and likewise I saw them above the Earth, how they carry and drift the clouds.

723. Thus I was at the end of the Earth and saw that the end was not the end, because the end went

further and further and it also rounded itself almost to a sphere, and as I was outside of the solid of

Earth, the world floated in the lightness of heaven and like a sphere in the air.

724. And Urjel penetrated a strange world with me, of which the like I had never seen before.

725. We went to the south, where a great fire burneth from heaven day and night, and where seven

mountains of most precious stone are, three which lay towards the east and three towards the south

and one in the middle.

726. But the mountains which lay towards the east were different, one of them was of multi-colored

precious stones, one of pearl stones and one of spear glass.
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727. But the mountains towards the south were of a different type, for one was of  red stones, the middle

one reached into heaven and was of alabaster, and the third also reached into heaven and was of

sapphire.

728. But in all mountains was a flaming fire by which the mountains shone and played in the light.

729. But far from the mountains and on the other side of the great land was a place, where all the waters

gathered, and there also was a deep abyss in the Earth with pillars of heavenly fire.

730. But under the fires, pillars of heavenly fire fell down, which one could neither count in direction

upward or downward.

731. But above the abyss was a place, which had no heavens above it and also no firmament and no

foundation  of  Earth  beneath  it,  and  also  there  were  no  waters  at  the  place  and  no  birds,  but

everything was deserted and empty, for it was an empty and desolate place.

732. It was terrible what I saw there, for there were seven stars, like huge burning mountains, and like

evil spirits having become visible, who implored me for mercy and intercession.

733. And Urjel spoke unto me: “This is the place where heaven and Earth end, and this place serveth the

stars of the heavens and all wise ones of the heavens as place of instruction.

734. This  likewise  is  the  place  here,  at  which  all  laws  and  recommendations  of  Creation  and  Its

sevenfold order reveal themselves since Its very beginning.

735. But here also arrive all thoughts and all feelings of all human beings of good as well as of evil, and

from this place they rise into infinity if they are good, but if they are evil then right away they

dissipate into nothing, so that the end of all days is only full of peace and of love in eternity.

736. But the end of all days will be the judgement of all judgements, and all life which at that time still

walketh in unrighteousness, causeth itself to vanish and to be extinguished for all eternity.

737. But the life, which at the end of all days liveth in righteousness, entereth into Creation Itself to

become one with It and to live in all-great-timeliness.”

738. And truly, I, Henok, alone have seen the view of all this truth and received the instructions thereto.

739. I, Henok, saw all the beginning and ends of everything and no human being, except me, has seen

them as I have seen them.

740. And Urjel taught me that there are seven flaming energies of the Arahat Athersata, who watch over

everything in the universe jointly with the entire Arahat Athersata, but the seven are the proclaimers

and instructors and uniters to the true wise ones of all worlds, who are lower than their world.

741. But one of these watchers is Urjel,  and he watcheth over all  thunder and all  quaking, over the

lightnings and weather and seasons and over all energies which are in all things.

742. And the second watcher, therefore, is Rufael, who watcheth over all forms of Spirit of man, of

animals, of plants of all types, of the stars and everything which liveth, creepeth and flieth.

743. And the third watcher, therefore, is Raguel, who watcheth over everything which liveth against the

laws and recommendations of Creation and against the sevenfold order.

744. And the fourth watcher, therefore, is Mjkel, who watcheth over everything which liveth according

to the laws and recommendations of Creation and according to the sevenfold order.

745. And the fifth watcher, therefore, is Sarakel, who watcheth over the instructions and the progress of

the forms of Spirit of man and animals and of everything, which creepeth and flieth.

746. And the sixth watcher, therefore, is Gabrel, who watcheth over all worlds of the low and high forms,

and who watcheth over all boundaries of all different worlds.

747. And the seventh watcher, therefore, is Kerubel, who watcheth over all remainders of life, which is 
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presented by man and animals and stars and plants and energies, and everything which liveth and

creepeth and flieth in the entire universe.

748. And the WE-form of Arahat Athersata jointly watch in all tasks of the seven watchers and therefore,

they are one with them and in all things.

749. And Urjel led me to a different place where nothing happened, and there I saw something terrible.

750. There was no firmly based earth and there also existed no high sky, and everything was empty,

desolate space, quite august and terrible.

751. And in the august space, bound together, seven gigantic spheres of wobbly energy floated, like great

mountains, and flaming like dark fire.

752. This time, I asked Urjel: “Due to which cause of malice are these spheres of flaming dark fire power

bound, and why are they expelled to this august and terrible space?”

753. Then Urjel, my leader, the flaming one, said to me: “Why do you search with me about these things,

and why do you inquire and ask and are curious?

754. But therefore, listen: These are the seven different powers of evil of all human beings, who have

transgressed against the laws and recommendations and against the sevenfold order of Creation, and

they are those, who are degenerated in their energies.

755. These powers have quite mightily stored themselves for all times in the universe, while the guilty

human beings, meantime, have become righteous ones or are in the change toward righteousness.

756. But their evil energies, which originated through thoughts and pondering and striving and acting,

are not changeable and full of danger, because they attack every life and force it into their ban.

757. Therefore, these energies of evil in degeneration must be captured by the power of  this place, so

they are bound here unto the end of all days, when they are then taken to the place of the end of the

earth worlds and the heavens to their last judgement of all judgements, where their extermination

will be.

758. And as the degenerated evil is held here unto the end of all days, so it also is not dangerous to life.”

759. And from there, Urjel, the flaming one, one of the Arahat Athersata, floated off into the expanse of

the universe with me.

760. But in deep space he brought me to a high place which had none of terribleness, but which was

great like a glaring fire, which flamed and blazed and had incisions like flaming tongues.

761. The space was limited only by the high area of space and the place floated therein like an island in a

boundless ocean.

762. But from the depths of space, round about came flaming small fire pillars and let themselves fall

into the glaring, fiery place.

763. The expanse of the place and its size, however, I could not see, neither was I able to grasp the origin

thereof.

764. Then I said to Urjel: “How exalted this place is and what joy and reverence to view it.”

765. Then Urjel answered me: “Henok, you feel no fear and no terror in you about this exalted place and

in the view of this joy.
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766. This is a place like many others in the expansive universe, which are all of the same type and of

good form.

767. This place is a mighty block of energy and this energy is knowledge, wisdom, truth, love, logical

consequence and everything which is good.

768. At this place, all knowledge and all wisdom, love and logical consequence in truth of all forms of

life are gathered and stored, like in a granary all gathered grain is stored.

769. Therefore, this place is a mighty storage block, which stores everything within that is recognized

and acquired of knowledge or is created in some other place, so here, from the very beginning

everything is stored which has been found of knowledge of every type.

770. This place is a storage block of all wisdom and accessible to every wise one, who is human or Spirit

form, if he, through spiritual energy, useth a secret word as key, through which the door of the block

openeth to him, so he can enter in and obtain knowledge.

771. But truly, the wise one only sparingly obtaineth knowledge from here, if he is truthfully in need

thereof, so that he doth not rob but only meets his need.

772. But it is also provided that the block of wisdom only releases knowledge to every wise one which

lies in the comprehension of the wise, that he is not overburdened in his understanding, so that he

does not become insane and confused in his mind and in his consciousness.”

773. From here I went to another place with Urjel, but now the other watchers of the Arahat Athersata

joined us thus, Rufael, Raguel, Gabrel, Kerubel, Mjkel and Sarakel.

774. And in the west they showed me a great high mountain, which was of quite hard rock and where

were seven wonderful places.

775. But under the hard rocks, down in the depths, were expanses which were like something smoothed,

which rolls and I recognized it as alive, something which liveth.

776. Therefore, I asked about this place and this time Rufael, one of the flaming ones of the Arahat

Athersata, answered:

777. “These seven beautiful places are the seven worlds of the realm of death, which by man is called the

other side.

778. At these places the Spirit forms gather, when through death they escape from the coarse body.

779. Thus,  they  gather  here  at  these  seven places,  each  at  one place  or  another,  depending on and

determined by the level of fineness of the Spirit, which each generateth and formeth depending on

wisdom.

780. And the seven beautiful places are seven different worlds and they, therefore, are the seven worlds

of the fine realms of death which, at the same time, exist on every coarse world, however, separated

by the boundaries of the fine and the coarse matter.

781. Therefore, these worlds which you see as beautiful places are created, so that there all Spirit forms

of mankind gather, when they escape from the coarse bodies through dying.

782. These places, therefore, are made as living places for the Spirit forms of mankind, when they escape

from the coarse life and enter into the fine life of death.

783. And the Spirit forms remain at these places for a certain time, which followeth a cycle, and is only

duration in which each Spirit form develops further in knowledge and in the development of its

energy,  before  they  again  leave  this  place  and  are  born  anew  into  a  coarse  human  body  in

reincarnation.”

784. And Urjel took me away from this place and to a distant wasteland, over which was only darkness

and 
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round about everything full of wailing.

785. But in the wide and terrible plane of the place hovered shadows, from whom emanated the wailing

which echoed into the darkness of heaven, and therefore, I asked for the purpose of this horror.

786. Now Raguel answered and also said to me: “This is the horrible place, where all the wailings of

those human beings gather, who are murdered by the likes of them.

787. Here therefore, resound all the wailings of the murdered and tormented and tortured ones, because

at this place all the wailings of mankind gather which are caused by unrighteousness.

788. But here also every wailing resounds for a long time and as long, until some time the kernel and the

seed of  the  cause  in  the  evil-doers  among mankind has  disappeared,  while  here,  in  horror  the

wailings are heard.

789. And the shadows which hover are single wailings in restlessness, and no shadow can bind itself to

another, for they are separated among each other, because every wailing is its own cry of horror of

an evil, which hath been committed each to a human being by his own kind.

790. Therefore, the wailings are separated from among each other, but which also again are partitioned in

different areas at this place, of which again are seven.

791. So here can be heard the wailings of mankind, who are murdered and tormented and tortured by the

likes of them, and here also they reveal their pain and their ruin, until the infamous action has been

atoned by the guilty.

792. But  the  wailings  resound  here  for  the  reason,  that  the  guilty  originators  find  no  rest  and  are

constantly reminded of their infamous actions, so that they feel guilty and therefore strive to change

to righteousness.

793. But truthfully, these seven locations of this place are seven invisible heavens around the Earth and

therefore around all earth worlds, from which the human being in every new life is reminded of his

deeds.”

794. And I, Henok, praised the Glory of Creation for Its justice which hath created everything, and which

leadeth all life to BEING in all all-great-time.

795. From there I went with the watchers, the flaming ones, to another place towards the west, further

unto the ends of the Earth and the heavens.

796. Then I saw a quite brightly burning fire, which restlessly ran and never ceased from its course,

neither by day nor by night.

797. But I asked while I said: “What is this here which findeth no rest?”

798. And this time Kerubel, the flaming watcher of the Arahat Athersata, answered me: “This burning

fire,  the  constant  movement  which  you  see  towards  the  west,  is  the  fire  of  the  energy  of  all

constellations of the heavens.”

799. From there the flaming watchers brought me to another place, and they also showed me a mountain

of fire which blazes day and night.

800. And I went closer to the mountain and recognized that truthfully, there were seven magnificent

mountains and every one different from the other.

801. And the mountains consisted of magnificent and precious and most beautiful stones, and everything

was quite magnificent and of glorious appearance and of beautiful and wonderful exterior.

802. Three of the mountains sat toward the east, one strung behind the other, and also three sat toward

the 
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south, and also one strung behind the other, and like the others, one was higher than the others.

803. But in between the mountains were deep windings valleys, of which none was connected to another.

804. But the seventh mountain sat in the middle between the six others, and on all their summits they

resembled a throne-seat of Creation at a lofty height, surrounded by fragrant trees.

805. But among them was a tree, as I had never seen before and also had never smelled before.

806. The fragrance of this tree was not equal to any other fragrance, and its leaves and its blossoms and

its wood never withered throughout eternity.

807. Therefore, the fruit also did not wither throughout eternity and  besides was of great beauty, and

which compareth to the cluster of a palm tree.

808. This time I said: “Look at this beautiful tree, it is wonderful to behold and lovely, and its leaves and

branches and its fruit are delightful to the eye.”

809. Then Mjkel, the flaming one, answered me: “Henok, why do you ask me about the fragrance and

about everything of this tree, and what do you try to learn with secretly hidden words, for know that

we know your great knowledge and also the secretly hidden inquiry in your questions.”

810. Then I, Henok, answered him and said: “About everything I like to learn something, but especially

about this tree, for it appeareth to me that it concealeth a great secret which also concerneth me.”

811. And Mjkel answered me, while he said: “You are great in knowledge and also trained in wisdom

and truthful.

812. Listen, Henok: This high mountain, which you see and the pinnacle of which compares to the throne

of  Creation,  is  the  dwelling  place  of  the  Glory  of  Creation,  from  which  all  laws  and

recommendations and the sevenfold order thus come down to all worlds and mankind, and also to

everything which creepeth and flieth everywhere.

813. But the tree, about which you inquire, which is of such exquisite fragrance, is holy and exalted,

therefore it is not allowed any mortal to touch it until the time of the end of all days, at which the

justice will be completed and the eternity of life unto BEING.

814. Only at the end of all time of the days will be given to the righteous of the fruit of the tree, so

thereby they obtain the life of all-timeliness.

815. But you, Henok, you are a mortal immortal and, therefore, highest JHWH of all JHWH among all of

mankind of the universe, as all JHWH and leaders honor you, while you force yourself into a human

body as Prophet and suffer in evil torment.

816. You are the highest among the leaders and give yourself as the lowest, for which you suffer torment

and yet dost not complain, yet at this place shall help be bestowed upon you, that you survivest all

times and all torment.

817. It shall then be accomplished here, that you enjoy the fruit of this tree at this holy place, so that you

become the eternal temple of love and all fulfillment, therefore take this fruit here and eat it.”

818. And Mjkel handed my a grape-like cluster and I ate it, which tasted quite exquisitely and filled me

with joy and love and with the understanding of many secrets.

819. But,  therefore,  I  cannot  explain  how everything happened to  me,  for  that  very moment,  I  saw

infinity which I could yet not see with my eyes.

820. And I heard Mjkel,  who said to me:  “Henok, now you have eaten of the fruit  of the tree and

therefore, you will be strong throughout all time and be a temple of truth.

821. Into the most distant future, you will willingly carry the fruit of truth and bring the great teaching of
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the word of truth to mankind.

822. And in the distant future you will create a new holy place, and also plant the fruit of truth high in

the north of the Earth, when the New Age hath come and the time of the great instruction.

823. The place will be the place of truth and the place of instruction, but also a temple of understanding

and of love.

824. But many incarnations you will still live until then, and often you will experience evil misery and

torment, yet despair will not be yours.

825. But the New Age will not be of great difference in misery and torment, but also will be allotted that

among many of mankind of Earth exalted joy will awaken and rejoicing in the recognition of truth,

so that they recognize the holiness of truth and of Creation and of yourself.

826. And the scholars among mankind of Earth will allow the fragrance of  truthful holiness to penetrate

into their bones and slowly change everything, that in the coming days they will live a long life on

the Earth, as their ancient ancestors have lived.

827. Therefore, they will learn and in the later future truly lead a life that will not touch them any more

by sadness and suffering and trouble and toil, but also there will be no more need and misery and

unrighteousness.

828. Verily, so it will be, but before this happeneth, a very long time after the New Age, still much

torment and offence and unrighteousness and disgrace will exist among mankind of Earth.”

829. And as I, Henok, heard the speech of the flaming one, one of the watchers of Arahat Athersata, I

was quiet in reverence and modesty, yet then, I praised the Glory of Creation that It hath prepared

everything so well for the righteous human beings.

830. But also I praised Creation, which hath created everything, and created love in infinity and also

justice and life, which is according to Its laws and recommendations and according to Its sevenfold

order in truthfulness.

831. And from there, I went with the flaming watcher to the center of the Earth, and soon I saw a blessed

and fruitful place, where there were many branches, which rooted and sprouted from a felled tree.

832. But there also was a holy mountain and to the east thereof, underneath the mountain, was a water

which flowed toward the south.

833. But  toward  the  east  was  another  mountain  of  equal  height  as  the  first,  and  between  the  two

mountains was a deep valley but which was not wide, and in the valley a water also ran along the

mountain.

834. And toward  the  west  of  this  mountain  was  another  mountain,  lower  than  the  two  others,  and

therefore not high.

835. But here also was a valley, but which was not wide, and therein also flowed a water along the

mountain.

836. But there were three other deep and dry valleys at the end of all three mountains, and in them

flowed no water.

837. And all valleys were deep, but not wide and of hard boulders.

838. And there were trees planted on the mountains and in the fertile valleys, which prospered and bore

sublime fruit.

839. And everything was exalted and beautiful and like a paradise, except for the deep and dry valleys

which were of smooth and hard rocks.

840. And I was curious about the rocks, and I was also curious about the horrors of the rocks, and I was

quite 
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curious about everything.

841. Then I said: “What is this blessed land for, which is totally filled with fruit bearing trees and is like

a paradise, and what is the accursed land of the valley for behind it?”

842. Then one of the Arahat Athersata, Sarakel, the flaming one, answered me:

843. “These accursed valleys are for the Creation slanderers among mankind, and here also the energies

of their evil slandering thoughts and slandering speeches gather.

844. Here, therefore, all slander-energies have to gather and wait in accursedness so long, until the guilty

ones change to righteousness, and until they ban their unseemly speeches against Creation from

their mouth.

845. And  therefore  they  remain  here  for  a  long  time,  until  the  guilty  ones  rid  themselves  of  their

shamelessness toward the Glory of Creation.

846. And in one valley of the horrors and accursedness, the energies of the slanderers gather, which are

the Creation-deniers and also the atheists.

847. But in the second valley of horrors and accursedness, the energies of the slanderers gather, who are

sectarians and gods-worshipers and other human-worshipers.

848. And in the third valley of horrors and accursedness, the energies of the slanderers gather, who are

idolaters and the autocratic.

849. And therefore they will all remain here until the guilty change to become righteous ones, so that

through truth they find mercy and praise the Glory of Creation.

850. And they remain here as long as they themselves have determined this by their own lot, as they have

imparted this unto themselves.

851. Truthfully, these valleys of horror and accursedness are three invisible heavens around the Earth,

where the energies of the slanderers gather and remain for a long time, until the guilty ones change

to truth and righteousness, as the energies then disappear in dissipation.

852. But while the energies of the slanderers remain in the invisible heavens above the Earth, they are

powerful  and evil,  and they  also  strike  the  guilty  in  every  life  and incarnation  like  poisonous

arrows.”

853. Therefore, I praised the Glory of Creation and spoke to It in prayer, and I also remembered Its

greatness as It is seemly.

854. But from there I went with the flaming watchers of the Arahat Athersata to another place, far away

from the desolate valleys, approaching a mountain range in the east.

855. There I saw trees which were called judgement trees, and there were especially such which give off

incense fragrance and myrrh-fragrance, and therefore, they were not like ordinary trees.

856. Over the mountain of the east, high above it and not far therefrom, I saw another place, but therein

were valleys and with water like that which never dries up.

857. And there I saw a beautiful tree, the fragrance of which was like the fragrance of mastic.

858. And  on  the  sides  of  the  valleys,  towards  the  end  of  the  valleys,  I  saw  grown  fine-smelling

cinnamon.

859. Then I went up these valleys, closer towards the east.

860. And I  saw another  mountain,  overgrown with  trees,  from which  flowed water,  but  which  was

something like nectar, and which one calls sarisa and galbanum.

861.     And beyond that mountain I saw another mountain, where upon aloe trees grew, which were full of

a 
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hard almond-like matter.

862. And if one took the fruit of the tree and ate it, it tasted better than all fine fragrances.

863. And  after  I  had  eaten  of  the  fruit  of  the  best  fragrances,  I  gazed  towards  the  north  over  all

mountains.

864. Forthwith, I saw seven mountains, and they were full of delicious spikenard plants and fragrant

trees, but there was also much of cinnamon and pepper.

865. And I went further to the seven mountains, and forthwith I stepped across their summit, far towards

the east and in accompaniment of the flaming watchers of  the Arahat Athersata, who did not leave

my side.

866. And we moved further towards the east, far over the Erythaeic Sea, high over the place, Zutuel, unto

the two-stream-land near Uruk Gart, in the kingdom of Gjlgamesch.

867. But there, the watchers led me back in time and into the garden of righteousness, where I discovered

an abundance of multicolored trees and plants and flowers.

868. And quite many trees and plants and flowers were there, large and small ones which grow there,

fragrant, very lovely and magnificent.

869. But also, I saw there the tree of wisdom, covered with large and sweet and delicious fruit, which

teach great wisdom to those human beings who eat thereof.

870. And the tree of wisdom resembleth the carob tree, and its fruit, like the grape, is very good.

871. But the fragrance of the tree infatuateth and spreadeth far away and therefore I said: “Quite lovely is

this tree and how lovely and delightful its view and fragrant its fruit.”

872. And the flaming watcher, Rufael, answered and said to me: “See, Henok, this is the tree of wisdom,

from which your ancestors already have eaten, so that they found recognition of wisdom and they

opened their eyes.

873. The tree of this type, however, standeth only here and once on the Earth, as it groweth nowhere else

at another place.

874. But it is also not a creature of Earth, but a stranger here on this world, for it has been brought here

from far away, from a distant world in the universe and, therefore, been planted here by the sons and

daughters of the heavens.

875. To give wisdom unto the human beings.

876. And to give life unto the human beings.

877. And to give BEING unto the human beings.

878. And the tree liveth in beauty and splendor and beareth fruit for seven hundred years, after which it

drieth up and dieth without fertile seeds, because it is one-gendered and findeth no fertilization by

its own kind, therefore it hath no offspring.

879. Truly, therefore, this is the tree of wisdom and the tree of life in the garden of righteousness, the

secret of which, however, mankind on Earth does not know, but while they call it the tree of life in

paradise.

880. But the secret of the tree of wisdom is that its fruit concealeth a substance, which expandeth the

consciousness of man when he eateth thereof, so he attaineth to great understanding of wisdom, as it

is like with various plants of the Earth.

881. But this here is likewise the garden of righteousness, where Adam and his wife were procreated, and

from which emanated all evil of mankind of Earth due to the sons and daughters of the heavens,

who 
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got together with the earthly mankind and procreated with them malicious giants, therefore, they

were all driven away from this place.”

882. From there, we again went to other ends of the Earth which were places where large animals lived,

each different from the other and wondrous.

883. But there were also birds, which were manifold in their shape and in their beauty and voice, and

also everyone was different from the other.

884. And there were also birds with magnificent multi-colored feathers and they had curved beaks, as

otherwise only vultures have this, which are the hawk and eagle and the owls and falcons.

885. Yet forthwith we left these places, where also gigantic animals lived, which were often larger than

the largest elephants and which were quite as large as the whales in the ocean, but while these giant

animals lived on land and in virgin forest in small numbers.

886. And we went far towards the east into the depths of space, close to the ends of the worlds and

constellations, where heaven doth not rest and constantly expandeth.

887. And I saw how from the immeasurable expanse of the shining expansion, the constellations of

heaven come forth.

888. And I counted the radiating doors from which the constellations and fires issue forth and rotate and

become firm, so that one can walk on them after a very long time, when the heat embers have

cooled.

889. But also, Urjel wrote down for me all the exits of them, of every single one especially, exactly

according to their numbers, their names and their connection, their position, their time and their

months and days, as he showed them to me.

890. Urjel  showed  me  everything  but  he  also  wrote  down  everything  for  me,  also  all  laws  and

recommendations and the order, and also the orbits of the constellations and their life and their

performances.

891. From there we went towards the north in space and also to the end of the worlds, and there I saw a

great and magnificent wonder at the ends of the universe.

892. Here I saw three open doors of heaven in space which were like dark velvet, and from each door

issue forth winds in the northern direction, which meaneth, that the winds blow forth from the doors

of heaven in the direction toward north, but while they escape toward the south.

893. But these winds were great energies, like those by which all stars circle, but they also were of a

different type, for they can be captured by the worlds and cause many events on them, like cold,

hoar-frost, hail, snow, dew, rain and storm, and changes in the feelings and thoughts of man and also

diverse other things.

894. Yet from the doors only streameth and bloweth balanced energy, therefore, it is neither evil nor

good, but in between, yet if man absorbeth them within, he maketh it to good or evil, so within him

is formed the measure of center or misery or vehemence, depending on the way how man useth the

energies.

895. These winds, however, are energies of life, so therefore, cosmic life energy, which doth not contain

good or evil, but is centered.

896. But this energy is of great power and powerful toward the good as also toward evil, depending upon

how man useth it.

897. From these doors of heaven we went towards the west, to other ends of the worlds, and forthwith I

saw there three other doors of heaven, like those I saw in the north and they also had the same exits.
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898. From there, we went towards the south and other ends of the worlds in the universe, and there again

I saw three open doors of heaven.

899. Thereupon we went towards the east to the ends of the worlds, and here also were three open doors

of heaven, from which blew forth the winds like the winds from the doors of the north and of the

west and of the south.

900. Thus,  the wind powers of these doors of heaven storm from all  sides through the space of the

universe, equally all life in all directions is affected by them without difference.

901. And as I saw everything, I praised Creation, and always anew I praised the Glory of Creation,

which hath made all the great and exalted and magnificent wonders.

902. And I praised the Glory of Creation about Its greatness and the greatness of Its work, to show the

flaming watchers and also mankind, so that they also shall praise the greatness and the works of

Creation.

903. But also I praised Creation so that all forms of life, as creatures of Creation, see the works of Its

power, and also that they all praise and honor the great works of Creation into all eternity.

904. This, therefore, was a vision I had, and forthwith another vision of wisdom followed.

905. And verily, I faithfully report what I had seen also in this visions, as I say this, I, Henok, the son of

Jared.

906. And this is the beginning of the speech of wisdom of this vision, which I began to speak and to tell

to those who live on Earth and are mankind of Earth and thus sons and daughters of the heavens:

907. Hear, you old ones, and hear, you descendants, the holy speeches which I will speak in truth before

Creation.

908. It is the right of the old ones to tell them everything first, yet also from the descendants shall not be

withheld the beginning of wisdom.

909. And verily, up to today, has never been imparted so much wisdom to a human being through the

flaming watchers of the Arahat Athersata and through the Petale, than I have received after my

insight, according to the pleasure of Creation, from which hath been imparted unto me the lot of

eternal life.

910. And there were given to me in a newly vision three picture-speeches, which I began to tell to those

who inhabit the solid of the Earth.

911. But the first picture-speech was this: When the community of the righteous will appear in unity, and

when the unrighteous will find their end for their unrighteousness and offences and will be driven

from the face of the Earth, that is the secret of time alone.

912. But it is also a secret of time when the New Age will be, at which the righteous one will appear

before the eyes of the chosen ones, whose works will be weighed and will appear as light to all

those righteous and chosen ones who will live on the Earth.

913. But where will be the dwelling place of the unrighteous and the stay of those, who have denied all

the Glory of Creation, for quite mighty the truth will begin to undulate, therefore, the unrighteous

will suffer and lose their life.

914. Truly, it were better for the unrighteous to have never been born, for their torment will be great.

915. And  when  the  secrets  of  the  righteous  one  will  be  revealed,  there  will  first  be  ridicule  and

foolishness and offence and denial and disgrace, yet forthwith, the unrighteous will be judged by

their own
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judgements, so that they suffer and die like flies after their hatching.

916. And therefore, the unrighteous drive themselves from the face of the righteous and chosen ones,

who change themselves to righteous and chosen ones in determination and understanding.

917. Therefore, horror and terror will befall the unrighteous and from now on, they will not be mighty

and exalted any more neither those who own the Earth.

918. But the unrighteous will not be able any more to see the countenance of the wise and righteous one

and the truly greatest one, who is the wise and the righteous one of  all wise and righteous ones and

their highest one also.

919. The light of Creation hath appeared to the countenance of the wise and righteous and highest one

and, therefore, only the righteous and chosen ones will see his countenance.

920. But at that time of the righteous one, mighty kings and national leaders will perish, and also discord

in great measure will be on Earth.

921. And there will be war quite severe and evil, and annihilation and destruction will be on Earth, but

forthwith, the destinies will be taken over by the hands of the righteous and wise ones, and from

then on, no unrighteous and guilty one will be able to implore for mercy before justice any more,

for their life will be arranged into the laws  and recommendations of Creation and also into Its

seven-fold order.

922. But thus will also happen in those days, when chosen and wise human beings will fly down from

the high heavens and reveal themselves to mankind of Earth in mysterious signs and appearances.

923. But it also will be that a long time thereafter, the mysterious is solved and again other sons and

daughters from heaven come and their seed will unite with the seed of mankind of Earth.

924. Truly, this picture-speech was given to me, Henok, and in those days of my visions, I also received

books of fervor and anger and books of urgency and of expelling and driving away, in which was

written nothing about mercy for the unrighteous, to whom without change toward righteousness,

justice will not be imparted.

925. But this also happened at the same time, when a cloud and a storm caught me up from the Earth and

brought me to the ends of the heavens.

926. And  here  I  had  another  vision,  in  which  I  saw  the  dwelling  places  of  the  righteous  and  the

encampment of the wise ones.

927. Here my eyes saw their dwelling places and encampments with the flaming watchers, who begged

and prayed for mankind.

928. And from all of them righteousness flowed out like water and also mercy like clay on the Earth, and

so also from eternity unto eternity.

929. And therefore, my eyes saw this place of the righteous and of justice and of loyalty and of wisdom.

930. And I saw how righteousness ruled at the place, and the multitude of the righteous and chosen ones

was uncountable, who were adorned with fire splendor.

931. And I saw how their mouth is full of praise, and how their lips praise the Glory of Creation and as

their righteousness doth not cease.

932. Here I wished to live, and my thinking and striving longed for this place and also for a dwelling

place there.

933. And I recognized the truth and was sad, for here it previously had already been my portion to be and
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to live in love and wisdom, and yet due to my duty, my portion has retreated from here, to live

among mankind of Earth, tormented by an imperfect body of coarseness.

934. And my portion wanted to remain at this place, yet I remembered and parted in torment, and in

those days I also praised and exalted the Name of Creation with blessings and praises, because It

hath allotted to me even blessings and glory according to Its pleasure.

935. My eyes long contemplated the place, and forever I praised Creation while I said: ‘Praise be unto

thee, the Exalted, and be It praised from the beginning into all eternity.’

936. Before It is no ceasing and It knoweth what It is, before a world is created and It knoweth the

generations of generations who will be.

937. Oh, Creation, those who do not sleep, praise thee.

938. Creation, before thy Glory stand the righteous and praise, glorify and exalt thee, while they speak:

‘Holy, Holy, Holy art thou Creation, thou which fillest the forms of life with forms of Spirit, so that

all life liveth and becometh BEING.’

939. And at this place my eyes saw all those who do not sleep.

940. I also saw them, how they stand before Creation and praise It and speak: ‘Be thou praised, Creation,

and praised be thy Name from eternity unto eternity.’

941. And I detached myself from this view in great torment, and forthwith my countenance was changed

until I could see no more.

942. But when I saw again, I recognized uncountable and incalculable many, who stand before the Glory

of Creation.

943. I saw and at the four sides of the Glory of Creation I noticed four faces, but which were different

from those who stood there.

944. And their names I learned from a flaming watcher, who came to me and who revealed their names

to me and also showed me all hidden things.

945. And I heard the voices of those four faces, how they sang praises before the Glory of Creation.

946. And the first voice praised the Glory of Creation from eternity unto eternity.

947. And I heard the other voice praise the just and wise one of all just and wise ones, and also all just

and chosen ones, who are weighed by the Glory of Creation.

948. And the third voice I heard pray for all those, who live on the Earth and truthfully seek and live in

the Name of the Glory of Creation.

949. And I heard the fourth voice, how It warded off all energies of the adversaries and did not allow

them to step before the Glory of Creation, to slander those who are righteous ones on Earth and live

without offence.

950. Thereafter, I asked the watcher of peace, who went with me and showed me everything which is

hidden and spoke to him: “Who are these four faces, who I have seen and whose voices I have

heard and written down?”

951. And he spoke to me: “This first one is the merciful and long-suffering, the Holy Mjkael.

952. And the second one is he, who is set over all diseases and over all wounds of mankind, the Holy

Rubael.

953. And the third one is he, who is set over all energies, the Holy Gabrjel.
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954. And the fourth one is he, who is set over all changes and all hopes of those, who inherit eternal life,

the Holy Fanuel.

955. They are the four watchers of the highest power of Petale, and they also reside at the doors of

Creation and are mightier in their power and wisdom than all watchers of the Arahat Athersata, as

they are like-wise Mjkel, Rufael, Raguel, Gabrel, Sarakel, Kerubel and Urjel.”

956. I, Henok, truly testify: These are the four highest watchers of the flaming rays, and the four voices I

have heard in those days.

957. And  thereafter,  I  saw  all  the  secrets  of  the  heavens  and  also  how  the  Kingdom  of  Glory  is

distributed.

958. But I also saw how all actions of mankind are weighed on the scale of justice.

959. There I saw the dwelling places of the righteous and chosen ones and also the dwelling places of the

wise ones and the dwelling places of the watchers of the flaming fire and the flaming rays.

960. And there my eyes saw, how all the unrighteous were driven away from there, who denied the

Name of the Glory of Creation.

961. I saw how they were dragged away and how there is no staying for them, because of the punishment

they have placed upon themselves and have not yet atoned for.

962. And also at another place, I saw the secrets of the lightning and the thunder, and also the secrets of

the winds and rays and energies, how they are distributed to blow over the Earth and to rotate stars

and to bring the changes of the seasons.

963. And I saw from where the waters emerge at their place, and how from there the dry dust of the

Earth is saturated.

964. And there I also saw closed containers, from where the winds and all energies and rays emerge, and

from which they are distributed.

965. And I saw the container of the hail and that of the snow, and I also saw the container of sunlight, the

warmth, the cold and the dew and of the rain and of fog and of clouds.

966. And I saw all containers, which are for all things, and I also saw an invisible cloud which floateth

over the Earth since prior to eternity, and which consisteth of the tiny forms of Spirits of Creation,

and which by and by enliven the forms of all life.

967. I also saw the containers of the sun and the moon, from which they emerge and whereto they return

and  their  magnificent  return,  and  how  one  has  superiority  over  the  other,  and  their  firmly

determined course.

968. And I also saw how they never exceed their course, add nothing to their course and not eliminate

anything thereof, and remain loyal among each other and stay within the oath, as it is given from the

very beginning.

969. And first, the sun goeth forth and completeth its pathway according to the order of Creation, the

Glory and Name of which is mighty from eternity to eternity.

970. And thereafter cometh the visible and the invisible pathway of the moon, as it traveleth the course

of its pathway at that place by day and night.

971. And I also saw that the one star gazed at the other, so they stand opposite of each other on two sides

of the Earth.

972. And the stars also praise and thank the Glory of Creation and they do not rest, for their thanking and

praising is rest unto them.

973. But the radiating sun maketh many turns for blessings and for misery, and also the moon is light to

the righteous ones and darkness to the unrighteous.

974. And thus, all this happeneth in the Name of Creation, which created a separation between light and

darkness  and between blessings and misery,  depending on how man is  divided within himself,

whether 
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he is an unrighteous or righteous one.

975. And no watcher can hinder a human being in his division of good or evil, and also no other power

can hinder in this, for man himself is his own advocate in all things, but he is also his own judge and

beadle, and also the executer of his own punishment.

976. Wisdom found no place where it should reside, wherefore was given to it a dwelling place in the

heavens of the invisible around the worlds in space.

977. And so wisdom cometh from there, to reside among mankind, if man maketh it his own.

978. But  wisdom was  first  on the  Earth  to  reside  among mankind,  yet  it  found no dwelling  place,

therefore, wisdom returned to its place, which since then hath been given to it in the heavens of the

invisible.

979. But unrighteousness came forth from its containers, which did not seek freedom by itself, but which

was broken into its containers by mankind.

980. And unrighteousness found a dwelling place among mankind on Earth, therefore it lived among

them and in them, like the rain in the desert and like dew on thirsty land.

981. Therefore, unrighteousness found a residence in man, who thirsteth for unrighteousness in wrong

life conduct, because he shunneth the effort of righteousness and ogleth with laziness.

982. And again, I saw lightnings and the stars of the heavens, and I heard how Creation called all singly

by name and that they heard Creation.

983. I also saw how they were weighed with a just scale according to their measures of light, according

to the span of their space, and according to the time of their appearance and their course.

984. And I saw how one lightning created another.

985. And I saw the course of all things, and I also saw all watchers of the flaming fire and of the flaming

rays, how they keep loyalty among each other, like all constellations.

986. And I asked the watcher, who went with me and showed me everything which was hidden: “What is

all this?”

987. But he said unto me: “Well then, a picture of everything has been shown unto you by the power of

Spirit, but what you have seen is the wisdom of all things.

988. Bring this wisdom to mankind and among all their names and among all righteous ones which live

on Earth, and who know about the Name of the Glory of Creation unto all eternity.”

989. And I saw many other things, thus also lightnings, which originate from great power  from stars and

rush into space and disappear, so that nothing remaineth of them, also not the stars from which they

emerge.

990. But I also saw the stars rush through space with long tails of dust and rocks, and which aglowed,

when they came into proximity of other stars.

991. Therefore, this was the first picture speech which I, Henok, have received.

992. And this is now the second picture speech which was given to me and which depicteth about those,

who deny the Name of the dwelling place of the flaming watchers and the highest wise ones and the

Glory of Creation.

993. Verily, the unrighteous and deniers and slanderers of truth will not rise up into the heavens, and they

will not be able to live in peace and love and wellbeing on Earth.
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 994. This  is  the  lot  of  the  unrighteous,  who slander  and deny  the  Name of  the  Glory  of  Creation,

wherefore they keep themselves so that their days of existence are filled with evil suffering and with

misery and distress.

 995. But the day will come, when the unrighteous will stand before the throne of justice, where a sorting

will be held among mankind, depending upon actions and places and numbers.

 996. But this will be the time during which the Spirit of the righteous will be strong within them, when

they experience true justice, all those who have kept the Name of the Glory of Creation in purity

and reverence.

 997. And  in  those  days,  through  the  counsel  of  all  flaming  watchers  and  according  to  the  will  of

Creation, the chosen one of all the chosen, and the wisest one of all the wise will come among

mankind and dwell among them.

 998. Then, however, the heavens will be transformed, and everything will be made to eternal blessing

and to light.

 999. And the highest one of all the highest will change the Earth and will make it a blessing and also let

all chosen ones live on it.

1000. But the unrighteous, who have committed crimes and have not changed, they will never again step

on  the  Earth,  for  only  those  will  live,  who  are  saturated  with  peace  and  are  just,  while  all

unrighteous ones will be consumed from the surface of the Earth, like annoying noxious insects

which annihilate themselves in reciprocity.

1001. But in my vision I saw one, who had a Head of Days, and his head was also as white as wool.

1002. But with him was another, whose countenance was like the appearance of a human being, yet his

face radiated in grace like a holy watcher of the Petale.

1003. Therefore, I asked the watcher, who went with me and who showed me all hidden things.

1004. Who he is, and where from this son of man is, and why he walketh about with the Ancient of Days,

I asked the watcher.

1005. But he answered and spoke to me: “Henok, why do you ask me, for you know quite well, who this

questioned son of man is, yet who is not a son of man of Earth.

1006. You know that he walketh with the Ancient of Days, because he is the wisest of all wise ones and,

therefore, older than the oldest ones.

1007. You know very well, this is the son of man, who is not a son of man of Earth, for he is son of man

of another world and only inhabits a mortal body of this Earth world.

1008. You also know, this is the son of man, who liveth as a stranger among mankind and who hath

righteousness.

1009. And you also know this is the son of man, in whom justice resideth and who revealeth all treasures

of the hidden, because it is so determined by the counsel of the wise holy watchers.

1010. And you also know, because his  lot hath exceeded everything in  righteousness before the holy

counsel of all wise watchers of the highest in eternity.

1011. And this son of man, who you have seen and whom you know very well in yourself, will stir up the

kings and mighty and the tyrants from their couches and thrones, as also the sectarians and idolaters

and god-servants and all unrighteous ones of other types.

1012. He will loose the bridles of the tyrants and will grind the teeth of the unrighteous.

1013. He will cast down the kings from their thrones and expel them from their illegal nations, because 
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they live not according to the laws and recommendations of Creation and do not exalt and praise

Creation,  neither  gratefully  acknowledge,  so  that  they  cannot  conduct  their  justly  or  unjustly

imparted or stolen office.

1014. And the son of man with the Ancient of Days will equally expel the countenance of the tyrants and

the unrighteous from his face, if they do not listen to his words of truth and the teaching of truth,

and change to righteousness.

1015. And blushing shame will fill the tyrants, as also all the unrighteous among mankind of Earth, for his

teaching of truth will be powerful, so that because of it they will be expelled.

1016. Darkness will become their dwelling place and worms their couches, and they will also have no

hope any more to ever rise up from their couches, because they do not exalt and esteem the Name of

Creation.

1017. But among them, among these unrighteous and losers will also be those losers who are scholars,

who master the stars and yet raise their hands against Creation, and trample down the Earth on

which they yet live.

1018. Verily, all their actions are unrighteousness and reveal unrighteousness.

1019. And their power resteth on their wealth, and their belief is belief and concerneth gods and idols

which they worship in dishonesty, and which they have elected or made with their hands, while they

deny the Name of Creation.

1020. But  verily,  they  will  be  driven  from their  homes  and  from the  places  of  righteousness  of  the

knowledgeable ones of Creation-truth, who are weighed in the Name of Creation and its Glory.

1021. And in those days, the truthful prayer of the righteous and knowing will rise up to Creation and

penetrateth It and will be heard, while the blabber-begging of the believers of all sects and religions

and unrighteous fadeth away unheard in senseless efforts.

1022. In those days, the holy watchers of the invisible heavens will be united in one voice and pray and

praise and honor and thank the Name of Creation, that the praying of the righteous shall not be in

vain and that justice shall be bestowed upon them.”

1023. And in those days, I saw that the son of man with the Ancient of Days sat down at the feet of

Creation and watched how Creation spread its entire Glory.

1024. And I saw how the wise of all wise ones with the Ancient of Days had opened the book of life

before him, and how an entire army of all wise ones and holy watchers read in the book of the

living.

1025. And I saw, and the hearts  of the wise ones filled with joy,  when they saw that  the number of

righteous ones was of a great number.

1026. And in the vision, I saw at a place a fountain of justice which was inexhaustible.

1027. It was surrounded by many fountains of wisdom, and all thirsty ones drank from the fountain and

became full of wisdom.

1028. And the thirsty ones had their dwelling places with the righteous  and wise ones and with the holy

and chosen ones.

1029. And at every hour, was mentioned that son of man with the Ancient of Days, that he had brought the

teaching of truth and through it the Glories of Creation and that, therefore, Creation shall be praised

all days unto eternity, and the son of man with the Ancient of Days shall be honored in respect and

reverence.

1030. And before the sun of Earth and all signs of the planets of this sun were created and made, the name

of the son of man with the Ancient of Days was named on the world of Lasan and among the radiant
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ones of Petale and the flaming watchers of the Arahat Athersata.

1031. But  that  son of  man will  be  staff  unto the righteous and wise and holy ones  and the flaming

watchers of the invisible heavens.

1032. And they all will lean upon it and not fall.

1033. And he will be the light of the nations and the hope of those, who are grieved in their thinking.

1034. And all  righteous and wise and holy ones, who live on Earth and in the invisible heavens will

esteem   and honor and respect him, and they will also extol and praise the Name and the Glory of

Creation in great measure.

1035. And the son of man with the Head of Days was selected as wise of all wise ones, but he was also

hidden in an invisible heaven before the Earth was created.

1036. But into the invisible heaven he will return unto eternity, if he no longer walketh as son of man and

is Spirit form again.

1037. And the wisdom of Creation has revealed him through the decree of the holy ones, so that he guards

the lot of the righteous, because they disdain the world of injustice and all the evil ways and works.

1038. In the Name of Creation they will be saved, and the wise one, the son of man with the Head of

Days, will be the avenger against injustice and wrong living.

1039. And in those days, the gazes of the kings of Earth are often cast down and also all the tyrants and all

other unrighteous ones, who own the planet and wealth for the sake of their hands and power.

1040. But on the day of their anxiety and misery they will find no comfort and no deliverance.

1041. They will fall into the hands of their own anxiety and fear, and also will be handed over to their own

helplessness and the impossibility of a way out.

1042. And therefore, they will burn like straw in the fire, and they will sink into the abyss of darkness like

lead in dark water.

1043. And they will sink before the face of the righteous and before the face of the holy and wise ones,

and no trace of them will be found.

1044. And after the day of their misery, peace and love and truth and wisdom will be on Earth.

1045. And the unrighteous will fall into the infinity of nothingness before the Glory of Creation, without

return, therefore, they will not rise again and not be born again.

1046. And there will be nobody, who would take them into his hands and pick them up, for they have

denied the Glory and Creation and also the wise of all wise ones, the son of man with the white

Head of Days.

1047. Praise be unto Creation and praised be Its Name.

1048. Praise be unto the Glory of Creation.

1049. Praise be unto the love of Creation.

1050. And praise be unto the wisdom and justice of Creation, which shall be honored and revered and

celebrated in song.

1051. And the son of man with the Head of Days will himself not topple the mighty ones and kings and

tyrants and the unrighteous of the Earth.

1052. For they will all be toppled by the power of his words of truth, which are the teaching of truth and

the laws and recommendations of Creation, therefore it is said, that he will topple the mighty ones

and kings and tyrants and unrighteous.

1053. I asked the flaming watcher who went with me, who the other one is, the one with the countenance 
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full of grace and like one of the radiating watchers of the Petale, who went about in harmony with

the one who had the Head of Days.

1054. And therefore he answered me and spoke: “Why do you ask me, Henok, about the wise of all wise

ones.

1055. You know very well that the gracious and flaming one is the same, as the one with the Head of

Days, before he changed back into human form, so that he may live as wise of all wise ones among

man and instruct them in the truth.

1056. Verily, however, the gracious, the highest of all highest ones in the WE of the Arahat Athersata is,

therefore, mediator between the world of Arahat Athersata and Petale.

1057. But he changed himself back to the form of the son of man with the Head of Days, to enter upon the

world, Lasan, among human beings, to go out from there as highest of all highest instructors of

wisdom and of the laws and recommendations of Creation.

1058. Truly, torment is the long way of his and also misery and suffering in the human body, which is

being harmed and which lieth far below his Spirit level, so that he suffereth in great measure.

1059. But he doth not regard it, for imperturbably he goeth his way and also doth his duty until he hath

fulfilled his mission, which lasteth throughout seven times seventy thousand years.

1060. As wisdom he has gone forth from his world of love, of peace and near perfection, to instruct the

imperfect ones, for which suffering and thanklessness are his wages.

1061. But he is also wisdom and patience, for the Spirit of wisdom is poured out over him like water, and

the Glory doth not cease before him from eternity unto eternity.

1062. But he loveth the human beings and practiceth justice, for he is mighty over all secrets of justice.

1063. And unrighteousness will vanish like a shadow and exist no more, because he is resurrected from

the forms of pure Spirit to live as son of man among man, to instruct them in truth and wisdom, if

they are willing.

1064. His justice is from eternity unto eternity, and his power from generation unto generation.

1065. In him resideth the Spirit of wisdom and the Spirit of those who give insight.

1066. And in him also resideth the Spirit of teaching and of power, and also the power of Spirit of all

those, who as human beings have died and reside in the invisible heavens.

1067. And he will judge the hidden things and no one will be able to conduct a vain speech before him,

for he knoweth the secrets, wherefore he is chosen by the counsel of the wise ones as their highest.

1068. And in those days, a change for the righteous ones will occur.

1069. The Light of Days will reside over them, and joy and love and honor will turn towards the righteous

ones.

1070. And on the day of misery, the disaster will gather over the unrighteous ones, but the righteous ones

will triumph in the Name of Creation.

1071. And everything will happen; it will be proclaimed according to the laws and recommendations of

Creation, that many of the unrighteous shall still atone and leave off the evil works of their hands.

1072. But the unrighteous, who do not change to truth will have no honor before Creation, but in Its Name

all will be delivered, who will strive for the truth.

1073. But in those days, the wise of the wise ones will sit on his modest throne, and all the secrets of

wisdom
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of  his thoughts will stream forth from his mouth, for by the laws and recommendations of Creation

they are given unto him.

1074. And in those days,  the mountains will  jump like rams, and the hills  hop like lambs which are

satisfied with milk.

1075. For the Earth will shake round about, and fire will break forth from it.

1076. But the human beings will call for peace, mighty like a great storm which rages over the lands.

1077. But the countenance of the righteous will glow in joy, because in those days, the wise of wise ones

with the Head of Days tarrieth among them and giveth them comfort.

1078. And the Earth will be joyful, for thereafter in the coming times, only righteous ones will live and

walk on the Earth.

1079. But the time until then will still be long, yet it also fulfilleth itself, like the light of day fulfilleth

itself, which removeth the darkness of night.”

1080. And after those days, at that place, where I had seen all the visions about what is hidden, very much

will come to pass.

1081. I, namely, was picked up by a whirlwind, and it led me away toward the west.

1082. There, my eyes saw the hidden things of the heavens and everything which will occur on Earth.

1083. I also saw a mountain of iron, a mountain of copper, one of silver and one of gold, a mountain of

mercury, one of lead and also one of the oil of Earth.

1084. And I asked the watcher, who went with me, while I said: “Which are the secrets of the things

which I have seen hidden?”

1085. And he said to me: “All these things, which you have seen, serve the justice of Creation and the

justice of the wise of the wise ones with the Head of Days.

1086. Everything serveth for the purpose that Creation shall be powerful and mighty on the Earth.”

1087. And therefore, the watcher of peace, who went with me answered me, while he said: “Wait a little,

then you will  see and it  will  be revealed unto you everything which is  hidden,  and also what

Creation hath planted.

1088. And those mountains which you have seen, the mountain of iron and the mountain of copper, and

the mountain of silver and the one of gold, and the mountain of mercury and the one of lead and the

one of oil of the Earth also, all these will be before the wise one with the Head of Days like honey

before the fire, and also like the water, which streameth down from above over those mountains.

1089. And all will become weak before his feet and also empty and will be plundered by the offending

hand of man.

1090. Mankind will senselessly plunder all treasures of their Earth, as the ores of copper and iron and

lead, the ores of silver and gold and of the mercury which is like liquid silver, but they also plunder

the oceans of oil which are in the Earth, and also all precious stones and also the minerals of life.

1091. And they will  make war tools thereof  and diverse good and evil,  and also therewith they will

annihilate the greatest parts of all life.

1092. By human hands they will manufacture death suns from the ores and from the minerals of life, and

the oil of the Earth they change into life-power for metallic monsters, which move on land and on

water and in the air.

1093. And from this dangerous life-power, new air is generated which concealeth many deaths and killeth 
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the life of human beings, of animals and of plants.

1094. But in those days, it will be that one cannot save oneself, neither with gold nor with silver, neither

with lead, iron or copper, and also not with precious stones or with minerals of life, as also not with

the oil of the Earth.

1095. One will not be able to save oneself or to flee.

1096. And forthwith, no iron will be available any more for war nor for the hull of a tank.

1097. But also copper and silver and gold will not be available any more, and also not precious stones and

the minerals of life, but equally not the oil of the Earth, mercury and much of other treasures of the

Earth.

1098. Ore will not be useful, and tin will not be useful and not be mined, and lead will not be desired.

1099. All these things will disappear from and be destroyed on the surface of the Earth, when the wise one

with the Head of Days appeareth with the same countenance in the New Age, which he hath worn

often heretofore in fulfillment of his creative duty.

1100. But he will be often with the same countenance, every time he honorably fulfilleth his duty in the

Name of Creation, and who will enter into the remembrance of mankind of Earth forever.”

1101. And at another place my eyes saw a deep valley, the mouth of which was towards the west.

1102. And the valley, like a horseshoe and on the top of the mountain towards the east, was the dwelling

place and the throne of the wise one with the Head of Days.

1103. And there,  never tiring he cultivated the land and everything necessary,  and there he lived and

worked, he taught all the righteous and hoping and seeking ones.

1104. And I saw all who live on the continent and in the ocean and on the islands and in all the winds

around the Earth, who bring him homage-gifts and homage-presents to honor him in respect, yet

without worship and without adoration.

1105. Quite many will come to him, but that deep valley will not be filled by them, because many do not

understand the truth and again flee from it, when they have found it.

1106. But many are also misled in manifold manner, who come to him to the mountain in the valley, to

harm him or to cause injury, yet they shall not succeed therein.

1107. But he loveth them in strictness, hence he imparteth counsel and thanks to them, but while they

must withdraw from the valley and the place, so that they shall make themselves to righteous ones,

as this is given through the laws and recommendations of Creation.

1108. And  he  knoweth  quite  well  about  the  crimes,  which  they  commit  with  their  hands,  those  the

unrighteous ones.

1109. And  he  knoweth  about  everything  they  work,  and  what  they  devour  in  criminal  manner,  the

unrighteous ones, so that they perish before the countenance of the Glory of Creation, so that as

unrighteous ones they are chased from the surface of the Earth, because they do not cease to live

against the laws and recommendations of Creation.

1110. Truly, I have seen the punishments they have specifically generated for themselves, and how they

went to prepare all the tools of evil.

1111. And I asked the watcher, who went with me: “Those tools, for whom do they prepare them?”

1112. And he said to me: “They prepare these for themselves and for the kings and mighty ones and

tyrants 
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of the Earth, so that they will annihilate themselves therewith.

1113. And they also determine the downfall and all delusion of going astray for themselves.

1114. And thus, this event will happen, and thereafter the wise one with the Head of Days will let the

house of the righteousness assembly appear, so that from now on the teaching and the spreading of

the truth on Earth in the Name of Creation shall not be hindered any more.

1115. And he will write down the word of truth, formed in symbols of language, so that henceforth the

truth shall be imperishable in the knowledge of the human beings, and that the truth of Creation

shall not be falsified into lying and betrayal.

1116. And the mountains in the valley will be roundabout before his countenance like the Earth, and the

hills will be like a spring of water, and the righteous ones will find rest there from the suppression

of the unrighteous, if they truthfully live according to Creation.”

1117. And I gazed up and saw on a high metallic pole the sign flutter in the wind, which spoke of the

origin of man of Earth through the sons and daughters of the heavens.

1118. And I also saw that the sign fluttered round about the Earth, and testified of the truth which had

come, and of the wise one with the Head of Days.

1119. And again, I gazed up and turned to another area of Earth and saw there a deep valley with burning

fire.

1120. And the people of Earth brought the mighty ones and the kings and tyrants and the unrighteous ones

and laid them into the deep valley.

1121. And there my eyes saw how they made tools for them, which were chains of immeasurable weight.

1122. And I asked the watcher of peace, who was with me, while I said: “These tools which are chains,

for whom are they prepared?”

1123. And he said to me: “These are being prepared for the bands of Asasel, to capture and to chain them

and to place them into the deepest darkness of the self-damned and to cover them with rough stones

up to their chin bones, if by the end of the days they have not fulfilled their self-appointed duty.

1124. Therefore, it will be that they will go to their self-chosen damnation if, against all their assertions,

they again trespass against their duty and do not fulfill their task.

1125. But the time will be short for them until then, so that they can only fulfill their duty with effort.

1126. But their time runneth out at the hour, when the time of the water bearer endeth and the next sign

beginneth, which will be degenerated in false fervor and in obsessed, blind raging, if the duty-bound

of Asasel and Semjasa fail.

1127. And they themselves have determined their damnation, should they not fulfill their duty by the end

of the time of the water-bearer.

1128. And often the bands of Asasel will work in commonality on the Earth, and this will also be so in the

New Age, which beginneth when the time and the sign of the water bearer dawneth.

1129. But therefore, this will be the time for Asasel’s bands and also for the bands of Semjasa, that their

forms of Spirit are born again into human bodies to fulfill their great task of atonement.

1130. But woe unto the fallible of these bands at that time, because for all their mistakes they have to

endure hard punishment and hard rebuke.
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1131. All kinds of evil will also be theirs, measured according to how they fulfill their duty.

1132. This will be the time of their greatest proof, and this will also be the time of truth for them.

1133. But woe to those among them, who betray the truth or their duty and task, for at that time, their self-

determined inheritance beginneth to become active.

1134. Therefore, they place upon themselves punishment for shunning of duty and task-betrayal, so that

they  will  have to  atone seven-fold  in  punishment  for  every  debt,  and also  threefold  for  every

repeated failure.

1135. But the bands of Asasel and of Semjasa have placed upon themselves as inheritance, that in the case

of non-fulfillment of their duty and task by the end of the time of the water bearer, their Spirit forms

will be eternally placed into damnation.

1136. Therefore, will be among them weeping and gnashing of teeth, if they commit a break of their duty,

because they have determined for their Spirit forms to be banned into the lowest worlds without

progress unto the end of all days, without a possibility of return existing or of lifting, and also that

the consciousness shall be active in full force.

1137. Therefore, the fallible and guilty of the bands of Asasel and Semjasa create for themselves the

lowest hell, if they fail in and break their duty and task.

1138. But the flaming watchers, Mjkel, Gabrel, Rufael and Fanuel will grab the traitors on that great day,

and cast them into the fiery oven of their self-created hell, from which they will never be able to

free themselves in eternity and evil torment to then, at the end of all days, painfully burn in the

backward crash to a new beginning of Creation.

1139. Therefore, the fallible and guilty of the bands of Asasel and Semjasa will avenge themselves for

their unrighteousness and for their failure and for their breaking of duty.

1140. So they will punish themselves through their inheritance determination for their falling away from

their task and duty, therefore, that they became subject to unrighteousness and all evil and misled

those, who were born on the Earth and lived there.

1141. And in those days, their self-determined judgement over their Spirit forms will begin, so that they

exclude  themselves  from  the  bond  of  Creation  and  are  alone  in  their  long  and  tormenting

destruction.

1142. And self-appointed  punishment  will  be  for  those,  who become guilty  or  fallible  repeatedly  of

betrayal among the bands of Asasel and of Semjasa.

1143. But considered a break of  duty is  everything which is  of unclean speech,  secret  or  open false

speaking against the neighbor, to show non-love toward the neighbor, to harm the neighbor, refuse

instruction, to be uncontrolled toward self and toward everything which transgresses against the

laws and recommendations of Creation.”

1144. So the flaming watcher spoke unto me, and I was frightened, because I saw that the punishment of

the inheritance-determination of the bands of Asasel and Semjasa were quite terrible.

1145. So I saw the horror and terror, and also the bands of Asasel and Semjasa, who were the kings and

mighty ones, who were laid into the deep valley and beaten into chains.

1146. But they were not kings and mighty in reigning over nations and generations of men, because only

their appearance was royal and mighty, because they felt themselves as kings and mighty ones,

while in their 
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speculating and striving and thinking and acting they were lower than mankind of Earth, to whom

they should be ideal models.

1147. Therefore, in coming times, such a terror and such horror will be for the bands of Asasel and of

Semjasa, if again they shirk their duty while they, however, should be the highest leadership of all

upper levels.

1148. And I, Henok, wish for them that they remain loyal to their duty and also fulfill it, that they may be

spared their self-selected inheritance-punishment of terribleness due to betrayal.

1149. But of them are many in total number, as I have seen, and who belong to the bands of Asasel and of

Semjasa, therefore, in total are one hundred forty four thousand and two hundred seven (144,207).

1150. Semjasa and Asasel and their bands were two hundred in number, when they trespassed against the

laws and recommendations and also brought all evil to the Earth and among mankind.

1151. But also seven are added to them in the same betrayal, of the ranks of the highest leaders of the

JHWH.

1152. And so they were all among themselves of the same kin, altogether therefore two hundred seven

(207).

1153. Among themselves they were brother and sister and father and mother, but also niece and uncle and

sister-in-law and brother-in-law and, therefore, connected in all lines of kinship.

1154. But they were the leaders, no matter if they were man or woman, and thus at the beginning of the

time of injustice they were the ringleaders.

1155. But with them went great masses of their people, to whom they were the overseers and leaders and

superiors, and of them were in total one hundred forty four thousand (144,000).

1156. But all among them have chosen themselves for duty, that through just leadership and instruction of

mankind of Earth they atone for their own guilt and all evil and the evil offence which they created

themselves, due to their degeneration and breaking of the law.

1157. Therefore, they are chosen ones of their own duty, resulting from self-committed offence and evil,

which they have made themselves  duty-bound to remove,  while  they also have determined for

themselves the most evil and eternal punishment, if they should again be rebellious and failing.

1158. But their great activity beginneth only in the distant coming time, while during the time in between

until then, everything will be prepared.

1159. And the total number which has to be found in the distant time, for their own fulfillment of duty,

altogether,  therefore,  have  to  be  one hundred forty  four  thousand and  two hundred and  seven

(144,207).

1160. And they have to become duty-fulfilling under a leadership, as I have seen in the green valley of the

north, which is like a horseshoe and also looketh like paradise, at which place the wise one liveth

with the Head of Days.

1161. But around him shall circle the Spirit forms of the ancient ones in new human bodies, and who at

their ancient times were the guilty, whose names were:

1162. Semjasa 1169.  Arjjsa 1176.  Asaela

1163. Asasel 1170.  Akjbeel             1177.  Batraala

1164. Andanj             1171.  Tamjela             1178.  Turela

1165. Lunera             1172.  Tamjel             1179.  Turel

1166. Ezekeel 1173.  Armers 1180.  Sarakajal

1167. Daanel             1174.  Ramuela 1181.  Arazjal

1168. Urakjbaramel             1175.  Asael 1182.  Jomael 
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1183. Sartael 1240.  Sunaeel 1297.  Amard

1184. Satanon 1241.  Usjjrja 1298.  Kettan

1185. Samsafel 1242.  Kadaana 1299.  Ljljan

1186. Zakebel 1243.  Seraana 1300.  Atlaan

1187.      Tarjel 1244.  Astar 1301.  Atlaana

1188. Terjel 1245.  Kunjja 1302.  Njgeerja

1189. Satana 1246.  Terjan 1303.  Laaser

1190. Larjjsa 1247.  Kolter 1304.  Leferal

1191. Temela 1248.  Sheran 1305.  Toman

1192. Kakabel 1249.  Bamas 1306.  Ukreela

1193. Asradel 1250.  Godard 1307.  Mobjjla

1194. Amezaarak 1251.  Delja 1308.  Djjnan

1195. Karanas 1252.  Koatel 1309.  Jehofan

1196. Barakala               1253.  Boan 1310.  Jahundj

1197. Uralan 1254.  Nurfan 1311.  Mekan

1198. Urala 1255.  Nurfaana 1312.  Akaban

1199. Armera 1256.  Sjlban 1313.  Sjnajn

1200. Ubrala 1257.  Sjlbana 1314.  Gaskar

1201. Melkjseedek 1258.  Mjnaar 1315.  Xerjta

1202. Mjkel 1259.  Mjnaara 1316.  Madan

1203. Andronon 1260.  Rulaana 1317.  Belgon

1204. Tekala 1261.  Ruulan 1318.  Assjrjan

1205. Sarjana 1262.  Serjan 1319.  Lemuran

1206. Seruna 1263.  Zaalan 1320.  Lemura

1207. Serunan 1264.  Gjdon 1321.  Bagdan

1208. Urjanan 1265.  Jakobus 1322.  Jstanbol

1209.      Urjana 1266.  Ahab 1323.  Kelton

1210. Mjkeela 1267.  Gabreel 1324.  Kjpron

1211. Maruunja 1268.  Gabreela 1325.  Tarjas

1212. Mathan 1269.  Karon 1326.  Nesaar

1213. Sahna 1270.  Sjrma 1327.  Gurjon

1214. Armeneel 1271.  Nohadjsson 1328.  Petras

1215. Jojakjn 1272.  Solan 1329.  Gradjan

1216. Eljakjm 1273.  Krjjbja 1330.  Amsal

1217. Nohan 1274.  Eljja 1331.  Xalas

1218. Ahas 1275.  Eljjas 1332.  Tjjnja

1219. Ahasa 1276.  Ruta 1333.  Grjjlja

1220. Naheson               1277.  Ezekeela 1334.  Suuna

1221. Ertaela 1278.  Daneela 1335.  Sjjrep

1222. Abrana 1279.  Haawjan 1336.  Stanan

1223.      Abram 1280.  Kardan 1337.  Ursonalum

1224. Usjan 1281.  Bjljan 1338.  Kjrkentolopon

1225. Saloma 1282.  Bjlja 1339.  Adjjsa

1226. Salomon               1283.  Marsan 1340.  Aljantok

1227. Salome 1284.  Marsa 1341.  Glasjan

1228. Amon 1285.  Nolan 1342.  Almanon

1229. Seth 1286.  Nola 1343.  Kereton

1230. Enos 1287.  Nedrjs 1344.  Rusjas

1231. Eber 1288.  Zakos 1345.  Seema

1232. Lamek 1289.  Zanel 1346.  Trjkla

1233. Metusalan 1290.  Zaneela 1347.  Enzjjn

1234. Sem 1291.  Rosan 1348.  Sorban

1235. Kenan 1292.  Xjljon 1349.  Japon

1236.      Arpaksad 1293.  Xjlja 1350.  Egatjl

1237. Askeel 1294.  Moose 1351.  Zerjan

1238. Askeela 1295.  Meerjam 1352.  Tuulas

1239. Aska 1296.  Urgol 1353.  Helfeton
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1354. Afkranus 1357.  Sjjdera 1360. Uranjel

1355. Urbas 1358.  Kaljnga             1361. Grubal

1356. Kjjnan 1359.  Tumanor

1362. Eropan, one of the male leaders of the JHWH.

1363. Astrala, one of the female leaders of the JHWH.

1364. Basjal, one of the male leaders of the JHWH.

1365. Zjkladon, one of the male leaders of the JHWH.

1366. Zjkladja, one of the female leaders of the JHWH.

1367. Nurfana, one of the female leaders of the JHWH.

1368. Njkodemon, one of the male leaders of the JHWH.

1369. And it happened, after I had seen this, that I saw a judgement in a vision, which will enter upon

mankind of Earth, as it hath occurred often already since times of old.

1370. Great waters will come over the Earth, and all water containers which are high in the clouds, in

addition to  the springs which are on Earth,  and also those which are inside the Earth,  will  be

opened.

1371. And all waters will combine with the waters, which are up in the clouds.

1372. But the waters which are up in the clouds are the male, and the waters which are down on Earth are

the female aspect.

1373. And all these waters will unite to a great flood, and much of life will be annihilated which liveth on

the Earth.

1374. Therefore, a crashing of the waters will  occur through the power of nature and of the stars, so

sinking in great measure will occur on the Earth.

1375. But therefrom mankind may recognize the power of force of the elements and stars, and that these

are mightier than all of the will of man living in unrighteousness.

1376. Therefrom mankind may recognize their injustice, which they have committed on Earth and will

also commit in the future, so that they change and free themselves from their evils.

1377. And forthwith, I saw the Head of Days thereafter and heard his speech, by which he spoke: “The

flood of the waters is not a judgement, because it is only an occurrence of nature in its course.

1378. Man, therefore, may not arise at a sign of the JHWH or at a sign of Creation or at a sign of the wise

ones or of the flaming watchers.

1379. Creation doeth not destroy the lives which live on Earth in punishment, also the JHWH doth not do

so, neither the Prophet, nor the wise ones and not the flaming watchers of higher worlds.

1380. Never ever existeth or riseth up any anger of destruction in Creation, or in human beings of wisdom

or in forms of Spirit.

1381. Man  alone  createth  the  anger  of  destruction  through  his  wrong  speculating  and  striving,  as  it

happened through the bands of Asasel and Semjasa.

1382. From Creation, no evil ever turneth towards man and towards life, and in Its Name such will never

occur.

1383. Therefore, all evil originateth from man in his unrighteousness, as also every punishment, whether

simply or due to succession by inheritance, as this is given through their own power to the bands of

Asasel and of Semjasa.

1384. Verily, between them and justice standeth the pledge of loyalty unto all eternity, as long as heaven is

above the Earth.

1385. And man may learn from the happening of the bands of Asasel and Semjasa, and they may also

learn 
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from their duty for the distant coming time during which they fulfill this, and not lapse into their

own judgement due to their own anger.

1386. And all of mankind of Earth shall take notice, the poor as well as the rich.

1387. Also take notice, you human beings, also you mighty kings, you who will live on the Earth.

1388. Notice, all of you, for in the coming time it is imminent that you will see the Head of Days at

different times, surrounded by the entire company of Asasel and of Semjasa, to whom he is leader

and wise teacher and admonisher and proclaimer of their duties and tasks, so that they do not break

their word, but fulfill it unto eternity.”

1389. And in another picture, it happened that I saw a band of chariots in which human beings traveled;

but the chariots traveled on the wind and were carried by it.

1390. And one could hear the sounds of their chariots, loud and like continuous thunder, from sunrise and

from sunset until noontime.

1391. And a wild tumult occurred in the air, and battles between the chariots, which were carried by the

wind like the birds.

1392. But therefore, the Earth atrembled from the uproar and from great war cries, and one could hear the

screams and the uproar from the ends of the Earth to the ends of the heavens.

1393. And also red hot death-suns ignited on the Earth, created by the wicked hands of mankind, and

truly, thereby the Earth was moved from its position and forced into a new path around the sun.’

1394. “Thus Henok taught mankind of Earth,” speaks the JHWH, “and also every one of his speeches was

written down, so that they shall be preserved unto eternity.

1395. And the JHWH instructeth the human beings of Earth, that what has been said is not the full extent

of all speeches and visions of Henok, so that at other places in the word of truth, more will be said

about it.

1396. Now shall follow the word of the Prophet of the New Age, who revealeth his wisdom:

1397. So that the human beings of the Earth shall be instructed in the knowledge of wisdom at the New

Age:

1398. Taught by their Prophet and also taught in their language and according to their understanding.

1399. And the instruction of wisdom shall take place in proverbs and in the Name of Creation, so that it

shall be obeyed eternally.

1400. So then shall be handed over the word to the Prophet, who speaketh in instruction to the human

beings of Earth.”

CANON 32

   1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

   2. Praise be unto Creation, which is wise teaching.

   3. Henceforth, the Prophet of the New Age proclaimeth the proverbs of wisdom, as they are given to

him through knowledge and the truth.

   4. If a difference of opinion arises among the prudent, then a joke is made thereof - or they remain

silent, for the prudent ones either keep silent or joke, for they are not primitive, but knowledgeable.

   5. If an ignorant one explains knowledge to another ignorant one, it is as if a blind one explains seeing

to another blind one.
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  6. The one, who wisely thinks into the future, sees every advantage or loss in advance, so that at the 

given moment he makes the right decision, for he knows from the past what needs to be done; 

therefore, he is not conquered by any enemy.

 7. While man still rests unborn in his mother’s womb, he determines his duration of life and type of 

death, but also his knowledge, his occupation, his character, his intelligence and his mode of life.

 8. Sevenfold danger threatens man from other human beings: Namely from public officials, from 

thieves, from enemies, from false friends, from mighty ones, from priests and from adversaries.

 9. The imprudent and ignorant ones undertake only minute tasks and are yet fully occupied thereby; but 

the understanding and knowing ones undertake great tasks and remain free and unburdened, so that 

they still have much time for reflection and learning.

10. The imprudent and ignorant one is fully occupied with minute work, yet accomplishes nothing; but 

the understanding and knowing one produces highest performance in great work, yet he remains 

unburdened.

11. Whoever has deep sympathy lifts up the depressed one, but whoever shows pity brings death to the 

depressed one and himself.

12. People in love are the seeing blind, for they do not regard the loss which has occurred to others in 

love before them.

13. If the will of man follows the freely yielding thinking, it sweeps away man’s common sense, like the 

storm flood sinks a ship on the ocean.

14. Fools live in pomp and earthly splendor, autocracy and megalomania, while the wise ones train 

themselves in modesty; yet a flock of crows, even if it sits on the highest summit of a mountain, can 

never compare to flamingos, even if these only stand on a sandbank in a river.

15. Among fools a stranger becomes a friend or relative if only he is rich, but a friend or relative 

becomes a stranger and briber if he is poor.

16. The envious, the pitiful, the fearing ones, the insatiable, the angry, the mighty, the beadles, the public 

officials, the sectarians are always unhappy, and all those who live off other people’s possessions, and

all unrighteous ones.

17. It is no surprise that the unrighteous are ill-willed towards unrighteous ones and detest them, for the 

unrighteous reveal their own meanness and their slimy character towards the unrighteous ones.

18. The righteous and poor ones create a much greater and honest joy for themselves by a coin 

laboriously earned, than a thief and unjustly rich one can attain to.

19. Only a superior, but not an unjust man, is able to bear emotional shock caused by misery and 

suffering, as also a precious stone only endures the friction of the grind stone but not the soft 

limestone.

20. The high one, man wins by submission and humility, the hero by megalomania and profanation with 

his accomplices, the unrighteous poor one by cheap presents, the one of equal power by open force, 

the sectarian by lying and betrayal; the righteous one, however, becomes one’s friend by the truth.

21. If men speak to one another in honor, love, truth and common sense, one true word results in another,

as also abundantly watered seed sprouts and produces new plants and new seed again.

22. Only by effort man shall seek to promote everything as fire is fed by wood, then even the 
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weak one partakes in fortune if he strives unceasingly.

23. Whatever one expresses in words, even the animals understand, so that it goes to the right or left or 

pulls the wagon, or sits down when it is told to do so, but the fool speaks and understands and acts to 

the contrary of everything.

24. Whoever possesses a willingness to work and knowledge, diligence, perseverance, intelligence, 

courage, love, truth, righteousness, prudence and wisdom, of him even the mighty ones are afraid.

25. Whatever women begin in frenzy-attacks of love, to block their way even the gods fear to do.

26. A fire-remnant, a debt-remnant, a lie-remnant and an enemy-remnant grow without ceasing and cause

a loss, therefore, one shall devour all remnants up to the last iota.

27. First, man shall pay all his debts and only then shall he focus his consciousness on the redemption, 

but whoever does not pay his debts before the redemption falls into his own hell and burns.

28. The bullet, which the hunter shoots, perhaps kills one, but perhaps also no one; but the arrow of the 

mind, which the wise one hurls, destroys unrighteousness, the mighty ones of falsity and the unjust 

rulers.

29. One conducts evil works, but many eat the fruit thereof, but those who eat the fruit walk away free, 

and the culprit alone carries the blame.

30. Evil works which the fools commit in life for their sake and not atone for, create seven thousand 

sufferings in a thousand following births and new lives for them.

31. Which respectable men or women kiss a whore or a male-whore or sleep with them or woo them 

even if they are charming and adorable, for in every case they are the spit-on, slime bag and sows of 

the mighty ones, the spies and traitors, the soldiers and ministers, the thieves and murderers and 

robbers, the actors and all vagabonds.

32. A broken tooth, a loose tooth or a bad regent or other lax rabble is best to be pulled up by its roots 

right away.

33. Public officials, priests, the mighty, as also swindlers and other rogues, are like beggars for they give 

little or nothing, but instead take a lot; like an unwise one who does not honor the moment, and like a 

poor one who does not honor the penny, they are fools.

34. Purity bestows great value even to a minute thing, like the pearly dew drop in the rose.

35. An enemy arrow can be pulled from the body again and the wound be healed, but an injuring word 

cannot be retrieved again, for it remains in the psyche and in the memory.

36. From the actions and movements and words of a human being, one can unfailingly deduce his traits, 

his knowledge and his mind and his lifestyle, therefore, man shall pay attention to his neighbor, to 

recognize him and to treat him honestly according thereto, without mopping in front of his door.

37. Every wage imparted to a human being depends on fate, and every fate man determines himself 

because he forges his fate, so then common sense and the mind follow the progress of fate, wherefore

the understanding one should amply reflect before he speaks or acts.

38. Strife destroys families, communities and palaces, an evil word a friendship;
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bad and unable regents destroy entire nations and people, priests and sectarians destroy entire 

civilizations, an evil act or a lie destroys the fame of a human being, and the insanity of scientists and

armies destroys entire worlds; however, the sense of love creates an entire universe.

39. Those preferences, by which one earns his bread and for which one is honored by man for the good, 

one shall guard and multiply.

40. Some weak one wins his esteem and pride-swelled breast only by the charm of the ones, under whose

care and name he serves; but he himself is weak and ignorant and unwise, and therein he resembles a 

dirty ointment which is applied to the eye of a charming woman.

41. Religions and sectarianism are like the poison of a scorpion, which robs man of his consciousness or 

kills him; the wise and knowledgeable ones avoid the scorpion, but the weak-minded one touches it 

with his bare hands.

42. Glass is brittle and through gold it receives an emerald luster; so the fool also is tinted in his 

relationship with wise ones, yet a slight shaking breaks him.

43. Even a malicious human being longs for love, as the malicious bull starts running when it sees a cow.

44. From slight occasions result friends or foes, yet one shall shun whatever could provide occasion to 

make enemies.

45. Rage destroys a lot of good virtues, a lamentable situation undermines clear thinking and acting and 

the fame of man, hypocrisy undermines the truth, hunger hinders change within the lawful 

boundaries, misfortune destroys steadfastness, passions destroy families, people and fortunes, 

carelessness causes death and destruction, tale-bearing destroys families and communities, 

drunkenness destroys good manners and life, baseness destroys the dignity of man, selfishness the 

good name, lying the wisdom, evil words the peace, and vices the world.

46. A human being, who is concerned about the life of all and the future, is not allowed to close his eyes 

if a neighbor commits an error or a crime, even if this neighbor is his best friend.

47. A master, who is righteous and never misses to pay the wages at the right time, the workers will never

leave, even if they are harshly spoken to by him.

48. A righteous master is hard when necessary and yielding if it is called for, but he also treats all the 

same, whether they are strangers or his own.

49. To the understanding one time passes with work, love, learning, progress and effort, but for the fool 

with lusts, sleep and strife and unrighteousness.

50. What good are speakers if there are no listeners, and what good is a wash woman in a place where 

people walk around naked, and what good are sectarian religions which preach peace and love, which

by the turn of the hand bless weapons for murder and manslaughter and for the destruction of peace.

51. What good is a famous lineage to a man, if he is lacking wisdom and knowledge! But a man, who is 

learned and follows wisdom and knowledge, although he is poor, is even honored by wise ones.

52. What good is it that a man is born at all and robs his mother of her youth, if he does not stand high on

the flagpole of fulfillment of life in righteousness!

53. The wise one leads a sensible and pure life, even if he suffers thereby, so he reaps fame on Earth and 
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also does not lose his future lives.

54. Justified forbearance with friend and foe is an embellishment of the wise ones, yet the imprudent is 

stupid and does not understand it.

55. One shall not mourn and grieve about things of the past; wise ones reflect on the past with common 

sense and create a good future therefrom.

56. Whoever enters into his teacher’s daughters or wives, or into his friend’s wives or daughters, or into 

his master’s wives or daughters, commits murder of trust and will have to atone for this in many lives

like an ordinary murderer.

57. An enemy in one’s own camp knows everything: The exposed and sensitive areas and the strengths 

and weaknesses, so he singes everything from within, like fire singes dry wood.

58. By falling down and gathering, the drops of water slowly fill a bucket; the same is valid for the 

student of truth and wisdom and of knowledge.

59. To the born one, death is certain and to the dead one, reincarnation, therefore, man shall not grieve 

about an unavoidable matter.

60. Whoever loves his life shall avoid a house already from afar in which constantly unfounded strife 

prevails.

61. Whoever does not scheme about evil and about vengeance, even if he has been mutilated with sharp 

weapons, has been insulted or slandered or robbed, he is truly wise, modest and just.

62. False friendship and false inclination each prevail as long as gifts are presented, like the calf, which 

remains with the cow and then leaves it, when the milk dries up.

63. The mind of the wise one is keen but not injurious; his actions are mild but demanding respect; his 

consciousness is not singeing, yet glowing red hot; and he is eloquent and hard in speaking, but his 

speech remains loyal.

64. Vehement and anxiety causing words, which are uttered by man of imprudent behavior, cut like sharp

blades into the sensitive parts of man.

65. The ocean has width and depth, the mountain has height and powerfulness, the sun has warmth and 

force and heaven conceals wisdom; but the wise one has everything within.

66. The pain of the stab of a dagger is the same, whether it is caused to a neighbor by a mighty or a poor 

one or by a friend, the same as precious mahogany wood burns like the wood of an elder tree.

67. The manner of speech of a man reveals his feeling and thinking, whether it is pure and good or 

swinish and bad.

68. Whoever speaks in vulgar words about people or about love, about intimate occurrences or about 

sexual matters, places himself below the dignity of man and sets himself equal to a pig, which 

burrows in a stinking puddle.

69. The wise one exercises consideration even in his jokes, and according thereto are also his words, but 

the fool knows no manners and speaks like a pig burrowing in dirt.

70. Those have done good works and enjoyed the fruits of life, who have considered their own lives as 

nothing, when the life of the neighbor was at stake.

71. Whoever only remains with his own and does not make righteous friends to his own, has not 

understood the purpose of life and is an expelled one among human beings.
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72. Avoid the acquaintance with evil ones, seek the relationship with good ones, do good day and night, 

and be constantly aware of the impermanence of all mortal things.

73. Cause harm to no one, do not practice pity but sympathy, observe and obey the eternal laws and 

recommendations of Creation, and bring help to all creatures, even with the sacrifice of your own life.

74. Unrighteous people in misery have self-pity and no concern for their neighbor, but the wise one has 

compassion for his neighbor and thereby disregards his own suffering, so that in honesty he 

overcomes it.

75. Man with certainty tastes the wages for good and bad actions in his life, according to the law, every 

wage comes in thirty years, in three years, in three months, in three half-months, in three weeks, in 

three days or in three hours.

76. As a snake without fangs is not a complete reptile, so is a man without knowledge, without wisdom 

and without love and is only a human being according to the designation.

77. To whom the days pass without knowledge, truth, wisdom and without love, he resembles a pair of 

bellows of the smith, for he breathes but does not live.

78. The unrighteous one maliciously scratches the hand with which the righteous one hands him bread.

79. From the distance, every fool appears as remarkable, however, only as long as he does not open his 

mouth.

80. Whoever is in the loving thoughts of a human being, is always close to him, even if he lives far away;

whoever is far away in the loving thoughts of a human being, however, remains distant, even if he 

lives under the same roof.

81. Whoever knows exactly what he has to do, puts at ease his own fate and mankind through strong 

appearance and prudent behavior.

82. Riches are difficult to obtain for man, but when they are obtained, then they are difficult to keep; but 

the loss of wealth is like death for the wealthy and possessors, therefore, man shall not think about 

wealth.

83. The money-greedy is always dissatisfied and is not in control of his thoughts, so he cannot become 

master of his desires, and he partakes of all misfortune, because his speculating will not be satisfied.

84. Humans fall and rise like play balloons in the hand; they get inflated when they have money, and they

crumble in despair when they lose their money.

85. The rich one is mighty only in all things, as long as he has money; but when he loses his money, he is

only what he really is, namely, an unknown without ability to conduct his life.

86. All people, who never had and never have enough of wealth, of vices, of power greed, of life span, of

food and drink and of women and men, have been ruined, are ruined, and will be ruined.

87. Whoever is understanding and equipped with willpower and with wisdom, toward him fortune and 

people stream preferably like the small and large waters towards the ocean.

88. Contentment, calm, self-control, sympathy, wisdom, peace and knowledge, friendliness, sincerity, 

love, understanding, honesty, truth and strength are the two times seven wooden logs, which preserve 

the fire of happiness.

89. At birth no man is friend or foe to another, because only by the result of a cause friends as well as 

foes are generated.
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 90. No man knows what can happen to him already in the next hour, therefore, the understanding one 

should always have everything taken care of to the best of his ability, so that everything is done 

which needs to be completed, when death knocks at his door.

 91. At birth no man is noble or mean, because only his own thoughts and actions lead thereto that he will 

be esteemed or disregarded in the world.

 92. The almighty fate does not pass itself by, so that fate never fails to appear; it also passes nothing 

while it remains true to its original nature, which man has determined.

 93. Man does not listen to the words and the advice of his best friends and wise ones, despite their great 

experience, until he has fallen into misery and misfortune and sorrow.

 94. Through the pleasure of things, which one desires, the desire is not satisfied, for through the pleasure 

it only grows stronger, like fire into which oil is poured.

 95. Man does not grow old because his hair turns white, for a young  man is also a good adviser, if he is 

knowledgeable and prudent.

 96. Mankind enjoys the sunrise and also the sunset, yet they do not notice that their life passes away.

 97. Based on the statement of another, no measure shall be issued about others, because before one 

honors or chastises one shall have convinced oneself of the truth.

 98. Unquestioned one shall say nothing to anyone, one also shall not complain at his neighbor, also one 

shall not answer the one who asks in unseemly manner; and the sensible and understanding one is 

silent and behaves as if he were mute, if he knows about things he has secretly seen or heard from 

others.

 99. Wise ones are prudent and have understanding, so they never desire the unattainable, mourn no 

losses, and retain their thoughtfulness in misfortune.

100. Sluggish ones never attain to honest wealth and to success, also not eunuchs, haughty ones and such 

who fear the gossip of man, like those who wait eternally and never risk the beginning.

101. A man who approaches one with a request, one shall not regard with contempt and not drive him 

away, for even a dog accepts a crumb of hard bread from a beggar.

102. A man, who carries enmity in his endeavors and feelings, even if he speaks friendly words, no one 

approaches, as also the deer does not go near the hunter.

103. Whoever ignores a well-meant censure soils himself, like a man who throws ash into the air and it 

falls back on his head.

104. If the consciousness of one is numbed, his power of Spirit is also numbed, that is as if the sun is 

hidden behind clouds and her warming rays are also hidden and powerless.

105. Wise ones also practice sympathy for creatures, who have no preference, as the sun also does not 

withdraw her light and her warmth from the unrighteous ones.

106. Man makes a lot of noise and great clamor about worthless matters, but about wisdom and truth and 

about knowledge and love he keeps silent, because due to his stupidity he does not recognize their 

great value.

107. Whoever has no wishes will have no success; whoever knows no love will never have true friends; 

whoever is not adroit never says anything amiable, yet whoever is wise is honest and just to 

everyone.
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108. If an unrighteous one has attained to an honorable position, he tries to attack his master, like a hungry

dog which mutilates its master.

109. Man shall not be intimidated by rough and hard words, but be instructed of the truth which requires 

rough and hard words; man does not like to listen to despots, but to those who bring the truth.

110. A fool, who does not want to be taught of truth, one shall not try to instruct, for he only ridicules the 

truth and becomes wise only through loss.

111. A fool prepares food of offal and eats it, before he discovers that he is eating poison and is lost.

112. The ignorant and unrighteous one cannot enjoy mind matters and yet cannot live without them; 

thereby he compares to a toothless dog which can only lick the bone.

113. The wise one does not think derogatory even about the most unimportant enemy; for even a minute 

ember becomes a fire and burns fields, forests, villages and cities into ashes.

114. If one tries to instruct unwilling fools, they would react only with ridicule and vileness, as the poison 

of the snake only increases if one gives it milk to drink.

115. As a burning blade of grass ignites an entire forest and destroys it through a great fire, so does an 

unrighteous family member destroy the family and relatives, a traitor in a group destroys the 

community and a spy in an army destroys entire nations.

116. The righteous one is never satisfied in helping, the unrighteous one is never satisfied in harming, the 

child is never satisfied in wishing, and the wise one is never satisfied in learning.

117. The stupid one, the simpleton, the fool and the weak-minded speak only about the five senses of man,

but the wise one knows the truth of the seven senses of man: The hearing with the ears, the seeing 

with the eyes, the smelling with the nose, the tasting with the gums, the feeling with the body, the 

sensing with the psyche, and the receiving with the consciousness.

118. In a wise one all preferences are found, in a fool all disadvantages and mistakes, therefore, a wise one

is worth more than a hundred thousand fools.

119. Whoever reviles another because of an error, although he himself commits the same error, and 

whoever loses himself in anger without having it under control, is the biggest fool of all fools.

120. Every fool is a wretched chap, who does not possess a preference which could bring joy to others, but

who tries to win respectable and righteous ones, in that he ridicules and mentions the errors of others.

121. The wise and the just ones do not desire the wives and possessions of another, speak no evil about the

neighbor, do not laugh about the teacher, do not constantly change the place of residence and their 

mind, as they also do not talk according to the wind, which constantly changes its direction.

122. Wise people are grieved about the sufferings of others and do not greatly regard their own fortune, for

they know the duty of joy for the wellbeing of all creatures.

123. A wise one never speaks evil about another, even not about that which is true if it could cause 

damage.

124. To preserve the life of only one creature is worth more than to feed a thousand priests daily or to 

feign uncountable prayers to gods.

125. These are the things by which man makes himself laughable: To voice ignorant learnedness 
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everywhere, to enjoy purchased love with whores, to steal bread from a stranger’s table or to be used 

for treason.

126. To the trees danger is caused by storms, to the pond-lilies by cold, to the mountains by lightning, and 

to the good ones by the bad ones.

127. To those who sip contentment like nectar, the highest fortune is imparted, but discontent people are 

visited by continuous suffering.

128. How can one assist a person onto a better way by thrashing old stories; therefore, the wise one lets 

the past be the past and lives for the present and the future according to truth.

129. Unrighteousness and the power of money alone cause one to be honored who is not worthy of any 

honor, and that one is visited who is not worthy to be visited, and that one is greeted who is unworthy

of any greeting.

130. Every man has at least three venerable people, to whom he shall extend his deepest respect:  His 

mother, his father and the wise teacher.

131. The wise one is of noble sentiment and possesses great skill to keep secret even openly observable 

faults of others, however, if it is necessary to reveal his own superiority he demonstrates an 

extraordinary clumsiness.

132. Who else, except the fools and unrighteous ones are so stupid that they degrade themselves to exalt 

themselves, rob themselves of life in order to live, associate with criminals to have friends, beggingly

cower in dogged humility before a public official or priest or god to be without fear.

133. In not swimming against, but with the flow, the one drifting in the water escapes the pulling current.

134. Every day man shall examine his thinking, acting and feeling and ask himself and establish, what he 

has in common with the animals and with human beings.

135. The great majority of people are fools, they allow themselves to be appeased with beautiful lies, 

although evil is being practiced right before their eyes.

136. Fools maintain that peace could only be created by the use of weapons, greater fools yet believe the 

nonsense and conduct war to the joy of the fools of government, to kill and to murder, what they then 

call peace.

137. Potential murderers draft and lead armies to murder and to kill, but the wise one teaches that only 

through truth, love, wisdom and peace life can flourish, the same as children are not procreated by 

hatred but by love.

138. Whoever lifts a weapon against another to kill, whether during war or peace, is a murderer, if he does 

not act in self defense.

139. To be a slave to present joys and to hope for future joys, is not the manner of the wise ones, for to 

truly enjoy pleasures, they work for them and do not indulge in empty hopes.

140. If something shall bring success without destruction, then it has to be begun with intelligence and 

alignment and without haste, because too much heat and enthusiasm at the very beginning form a 

hindrance to all success, because truly cold water also breaks through the spillway.

141. Mean people, singed by the fire of fame of others, fall for lies and intrigues against them, because 

they themselves are unfit for life, weak and stupid to attain to their position, but the righteous one is 

glad about the fame of his neighbor and is also overshadowed thereby.

142. To donate in silence, to be quickly on hand if the neighbor needs help; not to talk about a favor one 

has rendered to another; to proclaim a service others have rendered to oneself; not to exalt oneself in 

success; to avoid everything degrading in speaking about others; to be just to all people and other life,

to be modest, not to praise oneself and not to exalt one’s deeds, all that the wise one alone is able to 

do, never however a fool.

143. Whoever intends to complete a work, be it big or small, shall begin with power and in balance and 

with intelligence, not in haste and not with great effort, otherwise the power and the will soon 

diminish, and also loss results instead of success.

144. As the fragrance is generated in young roses, so wisdom appears in understanding people already 
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during their younger years, so they do not have to wait for old age to crown them with maturity of 

understanding.

145. The world is not unjust, only man within himself, for according to his pleasure and mood he forms 

his innermost either towards heaven or towards hell, therefore, towards righteousness or 

unrighteousness.

146. One wife alone is always dissatisfied and jealous about her husband; two wives engage in war against

each other and are jealous; three wives arrange it so that two are against one and are jealous; but four 

wives keep peace and a good home climate, for they are unable to establish a majority against one 

and risk no jealousy; well off is therefore the husband, who has at least four wives.

147. A husband with only one wife is an offensive poacher and in thought or in reality keeps playmates 

and whores; but a husband with two or three wives has a hell at home and the idea of playmates and 

whores vanishes; a husband with four wives and more is esteemed and honored by them and he is 

truly the master of his home and free of lusts for strange women.

148. As the cosmic life breath penetrates into all creatures and issues forth within them, so man shall 

conduct himself with all creatures in love, loyalty, truth, peace, knowledge and wisdom, for such 

action is the manner of the breath of life.

149. Science and power bring money to man, power and wealth, but they do not bestow the nobility of 

wisdom, wherefore many scientists and mighty ones are stupid.

150. Whose favor is good for nothing, and whose anger is uncontrolled and good for nothing, men do not 

like, the same as women do not want an eunuch as husband.

151. Whoever trusts an unrighteous one, either due to courtesy or thoughtlessness, will have the 

experience like one who sleeps on a tree, and when he awakes lies on the ground.

152. Like the splendor of winter which is hit by the warm winds of spring, so day by day the intellect of 

the fickle and unrighteous ones dwindles through their disregard for truth.

153. If a man is unintelligent, then during his later age a certain maturity of intellect takes place, as the 

sandal tree also develops its fragrance only at a great age.

154. The wise one knows to adapt his speech to the occasion, his favor to the merits, and his anger to his 

power, but the unwise one reveals that he is a fool by speaking at inopportune occasions, by favors in 

the wrong place, and by anger which exceeds his strength.

155. The mosquito is an example of the mean and unrighteous ones: It falls down before man on its knees,

stings the flesh in the back, to the ear it hums something lovely and low, but if it discovers a 

nakedness, then it meanly stings and draws out blood.

156. To abstain from killing any life, to abstain from robbery and thievery of strangers, to speak the 
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truth, to donate at the right time according to the right power and capacity, to remain silent at talk 

about other people, to break the desire of greed, to be modest toward respectable ones, and to have 

sympathy with all beings and creatures: These are the common recommendations of all books of law 

that cannot be opposed anywhere, which are the path to salvation.

157. Man shall avoid the killing of a life, robbing and thievery and the touching of strange women and 

men, likewise foolish chatter, offending words, bringing secret information and untruth, vices and 

greed, because singly or in total, they lead into need and misery.

158. As man loves his own life, so do also his neighbors and all other creatures; therefore, noble people 

practice sympathy for all life, in that they see themselves in everything.

159. The embezzling of received money, the exchanging of borders and goods, favoritism, carelessness, 

greed and vices, narrow-mindedness and libertinism are the disgraces of all unrighteous ones.

160. Unrighteous ones and fools become happy immediately, when they receive money, but not otherwise;

they are like clouds which thunder, when they are laden with water, before lightning shoots forth and 

they lose the rain.

161. When a wise one falls, he happens to fall like a ball, in that he raises himself up again; but the unwise

one falls like a log and remains on the ground.

162. On Earth, the unrighteous censure the righteous ones, the unhappy the happy ones, the stingy the 

generous one, the dishonest the honest ones, the poor the rich one, the disfigured the beautiful one, 

the scoundrels the virtuous one, and fools find fault in the wise ones, but the wise one finds fault in 

no one, for he instructs all in truth and love.

163. Weak and unrighteous ones do not engage in good and honest undertakings, due to anxiety and fear 

of obstacles; strong and righteous ones, however, do not abandon the undertaken task, even if they 

encounter many obstacles.

164. One shall speak courteously without being dirty or without pretending to be courteous, and one shall 

be a hero without bragging, and one shall be generous without donating meaningless things, and one 

shall assert himself roughly without being insulting.

165. Even a great and mighty enemy is unable to harm even the lankiest ones if they stick together, as little

as the storm can harm trees and plants which stand closely together at a place.

166. No law and no recommendation exists that one must fight senselessly and without the prospect of 

victory with a stronger one, as also no cloud moves against the wind.

167. In unwise old ones the face is covered with wrinkles, the head covered with white hair and their limbs

tremble and are weak, yet greed and lusts have remained young within them.

168. Man, beware of fools and unrighteous ones, for they live on greed and cunning and they can, if many 

of them get together, attach guilt to a guiltless one.

169. One shall not get involved in a dispute with many at the same time, for many are difficult to conquer; 

also a mighty snake is eaten by many ants, even if it wiggles as much as it can.

170. Many bands of fools, who live together according to the way of animals, darken and destroy 

everything excellent like clouds the sun; but a crowd of wise ones, who live in community, establish 

the world like sunshine does life.

171. The uniting of many creates power, even if they are insignificant, for even the finest fibers can be 
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braided in to a strong rope with which the bull then can be bound.

172. Even from a child one shall accept good, for even the smallest lamp brightens the room when the sun 

is not out.

173. Whoever enters a house, whether he is old or young, has to be shown respect, for guests are 

respectable to every human being.

174. Through acquaintance with fools, unrighteous and weak-minded ones, insight disappears, through 

acquaintance with mediocre ones man becomes mediocre, the acquaintance with wise ones, however, 

raises insight to its highest potential.

175. A weak one also reaches the goal if he has a wise ally, likewise a trickle of water reaches the ocean if 

it joins with a creek and then with a river.

176. Scholars and fools and the unrighteous are devoured by envy, if an unlearned one is a wise one.

177. Man is the best of the bipeds, the cow the most excellent of quadrupeds, the wise one is the best of 

the venerable ones, good children are the most enjoyable that parents can procreate.

178. A wise one respects only the good virtues of others, even if these others are bad, an evil one, on the 

contrary, respects only errors and all evils.

179. The appearance of a noble man is exceedingly beautiful, when he proclaims the virtues of others to 

the world.

180. Like the wooer’s hands, in the beginning the enemy fearfully and slowly slinks to forbidden places, 

later, he does not restrain himself any more.

181. Intelligence is worth more than bodily strength.

182. The opinion of a good man also becomes shaky due to the speeches of evil men, if the steadfastness 

and honesty are too weak.

183. When an inheritance comes to a house, one blood relative grabs the other and massacres him.

184. A useless chap inflates himself in megalomania and haughtiness, to procure respect for himself, as he 

erroneously assumes.

185. Wretched chits speak only about themselves and of ideals, praise themselves and wallow in the fame 

of others.

186. The speech of a lovely wife is like honey and her bosom like velvet, therefore, one kisses her lips and

caresses her breasts, likewise as wisdom is love and the truth recreation, wherefore, man loves 

wisdom and recreates himself in the truth.

187. As a bee draws nectar from the flower, so man shall draw love from the realm of life and nourish 

himself therewith.

188. The soft lips of a lovely wife are as sweet as nectar, and her velvety breasts as fine as delicate sprouts,

and her hairless shame lovely like the joy of children, likewise, love is as sweet as nectar, wisdom 

like delicate sprouts, and the truth is lovely like the joy of children.

189. Through honest love of his wives, a husband’s heart is refreshed, as is the thinking of man through 

wisdom.

190. In sleeping together, husband and wife fulfill their love and reveal their inclination toward each other,

likewise wisdom is fulfilled through love and love becomes joy.

191. A work which one has invented in consciousness, one shall not betray by words, because a matter, of 

which another one learns, usually does not succeed.

192. In consciousness a public matter is determined, where upon it is proclaimed in words and, finally, 

completed through action; therefore, the consciousness is the guideline of all things created by man.
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193. Whoever contrives something unpleasant for others even only in thought, such will be imparted to 

him already in this world, but also in his next life.

194. The speeches of the lips of noble wives are pure like knowledge, the bosom delicate and fine like 

wisdom and the hairless shame velvety like love, and the body firm like the truth.

195. In noble people the thoughts, words and deeds are completely in accord with one another, in ignoble 

people, on the contrary, all thoughts, deeds and works contradict each other.

196. The wise one is forbearing and forgiving towards everyone who offends him, for in wisdom he is not 

obliged to render justification, because modesty stands above all insults and disrespectfulness and 

also above all irreverence.

197. The consultation is a seed, which has to be carefully tended and watched, so that it is not injured or 

betrayed in the slightest, for otherwise it will not sprout.

198. Enemies to all truth and prudence are those, who abandon a good plan and pursue a wrong one.

199. As writings in two or three languages are clear and understandable only next to each other on one 

page, so are knowledge, truth and wisdom understandable only if combined.

200. The intelligence of a wise one is revealed by his counseling for the establishing of peace and the 

reuniting of the estranged, the physician’s intelligence by the treatment of an ill one, and the 

intelligence of a wife by the care of her lips, her bosom, her body and the hairless shame.

201. A beautiful wife and a masculine man are happily directed through all dangers, if they obey the laws 

and recommendations of Creation.

202. Megalomanic and haughty ones are beguiled seeing ones who cause their own destruction.

203. As man envisions an incantation, a human being, a place of pilgrimage, a belief, a god, a soothsayer, 

a medicine or a teacher, so will be his success according to truth; according to everyone’s belief, his 

success occurs, therefore, the wise does not believe but knows.

204. Through the association with wise ones, even a fool can become reasonable and understanding, if he 

is teachable; as even the waters cleanse themselves by flowing through gravel and rocks.

205. Whoever commits or has committed a crime believes no one would see him, yet his own psyche sees 

or saw him and the unconscious of all life forms.

206. Weak minded and unrighteous ones regard the dishonoring of a wise or righteous one as a game, and 

do not notice that in their doing they are accompanied by the breath of death.

207. Whatever rain does for the desert, knowledge and the truth do for the seeking one.

208. If one directs the pain, which a human being experiences at the thought that he is dying, into his own 

psyche, thereby even a foe can become a friend.

209. Even great sacrificial reward dwindles in time, but guaranteed security from all dangers bring 

immortal reward.

210. Even a wife, who is not pretty, is praised if she lives in true love. 

211. A woman does not obtain beauty by painting her face, because as an offender equally disgraces life, 

the 
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woman makes herself a whore by painting her face, for thereby she scorns what is natural.

212. Naturalness is the beauty of a woman, but painting of the face destroys naturalness, like a dove which

stirs in a puddle and soils itself like a pig.

213. The signs of whores and male-whores are the painting of the face, like the shimmering shell of the 

scarab, which stirs in the dung.

214. The greatness of the wise ones, among other things, consists thereof that they wear the ornaments of 

life-prudence, and that even at the occurrence of severe misfortune, they do not give up whatever 

they have started.

215. Whoever knows the right means, always measures up to a great or a small one, as the current of a 

river uproots big trees as well as small grasses.

216. A drop of water on a petal of a blossom in the morning sun reveals the entire beauty of a pearl, 

likewise the association with a wise one elevates the unwise one and makes him to his equal.

217. Pearling drops of water on the breasts of a wife reveal her entire well-formed beauty, likewise the 

well-formed creations of nature reveal the Glory of Creation.

218. Only wise ones are able to complete the matters of the wise, as also the wife only is adorned with her 

lovely bosom.

219. As the river emerges from the spring and falls down the water fall to end in the ocean, so from the 

lips of the lovely wife spring forth words of gentleness, flow down over her breasts and gather at the 

hairless shame through the gentle caressing of her husband, likewise Creation gave laws and 

recommendations, implanted these into all life, whereby everything can live and flourish.

220. Man, rid yourself of worries about your body constructed of flesh, urine, offal and bones, and heed 

the truth of the laws and recommendations of Creation.

221. Whoever regards the wife of a stranger like his mother, and a stranger’s possessions like a part of 

Earth, and looks upon all creatures as to himself, he is truly wise and righteous.

222. A true husband guards in honor the fine hairless shame of his wife like his life, her delicate breasts 

like his breath, her lips like the apple of his eye, and her body like the blood of his heart; likewise, the

wise one guards wisdom like his life, love like his breath, knowledge like the apple of his eye, and 

truth like the blood of his heart.

223. False love does not prosper, true love, however, brings joy and happiness.

224. True love is the greatest possession of man, and true love tended as such, never causes disgrace, for 

in itself it removes unrighteousness.

225. A wise one regards his honor, so that if he can do it honorably, he renounces his own honor, if 

therewith he can honor a neighbor.

226. A wise one does not sit together with the great and mighty ones, if he does not honor himself 

therewith.

227. Whoever perceives love for another human being shall admit it to the other, for secret love brings 

sorrow, misery and pain, but disclosed love brings understanding and fulfillment of the desires, for 

revealed love of any type brings response in the returning of love, therefore, man shall free himself of

anxiety and admit his love and his desires to those to whom they are directed.

228. One wins a friend by sincere behavior, an enemy by noble-mindedness, the greedy one with money, 

the mighty one by dogged humility, the wise one through consideration and truth, the wife and the 

husband due to inclination, the relatives by a calm disposition, the selfish one by giving, the teacher 

by a willingness to learn, the fool through lies, the imprudent through scientific matters, the 

passionate one through his hobby, but everyone through love, truth, knowledge and wisdom.

229. A man who has true friends even accomplishes things, which are difficult to accomplish.

230. As the grace and purity of a woman are recognizable in her lips, in her breasts, and in her hairless 
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shame and in her body, so the true core of man is recognizable in his intelligence, as also in his 

knowledge, in his truth and in his love.

231. Two women who love each other are like balm on a festering wound.

232. The love effusion of the hairless shame even soothes the irritated husband and totally cuts up and 

destroys his anger.

233. Fools, silly and unrighteous ones see in the lips of a woman, in her breasts, in her hairless shame and 

in her body an animal of the wild, which can be hunted according to one’s lust and whim.

234. Despair destroys cheerfulness, winter the fall, the sun drives away darkness, ungratefulness destroys 

every virtue, joy removes sadness, prudent behavior supplants misfortune, and stupid and dumb 

behavior destroys even the greatest happiness.

235. The greatest love of righteous and gracious women is bestowed on the wise ones, and in the wise one 

the love of women also ignites, as the love of Creation permeates all the best and good.

236. Even around the lonely wise one, who lives in the woods, three parties are formed: Friends, 

indifferent ones and enemies, the first ones because of wisdom, the others because of stupidity, the 

third ones because of silliness.

237. The fools, weak-minded ones, the silly and unrighteous ones hate the successful ones, the poor hate 

the rich, the ill-disposed the devout, the disloyal the loyal, and the immoral the moral ones.

238. A primitive mighty one, a drinking husband, a man wildly in love, a rich one making penance, an 

ugly whore, an ugly male-whore and a god-priest are always the laughing-stock of men.

239. When a fool hears good and bad words during a conversation, he adopts the bad words, like a sow 

picks up dirt when it wallows in a puddle.

240. When a prudent one hears good or bad words during a conversation, he adopts the good words, like 

the bee which only collects good nectar.

241. Man grieves in sorrow and destroys the value of his beautiful form, like the uncultivated woman 

utters ugly words with her lips, whose milk in her breasts is sour and her shame is covered with hair; 

evil trouble, from which emerges all loss, and which is only another word for death.

242. On the account of blood relatives, friends and teachers, no one shall ever honor strangers or joke with

them, for there is no worse blunder than the one, which leads to the destruction of families, 

friendships, communities and governments.

243. If one has recognized that life can collapse any moment like a mirage, then one knows a lot already 

and strives to be righteous.

244. The virtuous wife, who remains in chastity after the death of her husband or only enters the house of 

the one who is three times better than the deceased, attains to the determination for her next life, that 

she will have a husband three time better than in her present life.

245. The virtuous widowed woman, who in true love marries a wise husband, even if she has no children, 
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determines her next life in three-fold higher form, the same applies to every single woman, who 

marries a wise one.

246. The unrighteous one is a dead live one, dead is the sleeping together without love, dead is the funeral 

feast, and dead is every deceased who was unrighteous.

247. The unrighteous one torments and kills his fellow men through punishment, but the wise one is mild-

mannered and forbearing and also patient, however, always admonishing the fallible and guilty, he 

therefore is the stricter one.

248. Many men are not men, for they are weak and unable to practice righteous sternness and harshness, 

therefore, they are more feminine than women who are more masculine than they.

249. To the mild one constant degradation occurs in life, to the honestly strong one depression, reverence, 

respect and joy at the same time, yet to the unrighteous one occurs hatred, vengeance and death and 

pain.

250. There may be sunshine, it may be snowing, hailing, raining, thundering or lightning, righteous and 

virtuous wives always rush to their husband and disregard cold or heat.

251. As young doves cannot meet a falcon, so many people are unable to be stern in righteousness.

252. Righteousness means to be just and the same to all creatures; blood relatives or friends, who steal or 

murder, are equal to thieves and murderers, like strangers, who do the same, therefore, the same 

measure fulfillment is due to them as is to strangers.

253. Whoever keeps silent, if someone kicks him, is not forbearing but wretched, and whoever keeps 

silent if he sees how a neighbor is mistreated is a traitor to the duty-fulfillment of life.

254. Whoever disgraces a woman at her lips, at her breasts, at her hairless shame, at her body or at her 

psyche, he is a murderer to the same degree as the one, who kills without self-defense.

255. The beauty of a human being can not only be destroyed physically, but also psychically, and whoever 

does such, he is a murderer to the same degree, as the one who kills without self-defense.

256. The same laws and recommendations are always valid for man and woman, without difference due to

gender, hence there is no difference between woman or man.

257. Whoever lewdly and illegally touches or fumbles or copulates with a woman equals a swine which 

burrows in paradise.

258. If man or woman are still under age or still unmarried, then abstinence from the other sex is ordered 

them, because to them is granted self-gratification; but whoever acts contrary thereto is like a sow, 

which allows its own sucklings to mate with it in a puddle.

259. As the full breasts adorn a young wife, so adorn the sagging breasts the value of honor of every 

mother.

260. A man who commits evil does not even love himself, like the fruit of evil which is poisonous within 

and without.

261. Whoever aims for war, begins war or conducts war is worse than the bloodthirsty piranhas, and they 

place evil punishment upon themselves, because for seven thousand reincarnations they will 

experience pain, anxiety, death and horror.

262. Only a wise one is fit to be leader of the generations of men of Earth, like the lion is king of the 

steppe.

263. A man, who casually accepts insults, lies and intrigues and is grateful for successes resulting 

therefrom, is truly a wise one.
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264. Whoever consults with a wise one before he begins a work, no obstacle will block the way of his 

work.

265. Unreasonable ones do not know their power, like unreasonable girls and boys who quarrel.

266. To practice forbearance, where it is called for; to practice obedience of the precepts and laws and 

recommendations; to practice the prayer to Creation; to cultivate the satisfaction of the psyche; to 

enjoy giving; to cultivate renunciation of riches; to enjoy constant devotion; to cultivate living at a 

remote place; to cultivate respectful behavior toward the wise one and teacher, to practice association 

with noble ones, to enjoy the truth, the knowledge, the love and the wisdom; to adhere to the seal of 

sexual love among the married, this means: To be on the way to truth and redemption.

267. All food and all drink, all power and all money, all wealth and all jewelry, all animals and all women 

and all men do not satisfy the greed of a greedy human being.

268. To a male-whore, all whores and all righteous women of Earth do not suffice and in addition, are wild

game, but the same is also valid for the whore and her wooers whom she snatches.

269. Wherever is no wise one and no true teacher, there a weak-minded is praised as knowledgeable one, 

likewise a weak minded human being elevates a god to creator, yet while every god is a human being.

270. In a country, where all trees have been eliminated, even a columbine bush is considered a tree, 

likewise, in a country without wise ones and without true teachers, the fools and weak-minded are 

elevated to priests and mighty ones.

271. Wherever one strongly begins a work and renounces sluggishness, if prudence, courage, intelligence 

and wisdom are added, there with a certainty rests man’s fortune.

272. A master, from whom one cannot expect to gain, but only trouble, one shall avoid already from afar, 

especially, if he is yet a mighty one or a priest.

273. As the so-called crow’s barley and wild sesame only carry the name of barley and sesame, but are 

good for nothing, so also are human beings without knowledge, love, truth and wisdom and only bear

the name, human being.

274. If one has sown the seed at the right time, it will bear good and abundant fruit, as also a good speech 

at the right time bears healthy fruit, however, only after some time, like every seed.

275. As a house on the best stakes collapses one day, when it gets old, so men also degenerate when they 

fall into the power of age and of death.

276. As sweet milk from the breasts of the wife satisfies the infant and strengthens the husband, so 

Creation nourishes and strengthens man and all creatures with the sweetness and kindness of all 

nourishment of nature.

277. As the cow requires that after the calving, the milk is removed by man, so that she does not succumb 

to milk-blockage and milk-fever and dies, the same a wife requires by her infant and her husband, but

if this is not being done, a wife loses her femininity.

278. To loving ones, truly in love, no taboos exist in the doings of love.

279. As in the way of nature, the end for all ripe fruit is to fall down from the branch to the ground to go 

the way of all mortality, so for man, who has come to this world, his end is dying.

280. As a hunter determines the place of the buck by the drops of blood fallen on the ground, so man shall 
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locate the place of justice for someone, of whom an opinion has to be formed.

281. The fault of a man is more noticeable to a neighbor than a good trait, as the spots of the moon are 

more noticeable than its bright light, therefore, man sees more evil than good.

282. As the thoughts so are the words, as the words so are the deeds: If therefore, a man speaks 

primitively, then his thoughts are also primitive, but if a man speaks well, then his thoughts are also 

good.

283. In its fruit the bad or good of a tree is recognizable, likewise, the quality of man in his words: If he 

speaks slimy, ordinary words, he also thinks, feels and acts that way, but equally he is good and 

loving and well-mannered in his thinking, feeling and actions, if he speaks accordingly.

284. As light, shadow, twilight and darkness are closely related to each other, so are also the character, the 

thoughts, the words and actions of men.

285. As the lips, the breasts, the hairless shame and the body of a woman are a complete unit, so are also 

the character, the thoughts, the words and actions of every human being.

286. As the infant finds the breasts of its mother, and as the husband finds the hairless shame of his wife, 

and as every young animal finds the nipples of its mother, so does justice find the author of every 

committed deed, the good as well as the bad.

287. As a tender sprout, in time, becomes a big plant and bears magnificent fruit, if it is protected and 

tended, so also grows the sprout of truth, of love, of knowledge and of wisdom in man and produces 

good and healthy fruit, if it is planted and tended and protected.

288. The happiest wives are those, who have an older wise husband, who knows the imperturbable way of 

life, like the great river which undisturbed flows in its deep riverbed towards the ocean.

289. As the bee removes the nectar and, at the same time, dusts the flower and therewith preserves and 

cares for and fertilizes it, so a husband shall take the kisses from the lips of his wives, the milk from 

their breasts and, in sleeping with them, the love from their hairless shame.

290. As the potter forms what he desires from a piece of clay, so man is being formed by his own 

character, by his thoughts, by his words and by his actions; thus man always earns the wages of his 

own actions.

291. The friendlier and more honest a husband is to his wives, the more he recognizes their fulfillment of 

giving birth, namely, that they are a part of himself, and only united form a unit with equal rights and 

duties.

292. The more a man focuses his thinking and striving on the good, the more he succeeds in all things.

293. As death conquers friend and foe when their time has arrived, so man conquers ignorance and 

unrighteousness if he strives for it.

294. Only the fool and unrighteous one believes to have no need of advisors; but the wise one knows that 

he always needs the counsel of Creation.

295. A healthy one believes he can forgo a physician, as the unrighteous one and the fool insult the wise 

one and forgo his advice, but the wife knows that a lovely fruit in her womb is only formed by love.

296. As a eunuch has no wives and cannot procreate children, as a wolf does not create offspring with a 

sow, and as a gift, which one gives an unrighteous one, is squandered, so it is wrongly squandered 
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energy and swinish action, if men and women sexually lie together.

297. If two men engage in sexual love, this compares to two burrowing boars which try to mate in a 

stinking puddle.

298. Two women united in sexual love are a lovely blended unit, like husband and wife, like the sun ray 

which conceals light and warmth within.

299. As one sinking in the ocean holds on to a water snake and does not know if it will fatally kill or save 

him, so feels the seeking one for truth, love, justice, wisdom and knowledge, because many divided 

priests, world improvers, liars and cheaters and mighty ones rule the Earth and lead man into 

confusion, into misery and error teachings.

300. Like rivers without water, like a forest without herbs, like a field without fruit, like a meadow without

flowers, like cows without a herdsman, so are people without a life-partner, therefore, a woman 

without a husband or a man without wives.

301. As the wheel of a vehicle does not stop without a brake, so also does the action of a man not succeed 

without effort.

302. As the rain nourishes and refreshes all life, so shall man nourish and refresh his neighbors.

303. As no clapping of hands can be accomplished with one hand only, so does a deed not bear fruit 

without work.

304. Like firewood which ignites by itself into a fire, so does a man with unclarified consciousness fall 

into ruin, due to his unrighteousness.

305. As nectar-thieves attack a flower as soon as it has opened, so without scruples attack primitive, mean,

covetous and shameless men with their looks, with odious words and with their animalistic body, an 

uncovered woman, lacking any respect and reverence.

306. Whoever disregards the mountain crystal is not worthy of the ruby, but this is also said about  a man: 

Whoever does not honor love, is not worthy of a wife.

307. Already at the beginning one should forego wealth and power, for because of the two, sons and 

daughters become murderers of their parents.

308. If husband and wife desire to truly love each other as their way of life, they attain to the goal of their 

evolution.

309. Since times of old, the husband suppresses and disregards his wife, but despite that fact he enters into

and rapes her, like the black widow only uses its male for insemination and play, to devour it 

thereafter.

310. As long as a woman maintains, seeks and endures acquaintance with unworthy men, she will be 

suppressed and raped by them.

311. If the wife wants to be progressive, she then makes herself an equal to her husband in thought and 

deed, without elevating herself in power.

312. Whoever strives for power and wields it, is no more than sows and boars which, coming from a 

stinking puddle, bathe in rose water to hide their origin.

313. If one focuses his thoughts on truth and honors it, then one recognizes the abysses and gorges of 

untruth and unrighteousness.

314. If among men only Spirit teachers, but no mighty ones would exist, man of Earth would live in a true 

paradise within and without.
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315. If no Spirit teachers exist who lead man, then the people are tossed hither and fro, like a ship in a 

mighty storm on the ocean, and the mighty ones wield total force over them.

316. If the consequences of every deed does not strike the culprits themselves, then it does their sons and 

daughters, but if not the sons and daughters, then their grandchildren, for they come sooner or later, 

the good or the bad.

317. If the body of man would not be used to the service of Creation, why do men render service to their 

bodies day by day?

318. If the true love of an ugly strange man lives in the heart of an unrighteous woman, then she never 

loves her husband, even if he were more beautiful than an Adonis.

319. If a man has talents they reveal themselves, like man himself smells the fragrance of a rose and is not 

able to do so only by the assurance of others.

320. The majority of men is lying and unchaste and accuses the women of lying and unchastity, while men

themselves lie quite a lot and mislead the women with hypocrisy and lying and deceit.

321. Those preaching morality are the worst among the degenerates, they preach morality, yet at every 

occasion they secretly practice prostitution with whores, male-whores and animals, and they also do 

not shy away to mislead righteous men and women by hypocrisy and lying and deceit, and even to 

molest children.

322. The perfect proportions of a well-formed body of a wife only misleads swine to lust and eagerness, 

but the wise one sees therein beauty and creative splendor, grace of the wife which arouses 

admiration, purity and loveliness, love and devotion.

323. A swine wallows in the stinking puddle and devours the found potato including the dirt, but the man 

sunk into swinishness sees the woman as such animal and treats her accordingly.

324. The true husband values his wife in all her matters and regards her as such even in anger, but the 

swinish husband sees in the most beautiful and righteous wife only a sow, true to his character and 

according to his weak-mindedness.

325. To swinish men a woman is no more than a mattress, on whom they lie and stretch and lewdly satisfy 

themselves, and on whom they urinate when they have tired of them.

326. A swinish man uses women like riding horses; he rides them until exhaustion and then spits on them.

327. That the swinish man offends and spits on righteous women and conducts haughty speeches against 

her, lies in his weak-mindedness, in his self-glorification and in his swinish character.

328. Righteous husbands see the wife even in red hot anger as wife and regard her as such.

329. The lips of his wives, the lovely breasts, the hairless shame and the body of his wives are to the 

righteous husband a temple of honor, of charm, of respect, of joy and of relaxation, and the feelings 

and thoughts and words of his wives he honors and regards equal to his own.

330. If a man does not regard a woman, whether she belongs to him or not, is lower than the sow and the 

boar, which wallow in the stinking puddle, for even this type of animals feel great inclination for each

other.

331. The wife is the woman and the one bringing forth as such, but to whom is due more honor than to 

those, who cause the seed to sprout and let it grow to good fruit and to joyously bring this forth 
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under great pain!

332. The holiest place of a righteous wife is her hairless shame, to it should be devoted her husband’s 

greatest physical love, and be kissed in love and respect, for it bestows the greatest love, greatest 

respect, greatest joy, the only conception, the only becoming and the only issuing forth of human 

beings.

333. If husbands are disinclined to honor their wives, this is an arrogant and weak-minded disregard on 

their part, but therein also lies justified fear of their own failure and of the inability to satisfy the 

wives in sleeping together; therefore, the haughty and weak-minded one is depressed and pities 

himself and is always offended because he is horrified about the lack of masculinity of his flesh.

334. Whatever a husband spends on, gives to and enjoys with his wife is his true earthly wealth.

335. Which creature among men equals the woman in her greatness, in whose womb the fruit of life grows

and issues forth from!

336. A righteous wife in all matters cares for her husband in all situations and at all times, like a pitcher of 

water with which one draws an equal amount of water from the ocean, as from the river or from the 

creek or from the well.

337. Whatever an unrighteous one may desire, his wish always exceeds the fulfillment, for he does not 

know the wise truth of reality, that every wish has a goal, and that every fulfillment ends at the goal, 

whereby every wish also ends.

338. Every animal which, according to man’s estimation, cries at the wrong time, does not disturb the wise

one, but surely the unrighteous one; the wise one knows very well that the animal can not do 

otherwise because that is its nature.

339. Although every happy success is determined by reasons, which are calculable by the thinking human 

being, yet the unwise, the unrighteous ones and doubters always fear adversities.

340. The moaning or joy-cries of a wife in fulfillment of sensual pleasure is no proof that a husband is able

or feels love for his wife, for a wife behaves according to her sensitivity, wherefore many a scamp 

megalomaniacally considers himself as able-bodied.

341. Whatever does not please man, he does not desire even if it were beautiful, like the sleepwalker who 

does not like the dark night and is afraid, although it provides the greatest and best rest and relaxation

and peace.

342. Whatever is fit for each other the wise one connects; but whatever is not fit for each other the wise 

one tears apart, even if he suffers loss thereby, yet he averts a greater calamity therewith.

343. The wise one waits for a favorable occasion if the time demands it, or if he has fallen into adverse 

situations or if the situation demands it; the unwise one, however, tries to forcefully change 

everything at the wrong time and destroys everything therewith.

344. The wise one accomplishes every work at the right time, and he delivers a speech, each at the right 

time, so he is always successful, for he learns every minute and uses the acquired for success at the 

right time.

345. A bow, a true friend and a righteous wife, who are upright and straight, and who also bend at the right

time, are three indispensable things to a righteous man, even if he has to search for them a long time.

346. Whoever wants to raise children shall not treat them like children, but like adults and with the 

greatest love, because children demand and extend love and they want to be adults.
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347. One shall speak to children as to adults, not in a language of stupidity; so that the sun is the sun, and 

not a sweet sun, the rabbit is a rabbit and not a bunny, and also the truth is the truth and not a lie.

348. To a swinish man a woman shall never escape to or take shelter or seek help from, for although the 

deadly nightshade bears beautiful flowers and fruit, it causes painful death to the ones eating them.

349. No righteous husband shall ever be so stupid to send his righteous wives as messengers to other men, 

for they could be swine who with lying and deceit and hypocrisy outwit and befool them.

350. The suffering and the pain, which righteous wives and husbands joyfully endure at the birth of their 

children, cannot even be paid for by the descendants in a hundred years.

351. Between two who have the same Spirit focus, and between two who are of equal value, friendship 

and marriage can be entered into, but never between the well-fed and the famished.

352. If man obeys the guideline of the laws, then younger sisters and brothers, students and children of 

others are like one’s own.

353. Whoever wants to honor the wise one, has to adore Creation with greatest devotedness, for so the 

wise one feels honored.

354. The man who does not get busy with his work in that he approaches and establishes his goals, 

remains a dependant for his entire life and relies on his escape.

355. Whoever abandons a human being in misfortune creates his own evil and his own punishment.

356. If one lives in reality himself, many live because of him.

357. Whoever has determined a defeat by his own fate, his senses rob him of his intellect, so that he sees 

everything in the wrong light.

358. How can a human being be happy if his house is built on the river’s edge, his marriage partner woos a

stranger, and in whose house nest snakes!

359. What good is a bow without sinew to the hunter, and what good is the progagation power of a woman

without a husband and that of a man without a wife!

360. The one whose intellect is weak always consoles himself with experiences of the past, the fool 

consoles himself with prospects of the future, yet the wise one extracts benefits from the past and 

creates the future at the present.

361. Every action and every ruin which man has once determined through his fate, follows his footprints 

and pursues him, wherever he may run to.

362. Whoever is angry with someone and becomes loud with him, but nevertheless, speaks calmly and 

rationally to the uninvolved, has the ability to conquer the entire world, for he is wise and just.

363. The master, who always renders honest assistance and honest respect to his students, the students do 

not leave or only with difficulty even if he treats them in the harshest manner; but the master who is 

unjust, the students leave easily.

364. To overcome the traits adopted through rearing or at birth for the better is difficult for man; for a dog 

also chews on an empty bone to then enjoy the best of his food.

365. Whoever utters a request at the moment he should act is a loser in all matters.

366. Man rises and declines through his own works, like the bricklayer, who builds a bad wall, which 

collapses as he constructs it.
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367. The seed which a farmer sows on his field determines the fruit of the harvest, likewise man harvests 

the type of fruit depending on how he lives.

368. As the dog barks so it bites; and as a man speaks so is his character.

369. A man, be he ever so mighty, but who is not wise and reveals to possess no wisdom, is disregarded 

like a dry wooden log before it is cast into the fire.

370. As many hairs as man has on his head, so many times a woman enjoys the great pleasures of life in 

many reincarnations if she in honest love espouses a truly wise one.

371. As long as the body, the lips, the breasts and the hairless shame of the woman are still young and 

healthy, all unrighteous, all swinish, all useless, all lustful and all covetous men cling to her; but if the

woman grows older, only the righteous and wise ones see the beauty, the loveliness and the grace 

therein.

372. The husband who calls the wife, woman, and the wives, women, is of a wretched nature, respectless 

and a scoundrel of a character.

373. The wife is wife in honor, and the wives are wives in honor.

374. As many valuable connections man embraces in consciousness, so many spears of sorrow also bore 

into his heart.

375. As long as man has not stumbled, he comfortably walks on an even path; once he has stumbled, 

however, his path immediately becomes rocky with every step.

376. Whoever lives unto love, to him love is imparted, but whoever falls in love lapses into false love with

wrong feelings.

377. As long as the unreasonable one is not enamored, he has some power over the thoughts of his 

thoughts.

378. The wise one changes the displeasure to appreciation, bad to good, fools to wise ones, foes into 

friends, hidden into disclosed matters, poison into nectar, the mean into loveliness, unrighteous into 

righteous things, and the unlovely into lovely human beings, therefore one shall honor their sublime 

manner to enjoy the fruit longed for.

379. Before one even sees and before one meets righteous and gracious women, one already feels their 

loveliness like a great fire, wherefore it affects the righteous man like a miracle that he does not melt 

like honey at their sight and at their touch.

380. It has become rare on Earth that a righteous, gracious woman obtains a righteous husband.

381. A truly righteous wife, who is married to a righteous husband, can not be won even at the price of 

loss of life and will not fall into the dirty hands of others and unrighteous men, if she is not unwisely 

sent to such as messenger by her husband.

382. A wise one also accepts a fitting word from a child, for in it he sees a human being and not only a 

child, as this is the case with the unwise one.

383. To fight for the family, to rise early, to eat the same food with his own and to protect his own wives 

and children, the husband shall learn from the rooster.

384. The weak one, who due to false honor and wrong self-esteem fights with a stronger one, fulfills the 

desire of the stronger one and therewith ruins his own family.

385. Whoever betrays a man commits murder as if by a deadly weapon, according thereto will also be his 

reincarnations.
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386. Whoever has made himself worthy of a prize, men will seek out over and over again.

387. Malicious and unrighteous men, who shorten the life of living beings, are the terror of all creatures.

388. It is the truth that simply dressed people cover a good body and character with their clothes, but the 

modernly, extravagantly and richly dressed cover a whore-body and the character of a scoundrel.

389. Man can walk about dressed in clean rags, his character, however, is more valuable than the one who 

walks about in expensive clothing.

390. Those, who aim only to torment their fellow men, to exploit, to harass and to slander them, succumb 

to their own malice.

391. Those, who do not devote themselves already in their youth and during life to thinking, to learning , 

to knowledge and to truth, their brain shrinks at old age and they succumb to stupidity.

392. Those, whose consciousness has been enlightened by truth, experience endless joy.

393. The thirst of those, whose consciousness is depressed by greed and possessions, is unquenchable for 

same.

394. Whoever becomes sympathetic at the sight of troubled creatures and at the sight of joyous creatures, 

has fully comprehended the law of sympathy.

395. If a man abandons the certain and pursues uncertain matters, he loses the certain and has already lost 

the uncertain matter.

396. Who never leaves his house and does not observe the Earth filled with many wonders is like a frog in 

a well.

397. Never believe that you have seen the entire world with all its wonders if you only gaze out a garret 

window.

398. Whoever does not discern that the experiences of friends, wives, blood relatives and wise ones are the

best, loses everything and often falls into the hands of enemies.

399. The one, who does not know how to value the talents of others, nobody likes to serve, because no 

fruit can be expected of him as also not from a well-tended saline soil.

400. Whoever identifies himself to be someone else has to be a primitive, stupid and mean individual, to 

deny his own personality and his own name.

401. Whoever goes out, although he is weak, to fight someone superior in strength, returns with broken 

teeth and broken limbs and from then on lives as a cripple.

402. Whoever runs to a fool or to a dumb or unrighteous one in a matter, his things will never succeed.

403. A fool, who in his delusion believes other fools are devoted to him, falls into their power and has to 

jump like a trained monkey.

404. The place where one lives one tends to guard, as the husband guards his righteous wives, so that they 

do not fall into the dirty wooing of swinish ones.

405. For whatever man strives and desires in just manner, he will attain to in every case if he does not get 

tired and let go of it; the time of fulfillment thereof will be the present or the next life.

406. A righteous wife or a righteous one, who associates with an unrighteous man or unrighteous ones, 

they risk their life like a frog which goes to a snake and asks for its friendship.
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407. Whoever has a friend who joins one in the rise and downfall, only he is a true friend and can be 

placed as guardian over one’s life and possessions.

408. Whoever is free of fear and anxiety regards his friends’ home as his, besides his own house and 

property.

409. Whoever leaves his home in terror, when he hears of the arrival of enemies, is not worthy of life, for 

one shall remain or leave thoughtfully in every circumstance, for it may pay or not pay to fight, so 

that a home shall be kept or a new one shall be sought.

410. Whoever succumbs to anger before he knows the true state of affairs is a fool and will regret his 

actions, like the frog bitten by the snake.

411. Whoever commits a deed without first considering the consequences, so that he can, if necessary, 

prevent them or not carry out the deed, he becomes the laughing stock of men, creates his own 

punishment or will be punished by the likes of his own.

412. Whoever overcomes despair when obstacles obstruct his way, his effort will not be in vain if he is 

supplied with energy.

413. If a man misses the right time and lets the right moment for a matter pass only once, he will hardly 

ever obtain it again if he truly desires to act.

414. Whoever wants to purchase love is not better than a murderer, who surreptitiously obtains the trust of 

the victim to misuse and to kill it.

415. Whoever betrays a man and still clings to his belt, he is no better than a man who murders a friend 

due to carelessness and mourns about his loss of life.

416. Whoever is brave when obstacles block his way, through him all human beings live, as do all 

creatures due to rain.

417. Why does a weak-minded fanatic get excited, because if a pea in the frying pan jumps up by the heat,

it still is not able to destroy the pan!

418. A man in love burns like kindling wood and can not escape the fire.

419. With costly pearls man is not satisfied, but with unrighteousness he is.

420. As the poisonous snake is only satisfied if it can inject its poison into a victim, so the unrighteous one

is only satisfied if he can do evil to his neighbor.

421. Good associations and marriages do not result from enthusiasm and being in love at the beginning, 

wherefrom fights result later; good associations and marriages are established thereby, that the fights 

have to be fought first, whereby love and solidarity are created.

422. All beginnings are hard and difficult, yet later joys develop therefrom.

423. Every easy beginning of a matter proves the entire wrongness of things and unhesitatingly leads to 

ruin.

424. As during great heat, all life seeks refreshment in cooling waters or shade, so does the wise one seek 

love in the truth.

425. A man, who succumbs to negative inclinations, is tossed to and fro by evil desires, like a ship on the 

ocean in a hurricane.

426. Whoever succumbs to negative inclinations, for him his evil desires turn into greed.
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427. As the priests and mighty ones behave, so also behave their subjects.

428. Good clothing does by far not enhance a man; and a wolf in sheep’s clothing remains a wolf.

429. The mighty one is too small to be a human being; but the small one is big enough to be a human 

being.

430. The religious priest feigns love and means money, the mighty one feigns peace and means power; but

the wise one speaks of Creation and of wisdom and gives knowledge and love.

431. The honest one is clean even if he is dirty; but the dishonest one is dirty even if he looks clean.

432. Honesty lasts as long as it is being cultivated.

433. Every liar stumbles over his own lies.

434. To be willing or to serve a priest or a mighty one, means the same as to lick the edge of a poisoned 

sword.

435. To obey and to serve priests and mighty ones, means the same as to kiss the poisonous teeth of a 

snake.

436. First man shall obtain work and an occupation, and then he shall seek a life partner and thereafter 

only seek his own house and material wealth and children.

437. The wise one is the friend of the joyless and the eye of the blind, but the unrighteous one is the ruin 

of friends and the pit of the blind.

438. No darkness is so dark, that a blind one could not feel everything with his hands, but the unrighteous 

one is not so unrighteous that he could not still find the path of truth.

439. Every night passes and a new day radiates thereafter, as a new life blossoms after every death.

440. Sorrow, depression, grief, imprisonment and misfortune are the fruit of the tree of man’s own 

trespasses.

441. Unrighteous ones do not regard the fruit of truth and the fruit of the things of truth, for they are like 

the sick who are constantly visited by sickness and do not favor pleasures.

442. A wound which horses cause heals; a forest felled by the axe grows back again; an evil word a mouth

utters is repugnant; and a wound inflicted by evil words never heals.

443. Fortune never leaves the one who is endowed with firm determination and who honestly sets to work.

444. Fortune never leaves the righteous one, as also the shadow of the body does not leave it.

445. The fortune of the righteous grows with them, as the shadow does grow with the body.

446. The bodily beauty of the woman surpasses that of the man in all respects, why therefore, shall the 

most beautiful not be described which delights man’s sense and psyche?

447. The more perfect body of all creatures belongs to the woman, to caress it is as much joy as to 

describe it, likewise no joy can ever suffice to sing to the Glory of Creation.

448. Man is nourished at the bosom of nature, the child is nourished at the breasts of the mother, and the 

wise one is nourished by the love of Creation.

449. The shame of nature is the Earth, from which everything is brought forth; the shame of the woman is 

the loveliness of the joys of love, from which is brought forth evolution, the central sun is the shame 
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of the galaxy, from which all stars originate, but the idea of Creation is the shame of all birth, from 

which originates life and BEING.

450. As Creation strengthens the wise one through wisdom, so the righteous wife nourishes and 

strengthens the infant and her righteous husband with the milk of her breasts, likewise the wise one 

nourishes and delights the ignorant ones by his knowledge.

451. In reverence wise ones live up to many virtues, like to a physical mother, and they obey them with a 

pure mind and willingly in that they practice the vow of truth, gladly give their material wealth 

therefore, and never break their promise.

452. The wise one knows how to calculate the duration of life of a man, yet whoever learns about his life 

span through the wise one has to guard this as the deepest secret; but whoever does not do so dies of a

much earlier death, because the jealousy of the initiated generates strong powers, whereby great 

portions of the life span are destroyed, wherefore the secret is not allowed to be recorded or written 

down.

453. To know one’s own life span produces advantages of knowledge but also disadvantages for man, 

wherefore the wise one decides about the for or against of such revelation; but also a great and good 

deed has to be connected with this knowledge, so that the one knowing about his life span does not 

feel like a parasite: The recommendations of wisdom say thereto that one calculated year shall be 

valued as one year of good deeds, which lie at the value of 75 lot of silver (lots 16,625 gram/l 

kilogram of silver are approx. 700.00 Swiss frank in 1984).

454. The wise one is knowledgeable about many things, therefore, man shall seek counsel with him only, 

if no advice can be imparted by blood relatives or by friends.

455. The one seeking advice shall be grateful to all wise ones and make donations to them according to 

their own estimation, for the wise one also has to live, yet he does not know how to beg or to ask for 

pay for himself, while he donates to others the greater part of anything obtained and only keeps the 

most necessary portion for himself.

456. The prudent one shall go to the wise one for every advice, for by him alone he is well advised.

457. Man shall know that wise ones exist among men as also among women, for wisdom is endowed in 

justice and equality to all men, to men as well as also to women.

458. Whoever donates in just measure for every obtained service, never feels indebted to the one who 

renders service to him; but whoever donates in unjust measure for an obtained service feels indebted 

to the one rendering service, so that he begins to grieve and damages his psyche.

459. Man may know, even if riches have already been obtained, mistakes can still occur, namely, if they 

are given to an unworthy one or are denied a worthy one.

460. Fondling has advantages and disadvantages like disciplining, therefore man shall be well-advised 

before he fondles or disciplines.

461. Unrighteous ones and fools easily ruin families, communities and nations, like mighty streams ruin 

their banks.

462. The greedy one does not differentiate between what to do and what to refrain from, not between 

heaven and hell, not between justice and injustice and not between what is beneficial and detrimental.

463. A greedy one is won by money, an angry one by stretching forth hands, a fool by compliance, and the

wise one by truth.

464. Man shall never establish his residence where the following five things are missing: Life support, 
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security, modesty, respectful and proper behavior and generosity.

465. For unrighteous ones it would be better to die an easy death than to continue to live in hatred and be 

hated.

466. Avarice generates rage and unquenchable desire, but so also do delusion and destruction, for greed is 

the root of all evil.

467. Even if greedy ones are endowed with money, their avarice causes them to be used for wretched 

purposes and to be sent to disagreeable areas where they perish.

468. As a result of avarice the mind wavers; avarice generates greed and vices, and a man afflicted with 

greed and vices experiences suffering and misery on this and on the other side of life.

469. Wherever no difference is made between the ruby and the garnet, how can there be accomplished an 

honest sale of precious stones.

470. With false, greedy and infamous people one shall not enter into a bond of friendship, for they are 

profaners like murderers who respect neither life nor possessions.

471. Through the slanderous speeches of unrighteous ones, the dignity of a righteous one does not 

diminish, quite to the contrary: Slanderous speeches against righteous ones increase their success and 

the dignity of the righteous ones, as also the value of the precious gem is not diminished through 

polishing, but enhances its brilliance and its value.

472. Only unwise and unrighteous ones speak ignorantly and foolishly about the holy OM book and about 

emerging of love; but they do so in unintelligible words and in distortion, they speak big words yet 

understand nothing; for the holy OM book is a teaching, is laws and recommendations and modesty 

which never require great words, for truth itself is the greatest word of truth.

473. A word is always to be uttered, where it bears visible fruit and lasts, as paint is not applied to oily but 

to clean surfaces, so that it adheres to and lasts.

474. Lightning is as forceful and fiery as the truth, whoever is struck by it cannot escape it, as a man 

cannot who is convinced of truth.

475. Who is able to fathom the wise one’s mind and consciousness, which in his justice are harder than 

diamonds and softer than blossoms!

476. Diamonds placed in correct arrangement lift dangers due to lightning, as does also the metal, 

platinum; from a ruby creates happiness for man, by a sapphire and emerald death and poisons are 

rendered harmless, of whichever type they may be; other precious gems or semi-precious stones are 

restricted in their power and generate only minute energies, if in their variety they are not combined 

to a forceful cluster; like a wise one, who is like a powerful precious gem, who stands out by his 

immense greatness.

477. Only the wise one is trained in the right combination of precious gems and semi-precious stones in 

correct manner, so that they develop great energies and become powerful for man; but unwise ones 

combine such to amulets and good-luck charms in the wrong way, so that man becomes dependent 

upon them and robs them of their truthful purpose.

478. The righteous never accept a good-luck charm or amulet from an unrighteous one, for they only bring

apparent happiness, life and health, for truthfully they conceal death and ruin of superstition and 

belief.

479. The good-luck charm and the amulet made by the wise one alone brightens the life and the happiness 

of man.
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480. Whoever does not arrive at the right time has to take what is left over.

481. Whoever does not come and act at the right time has to live according to what his own punishment 

has determined.

482. Whoever does not act at the right time harvests displeasure and disadvantage.

483. By the countenance of truth evil is conquered.

484. The righteous one renders complete help when he assists others, as the tree also gives the resting one 

its fruit, when he rests in its shade.

485. As someone picks unripe fruit from a tree and receives no juice from it and besides loses the seed, so 

does one not receive knowledge from an unwise one, priest or mighty one, and he also loses the 

successes of wisdom.

486. The one, whose desire is great, has to be considered as poor, if however, the psyche and the 

consciousness are healthy, who can then be considered rich or poor because the mean of balance is 

present!

487. It is better to have a empty stable than having a malicious steer therein which even kills the master.

488. It is better to live in a cave than in a city of stupid mighty ones.

489. Mighty ones and priests are always dumb, for the ones believe that the people love them, and the 

others believe in fairy tales and lies.

490. In every case, a place is better off without any mighty ones and priests and where all agree, than a 

place with priests and mighty ones where all disagree.

491. It is better to lie on the edge of a sword than to meddle with priests, mighty and unrighteous ones.

492. It is better that one of the marriage partners dies, if one of the partners is away, than that the one 

remaining at home or the one being away allows himself to be persuaded and misled by wooers.

493. It is better to wander about with the animals of nature in impenetrable mountains and forests than to 

frequent fools, priests and mighty ones in houses of prayer and palaces.

494. It is better to give up life than to agree with fools, priests and mighty ones.

495. Men without intelligence and common sense perish like those who frequent unrighteous ones, fools 

and priests and woo for their favors.

496. Whoever accomplishes a deed for the sake of wages only, does not accomplish the deed but a burden 

for the wages.

497. It is better to keep silent than to speak an untrue word; and it is better that men lack virility than to 

live unauthorized with other women; and it is better to lose one’s life than to find pleasure in 

speeches of slanderers; and it is also better to eat food begged for than to enjoy the doubtful pleasure 

of possessions of strangers.

498. The prudent one does not keep false friends who always greedily seize upon everything.

499. If two have to take counsel together, they shall be prudent and do this secretly, because by the 

complexion, by the appearance, by the sound of the words, by the movement of the eyes and the 

mouth, prudent ones conclude the other one’s convictions.

500. How can the elevating and honoring of evil ones bring joy to man, for poisonous trees never bear 

wholesome fruit, not even if one would pour nectar over them.

501. When one parent, a child or a friend, is taken by the power of death, the simpletons grieve about it; 

the wise one, in comparison solidifies such a separation from the world of juiceless fruit with 

calmness, 
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in that he generates the pleasant feeling of inner peace.

502. Whoever has his senses under control, has conquered his desires, does not wield the stick over the 

rebellious ones, only acts after considerable deliberation and is prudent, he is visited by a good 

measure of happiness.

503. A life without knowledge, truth, wisdom and love is like a wife without lips, without body, without 

breasts and without hairless shame.

504. The speech of the evil ones shoots forth from their mouth, and whoever is struck by them mourns for 

days, nights, weeks, months and years.

505. The understanding one shall speak to him who possesses knowledge and asks; if in comparison, one 

speaks to an unknowing one who does not ask, that is like calling out into the dead forest.

506. A complete elimination of desires the wise one regards as well-being, but through money and through

riches the desires never rest, as also thirst is not quenched by walking in the desert or by licking 

sweets.

507. Ignorance is unstable like a cloud driven by the wind.

508. The simpleton dresses up after having sold himself previously, but only fools, whores, male-whores 

and unrighteous ones dress up themselves and their body for others.

509. The coward and the discouraged one follow their fate, the courageous and stout-hearted ones, 

however, produce the good fate themselves.

510. The prudent one avoids self-reliance like the raw diamond its brilliance.

511. Knowledge produces good behavior, good behavior produces dignity, dignity produces love and love 

produces wisdom.

512. Wisdom and knowledge and love are man’s greatest beauty, like a secretly hidden treasure, like the 

covered bosom and body and the hairless shame of a woman.

513. To the evil one learning serves as cause for quarrel, money as cause for haughtiness, power as cause 

to suppress others; to the noble man, however, learning serves to increase knowledge, and power 

serves for instruction of truth and for good.

514. A daughter, a wife or knowledge, whom in delusion one entrusts to a fool, priest, mighty or other 

unrighteous one, do not bring fame and profit but evil and regret.

515. The position of the wise ones and priests, the mighty and unrighteous ones is never the same, for 

priests are only honored in their circles, the mighty and unrighteous ones only in their nations and at 

their places, but wise ones are honored everywhere and even at the most insignificant places of the 

world and infinitely far beyond that and from one life to another.

516. Only the wise one knows the tiring work of the understanding of wisdom; but the barren one does not

know the violent pain of birth.

517. To the prudent one, but never to a fool, one shall impart advice.

518. No one can side-step the dictated course of his self-determined fate, for everything is rooted in the 

fulfilling determination as man creates it for himself; like birth, joys and sufferings in life, dying, 

death and reincarnation.

519. The line drawn by his own fate, even the most prudent one is never able to wipe out.

520. People who have committed evil sleep against the wind, while previously they have thrown dry 

branches into the fire!

521. With his subconscious man himself watches that his self-determined fate is fulfilled, and that it shall 

occur without himself becoming aware of it.
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522. The blackness of the scoundrels becomes especially apparent, when they try to diminish the talents of

others.

523. Many know of good wisdom, but to apply it they do not strive to do.

524. What is beauty without behavior and good manners,  what is a night without moon and without stars, 

and what is eloquence without meaning and without truth!

525. Who without assignment and without instruction of a wise one acts as he has seen it at the wise one 

makes himself a laughingstock, like every simple pupil who thinks he is greater than the teacher.

526. The true character of the good one is never revealed without a test, but life also is a chain of tests in 

uninterrupted succession.

527. Even without money and without riches, the wise one becomes the subject of the highest esteem; the 

miserable noble man, however, even with plenty of money becomes the subject of contempt.

528. Whoever does not despair in misfortune, does not shout for joy in fortune, and is not a coward in the 

study of truth, is an embellishment to every mother and to all those who flock around him.

529. As even the smallest thorn festers and hurts, so the smallest unrighteous one, in time, becomes a 

burden and torment.

530. Even when in need, the wise one does not famish, but the unwise one famishes even when he is not in

need.

531. As long as an unrighteous one has not seen his face in the mirror, he considers himself more beautiful

than the faces of the righteous ones; but if he once truly looks into the mirror, he recognizes the 

difference which exists between him and the righteous ones.

532. When the birds go into hiding, the rose blossoms close and the jasmine blossom opens, one knows 

that the sun is setting; however, if people laugh about another human being, one knows that a fool or 

unrighteous one, a priest or a mighty one have to be in close proximity.

533. Even a rage contained within betrays one by a pale face; if glimmering embers are contained in damp

wood it is recognizable by drops of water pearling therefrom; likewise, one recognizes the value of a 

man by his speeches.

534. As quietly as the sower sows his seed, whether it flourishes or not, so man shall allow himself to be 

advised by the wise one and quietly pursue his duty.

535. Proverbs of wisdom and golden teachings man shall let resound within himself daily, for they are 

kernels of the good Spirit, and man shall learnedly follow these.

536. All beginning, the means and the end of all matters in every human being, Creation allows to be; and 

whatever has been begun with Creation has never ended evilly.

537. If man wants to prosper in his matters, he shall begin with the help of Creation.

538. Whoever wants to create something wholesome has to make a great effort.

539. Man shall end everything with Creation, for Creation is self-completion.

540. In his youth, man learns untroubled and a lot, for he does not always ask about the purpose and goal 

like the adult, whereby he estranges himself from what needs to be learned.

541. In his later years, man learns little and with difficulty, for he always asks what it is for and where the 

matter originated from.

542. The goal of a righteous life is this, that everyone sees what is true, that everyone feels what is 

beautiful, and everyone wants what is good.
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543. Man, watch your tongue well, for only too quickly an evil word is said and your regret does not help, 

for the other one goes out and sues.

544. If unrighteous ones rob man of everything, so that nothing else but love is his, he still owns the more 

valuable possession of man.

545. Always keep the highest goal before your eyes, and strive for that which you are able to accomplish 

today.

546. Never say everything you know, but always know what you say.

547. If you want to recognize yourself, then keep silent about others and watch how they behave, for in 

them you recognize yourself.

548. If you want to understand others, observe your own reflecting, thinking and striving.

549. Truth, love and knowledge and a true mind always lead to the right goal.

550. Whoever acts and speaks badly does not deserve the name, human being.

551. Pretending to be loyal, yet proving to be false, means to desecrate the name, human being.

552. Speak little but produce what you have promised, so that you are not considered to be cunning.

553. Often the tongue exceeds the intellect, therefore, everyone shall examine with insight what he wants 

to say.

554. Even if you cannot attain to the whole, always strive for the whole, and always draw a whole to 

yourself.

555. Man, honor Creation, that within yourself you are fearless, for the honoring of Creation alone frees 

you of the fear of man.

556. Always confidently pursue your path of righteousness, and in good consciousness let the foolish ones

scream.

557. Man’s suffering is a means for a purpose, and the purpose is perfection.

558. Shadows could be joys, as well as joys could be shadows.

559. A true remembrance and loving memories turn sadness to joy within.

560. The most beautiful of all gifts is to have the love of Creation.

561. Whoever is satisfied with what he has celebrates a holiday every day.

562. Enjoin yourself to Creation, the loyal and dear, hold fast unto It with your thinking and striving, for It

is the strong root of your strength.

563. Whatever you can do today, do not postpone until tomorrow, for whatever you can do today may 

perhaps cause you worries tomorrow.

564. The most beautiful on Earth is everything which brightens man’s mind.

565. A countenance brightened by Spirit is like lightning brightening the dark.

566. In those whom purity of psyche resides, in those true love is enthroned.

567. Love alone purifies the countenance of man.

568. Much of what cannot materialize for man, he can truly do without.

569. Hours and days rush on, yet man shall not tarry therein, for whatever has past is over; and one shall 

never bemoan what has passed.

570. Allow the idle hours to vanish, to crawl and if they are filled with sorrow, one shall avoid them.

571. On that which you can still create, you should turn your gaze, look closely, perhaps some of it you 

can do without.

572. If untruth threatens heavily, Creation’s truth is always greater.
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573. For the entire untruth on Earth, some time spring has to come through truth.

574. Man, grow within and become great, for as long as you are fainthearted, everything shall appear great

to you what is small, and what ever is great appears small to you.

575. Whoever warns you in love and censures you in respect is a true friend.

576. Everything in the world is bearable, except an unrighteous one and displeasure.

577. Everything in the world is bearable, except a man who misbehaves.

578. Everything in the world is bearable, everything except stupid questions.

579. Everything in the world is bearable, except to have worries.

580. Everything in the world is bearable, except strings of days of mourning.

581. Everything in the world is bearable, except strings of lies.

582. Everything in the world is bearable, even to carry loved ones to the grave.

583. Everything in the world is bearable, even countless good questions.

584. Everything in the world is bearable, even an empty hungry stomach.

585. To seek what is true and to find what is beautiful brings happiness and peace to man.

586. No purer joy than truth on Earth can ensue for man through reason and knowledge.

587. Searching in inner well-springs of truth, love and wisdom, great bliss gushes forth unto man.

588. Everything great in the world happens through quiet deeds, and all evil in the world happens through 

evil, loud deeds.

589. If you want to know about truth, love and wisdom, then always be friendly and diligent.

590. If you want fortune and joy in life, then you have to refresh yourself by truth.

591. Always be friendly and diligent to refresh guests and pilgrims because many, without knowing, have 

already served many a wise one.

592. Whoever possesses much shall train himself to lose much, then forbearance will adorn him.

593. Whoever loses his heart to possessions will be plagued by evil pain.

594. Take truth into your home, for it helps you inside and out.

595. Patience shall guard you if it desires to rule, otherwise your life stands still.

596. Have patience in the right way, however, never too much, otherwise you always miss the goal.

597. Patience in the proper manner makes you still and quiet.

598. Live with people as if you were they, and speak to people as if you speak to yourself.

599. Not being alone; only three words easy to say, unspoken, however, they are endlessly hard to bear: I 

love you.

600. Virtue is no empty sound, for man stumbles over it everywhere.

601. For truth, love and wisdom man must strive, for thereby only he attains to eternal life.

602. Man shall bestow love during life and thereby elevate himself to a human being.

603. Man’s most precious gain is truth and a happy mind.

604. If you want to be refreshed on the whole you have to recognize truth in the smallest matter.

605. Never flatter any man and allow no one to flatter you, because flattery is worse than hypocrisy.

606. Before you try to teach others, learn to honor your teacher.
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607. If you are wise and have learned to instruct yourself, others will honor you as their teacher.

608. If you expect something good from life, always be of good cheer.

609. Be always moderate and true to yourself, then life will come to you always anew.

610. Always be true and clear, then you are free of any lie.

611. Go forward and stand upright, for joy and woe change steadily.

612. The courage in your mind is your fortune, therefore, never look back discouraged.

613. If you lead your life toward the good, then no lightning nor thunder troubles you.

614. Do good for the sake of the man who reveals his heart to you.

615. If a day is not bright and cheerful, then you shall act as the sun’s defender.

616. Listen to the voice deep within you, for it tells the truth to you and me.

617. Undisturbed happiness often is more difficult to bear than the most adverse fate.

618. Man shall never waste his time, because all time is measured.

619. Never close your hand to a needy one.

620. Good deeds are like a bubbling spring in hot sand.

621. Loving giving embellishes every life.

622. Verily, devoted mercy lets no one become poor.

623. If you wish to receive in just measure you have to give more, for giving is more blessed than taking.

624. If you wish to win a heart you have to give a whole life.

625. Patience, silence and laughter help in all bad matters.

626. A word of teaching - accept it, otherwise your life passes evilly.

627. An unweighed speech slips out of the mouth like a young bird, unable to fly, falling out of the nest.

628. Always keep your speech devout and pure, then it will not be a bird which cannot fly.

629. In essential matters shall be unity, in the case of doubt freedom, yet in everything shall be love.

630. Always accept truth and defend it, and allow yourself to be hated for it.

631. Know that the matter of untruth is never the matter of truth and beware to let both merge, for then 

you will lose every reward.

632. Hallowed is the man who has learned to wait cheerfully.

633. You shall live, so that when you depart, you have lived in joy without having suffered.

634. Much knowledge alone is useless if it is not tended and used.

635. Take well care of your body, but not so as if it were your Spirit.

636. Irresistibly time passes - therefore, be always ready to die.

637. If you want to be happy in life, you have to give love, happiness and wisdom.

638. Bring happiness to everybody and to others, for certainly it will return to you.

639. Man shall never forget the word that he is only a pilgrim on the Earth.

640. Whoever strives for real truth but does not apply it, is like a farmer who ploughs the soil but forgets 

to sow.

641. Whoever loves life and does not fear death lives in a way that he regrets nothing.
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642. Fools who straightway plunge themselves into an enemy camp, without thinking, fall unguarded into 

the cutting edges of swords.

643. Who in trusting another gets hurt in any way or is killed, is being murdered, and the culprit has to 

account for the loss in many incarnations.

644. Whoever misuses the trust of a human being, or misuses or betrays a refugee entrusted to his care, is 

murdering, and as murderer he has to bear the punishment as such.

645. It is bad betrayal to deceive a man, but betrayal is like murder and results in a self-created 

punishment of the same.

646. Trust is the root of well-being, therefore, a wise one becomes the leader of all people.

647. If a man falls into a bad situation, he severely accuses fate, but as fool he does not realize that the 

fault lies in his own fate-determination.

648. Never vex yourself any more if you should give, but if you receive do not vex yourself any less.

649. Scoundrels are more terrible than the snake, the poisonous snake perhaps causes a man to die, but the 

scoundrels kill entire generations.

650. The human life of the one is worthy of praise, who in wisdom consecrates it to Creation.

651. Who is not afraid and terrified of scoundrels, because they have a dirty mind, are dumb fools, speak 

with a forked tongue, are threatening their fellow men to harm and kill them.

652. As a crocodile is almost powerless if it leaves the water, the same pertains to unrighteous ones who 

leave their circles.

653. In desire for sleeping together, a wife moves into her own world of thought, she cleanses her mouth 

and body, fragrantly anoints her bosom and frees her shame of hair in a full bath; but in desire for 

power priests, mighty and unrighteous ones lust for the possessions of their neighbors, for their 

wealth, for their freedom and for their life, which they take in an evil blood bath.

654. A man who is content does not strive for money and possessions.

655. Everything lasts its time, but the love of Creation lasts forever.

656. If you cannot obtain the beautiful, then instead you will succeed in the good.

657. If the garden of Creation is not yours, nevertheless, every dainty flower is yours.

658. Bear the weaknesses of your neighbor with common sense and intelligence, with dignity, wisdom and

love.

659. If you make every day a time of sowing, then you can harvest every day.

660. Postpone nothing until tomorrow, for tomorrow you will find something new to take care of.

661. The sower quietly sows his seeds, if man does the same with wisdom he is well advised.

662. Whether a deed flourishes or does not, nevertheless, do your duty silently.

663. Nothing is ever so dry and hard and narrow, than a man, who in all matters sees only himself.

664. In belief man is master of all things, in humility he is a servant to all people.

665. Sweat has to drop down from the forehead, if the work shall honor its master.

666. Always honest, fast and true shall your speech be forever.

667. In misfortune and mourning, always be of good courage, for everything will always turn out well.
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668. As an onrushing wagon with wild horses and without guide breaks and is ruined, so does every nation

without a wise one break and is ruined.

669. Having honestly lived and died in peace means having sufficed on Earth.

670. To be pure in devising, thinking and striving, truly means to be man.

671. What you can see and touch, you shall see with your eyes and touch with your hands; the invisible, 

however, you shall grasp with your intellect and with the truth of Creation.

672. To him idleness is an abomination who recognizes the value of time.

673. Superior men rid themselves of their anger without bragging, like snakes shed their poison; infamous 

men, however, once they are angry, also revile the innocent ones in endless succession.

674. Infamous men, like victors, beat on their breast, however they only cause much noise and furor and 

within they are hollow and empty.

675. One should always try to avoid bewilderment, because it reveals the fact of being surprised, which is 

taken advantage of by the surprising one.

676. To him, who does not pander to evil tendencies, and to the energetic and well-meaning one, fortune 

flows like the rivers and streams to the ocean.

677. Birds leave a tree if there is no more fruit, cranes leave a dried out lake, bees leave a wilted flower, 

deer leave a burnt forest, whores and male-whores leave men and women without money, priests and 

mighty ones leave their faithful ones and subjects, after these have been fleeced, but a wise one never

leaves anyone as long as he is needed.

678. At least, when the time of need has arrived, the counsel of an elder should be accepted.

679. Only he, who really knows the laws and recommendations of Creation and dutifully tends to prayer in

honesty and in knowledge, and who knows and speaks and uses many words of blessing, truly is 

suited to be priest for man in matters of Creation.

680. The praising one is the one conducting prayers and the devout one, who is the one fulfilling in regard 

to the laws and recommendations of Creation, and because he praises, therefore, he truly is a priest, 

which stems from the word praise; but a priest is not a parson, a word which originates from 

developing smoke, which dissipates, like the parson (pfaffe/smoke).

681. Never elect a parson to be priest and make no priest a minister.

682. The priest is like the wise one, he steadfastly reads the holy scriptures, properly accomplishes the  

holy acts and exercises as instructed, thereby displays his adoration of Creation, never abandons the 

thoughts about love, rids himself of all that is unrighteous, focuses his attention on the elimination of 

all evils of the world, persists in his desire for the All-Spirit and never leaves the ways of Creation.

683. Twice Creation conducted a work of wonder in that It created woman and man.

684. The whore is the flame of the male-whore, fed by the firing wood of rejection, to whom all 

unrighteous ones sacrifice their youth and treasures.

685. Weakness of the limbs, whoredom, adultery, falling to the ground, unseemly behavior, filthy jabber, 

the loss of being human, this feverish condition alcohol causes.

686. Noble women protect themselves, even if they happen to be in the most difficult situations.

687. Noble women are purer than anything else in the world, because from their lips spring forth only pure
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words, their body radiates in purity, their bosom is fragrantly anointed, and their shame is cleanly 

freed of hair, likewise the truth is purity, knowledge is radiance, love is fragrance, and wisdom is 

perfection freed of all impurity.

688. If men have desires, they torment their thinking and striving therewith, like the widow who cannot 

satisfy her wish to remarry, if the one in a higher position does not meet her, or if she then does not 

have the courage to caress him.

689. Whoever only complains in his dismay, when he falls into misfortune, only increases his evil and 

never reaches the end thereof.

690. Immediately after a misfortune, even a minute joy appears as significant to man; whoever has eaten 

lemons even thinks water is exceedingly sweet.

691. Whoever keeps his presence of mind in all cases of misfortune, without a doubt will surpass all of 

them.

692. Whoever does not carry out an order immediately when it is given to him, he is a fool and irresolute, 

and is as well like a snake which lies with its open mouth in front of the frog, until it jumps away.

693. Old age threatens man like a female tiger, diseases attack the body like enemies, life runs out like 

water from a broken vessel, nevertheless, man in his absurdity commits evil.

694. The dream, which the sick, the grieved, the pain-racked, the ones plagued by false love, and the 

drunken ones have, never becomes reality, if they do not live according to truth.

695. As the snake hunter pulls the snake with force from its hole and breaks out its fangs, so the offender 

grabs hold of the woman and evilly disgraces her shame.

696. Whoever is stupid and blinded by speeches, seemingly dripping with nectar, and directs others to the 

path of good, is attempting to tame a wild beast with seven weak strings.

697. Whoever attempts to cut through a diamond with a rose petal also believes he can sweeten the salty 

ocean with a drop of honey.

698. Whoever wants to spread the truth with sweet words believes that a drop of water would cool a hot 

rock.

699. The same as a drop does not cool a hot rock, so does one single word of wisdom not fulfill life and 

does not produce a wise one.

700. Man falls and rises by his own actions, like a woman who cares for herself or does not.

701. As waters flow down a river and do not return, the same do the nights and days in that they pull 

man’s life along.

702. A husband or a wife, even if they approve of vows and fasting and if they were excellent otherwise, 

will inherit a bad lot if they betray their spouses.

703. A man without honor and a blade of grass have much in common, they equally bend to every wind 

due to a lack of strength, and because of their nothingness have no weight.

704. Even a prudent one, who is strong, always has to wait for favorable opportunities.

705. A hero is able to withstand an inflicted blow from the hand of the enemy, but he is not able to bear the

smallest grief befalling him.
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706. Poverty, bar of all dignity, arouses suspicion everywhere; a poor one, even if he had come to help, is 

mistaken for a thief.

707. To give a hundred coins to avoid strife is the characteristic of the prudent ones - to begin strife 

without cause is the fools’ freedom.

708. Whoever does not notice in his foolishness that an opposing party is reinforcing itself, they will cut 

off his roots; like an illness, which one allows to get out of hand, destroys a life.

709. Slowly one shall enjoy his honest riches, like the understanding ones enjoy the healing potion, yet 

never in a careless manner.

710. Whoever gradually enjoys his realm, depending on the yield, like the understanding one enjoys the 

healing potion, he flourishes excellently.

711. Neither by curses nor by donations of money or poison, nor by falsities shall one do away with an 

enemy, for despite the enmity he also is a human being.

712. One shall not be afraid of only a sound, as long as the cause has not been recognized, but once it is 

recognized there is no more reason to be disturbed.

713. The body is the seat of joys and the body is the seat of suffering; whichever deed the body 

accomplishes, of that it partakes, conveyed by this body.

714. Between the body and the virtues exists a mighty difference; the body falls apart after a short period 

of time, but the virtues last forever.

715. What can a scoundrel do to the one who holds the sword of calmness in his hand!

716. If fire does not fall on dry and burnable matter it dies.

717. There are many people, who despite their book knowledge are fools, for book knowledge is only 

general knowledge and has nothing to do with wisdom.

718. Enemies, who are slain by weapons, in truth are not slain; on the contrary, enemies, who are slain by 

intellect, are truly slain; weapons only kill man’s body, but intellect kills all ignorance, all non-love 

and all untruth and everything unwise.

719. Into the calm, infinite, pure and spiritual bliss granting waveless waters of the ocean of nectar, the 

tired fool is not able to enter to refresh himself; but he drinks, sips from and bathes in the nothingness

of the salty ocean of illusions and enjoys the doubtful pleasures.

720. A righteous wife has to be guarded like a beautiful rose, even if she sat on the knees of her husband, 

for righteous wives are desired and misused by unrighteous men.

721. A science, even if it has carefully been pondered, has repeatedly to be reflected anew to lead to new 

successes, otherwise it is no science.

722. Even the one familiar with sciences, also the one whose education is known far and wide, even the 

one who has much knowledge about the laws and recommendations of Creation, seldom is truly 

knowledgeable in the world and seldom is a vessel of correct actions.

723. Every righteous wife leaves her husband if he only thinks about himself.

724. Fools, the stupid, the violent, parsons, the mighty and ungrateful ones never have true friends, for true

friends are used to discipline and they leave all unrighteous ones; good people, who have true friends,

are never failures.
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725. When a man hesitates in a matter needing to be handled quickly, then the opponents place anger and 

obstacles in his way.

726. If a wise one has only survived and overcome a part of all suffering, of cold, heat, winds and weather,

and of all evil, he is happy, however, the constantly unsuffering and unburdened one is never happy 

in any situation.

727. Suffering and cold and heat and more of the same do not suffice to get rich, but they suffice to obtain 

wisdom.

728. Only the one human being can grow wise, if he has to endure much suffering.

729. There is no wise one on Earth who has become a wise one without suffering.

730. Whoever is able to write the letters in chosen manner and in a straight line is considered a skilled 

writer, likewise the man is considered a skilled husband, who causes his wife’s shame to overflow in 

love with his mouth, hands and penis.

731. A noble disposition, honesty, forbearance, modesty, respectful manners, graciousness and high-

mindedness are things which never appear in scoundrels and other low-grade people.

732. A noble disposition, honesty, forbearance, modesty, respectful manners, graciousness and high-

mindedness are things, if man does not have them or loses them, are useless to life, to wealth or to 

relatives.

733. The imprudent one pays too much attention to his body and worries about it, wherefore he may 

consider how many situations do not occur to this body which is a vessel of sadness and of joy, a 

mere conversion of earth and a heap of impure matter; is it therefore appropriate for prudent ones to 

give it even a moment’s consideration; does it not mean to mistreat oneself, if one is too intensely 

concerned about the ego of the body!

734. Honesty, modesty, generosity, courage, the sharing of joys and sorrows, attachment, skill and 

truthfulness are the virtues of a true friend.

735. Pure is the water contained in the Earth, pure is a loyal wife, pure is a protection providing priest or 

wise one, pure is a moderate wise one, always pure is the mouth of righteous women, pure is every 

clean woman, and pure are the breasts of the wife which the infant suckles, pure is the infant who 

drinks from the breast of the mother, yet purer are truth, true knowledge, love and wisdom.

736. A good as well as an evil work always await the time of their fruit, but the harvest reveals the wages.

737. The good as well as the bad, the unpleasant as well as the lovely, one shall tell without being asked, 

to someone who shall be spared humiliation; the prudent one will understand and act accordingly, but

the imprudent one will react angrily thereto and with self-pity.

738. Good or bad said in lovely or hard words to the one in need of them, protects him from harm and 

disaster and urges him to make an effort, but the imprudent one sees an attack therein and defends 

himself against it.

739. Good and evil, even if it is hidden in the innermost part of man, one can obtain from his speeches and

deeds and when he is intoxicated.

740. The spouses shall obey each other, in that they show joy in what is dear and beneficial to them; this is

an eternal law which the OM teachings reveal, and which the human statutes teach eternally.

741. Spoiled meat, old unrighteous people, the sun immediately after rising, milk just soured, sleeping
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 together and sleeping late in the morning, these things easily carry off the life spirits.

742. A poor creature’s benefit is still greater than that of a dried up tree, burrowed through by bark beatles 

and burnt by fire.

743. With dry wood the fire increases, with fools sorrow increases, with thoughtless ones anger increases, 

with beloved people love increases, with experience common-sense increases, with virtuous ones 

sympathy increases, and with great characters steadfastness increases.

744. Dry wood and clumps of earth are still useful, but unrighteous ones are useless to all others and to 

themselves, for they produce and develop no values.

745. The house appears empty to the childless, eternally empty to him who has no good friend, and the 

over-populated world appears empty to a fool, and everything is empty for the poor and misled ones.

746. A hero is a fool because he fancies himself to be great, but a man, who proves himself to be heroic, is 

a man.

747. A mortal one, may he be heroic and well-built, educated and beautiful and eloquent, and know all 

sciences, yet he means nothing to the world and is useless, if he is an ignorant and unrighteous one.

748. Not every rock contains rubies and not every mussel contains pearls, therefore, good people and wise 

ones are not everywhere.

749. A thousand opportunities for sorrow and for fear are daily presented to the fool; but the prudent one 

recognizes everything in all, the good and the evil.

750. Wisdom is a new beginning for all ends.

751. Sorrow destroys all insight, sorrow destroys knowledge, sorrow destroys steadfastness, and there is 

truly no going astray which equals sorrow.

752. Sorrow destroys thoughtfulness, sorrow destroys knowledge, sorrow destroys everything; there is no 

enemy which equals sorrow.

753. If any deceased relative would come to life again, because others honestly mourn and cry about them,

then few only would come to life again.

754. In the midst of the educated, no one shines who is not educated himself; but in the midst of wise ones

hardly an educated one shines, because they are educated ones but not knowledgeable wise ones.

755. After the cleaning of a harness, even the remaining dirt can still be used somewhere, an unrighteous 

one, to the contrary, is good for nothing.

756. Whoever is knowledgeable may even receive a science from a bad one.

757. Whoever is knowledgeable may even accept a law from a child.

758. A funeral hymn or a hymn of prayer, presented in hypocritical manner and without knowledge and 

without sacred ceremony, is bare of all fruit and useless to man.

759. Personal good luck charms are only useful if produced by wise ones and combined with the blood of 

the wearer, likewise are the amulets, and likewise the fertility good luck charms combined with the 

personal sperm or the mother’s milk.

760. The real good luck charm is produced by wise ones alone, each according to its purpose and value 

and with blood and crystals and precious gems and minerals or with sperm and mother’s milk.

761. Good luck charms bring harm, evil, death and destruction through belief, if they are produced by 

unwise ones and are worn by unwise ones, likewise, the grail and the philosopher’s stone of the wise 
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ones bring death and destruction to the ignorant, but to the wise one knowledge, strength, wisdom 

and love.

762. As the grail and the philosopher’s stone of the wise ones is each the greatest energy-block of the 

Earth to the wise ones, likewise the good luck charm constitutes the energy-block of evolution for the

unwise one.

763. The amulet repels evil powers and influences, but the good luck charm stores the energy of good and 

promotes the progress of evolution.

764. The fool, who throws himself into the flame, lacks all knowledge, all wisdom, all truthfulness and 

plain character.

765. Whichever food man eats, according thereto is his character, and whichever foods man mixes, 

thereby a man differentiates himself from a pig.

766. From the enjoyment and the choice of combinations of food the wise one emerges, however, from pig

fodder emerges a pig.

767. A wise one eats the foods of Creation, a pig, however, devours everything.

768. Explain to me what you eat and I tell you what you are.

769. Thereby, that an advice is heard, it still is not fulfilled.

770. By the pure knowledge about a remedy a disease still does not disappear.

771. Wine, women and song, that has an evil sound, because where wine, women and song mix, there 

some swine fish for trouble.

772. Marble, stone and iron breaks, where a swine fishes for trouble.

773. Knowledge adorns every man, but evil habits adorn the fool.

774. Hear the sum total of the law which is proclaimed in all books of instruction: To obey the laws and 

recommendations and to help others brings gain, but whoever acts contrary thereto places pain and 

damnation upon himself.

775. Hear the sum total of all laws and recommendations, and when you have heard them, take them to 

heart and obey them.

776. Whatever does not please yourself do not do to another.

777. It is better to pursue your own duties imperfectly than to fulfill the duties of a stranger well.

778. It is better to die in fulfillment of ones own duties, than to get rich through the duty of others and to 

spoil one’s BEING.

779. Parents shall not decide about the spouses of their children, these have to be chosen by the offspring 

themselves, as they also have to lead their own life.

780. Single women, towards whom wise ones are inclined, shall marry the wise one, for if once inclined 

towards a wise one, they can never be a true wife to any other man, as this is also valid for the single 

man inclined toward a wise woman.

781. The understanding of the wise one concerns both sexes and without difference of age, but the unwise 

one aims only for the other sex and for a younger age.

782. A woman once wrongly in love is burned like a piece of wood, wherefore she shall only turn towards 

someone twice her age, for young partners produce no more satisfaction, as to the woman who is 

widowed in her younger years.

783. Whatever is heard lends luster to the ear, not the earrings.

784. The gift bestows the luster to the hand, not the bracelet.

785. The proportional beauty bestows the luster to the body, not the clothing.

786. The strength and love effusion bestow the luster to the shame, not the impure hair.

787. The milk bestows the luster to the female breasts, not the size.

788. He alone is to be praised among men, who is always at the head and noble.
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789. He is fortunate and great enough who accepts a lovely gift even from a needy one.

790. What should be done tomorrow one should do already today, because tomorrow the today may 

already be too late.

791. Death does not wait for man still having to settle this or that, wherefore man shall have everything 

done he needs to do before death knocks at his door.

792. Whoever places only one single juicy flower of infertility on the head of a phallus or on the clitoris of

a shame, uttering the six-syllable decree, will never be reborn again and wanders through all times 

until his or her destruction.

793. The precious gem, inserted in the phallus or into the shame causes fertility or infertility, depending 

upon the will of the bearer.

794. Six mistakes man of Earth shall avoid, if he is concerned about his success: Much sleeping, 

sluggishness, fear, anger, slackness and negligence.

795. The poisonous tree has only one sweet fruit, the nectar.

796. The extraordinary characteristics of man happen to manifest clearly only after his death, for only then

the neighbors know what they have lost with him, likewise the fragrance of aloe wood spreads only 

when it is burned.

797. He is a bad human being who withholds a good advice from his neighbor.

798. Prudent ones know what is good about a man, even if they have seen him only once.

799. Whoever has grasped the meaning of something spoken once and by the turn of the hand acts 

according thereto and does it easily, and whoever has in his power the writing of the holy OM-book 

and is skilled in all sciences, he is considered prudent and wise.

800. True wives are friends in loneliness, true fathers are friends in the carrying out of sacred duties, and 

true children are friends in the suffering of their parents.

801. If someone remains modest, not at praise but at reproach, he is the one whom you are seeking.

802. It is difficult to find suitable clothes for miserable people, for one wants them decked out and the 

other one wants them solid.

803. In the evening, the industrious one is tired, but the lazy one becomes industrious.

804. If you consider yourself small and are not mean with anyone, then you are well tolerated everywhere.

805. Man’s disposition is his nobility, but not the origin of the navel.

806. A man who changes does not improve by a long shot.

807. Only few ways lead to truth, but all ways lead to untruth.

808. To do right to every man is an art every wise one masters.

809. All beginnings are difficult, therefore, many people are hollow and empty.

810. All good things are three, the truth, knowledge and wisdom.

811. Every man’s friends are every man’s fools.

812. Everything has its time, except for the wise ones, because to them every moment of time is precious.

813. Old debts are not erased by waiting.

814. One shall do everything at its time, every weekday and on Sundays, and if one is always ready, 

everything truly flourishes. 

815. Fools one can send anytime wherever one wants.

816. To win all the time causes disdain, to lose all the time also.

817. Parsons and mighty ones give an egg as a donation, but from the poor one they steal three.
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818. To be excessively fine is merely pretense, and whoever is too sharp becomes jagged.

819. Alms, given in love, benefit the receiver as also the giver.

820. As one goes and rises in the world, so another one falls.

821. Everything depends on Creation’s blessings.

822. Poverty does not disgrace man, yet many a man breaks over it.

823. To grow old in honor is the grace of life, to remain young, on the contrary, is the art of life.

824. Every man wants to grow old, yet no one wants to get older.

825. The stepmother of all art is poverty.

826. Whether short or long in all, much remains stuck on dirty hands.

827. Whether man is poor or rich, in death they are all the same.

828. Other times, other customs, some cried, others suffered.

829. Every man is poor in his thinking and knowledge who desires death, yet poorer are those who fear it.

830. By the laughter one recognizes a man and a fool.

831. No man is poor who has little, but poor are those who have need of a lot.

832. To begin something is easy for man, yet all true beginning is difficult and to persevere thereafter is an

art.

833. The sweat of work on a man’s hands are his decoration and it produces more honor than golden rings 

on his fingers.

834. To work is better than to pray senselessly.

835. One shall keep silent about riches, but show one’s modesty.

836. Not only man can stumble, for even the best horse stumbles once in a while.

837. Man has to defend himself against a mosquito the same as an elephant.

838. No wise one ever fell down from heaven, for every wise one once was a pupil.

839. Life lasts only a moment, yet life has many eternities.

840. One shall never lie on the one who is defeated.

841. Hypocrites associate in the temple, therefore, one can get to know people better in the market place.

842. It is always better for man to suffer injustice than to commit injustice.

843. Whoever trusts unrighteous ones learns to mourn.

844. The most beautiful roses grow on graves; for many they are the first gift to the neighbors.

845. If one cannot find the truth in forming an opinion, it is better to free seven guilty ones than to damn 

one innocent one.

846. Eggs which are not laid yet produce no chickens.

847. It is better for man to ask a lot than to commit one error.

848. Whoever relies on chance is stupid, but whoever uses a chance is prudent.

849. Good advice is expensive, it comes at night or from wise ones.

850. To dance on hot coals has to be learned for seven years and one day.

851. Spies and proletarians are the devil’s net-weavers.

852. Be steadfast and concerned - therefore, pray in honesty as if work would not help, and work as if 

prayer would not help.

853. Whoever speaks raw words receives raw answers, the same as a raw log has to be split with a raw 

wedge.

854. Every lie is worth no more than to be beaten.

855. Deceit is the field and plow of all unrighteous ones.
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856. Unrighteous ones and pigs always have to grunt about something.

857. No tree falls after the first blow and no man falls after the first reproach.

858. Great wins are always caused by great deceit.

859. If you walk on righteous paths you walk securely.

860. A row boat can only be laden until it is full.

861. Thanklessness is the world’s wages, for thankfulness is sown thinly.

862. As fruit only thrives on good soil, so does also every gratitude.

863. A good friend and a quiet mouth is a good find on Earth.

864. At night all cats are gray, but not all men are friends.

865. The new is always good, yet the old is proven.

866. To a listening one with deaf ears every sermon is lost.

867. On all the world lives not one human being who is faultless.

868. The enemy of good is always the better.

869. The lamb which removes itself from the herd falls into danger meeting the wolf.

870. At the table joy, grace and daintiness shall sit at the head.

871. It is better to enjoy dry bread than to suffer under righteous accusation.

872. On Creation’s ways are also Its blessings.

873. By his drinking and eating one recognizes the fool.

874. It is better to eat in a mended frock than to sit poorly in expensive clothing.

875. Although at a stud farm all horses are of the same blood, yet sisters and brothers seldom have the 

same disposition.

876. The wealth of Creation lies everywhere, one only has to know how to pick it up.

877. As man addresses his neighbor so will he receive information.

878. It is better for man to die quickly than to slowly deteriorate.

879. An almost hit will not kill a mosquito by a long shot.

880. Man’s psyche is rich and poor in joy and sorrow, but not man himself.

881. A minute spark which glimmers somewhere ignites the greatest fire.

882. It may be that the grain on the neighbor’s field thrives better, but he probably has sown it better.

883. Never answer quickly to quick questions, for they always contain evil within them.

884. Whatever the righteous and the wise ones postpone, they do by far not give up.

885. One’s own hearth is worth gold, yet to unrighteous ones the food from strange dishes tastes better.

886. It is easy to dance on strange backs, likewise it is easy to cut straps from strange leather.

887. It is better for man to be alone than to be evil and mean.

888. As you recognize man’s face in the light, so you run into his character in the dark.

889. It is better to bake one’s own bread than to eat a stranger’s roast.

890. Unrighteous luck is like a dumb cow, for it runs towards the biggest ox.

891. It is better to have a louse on one’s head than no meat in the pot.

892. Fortunate is he who rules his fortune, and happy is he who ridicules misfortune.

893. It is better to have a sparrow in one’s hand than a pigeon as pawn.

894. It is better for man to rest well than to work badly.
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895. Good is often praised and not done, but evil is done in observed silence.

896. An evil rumor never increases, a good rumor never rests.

897. It is better to yield and benefit than to suffer loss.

898. A two-faced friend is worse than a direct enemy.

899. It is better for man to be shy than falling into regret.

900. Man shall not judge any matters, but always fine and honestly settle them.

901. Through borrowing you fall into sorrowing.

902. An evil conscience is like an evil guest, for both grant neither calm nor rest.

903. Some unrighteous one becomes devout due to his evil children.

904. Whoever stirs the displeasure of evil ones receives their greatest praise.

905. Borrowing and feasting brings horrors to man.

906. Man has fallen for egotism, wherefore the I and me and mine reigns the world.

907. Death is like a breath of wind, but life to some like a will-o-the-wisp.

908. Parsons and mighty ones are like creeping vines, even the devil is not able to extort something from 

them.

909. Man’s mouth is like a garden, for both are in need of a fence.

910. As the last one pays for the drinking bout and the wheels of the law grind, so they are the last ones 

unavoidably bitten by dogs.

911. A fly on the wall angers a sick one, yet gold in his hand makes him well.

912. One does not erase bad deeds by judging and punishing, as one can also not drown a fish.

913. A donkey one recognizes by his scars but a fool by his works.

914. On the heels of anger follows regret, for anger means trouble.

915. A day of bathing shall be observed as Sunday.

916. To whomever is full even the best does not taste good.

917. If you want to evade evil, you have to avoid rabble.

918. Winter does not harm the industrious one, for he is always prepared.

919. His clatters please the stork well, as his howling does the fool.

920. From a penniless one, even the parsons and mighty ones cannot steal.

921. For a lazy man the work progresses like tar from a smeared wall.

922. To the poor one much is certainly lost, but the stingy one loses everything.

923. As lightning prefers to hit high towers, so men like to come to the wise ones.

924. When an enemy flees, one shall assist him in his flight. 

925. Every green grass turns to hay, even if it is said that the previous year had been better.

926. The flour of the unrighteous ones makes bad bread.

927. To the courageous one belongs the world if he is enlightened in wisdom.

928. A greedy one never has enough, he is in need of what he has as well as what he does not have.

929. As water has no beams, so does unrighteousness have no end.

930. As the bad wheel on the cart always grinds, so all unrighteous ones murmur and grumble.

931. Every day follows the next, but they never resemble each other.

932. A wise one who watches makes only the best of everything.

933. Unrighteous ones attack men at their weakest points.

934. Knowledge moves mountains, that even dwarfs know.

935. The shrub of patience is bitter, for it is toilsomely selected grace.
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936. The weapon does not know its master, therefore it kills for him.

937. Where there is righteousness truth prevails, and where one polishes wood, there are shavings.

938. Knowledge receives but love gives.

939. The sun reveals it in daylight, the just and unrighteous deed and every plague.

940. Of the dumb ones there is no end, and that in any case.

941. As harmony erects a house, so disharmony tears it down again.

942. Most undeserved luck comes to the dumb ones, but not to the wise and silent ones.

943. Every gambler is despised by man, because he strives to obtain his neighbor’s possessions.

944. Greedy ones are like horses which pull the cart with best wine and drink stale water.

945. The fool is like a dumb animal, can the wise one help that!

946. The fox greets the fence because of the goose.

947. The wings grow before the flight, yet during flight they are strengthened.

948. As the most stupid unrighteous ones have the biggest potatoes, so the wise ones delight in the truth.

949. As illusion deceives, so the unrighteous one lies.

950. Every curser’s curse returns to him, so he is robbed of all good fortune.

951. Vengeance is a judgement of disgrace which tears all bonds.

952. Those in love are not blind, yet they do not see.

953. A habit, by far, does not make a holy one, and the pope is an unrighteous one the same as his 

adherents.

954. An unrighteous one is able to carry more out of the house than a righteous one can earn.

955. People who scream the most, as a rule, accomplish the least.

956. A habit is, by far, not a camouflage for criminals, parsons and mighty ones.

957. At the rope of hope man pulls himself to death.

958. Hell is never hotter than man can make it.

959. No unrighteous one learns as much from the good ones as the good ones from the unrighteous.

960. Death neither hurries nor tarries, for it knows no time and has no calendar.

961. To death all are the same, poor and rich, and without partiality it fetches everyone, because to it men 

are of one sort.

962. The way to hell is paved with good intentions, yet frequented are only the intentions.

963. Wise ones always do at the beginning what fools do at the end.

964. To wise ones it is hard to find a mother or a father, because for a wise one to be a child is more 

difficult than to be mother or father.

965. A bird is recognized by its feathers and the unrighteous one by his deeds.

966. The way to fame for the unrighteous ones leads over corpses.

967. As one man’s bread is death for another, so is one man’s joy another one’s suffering, and one man’s 

owl is another one’s nightingale.

968. Man’s will is his kingdom of heaven, one laughs and another one cries.

969. An apple does not fall far from the tree, as also the lamb does not fall far from the sheep.

970. The best wise one is Creation, the second-best is time.

971. Obstinacy and weak-mindedness are master and energy of fools and dumb ones.
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972. Among the one-legged the lame one is happy, among rascals the scoundrel is king.

973. He steps on his feet very softly, who for fun can also be a fool - the wise one.

974. The more prudent always yields - for that the fool then is in trouble.

975. Fools are unrighteous ones full of stupidity, stupidity and foolishness can only be found with the 

unrighteous.

976. Wise ones are jesters in honor and wit, fools, however, are stupid unrighteous ones with a brain of 

chalk.

977. The unrighteous one sells his vinegar for more than the righteous sells his honey.

978. No one begrudges an art, except the one who is not skilled in it.

979. Art is art, but many are fools and artfully perform foolishness.

980. Mild-mannered ones are rich within, but greedy ones are poor within and without and are thieves 

besides.

981. A vessel is taken to the well until it breaks, as the snake is tormented until it hisses.

982. Parsons and mighty ones love the herds of the faithful and servants, however, the sheep more than the

rams.

983. Creation thinks and man steers.

984. One who is full can never know how hungry ones miss every meal.

985. Parsons and mighty ones are the greatest sneakers, before them even the dead ones pale.

986. The best army does not replace a wise one.

987. To all unrighteous ones the greatest joy is malicious joy.

988. A wise one does not sleep in soft beds.

989. Variety enriches life if it is handled honestly.

990. Man may always wish only good for himself, for the evil comes by itself from the unrighteous ones.

991. Only with scolding and with laughter can one change people.

992. Whoever praises himself is a fool or he has evil neighbors.

993. Among the unrighteous the motto prevails: Woe unto him who is right.

994. Whoever knows much is old, but the wise one is old and knowledgeable and older than the oldest 

elder.

995. With unrighteous ones it occurs that they have to leave the house to discover what is going on at 

home.

996. Whoever does not have it in his head has it in his feet.

997. Everyone diligently recount his teeth if he has been kissed by an unrighteous one.

998. If one unrighteous one would be right the world would perish.

999. If everyone would seek beautiful women for brides according to only one estimation, what would 

become of the so-called ugly ones?

1000. A man who cannot climb should not entrust his money to a monkey.

1001. A woman is neither ugly, nor does a mother have an ugly child.

1002. Children are frightened with the black man by absurd ones, but one frightens adults with people.

1003. Whatever you have saved in earlier years, you have at old age, and it seems as if you had found it.

1004. As man laughs by himself so he also cries by himself.

1005. If you allow an unrighteous one into your house, he immediately lays down in your bed.

1006. No dead one can take anything material to the other side, therefore burial clothes have no pockets.

1007. A strike by the wise one is healing, a kiss from a fool, however, causes betrayal and death.
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1008. Man shall never make the mistake to pray that his suffering should end, for when suffering ends death

appears.

1009. As a rule men do not fall because they are too weak but because they feel too strong.

1010. Unrighteousness conquers the world, yet in the end, truth is always victorious.

1011. With stupidity, foolishness and shamelessness one gets along in the world, but never in life and not in

eternity.

1012. With a wise one even in hell is taken counsel, but with a fool not even in paradise.

1013. No wealthy one is satisfied with his wealth, but he is quite well satisfied with his cheap intellect.

1014. When whores and male-whores are spit in the face causes them to say that it rains.

1015. Whatever constitutes rust for iron constitutes displeasure for man.

1016. Much intelligence makes one old, but more intelligence makes one wise.

1017. Neither from talk nor from food a woman becomes pregnant, as one also does not succumb to hell, 

due to righteousness and love.

1018. For the wise one you shall have respect, but from the unrighteous one you shall withdraw.

1019. False wisdom has brought bloodshed and has murdered many of the world.

1020. A thief will rather steal or write a book himself than buy one.

1021. As the evil ones have murdered their best friends, so they murder themselves.

1022. Every new song can become an old melody.

1023. A joke flourishes during sad as well as during good times.

1024. In every unrighteous one lurks death.

1025. In hell exist no recommendations, but many exist in paradise.

1026. From unrighteous ones man only receives vermin free-of-charge.

1027. Creation created mothers for the joy of life.

1028. If you run through life you break a leg, but if you walk too slowly you will be driven.

1029. Feelings cost very much, but thoughts will never yield such a prize.

1030. One never asks unrighteous ones nor Creation any questions.

1031. If you receive advice from an unrighteous one, then do exactly the opposite.

1032. With wealth one does not fare as well as without it.

1033. Man shall never seek fortune, because it is only good if fortune itself finds man.

1034. There is no door with an unrighteous one which would not open to a gold-laden donkey.

1035. The ram is feared from the front, the horse from the back, but fools and unrighteous ones from all 

directions.

1036. A righteous one who is slow is better than a fast unrighteous one.

1037. A proud beggar dies of hunger like a bird without wings.

1038. A comedy and a joke from a wise one are always half-truths.

1039. A wise one always has so much to think about that he rarely has time to speak, but a fool and dumb 

one have so much to say that they have no time to think.

1040. Any markings can be wiped away except the markings of injustice.

1041. Autocratic ones hate mirrors.
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1042. A human being can die before he receives an honest word and honest help from parsons and mighty 

ones.

1043. With a thank-you one can conquer the world.

1044. Whoever tries to hide his ignorance betrays it many times.

1045. A man, who neither suffered nor experienced persecution, will never become a wise one.

1046. If something falls into the power of parsons or mighty ones, everything white becomes black.

1047. What you want to say, consider, say it in a week or never.

1048. If you beat a wise one you kill yourself.

1049. Even the pope and the mightiest ones have relatives in rags, yet they deny and murder them.

1050. Not only man’s wishes, but also those of ants reach up towards heaven.

1051. If you are struck by misfortune, disregard it for three months, then you have put it behind you.

1052. The shadow of the man, about whom is being spoken, always falls on the speaking ones.

1053. Blossoms which fall down lose their fragrance.

1054. Flowers bloom with widowed women, but maggots on widowed men.

1055. Love and the flow of water have not changed since the very beginning of the world.

1056. Every rumor lasts no longer than eleven times seven days, then it has ceased to exist.

1057. Life of man is like a flame in the wind.

1058. The wise one enjoys life, but the unwise one hates his existence.

1059. A beaten man fears a reed.

1060. Man loses his good reputation and a tiger loses his skin.

1061. Man’s convictions are as different as their faces.

1062. The reverse side also has its reverse side.

1063. The spectators of a game are always one goal ahead of the players.

1064. Through the deeds of a man is revealed what and who he was in past lives.

1065. Seven words are spoken but seventy words understood.

1066. A dog remembers three days of kindness for seven years, but a man forgets seven years of kindness in

three days!

1067. Man learns from his defeats, only seldom from his victories.

1068. Beautiful words seldom are true, but true words are seldom beautiful.

1069. The wise one hides his wishes and is content, but the unwise one fulfills his wishes and is discontent.

1070. A whore or a male-whore, who speak the truth, would be like a miracle and as big as a rectangular 

egg.

1071. A father’s joy about his children is higher than a mountain, the mother’s kindness deeper than the 

ocean.

1072. A tamed tongue sponsors a right life.

1073. The tongue of an unrighteous woman is only 3 inches long, yet it is easily able to kill a man.

1074. Bad marriage partners produce a life of only crop failures.

1075. The wisdom of many people is located under their nose.

1076. First, man drinks the alcohol, then the alcohol drinks alcohol, and in the end, the alcohol drinks the 

man.

1077. There are people who leave the people; that are the wise ones who know the people.

1078. A wise one living among human beings gives his life for them.

1079. A wise one among human beings is ordained for death, because among human beings weak-

mindedness and injustice are rampant.
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1080. Wise ones among men suffer torments, because men wallow in vengeance.

1081. To gaze upward has no limit, every gaze downward, however, has its fences.

1082. Whoever gazes in love sees pock marks as dimples.

1083. Discipline yourself, then you know how disciplined ones feel.

1084. Whoever believes can beg the head of a sardine for something and receives it, but the knowing one 

asks his Spirit and Creation.

1085. Whatever anger has driven away no laughter can return.

1086. Untruth cannot be driven away with a fan, neither can the fog.

1087. Open your heart to your wife already before she has born the first child.

1088. Soothsayers are deceivers and they do not even know their own fate.

1089. As man makes his own bed so he lies; he also becomes what he does.

1090. Whoever has a thousand miles to go shall consider nine hundred and ninety-nine as half of it.

1091. Pigeons which remain under the roof are safe from the condor, but fools mix among enemies.

1092. The hobby-horse is the most expensive horse of man.

1093. Although parsons and mighty ones among themselves and with their faithful and servants never 

agree, yet they agree in the exploitation and subjugation of them.

1094. Men who begin much complete little.

1095. For lies one can never find enough words, but truth requires only few words.

1096. Lies have all colors of the spectrum; but truth radiates only in blue.

1097. Truth is like a rare vegetable, rarer yet is someone who really digests it.

1098. Men plagued already in their early youth become the greatest wise ones.

1099. Time heals all wounds - but all wounds do not heal time.

1100. Time rushes, tarries, divides and heals, like the wise one.

1101. No sword can be as sharp as a cutting tongue.

1102. The wise one bathes in milk and honey, but the unwise one bathes in thistles and stinging nettles.

1103. Whatever is sown twice lasts longer, the same as knowledge and truth.

1104. An unrighteous guest soon becomes a burden; but joyful guests have everything which delights 

friends.

1105. Violence creates violence, pressure creates counter-pressure and hatred creates hatred.

1106. To be guiltless in all things can only bring you fortune and love.

1107. To have debts means to carry disgrace.

1108. Whoever owes something to someone meets him seven times in a month.

1109. Whoever is patient, can be silent and laugh, is assisted by this in many evil matters.

1110. As stupidity and pride grow on the same tree, so others laugh about the fool.

1111. The prudent one learns from loss, the fool falls for the greatest deceit.

1112. Pure gold is purged in the fire and is rid of all dross.

1113. Whoever is noble and wise owns much more than the one who can prove his nobility.

1114. Marriages are consummated in heaven by the heavenly state of those in love.

1115. If you occupy an office, honor it, for thereby your office honors you.
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1116. Honor comes to those who do not seek it, however, the one who seeks it is hated.

1117. The honor of a man is more important than money and possessions.

1118. Honor you can borrow nowhere, because you have to take care of it yourself.

1119. Honesty lasts longest, yet belief does by far not make one honest.

1120. Honor to whom honor is due, this righteousness only promotes.

1121. Often truth has to lie still for much injustice and stubbornness.

1122. Man’s laws are deadly and shallow like the death-idol Baal.

1123. Only when the ice breaks do you discover who is friend or foe.

1124. When men are cured of an illness, they feel as if they were physicians.

1125. The blood of the people makes great the parsons, popes, mighty ones and generals.

1126. Fire purifies gold and devours wood.

1127. Butter by far does not produce a cook.

1128. Seventy seven friends are not enough, if only one enemy exists.

1129. The most fertile ear is the one the head of which hangs lowest.

1130. Only during a storm does a good seaman prove himself.

1131. When the hammer has long since broken, the anvil continues to live on.

1132. A new broom sweeps well, but the old one knows all nooks and crannies.

1133. A man has an excuse on hand quicker than a woman can grab an apron.

1134. The sick unrighteous one is allowed to say all untruth, but the healthy righteous one is punished for 

the truth.

1135. The unrighteous one burdens himself with guilt and disgrace, yet thinks he is right; but the wise one 

is just and often feels guilty in powerlessness.

1136. Sandstone sharpens the blade, but of itself it is dull.

1137. Stars make no noise, for they hover in the silent infinity.

1138. Give all your secrets to your love and all your love to your wife.

1139. Creation has no debts like a human being who pays money for it.

1140. Dimples in the chin, unruliness sits within.

1141. Beware of the horns of a bull, beware of the hooves of a horse, beware of the fangs of a tiger, yet 

most of all beware of the slimy grin of an evil one, who murders his best friends to take a profit.

1142. As you listen to the sound of the water, if you want to catch a trout, so also listen to the tone of voice 

of the unrighteous ones, if you have to speak to them.

1143. Beauty causes no pot to cook, and one does not prepare a roast with a bone.

1144. Seeing is knowing and not believing, but believing is seeing the unseen.

1145. Feeling is self-created truth - whether it is right or not.

1146. Seldom do hunger and thirst occur together, as also do not water and pliers.

1147. Whoever lives closest to churches and idol temples is last in obtaining eternal life.

1148. If man desires to be honored he has to die, if he wants to be slandered he has to live.

1149. Whoever matures early as man remains young for a long time.

1150. To be sympathized with are all those, who are never envied.

1151. Honesty lasts longest, however, unrighteous ones live in anxiety.

1152. One’s own hearth is worth gold, for it will not be missing in need.
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1153. A friend’s praise limps and a self-praise stinks, while an enemy-praise resounds.

1154. All selfishness strangulates families, friends, communities and enemies.

1155. Hurrying with caution does not cause loss and whipping, but hurrying without caution cuts like axes.

1156. Parsons and mighty ones want to be greased like a wagon wheel.

1157. Mighty ones are dictators, generals, judges, lords, wealthy ones and all other unrighteous of this kind,

likewise the parsons are all in one.

1158. A blind hen also finds a kernel now and then, like the hungry one finds a dry roll.

1159. Even a dry leaf frightens an unrighteous one when it falls down or rustles.

1160. A frightened unrighteous one does not feel safe even in the best hiding place.

1161. Every saved dime to the wise one seems earned manifold.

1162. One scoundrel scolds the other for being a scoundrel, as one liar calls the other a liar.

1163. A fool calls his neighbor a fool, as a donkey calls his fellow donkeys, long-ears.

1164. One unrighteous one endangers a hundred righteous, as one bad apple poisons a hundred good ones.

1165. Gluttons are not trained to be that way, they make themselves to be such.

1166. One single peace is better than seventy seven victories.

1167. A parson and a mighty one are as seldom among righteous ones as is a roast in a poor man’s kitchen.

1168. The truthful words of the wise one even speak after his death.

1169. The golden key of truth opens all doors.

1170. It is better to have the sparrow in one’s hand than a pigeon on the rooftop.

1171. A good word and gentle rain penetrate everything.

1172. A good beginning is always worth gold.

1173. A good man of the right kind has love and honor and a long beard.

1174. Honor-dimes, food-dimes and emergency-dimes the prudent one always has in his house.

1175. As a good physician is a good man, so is a good man a good physician.

1176. A good cook often substitutes a physician.

1177. Beautiful unrighteous women and wine are poisons and the downfall of many men.

1178. A good conscience is a soft pillow, and this no righteous one wants to miss.

1179. A righteous wife is a good fence around house, yard and garden.

1180. It is better to have no coffin than a golden gallows.

1181. Rather have no marriage partners than jealous and loveless ones.

1182. One acquires wisdom through knowledge and experience and through the foolishness of others.

1183. Bad books are the greatest thieves.

1184. Every unrighteous one thinks his lot is the worst.

1185. Every unrighteous one has a bad marriage partner and a bad profession.

1186. Imprudent and unrighteous ones criticize their own profession and their own partners and marriage 

partners.

1187. Every unpopular guest can be sent away except death.

1188. Every door can be locked except the door of death.

1189. A lie can be ever so fast, yet truth will catch up with it.

1190. It is easy to lie and deceive man far and wide, yet liars will always trouble themselves.
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1191. If the consciousness of man is absent, he is a seeing blind one.

1192. There are uncountable sects and religions in the world but only one sun.

1193. Many people sleep and work for themselves, nevertheless, they do not know for whom.

1194. Creation is everywhere, except where people pretend to be Its representation.

1195. The hungry one even considers dry bread as delicious.

1196. Honey in the mouth replaces the physician, as does much fruit.

1197. Where the pope and evil ones cower, the world is lost and is destroyed.

1198. To many people life is an angling sport, for they only throw out the bait at the line to catch a big, fat 

fish.

1199. A traveler sleeps six hours, a wise one seven hours, a working man eight hours, the parson nine 

hours, the mighty one ten hours and every rascal eleven hours.

1200. Whoever is able to give up a game masters an art.

1201. Earth is the paradise of Creation, the scene of action of the unrighteous ones, and the wise one’s 

purgatory and hell.

1202. A slimy liar is caught easier than a cripple.

1203. To a full stomach all food tastes bad.

1204. Parsons and mighty ones always provide space for themselves, like the wind, the waters and the fire.

1205. Even a small stone is able to topple over a wagon.

1206. A lonely man is either a fool or an animal or a wise one.

1207. The faithful and servants have to atone for the crimes of parsons and mighty ones.

1208. Weak-minded fools enjoy the aroma, however, the prudent ones enjoy the roast.

1209. Fools grow even without water and fertilizer.

1210. Through murder the popes obtained all the wealth of the Earth, yet men and the world they could 

never win.

1211. A liar never has such a good memory that he, some day, does not accuse himself of lying.

1212. Only one good deed is worth more than a bushel of evil advice.

1213. One man, one word, every day and every place.

1214. One man, one word in desire for truth is better than performing an oath.

1215. Man shall never swear and befool the faithful therewith.

1216. Whoever has a need to swear, to him no one shall listen.

1217. Whoever swears only causes suffering and walks about in fool’s clothing.

1218. Oaths are always sound and smoke and the one who demands them also.

1219. Never swear an oath, for it causes need and misery.

1220. Oaths are contrary to Creation and forbidden, for one only burns his fingers therewith.

1221. Only unrighteous ones demand oaths because of their sultry brains.

1222. Oaths necessitate judges, mighty ones and parsons, truly like the last monkeys.

1223. A man without true refinement is like a blind mirror.

1224. As the whetstone whets the knife, so the parson and mighty one pursues the faithful.

1225. A single fool asks so many dumb and weak-minded questions, which even seven wise ones cannot 

answer.

1226. Only one unrighteous one poisons the entire clan, but how many unrighteous ones live on the Earth!
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1227. Judges, parsons and the mighty are unrighteous ones, for they often sleep at work and have two 

different ears.

1228. Because a rascal steals, he can always give more than he has himself.

1229. A monkey is a monkey, a mighty a mighty one and a parson a parson.

1230. Good wisdom-proverbs in the mind are like pearls in the purse.

1231. A long-fingered one scolds another of having long fingers.

1232. One misfortune seldom occurs alone, for if man is struck by it, he thinks about another and draws it 

to himself.

1233. One misfortune follows the next because man conjures it up.

1234. Among the unrighteous the parents feed seven children, but seven children never feed the parents.

1235. Even an old goat enjoys licking salt, as elders delight themselves with young ones if they find 

understanding in that regard.

1236. Even the elderly are human beings and they also were young once, yet many young ones slander the 

elders and do not consider that they will grow old also.

1237. Young and old together in the right proportion ignites fiery hot love flames.

1238. Whoever does not honor old age is not worthy of life.

1239. As the young ones worry so the elders sing, but some elder soon forgets that he once was young also.

1240. A fool can spill more with a spoon than a righteous one can scoop up with a pail.

1241. A good upbringing does not depend on money but depends on the rearing.

1242. If one half of humanity laughs about the other, what does the other half laugh about?

1243. No one becomes a singer because he only heard a song.

1244. No teacher replaces a mother.

1245. As a swallow does not constitute summer, so man is not always happy when he laughs.

1246. A lie is like a chain.

1247. A burden well-held is only half a burden.

1248. Everyone carries his burden, and everyone has his hurdle.

1249. A young branch can be bent, but old ones are left on the ground.

1250. Written down only once is better than keeping it in memory.

1251. Once is never, but never is once already.

1252. Loneliness is the heaviest burden if you do not have the truth with you.

1253. As peace nourishes everything, so strife devours everything.

1254. As harmony nourishes, so discord ferments.

1255. Honest love is love, false love is monkey-love.

1256. If the end is good then everything is good.

1257. Moments which have vanished never return.

1258. The unrighteous one has only two hands, one to steal with and the other to keep with, the one to give 

with he is missing.

1259. Experience is a long way and an expensive school, for it is paramour of truth and knowledge and 

wisdom.

1260. Experience provides no hope, because hope provides no experience.

1261. Experience is worth much more than any master’s teaching.

1262. To many men it is more difficult to retain something than to obtain it.

1263. First comes work and then the pleasure, otherwise there is no pay and only reprimanding.

1264. First to ponder something, then to weigh and to risk, only that means having cared about everything.
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1265. The unrighteous one never steals heavily, therefore he lands in prison afterwards.

1266. Many do not know what life is good for, before they lose it.

1267. Beardless men are like crustless bread, they are pale and seem like dead.

1268. A wife, who cannot stand beards, never melts in love-fire.

1269. A good man has a beard; he is industrious and saves.

1270. A husband who has a full beard never asks his wife about injustice.

1271. A fool knows more than the pope, but the pope is more crafty than the fool.

1272. Folded hands earn no bread, even if the face turns faithful and red.

1273. Not only parsons stand in the pulpit of the church, but the bare devils.

1274. More unrighteous ones drown in alcohol than in water.

1275. Whoever suffers from a sickness behaves like a lamb, but when he is well a beast of prey amounts to 

less than a cat in the shed.

1276. The unrighteous one is always asked about truth, but the poor one is always accused of lying.

1277. Although only one truth exists, parsons, unrighteous and mighty ones understand to twist matters so 

as if a thousand truths existed.

1278. Without light even the sun is dark.

1279. Even after the darkest night dawns a new day, likewise after every winter spring arrives.

1280. A man who beats animals also beats his wife and his children.

1281. A much used violin plays better than a new one.

1282. Among unrighteous ones, relatives exist only to inherit, but not for living together and helping each 

other.

1283. Time changes all wood into a coffin.

1284. Lightning never strikes nettles but tall trees and towers.

1285. Whoever does not honor the apple blossom is not worthy of the apple.

1286. Creation never punishes, but man does by using both ends of the stick.

1287. Creation has prepared nourishment for every life form, but it does not throw it into the nest of any.

1288. He is a great man, whose mistakes can be counted.

1289. Unrighteous ones mislead everyone, but the prudent one recognizes and avoids them.

1290. Loneliness is only for wise ones, but unwise ones die of it.

1291. Crying faces attract bees which sting.

1292. Lions have three young ones at the most, but they are lions.

1293. The rejected ones are those who truly know the deepest love.

1294. Man may lie but never his Spirit.

1295. A lazy one can have been carried on the back all life long, but when he is put down, he says: “I am 

tired.”

1296. Good advice compares to bitter medicine: The better it is, the worse it tastes.

1297. Never trust a weeping human being who speaks of his chastity.

1298. When the house is on fire, the debts fly out through the roof.

1299. If you want to be angry, you only have to pay something in advance.

1300. Undeserved fortune is like stupid people who love fools.

1301. As many roads lead to Rome, so lead many roads to hell, but neither from Rome nor from hell any 

roads lead back; man remains imprisoned in his own hell, but in Rome, the pope puts people into 

psychic prison.
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1302. Even in a small sack is room for many wishes - as much as on a child’s bib.

1303. The fir tree greens and the ore grows, yet man’s honor never perishes.

1304. It is always better for man to have a conscience without knowledge, than to have knowledge without 

a conscience.

1305. Creation has provided that trees do not grow into heaven, likewise that man as such does not become 

Creation.

1306. Only dirty fellows dirty their own nest.

1307. It is easy to learn to cut the pattern from someone else’s fabric, for it causes no loss to oneself.

1308. The beggar and the lazy one have little in their mouth.

1309. Lazy at work and industrious in prayer, that are the unrighteous - and they are kicked.

1310. An unrighteous one even sells ground mouse dirt as pepper.

1311. Not everything shines that is of gold, and not every deed is good and kind.

1312. Not all wanderers and globetrotters are apostles.

1313. No lies and meannesses are spun as finely that the sun will not reveal them.

1314. No goods are as expensive as those one has to obtain by begging.

1315. No master falls from heaven, but he makes himself such through experience.

1316. Every day has an evening still, but the time will come when the day will become night.

1317. To shed an honest tear is more difficult than to dry one.

1318. Even if everything is too expensive, the parsons will always have wine.

1319. Every haughty one believes he were a peacock.

1320. When lightning flashes and thunder rolls, so does not every lightning strike.

1321. It is better to live in banishment than to die on the gallows.

1322. Ten thousand drink themselves to death, yet certainly one dies of thirst.

1323. The cooking is done hot, but it is not eaten that way.

1324. To many fortune is like money, which is loved most by fools.

1325. An evil word which has left the mouth begins to grow rampantly.

1326. First think about bread and then about money.

1327. Man easier learns to talk than to be silent.

1328. Man can chose no longer when he truly falls in love.

1329. No man is so tall or so short that he would not have to stretch or to bend.

1330. To commit errors is human and necessary for learning, but it is wise to forgive.

1331. Fire burns severe wounds, but unfulfilled love leads to a burning death.

1332. The truth is like fire and water.

1333. To live and help to live is the motto of the wise one; but the fool goes by the principle: Live and let 

live and attack in dark alleys.

1334. Fish are caught by a fishing rod and by hand; but unrighteous ones catch men by lying and betrayal.

1335. To work industriously for one’s life support and to weed is a thousand times better than to pray.

1336. Cursing calls evil to prayer.

1337. Man shall never ask what others do, for he shall solely focus on his own matters.
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1338. Never mop before your neighbor’s door and he thanks you for it.

1339. Mop the dirt in front of your place, because the neighbor certainly is spotless.

1340. If twelve fit onto a plummet, then you have friends in need.

1341. With friends according to the mouth, man has one per pound.

1342. To give ungraciously is the burden of the evil ones, therefore, give graciously what you have.

1343. Peace fertilizes every field, every love, every family and every community.

1344. Freshly risked is half-won, yet unrighteous goods easily vanish.

1345. For the industrious one the week has seven days, but for the lazy one it has seventy nights.

1346. Unrighteous men and fools are like moles, but toward strangers and neighbors they are like lynx.

1347. For real untruth one can have everything, but for truth real life.

1348. For every stupidity exists a fool who commits it.

1349. Even for thinking men can hang others.

1350. With many parsons, mighty and other unrighteous ones even the thoughts are not duty-free.

1351. To be overly polite is the greatest rudeness and lack of good manners.

1352. A burned child avoids fire, for it learns that the body is dear.

1353. Every experience achieves more than every master’s skill.

1354. Brackish water stinks, but a used plow blinks.

1355. A used key is always shiny, as the wise one is always wise.

1356. Even thinking can be prevented if parsons and mighty ones dishonor man.

1357. The faithful are like sheep and dogs, patient and humble beyond measure.

1358. Against death no herb exists, yet the wise one also trusts it.

1359. The greatest poverty is greed, for it is never satisfied, this only occurs at death when the mouth is full 

of earth.

1360. Money in the purse makes every parson and mighty one familiar to you.

1361. Money and greed cause need and misery. 

1362. Money creates thieves, but injustice creates parsons and mighty ones.

1363. Whoever loses his honor loses everything.

1364. Even unwise people know much, but wise ones apply it.

1365. Even with ease one gets far, but behind one the master screams.

1366. It is better to have enough than too much.

1367. Even clever roosters are devoured by the fox.

1368. The howling makes the wolf bigger than it is.

1369. Speed is no witchcraft, but tardiness is flex-work.

1370. Mighty ones never rule long, as murderers do not live long.

1371. Health is the greatest wealth and the daughter of work, yet it is only appreciated when it is lost.

1372. With unrighteous ones, parsons, judges, and mighty ones, force precedes justice, yet therewith they 

place themselves at the entrance to hell.

1373. Forced false love and colored beauty are never able to maintain their permanence and color.

1374. Be not blind in giving and not blind in taking.

1375. When you give to a needy one, Creation gives you double thereof.

1376. Truth and love and wisdom are the most precious possessions of the world, for by them we live and 

life is brightened.
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1377. If one gives the little finger to an unrighteous one, he takes the whole hand.

1378. Believing is easier and more convenient than thinking, therefore many parsons and faithful exist.

1379. To be the seeing blind and dumb is the lot of the unrighteous ones.

1380. The same type gladly keeps company, like the dead which are pale.

1381. Whoever carries burdens evenly over bridges, his back will not be broken.

1382. Different blood, different possessions and different years produce the best married couples.

1383. Whoever is lucky at unrighteous games is unfortunate in love.

1384. Unrighteousness, luck and glass, how easily they break.

1385. Fortunate is he, who forgets what cannot be changed any more.

1386. Golden jewelry does not improve man.

1387. Creation continuously greets the whole world, yet man is not grateful for it.

1388. Wise ones worry about life, but fools create a quiet life for themselves.

1389. The eye of Creation never sleeps and Its ways are wonderful.

1390. A lot of noise neither produces a wedding, nor a birth nor righteousness.

1391. Whoever praises himself and brags never pays his bills.

1392. Kindness has never broken a man’s leg.

1393. Attack is the best defense, but it causes death and misery.

1394. Every good thing rushes at an easy pace.

1395. Every good conversation shortens every road.

1396. Good is drawn to good, and bad is drawn to bad.

1397. Every good example replaces half a sermon.

1398. Good merchandise does not need to be advertised, for it advertises itself.

1399. Every sectarian and Christian is a bad lawyer.

1400. Quick wages produce quick hands, yet the magistrate comes and says: “I distrain it.”

1401. It is better to have a good neighbor than sisters and brothers far away.

1402. Good advice is always dear, but when given it acts like fire.

1403. Every good seed sprouts where kernel lines up with kernel.

1404. When an unrighteous one has money the world degenerates.

1405. If one marries in a hurry, one regrets in time.

1406. Marriage to one’s own blood is a disgrace and not good.

1407. Marriage makes people become of age, yet the worries do not disappear because of it.

1408. Money always rules the world, yet wisdom brightens life.

1409. Red today and dead tomorrow is everyone who steals his bread.

1410. Help yourself then Creation helps you, because It is within you as also in everything else.

1411. In prison even the sweetest honey tastes bitter.

1412. It is well to carry on big speeches behind the stove.

1413. People who hope and wait all become fools.

1414. Tall trees catch a lot of wind, but across an open field it blusters quickly.

1415. The unrighteous ones motto is: Stench as gratitude and scorn as wages.

1416. Always beware of creepy ones, for noisy ones do not harm you.

1417. Beware of a man who can smile while he is angry.

1418. You can never borrow as much that you could pay for the worries.

1419. Seventy unrighteous led by one prudent man are more dangerous than seventy prudent ones led by 

one fool.

1420. Parsons, the mighty and other unrighteous ones even feel honored at the pillory.

1421. The smaller the cage, the more beautiful freedom seems to be.
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1422. The harder the peel the softer the fruit, and the more bitter the peel the sweeter is the fruit.

1423. Life’s school is better than all books, for the years teach more than books.

1424. Men who fall into justified anger are loyal and honest. 

1425. Whoever considers himself devout you will get to know when you shall share an inheritance with 

him.

1426. Reprimanding in holy anger is like a refreshing spring.

1427. If a man has died, then the heirs steal his beard.

1428. If alcohol is in a man, then all intelligence disappears.

1429. Scoundrels and fools rule the world.

1430. It is not good to quarrel in the house of an unrighteous one, as also not with the pope in Rome.

1431. No joy is pure, for in every one is a drop of vermouth.

1432. To houses of god and idol-temples only the lost unrighteous ones go, as only a starved mouse goes 

into an empty barn.

1433. Its the same distance for all people to get to hell as also to heaven, for they only have to look within 

themselves.

1434. The sand in the desert is cheap, like a gift in the hand of an unrighteous one.

1435. In rage nobody does right, for everyone suffers from bravado.

1436. In the shortness lies the essence, like a short word.

1437. Truly, in the laps of marriage partners lies the lot of all homes.

1438. Whoever is crowned in Rome is scoffed by all the world.

1439. Whoever fishes in murky waters often does not escape.

1440. In the most beautiful apple can be a worm, as also among righteous ones.

1441. More people lose their life due to alcohol than due to war.

1442. When in need the unrighteous one will even eat flies, for in laziness he remains stretched out even 

then.

1443. One never knows who wins in court, for judging is like a lottery.

1444. Where judges pronounce the law, the world perishes.

1445. The judges are more unrighteous than the unrighteous ones.

1446. Some already, who wanted to rise high, ended at the gallows.

1447. If one strokes the nettle upward, one is not stung.

1448. Bells only sound beautiful in high towers.

1449. The higher the station of a man, the greater is his jealousy and unrighteousness.

1450. The more honor a man enjoys, the more difficult his life becomes.

1451. The more insight a man has, the more he is able to practice forbearance.

1452. The later the evening, the dearer the guests, so the most beautiful feasts come about.

1453. Longing increases with the growing distance. 

1454. The less a man is cultured and educated, the more he suffers from conceit.

1455. Every bottle has a cork, and every righteous woman has a husband.

1456. All bells have their clappers, as every husband has his righteous wives.

1457. Man’s own way pleases him well, therefore the world is full of fools.

1458. As every fool is pleased with his cap, so he falls into his own misfortune.

1459. Everyone shall sweep before his own door without a for or against.

1460. Every fellow wants to be his own master, yet thereby many a one breaks a leg.
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1461. Everyone forges his own happiness, and everyone opens his own door or nails it shut.

1462. Everyone is a neighbor unto himself, yet the neighbor lives just next door.

1463. Whoever wants to care for his own family has to weed his own yard.

1464. Every shopkeeper praises his wares, yet in many wares are hairs.

1465. As the fool praises his cap, so he blunders through the world.

1466. Every pot has its lid as every whore has her piglets.

1467. Everything once comes to an end, even unrighteousness.

1468. Each flour has its bran as every beaten one his cries.

1469. People also live beyond the ocean, but tomorrow they have today.

1470. Youth also has virtues, the elders just do not want to recognize them.

1471. Young cider bursts old vessels, it also causes painful stomachs.

1472. Righteous women and glasses are in constant danger to be broken by careless ones.

1473. The book of laws is the text book of the unrighteous ones, and the card game is their prayer book.

1474. A purchase breaks every rent.

1475. As there is not a fish without bones, so there is no man without faults.

1476. There is no patron’s house without thieves and also no grain without chaff.

1487. Work is the citizen’s adornment, blessing is the prize of effort.

1478. Where evil intrigues are at work no birches grow.

1479. No man exists without the but, as no hunter without a chase-gun.

1480. No answer is a clear answer.

1481. As the weakest link determines the strength of the chain, so man determines his life.

1482. Where there is fire there also is smoke.

1483. As no real roses exist without thorns, so no rule exists without an exception.

1484. No wise one is ever so old that he would not gladly live another year, yet no one is so young that he 

could not die.

1485. Children pay less attention to what they say than what their parents do.

1486. No one is too small to be a helper and no one too great to accept help.

1487. As children speak the truth, so fools lie along.

1488. A child’s hand is quickly filled and a child’s anger quickly calmed.

1489. The hands of adults one cannot fill, because they always hide the given immediately.

1490. If you go and tell someone about your misery, be assured that he will go flat.

1491. Only to the wise one you may entrust everything without others getting to know about it.

1492. If you trust a parson, you make yourself to a monkey.

1493. If there were smart hens, they nevertheless would lay their eggs into nettles.

1494. Work is part of every trade, even if work is hard labor to the lazy ones.

1495. One can trust a laughing parson and mighty one as little as a grinning snake.

1496.  Small gifts uphold friendships, but large gifts cause greed.
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1497. Even small bells ring, but large bells ring louder.

1498. Worries increase with age.

1499. As small children sit on their parents lap, so the big ones lie on their purse.

1500. Small causes often have great consequences, but great causes often have only small consequences.

1501. Even small animals create dung, as also the small thief steals.

1502. Not everywhere does love open the door when need knocks at it.

1503. When power moves in, then justice falls.

1504. When a beggar acquires a horse, he becomes as proud as King Saul.

1505. In time advice arrives yet never without work.

1506. When the hen crows and the rooster cackles the household is in evil straights.

1507. Every illness comes as quickly as a bird, but it leaves on foot.

1508. Never be concerned about unlaid eggs, for the hen is not yet born which could lay them.

1509. Only short visits from time to time preserve a friendship and the relatives.

1510. Never invite a guest before you have the buck in the house.

1511. The longer a man remains single the sloppier he becomes.

1512. Being single means being a coward.

1513. Whoever remains single misses the time.

1514. Whoever determines to be single becomes a hermit.

1515. Long dresses, short mind, truly, there is truth therein.

1516. The shorter the skirt the longer the braid.

1517. Men with long hair have a short mind.

1518. The slow one is always off work.

1519. If you leave your door ajar, spies and listeners will pass by.

1520. When the tongue is faster than the thoughts, then soon evil and disaster flourish.

1521. The married man has a beard, the single man walks around without.

1522. If you do not slacken in honesty you will prosper.

1523. Always live as if you would die any moment, but work as if you wanted to live forever.

1524. Live according to the old world, but speak like the new world barks.

1525. Only hollow corn stands upright and tall.

1526. When the pope brings the dice, the abbot runs to the whore.

1527. Sufferings do not last forever, impatience only makes them worse.

1528. To loan something allegedly creates friends, but to ask for something back certainly creates foes.

1529. Never learn to serve and to be humble, for then you never rule alone. 

1530. Always practice love for your neighbor and never break down his fence.

1531. Love is ahead of every request, but false love is blind.

1532. False love like true love can not be concealed, as also a cough cannot be concealed.

1533. False love passes time, and time again makes false love pass.

1534. False love pressures for sleeping together, but true love considers sleeping together a violation and 

disgrace until love has matured and asks for it after seven months, seven days and seven hours.

1535. Rather to be a live dog that a dead tiger.

1536. Rather to live as a hermit than to admit cowardice.

1537. Every thing has its time, also the child crying in the crib.

1538. Whoever does not marry due to cowardice wades in a stinking puddle.
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1539. Praise whatever you could criticize and criticize whatever you could praise, thereby the neighbor is 

elevated.

1540. Lies always have short legs and they hang on a prison’s line.

1541. Joy and pleasure both die soon, grief, however, grows very old.

1542. To have lived righteously and died in peace means one has spoiled the pleasure for the unrighteous 

ones.

1543. Not big, but moderate fortune lasts the longest.

1544. Too much of any good soon dies, but moderation grows very old.

1545. Unwise ones receive people according to their clothes, but the wise one receives and dismisses them 

according to their mind.

1546. Truth can well be squeezed and pressed, but it can never be strangulated and murdered.

1547. Some are praised in death who were losers in life, but some are lost in death because they were 

winners in life.

1548. Stupidity and intelligence are recognizable in the face, nevertheless, many still run into their 

misfortune.

1549. Great mouth, small mind, therein also is truth.

1550. The stupidity of the stupid ones shines in their eyes, and their tears are like burning lye.

1551. The wise one is not fooled with big lying to-do, he always will shine and keep silent.

1552. No liar and creepy one is good enough to be able to fool a wise one, even if the wise one keeps silent 

and shows a good mien to the evil game.

1553. The stupid, the weak-minded ones, fools, parsons, the mighty and other unrighteous ones falsely 

believe that they could deceive and lie to the wise ones; but they do not notice that they are friendly 

and kind only and keep silent about everything - and suffer.

1554. The wise are wise ones also, because they do not lie and deceive, but they understand like no one else

to talk round about the truth without saying an untruth.

1555. Learn to suffer without complaining, then you will bear life easily.

1556. To love honestly and to sing can never be forced.

1557. Rather to live as a hermit in the forest and mountains than to stretch forth a hand to the mighty ones 

and parsons.

1558. Many celebrate feasts as they happen and therefore lull in the booze.

1559. Man has to make peace as long as he can fight, otherwise he pines away and lies in the ban of 

disease.

1560. One shall forge iron as long as it is hot, otherwise the cold devours all flexibility.

1561. A bite shall never be bigger than the mouth.

1562. Do not scratch yourself if you are not itching.

1563. Man shall never butcher and harvest more than he can salt and store.

1564. One can never hunt two rabbits at once.

1565. Often innocent ones are punished for something that others have committed.

1566. Man cries much more about garbage than about vegetables and fruit.

1567. Only the one seeks another in a cave, who himself hides therein.

1568. Some have notions as an old house has breakdowns.

1569. Some shoot into the blue and hit the target, but some aim for the target and hit the blue.

1570. There are people, who split a cord of wood from a block, but others create a small block from a cord 

of wood.

1571. Many people dream about fortune until they have missed it.

1572. Some give away shoes for which they have stolen the leather.
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1573. Many a one wants to run before he can walk, like many a one wants to engage in talk, although he 

cannot speak yet.

1574. Women are all sisters, for uniformly they have a shame for the same purpose, but men are not all 

brothers, although they have a shame, yet many degenerations exist among them for homosexuality.

1575. Homosexual men are degenerates who blaspheme life and Creation.

1576. The hydra has nine heads, the cat has nine lives, and man has nine evil vices: Murdering, warring, 

believing, stealing, vices, greed, avarice, untruth and ignorance.

1577. One removes an error by not committing it again, but a debt is paid when the loss has been replaced, 

when the injured one is helped and the error is not committed again.

1578. One shall never postpone anything, for something done sooner bears interest earlier and longer.

1579. Not to know anything is no disgrace, but not wanting to learn is.

1580. Whether north, east, south or west, at home always feels best, this is the case only if one can chose 

his own home.

1581. Even misery truly knows every law of justice, and whoever does not obey it, his unrighteousness 

proclaims it.

1582. Although misery breaks iron and ore, yet never man’s heart.

1583. Only where the water is pure one can see the bottom, yet the bottom of murky water can be fathomed 

by diving into it.

1584. Parsons, unrighteous and mighty ones, consider diligently, for truly you are always the people’s 

servant only.

1585. No prize is won without diligence, with it man shall get along.

1586. Order is half of life, therefore, you shall assign a place to everything.

1587. Whoever has order in his life receives much happiness and blessings.

1588. Whoever has order in his life does not need to be reprimanded.

1589. If everything has its place, much time is saved and evil words.

1590. A bald head by far does not constitute a monk.

1591. Trying is worth more than studying, yet first everything has to be considered.

1592. Punctuality is the courtesy of all righteous people.

1593. Whoever is punctual in life, to him time will provide recreation.

1594. Not being punctual reveals the slimy character of a man.

1595. Punctuality is half of life, for it produces time and blessings.

1596. Never torment another creature for fun, because like you it feels the pain.

1597. Vengeance inflates a small injustice to a catastrophe.

1598. If man rests he rusts, therefore never rest nor rust.

1599. Speaking is silver and silence is gold, and whoever keeps silent is gracious.

1600. Every evil deed causes regret slowly but surely.

1601. The universe was not created in one day.

1602. Every liar will get to hear the Truth.

1603. To eat wild sorrel makes merry, but sweets make cranky.

1604. Blushing is one of the most beautiful colors, like those of flowers and of sheaves.

1605.   As the scarab rolls its dung balls year after year, to place its eggs into them and never gets to know its

            young ones, so does the unrighteous one live and steal and murder all life long without getting to

            know which next life of evil he places upon himself.
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1606. Sharp brushes scrape off wool, but full women’s breasts render much milk.

1607. As sea-urchins pour their spermatophores into the waters of the ocean, so does the unrighteous one 

sow the little good he does wildly about.

1608. As the sea horse places its eggs into the male’s bag so that it breeds and hatches them, so does an 

unrighteous wife burden her husband with their children.

1609. When the mother or the wet-nurse are sleeping the child cries.

1610. Measure and goal provide the best game, yet a game never provides measure and goal.

1611. With good behavior and an open hand one gets well across the land.

1612. Whoever cries with the wolves reveals his mean character.

1613. Honesty shall begin with the parents, if one wants to have a righteous daughter.

1614. When women get into each others hair, then there are primitive words and notches.

1615. Unrighteous women fighting among each other in all the world far and wide.

1616. Only unrighteous women fight among each other, like hyenas about a carcass.

1617. Women, who fight among each other, are not worth much and pretend to be something other than 

what they truthfully are.

1618. The measure of a woman is her demeanor and her behavior; if she is good and peaceful in all 

circumstances to other women, she is righteous; but if she fights with other women, even if only now 

and then, she is unrighteous, as this pertains to men equally.

1619. Fighting women are like hyenas and much worse than fighting men, for women are endless therein, 

but men finally.

1620. With grace, truth, love, languages and knowledge one will miss very little.

1621. No whores and no male-whores are allowed in a family, a community or a homeland.

1622. It is bad to eat cherries with parsons and mighty ones, because the poisonous ones they give to the 

poor, and the good ones they devour themselves.

1623. With bacon one catches mice, with one’s fingers, however, the lice.

1624. With many one can feast, with few one can live.

1625. With many people one keeps house unreasonably, yet with few one can do.

1626. The dowry often is the husbands’ poison, for it often causes strife and calamity.

1627. To receive new friends one shall never break off with old ones.

1628. It is good to swim alongside a ship, yet what does one do if caught in a web of spiders?

1629. All evil fools’ hands smear on table and walls.

1630. At night all distances are twice as far, because at night man feels anxious and afraid.

1631. After a matter has occurred all people are full of wisdom, yet when the matter is forgotten all are as 

dumb as before.

1632. To rest after the accomplished work is good, for it produces strength and new courage.

1633. Before the mourning occurs laughter, as all fools do it.

1634. After a meal one shall walk a thousand steps.

1635. A mother’s love is the most beautiful love, but the love of Creation is the highest love.

1636. Must is always a hard nut, but being allowed to is like a tender kiss.

1637. Idleness is the lazy one’s resting bench, but the wise one’s recreation for new deeds.
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1638. The morning hour carries gold in its mouth but the evening a restful hour.

1639. Trust and see and give to him who is honest and does not devour everything.

1640. Dreams are not and never bubbles, for they produce fruit like trees.

1641. Even poverty catches up with laziness.

1642. Fools never die in bed, like climbers and divers.

1643. The work is never half done by complaining.

1644. A steady drip hollows the rock, as man’s head is hollowed by wine.

1645. Strength grows in the garden of patience, the same as love and grace.

1646. If you save in time, you will have in need, but then fools have neither milk nor bread.

1647. If you spin in the morning it will cause grief and worry, but if you spin in the evening you are 

refreshing and delighting.

1648. The happy one is worry-free, but the worry-free meets misfortune.

1649. If a marriage shall last long, then wife and husband must be honest.

1650. To eat it yourself makes you fat, neither is it nice.

1651. He himself is the man - if he knows how.

1652. Hard work done in one’s youth produces a calm old age.

1653. Black on white still speaks after the writer is long since dead, but unwritten words are falsified from 

mouth to mouth.

1654. Black on white still speaks, when no one remembers any more.

1655. Relatives care for each other, but only from far away.

1656. Shoemaker stay with your last, or else you famish in poverty.

1657. Beauty, love and intelligence are rarely related, like common-sense and righteousness.

1658. As one shall praise beautiful and unrighteous women in the morning, so one shall praise the day in 

the evening.

1659. A beautiful figure always has great power.

1660. To unwise ones a quick decision always entails displeasure.

1661. Fast jumps seldom turn out well, for they cause misfortune and reproach.

1662. To every true love separation for a time brings only advantages, but false love is broken by it.

1663. Separation is the death of all false love.

1664. Loyalty is truly a seldom guest, therefore, man hold onto it if it is yours.

1665. For a loyal man Creation Itself collects the gratitude.

1666. Every drunkard stumbles the same way as does false love .

1667. Man shall always do his part, for Creation also does Its part.

1668. Do right and be afraid of no one, that is always the best pledge.

1669. On a happy human being a joyous head smiles.

1670. Onward over all unrighteousness, for justice will be victorious.

1671. Overabundance causes weariness, as wantonness never ends well.

1672. Practice makes the master, yet the apprentice makes the paste.

1673. To be truly popular, one can neither be prudent nor dumb.

1674. A wise one is never popular, because he is loved.

1675. Even death is not free-of-charge, for it costs one’s life.

1676. Death is not for nothing, because it produces a new life.

1677. Thanklessness is not the world’s wages but man’s scorn.

1678. Misfortune does not wear woolen socks but evil human shouts for joy.

1679. As weeds continuously grow and sprout, so man hisses unrighteousness.

1680. Excess bursts the barrel in time, thrashing would not help at all.

1681. An unrighteous possession does not prosper, the unrighteous one even breaks over it.

1682. All injustice is short-lived, the third heir does not see it any more.

1683. As the one-eyed is king among the blind, so is the thief a god among robbers.
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1684. Among all jabberers, the silent one is the most prudent.

1685. Forbidden foods taste best, yet those who eat them become the last ones.

1686. A small suspicion is poison to friendship, and once suspicion exists the friendship breaks.

1687. It is easy to injure - and hurrying pales.

1688. A reconciled hostility can not be trusted the same as one can not trust a mended friendship.

1689. Although attempts make one prudent, intelligence, however, is the better capital.

1690. To forgive an unrighteous one means to practice vengeance.

1691. Before one has not been hung, one does not know how a gallows feels.

1692. Whoever has many enemies also has much honor.

1693. Many cooks spoil the broth, yet to many its all the same.

1694. More than one head hardly fit under one hat.

1695. A full barrel has no sound, as parsons and mighty ones have no rank.

1696. From hearsay and repeating one learns to lie.

1697. No one is safe of bad reports, for these are issued by parsons and mighty ones.

1698. Done ahead and not considered has brought death to many a man.

1699. Before beginning one shall think.

1700. Whoever begins something honestly of a surety will win.

1701. Forbidden fruit tastes sweet, yet everyone atones for it.

1702. Despair already, you cunning, for surely you will be hung.

1703. Genteel debtors seldom or never pay.

1704. Whoever walks about polished is only concerned about money.

1705. If the esteem of fools grows by the foot, their foolishness grows by the yard.

1706. Walls have ears and fools listen at them.

1707. What is bad for one, the other is willing to do.

1708. What the sober one thinks and keeps silent about, the drunkard talks about.

1709. What you do not know does not make you hot, and what is not known to you, you cannot get burnt 

by.

1710. Whatever you do not want done unto you, do not do unto others.

1711. One must never try to quench love with water.

1712. What one knows is excellent, what two know is good, what three know hundreds get to know in a 

short time.

1713. Whatever wants to become a good hinge bends in time.

1714. Whatever one does at five in the morning, he benefits from at ten in the evening.

1715. Thick corn stalks produce no corn.

1716. What the unrighteous one has not learned at age thirty, he will never learn.

1717. Whatever lasts long never spoils.

1718. Whatever is taken from the righteous ones, the unrighteous will take again from the unrighteous ones.

1719. Whatever one does not enjoy to do, one shall take care of first.

1720. Whatever one does not like, one must feasibly avoid, and whatever one cannot avoid, that one often 

must endure.

1721. One reprimands often because one likes to, but unrighteous ones praise what they dislike.

1722. Whatever does not bloom first has no fragrance.

1723. What good is a fence if the door remains open, and what good is a horse without bridle, and what 

good is a spoon without soup, and what good is a woman without a husband and a man without 

wives?

1724. One can always taste what has first been put into the barrel.

1725. Whoever is born to die in bed does not die on the gallows.

1726. To whomever it is ordained, he will break his leg even on level ground.

1727. Whoever does not accept advice cannot be helped.
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1728. To whom men pay homage, to him they will also put a rope around his neck.

1729. Knowledge moves mountains but belief enslaves.

1730. If the unrighteous ones are feeling too well, they drunkenly dance on the ice.

1731. If a blind carries a lame one, both move ahead.

1732. When the pope meets with the whore, the abbot fills himself with wine.

1733. When the pope impregnates the whore, the abbot climbs on to the lambs.

1734. If the parson steals an apple from the faithful, then the pope steals the whole tree.

1735. When the parson visits a poor man, he steals whatever he can.

1736. If the alcohol is not good it is the drinker’s fault, but if the drinker is no good it is the fault of the 

alcohol.

1737. Whenever jokes and jesting are at their best, the wise one stops.

1738. When the unrighteous falls into misery, he wants to become a monk.

1739. When the guards do not watch, then the thieves watch.

1740. When the parsons are baptizing, they have to drink.

1741. When the unrighteous ones drink, they have to fight.

1742. When the need is the greatest, Creation is the closest.

1743. The dung heap stinks less than whores, male-whores and homosexuals.

1744. When an old dog barks, a stranger surely is present.

1745. If the righteous one says today, the unrighteous one says tomorrow.

1746. If you win the evil one’s favor, you carry a debt.

1747. If you could what you should, then you could everything you would.

1748. Whoever allows himself to be decorated with offices shall not complain if they depress him.

1749. If money does the ringing, all gates and doors open.

1750. When two fools fight with each other, there surely is a third who is happy about it.

1751. Whoever wants to fight for everything has to be armed with all weapons.

1752. Every Monday presupposes the next weekend.

1753. Those who complain the most are those who feel the best.

1754. Those, who believe in the love of the heirs, allow themselves to be robbed of truth.

1755. Only few are great enough to honestly say without lying and betrayal that they refuse to accept an 

inheritance.

1756. Whoever prepares a ditch for others, he himself falls in to it.

1757. Those who marry in true love enjoy beautiful days and nights, but whoever marries in false love, to 

him the days and nights turn into hell.

1758. Whoever is finished learning in life is ready to be laid into the grave.

1759. Whoever prevails long enough will achieve victory.

1760. Whoever walks without shoes is not troubled by corns.

1761. Whoever wants to build a house has to calculate three dollars for one.

1762. Whoever once arrives at if always remains with but.

1763. Whoever follows the mob without questioning, does not have his own opinion but many fools around

him.

1764. Whoever cannot voice his opinion is neither a woman nor a man.

1765. Whoever wants to dry up a river has to stop up the springs.

1766. Whoever does not crack the shell does not get the nut.

1767. Whoever has the pope as father has all rights and can do evil, because he believes to be forgiveness 

itself.

1768. Whoever has the pope as cousin does not need to worry about an office as cardinal.

1769. Righteousness can only be found with the righteous, but never with parsons, mighty ones and 

defenders.

1770. Whoever does not regard the farthing will never lease a homestead.
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1771. Whoever fears beatings can only be ruled with beatings, as the faithful in fear of dogma can only live 

by dogma.

1772. Whoever does not practice truth soon loses it.

1773. Whoever acts as look-out man is as guilty as the thief.

1774. Every choice has its torment.

1775. When one wants to ascend stairs, he has to start at the lowest step.

1776. Whoever falls for lying never remembers a truth.

1777. Whoever hits a target with his arrow once is by far not an archer.

1778. The parasite sleeps long and has to be nourished by others.

1779. Whoever lives for others has already long ago lived for himself.

1780. A rough dog is by far not strong.

1781. Whoever lies once is not believed even if he speaks the truth.

1782. Whoever receives shall speak loud and clearly, but whoever gives shall firmly be silent.

1783. If someone honestly and gladly gives, he does not ask a lot but speaks and gives.

1784. Donated toward a just matter of truth is more than having received a good reward oneself.

1785. Whoever donates for Creation and for Its truth will have three peaceful and love-filled reincarnations.

1786. Everyone who rises higher than was ordained, often falls lower that he wanted.

1787. Whoever has crystal containers and glass windows shall not throw rocks about himself.

1788. Whoever does not have to stand or work in the rain can sit in a dry spot and laugh.

1789. Whoever sails with unrighteous values is being flailed.

1790. Man has to experience hell in order to understand heaven.

1791. Whoever walked through hell knows how beautiful paradise is.

1792. Whoever is born in a hell believes he is in paradise on Earth.

1793. To every imprudent, who clumsily blows into the fire, sparks will fly into his eyes.

1794. Who is master already who devised something himself, and who is a learned one, who can do 

something by himself!

1795. Which man is apprentice - everyone; and who dies of death - everyone.

1796. The imprudent one buys what he does not need, therefore, he is in debt and always has to sell what he

has.

1797. Someone who preaches war is evil and the army preacher of the unrighteous.

1798. Whoever threatens you and laughs soon turns you into a corpse, but whoever threatens you in anger 

will never kill you. 

1799. Whoever loans something for warrant or pledge has a worm in his mind, for no righteous one can 

build on this type of trust.

1800. Whoever enjoys exchanges, deceit is in his blood.

1801. Children are always loud, one sings and screams, the other hits.

1802. Children are loud, playing and crying like young dogs, from early morning until evening and it takes 

nerves yet never beatings. 

1803. Children can and will not be trained by screaming, reprimanding, punishment and beating, for they 
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are small people who want to become adults.

1804. Whoever cannot muster understanding for the screaming and singing and fighting of children is 

neither able to marry nor to have children himself.

1805. Although children tear at the nerves of the adults with their screaming, singing and fighting, yet the 

adults prove to themselves their ability or inability to be parents, and whether to have their own 

children or not.

1806. Every adult once was a child and no better than others; by what right then does he scold them, scream

at them or even beat them?

1807. No one is able to marry and have his own children, if he screams at children or even beats and scolds 

them.

1808. Whoever screams at, beats or scolds children, handles adults and animals and plants the same way.

1809. The screaming child is not unreasonable, but the adults who are not able to handle children, neither 

adults, animals nor plants.

1810. There are fools who pamper plants and animals, but they treat human beings like dirt, therefore this 

proves a disturbed condition of the psyche.

1811. Whoever regards man less than animals is not quite right in the brain.

1812. Whoever keeps animals like human beings is an enemy of man and a vexer of Creation.

1813. Whoever kisses and fondles animals sports with life.

1814. Whoever keeps animals as love bait is no less than a murderer.

1815. Pure is Spirit and pure is love and also pure are Its drives.

1816. Hysterical men could even cause death, when women are hysterical the order falls out of balance.

1817. When a woman is mad, she is yelping, but an angry man obviously uses his hands.

1818. When men fight they injure each other, they beat each other’s heads and consider that quite splendid.

1819. When women fight they pull each other’s hairs, for they behave like wild hyena-pairs.

1820. Fighting people are like hell, for by them are paid blood duties.

1821. Whoever fights contentiously, he is no better than one who steals and robs at every opportunity.

1822. Whoever fights contentiously is like the one who attacks his best friends at night.

1823. Stupidity is the fools’ decor, and misery their foolishness’ prize.

1824. Whoever quarrels will not become righteous, except if he becomes human.

1825. If differences of opinions are fought out early in marriage, then the marriage turns out good, but if 

differences of opinions occur later, the marriage breaks.

1826. Differences of opinion at the beginning makes for a good marriage and gain; differences of opinion at

old age become a marriage divider.

1827. Whoever brags about his powers when sleeping together, he swindles and lies openly.

1828. Whoever breaks the secret about the shrine of sleeping together is a mighty big swine.

1829. If something is being discussed and someone always speaks in double-meaning regarding the sexual, 

he is a no-good and sexually satisfies his partner only quickly.
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1830. Whoever constantly speaks about the sexual, not only breaks every taboo but he is useless in this 

area, because his strength lies only in his mouth.

1831. Whoever wants to grind needs a mill, as good rain needs sultriness beforehand.

1832. Whoever deceives me once, I feel sorry for because he puts on a fool’s frock.

1833. If one gives a gift and hesitates, he first wants gratitude and recompense for it.

1834. If one walks about in hope, poverty sets in his shoes.

1835. Whoever goes to bed with the chickens rises early, but if one sleeps with his dog, he always sleeps 

and wakes up with fleas.

1836. Whoever keeps dogs and cats in the house, he succumbs to diseases and the plague.

1837. If the cat bites the rat, the plague falls on man’s mat.

1838. Rheumatism is an evil thing, therefore never a cat into your house you shall bring.

1839. Whoever spits on Creation or on Its creatures, his own spittle will fall into his face.

1840. If there is one who steals and does not earn, he of a surety will perish.

1841. Whoever does not want to hear will feel it, and pain will cool his boldness.

1842. If one does not gather during summer and fall will have a hard and needy winter.

1843. Whoever does not appear at the right time provokes evil strife.

1844. Whoever does not appear at the right time causes loss for himself.

1845. Whoever does not appear at the right time misses out on happiness and truth.

1846. If someone does not want to see truth, no glasses would assist him.

1847. Whoever does not appear at the right time, to him courtesy has to suffice.

1848. Whoever cannot do what rightfully upsets man will not become a wise one.

1849. If someone cannot wait, he just has to walk.

1850. If someone cannot save, all profits are useless.

1851. If there is someone who wants to rise high, he certainly will bump his head.

1852. Whoever lives without children knows neither true joys nor sorrows, but whoever dies without 

children never experienced real joy.

1853. If someone beats horse and cow, he also beats wife and child.

1854. Whoever drives slowly but securely, positively arrives at the goal.

1855. If someone says he had given good things to others, for the life of it, he wants them back.

1856. Only those praise fasting who are full, because they always nibble.

1857. Children have to be raised in the right framework, otherwise they are placed into a light boat.

1858. Whoever has invested his honor and earnings in clothes, him the moths will eat.

1959. Whoever does not give bread to his neighbor, even if he himself is in need, he would be better off 

being dead.

1860. Many a one who despaired in begging has suffered through refusal.

1861. If someone relies on others, he abandons himself.

1862. Only when man has kicked off his horns is he an adult.

1863. Everyone who makes himself green is eaten by the animals.

1864. If someone is happy already today shall not wait to do so until tomorrow.

1865. Everyone who wants to warm himself first needs a stove.
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1866. Many-a-one is a sacred thing to himself, to others, however, a horror.

1867. Whoever is an enemy unto himself is a friend at no time.

1868. The more primitive a people are, the more they demand the death penalty.

1869. Dirty men, primitive ones and swine cry for the death-shrine.

1870. Only heinous men demand death and torment to wallow in the misery of the ones to be murdered.

1871. Whoever cries for the death penalty prepares hell for himself, for the law is valid in equal measure, as

for murderers forever.

1872. Whoever cries for the death penalty does worse than evil, for advocates themselves are like 

murderers.

1873. Whoever pronounces or carries out a death penalty one day will die miserably.

1874. Whoever breaks the horns of a criminal in the killing will be burdened with the stubs.

1875. If someone makes himself a donkey, others will pack their sacks on him.

1976. If someone is happy about another’s fortune, then his own will begin to blossom.

1877. Whoever mixes himself into the swine fodder is devoured by swine, but whoever makes himself a 

lamb, him the wolves will devour.

1878. Every unrighteous one stumbles in the grass and falls on his nose.

1879. If someone asks in just measure, he receives much, but if he asks for too much, he receives nothing.

1880. If someone feasts lavishly and much, he orders an early death and issues a cheap testament.

1881. Whoever eats from the mighty ones, from abbots, parsons and popes soon will die from it.

1882. Whoever dares will win; whoever despairs fizzles out.

1883. Whoever can wait wins a lot; but the impatient one conducts a game.

1884. If someone carelessly wants to pick roses, they will surely prick him.

1885. If there is one who desires good advice, he shall see, listen and be silent.

1886. Whoever wants to be favored with relatives and everywhere should visit all of them only rarely.

1887. Whoever truly confesses his own mistakes to himself, he lightens his own mind.

1888. If someone is too weak to help you, he is always strong enough to harm you.

1889. If there is one who is angry and rages, to him never hand a knife.

1890. Whoever laughs last, laughs best, and the others are only eating what is left.

1891. Watching is better than working to some, and to him who watches no work is too hard.

1892. Whoever sows strife works for the profit of the unrighteous ones.

1893. Whose bread one eats, the one’s song one sings.

1894. Every sausage is fried according to the guest.

1895. As the master is so are also his domestics.

1896. Every puree is prepared according to the cook.

1897. As the elders sang, so the young ones worry.

1898. Young ones never chirp the way they have learned it from the old ones.

1899. As it’s won, so it’s spun - and as it’s won, so it disappears.

1900. As one beds oneself, so one lies, and as one thinks, so one speaks.

1901. Every echo returns the way it has been called into the valley.
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1902. If the unrighteous one wants to destroy men, he lets them obtain poison.

1903. One shall not spur a willing human being.

1904. Everything is transitory - even life-long - therefore man shall not be worried.

1905. If you do not want to be envied by the unrighteous ones, then enjoy your fortune alone.

1906. If you want to ask for wisdom, first learn to bear the truth.

1907. When a war breaks out many hells are being enlarged.

1908. Your gifts are also your tasks.

1909. Where the unrighteous one weighs the bread, the community suffers need.

1910. Where the pope pours out the wine, there the abbot is hung on the tree.

1911. Conscience and knowledge produce no judges, no mighty ones, popes and parsons.

1912. Where belief is king, there the lies are the princes.

1913. Where the pope devoured the grain, there little bread is eaten.

1914. Where popes, mighty ones and parsons drink wine, there murder and abominations move in.

1915. Where the pope is not allowed to go, he sends a murderer or parson.

1916. Where a good chimney smokes, there peace and love breathes.

1917. Where discord rules the house, there the devilish is house servant.

1918. If three unrighteous ones are together, one of them is top-fool.

1919. When it is a duty to speak, then silence is a crime.

1920. When you hear high oaths, the lie stands outside the door.

1921. If man’s fancies rest above the eyes, then these are people who are no good.

1922. Where there is a will there is a way, but at least a path or a walkway.

1923. Where there are unrighteous ones, there is also murder and manslaughter.

1924. Where wood is cut, there are sawdust and chips.

1925. If someone has money and riches, then evil is with him, but where there are neither money nor riches 

the evil exists doubly.

1926. Where a judge has power, there the right is not upheld.

1927. When fortune comes to a man, the evil humility vanishes.

1928. If a righteous one has a house somewhere, the unrighteous one sets a temple next to it.

1929. If there is no plaintiff, there is no judge, but a thousand times better is always a mediator.

1930. When it hisses somewhere, a breed of snakes is not far away.

1931. Where there is nothing left to collect, there parsons lose their interest.

1932. When a man grows roots he becomes a farmer.

1933. If suspicion arises anywhere every peace vanishes.

1934. It is easier to accuse someone of something than to produce proof.

1935. Whoever wears pearls, often does not know how much blood is attached to it.

1936. One can go to the desert without Creation, but not be able to live one single life.

1937. Even if man owes something to a dog, it calls him master.

1938. The good you do you shall always hide, therefore look at the example of rivers which hide their 

springs.

1939. When whores and male-whores turn decent they become match-makers.

1940. If an unrighteous one mounts a camel, he wants to ride on both humps.

1941. Doubt has many covers.

1942. Differences of opinions among true lovers mean nothing whatsoever, for whoever loves, teases.

1943. The one and only equality is for righteousness, and for unrighteousness it is justice.
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1944. When a neighbor is accused, then you hear your own accusation at the same time.

1945. Dead ones are always best friends.

1946. Every tyrant is only a slave of himself - turned from the inside out, the same like parsons, judges, 

popes, the mighty and unrighteous ones.

1947. Only the one who is full says the nut has a hard shell.

1948. Whoever travels with golden shoes only lands in the next dark alley.

1949. Do not blame Creation that It had created the unrighteous ones, for they created themselves.

1950. If a river knows a secret, then it will soon be known to all gardens.

1951. The speeches of man at night are like snow, when the sun shines on them they vanish.

1952. If you do not obey your parents, you will obey unrighteous judges.

1953. If you have money in your purse, everyone desires your friendship.

1954. If you have no friend, then consult your stick.

1955. Eat and drink with our father-in-law, but conduct no business with him.

1956. If you give your hand to a parson, count your fingers afterward.

1957. A wise one will never become a fool again, even if he is accused of being one.

1958. Whoever does not devote one day of the week to Creation is not worth to have a hand extended to 

him.

1959. Even all strangers are related to each other, because they are all human beings.

1960. At the wise one’s head, parsons and mighty ones break their skull.

1961. Whatever you have acquired during your youth is carved into granite, but whatever is written in the 

sand has to be acquired during old age.

1962. The fool, who often visits the parson, finally returns lame.

1963. Parsons and judges wear gowns and robes, but they enslave and oppress humanity.

1964. The life of a fool is like a diary in which he writes only the good and beautiful things.

1965. Life of man is like a fire: It begins with warmth, sparks and smokes and ends in ashes and dust.

1966. Paradise can only be found in the psyche of man.

1967. Words of truth are the salt of every earth world.

1968. By all life forms the female is regarded and esteemed much higher than by man.

1969. To the first one the honor is always due, even if the successors possibly handle matters better.

1970. The most infamous among men is the one, who does not accept an apology, but the wise one 

demands no apology at all, for that is granted him by a recompensing deed.

1971. Unrighteous women in the house and cats around the leg seldom ever agree.

1972. Two can sing at the same time but not talk.

1973. Force can never last for long, because freedom-powers prevail.

1974. It is said: Time is money, for it rules the world.

1975. Uneasiness increases with all new information.

1976. Above all wealth stands contentment.

1977. To be truly content is a great art, but to appear content is a great bluff.

1978. To be content and to remain content is a masterpiece, to be full of love and honest to boot is true 

happiness.
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1979. Not enough shovels exist to bury the truth.

1980. Every one becomes a snail when he practices vengeance.

1981. If you want to stamp out a thorn, you first have to put on shoes.

1982. Before you cut a rose, inhale its magnificent fragrance, because afterwards it dies.

1983. The bird in its nest is sultan.

1984. A life without Creation would be like a soup without salt.

1985. At the wise one’s head unrighteousness is shattered.

1986. Whoever goes to church often deprives himself of life.

1987. For many people life consists only of dreams and wishes - but from the past and future the wise one 

learns and lives.

1988. To the first one is due the fame, to the second one the regrets.

1989. The best speaker is only the one, who changes the listener’s ears into eyes.

1990. Idleness is the playmate of the unrighteous ones.

1991. Never torment a child in lack of understanding, for it is, like you and I, a human being.

1992. Allow children to play while at play, for they have a goal like you.

1993. Only the unrighteous one takes toys away from children and torments them to death.

1994. The idle one becomes an astrologer, the impassioned thief becomes a parson and mighty one, and the 

obstinate becomes a raging murderer.

1995. No fool who once falls into the fire escapes from it.

1996. Every fool dances on the tip of his tongue.

1997. The wives are the guardians of the psyche of their husband.

1998. Every crown weighs heavier than all weighty truth; the crown of unrighteousness crushes - but truth 

enlivens.

1999. Trodden paths are destroyed by heavy bulls.

2000. Crooked furrows result from drunken minds.

2001. Under diadems flow more tears than pearls.

2002. Whoever enjoys a beer only reinforces his courage.

2003. Beer is alcohol, like wine, which leads to weak-mindedness.

2004. The most beautiful flower is the one of forgiveness.

2005. The ink of the wise one is much more valuable than the blood of martyrs.

2006. You shall honor every guest even if he is an unrighteous one.

2007. The book of the teaching of truth is like the garden of paradise which one carries in his pocket.

2008. A good wise one produces many good knowledgeable ones.

2009. An animal which lives in the stable of good people almost becomes a reasonable creature, as an 

unrighteous one becomes righteous among wise ones.

2010. Fables, sagas and legends are always bridges to truth.

2011. A hand which steals or takes will never get used to giving.

2012. Only one hour of anarchy causes more damage than seventy-seven years of dictatorship.

2013. One single hour of justice produces more than a thousand years of tyranny.

2014. Those who are unmarried due to their own fault are like birds with broken wings.

2015. You shall never fell a tree which provides shade for you.

2016. The death penalty for a criminal is cruelty for him and for all people who are involved in it.

2017. Good health, love and peace bless all those, who only now and then make brief visits.

2018. To ask good questions means one knows a lot.

2019. Constant sunshine creates a desert, but constant love produces a wise one.

2020. Good hypocrites are always in bad company.

2021. Eat what is good for you and dress like all modest ones.
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2022. Rome, Mecca, Agra and Jerusalem, the places of death - the more ‘holy’ a city is, the more malicious,

infamous and unrighteous its inhabitants are.

2023. Every one with lice thinks his fleas or lice were jumping bucks or gazelles.

2024. One may kiss the hand which one does not want to bite.

2025. Pregnancy can be kept a secret like unrighteousness.

2026. With Creation, with life or with death, one shall not joke.

2027. Silk from silk worms was invented by men, so that gracious women could walk around naked in the 

dresses, which is quite becoming to them.

2028. Never sit in a place where one can tell you: “Get up”.

2029. A naked woman reveals the entire Glory of Creation.

2030. Never dine with unrighteous Jews and Christians, for they dung their fields with your honesty, 

likewise do the mighty ones and parsons who consort with monkeys.

2031. Never stand if you can sit, never sit if you can stand, and never sit if you can lie down.

2032. To pray in righteousness, to remove and atone for mistakes, is the best remorse.

2933. Even a thousand feet have never torn a shirt, but knowledge, love and truth have erected the world.

2034. Every single truth is better than all gold.

2035. What no one shall know also do not tell to a friend.

2036. A whore and a male-whore will never regret, as water also does not become milk.

2037. Wisdom consists of fourteen parts, of which seven are sealed in silence and seven consist of the 

briefness of speech.

2038. If an unrighteous one tells you that it is night, first look into the sky.

2039. When the wind blows, it blows into all corners without difference, like a good broom.

2040. No righteous one attends a judges’ funeral.

2041. Only three united are able to destroy a city.

2042. If you hear that a mountain has been moved by faith, do not accept it as truth; but if you are told that 

a wise one, through knowledge, has moved a mountain, be assured that it is true.

2043. If you hear a man has changed his character for the better, be assured that it is not so.

2044. When others suffer they are viewed as if they were a rock by many people with hearts of stone.

2045. Whoever defrauds a human being, he also defrauds Creation.

2046. Whoever visits a parson shall be quiet, blind, dumb and deaf, or else he contracts damnation.

2047. If people treat you as they treat themselves, only few will be unjust to you.

2048. If someone sows thorns, he cannot expect to grow roses.

2049. If someone is stricken by a severe or incurable illness, he believes every quack, faithful and prayer-

healer, yet he rejects a good physician - and dies.

2050. A limping one shall visit the one who has broken a leg.

2051. If someone sleeps in the pond he awakes as a watery corpse.

2052. If a bird flies through the window into the house at night, set a light into the window and extinguish 

all remaining lights.

2053. Whoever looks through the keyhole is waiting for someone to stab into his eyes.
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2054. Whoever has once drunk water from a spring will sooner or later return to it.

2055. Whoever walked with the enemies only for seven days belongs to them.

2056. Where the wise one eats, he commits a wise error, but where the unwise one eats, he commits a 

foolishness.

2057. Wherever women are honored, Creation is also content.

2058. Where there are no virtues, there is also no freedom.

2059. Even without the cock’s crow the day is dawning.

2060. The last hole of every vagabond is prison.

2061. A wolf never becomes a lamb.

2062. For man the world is the pot and he the spoon.

2063. Stay away from unrighteous ones, for they have hit themselves on the head.

2064. Even if you know very much, allow yourself to be advised by a wise one.

2065. Where the cock crows on the dung heap, the farmer cuts his grass.

2066. The last hole of the criminal is the grave.

2067. The water in which the wise one drowns is wisdom.

2068. Even if you know very much, you are by far not wise yet.

2069. The righteous one’s heart is delighted by a lost and found donkey.

2070. Whoever rides on a high horse forgets Creation.

2071. Whoever rides on a high horse forgets that he is not a rider and is thrown off.

2072. Water never loses its way, not even if it overflows the edges.

2073. There are seven thousand and seven hundred seventy seven madnesses, but only one type of good 

human intellect.

2074. Never curse the mother of the tiger before you have gone through the primeval forest, and thereafter 

you recognize that all cursing is useless.

2075. Unrighteous women are the wages of injustice of many men.

2076. Woman and man are always of the same value - whether they are love or sword.

2077. Man is in need of men, but the mountain not in need of a mountain.

2078. Because the mountain does not come to the wise one, therefore, the wise one goes to the mountain.

2079. With unrighteous ones every gift waits for the next one.

2080. Everyone should immediately look after his chickens, when a fox begins to preach.

2081. When the cheese is bad, the cheese makers either slept or have argued.

2082. Feathers fly away like unrighteous words.

2083. Every bet is done by a fool and by a thief.

2084. Speak as if with someone else’s mouth, when by the pertaining you have not been ordered otherwise.

2085. Those who give bad advice never pay the debts which arise therefrom.

2086. The tongue of the evil ones destroys everything that is to be done, as time also destroys everything 

which has been done.

2087. As one smells the baked apples of the poor one from afar, so also does one smell the rich one’s 

disease.

2088. Profit and loss are brothers.

2089. Fools have the biggest mouths.

2090. Always do whatever is right, but always be the first one.

2091. No man can be as busy as the lazy one when he shall do some work.

2092. Everything is beautiful which Creation has created, but man creates ugliness by thinking and doing.

2093. Awake for twenty years, learn for twenty years, bloom for twenty years, be wise for twenty years and 

wilt for twenty years.

2094. Whoever has been in the desert knows how to dry fruit.

2095. No man can ever be a monster, for there are no human beings who are monsters.

2096. Monsters are only culmination points of terror in the fearful thinking of man, but in its center lies 
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innocence.

2097. Monsters are only products of human anxiety.

2098. Anxiety creates shudders, monsters and frightful images, as wild and sick phantasies do this also.

2099. Monsters are merely the culturally traditional form onto which society projects its own failure.

2100. Anxiety and the terrible even exist within man, even without those who absurdly see them as 

monsters, ugly and terrible ones.

2101. Whoever meets an alleged monster and is afraid carries the monster within himself, because he thinks

and feels so.

2102. Everything uncertain and incomprehensible in a creature the cowardly man sees and calls in his 

anxiety and lack of understanding, a monster.

2103. Creation has never created anything else but beauty; only the unrighteous human being creates limits 

and devaluations like: Ugly, unlovely, terrible and monstrous etc.

2104. If man dissolves his cowardly fear, then all monsters dissolve also, every ugliness, everything 

terrible, all unloveliness and everything disproportionate.

2105. The abnormal is not ugly and unlovely and it also is not terrible and not monstrous.

2106. With unrighteous ones women are only housewives, keepers to and fro, slaves and whores; but they 

are never friends, mothers, human beings and true women.

2107. Haste and regret always belong together.

2108. Good wisdom proverbs in conversation are like torches in the darkness.

2109. If someone is reprimanded everyone believes it; but if someone is praised only few want to 

acknowledge it.

2110. Whoever invites a donkey to the wedding will have everything trampled down.

2111. If someone lies for you, he also lies to you.

2112. If someone recognizes and sees his own faults, he has no time to look for the faults of others.

2113. Only three things rule the Earth through the unrighteous ones: Money, murdering and punishments.

2114. Although poverty is not a vice, it is better not to bring it too strongly into the open.

2115. Old parents and holes in the socks are gladly avoided by the unrighteous ones.

2116. Old parents and other old people and torn sleeves do not dishonor anyone.

2117. Wares lose their colors if they are put on display too often, likewise people fret away and become 

dull, like circus people and actors.

2118. If there are two, one cannot fight with the other, if the one does not want to.

2119. If you want to have a good reputation, then never allow the sun to shine into your face while you are 

in bed.

2120. The tree of forgetfulness can never flourish where blood was shed.
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2121. If the ocean changes into honey, then the unrighteous ones lose their spoons.

2122. The wise one will go through the ocean for all of humanity, some unrighteous one does not even go 

through a creek for his father and mother or his brothers and sisters.

2123. Unrighteous ones often believe they know much, but they do not even know where a woman can be 

injured easiest and where she most gladly experiences stimulus.

2124. When the drop is about to fall it is the biggest.

2125. Parents are always the guests in the house.

2126. The warts of the woman’s breasts do not only stimulate the husband, but also the wives, as 

knowledge causes righteous and wise ones to think.

2127. The devil of the unrighteous white ones is white, the devil of the unrighteous black ones is black, the 

devil of the unrighteous yellow ones is yellow, and the devil of every differently colored one is 

differently colored; but how would the devil really look, if he existed, if the condition, devil, would 

not be in man himself?

2128. All the faint-hearted parsons, popes and saints of sects and religions ruin all creations of Creation.

2129. Parsons and mighty ones do not take mites and taxes from the faithful and citizens to give something 

good to them, but to insidiously exploit them.

2130. An unpleasant guest arriving at an inopportune time is as bad as a parson or mighty one appearing at 

the right time.

2131. Infamous actions are forgiven by strangers - but parents, children, sisters and brothers, the wise ones 

and friends forget.

2132. Creation did not create all evil but man did.

2133. The wise one said: “My first wife brought me marriage, my second wife brought me nerve pains, my 

third wife brought me happiness, my fourth wife brought me love, harmony and peace, because one 

wife for a man is not enough, two wives quarrel, with three wives two are against one, but four wives 

love each other and their husband.”

2134. One angers every unrighteous one with silence.

2135. The wise one never speaks like the unrighteous one: “Mother give me fortune at birth, and then you 

may cast me on the dung heap.”

2136. An unwise one does not morosely retain to himself what he does not know.

2137. Some popes have entered Rome, some parsons and unrighteous ones have entered holy places, some 

donkey has entered Jerusalem, and some mighty ones entered churches and temples, yet they have 

never found truth.

2138. As long as the fox still has one tooth it does not become devout.

2139. If you befriend parsons, mighty and unrighteous ones, do not be surprised if you lose your life.

2140. Variety enriches life even for the wise one and the sheikh.

2141. Whoever is of age and remains absent from his unrighteous parent’s home does well in it.

2142. If you want to get to know a man, then offer him competition.

2143. Anger is as useless as water without power.

2144. What religions and sects are about is recognizable from this: Wherever a house of god or idol’s 

temple is located, not far from it is located a bar - but often rather three.

2145. All wise ones are brothers and sisters.

2146. Whoever believes only in clairvoyants, astrologers, faith healers and parsons passes his life asleep 

dreaming.

2147. To a possessionless a diamond with a flaw is worth more than a flawless pebble.
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2148. If you are hungry, do not paint paintings and create no works of art nor poetry, but work, otherwise 

you are a good-for-nothing parasite.

2149. Art is art, yet artists also shall earn their bread by the work of their hands - otherwise they shall 

starve.

2150. If you are filled with anger, do not go to a court or judge, but go to the wise one.

2151. Evil people leave their footprints wherever they may go.

2152. To break a law or recommendation is always and everywhere the same crime.

2153. Even the smallest insects can kill, therefore, one shall beware of those also.

2154. Never be the servant of mighty ones, never the servant of parsons and unrighteous ones, for in every 

case you are only their slave and useful animal.

2155. The water which carries a ship also draws it down.

2156. The hard and soft together overcome everything.

2157. The bachelor often compares life to a shirt button, because it often hangs only on a thin thread.

2158. A husband shall never beat his wives, even if the stick is thinner that a thumb!

2159. Parsons and mighty ones are the disaster of all human beings.

2160. Unrighteous ones, who do not reprimand other unrighteous ones for infamous actions, dishonor 

themselves.

2161. As the tiger on the plain is abused by dogs so is also the unrighteous one on a high horse.

2162. Death and the dumb and deaf ones always have the last sword.

2163. A wise one never puts up a treasure, nevertheless, he always has enough.

2164. The more the wise one gives the more he has.

2165. Drinkers are always drunk, therefore they can never see drunk ones while sober, which would be 

healing for them.

2166. The palest ink is many time better than every memory.

2167. Even the highest towers still stand on the surface of the Earth.

2168. The palaces of the mighty ones and parsons are filled with gold, but the huts of the wise ones are full 

of love and justice.

2169. The lie is the parson’s and mighty one’s sword, and they see to it that it does not get rusty.

2170. One tenth of the appearance of unrighteous women is due to nature, the other nine tenths are due to 

their decor, but the righteous woman does not use decor and possesses ten tenths of natural beauty.

2171. The most invaluable treasures are truth, knowledge, love and logic in wisdom.

2172. The wise one is serious and majestic and yet jocular, and his outer appearance is the mirror of his 

Spirit and his psyche.

2173. A speaker never lacks enemies.

2174. Unrighteous ones are like dogs: One steals a piece of meat and dozens are helping it.

2175. An empty brain is as open to all suggestions as an echo is being received and repeated by every cave 

and then fades away.

2176. A man is only despised if he makes himself despicable.

2177. A flatterer is a fool who despises himself and who deceives himself.

2178. Every day of sorrow lasts eternities, but a day of joy lasts only one day.

2179. Every ignorant counsel is like parsons and mighty ones: An exploiter and murderer.
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2180. As the mouse does not eat the corn before its hole, so does the unrighteous one not steal and betray in

front of his own door.

2181. Every journey of a thousand miles begins with the first step.

2182. Not even one single second can be purchased with any wealth.

2183. Parsons and the mighty and unrighteous ones must be feared more than snakes, tigers and hyenas.

2184. The fame of one single parson, mighty one or general consists of ten thousand corpses.

2185. A wise one’s word is like an arrow, but an unrighteous one’s word is like a broken fan.

2186. Every man’s conversation is the mirror of his thoughts.

2187. If you decide about something, then a matter is already half done.

2188. For man there is a time for learning and a time for dying.

2189. From the top of the mountain the view is always the same, even if many paths lead up to it.

2190. It is better to die than to be unrighteous.

2191. It is wise to determine one’s fate for the best and then to order oneself into it.

2192. Errors arise from lack of thinking, frivolity, hurry, refractoriness and wantonness.

2193. Whoever enjoys conquering enjoys the loss of human lives.

2194. Parsons and mighty ones do not keep silent; but wise ones keep well silent - and therewith say very 

much.

2195. Only when you have walked over the mountain should you discard your staff.

2196. It is too late to dig a well when you are thirsty.

2197. Even big chickens eat small kernels.

2198. A righteous and good possession is not cheap, but unrighteous and cheap possessions are cheap.

2199. Good iron is not used for nails, and good men and women do not become parsons, judges, mighty 

ones or soldiers.

2200. A thousand men can well create a camp, but wives are needed to create a home.

2201. Some are angry because they have no shoes - but some unfortunate one has no feet and is not angry.

2202. In the fangs of the fox the chicken has no choice any more.

2203. In the entire universe exists only one single Creation, but 3,500 religions exist on Earth.

2204. When a nation is filled with strife the fools flourish the more.

2205. When the arrow rests on the sinew, it can hurry away anytime.

2206. If a wife is disloyal, people spit through the window into the house, but if the husband is disloyal he 

spits in front of his own door.

2207. The poorer one is the more unrighteous ones he meets.

2208. The more you eat the less taste you have, likewise the more foods you mix the less taste you have.

2209. The more a husband loves his wives, the more of a man he is.

2210. The sweeter a fragrance is, the more it is buzzed about by flies.

2211. Every time one opens a good book and reads, one learns something.

2212. Ravens are black the world over - as the unrighteous ones are unjust.

2213. Fortune is not a seeking but a finding.

2214. If you do not concern yourself about the future, you sorrow about the so-called present and curse the 

past!
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2215. Thinking without learning conceals deadly dangers, but learning without thinking is always 

senselessly wasted effort.

2216. If you live in a palace you weep, but if you live in a hut you are happy.

2217. Every day is a feast day, yet a feast day is not every day.

2218. No one can know the heights and expanses of the heavens without having thoroughly explored them.

2219. One can only know the summit of a mountain if one has climbed it.

2220. No one can know the universe without having traveled in it.

2221. You shall never boast or proletarianize, for someone could suddenly meet the listener who knows you

since your early youth.

2222. By talking alone no meal has ever been cooked.

2223. Only if you are able to lead yourself, are you able to lead communities and nations.

2224. If you have to lead a community or a nation or even a humanity, do it as you conduct yourself in the 

very best and wisest manner.

2225. In the water even a frog is always superior to an elephant, as the ant on the land is superior to the 

whale.

2226. Consider the thieves and other unrighteous ones not according to how they eat stolen meat, but how 

they suffer penalty.

2227. All unrighteous ones entangle their descendants and ancestors in disgrace.

2228. For bad silver one only buys the tough meat of an old sow.

2229. If you are an unrighteous one, you can sit behind locked windows and doors in the house, yet destiny 

will fall down from heaven.

2230. Truth to man is ugly and hard, but whoever loves it to him it is as soft as velvet, comforting as 

balsam, and beautiful like an exceptionally pretty woman.

2231. Blessings come lovely and uncommon, however, misfortune seldom comes alone.

2232. If the old ones are rascals already, how shall the young ones not become scoundrels!

2233. To be feared due to honesty is more effective than to shoot with a weapon.

2234. Towers are measured by their shadows, but mighty ones and parsons according to their defamations.

2235. Virtues are not hereditary, for they have to be regained and reacquired time after time.

2236. Seventy-seven evil deeds should be forgotten because of one single good one.

2237. Misfortune can visit all men and women, even if they avail themselves of truth and righteousness.

2238. Conduct yourself toward every human being as if he were a lovely guest, even if he is an unrighteous 

one.

2239. According to nature all men are equal, yet their training and self-training changes them and makes 

them different, whereafter they live according to certain frequencies and impulses.

2240. What a child fears more than its father’s anger is his silence.

2241. When someone whispers something into the ear of another, it is often heard seventy-seven miles 

away.

2242. When people work together dung heaps turn into gold.

2243. When your own tooth hurts, you have sympathy with the one who suffers from a toothache.
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2244. Although alcohol intoxicates the senses of man, yet man intoxicates himself by alcohol.

2245. When heaven sends rain from the clouds, it can be hindered by nothing.

2246. You cannot peacefully bend a bull’s neck, if it does not want to drink or eat.

2247. When the wind blows from different directions many people are of a different opinion.

2248. If the warm south wind does not conquer the cold north wind, then the north wind conquers the south 

wind.

2249. You can only overlook a plateau, if you rise up in the air or climb on a mountain.

2250. You can only catch the tiger’s young ones, if you enter its cave.

2251. If while sleeping together a wife’s lips say, ‘enough,’ she looks into her husband’s eyes and he sees 

that her eyes say, ‘once more’, for this is the respectful love-gratitude of the wife for the honest 

efforts of her husband.

2252. If someone takes everything lightly, he will have many difficulties.

2253. Whoever rides on a high horse, he is cowardly afraid to step down from it.

2254. If someone laughs about an effrontery, the laughing one is no better than the shameless one.

2255. Whoever can silently watch a game of chess is truly a superior human being; but whoever watches 

learning chess players without giving instructions is inferior and a bad chess player.

2256. One does not clean a spot with dirty fingers.

2257. If someone saves the life of another, he adds seven years to his own, but which can only be done 

three times.

2258. Whoever murders, disgraces his reincarnation in seven-thousand-fold manner.

2259. Murder is not simply murder, but destruction and self-destruction.

2260. Whoever has only wealth but no children is not truly rich.

2261. Whoever has no money but children is never poor.

2262. On Earth married couples shall never have more than three living children, otherwise they commit a 

crime which is equal to murder.

2263. Whoever has money is a monster, but whoever has none is a worm.

2264. Whoever is fortunate meets good marriage partners and good friends and has good children.

2265. Everyone who earns much does not make too great an effort, but whoever makes a great effort does 

not earn much.

2266. Whoever easily agrees in a matter seldom keeps his word.

2267. Whoever works in pain eats well and joyfully.

2268. Whoever cannot smile honestly shall not conduct a business.

2269. Whoever learns nothing lives in darkness like the night.

2270. If someone sacrifices his conscience to ambition, compares to the one, who burns his own children to 

obtain ashes.

2271. Whoever keeps his appetite and fasting in the right framework avoids debts.

2272. When a thinking man has reached age thirty he can understand the weather by the third part.

2273. A liar can never love honestly nor esteem his parents.

2274. If you want to be successful, then ask the wise one for advice.

2275. The imprudent one relies on creepy managers, thinks and acts unrighteously and disregards the 

advice of the wise one for the sake of his good friends.
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2276. To know and to know that one knows; not to know and to know that one does not know, that is true 

knowledge.

2277. The dumb and doggishly humble one is religious, sectarian and a creep of the mighty ones and 

parsons, but the prudent one is knowledgeable and honors Creation.

2278. Only the psyches of men lead to the heavens but never roads.

2279. Hell is only within man and he forces himself into it.

2280. Old age causes many a man to be white but not wise.

2281. Even small wise ones achieve good and impart advice in truth.

2282. It is better to have only a coarse sack than standing naked in the cold.

2283. It is better to wear clean and whole clothes than those which are patched up with money.

2284. Form an opinion about a woman at work not while dancing.

2285. Only women dance aesthetically and with grace in their relaxed easiness, but men are repulsive in the

movements of their dance.

2286. Only effeminate and other half-masculine men conduct dances with women, true men conduct 

rhythmic movements in their own circles.

2287. Every man in the circle of dancing women disturbs the aesthetics, the purity of the female, and he 

reveals the repulsion which he develops during the dance.

2288. Every fire is indifferent to whose shoes it burns.

2289. Loans are no debts yet can easily become so.

2290. A loan is an assistance to success and employment, but debts are pawn tickets of poverty.

2291. Whoever does not advance through loans has to save first and always misses the time of his success.

2292. The cow of the farmer fertilizes the field.

2293. Even if the blind ones do not see the sky, it is no less blue.

2294. The one knows the water best, who has waded through it.

2295. Envy never enters an empty house.

2296. The tears of rich and unrighteous widows dry up fast.

2297. The pride of the poor never lasts long.

2298. Death itself is quiet and insignificant, and it never blows a trumpet before its arrival.

2299. The path to death is always equally long and equally far or near wherever man may die.

2300. The sacks of the in-law children can never become full enough.

2301. Chickens never run into the fangs of a sleeping fox.

2302. Always concern yourself honorably and caringly about the trees which provide protection for you.

2303. ”All virtues and justice always are at the center”, says the slimy evil one and places himself among 

the mighty ones, judges, unrighteous ones and parsons.

2304. Whoever holds back the truth buries all the gold of the world.

2305. Truly, you do not lose one iota, if you light another one’s candle with yours.

2306. A thief sees thieves in all human beings.

2307. If the lies of parsons and mighty ones were Latin, then there would be many scholars.

2308. When parsons and the mighty ones agree, the faithful and citizens have lost everything.

2309. Only few people attain to true happiness, but all attain to death.

2310. Elephants should not dance with flamingos, for their legs and their bodies are too clumsy.

2311. When large bells ring the small ones are drowned out.

2312. No man limps because another one has been injured.
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2313. If someone scratches himself hard, first he experiences pleasant relief, but afterwards unpleasant 

burning.

2314. Because a dog barks at one, a righteous one, nevertheless, remains righteous.

2315. Unrighteous love at first sight is no coincidence, but sooner or later leads to destruction; likewise 

honest love at first sight is also no coincidence, however, it has permanence.

2316. A dog remains a dog, regardless of which color it is, and whether it does or does not wear an 

expensive collar.

2317. A fool remains unrecognized and like a normal human being as long as he remains silent.

2318. Even a small cloud can cover the sun and the moon.

2319. Every misdeed carries a witness in its bosom.

2320. Joy is recreation between two bad days.

2321. Money always remains money, even if it sits in the thief’s pocket.

2322. A good household and a good marriage also create a good family.

2323. To follow good advice after the loss is like taking medicine after death.

2324. A beautiful home alone does not constitute a content home, but rather righteous spouses.

2325. If one has broken a leg, it is no consolation that another one has broken his neck.

2326. Send a young thief already into banishment, he will then steal no longer at old age.

2327. Hope is every fool’s income.

2328. If one trusts the promises of the unrighteous, one can die of starvation.

2329. The biggest fish are in calm waters, likewise burglars steal where it is quiet.

2330. It is always too late to cover the well when the child has already drowned in it.

2331. If the farm woman drowns in the septic pit, then the irresponsible farmer has left the pit uncovered.

2332. The larger the fruit, the closer is the danger.

2333. If it depended on the beard, not only the parson could preach but also the goat.

2334. Every power stems from talent and virtue.

2335. Although one can force a man to close his eyes yet never force him to sleep.

2336. Man hobbles to Creation, but to evil he jumps.

2337. Every bird may fly ever so high yet seeks its food close to or directly on the Earth.

2338. Whoever betrays himself is the worst betrayed among all betrayed ones.

2339. Everyone is ashamed to learn who is afraid to ask.

2340. Everyone sits well who can get up without assistance.

2341. Whoever has room in the heart also has room in the house.

2342. The one who tastes everybody’s broth burns his mouth and ruins his stomach.

2343. An innocent one should never flee, if he has to expect justice.

2344. Whoever squanders money will harvest poverty.

2345. Wealth never makes one wise, and stealing does not make one rich.

2346. Old thieves become the most evil prison masters.

2347. New chains cause more anger that old ones.

2348. Old rogues become the vilest politicians.

2349. Intimacies cause disdain.
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2350. Mercy begins at one’s own hearth.

2351. Gratitude is the least of all virtues.

2352. Ingratitude is the worst of all vices.

2353. The promised land is never at the place where one is at the time.

2354. Before man knows what life is all about, it is already half gone.

2355. Up to now, no ocean has ever refused a river.

2356. A bad seafarer steers his ship onto the cliffs instead through the waters.

2357. The mistakes of the rich are covered with money, and the mistakes of bad physicians are covered 

with earth.

2358. Giants love dwarfs and dwarfs love giants.

2359. The coward refrains from fighting until he sees his own blood.

2360. The dirt the unrighteous ones stir up does not choke the righteous.

2361. No one can offend you, whether he lies in your way or not.

2362. False love causes one eye to turn.

2363. Honorable kisses are keys to ones love, peace and righteousness.

2364. Wars and malice man writes in steel, but kindnesses into the sand.

2365. No news is good news.

2366. If children cause pain, it first hurts the arm and only a long time after it hurts the heart.

2367. On every road and path are puddles.

2368. If man has no enemies, he either is not great enough or he is abandoned by fortune.

2369. Every burden speaks its own language.

2370. In snow and ice every mile feels like three.

2371. Not all fiddle in one fiddler’s house.

2372. A man is seized by his tongue, an ox is seized by its horns.

2373. Even an old fool learns new lies.

2374. Every crime is revealed in the light.

2375. A man among children remains a child for a long time.

2376. One cannot bake and give away a cake at the same time.

2377. The tongue is the first, the central and the last means to make oneself understood to a human being.

2378. The coming time in no more and no less your own than was the past.

2379. The candle is like the wise ones, it gives light to others and consumes itself.

2380. The wise ones are wise before the deed, during the deed and after the deed.

2381. Even hell does not know anger like humanity.

2382. The pen of every writer is mightier than every sword.

2383. The most fallible have the smallest pleasures.

2384. The love of one is the poison for another.

2385. The first chicken catches the worm.

2386. The best decor of truth is hardness and nakedness.

2387. The greatest wealth and the greatest honor of man are his enemies.

2388. The prudent one becomes doubly cautious after a mishap.

2389. Wise ones never are in need to blush, for they are like pen and ink which are not in need of such.

2390. Love and hate, pleasure and danger grow on the same tree.

2391. If you walk in hope you are lost.

2392. For every wound exists an herb or a salve.
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2393. Always allow the enemies, the guilty ones and the losers to speak.

2394. Never believe a word of what you hear, but acknowledge everything and test, so that you know.

2395. The idler’s idols are parsons and mighty ones.

2396. Even on crooked lines the wise one writes straight.

2397. The wise one does not look for full or for dirty hands after work, but for pure ones.

2398. If man has money he lives in fear, if he has none he thinks he is in danger.

2399. You shall make hay when the sun is shining.

2400. Hope often carries a big anchor, but in the end it pulls the ship down.

2401. Every righteous one becomes firm if he is provoked, as the milk also sours through heat.

2402. Sympathy without assistance is like soup without salt.

2403. Need is the mother of many inventions.

2404. Every man has the right to make his house also his castle.

2405. To wake sleeping dogs means to get bitten.

2406. All beauty does not penetrate deeper than the skin.

2407. Since men wear clothes they do not know each other any more.

2408. Look onto the road not into the light.

2409. Drown or swim; bird, eat or die.

2410. Between mouth and glass much is often spilled.

2411. Stick and stone do not break a bone.

2412. Abusive names do not hurt.

2413. Debts and evil are always bigger than man thinks.

2414. Words are like leaves, but deeds like fruit.

2415. Dead ones always drift down stream.

2416. Virtue alone would not advance much without love.

2417. Man shall never get angry about two things: Those he cannot change and those one can change.

2418. The imprudence of man goes that far that they admire the unintelligible.

2419. Ignorance is a voluntary misfortune.

2420. Many meet a wise one, but few only welcome him.

2421. No bird changes its feathers while in flight.

2422. Woe unto every house in which no reprimands resound.

2423. Proverbs are created by wise ones, but fools copy and repeat and falsify them.

2424. To sound great fools speak in words which they have stolen from the wise ones.

2425. If you want to have eggs you have to allow the chickens to cackle.

2426. The quarrelsome one finds a stick in every hedge.

2427. The industrious is always tempted by an evil one, but the lazy one is tempted by thousands.

2428. Whoever plants vegetables and trees also loves many other things.

2429. Whoever becomes the boar to a sow has to keep the piglets.

2430. If a man hands you beautiful words he feeds you with an empty ladle.

2431. Whoever shoots and hits always shoots again.

2432. Whoever recognizes truth will also not withhold his money; but the stupid faithful lose everything to 

parsons and alleged gods and idols.

2433. In the iron era one shall not search for a golden life.

2434. If love can not walk, it will crawl.

2435. Do not count your chickens until they are hatched.

2436. If a man remains a child, yet becomes an adult, then his and all other children love him.

2437. There are human beings and inhuman people, both look like human beings yet the one type behaves 

like human beings and the other type like swine.

2438. Whoever marries does so because of love and for an entire life, whoever acts differently is a pitiful 

and wretched creature.
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2439. Unrighteous ones are like swine: They allow no advice to be imparted to them, they live only 

according to their own principles, stinkingly grunt about others, they wallow in the dirt and soil 

themselves in every manner, and when they are sufficiently dirty, they then soil and abuse and injure 

the innocent ones.

2440. Unrighteous ones always believe they are right, they do not keep a promise, they suspect and revile 

the innocent ones, and always feel sorry for themselves.

2441. Whoever gets involved in the matter of others unauthorized, whoever reads the partner’s letters or 

publications unauthorized or airs other personal secrets is no more than a swine, which soils itself 

beyond recognition and wallows in a pond of pearls.

2442. One shall not approach unrighteous ones for advice, for they refer everything to themselves and soil 

and injure the innocent.

2443. Never ask an unrighteous one for a loan, for he only pretends to be helpful and have understanding 

while within he resists and self-pityingly feels attacked, and afterwards he basely bothers his family 

and reviles them.

2444. An unrighteous master has unrighteous ones who conduct his business and take advantage of him; the

unrighteous master well recognizes the loss but not the cause thereof, wherefore he lets his family 

suffer in meanness and self-pity.

2445. The promise of an unrighteous one does not last and is only valid until it is uttered.

2446. Unrighteous ones are like linen sheets: When they go bad they become threadbare and frazzle.

2447. Many a righteous wife has an unrighteous husband, who makes her responsible for his own mistakes 

and debts, and has her innocently atone for them.

2448. The unrighteous ones’ wives are mostly just and industrious and, therefore, are kept by their husbands

like slaves and are recompensed far below the norm.

2449. In anger one speaks much, stupidly and excitedly, whereby what is said has none or only minute 

value; but anger lasts only minutes, but cold and evil evaluation lasts hours, days, weeks and years.

2450. Men, who without reason do not fulfill their wives’ drives, are not better than degenerates.

2451. The unrighteous one is selfish, autocratic and so impressed with himself, that he considers his own 

family as subordinates.

2452. The righteous and industrious one sighs in the evening, but the unrighteous one sighs day and night.

2453. Slavery is the fur coat of the unrighteous one.

2454. The sacks of the parsons and the mighty and unrighteous ones never get full.

2455. The false friendship of an unrighteous one makes everyone a beggar, for he takes only yet never 

wants to give.

2456. The penny one gives is cheap, however, the penny one earns is expensive.

2457. One wolf devours another even if he has enough to eat.

2458. An unrighteous one is like a house without a roof.
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2459. Only three good people exist: One is dead, the other is not yet born, and the third is the righteous one,

of whom very few exist.

2460. To the unrighteous one holidays are mortal: They come like kings and leave like beggars.

2461. Unrighteous ones give everything to their brides: Music, money and beauty, but to the wife only 

starvation, thirst and slovenliness.

2462. If you laugh about the deeds and words of your neighbor, you laugh about yourself.

2463. If you laugh about the face of your neighbor, you laugh about yourself.

2464. Love in true honesty, then you never have rivals.

2465. To be without debt means to be free of worry.

2466. When death arrives, the rich one does not have enough money, but the poor one has no debts any 

more.

2467. Whoever has never built a house thinks that the walls grow out of the ground.

2468. Everyone knows the unrighteous one, yet the unrighteous one knows nobody.

2469. Only the valley of the echo knows all languages.

2470. Every orphan or step-child stands in the way of the adoptive parents in all their activities.

2471. To the righteous one every weed even is a flower, to the unrighteous one every flower is a weed.

2472. Hurry with leisure, because for hurry alone exists neither a law nor a recommendation.

2473. Man is often too young to marry, however, not too young to learn true love.

2474. Always be righteous so that you never need to fear.

2475. Hope keeps many alive, because they think it is expectancy as with pregnant women, yet in the end 

they fall into the abyss, when they recognize that hope is lying and betrayal.

2476. Praise righteous people like Creation, yet never commend them.

2477. Everything always changes from what it has been previously - except hunger, thirst and sleep. 

2478. If two thieves quarrel, the one from whom has been stolen receives back his possession.

2479. Whoever does not live according to truth in bad weather rides to hell in good weather.

2480. Whoever has not avoided birth does also not avoid death.

2481. Truth and wisdom obligate as does love.

2482. All passions are sick sisters and brothers.

2483. To understand everything means to forget everything.

2484. Even mountain and valley can join if the Earth shifts.

2485. It is better to have something edible in the house than good clothing.

2486. When you are in a hurry get dressed leisurely.

2487. Man’s ear is the path to his thoughts.

2488. Every step has to be adapted to the legs.

2489. Think much, write much, but speak very little.

2490. Not hearing, not seeing, not speaking, that is the wise ones manner of conduct.

2491. Every fool elects an unrighteous physician as heir.

2492. Only man considers himself as the crown of Creation.

2493. At the spring all waters are pure.

2494. The sound itself creates the music.

2495. Every old cow and every old ox always think they have never been a calf.
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2496. In conversations and in courts, those absent are always the guilty ones.

2497. The extremes always touch.

2498. The honest friends of honest friends are our honest friends also.

2499. The smallest follies, despite the follies, are the best.

2500. A human being one loves is never ugly.

2501. No mill grinds with the water that passes by.

2502. Through determinations man molds himself for himself and for others.

2503. How can someone speak nicely, if he cannot retain something he has heard and is unable to create 

beautiful words!

2504. To help others produces gain - to harm others produces need and misery, that is the law.

2505. The unrighteous one only thinks about himself and about his money, wherefore he gets angry if one 

asks him for money, because he then loses his mind and thinks one wants to rob him.

2506. The one is truly born by whose birth and life humanity is elevated.

2507. Whoever enjoys honor and fame truly lives, but whoever only pursues money and withholds 

assistance to others resembles a dead one who is still alive, who thus is seemingly dead.

2508. As the wind carries the fragrance of flowers through all the areas of the world, so the good ones 

spread the excellences of noble people.

2509. Friends who restrain a man if he conducts an improper action, are truly not friends any more but 

teachers.

2510. Whoever gets angry because of money is truly like a hyena, which harms its own specie because of a 

piece of carcass.

2511. An unrighteous one, who begins strife because of money, draws disaster to himself, he annihilates his

own family and destroys his business in anxiety and in false thinking.

2512. If the unrighteous one thinks about death, his fervor slackens like a piece of hard leather soaked in 

water, therefore, cowardly he does not think about death and is surprised by it.

2513. As fire presses into dry branches and singes them, so the thought of money presses into the mind of 

the unrighteous one and destroys his life’s work.

2514. Who in his delusion does not follow the advice knowledgeable ones impart to him is ruined like a 

rotting apple.

2515. What understanding ones of knowing mind devote to a dignified one at the right place and at the right

time, produces blessings and success and lasts eternally.

2516. Love for truth, generosity and righteousness are the great excellences of a noble human being, who, 

however, lacks these draws offence, disgrace and loss unto himself.

2517. With the one, who has withdrawn from truth and from the law, one shall never enter into a pact; even 

if such a one may allegedly be allied with righteous ones, through dishonesty and meanness he will 

soon depart from them.

2518. Through truth the laws and recommendations are upheld, due to connections and research the 

sciences are upheld, by cleanliness beauty is upheld, due to good behavior the family is upheld, by 

measuring the grain is upheld, by a genealogical table the line of the cattle is upheld, due to constant 

care the cows are upheld, and by wearing of simple dresses the women are upheld.

2519. As the wind constantly changes its direction and once blows from here and then from there, so does 

the unrighteous one constantly change his directions.

2520. The law of Creation is almighty, therefore, scorners are ruined by it.
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2521. One who is not rich cannot get along with a rich one in the long run, because his mind is being 

spoiled.

2522. The prudent one conducts himself according to nature, as all normal creatures always return to nature.

2523. A fool can always be exploited by the unrighteous ones when in need, therefore, he constantly leads 

himself into misery and allows the unrighteous ones to drive him into misery.

2524. With money-thinkers little righteousness exists as it does with whores; their happiness is not constant,

and their intellect is like that of fools and silly ones, and all their works are perishable.

2525. One shall live only with good ones and have good acquaintance, to exchange opinions with good 

ones and form friendships; yet with evil ones, one shall have nothing to do and undertake nothing.

2526. Only good ones are able to rescue good ones from misery and misfortune.

2527. A noble one finds satisfaction through justice, but an ordinary one finds joy in much money and 

possessions.

2528. An unexpected influx of wealth destroys the contentment of a human being.

2529. May the victory for a man always be a joy.

2530. Man remains on the path of righteousness as long as he is master of his senses.

2531. A battle with a mighty one brings death to the imprudent weak one.

2532. The mighty one in his unrighteousness remains in his place until he has destroyed the weak one.

2533. For those, who join an unrighteous one, their happiness depends on others. 

2534. The innermost part of the unrighteous one will never be glad, and they do not even trust their own 

life.

CANON 33

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is revelation.

 3. And again, the JHWH speaketh and revealeth the picture speeches of Henok and also of Noahndakan,

who is called Noah.

 4. And revealed are the picture speeches, as they are given in newer times and also retained in the 

scriptures of the OM.

 5. In the year five hundred, in the seventh month and on the fourteenth day of the life of Henok was 

given a further picture speech through visions.

 6. And Henok spoke: “In that picture speech I saw how the heaven of the heavens trembled in a mighty 

quaking.

 7. And thus were shaken all the armies of Creation, who were uncountable in their numbers.

 8. And they were all trembling due to the strong shaking.

 9. And straightforth I saw Creation sit on Its throne in Its Glory, and standing round about It were all the

wise ones and saints and righteous ones.

10. But me, Henok, seized a mighty trembling and also fear and respect seized me.

11. My hip bent and unloosed and my entire being melted, thus I fell down on my countenance.

12. But then the flaming watcher, Mjchael, ordered another flaming watcher to raise me up again 
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from my falling down, because I had not been able to bear the sight of the armies of holy ones and 

the trembling and the quaking of the heavens.

13. And the flaming watcher, Mjchael, spoke unto me: “Why has the sight thus shaken you?  

See, up to today, the day of mercy of Creation lasted, which was merciful and forbearing to all who 

populate the Earth.

14. But this now is the day of self-chosen power of punishment of Earth’s humanity.

15. But when the day of power and the punishment and the judgement will come, which men themselves 

have prepared, that is written in the doings of man alone.

16. When the day of time comes, there will be many who will deny the just judgement and will in vain 

quote the Name of Creation.

17. But that day is already prepared which will be defense for the righteous, but for the unrighteous ones 

examination and punishment.

18. And on that day, two monsters will be distributed, one female and one male.

19. The female monster will be called Lefjathan, and it will live in the abysses of the ocean and will hold 

the springs of the waters in its fangs. 

20. But the male monster will be called Behemoth, which lives on the Earth and which covers with its 

breast the desolate desert, Dendajn, to the east of the garden.

21. And I begged one of the flaming watchers that he may show me the power of the two monsters, as 

they were separated on that day, the one into the depth of the ocean and the other onto the continent 

of the desert.

22. And he spoke unto me: “You are now a son of man, you demand to know here what is hidden.”

23. And another flaming watcher answered me, who went with me and showed me that which is hidden 

as the first and the last in heaven in its height, and on Earth in its depth and at the ends of heaven and 

at the foundation of heaven and in the containers of the winds; and how the Spirit forms are 

distributed and how one weighs and how the sources of the winds are calculated according to the 

power of Spirit.

24. And so it was the same one, who answered me who showed me the hidden, how the power of the 

moonlights and how a power of justice exists, the department of stars according to their names, and 

how all departments are divided; and the thunders according to their falling places and all 

departments which are made among the lightnings, so that it would lighten and its multitudes would 

obey immediately.

25. And thus it was the same flaming watcher, who showed me the hidden, that the thunder has resting 

places and that its sound is awaiting, and the thunder and lightning are inseparable; and although they

are not one, yet they work together in inseparableness through the power of Spirit.

26. And when the lightning flashes, the thunder also sounds its voice; and the Spirit restrains during the 

hit and distributes evenly between them, because the supply of their hits is like the sand, and every 

single one of these is held by a bridle at its hit, and through the power of Spirit they are returned 

back, and also pushed forth, depending on the number of areas of the Earth.

27. And the Spirit of the ocean is male and strong, and according to the power of its strength it pulls the 

ocean back with a bridle, and likewise it is pushed forth and strewn into all the mountains of the 

Earth.

28. And the Spirit of the hoar-frost is its own watcher, and the Spirit of the hail is a good watcher.
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29. And the Spirit of snow is dismissed because of its strength, and it has a special Spirit, and whatever 

rises from it is like smoke, and its name is frost.

30. But the Spirit of fog is not united with them in their containers, but it has a special container, for its 

course is in clearness and light and darkness and winter and summer, and its container is light, and 

the Spirit Itself is its watcher.

31. And the Spirit of the dew has Its residence at the ends of heaven, and It is connected to the containers

of rain, and Its course is during winter and summer; and Its clouds and the clouds of fog are 

connected and one serves the other.

32. And as the Spirit of rain moves out of Its container, the watchers come and open the container and 

lead it out, and likewise when it is being strewn over all the continents, and as often as it combines 

itself with the waters of the Earth.

33. For the waters are for those who live on the Earth; for they are the nourishment for the Earth, created 

by Creation which is in the heavens; therefore, rain has a measure and the Spirits receive it.

34. All these things I saw, up to the garden, where the righteous ones live.

35. And this flaming watcher, who showed me all these hidden secrets, answered me and said:

36. “These two monsters are prepared by humanity itself, according to the size and according to the laws 

and recommendations of Creation.

37. They have to be fed according the laws and recommendations, so that justice fulfills itself and is not 

in vain.

38. And through their own guilt and their own conjuring up of punishment of Earth’s humanity, the sons 

and daughters with their mothers and fathers will be killed.

39. Yet their own judgement of man will again rest upon them, as it will truly rest, so that their own 

judgement is not in vain and does not extinguish life completely.

40. But after these days of the self-created judgement of man, human judgement shall forthwith take 

place according to mercy, justice and patience.”

41. Thus, the flaming watcher spoke explaining my question, and he also ordered that I would only give 

the explanation of the picture-speech, but to keep silent about what he furthermore explained to me 

regarding this.

42. And on the same day of this picture-speech I had another vision, which revealed to me how the 

flaming watchers had received long cords.

43. And they took the cords and put wings on themselves and flew, and forthwith they arrived towards 

the north.

44. And I asked one of the flaming watchers, while I said: “Why did those flaming watchers receive the 

long cords and have left and flew towards the north?”

45. And one of the flaming watchers spoke unto me: “They have gone to measure.

46. They flew far ahead into the coming time, up to the north of the Earth, and these bring the measures 

of the just and the cords of the just to them to the center of peace, where the wise Head of Days 

tarries, so that they lean on the Name of Creation forever and eternally.

47. After seven thousand lives the just will begin and live with the Head of Days among just ones, and 

these cords of measure will be given to loyalty and will solidify the word of justice.
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48. And these measures will reveal all secrets of the depth of the Earth, and all those who are in the 

covenant of the just will truly live again and fulfill a given oath, so that as just ones they are just.

49. Those, who perished because of the desert, and those, who are devoured by the fish of the ocean, will 

all return and lean onto the Day of the chosen One, on the Head of Days, because no one will want to 

perish before Creation.

50. And all who are high in the heavens received instruction, and they all have an energy, a voice and a 

light like fire, as it was given unto them.

51. And at first, the just were rebellious to Creation due to an evil oath, yet they wanted to atone and pay 

seven thousand lives, to be just again under the wise of wise ones, under the Head of Days, 

Nokodemjon.

52. Thus they promised with a holy oath of determination, to newly and truly begin to live after seven 

thousand lives of atonement, to bring justice to Earth as just ones.

53. And those honored, praised and exalted Creation in wisdom, and they proved themselves as wise in 

their speech and in the Spirit of life; yet they fell away from the wisdom and truth and thus they 

created the injustice on Earth.

54. Yet they submitted themselves to the Head of Days, the wise of wise ones, Nokodemjon, who by the 

powers of Creation, so thus by Its laws and recommendations, sits on the modesty of his throne of 

wisdom.

55. And the Head of Days weigheth all works of the saints in their heavens, and with the scale of his 

actions he will weigh all their actions, but he will also weigh all actions of the just who are one in the 

oath of determination, so that they fulfill their oath of holiness.

56. And when he raises his countenance, to weigh their hidden works and ways according to the Name of

Creation of all life, and their path according to the way of justice of Creation, then they will all peak 

with one voice and praise and honor and exalt the Name of Creation and of BEING.

57. And the entire army of the heavens and all saints will call those who are above and the army of those 

close to Creation and everything which liveth; and so it will be when everything finds its goals.

58. And there will be loyalty to Creation, and unto It will be praise and thanks.

59. And everything in one voice will commence to praise and to honor and to exalt in the Spirit of 

loyalty, and in the Spirit of wisdom and of patience and in the Spirit of mercy and in the Spirit of the 

law and of peace and in the Spirit of kindness.

60. And all will speak with one voice: “Praise be unto It and praised be the Name of Creation of all life in

all-great-time and unto all-great-time!”

61. And all those who do not sleep will praise Creation, and all the saints will praise It who are in the 

heavens and on the Earth, and all the just who live on Earth and in the garden of life, and every Spirit 

of light which is able to praise and to honor and to exalt and to hallow the Holiness of the Name of 

Creation; and all flesh will exceedingly praise and honor the Name of Creation unto eternity.

62. For great is the mercy of Creation, of life, and It is forbearing, and so are all Its works and Its 
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power; as much as It has created, It has revealed to the just and to all those who live due to Its 

Name.”

63. But thus I saw the great JHWH, who was the wise one above all kings and mighty ones of Earth.

64. And thus the JHWH ordered the kings and mighty ones and the high ones and those, who inhabit the 

Earth, and spoke:

65. “Open your eyes and raise up your heads, if you are able to recognize Nokodemjon, who walketh in 

many forms and with many names as chosen One of the Earth.”

66. And the JHWH sat on the throne of his power, and the Spirit of justice was poured out upon him, and 

the speech of his mouth caused all the guilty and unrighteous ones to grow silent, and they fell down 

before his countenance and begged for mercy.

67. And the JHWH spoke: “Verily, on that day you will see the wise of wise ones, who hath made 

himself as son of man, and on that day all kings and mighty and high ones and those who possess the 

stronghold, and they will see and recognize him, how he sits on the throne of his modest glory.

68. And every time this will be repeated at different times, and all will see how the just are weighed in 

justice before him, and no vain speech can be spoken before him, without him recognizing it as such.

69. Then pain will overcome them, like a woman in travail and to whom it is difficult to bring forth, 

when the child enters into the mouth of the womb and who has pains in delivering.

70. And a part of them will look at the other part, and they will be terrified and cast down their faces, and

pain will grip them when they see that son of the woman sit on the throne of his modest glory.

71. And the time will come, when the kings and mighty ones and all those who possess the Earth will 

honor and praise and exalt the one, who truly rules over everything on Earth and also in his heavens 

and who was hidden from mankind because he hath lived as pure form of Spirit in his plane far away 

from Earth.

72. For previously he was hidden, the son of man, and Creation Itself kept him in Its planes, before he 

placed his power into human form and walked among mankind and revealed himself.

73. And it will be sown the community of saints and the just, and on that day all the righteous ones will 

stand before him.

74. And all the mighty kings and the high ones and those, who rule the stronghold, will fall on their faces

before him and bend and place their hope in that son of man, and implore him and beg mercy of him.

75. And that Head of Days will then press them to hurriedly remove themselves from his countenance; 

and their faces will be filled with disgrace, and darkness will be heaped upon them.

76. And the flaming watchers will receive them, so that they carry out their own retaliation on themselves

for having mistreated his children and the just ones.

77. And they will be a spectacle for the just and the faultless who will be glad because the anger of the 

Head of Days rests not upon them, and the sword of the wise one is not drunk because of them.

78. And the just and the faultless ones will be saved on that day, and they will no longer see the face of 

the fallible and unrighteous ones.

79. And Creation will recognizably live above them, and they will live together with that son of man 
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and eat and lay down and arise for a long time, before he again disappears to his plane to live there 

from eternity to eternity.

80. And the just and faultless ones will have raised themselves from the Earth and will have stopped to 

cast down their faces and will be clad with the garment of life.

81. And that will be a garment of life from Creation through the Head of Days; and their garments will 

not age and their obtained glory will not diminish before Creation.

82. In those days, the mighty kings, who possess the stronghold, will be struck by their own judgements, 

to which they delivered themselves up.

83. They will not be heard, when they implore that a small rest may be granted them that they prostrate 

themselves before Creation and bow before It and be allowed to confess their infamous actions.

84. And they will praise and honor Creation and speak: “Praised be It, Creation of life and of kings, of 

mighty ones and of masters, which is the power of Glory and the power of wisdom and to which 

every secret is clear knowledge.

85. And thy power is from generation unto generation and thy Glory from eternity unto eternity.

86. Deep are all thy mysteries and without number and thy justice incalculable in Its justice.

87. Now we have recognized that we shall honor and praise Creation and Its Glory, which standeth above

all kings and mighty ones.”

88. And they will say: “Oh, that It may give us rest, in that we honored It and thanked It and praised It, 

and had known about Its Glory!

89. And now we long for a little rest but we do not find it; we are driven away and do not receive it; the 

light has vanished from us, and darkness is our abode forever and eternally.

90. For we did not know about Creation, and thus we have not honored the Name of Creation and we 

also have not honored the wise head in all his doings.

91. And our hope and our life were only focused on the scepter of our kingdoms and our apparent human 

glory.

92. And on the day of our misery, Creation does not save us and neither the wise Head of Days; and one 

does not save us from our tribulation, and we find no rest to get to know that Creation and the Head 

of Days are truthful in all their doings and in all their laws and recommendations and in their right; 

and they do not regard us as a person neither our own judgements.

93. And we will perish before the countenance of Creation and before the countenance of the Head of 

Days because of our works, and all our offences are counted in justice.”

94. So the unrighteous ones will wail; the kings and mighty and high ones and all the guilty ones.

95. And thus they will say: “Our consciousness is saturated with unjust possessions, but that does not 

prevent us from having to ride down into the flame of pain of hell.”

96. And afterwards their face will be filled with darkness and shame before that son of man, who is the 

Head of Days and truly Nokodemjon, the wise of wise ones, who walketh on the Earth as son of the 

woman, separated in pain from his plane of love and of rest.

97. And according to the law and recommendation all unrighteous ones will be cast out from his 
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countenance, and the sword of justice will reside among them before his countenance.

  98. And thus spoke the JHWH: “This is their own ordinance and their own judgement of the mighty ones

and the kings and high ones and those who possess the stronghold and those who are other 

unrighteous ones before Creation and before the Head of Days.”

  99. Other forms I, Henok, also saw at that place in obscurity.

100. I heard the voice of the flaming watcher, who spoke: “These are the watchers, who have stepped 

down from heaven on to Earth, and have revealed what has been obscure to mankind, and who have 

misled mankind to do what is fallible and offensive.

101. But to them had come Nokodemjon, the wise of wise ones from the plane of Arahat Athersata, so that

he became son of man full of torment, so that through him and his teaching of Creation all evil and all

debt would be removed.

102. And the son of man will be thus in torment for a long time, and will be reincarnated as Prophet during

many lives, and thus beginning his mission on Earth as Henok, but returning at another time as Elja 

and then as Jesaja, which he will follow as Jeremja and Jmmanuel and also as Mohammed.

103. And he will also be the Prophet of the New Age, when the time of time rounds itself, and when his 

name will say that he is the keeper of the treasure, at the time, when the just ones have atoned for 

their seven thousand-fold debt and will have taken the step toward the fulfillment of their oath of 

determination.”

104. But it happened in those days, that Noahndakan saw the Earth, how it bowed and how her destruction

was near.

105. And he, Noah, lifted up his feet from there and went unto the ends of the Earth and cried to his 

ancestor, Henok.

106. And with troubled voice, Noah spoke three times: “Hear me, hear me, hear me.”

107. And he called to Henok: “Tell me, what is it that goes on on the Earth, that the Earth is so weakened 

and shaking vehemently?

108. Tell me, so that I do not perish with her!

109 And thus Noahndakan reported: “And after this moment, there was a great movement on the Earth, 

and a voice from heaven was heard and I fell on my face.

110. And my ancestor, Henok, came and stood next to me and spoke unto me: “Why have you called to 

me in your troubled wailing and weeping?

111. Listen, Noahndakan, the laws and recommendations have gone out and are being fulfilled over those 

who live on the stronghold of Earth, that this shall be their end because they know all the mysteries of

the watchers and all crimes of evil.

112. All know their hidden power, and all the power of those who pour casting molds of the entire Earth.

113. And they know the secret how silver is manufactured from the dust of the Earth, and how mercury is 

formed on the Earth and lead and tin.”

114. And then my ancestor, Henok, took me by the hand and lifted me up and said unto me: ”Go, I have 

asked the JHWH regarding the movement on the Earth.”

115. And he spoke unto me: “Because of their unrighteousness they themselves have completed this 

judgement, and it is not calculated before me any more concerning the months, which they have 

researched and thereby have discovered that the Earth and those who reside on it will perish.

116. And for those will be no place of refuge on Earth, for they themselves conjure up the event, because  
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what is hidden has been shown to them.

117. So they will be judged by themselves, but not you, my son, for the JHWH knows that you are pure 

and good from this accusation regarding the mysteries.

118. And the JHWH has established your name among the saints, and he will protect you from those who 

live on the stronghold, and he has appointed your seed in justice for kings and for great glories.

119. From your seed will be called forth a fountain of just and holy ones in great number and time.

120. But this honor will be disputed with you by the restless gypsies who are called the Hebrews 

(Hebraer).

121. They will attribute their dishonorable extraction to you and unjustified call you their ancestor.

122. They will intend to vilely call themselves a nation, which shall have been born from your genes 

which goes back to Adam.

123. Beware of this unscrupulous rabble, who only has in mind to become master of the earthly stronghold

now and forever.

124. And thus your seed shall beware of those Hebrews into the most distant coming times, for because of 

their unrighteousness mankind of Earth will suffer many deaths and much evil.

125. And they will rob and murder and steal a land which does not belong to them, regardless of the 

innocent blood they will shed to reach their goals.

126. But also all people of the Earth nations shall beware of these Hebrews and all their following 

generations, because they will be restless and greedy for world dominion into the most distant time.

127. And the lie of their extraction will not be too much, and not too much the concealment of truth that 

they are the self-misled from the descendants of the malicious giants, who fled from their fate into the

deserts and forests and mountains, to then from there, after the time of the destruction, break forth 

murdering and burning and to fulfill their plans of dominion.”

128. And after this speech my ancestor, Henok, showed me the watchers of the JHWH and the forces of 

the waters, which are coming that are down on the Earth.

129. Therefore, I saw the waters which humanity of Earth itself has determined to unloose, so that it shall 

bring judgement and destruction to all who tarry and live on the stronghold.

130. And the JHWH gave orders to all his watchers, that they shall not raise their hands but shall wait; 

because the watchers were set over the powers of the waters.

131. Then I went from the countenance of my ancestor, Henok.

132. And in those days, the word of the JHWH came to me and he spoke:

133. “Noahndakan, see, your part has come up before me, a part without fault, a part of love and 

righteousness.

134. And now the watchers are making you a wooden structure, and when they have gone out to do that 

business, I will place my hand upon it and protect it.

135. And out of it will come forth a seed of life and a change shall occur, so that the Earth will not remain 

empty.

136. And I will establish your seed before Creation for all times, and those who live with you shall spread 

throughout the surface of the Earth.
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137. And thus you, Noahndakan, will be blessed and will multiply throughout the Earth and in the Name 

of Creation.”

138. And I, Noah, heard the speech of the JHWH, who spoke that his watchers of the early times shall 

create life anew, because at that time they have caused the unrighteousness on Earth.

139. And that they will be locked up with all unrighteous ones in that burning valley, if they do not keep 

their oath of determination.

140. And I saw that burning valley in the west, near the mountains of gold and silver and iron and mercury

and tin, as my ancestor, Henok, had shown to me previously.

141. And thus I saw that valley, wherein was great movement and the heaving of the waters.

142. And as all this happened, from the fiery metal-casting and the movement which moved, a sulphur 

smell was generated and it combined itself with those waters.

143. And that valley of the Earth of the unrighteous ones burns forever, and through many other valleys 

streams of fire come forth, in places where the unrighteous ones punish themselves, and those who 

again and again mislead those, who live on the stronghold.

144. But in those days those waters will serve as a healing of the consciousness and the body for the kings 

and mighty and high ones and those, who live as unrighteous ones on the stronghold.

145. But thus for them it will be a self-created punishment, because their thinking is full of debauchery so 

that they will punish themselves in their body, because they have denied the Creation of life and see 

their judgement daily and yet do not know about Creation.

146. And to the same measure, as the burning of their bodies becomes intense, a change will take place in 

their consciousness:

147. That before Creation not one vain word is allowed to be spoken.

148. For the judgement will come over the unrighteous ones, because they believe in the debauchery of 

their body, and in all evil and in the power of their greed and addiction, and thereby deny Creation.

149. And those waters suffer change themselves in those days, for when they themselves punish the 

unrighteous ones in those days, the heat of those springs of water will change.

150. And when the watchers in their flying lights rise up again from the Earth in those days, those waters 

of the springs will change and cool down.

151. And I heard the holy watcher, Mjchael, while he transplanted and spoke:

152. “This judgement, by which the unrighteous ones judge themselves by their own deeds, is a testimony 

for the kings and mighty and high ones and those, who possess the stronghold in unrighteousness.

153. For these waters of self-pronounced judgement serve as healing of the unrighteous ones in their full 

number and to the death of their body, which they themselves have forfeited.

154. But all this they will not see and not hear and not know, because they do not want to see and hear and

also not want to know, that those waters change and will become a fire which, punishing, will burn 

for a long time.

155. And thereafter, my ancestor, Henok, gave me in a book all the signs of all mysteries and also all his 

picture-speeches.

156. And this book was written by the hand of my ancestor, Henok, and thus called OM.

157. And in the book were given all the mysteries of Creation and of life, and also were given all visions 

and picture-speeches in signs which had been given unto him.
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158. And my ancestor, Henok, collected them in the OM-book for me, the words and signs of the book of 

the teachings and of the visions and of the picture-speeches.

159. And on that day, I also heard as the holy watcher, Mjchael, answered to the holy watcher, Rufael, 

while he spoke:

160. “The power of Spirit tears at me and upsets me and the harshness of the judgement of the mysteries, 

the judgement of the unrighteous ones, who can bear the hardness of the judgement, which is 

executed by the guilty ones themselves and remains and before which they melt, to only a short time 

thereafter again fall into the old unrighteousness!”

161. And again the holy watcher, Mjchael, advanced and spoke to the holy watcher, Rufael:

162. “Who is he, who would not allow his mind and consciousness to soften about it, and whose kidneys 

would not be shaken by this word!

163. A self-pronounced judgement has gone forth from the unrighteous ones, from them themselves, and 

over all those whom they also have led out into evil.”

164. And it also happened, when he stood before the JHWH, the holy watcher, Mjchael, spoke thus to the 

holy watcher, Rufael:

165. “And I will not be for them, for the unrighteous ones, under the eye of the JHWH and in the 

knowledge and about the truth of Creation, for life itself is angry about them, because they act as if 

they were Creation Itself.

166. Therefore the judgment comes over them, which is still hidden to them, and which will occur again 

and again from time to time, until the unrighteous ones have become righteous.

167. And neither watchers nor just Earth humans will obtain a part of these judgements, but the 

unrighteous ones alone receive their self-chosen judgement from time to time and from eternity to 

eternity.

168. And after this judgement, due to the wild waters, much time will pass, and long after this judgement 

will the originally fallible have atoned for their debt and cause the present-day unrighteous ones 

terror and anger.

169. And the originally guilty ones were guilty, because they have shown all secrets to mankind of Earth, 

to all those who lived on the stronghold.

170. And see, the names of those fallible some time ago, as they are given by the prophet, Henok, and see 

also the other names of those, who were guilty also.

171. And see, these again are the names of the fallible at that time:

172. The first of them, Semjasa.

173. The second, Arestjkjta.

174. The third, Armeen.

175. The fourth, Kokaba’ael.

176. The fifth, Ture’el.

177. The sixth, Rumja’al.

178. The seventh, Daanel.

179. The eighth, Nukaeel.

180. The ninth, Baraakel.

181. The tenth, Asasel.

182. The eleventh, Armers.

183. The twelfth, Batarjaal.

184. The thirteenth, Basasaael.

185. The fourteenth, Anaanel.

186. The fifteenth, Turjaal.

187. The sixteenth, Sjmapjsjeel.
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188. The seventeenth, Jetareel.

189. The eighteenth, Tumaeel.

190. The nineteenth, Tareel

191. The twentieth, Rumaeel.

192. The twenty-first, Jseseel.

193. And these are the heads of the watcher-leaders, the sub-leaders and minor sub-leaders, as they were 

given in those days.

194. And their numbers were two-hundred and seven, and of the minor sub-leaders were over one hundred

and fifty and ten.

195. And they were the heads and watchers and the head-people.

196. The name of the first was Jakun; he who misled the children of the fallible watchers and has brought 

them down to Earth and misled them by the daughters and sons of earthly mankind.

197. And the other one is called Hesabeel; this one imparted the evil advice to the children of the watchers

and misled them so that they ruined their bodies with the sons and daughters of Earth humanity.

198. And the third one is called Gadreel; this is the one who showed mankind all the deadly blows; and he 

misled the first Earth woman, and has shown mankind the tools of death, the mail and the shield and 

the sword for battle and all tools of destruction.

199. And from his hand all violent deaths have gone out over those who live on the stronghold of Earth, 

from that hour on into the most distant future where at that time all evil shall be removed again by the

originally fallible ones.

200. And the fourth one is called Teneemue; this one showed to mankind of Earth the bitter and the sweet, 

and he also showed them all secrets of their wisdom.

201. And he taught mankind the drawing of signs and the writing with ink on papyri, and how the truth is 

falsified, so that they could thereby issue untruth by signs and writing for all times and up to the 

present day.

202. And verily man is not created for the purpose, so that they falsify the truth with pen and ink in such 

manner and also not for the purpose that they retain false oaths with pen and ink in signs and words, 

so that the lie and falsity is valid as truth.

203. For mankind of Earth is not created differently than the watchers of the JHWH and all sons and 

daughters of the heavens, so that they shall thus remain just and pure.

204. And had they remained just and pure, then death would not have touched them, which ruins 

everything for them.

205. But through this, their knowledge, they perish, and by this power it consumes me.

206. And the fifth one is called Kasdejaa; this one has shown to mankind of Earth all use of evil blows of 

the Spirit power, if it is used evilly.

207. Through delusion he created spirits and demons, which man imagines since then.

208. And he also has shown to the Earth women the pangs of birth in the womb, so that the fruit aborts 

and he has also shown the blows of the psyche, how one can destroy a man thereby.

209. Thus I, Noahndakan, saw and heard what happened and what was spoken and therefore, everything 

fulfilleth itself as was said.

210. And thus the JHWH here ends his presentation of the revelation, because the most important facts 

have been said for the understanding of all things of the past at that time.
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CANON 34

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is praise.

 3. Creation is praised since times of old and at all times, and Its praise never ends and man’s praise for 

It.

 4. It is well unto him, who does not walk in the counsel of the Creation-lacking, neither treads the way 

of the unrighteous ones, and does not sit where the scorners sit.

 5. It is well unto him, who delights in the law of Creation and speaks of Its law day and night.

 6. That man is like a tree, which is planted by the brooks, which brings forth its fruit in its season and 

the leaves of which do not wilt untimely, and for whom everything prospers whatever he does in the 

Name of Creation.

 7. The Creation-lacking are like the chaff wilting in the wind.

 8. The Creation-lacking never remain in the just court nor in the community of the righteous.

 9. Creation knows the way of the righteous ones, yet the way of the Creation-lacking is perishable.

10. Why do the unrighteous ones rage, and why therefore do the nations have to speak in vain!

11. Let us tear the bonds of evil and throw the ropes from us.

12. Kings, mighty ones and judges oppose Creation and counsel among each other against It.

13. The righteous one does not laugh about the torment of the unrighteous, for neither does Creation 

mock them.

14. Creation apparently speaks in anger to the unrighteous ones, and Its apparent fury frightens the 

unrighteous.

15. Creation has placed all life on all earth worlds.

16. Man shall preach about Creation in the manner as he speaks about his parents: “Thou art my 

reverence, because thou hast procreated me.”

17. Ask from Creation, and It will give you life for an inheritance and the ends of the worlds for your 

life’s possession.

18. You shall dash to pieces all evil with an iron scepter, like useless pots.

19. Man, allow yourself to be directed by Creation, for It is life.

20. Be obedient unto Creation in reverence and be glad in respect.

21. Kiss Creation because It is never angry with you, and that you do not perish on your way.

22. It is well with all those who trust Creation.

23. A word of honor unto Creation whether a need exists or no need.

24. Ah, Creation, of my enemies there are always many, yet of thine there are more.

25. Creation is the shield for me and which places me to honor and lifts up my head.

26. With my voice I call upon Creation, and It hears me at Its holy place.

27. If I lie down, sleep or awake, Creation always holds me.

28. I am not afraid of many thousands who camp round about me, for Creation protects me.

29. With Creation we find our help, for Its blessing comes upon us and upon the people.

30. Hear me, Creation, when I call thee, Creation of justice, thou which doest comfort me, for thou art 

merciful unto me and hearest my prayer.

31. With Creation my honor can never be profaned.
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32. Acknowledge that Creation wonderfully leads Its just ones.

33. Creation hears every man, who calls upon It.

34. If you are angry, then do not commit a trespass, but speak uprightly with Creation and wait with 

patience.

35. Live in love and wisdom and hope unto Creation.

36. Creation, raise up upon us the light of thy life.

37. Creation, thou delightest my consciousness, even if others have greater possessions than I.

38. I lie down and sleep in total peace, for Creation alone helps me that I live securely.

39. Creation, hear my words and attend unto my speech.

40. Creation, hear my cries for I want to pray before thee.

41. Creation, hear my voice early, and early I will turn myself unto thee, attend unto thee.

42. Creation, thou art not a Creation unto which a Creation-lacking creature is pleasing, and whoever, 

therefore, is evil doth not remain before thee due to his own departure.

43. Oh, Creation, false honor sermons do not endure before thee, for thy mind is justice.

44. Creation, thou dost not love liars and the bloodthirsty and the false ones.

45. Oh, Creation, I will enter into thy closet and worship thy great kindness, to attain unto thy holy 

temple of love.

46. Creation, lead me in thy justice and prepare thy way before me.

47. Creation, in thee is certainty and life.

48. Creation, let all trust thee and make glad those who rely on thee.

49. Let all be glad, Creation, who love thy Name.

50. Ah, Creation, thou knowest no anger and never punish, yet man disciplines men in his fury.

51. Creation, be merciful unto me for I am weak; heal me, Creation, for my bones are frightened.

52. Ah, Creation, my consciousness is frightened because of thy greatness.

53. Turn to me, Creation, and save my life; help me for thy kindness’ sake.

54. Many-a-one remember thee when dying, oh Creation, yet who will thank thee even in death?

55. I am so tired from sighing, oh Creation, I soak my bed all night and with my tears I moisten my bed.

56. My figure is deteriorated in sorrow and has grown old, yet in thee, oh Creation, I have my support.

57. Creation hears my supplication and It accepts my prayer.

58. In thee I trust, Creation; my Creation, save me therefore.

59. Save me, oh Creation, because there is truthfully no other deliverance but with thee.

60. Oh Creation, do not let me do anything unrighteous with my hands and with my mind and endeavors.

61. Arise, Creation, arise because of my fury, if I should be befallen by it.

62. Arise, Creation, above the nations who gather around thee and return to thy height.

63. Creation is justice over the nations, and It determines in justice and devotion.

64. Creation, let the malice of these Creation-lacking come to an end and promote the just ones, for thou, 

oh Creation, examine the needs and minds.
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65. My shield is with Creation which helps the truly devout life.

66. Creation is just and a Creation which never threatens.

67. If a man does not turn to Creation he has whet his sword and stretched his bow and aims.

68. The Creation-lacking has placed deadly missiles onto his bow, for his arrows are aligned to 

annihilate.

69. See, every Creation-lacking has evil in mind; he is pregnant with disaster and will bring forth lies.

70. See, every Creation-lacking, who up to now has dug and hollowed a ditch for others, has fallen 

himself into the ditch he has made.

71. Disaster will always come upon the head of the one lacking Creation and his offences will fall on the 

top of his head.

72. I thank Creation for Its justice sake, and I will praise the Name of Creation, the most high.

73. Creation, our Creation, how glorious is thy Name in all the lands, thou which art praised in all the 

heavens.

74. Oh Creation, when I behold the heavens, the works of thy powers, the moon and the stars which thou 

hast prepared, what is man that thou art mindful of him, and the child of man that thou dost take care 

of it!

75. Oh Creation, the JHWH has been made infinitely lower than thou, yet thou hast adorned and crowned

him with honor and respect.

76. Creation, thou hast made the JHWH a wise one through his own efforts, nevertheless, he stands under

thy power in love.

77. I thank Creation in all sincerity and tell of all Its wonders.

78. I am glad and happy in thee, oh Creation, and I praise thy Name, thou most high.

79. Creation, if thou leadest my right and my matter, then thou sittest on the chair of justice.

80. Creation remains eternally, and It has prepared Its throne for all all-great-times.

81. Creation is the just one’s protection and a refuge in need.

82. Upon thee, Creation, those hope who know thy Name, for thou forsakest not those who seek thee.

83. Praise Creation which lives ever-present, and proclaim Its workings among the nations.

84. Creation never remembers and asks for vengeance, and It does not forget the crying of the just ones.

85. Creation, thou art merciful unto me in my misery, for thou liftest me out of the doors of death.

86. Creation, I tell all thy praise in the gates of the cities that I am glad about thy help.

87. One recognizes all the time that Creation procures justice.

88. The one lacking Creation is entangled in the work of his hands and in his false thoughts.

89. Creation will never forget the righteous ones, and with It the hope of the distressed will never be

forgotten.

90. Creation, arise, so that man never gains the upper hand.

91. Creation,  always give a  master  unto man,  so that  they  recognize  unrighteousness,  and that  they

recognize that they are human beings.

92. Many-a-man asks, oh Creation, why thou remainest so far away and hidest thyself in times of need,

for ignorant as they are, they do not understand thy BEING.

93. Because the one lacking Creation revels in wantonness the distressed one has to suffer.
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 94. The one lacking Creation praises himself because of his wantonness, and the greedy one swears off

Creation and blasphemes It, like the one without Creation.

 95. The Creation-lacking is false in his pride and is concerned about nothing; and in all his malice he

considers Creation as nothing.

 96. The mouth of the one devoid of Creation is full of cursing.

 97. Creation, visit the evil, so that a Creation-lacking character can nevermore be found.

 98. Creation is royal forever and eternally.

 99. Thou hearest the requests of the miserable ones, oh Creation; their gratefulness is certain unto thee.

100. Creation, thou obtainest justice among all, so that man is not defiant on Earth any more.

101. Creation is royal and forever and eternal and the unrighteous ones cannot endure within It.

102. I trust in Creation and my psyche flies like a bird onto the mountains.

103. Creation is in Its holy temple and the throne of Creation is in the heavens and everywhere.

104. Creation tests the righteous one and gives him life.

105. Creation is just and loves justice.

106. The devoted ones behold the glorious works of Creation.

107. Assist,  oh Creation,  for on Earth the saints  have diminished and the knowledgeable ones among

mankind have become few.

108. The laws and recommendations of Creation are pure like purified silver in an earthen smelting pot,

and proven seven times seven.

109. Look yet and hear me, Creation, my Creation.

110. Creation, enlighten me, so that I do not go to sleep in death in ignorance.

111. I hope unto thee, Creation, that thou art always merciful, and my being is happy that thou so gladly

helpest.

112. I will sing unto thee, Creation, that thou always dost well with me.

113. Creation looks from Its heavens to the children of man, and It recognizes if someone is prudent and

asks about It.

114. The unrighteous ones are afraid, for they recognize Creation with the generation of the just.

115. The unrighteous ones disgrace the advice of the poor, but Creation is their confidence.

116. Ah Creation, who resides in thy hut and who remains at the throne of modesty except the just ones!

117. Keep me, oh Creation, for in thee I trust.

118. Creation, thou art Creation, and I know of no good except thee.

119. In the saints, if there are any on Earth, and in the just ones Creation delights.

120. Creation is my possession and my portion.

121. On to the lovely the lot of Creation has fallen for me, and Its inheritance has become beautiful unto

me.

122. I praise Creation which has always advised me well.

123. I always have Creation before my eyes, for It is always to my right and to my left, and so I will

remain steadfast.

124. My inner part is glad and my honor is happy, and my flesh will also rest securely in the Name of

Creation.

125. Creation, thou wilt not leave my life to death and not allow that my Spirit decays.

126. Creation, thou hearest justice and attendest to my cries; thus receive my prayer, which does not come

forth from a false mouth.
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127. Creation, speak thou on behalf of my matters and see thou to justice.

128. Creation, thou provest my inner part and watchest over it at night and purifiest me.

129. Creation, I have determined that my mouth shall not trespass.

130. Creation, I keep myself from the works of man and from the way of all evil in the word of thy truth.

131. Creation, keep my walk on thy paths, so that my steps do not slip.

132. I call on thee, Creation, that thou wouldst hear me; bend thy mind towards me and hear my speech.

133. Thou always provest thy kindness, oh Creation, to those who trust in thee.

134. Creation, protect me like the apple of thy eye, and guard me under the shadow of thy wings.

135. My center opens up unto thee, oh Creation, and my lips praise thee.

136. Wherever we go, thou dost surround us, Creation.

137. Creation, I will behold thee in righteousness so I shall be filled when I awaken in the life of BEING.

138. I love thee fervently, oh Creation, my strength.

139. I call upon Creation, the exaltingly praised, so I will be redeemed of all evil.

140. The bands of death surrounded me, and the brooks of destruction frightened me, yet thy Name, oh

Creation, saved me.

141. Creation, thou art my rock, my fortress, my redemption, my Creation, my refuge in which I trust, the

shield and horn of my salvation and my protection.

142. The bands of hell surrounded me and the ropes of death overcame me, yet I was rescued by Creation.

143. As I was afraid, I called unto Creation and cried to It, and It heard my voice before Its temple and

saved me.

144. Before the splendor of Creation the clouds, hail and lightnings part.

145. Creation delivers me from my evils and from my enemies.

146. Creation leads me out into the expanse and pulls me out of all evil, for It delights in me.

147. Creation does well unto me according to Its justice.

148. Creation always recompenses me according to the purity of my hands.

149. I keep the ways of Creation and I am not Creation-lacking against my Creation.

150. All my rights from Creation I have before me, and Its laws and recommendations I throw not from

me.

151. Creation repays me according to my righteousness and according to the purity of my hands.

152. Creation, with the holy ones thou art holy and with the devout ones thou art devout.

153. Creation, thou enlightenest my lamp and thou turnest my darkness into light.

154. Creation’s ways are perfect and Its laws and recommendations are refined.

155. Creation is a shield to all those who trust It.

156. Where is a Creation besides Creation, or a refuge except Creation!

157. Creation arms me with strength and makes my ways without fault.

158. Creation makes my feet like the feet of a stag and sets me up on my height.
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159. Creation, thou givest unto me the shield of thy salvation, and thy powers strengthen me also.

160. Creation, thou makest space under me to walk, so that my ankles do not waver.

161. Creation lives and praised be this refuge, and exalted be the Creation of salvation.

162. Creation elevates me from those who set themselves against me, and It helps me before the offenders.

163. I will thank thee, Creation, and sing thy Name among the unrighteous ones.

164. The heavens tell of the honor of Creation, and the fixed places proclaim Its glorious works.

165. One day says it to another and one night to another, that Creation lives.

166. There is no language and no speech from which one does not hear the voice of Creation.

167. The guideline of Creation goes out into all the lands, and Its laws and recommendations go out unto

the end of the worlds.

168. The laws and recommendations of Creation are perfect and they refresh every life.

169. The testimony of Creation is certain, and even every unwise one will at some time become wise.

170. The order of Creation is right and delights the consciousness, for Its order is pure and enlightens the

existence.

171. The reverence before Creation is pure and remains eternally.

172. The rights of Creation are true and are altogether just.

173. The laws and recommendations are more precious than the finest gold.

174. Take pleasure in the laws and recommendations of Creation.

175. Creation hears you when in need.

176. The unrighteous ones rely on unrighteousness but the righteous ones rely on the Name of Creation.

177. Creation, man delights in thy strength, and how joyous he is in thy help.

178. Creation, thou givest to man the wish of his needs and do not withhold what his mouth begs for.

179. Creation, thou dost shower man with good blessings and thou placest the crown of  wisdom upon his

head.

180. Creation, man begs for life from thee and thou givest him long life forever.

181. Oh Creation, man receives great honor in thy help and thou placest the adornment of  reverence upon

him.

182. Creation, thou settest up man as a blessing eternally and thou delightest him with the joy from thy

strength.

183. Even the just king hopes for Creation and will remain steadfast through the kindness of Creation.

184. Creation, arise in thy strength so we will sing and praise thy power.

185. Creation, thou art holy, thou which livest under the praise of wisdom.

186. Men cry unto thee, Creation, and are saved; they set their hope upon thee and do not perish.

187. Creation, thou hast drawn me forth from my mother’s womb; thou were my confidence when I was

yet at my mother’s breasts.

188. Creation, I am cast upon thee since my mother’s womb; thou art my Creation since my mother’s lap.

189. Thou, Creation, are never far off; always come close to help me.
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190. Creation, I will preach thy Name to my sisters and brothers, and I will praise thee in the congregation.

191. Praise Creation, which gives you life and the seed of all men shall honor Creation.

192. Thee, Creation, I will praise in the great congregation and pay my vows before those who praise and

respect thee.

193. The time will come when all will remember and will convert to Creation unto the ends of all the

world.

194. Unto Creation is the kingdom and It rules under and over all life.

195. The just will come and preach the justice of Creation.

196. Creation is my accompaniment and I shall not want.

197. Creation nourisheth me on Its green pastures and leadeth me to the fresh waters.

198. Creation refreshes my psyche and It leads me on the right road for Its Name sake.

199. Even if I walk in the dark valley, I fear no misfortune for thou, Creation, art with me, thy rod and

staff comfort me.

200. Through Creation goodness and mercy follow me all the days of my life and I will remain in the

house of Creation forever more.

201. The Earth is Creation’s and all that is contained therein, the Earth surface and whatever lives thereon.

202. The righteous one will receive the blessing of Creation and justice from the Creation of his salvation.

203. Whoever has innocent hands and is of pure reverence does not delight in loose teachings and does not

swear falsely against Creation.

204. That is the just generation which asks for Creation and which seeks the truth in It.

205. Open wide the gates for Creation and lift up the doors in the world so that the Creation of honor may

move in.

206. Creation Itself is the queen of all honors.

207. For thee, Creation, I long.

208. My Creation, I hope in thee, never let me perish.

209. No one perishes who waits on Creation, but those will perish who despise Creation.

210. Creation, show me thy ways and teach me thy steps.

211. Creation, lead me in thy truth and teach me.

212. Creation, thou art Creation which helps me, and daily I wait for thee.

213. Remember, Creation, thy mercy and thy kindness, which has been from the beginning of the world.

214. Creation,  do not  remember the fallible  deeds of my youth and my trespasses; but remember me

according to thy mercy, for the sake of thy love and kindness.

215. Creation is gracious and devout, therefore It also instructs the unrighteous ones on the way to life.

216. Creation teaches the right to the distressed and teaches Its way to the distressed.

217. The  ways  of  Creation  are  pure  kindness  and  truth  unto  those  who  keep  their  pact  and  their

testimonies.

218. For thy Name’s sake, Creation, be generous to my errors which are often great in my imprudence.

219. The consciousness of the one knowledgeable about Creation will reside in goodness and his seed will

be wisdom.

220. The secret of Creation is among those who honor and respect It, and unto those It reveals their pact.
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221. My eyes always look to Creation, for It will pull my foot out of the net.

222. Creation, turn thou unto me and be merciful unto me, for I am lonely and wretched.

223. I hope unto Creation, therefore I will not fall.

224. Test me, oh Creation, and tempt me; purify my consciousness and give me peace and love.

225. Creation, thy kindness is always before my eyes and therefore I walk in thy truth.

226. I wash my hands in innocence, oh Creation, and keep to thy altar.

227. Creation, hear the voice of my gratitude and the preaching of all thy wonders.

228. Creation, I love the abode of thy temple and the places where thy honor resides.

229. Creation, with thy help my foot walks rightly, therefore I will praise thee for evermore.

230. Creation is my light and my salvation, of whom should I then be afraid!

231. Creation is the strength of my life, of whom should I then be horrified!

232. Creation covers me in Its temple at an evil time, It hides me secretly in Its tabernacle and raises me

up upon a rock.

233. Creation raises up my head over all my adversaries who surround me.

234. Creation, show me thy way and lead me on the right path for the sake of my life.

235. I know that I will see the goodness of Creation in the land of the living.

236. Wait on Creation!` Be of good cheer and not dismayed and wait on Creation.

237. When I call upon thee, oh Creation, my refuge, do not keep silent, so that I do not become like those,

who ride into the pit, while you are silent.

238. Creation, hear the voice of my calling when I cry to thee, when I lift up my hand to thy holy choir.

239. Praised be Creation, for It has always heard my calling.

240. Creation is my strength and my shield; my innermost part hopes unto It and I am being helped.

241. My consciousness is joyous in Creation and I will thank It with singing and with truth.

242. Creation is the strength which helps the righteous ones.

243. Bring unto Creation, you mighty ones, honor and strength.

244. Bring unto Creation the honor of Its Name and pray unto It in holy adornment.

245. The voice of Creation moves over the waters, and the Creation of honor thunders, for It is the power

over the waters.

246. The voice of Creation moves in power, and the voice of Creation moves in glory.

247. The voice of Creation breaks up mountains, and It breaks up the lie of the unrighteous ones.

248. The voice of Creation sparks flames of fire and shatters injustice.

249. The voice of Creation stirs even the desert into life.

250. The voice of Creation is mightiness and It remains eternally.

251. The voice of Creation gives strength to life and It will never deny life.
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252. I praise thee, oh Creation, for thou hast raised me up and dost not let unrighteousness come over me.

253. Creation, thou hast led my psyche out of hell and thou hast kept me alive.

254. You holy ones, sing praises unto Creation, praise and thank Its holiness.

255. Creation, thou hast changed my lament into a dance, and thou hast pulled off my sackcloth and girded

me with joy.

256. Unto thee, oh Creation, I sing praise to thy honor, so that I never become silent.

257. My Creation, I will thank thee for all eternity.

258. Into thy keeping I command my Spirit, oh Creation, for thou hast delivered me in loyalty.

259. I am glad and joyous about Creation’s kindness.

260. I hope on thee always, oh Creation, and speak: “Thou art my Creation.”

261. My time rests in thy hands, oh Creation, deliver me from the hand of unrighteous dying.

262. Creation, let thy Glory shine over all thy creations and help us by thy kindness.

263. As Creation has determined something so it happens.

264. Delight in Creation, It will give unto you what your being desires.

265. Creation, thy kindness stretches throughout heaven, and thy truth stretches throughout the universe.

266. Commend your ways unto Creation and hope unto It; It will do well with it.

267. Creation is always with us and Creation is our refuge.

268. Whoever praiseth gratitude, praiseth Creation; and with It is the way which shows man Its salvation.

269. Cast your cares upon Creation; It will take care of you and will not leave the righteous one eternally

in anxiety.

270. I will extol the word of Creation; I will hope in Creation and not be afraid; what could flesh do unto

me!

271. Exalt thyself, Creation, over the heavens and thy honor over all worlds.

272. Creation, thine is the truth as far as the heavens stretch, and thy love as far as the universe reaches.

273. If I only have thee, oh Creation, I do not ask for heaven and Earth.

274. Even if my body and psyche languish, yet thou, oh Creation, art always the comfort of my life and

my part.

275. Creation, comfort us and let thy strength shine, so we recover.

276. Open your consciousness wide, so that Creation may fill it.

277. Show me, Creation, thy way so that I walk in thy truth, keep my consciousness stayed on one thing

only that I respect thy Name.

278. Creation, thou art our refuge forever and ever.

279. Before the mountains and the Earth and the worlds were created, thou, Creation, have been from

eternity to eternity.

280. Creation, teach us to consider that we have to die, so that we become prudent.

281. He who sits under the umbrella of the Highest and remains under the shadow of the Almighty, he

speaks unto Creation: “My confidence and my refuge, my Creation, in thee I rest and hope.”

282. This is a precious thing to thank thee and to sing praise unto thy Name, oh Creation, thou most high.
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283. Praise Creation, my consciousness, and all that is within me, praise Its holy Name.

284. Praise Creation, my consciousness, and do not forget the good It has bestowed unto you.

285. Creation is tender-hearted, patient and of great kindness and love.

286. All wait for thee, Creation, that thou givest them food and drink at its time.

287. Give thanks unto Creation, for It is gracious, and Its truth lasteth eternally.

288. All shall thank Creation for Its kindness and for Its wonders which It bestows unto mankind.

289. Praised be everything, which comes in the Name of Creation.

290. It  is  well  with those who live without  fault  and who walk in the laws and recommendations of

Creation.

291. The word of Creation is a lamp unto my feet and a light on my path.

292. May Creation guard you from all evil, and may It guard your consciousness and life.

293. May Creation protect your going out and coming in from now on unto eternity.

294. Those who sow with tears in the Name of Creation will harvest with joy.

295. Search me, Creation, and come to know my being; test me and come to know how I mean it.

296. Creation, see if I am on an evil road, and lead me onto the righteous, eternal path.

297. Creation, teach me to act according to thy pleasure, for thou art my Creation.

298. Creation, thy just Spirit leads me on an even path.

299. Creation, thou revealest thy will and fillest everything which liveth with pleasure.

300. Sing a new song unto Creation, for every righteous one shall praise It.

301. Praise Creation in Its Holiness, and praise It in the firmness of Its infinite power.

CANON 35

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is law and recommendation.

 3. And the  Prophet  speaks  according to  the  mind of  Creation,  what  is  given through Its  laws and

recommendations.

 4. Righteousness be unto man, and peace from Creation, which is the Creation of all life forms.

 5. Praised be Creation, which has blessed man with diverse spiritual bounties and material possessions.

 6. Creation Itself has chosen man as the crown before the foundation of the world was laid, so that they

shall be holy and blameless.

 7. In Its love It has ordered men that they shall be Its children, according to the pleasure of Its will:

 8. To praise  Its  Glory,  with  which  Creation  has  graced man through life,  therefore  the  beings  and

creatures are created.

 9. In Creation men have their salvation, the removal of errors, according to the wealth of Its love.
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10. And It has abundantly bestowed love upon man in diverse wisdom and prudence.

11. And Creation let man know the secrets of Its will, according to Its will which It has set before him

through the laws and recommendations.

12. So that they would be carried out and obeyed, each according to Its time.

13. So that all  things would be combined in the order:  Both,  whatever is  of the spiritual and of the

material realm.

14. With the laws and recommendations men have obtained a creative inheritance, which was ordered to

man according to the purpose of all things and according the counsel of Its will:

15. Yet that man become something in praising the Glory of Creation, and that he hopes for life since

times of old.

16. You mankind are also in Creation, you who have heard the word of truth, namely, the teachings and

the laws and recommendations and the order.

17. But you mankind are also in Creation, who became knowledgeable and were sealed with the Holy

Spirit as It has purposely been promised to you.

18. And the Holy Spirit is the pledge of the human, creative inheritance for his salvation, so that at some

distant time, man may enter into Creation unto the praise of Its Glory.

19. Man, never cease to thank Creation for yourself and always remember Creation in your prayer:

20. So that the Glory of Creation give unto you the Spirit of wisdom and of revelation to recognize It.

21. Unto you, man, may Creation enlighten the eyes of your consciousness that you may recognize unto

which hope you are called by It, and what riches the Glory has apportioned for you.

22. And that you recognize what has been given to you, man, of super-abundant greatness and power by

It, because you are knowing and because the power of Its strength became operative within you:

23. And that you recognize the power, which It also allows to operate in all other life.

24. And  Creation’s  power  stretches  over  all  kingdoms,  over  all  force  and  might  and  authority  and

whatever else could be named.

25. And the power of Creation does not reach only into this material world, but also into the invisible and

spiritual worlds, and also into the worlds of the expired and of the future.

26. And Creation has placed all things under Its feet and in modesty has placed Itself as the head of life

above It.

27. And  Creation  is  the  body  and  the  Spirit  of  all  life  and  the  fullness  of  all  that,  which  fulfills

everything.

28. But you, mankind, are dead in all  your trespasses against and indebtedness toward the laws and

recommendations of Creation.

29. As before, you walk according to the course of this world, according to the might which round about

rules as violence, namely, according to the power of evil and the negative, which at this time are at

work in mankind and in the air around them.

30. Previously  you have walked under  the  evil  powers  of  violence,  in  the  lusts  of  the  flesh  and of

degeneration and did the will of the flesh, and your senses were the children of anger since nature.

31. But Creation is rich in mercy and has given you life again and again, according to Its laws and

recommendations.

32. Creation  has  awakened you again  and again  together  with  your  character,  which  you determine

yourself.
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33. But again and again you sink into misery and disgrace and disregard all laws and recommendations.

34. But Creation has given you life and awakened you again and again, so that It showed unto you,

during all times, Its super-abundant riches of Its love and kindness.

35. Thus, again and again you have been rescued in love, due to your little knowledge, but which does

not stem from yourself, but is the gift of Creation through Its laws and recommendations.

36. Therefore, your life is not your work, so no one can boast thereof.

37. All men and their life are the works of Creation, created in love for good works, which Creation has

prepared previously, so that man shall walk therein.

38. Therefore,  remember  that  previously  you  also  have  been  human  beings,  who  only  lived  due  to

Creation, because you were arranged into Its laws and recommendations.

39. And you have been flesh in previous lives, and you were called the unrighteous ones by those who

were more righteous than you.

40. At that time you were without knowledge and locked out by yourself from the truth, wherefore you

had no hope and waited without Creation.

41. But you are in Creation, even if at that time you were distant from It.

42. And you grew close to Creation due to the time and due to the truth of the prophets, even if you are

still too far from Creation to really understand Its truth.

43. Listen, Creation is your peace which has made one out of Spirit and the body, and which has broken

down the fence between the two, so that you may live.

44. It has given to life Its laws and recommendations and the order, so that Itself be within you, and so

that you make a new man of yourself who shall make peace.

45. Therefore reconcile yourself to Creation through knowledge and through love, so that the statutes will

be fulfilled.

46. Creation is ever-present and Itself proclaims the truth of peace and of love through you.

47. Do not be guests and strangers with Creation, but children and Creation-conscious ones.

48. Build on the foundation of the laws and recommendations of Creation, which are the cornerstone of

all life.

49. Build up and put together the entire structure of the laws and recommendations, and let it grow to the

holy temple of Creation:

50. A temple, which you join in building to a dwelling place of the Spirit of Creation.

51. You have heard about the decree of the love of Creation, as it was given unto you by the prophets.

52. And to you has been revealed the secret of the revelations, how you attain to life.

53. Therefrom you can learn of the secret and the understanding of life.

54. But everything has not been revealed like this to mankind during previous times, as it is now revealed

by the power of Spirit and retained in word and in scripture:

55. Namely, that the laws and recommendations and the teachings and the order have permanence for all

times and will never pass away.

56. And that they also have validity for the ignorant ones, who are also heirs to all creative wisdom and

love.

57. And verily, the ignorant ones also have a body and a part of Spirit of Creation, and they also are co-
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companions of all promises in the laws and recommendations.

58. Verily,  the ignorant and unrighteous ones are also children of Creation,  even if they deny it  and

nevertheless, certainly do not rail at Its gifts.

59. But to man has been given power through the mightiness of Creation, so he can change and find the

way to It, so that he becomes a righteous one.

60. Yet it lies with man to bring to light how Creation conducts Its secret decree of life, which since times

of the world was hidden from man.

61. But since the secret decree of Creation remains hidden to man due to ignorance, because he does not

concern himself therewith in his efforts, so the truth must be revealed by the prophets:

62. To bring to light how Creation carries out Its secret decree, and so that now would become known to

all men the might and power of Creation in manifold wisdom.

63. This eternal purpose Creation Itself has determined in Its laws and recommendations, that It will be

carried out by men among men:

64. Through which man may gain the frankness, and by which they shall find the access and confidence

through knowledge about Creation.

65. And the instructing men among men shall be prophets and Spirit leaders and JHWH, because to these

wisdom is granted by the teaching itself, and by the obedience of the laws and recommendations.

66. Therefore, men of Earth, listen to your Prophet.

67. And therefore, I beg that you do not despair, so that you tend to your honor and remain therein for

Creation’s sake.

68. But due to the honor and respect, I bow my knee before Creation, which is the true Creation over

everything which is called children and mankind in the heavens and on the earth worlds.

69. I pray that Creation may give you strength, according to the riches of Its laws and recommendations

and according to Its Glory, that you may become strong in your inner man through Its Spirit.

70. And I pray that Creation may live within you in knowledge, and that you will be rooted and founded

in love:

71. So that you children of man truly, finally may understand which is the breadth, the length, the height

and the depth thereof:

72. But that you also recognize the love of Creation and surpass your own recognition, so that you fulfill

all the fullness of Creation.

73. So then I admonish you that you walk in Creation, as it appertains to you according to your calling.

74. And walk in gentleness and love and patience, and one bear the other in love.

75. Be diligent to keep the harmony in Spirit through the bond of creative peace.

76. Be one body and one Spirit, as you are called as oneness to one goal in your calling.

77. Have one Creation, one knowledge and one truth.

78. Have one  Creation,  which  is  Creation  over  everything,  and which  is  in  everything  and through

everything.

79. But  to  everyone  among  you  is  given  the  gift  according  to  the  measure  of  the  laws  and

recommendations.

80. Therefore, it is said that you shall rise upwards, each one according to his ability.

81. And you men must work and learn, that you all attain to the oneness of knowledge and of recognition

of the laws and recommendations, to the maturity of being human, to the full measure of the fullness

of 
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the laws and recommendations.

 82. So that you are no longer minors and do not let yourself move adrift by every wind of false teachings,

which arise through the malice of evil men as sects and religions, and which are only deception and

which sneak up to and mislead man and lead astray.

 83. Allow yourself to be truthful in love, and allow yourself to grow in all parts towards that which is the

head of all things, namely Creation.

 84. Creation, by which the entire body is composed and one limb is connected to another by the joints.

 85. So I say to you and testify by the existence of Creation, that you are not to walk any longer as the

ignorant and unrighteous ones, who must doubt the correctness of their senses.

 86. The mind of the ignorant and unrighteous ones is darkened, and they have become estranged to

themselves and to their life.

 87. They live in uncertainty without Creation which is due to the hardening of their senses.

 88. The  ignorant  and  unrighteous  ones  have  become numb in  their  conscience,  and  they  submit  to

lewdness of all things and commit obscenities full of avarice.

 89. But so Creation has not instructed man, and so are not Its laws and recommendations, even if you

have  heard  differently  and  have  been  erroneously  taught  than  what  the  truth  of  the  laws  and

recommendations say.

 90. Take off from you the old man of ignorance and unrighteousness with his previous walk of evil, who

has ruined you by tricky lusts.

 91. Renew the man within you to the new one and purify your intellect and your psyche, so that you are

man.

 92. Draw up the new man within you, which is created by Creation in righteous justice and in holiness.

 93. Therefore, you men, discard the lie and speak the truth.

 94. And everyone shall speak the truth to his neighbor, because you are altogether children of man of

Creation.

 95. But if you are angry do not blaspheme, and never let the sun go down over your wrath and ignorance.

 96. Forthwith do not enter the room of the deniers and scorners anymore.

 97. The thief forthwith shall steal no more, but shall work righteously and produce his livelihood with his

hands, so that he himself may have and also can give to the needy.

 98. In the future, allow no evil speech to leave your mouth and also no foul babble, but speak only what

is good and necessary, that it may bring you blessings, as well as to those who hear it!

 99. In no wise grieve your fellow men, neither strangers nor those to whom you are sealed.

100. Let fall from you all bitterness and all rage and anger, and also refrain from wars and shouting and

blaspheming, from all malice and from one and all other evils.

101. Forthwith be friendly and heartily with one another, and one shall forgive the other, the same as

Creation has  forgiven you from the  very beginning,  so that  you can  always remove your  errors

unharmed.

102. Thus, be obedient children of Creation, which loves you in true love.

103. Walk in the love of Creation, the same as all other life walks in Its love.

104. Even if you do become righteous and, in spite of it, do not become righteous ones for a long time, do 
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not allow yourself to be accused of lewdness and impurity and greed.

105. Also do not allow disgraceful words to cross your lips, and no foolish things or jokes which are

displeasing and unseemly.

106. Practice a language of purity and gratefulness, so that the ignorant or unrighteous one can also not

attack you in that.

107. Know that every evil is the inheritance of idolaters, which has no part in the kingdom of Creation.

108. Do  not  let  yourself  be  misled  by  meaningless  words  of  parsons,  the  ignorant,  sectarians  and

unrighteous ones, for because of them war and need and misery always comes over the world.

109. Do not be children of disobedience, but honor Creation as children of man.

110. Do not be accomplices of evil, but children of light, for previously you have been darkness  and shall

now be light.

111. Walk in the light of truth like children of the light, for the raying of the light is pure love, kindness,

justice and truth in knowledge.

112. Always test what is pleasing according to the laws and recommendations of Creation.

113. Live according to the laws and recommendations of Creation and do not participate in unfruitful

works of darkness.

114. Truth reveals everything and everything always comes to light, as the night is driven away by the

light of the day and reveals the secrets of darkness:

115. Thus watch how you walk; awake if you are sleeping, and arise from the dead, so that you will be

enlightened by the light.

116. See to it that you do not walk like unwise ones, but as wise and righteous ones.

117. Therefore, purchase the time, because it has been made evil by the ignorant and unrighteous ones and

causes evil.

118. Therefore, watch well how you walk that you are not unwise, but that you understand the laws and

recommendations of Creation.

119. Refrain from alcohol, for it causes disease and a disorderly character; become full with the Spirit of

truth and not full with the spirit of wine.

120. Speak among each other as people in songs of praise and spiritual conversations, and thus you shall

sing and play to the Glory of Creation.

121. Always give thanks to Creation for everything you receive, and praise Its Name in righteousness.

122. One with the other shall be arranged into the love of Creation, and also one with the other shall be

arranged into humanity.

123. Remember you are men and women, yet the woman is not subservient to the man and the man also

shall not be subservient to the woman.

124. Before and by the laws and recommendations, women and men have equal rights, so that one is not

over the other.

125. Although the husband is the head of the family which he works for and leads, however in mutuality

with his wives.

126. Husbands shall love their wives, like Creation loves all, and thus they shall not assume the right to

place themselves above their wives in any matters.

127. The husband shall sanctify his wives and keep them pure by the water bath in the word.

128. But the husband shall also be purified in all matters, so that he with his family forms a community

with 
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equal rights, which only has a head of leadership, but no rulership.

129. There shall not be a speck or a wrinkle of inequality in the rights and duties between husband and

wife, but a right and a duty of equality in all matters.

130. Thus the wives shall also love their husband and be just to him, as they are to their own body.

131. Therefore also every husband shall love his wives, and every wife shall love her husband like herself;

but the wife shall not fear her husband and the husband shall not fear his wife, but they shall revere

each other in love and honor and respect; these are the laws and recommendations of Creation.

132. The children shall be obedient to the parents and to the laws and recommendations of Creation, for

this alone corresponds to the order of Creation.

133. Father and mother shall be honored like Creation, as it is commanded thereby.

134. But the parents shall not provoke the children to anger, and the children shall also not provoke the

father and the mother.

135. At all times, be forgiving in admonishment in mutual love, as Creation does unto you in love.

136. Always do your duty in good will and in the sign of the laws and recommendations of Creation, and

not in the sign of unrighteous men.

137. And know that you will again receive, depending on which measure you yourself bestow to others.

138. But you, you mighty ones and masters and high ones, you who are placed before the people, shall

also do the same.

139. Refrain  from threatening  and  punishing  in  injustice,  and  consider  that  you  are  also  children  of

Creation and have no more rights and duties than all other people.

140. Remember, with Creation there is no regard of a person according to his office or wealth, for with

Creation all are equal and of equal value.

141. Therefore, all of you shall be strong in Creation and in the power of Its strength.

142. Never wear defense weapons and do not lift a weapon against your neighbor, except in proven self-

defense.

143. Also avoid wars and military affairs and armies, and establish the defense only for times of need and

for defense.

144. Verily, man does not have to fight with flesh and blood, but against the evil within man himself, so

that he becomes free thereof.

145. For the sake of truth and of love and of peace resort to the armor of Creation alone, to lead the battle

against evil in man himself, and to win so that man becomes man.

146. Oppose the evil within you, and allow yourself to be well aligned by the laws and recommendations

of Creation, that you may victoriously reach and retain the field of peace.

147. So now then stand equipped, your loins girded with the truth of Creation and donned with the coat of

mail of creative justice, and armed with the spear of the laws and recommendations of Creation.

148. Be booted and spurred with wisdom and love, to pursue the teaching of peace within man.

149. But  of  all  things,  seize  the  shield  of  knowledge,  with  which  you  ward  off  all  missiles  of

unrighteousness.

150. And take on the helmet of wisdom and the sword of Spirit, whereby you spread the words of truth.

151. And at all times, pray your prayers in self-consciousness and in honesty out loud or whispering or

silently within you, and be watchful thereby in all persistence and with all your attention.
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152. Take care that peace and love are always with you, but so also truth and knowledge.

153. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

154. Peace and love be with all of you, you children of men, you who are children of Creation and who

live because of Its laws and recommendations.

.

CANON 36

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is elucidation.

 3. And thus the Prophet speaks to man of Earth, in explanation as heretofore has been spoken to them.

 4. On the chairs of the wise ones and prophets sit the scribes, the mighty and high ones and the parsons

and judges.

 5. They teach mankind erroneous teachings and inadequate false human laws.

 6. But to mankind shall be said, what they do and say falsely, do not do and say and obey, and you shall

also not do according to their words.

 7. They teach you erroneous teachings,  laws and recommendations, prohibitions and determinations

which they and their ancestors have falsified, so that now they are the beneficiaries thereof.

 8. They burden mankind with heavy laws and regulations and dogmas, and they devise heavy burdens

and put them around the neck of man; but they themselves do not carry them and do not want to

touch them with one finger.

 9. They do all these works only, so that they are seen by the people and receive good wages.

10. They  make  their  prayer  belts  wide  and  the  tassels  on  their  garments  large,  and  they  place  on

themselves robes, gowns and uniforms to demonstrate and practice their power.

11. They enjoy sitting at the head of the table in the synagogues and temples and in front of the church,

and everywhere where they can conduct their word.

12. And they enjoy to be greeted by man and that they are addressed by man as master or sir or by titles.

13. But no man shall allow himself to be called master and sir and by a title, for this is not even due to

the wise ones who have recognized knowledge.

14. And man shall not allow himself to be called teacher or Spirit leader, until he obeys the laws and

recommendations of Creation himself.

15. For  whoever  allows himself  to  be called master  or  teacher  and does not  possess the wisdom of

knowledge will the more be accused of lying.

16. For know, mankind: Whoever unjustly elevates himself will be lowered; and whoever unjustly lowers

himself will be disregarded.

17. Whoever is great in Spirit and in consciousness, simply shall call himself great; and whoever is small

in Sprit and in consciouness simply calls himself small; and whoever is mediocre in Spirit and in

consciousness shall simply call himself mediocre.

18. It is imprudent and stupid of man to allow himself to be called greater or smaller than he truthfully is;

but a title or an office do not make man greater than he is.

19. Woe unto you scribes, mighty and high ones, parsons and judges, officers and ruling ones, you who

prevent 
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the  spiritual  progress  to  mankind  and  constrain  them  their  freedom  and  unfoldment  by  false

teachings, dogmas, laws and judgements.

20. You will die evilly and not win life so easily; and those who want to win life, you hinder them therein

and poison them with false and erroneous teachings, dogmas and laws.

21. Woe unto you, scribes, judges, parsons, mighty ones and officers and rulers, you hypocrites, you who

devour the houses of widows and orphans, you who order and judge and preach falsely, and you who

in pretense lead a righteous life and also in pretense conduct false and long prayers; you who rule

mankind and the lands and exploit and subjugate them, for it you will draw punishment to yourself.

22. It will not be helpful to you that you traverse the lands and oceans to find like-minded comrades, for

if  you have won one,  you turn him into a child  of absurdity,  like yourself,  who like you in his

absurdity panders after erroneous teachings and laws, often more than you do yourself, which brings

you loss.

23. Woe unto you, you blind leaders and teachers and officers of erroneous teachings, dogmas and laws

and recommendations, you who demand oaths for lies and truth, although no oath shall be done.

24. But you fools maintain that yes is not yes and no is not no, and thus you maintain erroneously, that if

someone swears by the temple that it is not valid; but if someone swears by the gold or the silver or a

god of a temple, that that is binding.

25. You are fools and blind ones and you are the offspring of evil; for why do you allow swearing, while

you know yourself that no oath has a guarantee and binding and is only worthless cultist doing.

26. You also maintain: If someone swears by the altar that is not valid; but if someone swears by the

offering or by a god, that would be binding.

27. You blind and you insane teachers, mighty and high ones, judges, rulers and officers: From whom do

you have your right to demand an oath or to perform an oath, because the laws and recommendations

of Creation say that an oath shall never be done, because a speech or an answer shall always be yes or

no.

28. Therefore:  Whoever  swears  by  anything  on  the  Earth  or  by  the  universe  swears  by  something

perishable which has no permanency, wherefore an oath also has no permanency.

29. But whoever swears by Creation or by Its laws and recommendations swears by something over

which he has no power and thus therein the oath also has no permanency.

30. Therefore: Whoever swears by something offends the truth of his word and causes it to be doubted.

31. And woe unto you, scribes, mighty ones, parsons, judges, officers and rulers, you hypocrites, you

who altogether are guilty  of false leadership and therefore demand high taxes,  you who thereby

disregard the most important factor of the laws and recommendations, namely the rights of the human

being, his freedom and his knowledge and the truth of Creation.

32. Woe unto you, you blind leaders and officers of a horde of blind ones who maintain; this one shall do

and not refrain from the other; because you only spread erroneous teachings and erroneous laws.

33. You blind leaders, teachers, mighty ones, parsons, judges and officers, woe unto you, you who are

mosquitos and swallow camels which you cannot digest.

34. Woe unto all  of  you,  you scribes  and officers,  you hypocrites,  judges,  mighty ones,  leaders and

parsons, 
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you who keep bowls and cups clean from the outside, but which on the inside are full of robbing and

greediness and full of power greed.

35. Woe unto all of you, you blind ones and hypocrites, for you are the twisters of truth; first learn to

purify what is inside the cup so that the outside of the cup also becomes clean.

36. But you are the cup, you blind ones and hypocrites; inside full of poison and gall and full of greed,

and outside full of power greed and robbing.

37. And woe unto you, scribes and blind ones and hypocrites; you are like whitewashed graves which

outside appear to be beautiful and cared for, but inside they are full of stench and bones of the dead

and refuse.

38. But you are truly so: From the outside you appear to mankind as good and devout, righteous and true

to the law, but on the inside you are full of stench and hypocrisy, full of falsehood and of deceit and

of trespassing.

39. Woe unto you, scribes, parsons, judges, officers, mighty ones, teachers and leaders of falsity, you

hypocrites and blind ones,  you who build burying vaults  for the dead prophets  and decorate the

graves of the righteous and say:

40. “If we had already lived at our ancestors’ times, we would not have become guilty with them toward

the prophets and toward their blood.”

41. But verily, you have become guilty toward the prophets and toward their blood, which you brought

over them.

42. For you already have lived previously, and you were your own ancestors who murdered the prophets

and brought their own blood over them.

43. You never regard the prophets during their life times, so they at all times are those hated most among

you unrighteous  ones,  who find  only  disregard  with  you,  who are  harmed,  tortured,  beaten  and

thrown into prison, and who are abused and slandered by wrong human laws.

44. And only when they are dead already a long time, you recognize them as prophets when you are still

in greater misery and see no escape; only then do you elevate the prophets to prophets and try to wash

your hands in innocence.

45. But woe unto all of you, hypocrites and blind ones, because your own punishment will come over

you, as you have determined yourself by your conduct.

46. And woe unto you, believers in spirits and demons, you who secretly call unto the dead of the simple

and high people, and then falsely think to speak to them and believe the hallucinations; woe unto all

of you, for you will have to atone therefore with confused senses.

47. And woe unto you scribes, parsons, mighty ones, judges, officers and rulers, for you also are marked

as responsible for such doings,  for due to your tolerance of these falsities  you  reveal  the same

opinion and promote it.

48. But you are all not great enough to be able to call on the dead, and besides on those, who would have

sufficient wisdom to be able to speak the truth.

49. Verily, you therefore give testimony to yourself that you are the very children of those, who have

killed the prophets and who falsified all teachings of truth.

50. You were the ancestors yourself and their later descendants, so that you are the guilty ancestors and

descendants yourself and one and the same.

51. Well then, fulfill the measure of your ancient ones and descendants, who you truthfully are yourself

by 
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reincarnation, so that you again end your life in absurdity, whereby in the future of your next life you

will again have trouble learning.

52. However, know in truthfulness: As you act and think falsely today and do not change to truth and

obey this from now on, so will your next life be death and destruction, and you will suffer torments

like the prophets tormented and murdered by you.

53. You snakes and generation of vipers, how small and wormy you are; how do you still want to be great

in consciousness and Spirit, while you possess no intellect and are weak in your thinking.

54. But all the righteous blood comes upon you, which has been shed by you on Earth from the first

prophet  whom your own ancestors, thus you yourself, murdered, up to all the blood of the innocent

ones who you tormented, tortured, abused, misjudged, have beaten, imprisoned and murdered up to

the New Age.

55. And the blood of the future will as well come over you, which still continues to be shed or abused by

you.

56. Verily, I say unto you, that all this will come over you and over your generation into the distant

future.

57. And verily, I say unto you: There will be evil times on Earth due to your offences.

58. Not one stone will remain upon the other which would not be broken.

59. For man trespasses against life, against Creation and against the truth, and they erect everything by

screaming human blood.

60. By robbing and murder Earth men have erected their world, and they have betrayed their own friends

and families and murdered them for the sake of their own greed.

61. But their punishment will come over them, self-created by their own power, and thus will happen

unto them, as they have committed unto all the innocent ones and their neighbors.

62. So the laws and recommendations of Creation will it, because man of Earth has trespassed against

these.

63. See, I say this to you beforehand, and as I say, so it will happen.

64. Earth men will be captured by a third world-fire, and much war and war cries will sound across the

Earth.

65. One nation will rise up against another and also one family member against the other.

66. Fire deaths will roll across the Earth and annihilate mankind like troublesome noxious insects, so that

the  laws  and  recommendations  of  Creation  fulfill  themselves,  which  Earth  man  up  to  now has

senselessly provoked.

67. Many of the people will perish, due to their own guilt and due to the guilt of the hypocrites and blind

ones, due to the parsons, false teachers and leaders, and due to the mighty ones, judges, officers and

the Creation-rebellious ones.

68. Through their own guilt will be destroyed the snakes and generation of vipers among men, due to

their own guilt.

69. Death suns will flare up over the Earth, and nothing can order the insanity to stop:

70. So that the old prophecy will be fulfilled, that man of Earth punishes and destroys himself for all his

murder crimes, if he does not turn around and walk on the paths of Creation.
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CANON 37

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is perfection.

 3. And the Prophet teaches the perfection of things as the teaching thereof is given since times of old:

 4. As the laws and recommendations of Creation have all-universal validity, they shall be obeyed and 

esteemed.

 5. The laws and recommendations of  Creation are the laws and recommendations of Spirit, thus they 

are also the laws and recommendations of order and of life.

 6. Creation has issued laws and recommendations as order for the right and as guideline of life.

 7. The JHWH also has issued laws and recommendations in righteousness for the right and as guideline 

of life.

 8. Thus sufficient laws and recommendations are given as ways which man shall go in wisdom and 

prudence, whereby he becomes righteous and perfects himself.

 9. And if man obeys the laws and recommendations of Creation and of the JHWH he lives correctly and

perfects himself, so that he does not have to issue any other laws.

10. The laws and recommendations of Creation and of the JHWH are valid as true laws and 

recommendations, so they alone have validity and shall be obeyed.

11. But if man falls away from the naturally given laws and recommendations, he issues faulty and 

illogical human laws and recommendations, based on erroneous understanding and general life 

actions.

12. And as long as man is feeble in his consciousness, then the laws and recommendations issued by him 

are also feeble and like erroneous teachings, and thus needing to be perfected.

13. If man arrogantly disregards the laws and recommendations of Creation, he is forced to create and 

issue his own laws and recommendations, but which are full of errors and all lead astray.

14. Laws and recommendations made by man are always in need to be perfected, and they create murder 

and evil so that all evil ever spreads and, uncontrolled, gains the upper hand, so that man has no 

power of leadership over it any longer.

15. Laws and recommendations only constitute a value, if they are issued in wisdom and logic.

16. But logic requires wisdom and recognition of truth.

17. Human laws and human recommendations are always without power and destructive, if they do not 

rest in the laws and recommendation of Creation, as also the laws and recommendations of the 

JHWH rest in those of Creation, as he in his wisdom has issued them.

18. The laws and recommendations interweave the entire life of man, also relating to his direct existence.

19. Thus is determined by the laws and recommendations of Creation, that man in determination shall 

live his life until the end of any given life-perfections of his, so that his Spirit and his consciousness 

perfect themselves in this manner.

20. But if a man judges himself by suicide, he deviates from the laws and recommendations and 

transgresses against the plan of Creation and against the laws and recommendations.

21. Man may recognize thereby, that he does not have the right to decide about his own life and his own 

death in that sense, that he himself shall not set a beginning or an end by force.
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22. The laws and recommendations state that no occurrence and no situation exist, whereby a suicide 

would be justified.

23. Thus also no self-killing exists, which could by right be executed through second or third hands, 

which means by murderers or mercy killers.

24. How much guilt and weight man may ever place upon himself and create encumbering burdens, yet 

he never has the right to determine his death by force or to allow it to be determined by others.

25. Thus man is not allowed to appropriate the right to himself, to determine his life and his death by 

force himself.

26. Likewise, man is not allowed to appropriate the right to himself, to determine the life and the death 

by force of another human being.

27. Every debt and every fault of a human being are ways to recognition, by which man has to perfect 

himself in Spirit and in consciousness.

28. But if someone evades a debt or a fault or is assisted to evade it through others by suicide or being 

killed, he forcefully escapes his recognition and has to repeat this in the next life and experience it 

again.

29. But thereby the natural development of perfection is delayed, which absolutely does not lie in the will

of Creation and also not in Its laws and recommendations.

30. Either way, self-killing is a cowardly escape and a mean cowardice, whereby the laws and 

recommendations of Creation are trampled under foot.

31. Consider, man of Earth: To the intellect of man Creation appears to be perfect, but truly this is not so, 

for as man so It also has to perfect Itself.

32. Verily, Creation is Spirit and lives everywhere, yet It also has to perfect Itself up to the end of Its 

time.

33. But since It is one within Itself, It can also perfect Itself by Itself and by Its creations, and as well by 

the creation of new Spirit, which again perfects Itself.

34. The newly created Spirit thereby is a part of Creation Itself, however still ignorant to the minutest 

degree.

35. When a new Spirit is created and is still ignorant to the minutest degree, it begins to live and to learn 

in a human body.

36. Such Spirit, still ignorant in a human body, appears as stupid to man, wherefore he says about him 

that this human being is insane.

37. But this is absolutely not so, for this new Spirit form in man is only unknowing and still devoid of 

any knowledge and of any wisdom.

38. Therefore, this new Spirit form first has to live in a human body for a life time to gather knowledge 

and to become somewhat knowledgeable.

39. But the human body dies again after a certain time, so the Spirit form then enters into the realm of the

other side, now not as unknowing any more as it was at the beginning of its life.

40. Through reincarnation, the Spirit form returns again to the world in a human body and begins a new 

time of learning.

41. Again it learns and gathers additional knowledge and new wisdom, whereby it increasingly escapes 

ignorance and perfects itself.

42. Thereby the time arrives, after many reincarnations, when people say that this Spirit form and the 

human being are now normal and not insane.
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43. This, however, is not the end of the Spirit form and its fulfillment, for having become knowledgeable 

it now consciously seeks the greatest wisdom.

44. Through further lives and reincarnations it develops still further and perfects itself, as far as unfolding

creatively and, in the end, to become one with Creation Itself, which has been determined for it from 

the beginning by the laws and recommendations of Creation.

45. Thus this results therein that when Creation has created a new human Spirit form, this independently 

develops and perfects itself in the human body and through many reincarnations, so that the Spirit 

form in its future perfection, in the distant future, shall return to Creation to become one with It.

46. But thereby Creation Itself also perfects Itself, because through Itself this way of perfection in 

knowledge  and wisdom originated, and It alone possesses such knowledge and such wisdom to also 

carry it out.

47. And verily, I say unto you: There will never come a time, at which Creation ceases to create new 

Spirit to widen and to perfect Itself, except at those times, when It rests and slumbers or goes into 

Itself.

48. Thus Creation also requires rest, so that at a certain time, It sleeps and does not create, as It is 

peculiar to all which is alive.

49. As human life has day and night and divides it into work and rest, so Creation also has Its time during

which It is active or rests.

50. But Its periods have a different duration than those of man, for It lives and is active according to Its 

laws and recommendations, which are the laws and recommendations of Spirit.

51. But the laws and recommendations of man are the laws and recommendations of material life.

52. And the material life is limited in its total time, while the life of Spirit lasts for all times and has no 

end.

53. And man with his part of Creation-Spirit is arranged into the spiritual laws and recommendations of 

Creation and into the order of material life.

54. But Creation Itself is arranged into the laws and recommendations of Ur-Creation, which lives 

according to the laws and recommendations and according to the order of the all-great-timely 

ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTUM.

55. Yet Ur-Creation also is subject to the laws and recommendations of perfection, even if conceptually It

is the original source out of which Creation has created Itself.

56. Yet the secret of Creation lies in the immeasurable realm for man, and it has to be calculated by the 

number seven in multiplying manner.

57. But this belongs to the secrets and to the laws and recommendations which the intellect of man will 

only be able to solve, when he has perfected himself to perfection, and he is thus only perfecting 

Spirit form and no longer a material human being.

58. But be it said, that to the wise one the laws and recommendations of life are not hidden, for he 

recognizes and obeys them.

59. And as the wise one thus possesses the knowledge, that the secret of Creation and of Ur-Creation lies 

in and is calculated by the sevenfold multiplied number of seven, he, thus, also acquires and 

possesses this knowledge.

60. Namely that Creation also has Its time, during which It is active or rests, which again is calculated 

and established by the number seven. 
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61. For seven great-eras, Creation rested in the womb of slumber, so that nothing existed and neither did 

the universe.

62. Creation was alone in Itself at slumber and created nothing and no creations.

63. But It awakened from Its slumber through the seven periods of the seven great-times, and It began to 

create everything which is creature and life.

64. But as It had rested for seven periods of the seven great-times, so It formed and created life and 

creatures for Its seven periods of life and of waking and for the seven great-times.

65. Until It again requires rest and puts Itself to rest again into deep slumber for seven great-times.

66. But when it rests again and places Itself into slumber, then nothing will remain of It, except Itself 

within Itself in the structure of the ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTUM.

67. There will be no more creature and no life and nothing else of what had been created.

68. Only Creation will be within Itself during the seven periods of the seven great-times, for It will take 

Its rest and slumber, until It awakens again and creates new life and new creatures.

69. But as Creation is one within Itself, so also is all life and every creature one within itself.

70. And as man and all growth and all animals are one within themselves, so also are the laws and 

recommendations of Creation one in themselves, so that there is a oneness in all things.

71. Although man believes that everything has two parts, but which is not so, because everything is 

always a oneness.

72. What man believes to see as two things in truth is one, wherefore he has to see the seeming duality as

one.

73. If the Spirit form in man is thus one with Creation then he, therefore, is also one with Creation as a 

human being, so he therefore is not dual.

74. And if man’s body is a part of Spirit in a different form and matter, then the body is also a oneness 

with Spirit so it also is not dual.

75. The teaching, therefore, is this that there always exists oneness and never a duality, if two things 

intertwine or are inter-connected or live within another.

76. A duality only is subject to an illusion, because man thinks illogically and according to purely 

human-material measures.

77. But if man thinks in the knowledge of Spirit, he discovers the logic which lies in all laws.

78. Only man’s thinking can be erroneous, however, the natural laws and recommendations of Creation 

can never err.

79. Therefore is said thus that everything originates from a oneness and that a duality is always only 

apparent, because man in his short and illogical and unwise thinking does not grasp it.

80. But as everything is always a oneness and everything originates from this oneness, so no duality can 

thus exist, which by its very existence would transgress against the natural laws of Creation.

81. Therefore, man shall also perfect himself in his material thinking so that he recognizes the seeming 

duality as oneness and thereby acts according to the laws and recommendations of Creation.

82. Only in his lack of understanding man considers all things as duality, and thereby transgresses 
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against reason and against the natural laws.

83. But if man aligns everything into oneness, he recognizes the uniform connections and becomes 

knowledgeable in wisdom, and if he then says to a mountain: “Remove yourself,” it then removes 

itself.

84. Thus everything in Creation is one and in Its laws and recommendations, and also is everything one 

in all creatures and in matter, so that oneness exists without fail.

85. But if a wise one says, that there are always two of things, that they are positive and negative, 

however, each one within itself, and one if they are joined together, then this is the truth.

86. It is always only the appearance which creates a duality, for within itself and also joined together 

everything is always a oneness.

87. As evil also is one in itself, because it is a oneness and at the same time is good within itself, so is the

good also one within itself, because it is equally evil within itself.

88. Therefore, the negative and positive are each split into a unit and combined form a unit, for so is the 

natural law of Creation.

89. This results, therefore, in that seemingly there are dual parts; in truth, however, every part in itself is a

unit and both parts joined together again result in a unit.

90. If man even maintains that a trinity exists, he is confused in his consciousness by any cults, erroneous

thinking or through falsified teachings.

91. A unit always exists as a whole or in two parts, each one in itself forming a unit.

92. So man also is a unit of two parts, each within itself forming a unit, namely, the Spirit and the body 

which together form a unit, but which each within itself are also a unit.

93. Without Spirit the body is not able to live, and without the body the Spirit is not able to live in the 

world of matter:

94. For Spirit and body are a unit, although to man they erroneously are a duality.

95. But Spirit lives according to the same laws and recommendations like the body, for in Itself it is also 

of two parts and one in each of the parts, so that in Itself It is also a unit.

96. But the two parts of Spirit are life (wisdom) and power-energy.

97. Without the life (wisdom) of the Spirit Its energy can not be used; but wisdom can also not be formed

without energy.

98. Therefore, it requires always two things each of a unit, which together are a unit, thus two units 

within the unit.

99. Man states that the human being is a unit within itself, but which consists of two equal parts, which in

themselves are a unit, in separated as well as united manner.

100. But the two equal parts in man, which in itself each embody a unit, are the body and the Spirit.

101. But if it is being taught in falsified manner by those not knowing the truth, that the human being or 

the Spirit lives in a trinity, this teaching is erroneous and false, because it is not taught according to 

the laws  of Creation.

102. Therefore, man also has to perfect himself in his knowledge about the truth, so that he sees this 

correctly.

103. Knowledge and wisdom form a oneness in man, so that he shall perfect it.

104. Love and truth form a oneness in man, and he shall perfect it.

105. In the Name of Creation, so it is determined by Its laws and recommendations, and so it shall be 

done.

CANON 38

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is explanation.

 3. And the Prophet sets forth explaining, that every thing has to be explained to man by an illustration, 
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so that he understands it.

 4. No will, will ever be greater than the will of Creation, which reveals Itself in Its laws and 

recommendations.

 5. But the laws and recommendations of Creation have validity for yesterday and today, but also for the 

tomorrow and the day after tomorrow and for all times.

 6. So the laws and recommendations of Creation are also a determination and predetermination for the 

things of the future, which through It have to occur.

 7. So everything thus must happen and also the knowledge of truth in man to, sooner or later, reap a rich

harvest.

 8. And therefore, all events must happen through the determination of the laws and recommendations 

and through the created causes, which unresistingly have to lead to the effect.

 9. Only man of Earth is not yet willing to accept this teaching of truth:

10. For he offends against the truth and against Creation, wherefore he has to suffer hard self-

punishment.

11. See, man of Earth, you demand an explanation for everything, and as the explanation is given, you do

not understand, because you do not want to understand.

12. Therefore, Earth man, listen again to what has been said to you since times of old, so that you finally 

understand and recognize the truth:

13. Grasp what has been explainingly illustrated, and from now on walk in the teachings of truth.

14. Also is given to you common sense and intellect, only you use neither one nor the other.

15. Only few among you have developed and opened their common sense and intellect to the degree that 

they grasp and understand the secrets of Spirit.

16. However, most of Earth man lack this, for they still are faint-hearted and small and believing.

17. Their consciousness is ignorant and empty, so that first they have to learn to think.

18. And what would be better to make them think, than the speaking of truth and the teaching of truth.

19. And the knowledge of truth has to be acquired by thinking, because there is no other way than that.

20. Verily, the knowledge of truth is only useful and good, if it is attained to by one’s own thinking.

21. But one’s own thinking requires that the secrets must be solved, which contain the gift of thinking.

22. Man is yet faint-hearted and without knowledge, and the laws and recommendations of Creation and
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 the power of Spirit are still unknown to him.

23. Thus, man first has to learn to recognize the truth and, therefore, also to live according to the laws 

and recommendations of Creation.

24. Only then can he slowly become knowledgeable and mighty in Spirit and consciousness.

25. And only to him who has will also be given in the sense, that the seeds first have to be sown, before 

fruit can be harvested.

26. For unto him who has will be given, so that he may have in abundance and sufficiency.

27. But whoever does not have, from him will also be taken what he has, which means whoever has seed 

and does not sow it, from him the seed will also be taken.

28. Therefore it is said: To him who has will be given, but whoever does not have, from him will also be 

taken what he has.

29. But man does not want to understand the truth, for with seeing eyes man does not see, and with 

hearing ears they do not hear, and they do not understand anything with their intellect.

30. And the senses of man are stopped up and concealed against the truth, and their ears willingly hear 

evil, as also their eyes willingly slumber.

31. And everything, because they do not want to have to see with their eyes and hear with their ears and  

to understand with their intellect:

32. So that they do not have to force themselves to understand the truth and the given laws and 

recommendations of Creation, because they would obtain the help and the knowledge thereby, which 

would take them off the paths of evil, which they do not want.

33. For men are rebellious against the laws of Creation, so they curse themselves and rob themselves of 

their calmness.

34. Men in unrighteousness fancy themselves to stand above Creation.

35. However, what an evil error that is and what evil presumption, for this behavior is only rebellion, 

inglorious autocracy and self-creation of evil.

36. And there will be a rude awakening for these unrighteous ones, when justice demands an account 

from them.

37. And the way to truth will be long and far for them.

38. And far will be the way for them to wisdom and to knowledge.

39. And far will be the way to the obedience of the laws and recommendations of Creation.

40. And by them, the unrighteous ones, you, man of Earth are meant, you who walk outside of the laws 

and recommendations of Creation.

41. Woe unto the world and man because of the vexation, for vexation has to come to them because of 

their transgressions.

42. Yet woe unto the man, through whom the vexation comes, for he creates punishment for himself, 

which he will not escape.

43. But if a hand or a foot vexes you and it is lost, do not regard it.

44. Verily, it is better for you if you lose a limb and therefore are great in Spirit and in consciousness, 

than that you have two hands and two feet, but therefore are small in consciousness or atrophy.

45. Thus, if an eye causes you vexation and you go blind, do not regard it, for it is better for you that you 

see the laws and recommendations of Creation with the power of your Spirit and consciousness, than 

that you are a seeing blind one with two seeing eyes.

46. Men of Earth, see to it that you do not belong to those, who are healthy in their body, but whose 

psyche 
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and consciousness are sick and faulty.

47. Search for the meaning and for the truth of the teaching of Spirit, for this way alone leads to truth and

to life.

48. And man, you are able to learn and you are also able to search and to recognize and to know, so you 

are also able to learn and to obey the laws and recommendations of Creation.

49. If you err in any matters, then remove your error and walk on the path of truth.

50. But if your neighbor errs and serves a falsified teaching, then go to him and confront him, yet do this 

between him and you alone.

51. If he thus listens to you and understands, then you have won a neighbor and further help from you is 

appropriate.

52. If he does not listen to you and continues to serve his imprudence, then leave him, for then he is not 

worthy of the teaching of Spirit, if you have done everything possible without success.

53. Verily, it is better to let an unreasonable one walk in his way of misery, than to have one’s own 

consciousness confused by the absurdity of an unreasonable one.

54. Verily, I say unto you: Stones will rather soften or the heavens crash down, than that an unrighteous 

and unreasonable one lets himself be taught, if he does not want to be.

55. Therefore, beware of them, of the unreasonable and unrighteous ones, if they do not feel favorably 

inclined toward the teaching of truth.

56. Sow the seed of truth and wisdom only, where it falls on fertile ground and sprouts.

57. For verily, only sprouting seed is able to unfold to fruit and produce a good harvest.

58. Go on, you mankind, and become righteous ones.

59. Walk not on the roads of the unrighteous ones, and do not move to the false scribes and high and 

mighty ones, but go to the seeking and the starving ones into all directions of the world.

60. Go out and teach the people and say unto them: The laws and recommendations of nature are the laws

and recommendations of Creation.

61. The power of Spirit in man is his life, and the part of Spirit within man is his part of Creation:

62. For the Spirit part within man is given unto him by Creation for life.

63. So that this Spirit part within man shall give life unto him and the evolution unto BEING:

64. So that Spirit also lives and perfects Itself, to enter Creation at some future time, as Its own part of 

perfection.

65. Go out and instruct man of the truth, so that you yourself and your neighbors also become righteous 

ones.

66. So that you fulfill your life and follow the laws and recommendations of Creation.

67. Become human beings according to the laws and recommendations of Creation, so that you are duty 

fulfilling and righteous.

68. Yet truly, be watchful, for you take the truth into the midst among the wolves in sheep clothing; 

therefore, you have to be prudent like snakes and without fault like doves.

69. Therefore, beware of the unrighteous ones, for they will persecute and hate you for the sake of truth, 

so they will deliver you up to the courts.

70. Always be watchful with open eyes, ears and senses, because you will be taken before judges, princes

and 
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officers for the sake of the teaching of truth.

71. Flee if you able to flee and, nevertheless, spread the teaching of truth.

72. But do not worry if you cannot flee, for the power of your Spirit will not leave you, and your 

knowledge will always tell you what you shall say.

73. Always testify unto the testimony of truth of Creation and do not despair.

74. And when you speak, the truth speaks through you; for it is not you yourself when you speak, but 

through you the power of your Spirit always speaks with Its knowledge, if you are just ones in 

righteousness.

75. But know that you will be hated for the sake of the teaching of truth, yet if you remain steadfast until 

the end, you will become great.

76. The ignorant and unrighteous ones render hatred to the knowledgeable and righteous ones, for the 

road of truth and wisdom is far, and love will penetrate only slowly.

77. If man lives according to the laws and recommendations of Creation, only then does he live correctly 

in truth.

78. However, the goal of man is not simply the fulfillment and explanation of his material existence.

79. Because everything inhuman in man has to die, however, everything creative in man has to arise and 

to embrace Creation.

80. Man, consider the universe as the place, where Creation resides in infinity.

81. Everything which man possesses originates from Creation and is also the property of Creation.

82. Man shall change and perfect his entire spiritual and materially conscious life, so that he becomes one

with Creation.

83. If man thus does something, he shall do it in the consciousness of proximity to Creation.

84. Therefore, man shall never try to force the truth unto someone else, because this would have only half

a value or be useless altogether!

85. And before man teaches others, he first shall pay attention to the progress of his own Spirit and 

consciousness, so that he creates creative harmony first within himself.

86. Verily, no greater darkness prevails within man than ignorance and non-wisdom.

87. The victory of man in its entire greatness consists thereof, to uproot and to destroy every power 

which opposes the creative principle, so that the creative power can always win.

88. Therefore, man shall develop within himself the power of judgement over the good and the bad.

89. Therefore, man shall develop within himself the correct views of all matters, whereby he becomes 

wise and just, and whereby he also will fulfill and obey the laws and recommendations of Creation.

90. Verily, recognition is necessary for man, namely, to recognize what is real and what is unreal and 

what is valuable and what is worthless, and most of all, what is of Creation and what is not of 

Creation.

91. Man has to become a universal oneness, whereby he again must become one with Creation.

92. Man, therefore, align your life to the laws and recommendations of nature, whereby you then also 

live according to the laws and recommendations of Creation.

93. Even if the suffering within man is great, yet the power of Creation within him is always 

immeasurably 
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greater, whereby It always conquers all evil.

 94. If man in his consciousness only lives as a material human being, he is infinitely distant from his 

Spirit, and as well from Creation and from Its laws and recommendations.

 95. The greater man’s devotion is to the laws and recommendations of Creation, the greater peace he 

conceals within himself.

 96. Man’s happiness consists thereof, that he seeks for and finds the truth, wherefrom he gathers 

knowledge and attains to wisdom and also thinks and acts in the sense of Creation.

 97. Only through the circumstances of the human-material life can man consciously develop and use his 

creative powers of Spirit.

 98. Therefore, man shall daily try to unfold his powers and abilities, because only thereby does he gain 

experience in their use.

 99. But as long as man does not become one with Creation, he will never be able to understand death:

100. For within him resides the fear of the unknown; but only the unknown is able to recognize the 

perfection through fear, and that it is all-knowing.

101. Man shall live according to recognition and wisdom, so that he shall not allow himself to be led 

simply by instincts and impulses, and so that he lives righteously according to the laws and 

recommendations of Creation.

102. Man shall not get lost in the forest of restrictions, but he shall expand his Spirit and his consciousness

and seek and find knowledge and wisdom.

103. Thereby man comes closer to his life’s goal, and he recognizes the creative principle in all things.

104. And these things are thousands of lights, and they will assist man along his way, so that he attends to 

and obeys them.

105. Man will obtain all knowledge and all wisdom, if he seriously strives for perfection.

106. The laws and recommendations of Creation serve all those, who are willing to seek truth and wisdom 

in unrestricted measure:

107. So that within themselves they master all possible directions and develop their spiritual powers ever 

higher and perfect themselves thereby.

108. Man never shall try to contemplate his bodily evils, but once and only focus on the reality of his 

Spirit and  consciousness and on the BEING of Creation.

109. A constant restlessness of the searching for truth is in man only, because a notion rests within him 

that Creation alone is his fate and his determination.

110. Man may be great and wise and good, yet that can never suffice, because the laws and 

recommendations of Creation determine that he can always become still greater and wiser and better.

111. So there exist no limits for man, and there exist no limits for love and peace and for joy, for 

knowledge and for progress.

112. For the present level always must be surpassed according to the laws and recommendations of 

Creation.
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CANON 39

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is direction.

 3. And the word of direction is stated by the Prophet as follows:

 4. May Creation give unto you your rights and peace through the recognition of direction.

 5. Everything which serves life and the creative way of living is presented by the creative power and by 

recognition so that it can serve as direction.

 6. Through direction the greatest promises are presented to man:

 7. So that man thereby can participate in the creative nature, which he has abandoned due to the corrupt 

lust of the world.

 8. Therefore, man of Earth, turn all your efforts to and prove virtue in your knowledge and prove 

recognition in your virtue.

 9. And prove moderation in recognition and prove patience in moderation, and in patience prove 

reverence before Creation.

10. And in the reverence before Creation prove brotherly love and in brotherly love prove love to all 

men:

11. For if such is abundant with man, he will neither be lazy nor unfruitful in his recognition of Creation.

12. But whoever does not possess such is blind and gropes in the dark.

13. And blind gropers in the dark forget that they can become clean of their sins:

14. If they follow the truth and live according to the direction of the creative laws and recommendations.

15. Therefore, man of Earth, be even more diligent to establish your calling and choosing:

16. For if you do such, you will not stumble.

17. And if you act according thereto, then will be abundantly handed to you the entering into the eternal 

kingdom of Creation.

18. Therefore, men of Earth, I will not neglect and fail to continuously remind you of it, although you 

know.

19. Yes, you truly know, yet you do not obey it, therefore, I have to strengthen you with truth, which you 

well know but do not obey.

20. Verily, I consider it as fair to give you direction as long as I am on this world, to remind and to 

awaken you:

21. For I know that soon I have to leave this world, as it is determined for me.

22. Yet everything possible shall be done toward your instruction, thus I will be diligent, so that after my 

completion of life you will always have the teachings in your mind through the written word which I 

give unto you.

23. And verily, if you follow the given teachings of Spirit, you do not simply follow clever fables, but the

laws and recommendations of Creation.

24. But the laws and recommendations of Creation are the power of life, and this power you receive from

Creation Itself.

25. Unto It be honor and praise through your thoughts and through your actions.

26. And you have the prophetic word that you do well, if you obey the laws and recommendations of 

Creation:

27. So that you regard it as a strong light, which shines in a dark place, until the day dawns and the 

morning star rises in your intentions and thinking.

28. And you shall always know that every teaching and prophecy is given by the correctness of the laws 

and recommendations of Creation:
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29. As every interpretation of a matter corresponds to the laws and recommendations of Creation, clothed

into human values for the understanding of man, given by the Prophet:

30. For verily: Never ever has a truthful teaching or prophecy from the laws and recommendations of 

Creation been issued out of purely human will:

31. For everything was always driven by the holy power of Creation, spoken in the Name of Creation and

through human beings, who were prophets.

32. But there always were false prophets among the people also, as there now are false prophets and 

teachers among you, who form detractive sects and who deny Creation:

33. In that they elect gods and saints and purchase the faith of men for a fast damnation.

34. And many follow their licentious way, and because of them the way of truth is blasphemed.

35. And out of greed they seek to find advantage over you with invented word and faded truth pretenses.

36. Yet their own judgement has already long since been prepared by themselves, and their own 

damnation truly does not sleep.

37. The laws and recommendations of Creation have never spared injustice, but they always have 

delivered the guilty up to their own punishment:

38. So that the guilty punish themselves and will always be punished in their own judgement.

39. And never have the laws and recommendations ever spared a guilty one in the world, but always have

allowed the established self-punishment to become truth.

40. But they have always saved the righteous ones, for the laws and recommendations know quite well to

save the devout from temptation.

41. But the unrighteous ones themselves reserve the day of their own judgement, so that they receive 

their own punishment.

42. But those who are bold and head-strong, and who blaspheme the majesties of Creation, will place 

upon themselves the greatest self-punishment and burn in the embers of the judgement.

43. They are the guilty and unrighteous ones, for they have abandoned the right road and are going 

astray.

44. And they follow the way of evil, which loves the wages of unrighteousness.

45. And so they will also have to love all their self-punishment, which will be the terror of all terrors, as 

the direction of the laws and recommendations purport.

46. They are like wells without water and like clouds driven about by the whirlwind, and their portion 

will be the darkest darkness.

47. They are the false teachers and the false prophets, for they only speak proud words, backed up by 

nothing and no truth.

48. They provoke all those to fleshly lust through lewdness, who are about to try to escape from the error 

and through searching begin to walk in truth.

49. And with false teachings they promise freedom to man, although they themselves are the vassals of 

slavery and of destruction.

50. For verily, whoever is conquered by someone, he himself will become his vassal.

51. Verily, if they have fled from the recognition of Creation, they belong to the refuse of the world, by 

which they will again and again be fooled and conquered.
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52. So their end will be worse and more severe than before, and they are worse off than the vassals 

enslaved by them.

53. And verily, it would be better for them if they had never heard about the way of righteousness, than 

having heard about it and to use it to their advantage, while they turn away from it and mislead the 

truly seeking onto wrong paths.

54. And verily, therein they experience the truthful saying, that they wallow in their own dung, and that 

the dog again devours what it has spit out, and that the sow after a wash again wallows in the dung.

55. And it is said: As man makes his bed, so he has to lie in it; and as man calls into the valley so the 

echo resounds.

56. You, men of Earth, do not believe in any Spirit, but you test the spirits if they are of Creation:

57. For many false prophets have gone out into the world, to mislead man and to place them into 

sectarian slavery.

58. And by this you shall recognize the Spirit of Creation, which speaks unto you and prophecies:

59. Every Spirit is of Creation, which acknowledges It only and disregards all godhoods and idols and 

human saints.

60. And every Spirit which does not acknowledge Creation alone, is not a Spirit of Creation, but a false 

prophet or a false teacher.

61. And the dark spirits, the false prophets and false teachers, are the children of darkness.

62. They are men of the world and, therefore, they speak about the world and therefore the men of the 

world listen to them.

63. But the Spirit of Creation is of Creation.

64. And whoever recognizes Creation, listens to It and lets the worldly be worldly.

65. Thereby you recognize the Spirit of truth and the spirit of error.

66. You, men of Earth, allow yourself to love each other, for love is of Creation.

67. And whoever loves is enlivened by Creation and knows the laws and recommendations of Creation.

68. But whoever does not love does not know Creation and does not know that Creation is love.

69. And verily, as Creation is love, so man shall also be full of love.

70. So that he loves Creation and his neighbor.

CANON 40

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is nature.

 3. And the Prophet sets forth the truth unto man, which is presented in nature.

 4. Whatever man understands, he discovers in glimmers of perceptions.

 5. But to you, Creation, everything was already crystal clear before the foundation of the worlds.

 6. But man is not Creation, therefore he must learn and grasp, so therewith he cultivates knowledge and 

wisdom.

 7. Through lessons and notions he gathers much, whereby he becomes knowledgeable and wise.
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 8. Yet the light of Creation, hidden to him, radiates like an ocean full of flames before the countenance 

of Creation.

 9. Thee, Creation, man shall worship in all thy omnipotence, thou which can never be explored by man 

and which man can never gaze at without a covering.

10. Thee, Creation, which the universe praises, man shall worthily adore.

11. Let only one drop of light and life penetrate into man from the awesome silence of thy oceans of light

that he may see the truth.

12. As long as the prophets always walked among the other children of dust, they often sought the scene 

of open nature.

13. In nature they relinquished themselves to the observations and held their lessons, to allow man to 

become knowledgeable and wise.

14. In open nature they instructed mankind and directed them to the creative care of Creation.

15. From the surroundings of nature they borrowed the most meaningful and awakening pictures, which 

they presented in parables and in direct teachings.

16. Because the creations of Creation, all these wonders of the earth worlds and of the heavens, are the 

beautiful and mysterious veil, into which Creation veils Itself before the eyes of mortal man.

17. But It does not veil Itself before the gazes of the mortals, to remain hidden, but to reveal Itself 

according to Its given measure of their strength and weakness.

18. Namely, according to the strength and weakness of man, because which man is able to bear the direct 

gaze of the majesty of Creation.

19. The light of Creation is forceful and unbearable in Its shining Glory to the eye and the senses of man.

20. Even if the human eye wants to see the uncovered radiance of the sun, it turns blind in the 

overabundance of shining light.

21. Thus the prophets often take their pupils out into the immeasurable sanctum of open nature.

22. And they showed them beyond the immensity of the world the splendor of the stars in the universe.

23. And they pointed into the space of infinity, which is the residence of Creation.

24. And again they pointed down to the flowers in the fields on the Earth, which grow and live, which do

not work and spin according to the sense of man and are yet clothed with such glory, that even man 

could not shine more beautiful if arrayed therein.

25. And the prophets pointed out the birds under the sky, which sow no seed and also do not harvest, and 

are nevertheless nourished by Creation.

26. And they showed how Creation cares for all, that thus no sparrow can fall from the roof without 

being determined by Its will (Law: cause and effect).

27. So man also shall often step out of his small rooms into the open nature, where the Spirit bound in 

man again feels freer in creative surroundings.

28. So the Spirit and consciousness can refresh themselves again after the manifold efforts of life.

29. And man can dispel the pursuing, tormenting and useless worries. 

30. And he can recover, rise and lift himself up over all the depressing every-day troubles of his world, 
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when he walks in open nature and sees and recognizes the Glory of Creation.

31. Earth man, follow in the footsteps of the prophetic masters so you can grasp the teaching of truth in 

nature.

32. Verily, where could be a man, and even if he could speak in most eloquent words, who could speak as

captivatingly about creative love, than the works of Creation themselves speak.

33. And verily, what is all the book knowledge of all human teachings compared to one single notion, 

which arises out of the fullness of the creations of Creation, which in themselves also are only a 

reflection of creative origin, become visible to the human eye.

34. Man has to feel that nature calls him to its breast.

35. And verily, man is different in his closed rooms, where so many small circumstances offensively 

admonish him and oppress his psyche and even his heart, and destroy or withdraw everything great.

36. Man is different, when surrounded by rays of heavenly creative rosy of the morn, he is flooded by the

pure delight of the awakening nature.

37. And man is different, when he delights at the side of a friend and in the healthy shade of moving 

bushes in cheerful conversation.

38. And man is different, when the lovely evening quietude places its peace into his psyche and into his 

consciousness.

39. And man is also different, when the holy splendor of a star studded night surrounds him, and when 

the glimmering rays of distant worlds gleam down to Earth.

40. And man is also different, when creative flashes of light shine through the dark curtain of his 

ignorance, which conceals eternity to him with all its mysteries.

41. Man of Earth shall finally awake, so that he sees the truth and recognizes it in all its glory.

42. And life shall be worth living and blustering for him in the recognition of the truth of Creation.

43. And life for man shall bluster always and everywhere.

44. And the stream shall roar and the wind shall whisper across the land, and the thunder shall sound and 

resound in a thousand echos, and the birds shall sing their happy songs from the bushes.

45. Man shall live always and everywhere in the almighty power of the highest love of Creation as life 

proclaims It through the mouth of nature.

46. Oh Creation, how all this wonderful life has become so good and so beautiful and so wise, and so 

exactly determined and calculated, up to the forming of the most delicate lichen.

47. How perfect everything is in the immensity of the whole, how everything is joined just so and not 

differently, and as it happens and can not happen differently.

48. Ah, how gladly man of Earth would like to fathom all this, but how could he ever explore it.

49. Man must become silent and worship Creation, for unto his Spirit and unto his consciousness only 

one thought remains, that with Creation no thing is impossible.

50. To the righteous one the wonderful coherence of everything created often appears as absolutely 

remarkable:

51. For nothing can be, flourish, live and exist without the influence of the entire Creation in the great 

and small detail.

52. Even the smallest flower, which man pins to his breast, would never bloom in a garden bed or among 
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the grasses in the field without the influence of Creation, which is even in accord with the most 

distant worlds.

53. Yet ah, how very few people of Earth suspect or know this.

54. According to the notion of many people of Earth, the circle of all powers is restricted to a minute 

range of revolution.

55. Everything which happens on Earth, they erroneously believe, is all caused only on Earth and there 

only.

56. They do not see all those innumerable world bodies, which altogether often are larger than the Earth, 

but which from the depths of the universe only glimmer as small stars.

57. And all these stars at their best appear to be only a beautification of the night to them, disregarding 

the fact that they, man and the Earth, could live only due to the existence of those innumerable stars.

58. And verily, they all have higher destinies.

59. The Earth is no independent and no special portion of the universe, but it is intimately entwined with 

the whole, and the whole with Earth and the human beings.

60. The entire universe of Creation’s creations is, once and only, a colossal one, and Creation works in 

everything, with everything, on everything and throughout with everything.

61. In the entire structure of the universe, nothing exists which would be separate, and everything is one 

and the same life, everything one and the same being, namely, the being of Creation.

62. Yes, man of Earth, remind yourselves often and again and again, about the smallest as well as the 

greatest life, for whatever you find on Earth is connected with the most distant world body and one in

this connection.

63. The bread which you eat, and the water with which you quench your thirst, the type of your clothing, 

and the customs and habits and occupations of your nation, your language and the smallest hair on 

your body, everything is one with everything else.

64. Everything is only so, due to the reciprocal effects of all life together, even due to the most distant 

worlds at the enormous distances.

65. When you see the sand and the rocks at the shores of the oceans, ask yourself how they arrived at 

their place:

66. Truly, small and big waves washed them there, but how did the waves rise high and by which power?

67. They were driven by the winds, by the cold and warmth and by the tides of the oceans, yet what 

caused the tide of the oceans, the warmth and cold and the winds?

68. It was the power of attraction of the moon, which three hundred eighty four thousand kilometers 

away from Earth moves in its course, kept there by the Earth and in reciprocal effect with the 

attraction of the sun and other celestial bodies.

69. Man sees how the moon moves around the Earth in a steady course, and he feels the power of its 

attraction, by which it draws up the waters of the oceans situated underneath it and again releases 

from its ban:

70. Therefore, that the waters retreat from the distant shores and after hours again roll back, to create ebb 

and flood in this manner.

71. If thus the moon stands over the waters, it draws the waters from the shores of the oceans, but if it 

moves ahead, then the raging, heaving waves return to their former position.

72. They roll back in waves and again rise upwards at the banks, to again refill the formerly left bed.

73. This is ebb and flood, which twice within twenty-four hours regularly comes and again retreats, in 

corresponding action with the rising and retreating moon.
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74. Truly, everything is different in all directions of heaven, yet they are always one in their reciprocal 

effect.

75. The diversity of areas arising from difference, their inhabitants and products, and the eternal ice, 

which encases the Earth’s axis at the south pole and north pole, it is one in everything.

76. But man is one also, who lives in igloos, walks about dressed in animal skins or runs about the area in

a loin cloth.

77. And the ice fields of the high north are one, together with the mild climate of the temperate zones, 

where plants, blossoms and fruit thrive.

78. And one are the sandy deserts of the hot areas of the world, together with areas, where rain prevails 

alternately with snow.

79. Verily, at one place palm trees and aromatic spices thrive, at another place apples and pears grow, and

in yet other areas only life of ice and scarce lichen growth exists.

80. And in every area, everything is of its own kind, as is man also in form and color, in clothing and life 

style, in manner of thinking and tendencies, so everything is different, like the plants and animals.

81. But so man also is essentially different from everything and in everything, exactly according to the 

reciprocal effects and the positions of the globe, in which it, like other planets, rotates around the sun.

82. The sun lets its rays fall down vertically and generates the greatest heat only on those lands, which 

stand in straight line opposite to it.

83. Towards the poles of Earth and also even in more distant areas, the rays of the sun fall more level and

diagonal, wherefore there milder and cooler climates ensue.

84. But because the Earth rotates around the sun in an up-and downward motion, according to its oblique 

tilt toward the solar body, so the rays of the sun do not touch the Earth in its elliptical course 

vertically at the same place on a narrow band, but as the Earth rotates back and forth on a wide band, 

so the seasons result therefrom.

85. When the Earth moves closer to the sun, so that it comes close to the proximity of the seam of the hot

belt of the Earth with its vertical ray direction, to the equator, then the areas receive more warmth, by 

which spring and summer are generated.

86. But if the Earth turns away from the sun again to the opposite seam, the warmth gradually diminishes

and fall begins; slowly it gets cold, the waters freeze and winter is on its way.

87. If this were not so, due to the reciprocal effect, then a uniform, constant season would prevail on 

Earth, and where it is cold, it would always be cold, and where it is hot, it would always be hot.

88. Without the position of the globe in its eternal, regular floating and rotating in the air, one belt around

the Earth would be totally singed by the sun’s heat, because the sun rays would continuously beat 

vertically down.

89. Everything would singe, harden, become glassy, void of all life, and also for man would be totally 

uninhabitable.

90. In the bordering regions, a fall would be eternal spring, while the greatest parts of the Earth world 

would  by far lie eternally deeply buried under enormous masses of snow and ice, because the sun 

rays would never be able to come close to them.

91. Where today charming meadows are abloom and where villages and cities abound with people, an icy

wasteland or a glassy heat would exist.

92. Thus it is recognizable that everything is one in the creative reciprocal effect, and that only thereby 
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life can flourish and exist.

93. Due to the position and reciprocal action of world bodies, of the great and small objects of the 

creative universe, the more diverse constitutions of scenery of Earth originate.

94. And from the same reciprocal actions the more diverse creatures of all creative life forms arise, the 

difference of cardinal points, of climates, of animals and plants and of human beings.

95. In all areas of the world, a different type of nourishment for each other arises, as well as a way of 

thinking, way of acting and type of occupation of mankind.

96. So man in a hot area requires entirely different foods for his life support than in temperate zones or in

the ice fields.

97. His clothing also has to be of a different type, but also the housing and the protective means against 

the dangers of the environment and circumstances.

98. Therefrom totally different types of occupations and work develop, different customs and habits and  

human relationships, and out of all of this again develop totally different laws and recommendations 

for human dignity and human rights.

99. The influence of all external surroundings of the prevailing cold and heat, of dryness and dampness, 

of the wilderness and fertility of the ground, of beverages and articles of food, is of great significance

to the constitution of the human body.

100. The body color of people proves this, which is a different color, from the people of the ice fields up to

the hot zones of the equator regions.

101. People who live closer to the regions of the eternal snow have a lighter skin color up to white; and 

even the skin of animals is not different therein.

102. Light or yellowish or whitish head hair of man is only naturally found more often in colder or cold 

regions, while in warm countries it is dark to deep dark blue.

103. In the south, the skin of people is also darker and up to a bluish brown.

104. Yet also the type of man is distinct, depending on certain factors; the inhabitants of the ice fields, who

eat the meat and oil of fish, are dull and inactive and not inclined to accomplish great things.

105. But the man, who lives in rough landscapes, who eats fruit and vegetables and nourishes himself with

milk and meat of the four-footed animals and with fowl and eggs, is active, unafraid, progressive, 

combative and freedom-loving.

106. The human beings, who live in wine-growing regions, are always irritable, unburdened, happier and 

more flexible.

107. But the human beings, who live in hot areas, are tender and vehement, cruel and lax, voluptuous and 

slavish and submissive.

108. Essentially, the religions and sectarian concepts of man take on, more or less, the measure and 

direction of the ways of thinking, moral, tendencies, habits and customs and of mentality which are 

prevalent in certain regions.

109. Thus the false belief of man in colder regions of the world is more serious, more combative, less 

fanatic and more a matter of the intellect than of feeling.

110. But in warmer nations, the false belief is more a matter of fiery and fanatic power of imagination, 

more sumptuous, more sensual and happier, in every case, however, brutal and murderous.
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111. The false religions and false sects of man are always and ever as man is himself.

112. The diversities of the natural conditions of the nations and life forms, however, should cause a close 

connection among man, according to the wise intentions of Creation and that one should be devoted 

in love toward the other with all his gifts.

113. As a single human being can never suffice unto himself, but requires the help of his neighbor for his 

well being, so does one nation need the other, if it wants to achieve a certain degree of perfection.

114. Creation loves everything created by It as Creation, therefore it has been set forth in Its laws and 

recommendations and in all of nature, that man should be as brothers toward one another.

115. Therefore, Creation gave to one what the other has need of.

116. And verily, man can only develop his powers of intellect through mutual assistance and through 

reciprocal instruction and enrich his knowledge and ennoble his life.

117. But before man can do this, however, he first has to come close to one another in the minutest matters

and become indispensable.

118. Except for mating time, the animals live independently among each other, and the older ones even 

forget their young ones.

119. Every animal can easily find its food and satisfy its small needs.

120. But the animal does not possess the same Spirit as man, who is capable of and ordained to a greater 

perfection.

121. If man could act like the animals and carelessly walk about each other on the Earth, he would be no 

more than an animal.

122. No goal would exist, which would bring them toward the development of their noble powers.

123. Thus herein also the all-great-timely laws and recommendations and the entire nature of the eternal 

world order have the purpose that everything earthly in man is aligned to a spiritual goal, namely to 

the creative aspect within man.

124. Astonished, man focuses his gaze on the endlessly related chain-work and on the immeasurable 

strings of causes and effects.

125. Oh, almighty Creation, how wonderfully the earthly touches the spiritual realm, and how wisely thou 

hast intertwined everything of the great natural whole into a uniform fabric.

126. Heaven and Earth intermingle in thy knowledge, as nothing is impossible unto thee.

127. What an enormous and manifold bustle and what an infinite change takes place down on Earth, and 

all that is called forth only by thy will and by the reciprocal effects, which thou hast created in nature.

128. The shining world body alone, the sun, from its heavenly distance, produces such an enormous effect 

on the earthly nature, on all characteristics and on the peculiar living and weaving of mankind of 

Earth.

129. And thus in the rays of light and of warmth, which fall onto man from the distant stars, lies the first 

cause of the most extraordinary and most common phenomena on Earth.

130. And wherefrom only, one asks himself, does the sun take its never diminishing abundance of light?

131. And how the Earth, thirsting for its warming and enlivening rays, yearly and daily rotates around it, 

so also the sun again rotates with all other worlds accompanying it.

132. Verily, the sun rotates around another center, around the galaxy and its central sun, and it again 
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rotates around a larger sun, which somewhere, hidden from the human eye, radiates at an 

immeasurable distance in the eternal universe.

133. And that one, what again is its course and its character?

134. Verily, at that thought the human wings of the presumptuous human power of imagination falter, and 

I grow silent in thought about the infinite omnipotence of Creation.

135. Thou great Creation, thou leadest suns and moons and stars in the shoreless eternity of thy Creation-

all with a power and love and wisdom, which no man is able to utter.

136. It is thy will, that all life among itself sends interchangeably light and life to each other and that even 

a blade of grass, which blooms on Earth, lives in contact and connection with the most distant life.

137. Who, oh Creation, may fathom thy highness and power?

138. Man hears thy voice out of the mouth of nature, yet where was man when thou didst establish the 

Earth?

139. Do you know, oh mortal, who has set the measure for nature, or who set the guiding line above it?

140. Who places wisdom into the hidden, and who provides the thoughts of the intellect; think about this, 

man of Earth.

CANON 41

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is contemplation.

 3. And the Prophet speaks in contemplation about the step-ladder of Creation.

 4. Upward, my Spirit, for you are chosen for higher things than for dust.

 5. You never were or will be or are lost, and you will never be a victim of death.

 6. Rise up, and in the rosy of the dawn fly through eternity on your wings.

 7. Where the worm and the heavens sing, there radiates Creation.

 8. Boldly float through the great ladder of all beings, coming out of your dark night.

 9. Spirit, rise up into all spheres, always upward and onward, towards the splendor of Creation.

10. Again and again, the creative management in nature fills my psyche with indescribable enchantment 

and astonishment.

11. And again and again, I return to the contemplation of nature.

12. If I view the entire immeasurable structure of the world as the house of Creation, I am not able to 

grasp the infinite with my consciousness.

13. And again and again, I notice that to the entire contemplation of the creative glory, I can only direct 

an enormously minute part of my attention.

14. And I become exceedingly small, when I discover even in the smallest part of the things created by 

Creation the same perfection and immeasurableness, which also shine forth in the enormous space of 

the universe.

15. My psyche and my consciousness tremble in quiet bliss, as no language is able to express it.
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16. I feel as if I am dissolved in Creation, and I truly am surrounded by heavenly revelations.

17. A tear of joyful enchantment fills my eyes; and I like to pray, yet I am too stirred and can not, and so 

my tear alone becomes the prayer of praise unto Creation.

18. Verily, many a weak mortal longs for extraordinary things and expects a sign from heaven.

19. Yet look, you nearsighted one, why do you seek signs from heaven, because that already, which your 

hand touches and your eye sees, is wonderful.

20. You only do not know it, and your foot carelessly walks through the dust, which for you floats 

invisibly over the worlds, which you do not see and do not suspect.

21. Verily, you see many remarkable phenomena with your eyes, yet they all remain dark to you.

22. Do you, man of Earth, have a deserving idea of the omnipotence, of the wisdom and greatness of 

your Creation?

23. Well now, if you would have this idea, you would know that in this house of Creation, in the infinite 

palace of the universe, nothing exists which is too small and too big and also not too unimportant.

24. What are all the wealth and glories of the great, rich and mighty ones of this world, whose treasures 

you gaze at with admiration.

25. What are their ostentatious residences, marble palaces, the rooms and golden decor and carpets and 

paintings thereof, which enchant you.

26. Everything is only dust, gathered of dead mortal dust and well arranged by artistic hands.

27. But infinitely greater than all that and than every mortal is the Creation of worlds and all things, and 

infinitely splendid are the structure of the universe and the structure of worlds, from which the 

omnipresent majesty of Creation shines at you.

28. Verily, nothing in this immeasurable creative palace is too small or too unimportant.

29. For truly, everything has its high meaning, and everything therein is closely and eternally connected 

to one another.

30. Truly, the world hangs by the thread of a spider as well as by the gigantic power, which allows earth 

worlds, moons, suns, stars and galaxies to rotate in their courses.

31. But you, man of Earth, you stamp an unimportant appearing pebble under foot, only because it lies at 

the bank of an onrushing water.

32. Once this pebble was part of a boulder in the mountains, and the streaming waters washed it down to 

the bank of the waterway.

33. It crumbles in the air and at a distant time, it will become earth, so that growing plants absorb parts of

it, by which animals nourish themselves and at which man again relishes.

34. Therefore, the small pebble does not lie at the bank of the waters in vain, for like everything in the 

world, it also has its destiny.

35. Long ago, a fisherman found a golden amber on the shores of the world’s oceans, and man’s vanity 

made the stone to jewelry.

36. A wise one discovered a hidden power in amber, and through a chain of further discoveries it was 

found, that the power of this stone is related to the one, which creates lightning and the rolling 

thunder.

37. During winter, billions of snow flakes fall and float down from heaven, and under the microscope 

every one of these flakes appears as an icy star.

38. They are quite regular, with hundreds of shining small filaments, created of such delicacy and beauty,
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as no mortal hand could ever create.

39. The snow crystal falls on your hand and by its warmth it melts the beautiful natural filigrees of ice.

40. Instead of the crystal star you suddenly have a tiny dew drop, the moisture of which rapidly 

evaporates.

41. The minute quantity of water changes into mist and rises up into the air, and the icy star of snow, 

which had fallen on your hand, returns in airy form to its origin of clouds.

42. Therefore, it has fulfilled its destiny, for it has drawn your attention to the wonder world of Creation, 

while billions of other flakes warmingly cover the ground of the Earth, to later, during the melting 

give water to it.

43. When Creation once set forth the high word of omnipotence: “Let there be”, and thereby the universe

and life where created, and everything shiningly and gloriously moved, none of everything which 

was created was in vain.

44. Even the most insignificant worm in the ground has its destiny in the whole; but so has the tiniest 

seed of dust also received its creative occupation.

45. All is in one and one in all, and everything in this infinite Creation exists for every single creature, 

and the single creature exists for the entire immeasurable ALL.

46. General intimate relationship prevails throughout the entire oneness of things, and the highest stands 

in general creative harmony with the lowest, but also the most distant with the closest and the most 

insignificant with the most important.

47. You also, my Spirit and my consciousness, are a part of this brilliant kingdom, founded in infinite 

wisdom.

48. And truly, my Spirit and my consciousness, everything exists for you and you exist for the entire 

kingdom.

49. Earth man, in the long and immeasurable chain of all created things I see an enchanting diversity and 

a gradual evolving from the imperfect towards the better.

50. But the progress does not stop, for evolution moves on from the better to the perfect and from the 

perfect unto BEING.

51. This is the chain of evolution, and it encompasses and embraces all creatures which hold together like

links, those of close proximity as also the most distant.

52. The chain rests on the colorful surface of Earth, walks through the depths of the oceans and sinks far 

into the deepest depths of the globe.

53. The same chain penetrates through the air and into the clouds, rushes out into the infinity of universal

space, and disappears from the human view into enormous distances.

54. It disappears to the place, where only single faintly glimmering links gaze down to man of Earth.

55. This chain is the true stairs of heaven of Creation, on which step by step the perfections increase, 

begun with the dust which plays around man’s feet, up to Spirit which walks through the more 

transfigured eternity.

56. And of these links and steps are so many, so that man in his base language cannot express their 

numbers.

57. Until now, man does not even know all types of plants and animals which grow, thrive and live on 

Earth, and yet he already knows many of them on the earthly ladder of Creation; but has he therefore 

grown closer to Creation?
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58. And among the plants alone is not one, by which not one or several types of animals or even man are 

nourished.

59. The animals, often too small to be visible, live on or in these plants and serve them and other animals 

again as food.

60. And verily, all these are as many small worlds, as they themselves again encompass other small 

worlds.

61. With astonishment man notices the effects of mysterious powers, which connect all original matter of

the earthly world.

62. So beings after beings are formed which disintegrate, wilt, and die and disappear, and the parts of 

which pass over as original matter into new combinations  and forms.

63. If the human eye could gaze enlightened into the dark area of  those powers, working according to the

eternal laws and recommendations, a veil to an entirely new world would be lifted.

64. Likewise, the entire nature would become transparent to man, and none of its secrets would be hidden

to him any more.

65. Man would see then how in the dark chasms of Earth metals create themselves, and the place where 

the rose, by some magic, decks itself out in its glorious color.

66. Verily, heavenly spirits and beings of a higher type; standing far exalted above man, as he himself 

stands inaccessibly exalted above the worm or the day-fly, which is born in the morning and dies of 

age in the evening.

67. Verily, heavenly spirits and beings of a higher type; beings of Creation, as man at his highest level is 

never able to create.

68. Perhaps, at some time man will see with bright gaze the unfathomable, which now still lies in the 

shadow for him.

69. But until now, only the dead are witnesses of Creation, who weave around It as light rays, while the 

living ones still roam around under dark riddles, which the intellect of a mortal can not solve yet.

70. Verily, now it is still so that only the dead can see Creation brighter than man sees the sun, for until 

now, only they alone reside in the clarity of Its wonders.

71. The earth, rocks, salts and the diverse metals and crystals are to the human eye only raw materials 

and materially valuable, without life and without special tools for their own propagation and 

evolution.

72. But are they not truthfully the lowest links in an infinite chain and the first steps of everything 

created?

73. Yet truly, what infinite splendor they alone contain.

74. Does not the power of gold and silver conquer the senses of man, and does not the many-faceted 

radiation of the hard diamond and the sparkling fire of the red-lighted ruby infatuate the 

consciousness of man!

75. Verily, man already knows many thousands of types of rock, and yet he does not know all by far.

76. They are manifold in their form and color, and they are also manifold in their structure and in their 

life.

77. The uniform creations of crystals also enchant man’s eye, and truly no earthly artist can copy them or 

cut them as nature itself formed them.

78. Look closely, man of Earth, many a rock is as delicate as the most delicate herbs, created of delicately

arranged leaves.

79. Many are like the thinnest spider webs or somehow delicate and filigree in their nature.

80. Asbestos is condensed of long and delicate threads, and man separates them to spin and weave 
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garments thereof.

81. Thus, man dresses himself and also manufactures other items for daily life therewith, however, in a 

plundering manner, and also not without having eventually to atone for it, because under certain 

circumstances he suffers a terrible death thereby.

82. For truly, the ladder of Creation also contains the laws and recommendations, so that Earth cannot 

excessively and plunderingly be exploited, without a penalty therefore being produced.

83. Verily, the nature of the rocks is also diverse, for some exist which grow like fine, shining hair.

84. And some precious metals, like silver and gold, drift along between rock ridges like the trees with 

branches and leaves.

85. Other metals and rocks again drift along like low mosses and lichens, and the uneducated does not 

recognize them for what they are.

86. But here is the point, where the mineral kingdom gradually changes over to the plant world, which is 

populated by a manifold and endless number of mosses and lichens, grasses and blades, herbs, 

shrubs, bushes and trees.

87. The steadily expanding succession of steps of perfection is incalculable, which exists between the 

truffle and the rose.

88. The truffle looks like a clump of earth without roots and without branches and sprouts in swelling 

under the Earth surface, but the rose only thrives in the brightness of light, with branches and leaves 

and thorns and in sunshine.

89. But the immense step succession also manifests between mushroom and sponge and the noble oak 

tree.

90. Sponges and mushrooms shoot up from the ground at night and spoil again within a few days, but oak

trees grow for many years and become several centuries old.

91. And, man of Earth, contemplate the immense step ladder and see the perfection between a centuries 

old oak tree and the catelosh-tree in Africa, which grows for several thousands of years, and in the 

shade of which an entire valley is concealed.

92. Verily, plants of a higher order already approach the animal world in their functions.

93. They bring forth from milk-rich seed, exactly as an animal does from the egg.

94. They draw their nourishment from the Earth, and their entire root work is their mouth.

95. And exactly as with human beings and animals, blood rolls in the veins, so the plant juices rise up 

and down inside them.

96. And exactly as with human beings and animals, the plants are male and female, so they also stand 

under a gender order.

97. They fertilize each other in direct or indirect manner, by pollen being blown around or by the insects 

transmitting propagation.

98. So the female blossom is fertilized like the female animal or the female of mankind.

99. And the plants also dehydrate like animals and human beings, and they also die or suffer damage 

without nourishment, or due to an excess of heat or cold.

100. Plants are similar to animals rooted to the Earth, and the animals are like plants walking about 

arbitrarily.

101. Observe, man, and you will see that many plants go to sleep, which they announce in the evening at 

sunset by the folding up of their delicate petals.
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102. Yet others, as with the animals, awake only at night and unfold when the sun goes down.

103. The shy mimosa even betrays its feeling in a visible manner, for it folds its leaves together and pulls 

in its branches if it is touched or wounded.

104. So the feel-herb also proves that plants have similar feelings and a similar life like human beings and 

animals.

105. Truly, here is the dissolving border, where the plant and animal world touch closely, and where plants

are about to change over to become animals.

106. In the ocean, the noble blood-coral lives and grows like a tree on the ocean floor.

107. The structure of its house is a limestone-like hard texture, which is brought up by the worm which 

lives inside the coral.

108. Many large islands in the oceans consist of coral, of limestone structures created by weak worms, and

although the islands originated from such weak creatures, they support plants, forests, animals, 

villages and human beings.

109. The octopode in the ocean resembles a thread-shaped, slimy plant with branches and twigs and 

leaves.

110. And if worms and crabs swim around in the water, the branches and twigs embrace the small 

creatures, and the leaves of the polyp, the suction cups, attach themselves to them.

111. The branch-arms lead the small creatures to the knob of the plant, where a parrot’s beak opens to 

devour the worm or crab as nourishment.

112. Verily, the passing over from the most perfect plant to the still imperfect animal is imperceptible, 

which already displays noticeable feelings and arbitrary movements.

113. But the ascending perfection moves through the entire chain of nature, and the ladder with its many 

steps grows ever higher.

114. It moves through the ladder of the animal world, begun by the coral to the mussel animals, then from 

the mussels to the insects, up to the crawling animals.

115. And it moves further from the specie of the snakes to the eel in the water and to all wonders in the 

ocean, through the legions of fish, up to the seal and the whale, the giant mammal of the oceans, and 

on to the flying fish, which by the fast jump almost flies through the air like a bird.

116. The bird, which has feathers instead of scales, and which is adorned with wings instead of fins, floats 

through the regions of the clouds, yet it also has again relatives among the four-footed animals, for in 

its type of movement the bat comes close to it.

117. But there also are others, like the noble ostrich of the desert, which does not fly but runs, and the 

wings of which are only an assistance to the feet.

118. And truly, many animals in their gradation already come close to the human being, in their form as 

well as in their behavior, even if man has a separate and non-animalistic development.

119. So the monkey is the creature resembling man the most, formed and behaving like an ancient second 

human being, yet in all manners is undeniably an animal.

120. But man is a human being since the first Creation, and he is the most noble link in the earthly chain 

of beings.

121. He, the human being, walks through the world with raised countenance, his eye gazes up to heaven, 

and he rules the kingdoms of conscious progress and of nature and plants and animals.

122. Man rules the kingdoms of the minerals, of the air and the waters and of the ground, he downs the 
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eagle from the air, and he pulls the fish from the depths of the waters.

123. No longer does the blind and dark instinct of the purely natural drive guide him and also not the 

impulse of the pure search for food.

124. For in man prevails an independent and illuminating reason, which he possesses but which he often 

disregards.

125. Man is endowed with free and creative and evolving thought, and also the gift of language to make 

himself understood.

126. By his Spirit and consciousness man lifts himself high above his own self.

127. And verily, the time has come when, now and then, the first sparks of creative revelation shine into 

the consciousness.

128. Man on Earth alone consciously knows about Creation and the righteous one elevates himself up to It

to obey Its laws and recommendations.

129. But many raise themselves above Creation, disregard It or kick It with their feet, while the righteous 

ones fall down before Its throne of Glory and reverently worship It in the dust of the Earth-world.

130. Enlightened by heavenly light, man rushes on his way to eternity, and with trembling joy he stretches 

forth his hand for immortality.

131. Until now he does not live eternally, but already he adorns himself with the life which is given to him

by Creation, of which he believes he is master.

132. Verily, but there does not exist an enormous intermediate space between the seemingly dead dust 

flying around and the elevated human psyche.

133. Man thinks and Creation directs, yet Creation also thinks while man directs.

134. But wherever man thinks and directs there is much wrong, but where Creation thinks and directs 

there is life.

135. And the ladder of life and of evolution is created by Creation, and It alone has established the laws 

and recommendations and according thereto man shall live.

136. And man shall once contemplate the millions of steps by steps in unending sequence, from the lowest

creature to the height where man stands.

137. Yet as this may be, is the human level already the last level, does the heavenly ladder of Creation end 

there already?

138. Does the fragile human being already reach immediately close to the majesty of Creation?

139. Man of Earth, leave once the field of the Earth and gaze upward to those regions, where with the gaze

of your consciousness uncountable worlds hover at immeasurable distances and which you, due to 

their enormous distance, only see as weakly glimmering sparks.

140. How, man of Earth, do you feel at this sight, and do you see and consider all the new steps and 

creatures and powers up there?

141. Verily, you gaze into the far distance, yet not far enough, because an impenetrable veil covers the 

magnificent display.

142. Through the art of telescopes you have learned quite much, also that those small stars in the far 

distance are world bodies as large and often many thousands of times larger than the Earth, yet what 

have you really seen therewith and what have you learned therefrom?

143. And if from all of this I now surmise, what I see down here on Earth and gaze at that up there, which 

is still dark and hidden to me, then I recognize that up there are worlds similarly related to Earth, 

which support plants, animals and human beings.
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144. Through common sense and through intellect alone can be recognized that up there are world bodies, 

next to which the size and splendor of the globe of Earth is only an incidental speck of dust with 

unimportant life.

145. So there are worlds up there, inhabited by higher and also lower life, which in a step-by-step manner 

rise to the level of earthly life or far beyond that, as also does the life of plants and animals as that of 

human beings.

146. And the step-ladder of Creation rises higher and continuously higher with them through the realm of 

all possibilities of all perfections.

147. Is man of Earth then allowed to assume that he is the most perfect creature of the omnipotence of 

Creation?

148. Verily, man is so down here on Earth, yet only so in the material realm.

149. But is he that also in other regions, in other worlds, spheres and somewhere else in the universe?

150. No, because how endlessly long the line still is of better, more perfect Spirits above Earth man.

151. Heavenly Spirit forms, higher beings,  JHWH, Spirit leaders and wise ones or with which names the 

poor tongue of Earth man may ever adorn you, you elevate yourselves through the eternal to the 

fountain-head of light, to the holy one of Creation.

152. And man of Earth shall ask himself in contemplation, if he will become just enough, so that at a later 

time, he will attain to their exalted levels.

153. And verily, the question is directed to Earth men at the time of evil, whether some time later they will

be delivered from this Earth, to be lifted up at some later time into the ranks of the higher Spirits, 

who advance ever higher and higher toward Creation.

154. Or if Earth man, at a later time, will perish in the fire of the crash of Creation, when Creation again 

lies down to slumber, so that self-determined judgement annihilates life.

155. And verily, you, you high Spirit forms and beings of the highest spheres, you who are hovering on the

last rungs of perfection in nameless love and joy and in peace and rest, you are close to Creation and 

reside already in Its Glory.

156. Yet you also are beings of Creation and still not one with It, so that you also disappear like a nothing 

before the majesty of Creation.

157. You also descend from It alone, as It is Itself through Itself.

158. It is which It was and will be, and you, like the human beings, are only a shadow beside It.

159. But you, man of Earth, your highest perfection and bliss are only faint reflections of the splendor of 

Creation.

160. But Creation is the eternally perfect, a real ocean of light, into which no human eye is able to gaze.

161. Creation, oh Creation, thou nameless and unfathomable one, destroyed I sink back into the dust, 

when the thought about thy majesty penetrates into my consciousness with awe and delight.

162. Oh, thou my Creation, thou full of omnipotence, when my consciousness drowns in the wonders of 

thy creations with blissful feelings, when it floats about on the wings of its imagination through the 

shoreless eternity and when it rushes from star to star, then with mighty power I feel my inadequacy 

and my nothingness.

163. I feel that I am only an unimportant grain of dust among billions and billions of beings, who populate

thy infinite universe.

164. And I feel that all my strength is required to convince myself that thou in love and justice also gaze 

down on me.
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165. And verily, when I contemplate this, then a bright light goes on inside me about the 

immeasurableness of thy love that thou always remember me through thy laws and recommendations.

166. Whereby then, oh Creation, whereby have I deserved it that on the step ladder of thy evolution I have 

been allowed to assign to myself such a high position already?

167. Truly, I could be a plant or a worm or a grain of dust, yet that I am not, for by thy love thou hast 

issued me forth out of the nothing as a human being.

168. Thy revelations radiantly reflect in my innermost self and I may think and hope for an immortality, as

thy love is immortal and inexhaustible.

169. Verily, I will wrestle and not grow tired and I will climb higher on thy creative ladder.

170. I will wrestle and never grow tired in the holy walk and by the education and development of my 

Spirit.

171. I will fight for the evolution of my Spirit, so that It grows closer to the exalted beings, who yet stand 

above me.

172. Oh almighty Creation, give me strength for I am nothing and have nothing.

173. Through thy love alone I am what I am, and I have what I have.

174. Without my own deserving I only have to call on thy eternal mercy and thy eternal love.

175. Unto thee, oh Creation, be praise and thanks and everything shall be according to thy laws and 

recommendations.

CANON 42

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is clarity.

 3. And the Prophet speaks about many things in clarity, so that man shall acquire and grasp them.

 4. Many a one already has firmly determined to never again fall for the old errors.

 5. And verily, they were not amiss in attention and diligence to themselves.

 6. Yet, little by little, everything slackened again and this and that got lost.

 7. All believed to be victors already and truly strong enough to finally be able to withstand any 

temptation.

 8. Therefore, they again grew more careless, more unconcerned and inattentive.

 9. Yet see, this alone was reason therefore, that they were newly conquered by their old evils and they 

fell back into the old routine.

10. And so it always is, even today and tomorrow, if a conscious enduring and constantly watchful fight 

against evil does not occur.

11. Only too quickly man falls again into carelessness if he achieves small results, because he is happy 

already about the beginning changes before he has completed them.

12. So it happens that man is again and again conquered by his mistakes, especially if he is the most 

determined, and if he wants to totally destroy the evil.

13. The unbalanced soft human being, who is impressed with himself and therefore over-estimates 
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himself, always believes he is great and strong, whereby he overlooks his effective weaknesses and 

inadequacies.

14. Due to ignorance of his own person he has no perception and no strength, so that he also lacks all 

self-knowledge and the possibility to really recognize his mistakes.

15. Consequently, he is unable to realize that the tendency toward good and toward evil resides within 

him, and that consequently he is his own master over it.

16. Ah, how weak are these weak ones; how weak is the human being.

17. How is it possible that man at times acts as if intoxicated, and as if he does not know what he is 

doing, he acts contrary to his own conviction.

18. Why is it, that at the same moment he has the most noble intention, he yet commits the worst action 

at the same time!

19. How true the old adage is, which states: “I do not know what I do, because I do not do what I want, 

but what I hate, that I do.”

20. What causes this contradiction, which produces the erroneous thought that in man could reside two 

Spirit forms and two consciousness forms?

21. And likewise, the erroneous thought occurs to the ignorant one, that alternately he is ruled by a good 

and by an evil spirit or demon.

22. Yet what nonsense and ignorance that is, for how shall man be a mindless tool which can do nothing 

of itself?

23. Verily, set free by Creation, man has free will over his entire neutral power which he alone, and only 

he alone can change to the negative or to the positive and use it accordingly.

24. And because he often uses it in negative manner only, he can not create a balance, but drifts along in 

the negative only, whereby he allows himself to be undecidedly driven back and forth by other outer 

circumstances, like a ship without as pilot and a rudder by the force of the wind.

25. Therefore, the thought occurs to the erring one, that lastly he is only a creature without free will, 

which is ruled by spirits and demons and by good and evil powers.

26. A man without free will and a slave of strange powers and forces?

27. If this would actually be so, how could man ever arrive at the idea of a free will, if he had never 

possessed such?

28. If he would be the slave of powers of an unfree will, the impulse of the idea of a free will would 

already be nipped in its bud, so that man could never have a free thought.

29. Even the word of freedom would be unknown to him, not to mention the concept of a will.

30. And what good would the certain consciousness of his self-determination be unto man, if he would 

not have self-determination?

31. Verily, the knowledgeable man knows that in a thousand matters everything depends only on him, 

whatever he may choose.

32. He, man alone, desires and abhors, he prefers and sets back, he examines and decides, and he feels 

the freedom of his will.

33. And he can, due to the conviction of the usefulness, always choose himself what in itself is 

uncomfortable to him.

34. This fact has already aroused the attention of the wisest human beings since times of old and since 

ancient times.
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35. And verily, this fact deigns the human being also of today and tomorrow.

36. And such contemplations can be exceedingly instructive for man, and they can be of importance to 

the entire inner calm and to peace and happiness.

37. And if man is only a little observant, he notices daily how great an influence the body has on the 

condition of the consciousness and the psyche, and how dependent the body is on the Spirit.

38. Yet how far does this dependence go, and shall it and has it to be so, and why has it to be so?

39. All these questions, which are raised, make man most curious to receive a satisfying answer.

40. And truly, the solving of these riddles would be an important contribution to the self-knowledge of 

man.

41. But how does man arrive at such a light, which elucidates the dark mysteries of his nature?

42. Man’s nature? Does one then not need to know that man consists of more than only one nature?

43. Verily, it is quite clear that man is composed of a spiritual and of an earthly being, of something 

corruptible and something incorruptible.

44. First of all, the human body consists of totally earthly, coarse-mattered materials.

45. These coarse-mattered materials grow in him partially from the food he ingests, and partially from 

the air which he breathes into his lungs and into the surface of his skin.

46. The air is the large, inexhaustible container of all those fine materials, from which animals, plants and

rocks originate.

47. Man knows, for example, that certain types of onion plants almost hang free in the air and draw the 

greatest portion of their nourishment freely from the air, whereby they flourish and grow.

48. The water, which is the main nourishment of many herbs and growing plants, represents only heavily 

densified air, which evaporates again through heat and becomes air again.

49. As rain or mist or damp dew or as snow it then sinks back down to Earth and nourishes plants and 

growth.

50. And all life consists of changed forms and structures of the Earth, wherefore all bodies of plants and 

animals and of human beings, after their demise, also become earth again.

51. Therefore, everything earthly is rightfully called earthly, and everything which is earthly of the body, 

falls under the laws and recommendations of the earthly.

52. And the human body is also like every other body; it is heavy and, nevertheless, penetrable and 

destructible.

53. Verily, even the Spirit is not able to change this, for these laws and recommendations are a part of the 

human body, and into these it is arranged like the very worst stone.

54. Man has to honor these laws and recommendations, and he truly can not withhold his body from their

power.

55. The laws and recommendations of nature are the directives of Creation at the creation of the world, 

whereby everything is kept active and alive and in balance.

56. So is also given that one body penetrates the other and intermingles with it, so something new can 

originate.

57. For this reason the multiplicity arises in the kingdom of nature, which appears as dead to man.
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58. But through this seemingly dead kingdom, the almighty Creation of life has spread life by a 

wonderful power.

59. It penetrates all dust and combines of the earthly matter everything with It which suits It.

60. From the suitable, this power creates new forms, which are entirely new in their type and which have 

not existed previously.

61. So new forms of plants and animals originate, ongoing and in constant sequence.

62. And as long as life in each prevails, they grow and thrive and multiply and propagate, each one 

according to its own kind and according to very special laws, which are given to them by Creation.

63. When life leaves the plants and the animals, they become again what they have already been 

previously.

64. And before life combined with them, they were earth, one small heap of earth - and dust, which 

decomposed and fell apart and disappeared - and that which becomes again after the decay of the 

plants and animals.

65. But like the plants and animals, man also was a speck of dust before he was combined with the spark 

of life.

66. But as long as a speck of dust is surrounded by the spark of life, it grows and the living part thereof 

draws unto itself ever more nourishing material from the outside and forms them, each according to 

its form and kind according to the eternal laws and recommendations of Creation.

67. So the substances of the air and the water and the earth continuously change into apparently new 

substances, which, however, are ur-eternal and uniform.

68. Although new combinations and structures are continuously formed, yet the substances remain the 

same.

69. Thus on the same soil grows the oak tree as well as the fir and the grapevine, the poisonous plant, the 

flower and the grass.

70. All the plants, however, due to the living part within them and according to the creative laws and 

recommendations, change the same earth and the same air and the same waters to nourishment and 

into the most diverse things, like wood and resin, bitter and tanning bark, juice of the grape, healing 

juices, poisons and fragrances.

71. And all this collapses again, rots and becomes earth again, as soon as the living part leaves the plants.

72. Yet what is this living part, this power which enlivens the plants and animals?

73. Verily, in man resides a Spirit able to develop, which contains common sense and intelligence and 

which evolves.

74. This is a Spirit full of power and reason, and a Spirit which in evolutionary manner multiplies Its 

power, enlivened and propelled by the cosmic-electromagnetic life energy.

75. The Spirit within man is a portion of Creation-Spirit Itself, able to evolve, endowed with reason and 

creativity.

76. The living part in plants and animals, however, is of a different type and entirely different from the 

Spirit form of man.

77. The living part in plant and animal is a pure Spirit power, without the storage possibility of reason, 

living only according to instinct and natural impulses.

78. It is not a Spirit form in the sense of evolution, but it exists once and only according to instinctive 

conduct, which also includes a number of impulses, so that plants and animals, due to the repetition 

of certain training acts, can be instructed.

79. But these Spirit powers are not able to evolve and to improve like the human Spirit form, which 
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consciously continues to develop.

80. Thus, plants and animals are not endowed with a consciousness but only with instincts, consequently 

their entire life course passes instinctively, which also refers to the ability to remember, which also 

corresponds to a block of instincts.

81. This is different in man, whose Spirit form lives consciously with a consciousness and consequently 

shows a conscious ability to remember.

82. Truly, which Earthman knows already and concerns himself about the poison of a dangerous plant 

and the juice of a fine-tasting peach, which originate from exactly the same basic elements.

83. And which Earthman thinks about the fact that the flesh of animals, of plants and of human beings 

consists of the same basic elements.

84. And yet, if man would think about it, he would be informed about it by their formation and decay.

85. Verily, man would gain insight into these wonder works of Creation, and he would better understand 

the becoming and passing away.

86. And which man may doubt all the incomprehensible wonder works of Creation to which he is a daily 

eye witness!

87. Verily, in the beginning, man also is only to be viewed like a plant, because the first three weeks he 

simply has no other life, before he becomes enspirited and, truthfully, becomes able to perceive and 

then, in time, sees the light of the world.

88. Thus, man also, at first, lives like a uniform plant life, which, according to the creative laws and 

recommendations, draws nutritive materials to itself, assimilates and changes them.

89. Therefore, the first days and the first three weeks of the life of a developing fetus are only a plant-like

existence.

90. Although it breathes and draws nourishment to itself, grows and increases, but it is not yet enspirited 

by a Spirit form, because such a one only occupies the tiny body with conscious life after 21 days, 

while until then it is driven to life by the pure power of nature.

91. In the womb of the mother, the body and the limbs of the developing fetus have already been formed 

in concealment, and slowly the coarser, more solid parts which consist of calcium, the bones, 

develop.

92. But the bones are like the bearers and keepers of a finer mass, which are composed of fleeting parts, 

of juice and blood, but also of fibers, hoses, tissues and vessels.

93. So the bones become the carriers of the flesh, and these again to bearers and holders of still finer 

parts, which as nerves weave through the body in all directions.

94. And the nerves are carriers and holders of a still finer texture still invisible to man, which in itself 

forms a being, namely, the texture of the psyche which, finally, concentrates in the chest of man.

95. Through the nerves man perceives everything coarse, which is located within and outside himself, so 

that he also receives all coarsely painful and pleasant impressions of feeling.

96. The texture being of the psyche, however, also perceives the finely substanced matter, which is 

located  inside and outside of man, so that it can also perceive everything finely painful and also the 

pleasant impressions.

97. But the texture being of the psyche is connected to the realm of the Spirit form in the sense that the 

texture acts like an antenna, and can also perceptively receive everything of the finely substanced 

from the spheres of Spirit.

98. Thereby the finer and nobler always hovers over the coarser, so the Spirit also hovers over the 

material consciousness, and the psyche over the body, but to which it is yet tied in a wonderful 

manner.
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99. Verily, the creative orders in every life are and remain untouchable, and they always remain the same.

100. If man attempts to minutely change this order, or to carry out the least hostile act against it, then 

sickness and destruction of the entire body are caused.

101. If man mutilates a plant it becomes crippled, if he deprives it of the possibility to draw nourishment 

unto itself it fades, wilts and dies.

102. Likewise it is with the body of animals and with the body of man, which actually is nothing else than 

a tool of the immortal Spirit, due to which It is able to communicate with the world and to connect Its

I with it.

103. And verily, a law-violating disturbance of the laws and recommendations of life here becomes a 

disease and the destruction of the whole.

104. If man destroys the tool of Spirit, the body, the means by which Spirit or the Spirit power attracts 

things of the outer world, he destroys the bridge by which he stands in connection from the Spirit 

sphere into earthly nature, and through these again is connected with other Spirit planes.

105. Through such a destruction the Spirit form is lost for the earthly and therefore, for the Earth world, 

whereby nobody can communicate with It any more and It is not able to evolve any more.

106. For this reason the health and perfection of the tool, the body, is to be preserved by all possible and 

legal and recommendation-abiding means.

107. And the preservation of the health of the body is one of the first duties of man, regardless of how this 

duty is ever complied with in the framework of creative laws and in recommendation-abiding 

fashion, by surgery, autological transplants, blood transfusions, infusions or the administering of 

medication, etc.

108. The orders of life reside so firmly in the body, so strongly and so reverently that Spirit will never 

annul or would be allowed to annul them, although It is not subject to the body.

109. For its maintenance the body demands food and drink, healthy air to breathe, good cleanliness of the 

outer parts, so that the pores of the skin can work properly.

110. The pores are important for the drawing in of the fine substances from the air and for the secretion of 

excessive or useless ingredients of the body.

111. Through the proper function of the pores, the body remains fit and provides protection against diverse

attacks.

112. But the body also requires protection against external injuries, which appears as protective layers in 

plants, as feathers and fur in animals and as clothing in man.

113. For the preparation of healthy blood and for the development of strength, movement is essential, 

activity, sleep and rest.

114. Thereby, whatever has been lost is replenished and plants, man and animals thereby thrive in strength

and wholeness.

115. Verily, all are creative orders in the nature of life and these orders are equally valid for plants, man 

and animal.

116. And actually, all orders and laws and recommendations are also to be found in all living things, if 

man closely observes everything.

117. Also herbs and trees have their sleep period, which can be observed with many in the nightly folding 

of their leaves, or in the pulling in or closing of their blossom crowns.

118. And verily, whoever observes carefully, can see that plants also breathe in and out.
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119. And the fragrance of the rose is like its fine, sweet breath which it spreads. 

120. And the trees happen to improve unhealthy air, while they breathe in the particles so dangerous to 

much life, like CO-2 = carbon dioxide, and breathe out again oxygen, air more useful to life.

121. The human Spirit is also dependent on a body, as a good artist also depends on his tools.

122. So has a healthy or sick body necessarily also a great influence on the activity or restriction of the 

Spirit.

123. But if man pays close attention to his body, he finds within himself a law, due to his vegetable nature,

which has nothing to do with the law of the immortal Spirit.

124. So suddenly is discovered, that in addition to the Spirit form, pure Spirit power resides in the body, as

it does in plants and animals.

125. Thereby, the impulsive and instinctive nature is also present in man, but which he may bring under 

control, contrary to plants and animals.

126. The impulses and instincts are purely natural drives, which only serve the purpose of the maintaining 

and propagation of the body, while the drives of the Spirit desire perfection and hallowing.

127. The drives for the preservation of the body are in themselves quite innocent, for what crime could 

nature be accused of for its tendency to grow, to multiply and to draw nourishment unto itself.

128. It is much more to notice, that the Spirit in Its tendency for hallowing and perfection lives absolutely 

in cosmic and beautiful harmony with the laws and recommendations of natural nature.

129. Whatever the body absolutely needs for its preservation and usefulness, the Spirit considers Its duty 

to provide.

130. The holy scripture of the Spirit teaching even admonishes and teaches that the well-being and the 

health of the body has to be cared for, and that everything has to be avoided which could become 

damaging to the body and to its health.

131. Truly, what is an artist able to create without a sturdy and good tool, and what is Spirit within man 

able to create without a healthy and fit body!

132. And this is the truth; the omniscient Creation, for this purpose, safeguarded the body in diverse 

manner and ways against self-mutilation and destruction.

133. Already the support of consciousness alone, next to Spirit Itself, was since times previously man’s 

and his body’s most distinguished guard and protection.

134. And verily, the drive of life itself powerfully presses for the satisfaction of all needs which the body 

requires for its preservation.

135. So the Spirit becomes the natural protector of Its wonderful and to the best equipped tool without, 

however, Itself being subject to it.

136. The laws of nature of the natural are such a holy order and ordinance of Creation as these also are the 

laws and recommendations of Spirit.

137. Also between what man is by his nature, and what is Spirit in man, there is no contradiction 

degenerating into sin.

138. For truly, if the body demands food, how could man deny this to it!

139. And if the body is in need of sleep, after being awake for a long time, how could Spirit deprive it of 

it, even if It yet wanted to!

140. Therefore, man is used to say quite correctly during his life, that when nature demands its rights no 

human 
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power can do anything against it.

141. Truly, as a rule, the business of the purely natural life within man takes place without the 

consciousness regarding it or knowing about it.

142. For example, the evaporation and the digestion and the change of food and drinks into sweat, slime, 

bones, blood and protoplasm and the like, but also the in- and exhaling, the conversion of the air 

drawn into the lungs, the expelling of unhealthy and converted air substances and food particles etc.

143. And thereto also belongs the quiet continued growth and development and improvement of the body, 

the nails, the hair, the stiffening of the muscles in old age, the gradual change of cartilages into bones,

the becoming brittle and hardening of the finer vessels, whereby aging begins.

144. Therewith begins the gradually increasing inability of the body to absorb nutritive materials and to 

assimilate according to its due and suitableness wherefrom, finally, a weakening and feebleness of the

entire body results.

145. Therewith the body becomes totally useless to the Spirit so that It, finally, escapes from the body, 

whereby death occurs.

146. Uncountable Earth humans have lived and still live today, who practically never had or have the least 

knowledge of these diverse feelings, laws and recommendations and orders, as well of the causes and

effects of their peculiar nature.

147. And they simply lived or live throughout the day, without being concerned about it or without effort 

to create a better life for themselves.

148. Yet truly, the laws and recommendations of Creation quietly continue to work and nothing is able to 

change them, because they never stand in opposition to themselves.

149. So man may recognize that the evil residing within him, the tendency to sinfulness, the apparent law 

illogically contradicting the laws of Spirit, is not based in his earthly nature, but represents the work 

of his own thoughts and powers, which man himself guides and directs and brings to wrong 

unfoldment.

150. When the infant sees the light of the world, it is already at the first moment more than a plant.

151. Already it feels pain and joy and it cries, and soon the mother is delighted by the sight of its first 

smile.

152. It looks around and its eyes love to follow the light.

153. Little by little it gets to know its mother, and it proves that it has a memory.

154. And truly, very soon it shuns the unpleasant and presses into the open.

155. Due to certain circumstances it learns quickly, when the moment occurs at which it is taken out of the

room and into the fresh air.

156. And it proves by its joy about it, that it does not lack in judgement and that therefore it thinks on its 

own.

157. Therewith it proves that it possesses something, which the plant lacks and what it is not dispensed 

with, namely, an evolving Spirit form.

158. But the Spirit form of man in Its character is basically so different from the earthly form, that It could

not enter into the slightest connection with the coarser parts of the body without a mediator between 

Itself and the body.
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159. This mediating being, however, is the psyche, which the reason-lacking animal and the plant also 

have.

160. And as far as plant and animal differs from man, that far does the psyche differ from Spirit.

161. The body is immediately intertwined with the psyche, and the body is the garment of the psyche in 

which it lives and moves.

162. The body is earthly and as earthly is also the texture-being of the psyche.

163. But the texture-being is of such fine nature that it is only perceptible by the senses.

164. But the texture-being of the psyche is almost an intermediate thing between the physical body and 

Spirit.

165. Thus the texture-being of the psyche is like a higher energy, closely related to the earthly, because it 

combines with the body and with the feeling of the Spirit.

166. The psyche connects to the body by the means of the very finest portions of the human and vegetative

body, but yet is still earthly also.

167. But these parts are also fine enough to be the carriers and tools of the feeling of Spirit, which is the 

spiritual opposite to the material psyche.

168. But the psyche is mortal like the entire body, and only the feeling of the Spirit remains eternally 

existent with It.

169. The one led astray and the ignorant one and the error teachers, however, are wrongly informed about 

these matters, for they believe the psyche is immortal and is a human Spirit form, which they call 

soul and which shall outlive death.

170. This, however, is not so because the old term, soul, stands for psyche and it is mortal as such like the 

body, yet it is the mediator between body and Spirit.

171. And truly it is known from the many experiences of educated physicians, that a certain spiritual, 

invisible fragrance surrounds the nerves, which extends beyond the nerves and beyond the body.

172. And as far as the nerves reach, the feelings of man also reach, and that far also the psyche in material 

form reaches.

173. Indeed, man grows nails and hair and they have life, as it is also with plants, yet they have no nerves 

and therefore, the psyche does not perceive it, as it is also with diverse plants if parts are cut off from 

them - even if it is registered and, perhaps, causes disadvantages.

174. For truly, the lower a part of life or a life form is developed, the less they are interwoven by nerves 

and consequently, they also lack the psychic part.

175. Therefore, small insects and low animal forms and many plants of all types are without feeling and 

do not feel pain, likewise man is differently developed and shows different feelings of pain in 

different parts of the body.

176. Thus exists a great difference between plant, animal and human being also in this respect, as already 

can be discovered and scientifically be proven.

177. The feeling of the pleasant and unpleasant, of pain and of delight, of joy and of sorrow, is the surest 

sign for the presence of a psyche in man or in the plant or in the animal.

178. And the more nerves a life form proves to have, the higher it is developed and the higher and more 

sensitively the psyche is impressed.

179. As the very first characteristic, the psyche always expresses its contentment or discontent, its pleasure
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or displeasure, and from these feelings all other attributes of the psyche develop.

180. The psyche avoids the painful and always longs for the appealing and creates desires accordingly.

181. Thereby the psyche becomes the true guardian over the preservation of its tool, the body.

182. And in that the creative wisdom of Creation has arranged everything so that the psyche, by means of 

the nerves, spreads throughout all parts of the body, and indeed far more toward the outer than the 

inner parts, because more injuries threaten it from the outside, so the very least push from the outside 

suffices to lead the attention of the psyche thereto.

183. Thereby the thoughts also play an important roll, which stand in direct contact with the texture-being 

of the psyche, so that every thought is lightning-like transmitted to the texture-being of the psyche 

and influences and directs it accordingly.

184. Therefore, this second factor is also of enormous significance and has to be taken into consideration, 

in every case, at least with man, who is able to generate his own thoughts in logical or illogical 

manner.

185. Every thought causes its effect as soon as it reaches the psyche, in that depending on logic or illogic, 

it reacts and brings forth its effect.

186. Sick, illogical thinking, therefore, causes an uproar in the psyche and healthy, logical thinking allows 

the psyche to well up in high Spirits.

187. From the repeated pleasant or painful impressions from the outside the psyche gains experience, and 

in that it compares the experiences with each other, it arranges its desires  accordingly and forms an 

opinion.

188. And as the psyche is founded on pure logic, its opinion is according thereto, so that illogic is 

answered with illogic and logic with logic.

189. Correct opinions or experiences, which man has, and if the purposeful use of them is prudence, will 

be answered by the psyche accordingly.

190. Thus the psyche creates according to the circumstances in every case, and according thereto is also 

ever the effect.

191. This proves that not only the feelings of the pleasant and unpleasant, but also the memory and the 

power of imagination, the intellect and common-sense and the desires etc., are based in the being of 

the psyche.

192. And all this does not only take place in man, but also in different plants and in animals lacking 

common sense, depending on what type they are, how they are structured in the psyche and the 

nervous system and what their power of Spirit is.

193. Animals and plants, according to their type, announce their pain and their joy, like man, however in a 

different manner.

194. The animal remembers the places where it has been, or it remembers human beings and playmates or 

benevolent actions or abuses, which it has received or had to endure.

195. It knows its master and the ability to remember - for the greatest part of a frequency-type manner, 

exactly like diverse plants of a higher order.

196. The animal does not only remember a happy impression if it feels one, but it remembers the past even

without an outer cause.

197. For example, the dog does not only remember its master when he is present, but also searches for him

if it misses him.

198. And the elephant still remembers an abuse after 40 or 50 years, so that it reacts accordingly after such
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a long time, when it meets the fallible one.

199. Therefore, the animal also has imagination power and imagines a form, which differs from other 

forms, this, however, contrary to man takes place more according to feelings or frequencies than in 

picture form.

200. As animals and plants cannot think like human beings, although with the appropriate tools they 

would be able to speak like human beings, so their understanding is expressed in the manner of the 

psyche, whereby they absorb the frequencies of other psyches and register these.

201. This psychic registration of the psychic frequencies of others then is the memory of plants and 

animals, next to the portions of the brain, which have an important function therein as also in man.

202. Therefore, animals and plants are also endowed with an imagination power, without which a memory

would not be possible.

203. One also notices in higher developed plants and especially in animals, that during sleep they are able 

to dream, which represents further proof of their imagination power, for without imagination power 

no dreams could be formed.

204. Also a certain intellect and the ability to form an opinion can not simply be denied plants and 

animals, not even if they are not provided with common sense, which alone is peculiar to higher 

developed beings.

205. How many noticeable displays of a healthy intellect man notices in the more diverse higher 

developed animals, as for instance in the dog, the elephant and lion, in the clever fox and in other 

animals.

206. But the gifts of the psyche are not present to the same degree in the animals lacking reason, the same 

as also in man.

207. And the question arises whether the psyches among themselves are different in their perfection, or 

does man have to suppose that his psyche cannot demonstrate its entire character in full force, if its 

tool, the body, through which it is effective, is defective, altogether or partially feeble, or as is the 

case with the more diverse animal and plant species, is it arranged varyingly from each other?

208. One should almost be inclined to suppose the latter, for the psychic power manifests differently in the

fish, in the dog, in the snake, in the elephant, in the mimosa, in the monkey resembling the human 

being.

209. And one also finds great differences among the human beings also with those who, due to a fall are 

injured, blow or kick off vital parts of their bodies, especially of the head, where the strongest 

convergence of all nerves takes place, so that suddenly great changes in their abilities surface.

210. There are examples referring to this that human beings all of a sudden lost their memory, as this 

sometimes is the case at very old age, with the gradual corrupting of the earthly tool, the body.

211. Other people, contrary thereto which has been proven, became more understanding and meaningful 

and more sensible in the reception of finely substanced and coarsely substanced things due to a 

seeming accident.

212. One knows how through alcoholic, medication and drug means, the nerves are irritated due to the 

contained fleeting characters of the poisons, and thereby either increase or diminish the activity of the

psyche.

213. In one case, they increase the memory, in another the imagination power, and in another case, they 

destroy all thinking and all control

214. And the substances, depending on their type, cause the same reactions in all creatures, whether they 

are man or animal or plant.

215. Should this fact not quite prove to man that all psyches must have the same tendencies, but that they 
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are prevented to display their total tendencies in the same powerful manner, due to partial differences 

of the body structure and the nerve network or due to different internal structuring of the body.

216. Be this now as it may, Creation’s wise Creation-idea Itself has firmly anchored this inequality and 

diversity in nature.

217. And this serves the furthering and the activity of the universal psyche of the world as a whole.

218. But truly, it is always pain or pleasure which excites the psyche into action; the first driving force of 

all desires, of hunger, lust, comfort, pain, anxiety and terror, rule all life forms.

219. Only common sense differentiates therein, so that man has still higher reasons as, for example, love 

and joy.

220. Only animals and plants have no higher motive of action, because they are not endowed with 

common sense.

221. The animal awakens to search for food, and it flees from everything which causes it pain; it moves 

about according to its pleasure, and does everything for itself, for its own sake.

222. The feeling life is the driving force of the animal and of plants, and they know no other purpose than 

themselves.

223. Everything with them rests only in selfishness, also what animals and plants desire or abhor.

224. Even the apparent mother love for the young ones refers to themselves and is only a natural drive, 

like hunger, which passes quickly, if goal and purpose are reached - which nature had therein.

225. Also the touching loyalty of some animals among each other or for their human masters is only an 

effect of selfishness, for this animalistic loyalty is not the fruit of rational regard and respect or of a 

feeling of duty, but only a repeated impression based on natural instincts.

226. The human psyche also is tied to the natural drive and no human being, despite all his reason, can 

totally free himself from its rule.

227. So it often misleads man against his better will to serve lust in excess, and it even soils the better 

drives, like fervor and the good, with selfishness.

228. And verily, this is the first and main source of all human ruin, wherefore these natural drives have to 

be brought under control, first of all through reason so that man controls them.

229. Due to repeated natural impressions habits are formed, and a habit is and quickly becomes a different 

and unnatural type.

230. And a habit has extraordinary power which, steered by wrong thoughts, quickly carries out an 

insurmountable influence on the psyche.

231. This is easily explained by the characteristic of the psyche, because it only acts according to feelings 

and thoughts, which again create new feelings and thoughts.

232. Therefore, it acts according to its feelings to remove what is unpleasant and to attract what is 

pleasant, or it creates something unpleasant or pleasant, depending on feelings, thoughts, 

circumstances and impressions etc.

233. A circumstance, which is comfortable means more to it than an unknown circumstance, which 

perhaps is connected to pain.

234. Therefore, the psyche of the human being, of plants and of animals approaches everything unknown 

with worry and apprehension, until it has become familiar with it.
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235. For this reason it prefers the familiar circumstance and the familiar attractions to any others or to new

ones.

236. But therein lies the great danger, that with the wrong influence the good gradually and unnoticeably 

can be changed into evil, whereby a misdirection and disease are caused, due to wrong habits 

resulting from wrong thoughts and wrong feelings etc.

237. The habit is the element in which the psyche lives, like the fish in the water and the bird in the air.

238. Likewise it moves only according to its familiar circumstances and according to their restrictions and 

laws and recommendations.

239. With these it connects, likewise with the necessary parts and peculiarities of its body.

240. And it becomes mutilated if one pushes wrong feelings and wrong thoughts onto it, and it is also 

damaged if one withholds things which have become a necessity for it.

241. How enormously powerful the habit is over the psyche of animals hardly needs to be proven or 

exemplified.

242. But equally powerful are the habits over the human psyche, and here also lies the second source of 

human ruin.

243. Only because man makes transitory things through habit to a necessity for his psyche, he pushes it 

into deepest suffering.

244. Because the transitory is perishable and will at some time fall away, and when the habit of the 

transitory falls away the psyche becomes sick therefore.

245. But many things are transitory, like money and possessions, dependency, false love, too strong and 

personified ties and wrong thoughts and feelings, etc.

246. How many people have already due to wrong pain, which is caused by wrong feelings and wrong 

thoughts and confused circumstances and impressions etc., committed suicide or become murderers 

because their wrong circumstance was unbearable to them, after they perhaps saw everything lost, on 

which their entire psyche had depended until then.

247. Verily, what else are all the passions but wrong habits, desires, hopes and wishes, to the satisfaction 

of which the psyche is accustomed. 

248. And actually, passion is one of the worst habits of man, by which the psyche suffers the greatest 

discrepancies, because passion is an illness, which diligently seeks that which creates suffering and 

jealously as well.

249. If the means of pacification is withdrawn from the psyche, this circumstance becomes unbearable to 

the psyche.

250. Yet often the passionate human being weak-mindedly sacrifices his life or his virtues, if he cannot 

pacify his habitual desires.

251. This is the characteristic of the psyche, which is a high and wonderful power.

252. It combines with the vegetable and with the spiritual life and guards the preservation of the vegetable 

and spiritual body and their orders.

253. The psyche guides the creature lacking reason and the one endowed with reason, causes their actions 

and prevents them from ruin in the crowd and in battle against other appearances of animated and 

also seemingly inanimate nature.

254. The psyche is unable to have a light, clear idea, but only sees the images, perceptions and desires and 

natural wishes etc.

255. In every manner it is unable to recognize distant purposes and goals, and it is moved by pain and joy, 

and instead of higher understanding it has only dark drives.
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256. That animals and plants have no light, clear ideas can hardly be doubted.

257. Such are hardly ever found in small children, if they can not speak yet.

258. Even an infant has for the time being only images, perceptions and desires, in which it lives until its 

higher desires of reason develop.

259. Thus also, in the infant, the becoming human being, the earthly nature is first formed, the so-called 

vegetable-like.

260. When this is done, then the activity of the psyche arises in it and the actual nature of the human 

being.

261. Then develops the highest aspect of all coarse-mattered earthly life, namely the consciousness, the 

self-conscious I residing within man, which shines through all the abilities of the psyche with the all-

enlivening and wonderfully creative portion of Spirit, recognizing everything determinedly, seeing 

through the all of the universe and knowing about the descendance of the Spirit form from Creation.

262. As the body is the carrier and the coarser tool of the human psyche, so is the psyche the immediate 

and widely intertwined sheath of the Spirit Itself, which has Its central seat in the human brain, and 

which from there interweaves the entire body and the texture of the psyche like invisible filigree 

fibers.

263. As the human psyche weaves through the entire body, led by the nerve-strands, so the Spirit form 

interpenetrates from the brain the being of the psyche and its abilities.

264. The body has an ever present great influence on the psyche, negatively or positively, depending on 

whether it is a perfect or imperfect tool.

265. If this becomes faulty due to illness or accident etc., the psyche also becomes ill.

266. And to the body also belongs the thinking, for it originates from the coarsely mattered realm of the 

brain which also belongs to the body.

267. The psyche is the guardian of the body, due to its ability through which it perceives every outer or 

inner injury of a coarsely mattered or finely mattered type.

268. For this reason, a painful perception of a coarsely mattered or finely mattered type, if such is great or 

prevailing, can dim the entire character of the psyche.

269. From the plant-like nature of the human body originate the so-called temperaments.

270. A greater or lesser weakness or irritability of the nerves, a greater or lesser excitability of the gall 

bladder, a greater or lesser weakness of the intestines, a thicker or thinner blood in the veins and more

of the same, necessarily has a deciding influence on the well-being of the psyche.

271. The more the faultiness of the body or of the thoughts causes painful feelings to the psyche, or the 

more healthy thoughts and a healthy body grant it comfort and joy, the more it tends toward the evil 

or the good.

272. So the same human being, who during healthy days was playful, vehement and lustful, can in a 

condition of illness be loving, gentle, modest and honest.

273. And in the reversed case can be observed that a human being, who during healthy days was well-

meaning, mild-mannered and trusting, under circumstances of sickness can become quarrelsome, 

suspicious and morose.

274. The greatest part of the so-called good or bad moods are the results of bodily conditions of health or 
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disease or emotional frames of mind.

275. Often a psychiatrist is useless, because the physician alone can help to restore order to the sick tool of

the psyche, the vegetable-like body.

276. Thus, all these matters do not rest in godhoods, religions, saints and sects, wherefore all religious 

ideas also remain fruitless, like woeful and gentle reprimands with a drunkard or an animalistic brute.

277. For their psyche has become sick due to the body and the habit connected therewith, and due to the 

paralysis of the nerve structure in all its functions.

278. Thus, the body, the thoughts and feelings etc., have to be rescued first, only then will the suffering 

psyche get well by itself.

279. This proves how important therefore the duty is to watch over the health of the body, because on its 

correct or incorrect condition man’s higher perfection, the well-being of the psyche and 

consciousness, depend.

280. The duty, however, becomes the more important, because certain illnesses and lacks of the body are 

also passed on to the descendants, whereby the greater or lesser talents of the older ones and their 

tendencies and temperaments can also be passed on to them.

281. Yet much more important, however, than the health of the body, must be the health of the psyche, for 

again the psyche is the tool and body of the Spirit.

282. A disease of the psyche pulls down the Spirit from Its height to which It feels appointed.

283. How can the Spirit soar up to the creative and holy spheres, if Its wings are paralyzed!

284. And truly, every mental and passionate tendency and every routine or simple existing preference for 

transitory matters constitutes disease for the psyche.

285. If the psyche shall dispense with the fleeting pleasure, either because it has vanished according to its 

nature, or because the consciousness or the ratio forbid it, then the inner, psychic suffering of man 

occurs, and then the inner battle between the laws of the flesh and the ratio ensue.

286. And here one shudderingly discovers the sources of sinfulness, when the creative portion must obey 

the dust, when the Spirit truthfully is driven into stagnation by man himself.

287. Verily, even the most intelligent of all animals goes about in dull thinking, guided only by dark drives

and ruled by desires according to pleasure and abhorrence of pain, and surrounded by blurred pictures

of experience.

288. And the best rewards of these animals are silent and useful habits.

289. The loyalty and love of the animals actually does not deserve this elevated designation of virtues, 

which truly are unknown to them.

290. They are only ruled by instincts and by the power of habit, which lends to them the wrong, attractive 

appearance of virtue.

291. It is not conviction of duty and right, and it is not the high regard for the noble and good in itself.

292. All understanding, all tricks and all artistry, which is often admired with animals, are no more than a 
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dark drive, bestowed to them by Creation, or a memory of confused experiences about things which, 

under certain circumstances, awakened pleasure or pain within them.

293. And this is so in every way, in which they search for food, how they build their nests and holes, how 

they secure themselves against the pursuits of their enemies, or how they learn all things which 

provide use or pleasure to man.

294. The greatest dexterity of the bird, with which it flies about to find its food, or during the fall to move 

to different areas of the world, or in the finding of its home area again when it returns from far distant

lands in the spring, truly is not worthy of greater admiration, than when the barely born human infant 

feels the breast of the mother and drinks in the milk for the preservation of its delicate life.

295. And as ingenious the building and the work of the bees is on their cells of wax, or the laborious and 

busy gathering of the ants for the winter may be; their ability is truly not a work of their own 

consideration as it is with man, but only a work of their dark drives.

296. And truly, they never advance further than this drive leads them, and they can never create their work

more perfectly, and can never increase their activity through new knowledge.

297. As the ants and bees built and gathered since the beginning of the world millions of years ago, they 

also continue to build and gather up to the present day.

298. It is quite different with the activity of man and his skill.

299. Since thousands of years, the human generation progresses continuously in the perfection of its 

condition and in its private, technical, social and philosophical establishments and foundations.

300. Those, who at some time lived in forests, caves and in pile-dwellings and later in fragile rock and 

wooden huts, ultimately constructed splendid palaces, filled with the comforts of life.

301. And lastly they conquer space, shoot unmanned and manned rockets to the moon and soon will 

advance into space, where they build space stations already and will soon visit and populate strange 

worlds.

302. And they, who once walked about naked or partially covered out of fear and terror of wild animals, 

are now well protected against the roughness of the climate by good clothing and protected by 

artificial weapons, they themselves have become the terror of the wild animals - as rulers of the 

Earth.

303. No area of the world is too distant for them any more due to their technic, and no mountain is too 

high for them anymore.

304. Without possessing the nature of the fish, they float about over the oceans and lakes and rivers of the 

world; and they rise up, without being equipped with wings, into the highest air of the heavens, and 

beyond that to where not even the eagle advances.

305. And they burrow down into the dark intestines of the Earth, so deeply to where no worm gets lost, to 

bring forth the treasures of nature from there to satisfy their manifold needs, and to get to know the 

Glory of Creation more exactly.

306. And truly, all this is the fruit of human thinking, of his consciousness and the power of his Spirit, the  

spark of life from the original fountain of light.

307. It is Spirit alone, which gives to man his entire eminence over everything which lives in the kingdom 

of nature.

308. It is Spirit with reason only, which enables man not only to gather single experiences of life and to 
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string them together and to compare them, but to preserve the entire experiences of former ages, 

many millennia old and to make use of them.

309. It is Spirit, which due to Its creative power, resolves a thousand different ideas into one single, all-

encompassing concept.

310. And it is Spirit, which out of the tumult of innumerable thoughts builds, as it were, a new inner world

full of unity, order and clarity, and knows even more than the entire visible and palpable world and 

the material experiences of many thousands of years can tell.

311. Because Spirit hovers over everything that is earthly and material, and It belongs to a higher world 

from which It gazes down onto that which belongs to the dust.

312. The Spirit form of man is closely related to Creation and it bears the sign of its creative origin in 

Itself.

313. Spirit works and evolves and It directs Its power toward the infinite of Creation.

314. But the animals and plants know nothing about all this, and of all this high and metaphysical matter 

the creatures lacking reason have no notion.

315. They know no purpose for their existence, as this is also the case with all misled and believing 

people, whose reason is captured by stupidity or belief.

316. They cannot and are not able to reach a greater perfection and bliss, than those which arise from the 

satisfaction of purely sensual desires.

317. They all have no idea of antiquity, but much less of an eternity or all-great-time and an infinite 

existence.

318. The plant as the being, lacking feeling the most, tightly holds fast to the dust with its roots from 

which, due to its life energy, it blooms for a short period of time.

319. And the animal, moved by dark feelings, drives and habits, crawls, hovers or walks in the dust, to 

which it is grateful for its sum-total of its well-being.

320. The animal simply devours its food and does not gaze up to the tree, which strews down its fruit for 

it.

321. And it does not look at the lovely blossom, which it carelessly devours, and it does not regard the 

different taste of the single plants.

322. But the Spirit of man brightly sees above all the intertwining of life and searches for causes and 

effects through his consciousness.

323. Spirit combats the power of the elements with great force and often conquers them; It withstands the 

storm and dams the floods of the oceans; and It harnesses the fire of lightning which shoots out of the

clouds.

324. But the animal walks about mute and indifferent to everything else in the satisfaction of its needs, and

its eye is blind to the beauties and the wonderful arrangements of nature.

325. But the Spirit of man, delighted by the splendor and power of Creation and Its works, investigates the

healing energies of the Earth’s rocks, life and plants.

326. And he examines the types of life and peculiarities of animals, advances into the almost infinite areas 

of space and counts and calculates the orders of the worlds, which as stars shine above his head, and 

he designates their enormous courses.

327. The animal is able to make known its pain and its pleasure by single tones or by movements, and it 

also can lure, warn, call and threaten the likes of it.
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328. But everything happens only through simple sounds, which are taught and impressed by the dark 

drive.

329. Truly, but man also has the gift to express his feelings by mere tones, by a sigh, a cry, by whining or 

laughing or by the threatening thunder of his voice.

330. But he, man, has an evolving Spirit form and, therefore, he is able to do much more.

331. So he also has a language, by which he is able to illustrate his inner and the entire invisible world in 

tones, sounds and gestures, and by these he transplants his inner being and life into the innermost 

being of an equally created life.

332. Yet truly, all these excellences of Spirit are not yet the highest.

333. The creative portion in the human Spirit is a longing for the creative, for the unification with Creation

Itself.

334. And within him is a striving for a perfection and completion, which in every respect is totally 

independent of all earthly concerns.

335. Spirit finds no peace except in that which is true, and no pleasure in anything except what is just.

336. It is saturated by expressed reverence for the beautiful, the noble and virtuous, and full of natural 

antipathy against untruth, against wickedness and against imperfection of any kind.

337. Although the animal can possess a certain degree of intellect, but only man possesses a higher form 

of reason, which is the law-giver of holy and just actions.

338. The animal can also possess cleverness, yet nevertheless, it is not able to have wisdom which is only 

the possession of the human consciousness and of Spirit and of Creation.

339. Thus, these are the earthly facts and natures of man, due to which he exists in the middle between the 

dust and the supernatural, between the finite and the infinite, between the mortal and the immortal.

340. Man’s foot stands on the ground of the Earth, but his head he carries upright towards heaven, and he 

is plant as well as human being, but he is also something creative.

341. His body is only the tool of his Spirit, and Spirit alone shall rule in truth over this tool and with it 

create Its perfection.

342. The nature of the body has a different type of law-giving for its preservation than Spirit, and again the

psyche has a different type of lawgiving with its feelings and all other characteristics.

343. But Spirit has by far the highest law-giving, to which as the highest everything else must be and is 

subordinated.

344. The clarity of light, the creative power within Spirit penetrates and transfigures and exalts even all 

characteristics of the body and of the psyche.

345. Therefore, it happens that the human body and the human psyche surpass all other life forms in 

dexterity and skills, and that the body can become the outer mirror of his innermost feelings and 

ideas.

346. And therefore, it happens further that the human psyche with its feelings and abilities is so refined, as

the feelings and abilities of plants and animals can never become.

347. For example, the animal can possess a dark drive for order and cleanliness, but only the psyche of 

man has a sense for outer beauty and only man delights in gazing at charming forms or in listening to 

the enchanting sounds of music.

348. An animal can have the drive to make itself feared by others through superior power and strength, yet
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the human reasoning and the human Spirit ennoble this drive to a striving for honor and fame due to 

diverse thinking and actions.

349. An animal totally greedily and covetously guards its catch; but the human reason and Spirit ennobles 

this raw joy in possessions to a striving for increase of the possession, as due to the multiplication of 

his assisting means and the expansion of his circle of activity, the possibility is also enlarged to yet 

fulfill more elevated duties for the happiness of his fellow men.

350. And here lies the measure of judgement of things, which human being is more human or animalistic, 

who tends to be more of a human being, or who is of a more animalistic nature.

351. So, due to the power and highness of his Spirit, man is far more superior and perfect than every plant 

and every animal.

352. Therefore, the finesse of man and his cleverness surpasses all finesse and cleverness of all remaining 

life forms.

353. And due to his far expanded memory and also his richest experiences and the sharpened intellect and 

the developed reason, he truly surpasses every other life form.

354. His speed and strength, the sharpest tools of mind and his thinking and acting surpass even the most 

terrible natural weapons of animals and plants.

355. And verily, how disgraceful would be the one descending from Creation, the human being, chosen for

all-great-time and perfection, if he were no more in the world than an ennobled plant or an ennobled 

animal.

356. How can man then still senselessly and disdainfully suppose that he descended from the monkey.

357. And truly, if man would descend from the monkey he would, despite his name, be only an animal, 

however, the most cunning, the most violent, the mightiest, most experienced and most luxurious.

358. And if man would descend from the monkey, he could forget his higher calling within him, because 

which Creation would lower Itself to such a degree, to desire to evolve Itself through animalistic 

absurdity!

359. Truly, if man would descend from the monkey, how unnatural and repulsive the majestic lion would 

appear to him, which he tends to call the king among the animals.

360. How well could man perform, if he would be nothing more than an ennobled plant and an animal 

descendant, not more than an unimportant worm among worms, which only an arbitrary motion 

differentiates from a general plant.

361. And what would be, if the lion would forget its giant strength which resides in him, and if it would 

forget the thunder of its voice with which it terrorizes the forests and rules the deserts?

362. Verily, suddenly it would be less than an animal and truly less than a worm.

363. Verily, just as unnatural and repugnant man would be, the one created for Creation and the one so 

wonderfully equipped for a creative existence and workings, if he would be satisfied with all his high 

talents, to be only a descendant of a monkey, a successor of an animal.

364. But woe unto man, for how often are they as mortals no different than wild animals and brutes, who 

according to their behavior are hardly recognizable as human beings.
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365. The wise one shudders at this thought, and he recognizes the truth of how very often man has sunk 

beneath his dignity and lives totally outside of his creative origin and his high destiny.

366. The wise one sees how man merely lives for the tickle of his senses, how he only works and worries 

on Earth to gather food and fortune to enjoy it and to shine therewith.

367. And the wise one sees how man greedily guards his money and is rampant and collects precious 

metals, so that one may say of him that he is rich. 

368. But the wise one also sees how man knows no greater bliss but only sensual pleasures, variety and 

sumptuousness, transitions from one burden to another, luxury of clothing and implements, voracity 

and gluttony, or how he sacrifices the peace of his days and the happiness of his fellow men for 

fleeting fame, or how constant envy toward those who are better off and an animalistic-brutal hatred 

fill him against those, who do not acknowledge his false, supposed talents.

369. Verily, what is the most beautiful among the most beautiful, and the mightiest among the mightiest 

and the most clever among the most clever, if they are no more than an ennobled animal, if they live 

without any sense for the higher and creative goals!

370. Truly, even the animals live for more, namely, for the satisfaction of desires, tendencies and wishes, 

which do not extend beyond the present day, beyond the coming year and not even beyond the final 

and unfailing hour of death.

371. Truly, how is a certain man more than an ennobled animal, who yet recognizes that he shall fulfill the

creative word, but if he nevertheless does not do so!

372. And that man also is not more than an ennobled animal, who yet rushes to the teaching centers to 

hear the truth, but does not live by it; if he yet prays to the Creation of life, but does not accomplish 

Its will as the teachings reveal.

373. And that man also is not more than an ennobled animal, who yet habitually observes the outer 

customs of the truth teachings, but does not live according to their meaning.

374. Verily, the Spirit is willing but the flesh is weak, therefore, man shall continuously watch, learn, pray 

and work, so that he does not fall into temptation, but that by his power he overcomes all evil and 

acts recording to the holy will of Creation.

375. Everything which the wise omnipotence of Creation has called to life moves therein according to all-

great-timely laws.

376. And verily, nothing can break these laws, for they themselves are truthfully omnipotent from 

omnipotence.

377. According to these eternal orders the stars move and the rock decays, and through them as well the 

metal is created and the plants grow, bloom and wilt, the birds rise up into the air, the worms crawl 

through the Earth and the fish play in the waters.

378. But also in man and in his various natures these orders prevail.

379. According to unchangeable arrangements, the body is formed and nourishes itself and perishes.

380. And according to unchangeable arrangements, the psyche perceives, desires and acts in man as it 

does in animals and plants.

381. These arrangements are so wonderfully interacting, that they never contradict each other, but 

mutually work toward the preservation and continuance of the whole.
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382. They are never impure and sinful in themselves, because how could any thing issue forth from 

Creation, which would not be pure and holy!

383. And truly, no life form can say that an animal in its drives and actions is sinful.

384. Man is truly only able to do this, because he is different than the animal and the plant, endowed with 

reason and the ability to judge what is good or evil.

385. And man is not only enlivened by a Spirit power, but also by an evolving Spirit form.

386. And as carrier of the Spirit form, he has received his laws and these laws of Spirit are of a higher type

than with the Spirit power of animals and plants.

387. And these laws stem from Creation, and Creation Itself is Spirit.

388. The Creation portion of Spirit form within man, as Creation called it into life, is pure and without sin 

and totally neutrally balanced.

389. It could, if It were free of the body, have no other will than a pure and holy one.

390. And not even through the sensual desires, which fight against It, does It succumb and lose Its natural 

innocence.

391. It is untouchable by all evils of man, for It simply blocks Itself off against it and falls into stagnation, 

without losing one iota of Its power.

392. And Spirit has a will, which is what Creation wills.

393. And the will of Creation is revealed by the teaching of Spirit, as it has been given since times of old.

394. And verily, whoever resides in the Spirit of this teaching remains in Creation, and whoever truly 

knows that he is of Creation, listens to the word which is given in the Name of Creation.

395. But if all arrangements of Creation in nature are so wonderfully coinciding that they never contradict 

each other, and if they are never guilty, but in themselves good and holy, wherefrom has originated 

the sin in the world which prevails among man, and where did the destructive battle originate 

between the laws and recommendations of the flesh and of the Spirit?

396. Originally, three generations of man have lived on the Earth in previous times, and thereof the oldest 

legends tell of the people, who knew nothing yet about misleading and falsified books of religion.

397. No Bible and no Moses existed yet, no Buddha and no Buddhism, no Islam and no Mohammed, no 

Judaism, no Ahmaddi-sect, Kali-sect, no Hinduism, Confucianism, no Shamanism and nothing, 

which totals the approximately 3,500 sects and religions of present day Earth humanity.

398. Only the oldest sagas and legends of the people, as for example, the American Indians, point back to 

such a time, and they all speak of three generations of man.

399. And at that time, man still was purest innocence, and at that time his sensual drives and the 

perceptions of his psyche were in no contradiction to the holy laws and recommendations of Spirit.

400. At that time, man was still more one with Creation and nature.

401. Man of Earth, if you now wish to explain your falling away and the beginning of the inner conflict 

with yourself, then on the one hand, look at the history of the extraterrestrials, who brought the evil to

Earth and, on the other hand, look to the history of every single mortal beginning with his birth, and 

also look back on the history of your own life.

402. The infant is innocent and the small child is still without sin, because its inner drives and the laws 
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and recommendations do not stand in contradiction yet.

403. Although the small human being, due to his earthly nature, desires earthly substance and often 

vehemently, but within him the power of the material consciousness has not awakened yet, so he still 

rests without inner conflict.

404. Also the sensual tendency, through habits, has not yet reached the destructive superiority over the 

will, and the better tendencies are not yet suppressed by the evil ones.

405. The child, due to its young nature, is still truthful without falsity, loving and kind.

406. Therefore, it is said: “If you adults do not again become like children, you cannot enter into the 

kingdom of Spirit.”

407. But the child grows and becomes older, and stimulations of all types begin to work on its senses.

408. It is misled by wrong examples of the adults, and so it adopts wrong habits, which awaken a numbing

pleasure of wrong feelings.

409. These evil and wrong and malicious habits, at first, appear to be very innocent, and those who are 

obliged to train the child, often ignore these or weak-mindedly still promote these.

410. But these bad habits grow older and stronger over the years, and they at the same time become of a 

different nature and contrary to the law of the psyche.

411. Thereby the psyche and the body receive a wrong direction, because the appeasement of the habit 

becomes the first of all tendencies.

412. The tool of Spirit, the body, thereby becomes faulty, for therewith the beginning of an unwholesome 

psyche arises, and the Spirit becomes paralyzed in Its activity.

413. The pain, which arises from not pacifying the habitual desires, becomes too intense to be tolerated for

a long period of time.

414. The Spirit, the psyche and the consciousness are embroiled in battle against the overpowering desire 

of the habit - against the disease.

415. The Spirit, finally, has to succumb, because the sensuality triumphs, and the Spirit’s holy will falls 

into stagnation - and that is the sin.

416. Since times of old, it is known among the wise ones, and especially today it is known through 

psychiatry,  that the habit causes great changes in the psyche and in the body itself, which remain.

417. Powers, which man exercises toward the good or evil, become stronger through the exercise than 

those which are less strained.

418. Therefore, for example, with human beings, who use the right hand more frequently than the left, the 

right one often becomes larger, but always stronger and more agile.

419. So it is also with all inner activities of the human body, which are exercised more often than others.

420. And so it is with all tendencies and powers of the psyche, which are stimulated and used more often 

than others.

421. Such peculiarities of the psyche and of the entire body tend to be passed on from the older ones to the

children, as in the same manner certain peculiarities of a plant are continued in all those plants, which

originate from it.

422. Weak parents seldom have strong children, and human beings, who squander their best life energy in 

sensual pleasures or have poisoned their blood therewith, transmit their frailty lamentably to the 

descendants and leave imperfect tools to the Spirits of their children.
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423. For this reason one sees certain diseases in many families, weaknesses, tendencies and destructive 

predispositions become hereditary and that means, the longer the more.

424. Thus, the tendency toward certain errors is passed on from generation to generation.

425. This reinforced rulership of sensuality, based on this transmission, is the inherited debt which is 

called by sectarians and religions the original sin.

426. As the first earthly generations of man were first misled by the sensual intoxication of the 

extraterrestrials, they had soon forgotten the creative aspect within them.

427. Slowly they sank into ever greater contradiction with themselves, and the wrong example of the 

habitually accepted weaknesses affected their descendants.

428. The tendency toward fault, faulty predisposition, and the predominance of single animalistic drives 

was hereditary.

429. Through the fall of the first Earth humans, sin came to this world, and so even today, due to degraded 

parents, certain vices, tendency for tendency, are passed on because the evil since the original fall into

sin has never been removed.

430. How important it is, therefore, especially for every mother and every father, to be careful about 

themselves, that they do not disturb and make their own body and their own psyche sick through 

sinful habits and tendencies, so that they do not make their demolished condition, their tendency 

toward sensual pleasure, toward rage, toward voracity and gluttony and toward all other evils, the 

unfortunate inheritance of their children.

431. And how important it also is for parents to care for the bodily health of those procreated by them, 

because otherwise the Spirit of those, without a healthy and perfect tool, has to become miserable.

432. How important thereby becomes the duty, to spend the most effort on the very first training of the 

youth and to guard them with love and seriousness, that nothing else but obedience, love and truth 

and real learning becomes a habit for them.

433. For also the innocent sensual tendency of a child at first, if it exerts itself too often and demands 

pacification, grows into excess due to such pacification.

434. But this excess becomes a habit and a different nature, a disease of the psyche and a disease of the 

body and thereby a sin, as soon as it is powerful enough to suppress the better will of the Spirit and to

chain It.

435. The Spirit form in man is good and pure and cannot want anything evil, yet It can, due to the power 

of habit and due to excessive tendencies of the psyche, be suffocated and driven into stagnation.

436. And verily, the Spirit is the most reasonable being in the universe, and how could something 

reasonable ever desire anything unreasonable!

437. And how could a human being without being unreasonable ever maintain, that injustice would be just

and abhorrence would be amiable!

438. The Spirit form within man is glorious, good and pure, It can never desire evil if It is free.

439. Which human being is free? Only the one, who can do and not do what he desires.

440. But this is a term, which has to be properly understood and which requires a correct use.

441. To a reasonable human being, namely, nothing else would be appealing than what is reasonable.

442. So he will, as long as he freely acts from within himself, only desire that which is reasonable and 

good.
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443. Which human being is truly free?  Only the one who obeys no strange laws, but only his own which 

he himself establishes by the will of Spirit which consequently are Creation-aligned.

444. But the laws of Spirit are only holiness, love, justice and rationality, and Spirit disregards everything 

unholy, everything unjust and unreasonable, because as the most virtuous, It is really free.

445. But within the wrongly and sinfully living human being is no freedom, but only falsity and slavery, 

and he does not obey his own, but the material laws and lusts of his sensual, material tendencies.

446. And verily, Spirit does to desire the evil, only the earthly, selfish nature of the body does; and if man 

allows himself to be overcome by his addiction, he becomes sinful.

447. But man, due to his common-sense, is able to practice holiness over it, thus a conscious control which

is based in pure reason.

448. For this reason, it is granted that man, even in the midst of his intoxication of evil passions, still can 

think and knows about whether he does something good or unrighteous.

449. And this knowledge comes through reason from the power of Spirit, and Spirit can truly never deny 

Its creative nature and Its laws and recommendations.

450. Man simply calls this magnificent perception the conscience; and the conscience is nothing else than  

the admonishing voice of Spirit, which through the psyche penetrates into the subconscious and from 

there into the material consciousness.

451. Therefore, man of Earth, do not suppress and numb this voice, because this voice is the immortal part

within you which speaks to you.

452. Or do you want to kill the immortal part within you or drive it into stagnation, and do you want to 

become suicidal for all eternity?

453. Or do you want to cease to stand in the ranks of reasonable beings, appointed to holiness, and become

an animal?

454. Now that is the double law within man, of which has been said since time of old: “I do not know 

what I do, for I never do what I want to, but what I hate, that I do.”

455. And it is also said: “The flesh lusts against the Spirit, and the Spirit lusts against the flesh.”

456. And this is the true origin of all sinfulness of man, that the Spirit form within him desires the 

fulfillment of all laws, but the sensual nature of man only wants the material aspects.

457. And that in the conflict the material body alone wins, that alone is the sin of man, because he walks 

the road of the least resistance and adopts habits which lead into misery.

458. So man only worries about his desires, like an animal lacking reason, and he disregards the will of 

Spirit which strives for higher attainment.

459. Truly, selfishness is the characteristic of the animal, yet general bliss is the striving of Spirit.

460. If a conflict results therefrom, then automatically the Spirit succumbs to the selfish drives of the 

body, because the Spirit is not of a combative, but of neutral and fulfilling nature.

461. And Spirit is only king in Its region, namely, in the will and in the fulfillment of the creative laws and

recommendations.

462. There alone It rules, if Its region of sovereignty is not expanded by the reason of man, so that It can 

also rule outside of Its direct realm.
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463. And if this possibility is not given to Spirit, then the sinfulness of man is already completed.

464. Therefore, it is said: ”Man, you shall be free; but whoever burdens himself with sin, he is the servant 

of sin.”

465. The human Spirit form stems from the creative Spirit, and It is a child of Creation, and thus It is 

created according to the likeness of Spirit.

466. For this reason, the inner laws and recommendations of the human Spirit form are also the laws and 

recommendations of Creation Itself, as they are given by It for everything.

467. And for this reason, the human Spirit form can have no other will than just the will of Creation Itself.

468. And because the generation of mortals has forgotten its creative origin and lies sunken in error since 

times of old, has grown savage in animalistic drives and in selfishness, therefore prophets have 

arisen, to newly bring the way of the truth and of salvation.

469. Exactly for this reason, another office of a Prophet has been established in the New Age, so that the 

truth may, finally, make man of Earth free.

470. Therefore, the Prophet tells you the word of truth: “As you accept my teaching and remain therein, so

are you the children of truth, which will make you free.”

471. Toward this freedom of Spirit and of man the teaching of Spirit shows the way which was lost, so that

man can free himself from the laws and the drives of his earthly nature and from his animalistic 

selfishness and caprice.

472. And the teachings of Spirit serve the purpose that man actually frees himself, and that he leads 

himself back to the laws and recommendations of Spirit, which desire the general bliss of the world 

as a whole.

473. But all laws are fulfilled in one word: Love.

474. Therefore, man of Earth, love your neighbor as you love yourself, and also love the truth as you love 

yourself.

475. Thus freedom exists in the truth, that man may truly be free and that he does not allow himself again 

to be caught in the servile bondage of untruth, as it is presented by error teachings, mighty ones, sects

and religions.

476. Man shall never assume that his human Spirit form of Creation is too weak to withstand the forceful 

drives and habits of the earthly nature and the desires of man.

477. Verily, this is not so; Creation would have never allowed such in Its laws and recommendations, as 

Itself relies in an evolutionary manner on the Spirit form of man for Its process of development!

478. And verily, how could the consciousness of man itself challenge man to seek the truth, to find it and 

to live according thereto, if the strength of Spirit would not suffice thereto!

479. If the human Spirit form is allowed Its own will, It has an unbelievable power over Its tool, over the 

tendencies and drives of the psyche and of the body.

480. This only if Its firm determination is allowed to prevail, to make Its will valid and to translate It into 

action.

481. Does man of Earth not have enough examples of heroes’ courage, with what strong Spirit powers 

many people have survived all pain and illnesses, and despite great torments remained cheerful and 

optimistic!
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482. The selfish nature of man shudders, if a limb of the body is seized by internal fire damage or is 

severed by an accident.

483. And man selfishly quarrels, when by some process his life is threatened, or when of necessity a 

severing of a limb from his body is essential.

484. Yet verily, the sensible Spirit sees it in this manner, that one part has to be sacrificed for the best of 

the whole.

485. And in this sense, Spirit, because It wants to, disregards all material pain, so that the severing of the 

damaging limb can be carried out and the life is saved.

486. Spirit overcomes the pain of the body, so that Its tool can continue to live.

487. And verily, other people also, who were used to wealth and comfort and suddenly sank into the most 

bitter poverty, proved the great power of Spirit.

488. Those also did not give just trifling proof of the power of the Spirit, who through their joyful 

calmness during misfortune suffered innocently.

489. For truly, only well-deserved misery is most depressing and most defeating, if it actually is caused by 

man’s own fault.

490. The misery would be quite bearable, but not the consciousness to have caused it oneself, for truth 

always hits hard and most of all, man does not want it to be true.

491. If man reflects, he will recognize numerous examples how the Spirit of man, for the sake of Its dear, 

holy cause, did not even shy away from the death of the body.

492. Even if the selfish nature of man wanted to shy away from dying, yet Spirit said: “Here dying is duty 

for a good and great cause,” thus the life was joyfully sacrificed.

493. So unmistakably great is the force of the firmly determined human Spirit form over the psyche and 

the body.

494. Why, therefore, shall man despair with an earnest will?

495. Not everything happens simply because man fasts and chastises himself, renounces all earthly joys 

and considers every pleasure a sin.

496. It also does not happen thereby, that as hermit he flees to solitude and denies his body the most 

needed essentials or only denies himself all comforts.

497. No, for verily, an enslaved Spirit can also reside in a self-tortured and tormented body, and 

hermitism, pilgrimages, chastisements and self-mutilations etc. have never yet made a human being, 

or ever even freed him from mistakes or sins.

498. Man of Earth knows very well that Creation did not adorn his life with grace for nothing, but that 

Creation also wanted to multiply the life of man and his bliss from this side of life.

499. Man of Earth knows that the drives of the body and the feelings and tendencies of his psyche in 

themselves are totally innocent, as long as they do not stand in contradiction to the higher laws and 

recommendations of reason and the will of Creation and of Spirit.

500. Thus, man also knows that the selfishness of the human, earthly nature is a part given by Creation, for

the protection, preservation and perfection of all tools of the Spirit form.
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501. The demands of the self-love of man shall not go further than their first purpose, namely, for the 

preservation of health of the body and the psyche.

502. And they shall not oppose the laws and recommendations of Spirit, which long for the furthering of 

general bliss.

503. Spirit must be free and must rule alone over the drives of the body and over the power of the 

tendencies and feelings of the psyche.

504. Spirit Itself must send the dark drives of selfishness back to their natural limits, however painful this 

may be to the human instinctive nature.

505. In the Name of Creation, this is the clarity of things in the most important concerns.

506. Man shall live chaste and praying and gaze up to Creation in reverence.

507. And he shall consider the word of truth, that truth is hard and not heard gladly.

508. And he shall consider that the teaching of Spirit and of the word of truth will always work anew in 

the pool of error teachings, and that such is decried as are the prophets themselves, who bring the 

teaching again.

509. Because whoever and whatever works progressively in the history of Earth humanity will first be 

decried as being heretical, yet in this heretical issue lies the progress of man.

510. Stiff-necked opposition against the truth, however, is a very clear symbol thereof, that the truth is still

correct, and that man knowingly lives against the truth.

511. But whoever lives against the truth lives against life and against Creation, which is life Itself.

CANON 43

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is BEING.

 3. And the Prophet speaks about the infinity of BEING and about the way of human life.

 4. Earth man usually is of the opinion, he would have the entire quantity of intelligence, which is 

present in the entire universe, almost all leased by himself.

 5. And especially to the existence of extraterrestrials, Earth man looks down on with a compassionate 

smile and as a yarn, because he does not want to know about their existence.

 6. And especially to the knowledgeable, Earth man looks down with the feelings of that man, who said: 

“I am grateful that I am not like the others and like those, who have contacts with extraterrestrial 

intelligences, with human beings from worlds strange to the Earth.”

 7. But truly, nothing is more wrong than these false ideas and attitudes and nothing is worse for Earth 

man, whose fame has been for all times, to butcher each other for the sake of power and of wealth, to 

acknowledge strange ‘talents’ and falsity, to display lying and betrayal and destruction as well as 

annihilation; which not necessarily has to become a weakness, but which it openly has become with 

Earth man often enough, and quite often will continue to be so.

 8. Verily, one day the point in time will also come for Earth man, at which he must recognize that 

extraterrestrial life does exist, nevertheless, and that all the true contactees were not simply oddities 

and charlatans, if one disregards the innumerable frauds and swindlers in this field.

  9. And then Earth man will recognize, that he has treated many unjustly, as he has done to many 

prophets since times of old, whose greatness was always recognized only after their demise or after 

their murder.

10. But until then much time will still pass, and many a good truth teacher will be reviled and stoned or 

will in any other way be brought to death.

11. Nevertheless, they will sufficiently proclaim the truth and fulfill their duty, as they will spread their 

wisdom.
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12. And they will also spread the teachings which they themselves have learned, also the teaching

about the greatest, which man knows.

13. The greatest which man knows, what is that?

14. And truly, if an answer to this question exists, then it has to be one which really and truly is 

valid for all people, this in respect to its content as well as to the possibilities of its 

application.

15. It has to be an answer which possesses general validity and which is valid for all existing life 

in the universe.

16. Every single life form with sufficient intellect and reason will have to be able to unreservedly 

accept it and that means not only a few, but entire groups and masses of people.

17. Thereby it has to be immaterial, whether the accepting ones are the founders of any special 

school or moral teaching or the adherents of a special system, a philosophy or community.

18. And the answer has to be so true in itself, that all beings endowed with common sense in the 

entire universe can equally accept it.

19. However, reason and intellect are thereby of greatest importance for a human being, because 

without sufficient reason and intellect man is neither able to grasp the most logical truth nor 

understand or accept it.

20. So therefrom can be recognized each time, of what type a spirit a human being is, whether he 

is endowed with reason and intellect or not.

21. But the answer to this question still conceals another important factor, which is that it cannot 

only be true for a certain time and epoch, but that its truth must be valid for all times and all-

great-times, for yesterday and today as well as for tomorrow and the day after tomorrow and 

for all coming time, without an iota thereof ever to be changed.

22. And if, therefore, the foundation stone to the answer shall be placed, it has to rest on 

something which is so true and so secure as life itself, and as constant as the Spirit of the all-

encompassing Creation.

23. But now what is as secure and as true as life itself?

24. Verily, again it is only life.

25. Yet, you ask yourself what is meant with this answer?

26. Verily, right from the beginning you have to consider everything quite thoroughly, because 

everything which will be explained here, everything else depends on and in it rests 

everything.

27. From the very beginning, we have to establish something as point of origin, which we do not 

know only from hearsay and from tradition.

28. And it must be something to which everybody can agree, and that we draw from no other 

source than from our innermost self, from our conscience, from our reason and insight and 

from out intellect.

29. Therefore, we cannot approach the question with illogical and wrong ideas and also not 
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with religious phrases, but once and only with the love toward truth, for this is the surest and 

despite everything, the least disputed.

30. Thus, we allow pure reason and logic to be our leaders, and if we honestly strive with the 

mind of truth and for the sake of truth itself and for the sake of the effect on our life, we also 

allow pure reason and logic to be illumined by the light, which illumines all human beings 

who enter into this world.

31. If man opens himself to this light and is loyal unto it, he remains on firm and secure ground, 

and he arrives therewith at the only source of all truthful revelation.

32. But if man shuts himself off from this light, he walks on insecure and dangerous roads and 

works in vain in the quagmire of sectarian-religious doubts and notions, which rule the human

beings of Earth to an imaginably great and powerful degree, and of which he truly has heard 

more than enough since thousands of years.

33. Therefore, purest logic and reason shall be the guides, for only purest reason and logic shine 

through the inner light.

34. Thus, what is life? The question is stated again.

35. And the answer thereto is this: Life is BEING and BEING is life.

36. Therefore, BEING is the starting point of the basis of the answer.

37. But BEING is the truthful life of Creation in Its highest condition of evolution of highest 

completion and perfection at any given time.

38. And BEING is also the life of the human being, if he lives correctly and justly in the highest 

completion of the ongoing evolution and if he tends to the highest condition of life.

39. About BEING every human being can create and form his own idea according to his own 

comprehension, so that thereto actually no special explanations are required.

40. But, nevertheless, shall be said that BEING is that life which is conducted in the highest 

condition of bliss in love and righteousness of the fulfillment of the creative laws and 

recommendations, in the highest possible completion and perfection of evolution.

41. Thereby generally is understood the timeless creative power of life, which enlivens everything

and which therewith forms the actual life of everything.

42. And in exactly this condition man himself can live, if he aligns his life according to Creation 

and lives according to Its laws and recommendations.

43. Thus, in this condition man lives creatively, like Creation Itself, naturally only to a much 

lesser degree than It.

44. But this is understandable, because man is unequally and enormously less evolved than 

Creation, consequently his condition of BEING has to be much lower accordingly.

45. One sees that one can well explain BEING and Its characteristic, yet one can hardly determine

It in Its value at any given time, because It is basically different from man to man, each 

depending on the level of evolution of the human being concerned each time.

46. The levels of evolution and BEING-conditions thereby are so very different from man to man,

like the papillary lines of the finger or the levels of intelligence.

47. And one can not speak furthermore about BEING without using the word, life, and without, 

finally, placing life and BEING as equal with each other.

48. So life and BEING, finally, become one and the same.
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49. If one takes a closer look at everything, then BEING takes place during man’s existence.

50. Thereby It is guided by human thought power and through love caused to live, and only 

through obedience to the creative laws and recommendations It becomes reality by will and 

appears to take on a certain form.

51. Thereby one can in no way say, however, that It expresses in a certain form, because before It 

truly becomes real It is not a form yet, but only an idea is present; and only when the BEING 

is formed, does It have a certain form.

52. Namely, when the existing life force displays itself during the existence.

53. Therefrom results, that BEING basically does not embody anything else but the actual and 

direct life of Spirit under Its own power and control.

54. So it is not wrong to say that life which coincides with BEING, is the actual life form of every

body, which via the psyche-being and the nerves enlivens the body.

55. But BEING is recognized by man only, where It is displayed during the existence, which as a 

rule actually happens quite rarely, because man lives contrary to the laws and 

recommendations.

56. So man, as a rule, can again only know that BEING actually resides somewhere within him; 

yet his character only recognizes It as far as It presents Itself in a certain form to him.

57. Only one Spirit resides within man and consequently also only one form of BEING, which 

can never partition Itself into manifold forms.

58. And as BEING is the fountain of life, It therefore gives also one life only; and in this life 

BEING is the life of everything.

59. This one and only creative being in man is the only truthful reality in all existence, and this it 

also remains for all all-great-time.

60. And verily, no other reality exists outside of BEING, which would be reality, whereby such a 

possibility is not even thinkable.

61. This is an undisputable fact, because reality is only that which is constant and all-great-timely,

the eternal; lacking reality, on the contrary, is everything which is variable and transitory.

62. So truthfully, in the entire universe only two elements exist, namely, BEING and not-BEING, 

the eternally constant and the transitory.

63. And thus two elements constitute BEING, as It is by Itself and in Its eternally live BEING, 

and the form which It adopts through that as consequence of the existence.

64. Yet what thereby actually now takes on a form?

65. Only BEING, as It is within Itself, without only the slightest change of its innermost being, its

nature of being.

66. Thus, the form is not actually a form, but a condition.

67. And this condition depends on the fulfillment of the creative laws and recommendations.

68. The less fulfillment is present, the less the BEING-condition is expressed, but the more 

fulfillment is present, the more recognizable the BEING-condition becomes.

69. Therefore, during the existence of man, the one eternal and unchangeable BEING becomes 

recognizable, besides which nothing can exist, and besides which nothing would be 

continuous.

70. This BEING alone is in truth, therefore, the infinite BEING, and this BEING is what man 

understands by the word, creative and Creation, namely, true life.
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71. Thus, Creation Itself is the infinite BEING, the infinite Spirit of life.

72. And this Spirit is fulfilled within Itself, with everything which exists, so that It is everything 

Itself because Itself is everything.

73. And if Spirit is everything, then everything has to be Creation, because Creation is purest 

Spirit.

74. No escape exists for man from this conclusion, and every other conclusion, which man wishes

to establish, only prostitutes human reason, thinking and the will for truth.

75. Such unreasonable human beings actually exist, for they say that Creation is everything, yet 

they assume the world and the universe and man to be filled with things, which are not 

supposed to and cannot be creative.

76. Truly, to such human beings the truth is lost, for their understanding is limited to such a 

degree, that they lock themselves out from the truth and force themselves into such a corner 

that they either totally do not see or do not want to see what contradicts their momentary 

views.

77. But there actually exist other people, who are open to the highest truth and diligently seek it.

78. And especially these are the ones, who say that Creation Itself is not the evil, and that 

Creation cannot be everything, because the evils cannot come from It.

79. How right they are, for certainly Creation is not the evil, and Creation has nothing to do with 

evil anyway, because evil is without exception created by man alone.

80. But whatever man calls evil, in every case is only the temporary distortion of good by man 

himself, and as such a consequence it either has to disappear again through reasonable 

thinking and acting, or it has to perish due to it.

81. As evil it has in no way a substantial reality, for it is something transitory, and as such it has a 

beginning and an end.

82. But whatever has a substantial reality, has neither beginning nor an end, but it is immortal and

constant in the eternal BEING.

83. Thus, thereby becomes clear that man, once and only, has something to do with evil, for he 

alone is its originator: The human being, who separates himself in his thinking and acting 

from creative BEING, in which alone is to be found true bliss and love and the characteristic 

of the creative Spirit.

84. But man creates evil for himself, in that he considers his purely bodily existence as true life, 

and in that he seeks joy, love and happiness only in this area.

85. Thereby he violates the higher laws and recommendations of his existence, and exactly 

thereby the evil takes place within man and the world.

86. The laws and recommendations of nature and therewith also of Creation, however, do not 

tolerate such a violation, even if man has full freedom in his thoughts and actions.

87. But interestingly, especially pain and suffering during his life lead man back to his true being, 

because the violation of the higher laws and recommendations of his existence lets man know 

his violations and lets him recognize his wrong conduct.

88. So it slowly becomes clear to him that only in conscious oneness with Creation he can 

experience true love and joy and happiness, which also is Creation’s intention for him.

89. So the principle is fulfilled that man must make mistakes to learn therefrom, in that he 

recognizes the mistakes and removes them.

90. This making of mistakes, however, does not extend so far that man is allowed to carelessly 

make mistakes and to continuously trample the laws and recommendations of Creation under 

foot, because the limit therefore is set, where mistakes are consciously made, which 

consequently result in evil.

91. But as long as man makes mistakes only due to ignorance and resultantly from a learning 
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process, up to that point mistakes remain only mistakes, if the measure has been exceeded, 

however, and man commits mistakes despite and against his knowing better, these become an 

evil which even degenerates into sin.

92. This again makes clear, however, that Creation surely is not the evil, and that Creation has 

nothing to do with the evil of man.

93. Man alone has to deal with the evil which he himself creates, but also only as long as he 

continues to live his life without the conscious oneness of the life of Creation.

94. Creation, the infinite BEING, therefore truthfully is the one and only life.

95. And every human being in his true self is life itself.

96. But it is wrong of man to say that he has life, because he is life himself, life which presents its

existence in the manner that a live body exists.

97. And as the infinite BEING or the infinite life in Creation is the ‘I am’, so is man truthfully, 

due to the minute part of Creation Spirit within, a part of this infinite BEING, of infinite life.

98. For this reason, every life of every human being is one with the life of Creation.

99. But therewith is not meant the body, but the truthful and real self, which has taken on the 

body as its form for Itself.

100. And truly, in no wise can real life be present, which would not be one with the life of 

Creation.

101. And in this sense, it is actually true and correct that the inner life of man and the life of 

Creation are essentially and necessarily one and even the same.

102. Actually, according to their essence they are one and the same, and they also do not differ in 

their nature.

103. Something different is reasonably simply not imaginable.

104. Well recognizable is a small difference in the degree of power, yet not in the essence and not 

in its nature.

105. Only in human thinking is man’s life separate from Creation, if man can speak about a life at 

all, because he does not consciously realize and enjoy his entire life.

106. But it is really so: Man lives and weaves and works and is in Creation.

107. Truthfully, man has never been anything else and never can be anything else than creative 

BEING.

108. Truly man can never say that he becomes Creation, for truthfully he himself already is 

Creation, namely, due to the creative Spirit within, which grants him a creative existence.

109. And what else could man be, if Creation Itself is the only true and real BEING!

110. But how can it be that man is closed in by barriers, and that he is moved by fear and worry?

111. And how is it possible that man becomes the victim of suffering and illness, and that he is 
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exposed to error and mistakes and sins?

112. For this only one single true reason exists: Man lives according to his free will, not in the 

conscious recognition of his true being and his true self, except in very rare moments, but 

which he hardly notices or not at all.

113. Therefore, man in his thoughts has to be clear and conscious of who and what he actually is.

114. But if he does not do so, the attributes and powers of the true human essence and of the true 

self cannot show and reveal themselves.

115. But thereby the true life is suppressed, and the true life, which exists in happiness in the union

with the unchangeable and eternal essence, is not able to be expressed.

116. The eternal essence, however, can only be grasped by thinking, and man has no other 

possibility to approach it.

117. For man, thinking is the most essential on the level of creative BEING.

118. How far this is the case with other and non-human life forms can not be stated with certainty, 

because man does not know the secrets, which other life forms are able to think in a limited 

manner.

119. But that much is certain: Only thinking, and this alone, places the human being on the level to

comprehend the creative BEING as the true and infinite Spirit of Creation as the actual 

essence of life.

120. And only man alone is able to recognize therefrom that BEING is the actual life of his life.

121. And only due to his thinking, man is able to realize his oneness with BEING, and only in this 

oneness he can live and allow the creative law to become flesh within him and to fully reveal 

itself.

122. When the creative BEING reveals Itself in a human being, Its inner essential nature truthfully 

does not change at all, because such a change, according to its innermost nature, would be 

absolutely impossible.

123. However, It has to reveal Itself by means of the bodily senses and this is exactly the reason 

why man’s innermost, real and essential nature and his true life can remain hidden to him for 

some time.

124. Yet this also is no more and no less the consequence of the limits of human recognition and 

love of truth.

125. When man is born into the earthly world of nature, he sees and recognizes everything around 

him by the conveyance of the bodily senses and so, for some time, the material world 

becomes his real world.

126. But by the means of the very same senses man gradually recognizes the one true and eternal 

fountain of life as his real and his only life, and in living realization he is able to slowly retain 

this recognition..

127. Thereby the ancient teaching becomes true to the letter and in its deepest meaning, when it 

states: “First the natural and only then the spiritual.”

128. Happy is the man who does not remain too long in the condition of the material life, but soon 

moves to the condition of the spiritual and in which the creative law soon can become flesh.

129. If a human being is honestly and earnestly seeking for the best in the world, he calls such a 
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condition happiness and praises it over everything that is material.

130. But if this condition can actually become real, what is to be said about the way in which man 

can arrive at it?

131. Only the following is to be said thereto, namely that in the entire universe exists only one way

which can really be of assistance to man thereto: Man has to change due to the renewal of his 

thinking.

132. The renewal of thinking must be aligned, so that the laws and recommendations of Creation 

are recognized and obeyed by man, so that he begins to live in the spiritual aspect.

133. This then is the changing power for that form of life, which is recognized as material and as 

human.

134. And truly, the renewal of thinking is the only power which is able to achieve a decisive 

change.

135. For this reason, the great truth is so valuable which today man of Earth becomes more and 

more conscious of, namely, that Spirit is everything and that the material means nothing, 

according to the principle, ‘what you think, that you become’.

136. No mortal Spirit exists, for It is creative and timeless.

137. What is mortal is the half-material psyche which erroneously, due to wrong concepts and to 

wrong suppositions of understanding, is called soul.

138. If man is closely connected to the psyche in his thinking, and in his thinking and due to the 

limitation of his understanding separates himself and considers himself as single being, he 

occasionally produces a condition, which can indeed be called a mortal energy, or more 

correctly yet, the product of mortal energy.

139. This condition, however, has nothing to do with Spirit Itself, but once and only with the 

psyche and with thinking.

140. This is a natural and vegetable condition and can only be changed by the correct use of the 

psyche into something creative, and again restore the creative aspect.

141. Man has to use the natural vegetable nature he already has, to thereby change the material 

aspect which man thinks to be his essence, namely, the mortal, the bodily aspect.

142. This has to be changed by man into the spiritual and creative aspect, which from the very 

beginning is his true essence and which he - except in his thoughts - can also never lose.

143. Through this essence, creative life enters into man with all its glory, happiness, power and 

love, which are always ready to break forth from their suppressed and painful condition.

144. A condition, which due to suppression, ceases to be a power which could indeed act, yet does 

not act because the suppression does not allow this.

145. And only when the condition of suppression is removed, the power can gloriously appear in 

all its might as full and conscious life.

146. Thus, everything lies in the thinking of man.

147. And so the thinking contributes, if correctly used and steered to the right goal, to the 

unfoldment and the Spirit power becoming effective, whereby the power of rebirth and of 

reconciliation of the suppressed spiritual with the material aspect becomes apparent.

148. Through thinking, once and only, man can create a new life, a new heaven and a new Earth 

for himself.

149. Through thinking, namely, man finds the kingdom of Creation and thereby attains to the 
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conscious realization of the creative condition within himself.

150. So he creates a totally new life for himself, a new heaven and a new Earth, and in that he 

realizes the life of Creation in his earthly life.

151. And if the Creation condition has once been created in and reached by man and has become 

reality, he can never get lost again, except if man quite consciously falls away from it again 

and with firm will again pursues the material aspect, but which can only ensue due to 

malicious prostitution of the spiritual power.

152. Verily, the great mass of Earth man, in this sense, is not awake and by great and laborious 

searching, here and there, one may be found who is half-ways or awake to a greater extent.

153. Truthfully, man of Earth lives a life, which does not even deserve the designation, life, in the 

true sense.

154. And if man could once compare his untrue and purely material life with true life, which he 

could easily attain to and live, crying misery would surge up within him.

155. Even if it corresponds to the truth that every life stems from creative BEING, and truly is only

real within and therefore is also always one with It, so every human being, however, has yet to

become conscious of this, so that this great truth can become fruitful for the single being, and 

that everything is grasped through the thinking of man and that he constantly lives in this 

consciousness.

156. This may serve as example: For years a dog lies chained before its dog house, and for years it 

has the consciousness already to be bound and restrained by this strong chain.

157. The chain holds it so firmly, that it has long since given up and almost forgotten all attempts 

to free itself, although it still possesses the strength to break loose.

158. But one day a link of the chain is worn out and the chain breaks, but since it has lived so long 

already in the consciousness of a prisoner, the dog makes no attempt whatsoever to seize 

freedom and to run away.

159. Suddenly, the whole world would lie before it, if it were only conscious of its strength.

160. But day after day it continues to lie before its dog house, longs for freedom and yet remains a 

prisoner of itself.

161. One day, however, a cat passes by and the dog jumps up.

162. Propelled because of the cat, it pursues it far beyond the length of the chain, which up to this 

time has restricted it.

163. And see, suddenly a wonderful freedom overcomes it and it runs and runs.

164. The prison of the dog house and chain suddenly disappear and are forgotten, and only 

freedom possesses it.

165. So it is exactly with man.

166. Because wrong tradition, thousands of years old, and error teachings preached false gods to 

him, he does not know himself anymore.

167. But he also does not know anymore about the energies and possibilities which lie within him 

and are suppressed.

168. The psyche of man has become a prisoner of the material aspect, and the bodily being of man 

hinders him to see more than only a weak glimmer of the truthful light.

169. But of a certainty the day will come, when man will venture ahead in his thoughts further than

he used to, and then still a little further and further.
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170. Within him then gleams up the inner light and, at first, he only catches a small and fleeting 

glance of his true essence.

171. However, then the point in time arrives, when he perceives some more of it, and then still 

some more.

172. So gradually, the light of truth dawns in him, namely that he is one with infinite life and with 

the infinite power of his essence.

173. This light then illumines his entire psyche and takes possession of it.

174. Awakened by this new consciousness, man holds fast to this thought of oneness, and while 

from now on he continues to live in this thought, his life now flows along in constant 

realization of the oneness with creative BEING.

175. And so the earthly human being of Earth is changed into that man, who is of Creation.

176. Compared to the new life, the old deserves only the name of death, because ignorance and 

restriction is equal thereto.

177. This deadly life, however, is not able any more to capture the new man, who previously, 

during his old life, in a certain sense really was dead - ‘a living dead’.

178. For one can truly only say about the one, that he has awakened to life who lives in conscious 

realization of his oneness with the one and only life.

179. This man indeed had previously been born and placed into the world and lives there, but he 

has not yet entered into a conscious and real life of the creative aspect.

180. As man he is born either as Adam or Eve, yet the Creation-man has not yet awakened within 

him.

181. Thus Creation also is not born within him yet, and he lives alone in the dark.

182. He does not know the glorious realities of life, and the power of Creation-Spirit slumbers 

suppressed within him, up to that point in time, when It is given the possibility for awakening.

183. ‘I am your own Spirit’, the Spirit within man constantly seems to call to him with the inner 

voice, ‘I am the portion of Creation within you, which enlivens you and which gives you true 

life’.

184. And actually, whoever wants to hear It can hear It and thereby enter into the fullness of life.

185. Due to the prevailing raw and unreasonable power of the sects and religions of Earth, man 

hears much about the sinful ‘fall of man’.

186. Yet a sinful fall of man in the sectarian and religious sense never existed, because the 

suppositions therefore never existed.

187. The sinful fall of man is only a psychologically useless and totally absurd idea of an attempt 

to direct man by an invented and illogical fable onto the right path.

188. This may have been possible and been effective in very ancient times, when man still lived in 

ignorance and was quite dumb, yet at the present time, such fairy tales do not appeal any 

more.

189. Today, namely, a great part of earthly humanity has developed that far that man searches for 

truth and also wants to know the truth, because he desires to live according thereto in a 

reasonable manner.

190. But something which reasonably could be called the sinful fall of man originated thereby, that

man distanced himself from the inner light and turned to false man-made gods.

191. That man turned away in thought from the oneness with Creation and detached himself, 
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therein alone exists the so-called sinful fall of man, which truthfully has to be called, a fall 

into debt and therefore, fall of debt.

192. But the teaching, which has come to man of today from the long since faded ancestors and 

generations, and which contains in its basic tone the words about the snake and about Adam 

and Eve and about the miserable worm, about the poor sinner and about death and the grave, 

is as equally false as it is dangerous and has necessarily and especially, therefore, caused a 

very objectionable effect.

193. Through this error teaching the portion of Creation-Spirit within man was taken away and 

replaced by a human and immortal soul, which led to an unparalleled error teaching.

194. In other words, heaven was taken away from the Earth and the Earth filled with doubt, error, 

sin and violence.

195. Evil was born and filled the world and man, and that has remained so up to the present day of 

the year 1984, and verily, it will still remain so for a long time.

196. Yet some day hereafter the time will come, when new and true thoughts and words will make 

heaven and the Earth and also man new, namely, when the teaching of truth has penetrated 

which, however, until then will cost billions of human lives, due to the absurdity of man, who 

murders himself by wars, crime, destruction and poisoning, etc.

197. According to his essence, man is creative and a real part of infinite Creation, and for this 

reason according to his essence, he is also good and positive-neutral - balanced.

198. And only if he consciously severs his oneness with Creation, all evils occur which are based 

in guilt, doubt and error and in crime with all their consequences, of suffering, disease and 

despair, of hatred, passions, discord, disharmony and everything which is of evil.

199. Verily, only one who is ignorant and thereby a believer of sects or religions can hold on to the 

sinful fall of man as he is indoctrinated with the fables of the sects and religions.

200. Such a fable-teaching, however, borders on weak-mindedness, and to the greatest degree it not

only promotes error, but also the stupidity of man, who can never free himself from his 

darkness by such an error teaching and turn toward the light.

201. And verily, a teacher and priest, who acknowledges the belief in god and who also admits to 

the fable of the sinful fall of man according to sects and religions, is not a teacher and priest 

of truth, but a disciple of evil and a disciple of the devil, as the religions call the evil.

202. And if a priest or teacher acknowledges this weak-mindedness of the fables of sin and fables 

of god, he proves that he is not free within himself, yes even less free than his believers, 

because he fears the imaginary power of his fable-beings as a disciple of their fable-power, 

whose belief he confesses.

203. And in their fables the error teachers find enough room for that which they call devil.

204. Whoever truthfully knows about Creation and the only true and real BEING and also about 

the fountain of all life and all creative power, finds nowhere even the smallest space for a 

devil and his accomplices.

205. The truly knowing one sees the evil and acknowledges it as such.

206. And the knowledgeable one knows that evil stems from a life, from a human being, who 

created it; from a human being in whom the conscious connection to that greatest and highest 
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fountain of BEING has been severed for a certain time, so that he can not find space 

anywhere for a second essential and lasting reality.

207. And because this separation from Creation takes place through the mediation of thinking, so 

man sees and recognizes that a conscious reuniting with Creation can only happen through the

avenue of thought, which alone leads to a true reconciliation.

208. While man knows about the truth of his Creation and while he recognizes the truth of his 

Creation, he finds no room in the sense that Creation would be angry or be grudging and 

would need an appeasement of its rage.

209. The one who is knowledgeable about Creation has no part in such barbaric views, for this 

peculiarly only belongs to the believers of sects and religions, which operate with enraged, 

vengeful, punishing and murdering gods and saints.

210. Namely, by such a vengeful, punishing, enraged and murdering godhood, the faithful are 

intimidated and placed into anxiety and terror, so that they cower like submissive dogs and, 

dogma-depending, do and think everything which is demanded of them.

211. The believer is not free and a slave to dogmas and to sectarian-religious anxiety, and 

consequently an irresolute and not self-thinking tool of those, who represent the sects and 

religions with the rod of dogmas and of fear.

212. Self-thinking is forbidden to the believer under the most terrible threats of punishment of the 

god or the gods and saints, which are placed over everything as imaginary power at the 

highest place for the believing ones.

213. But the one knowing about the truth is free of belief, and he is always taught that he has to 

think himself and to act and move according to his free and own manner and initiative, and 

carries the responsibility for everything himself.

214. Therefore, he also has to seek and find the truth himself and convince himself of it.

215. For this reason, he sees and recognizes very well that the reconciliation for a conscious life 

exists only in a conscious union with the life of Creation.

216. And this human being also recognizes it as something natural, that the first-man or Adam-man

has to be born first and must live in all his freedom of thought and action, so that gradually 

the Creation-man can arise out of him.

217. This man also recognizes that it is the order of Creation and, therefore, a law of nature and 

development, that man first has to be earthly before he can become the second man, the 

Creation-man.

218. And he also recognizes that indeed, due to the limitation of human understanding, first the 

natural phase occurs, whereafter the spiritual phase only then slowly gains its power, although

in reality this is embodied from the beginning in the natural phase.

219. And only therefore can it in the course of time, sooner or later, win the upper hand over the 

material aspect because little by little it enters from the condition of mere possibilities into the

realm of the real and active life.

220. From time to time and in long time spans, again and again a prophet comes to the world, who 

from the very beginning has striven for the truth and did not sever his life from the life of 

Creation, and who constantly lives in the living realization of oneness with Creation.

221. And every time, he comes to proclaim the great truth and the teaching of truth to mankind of 

the world anew each time.
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222. And each time he proclaims thoughts, produces scriptures and commits deeds which always 

and necessarily accompany this realization.

223. Such a one, for example, was Henoch, then also Elja, Jesaja, Jeremja, Jmmanuel and 

Mohammed in one line of incarnations.

224. As no other one, he showed to Earth man during several lives of reincarnation, how every 

human being can realize the life of Creation within and free himself from all fallible and 

indebting drives.

225. And he has never spoken of the vengeance of an angry Creation, and also not about the 

fallacy that a god is supposed to be Creation.

226. Therefore, it never occurred to him to take upon himself the vengeance of an angry Creation - 

which by a human being, who would only have an approximate idea of Creation coinciding 

with truth, would hardly ever be understood or comprehended.

227. Quite to the contrary, he always has and throughout, by the example of his life and by his 

teaching of truth, allowed the true message of Creation to be heard and seen.

228. And he always has shown the way to Earth man, on which all and totally all human beings 

can attain to the total realization of their oneness with the life of Creation.

229. Every human being can free himself from the bondage of the senses, by which alone debt is 

incurred by man, and every man is reincarnated for the creative condition and for true life, 

when he enters into the relationship to Creation and thereby also realizes his oneness with 

Creation, as this was the case with the prophet, Henoch, up to Jmmanuel.

230. But this would be difficult for a man if he would simply believing accept this truth, for 

thereby through belief, he does by far not yet free himself from the bondage of debt.

231. Thereby he also does not attain to the creative condition in simply believing that Henoch up to

Jmmanuel has possessed these things.

232. Even the greatest belief therein that everything had been so, and that Jmmanuel has lived such

a life, brings no human being into the creative condition.

233. But it is well achieved thereby, that man becomes knowledgeable and truly lives his life 

accordingly, as Jmmanuel has also lived it.

234. And verily, this condition every man at every age and at all directions of the heavens can 

attain to, regardless whether he knows or does not know if a prophet like Jmmanuel has lived 

or not.

235. The teaching of a ‘substituting atonement’ originated in a wrong community of people, where 

with evil intentions and, on the other hand, also due to lack of necessary understanding, the 

life and the teachings of Jmmanuel were coarsely and evilly misinterpreted and maliciously 

falsified in meaning.

236. But this wrongly interpreted and intentionally falsified teaching is really wrong, and followers

of it consequently also have a totally false and wrong direction of mind, as this is also the case

in and with other religions and sects.

237. Much more urgently than such erroneous and false teachings or religions and sects, Earth man

needs the enlivening truth; that a truthfully conscious and live union with the life of Creation 

exists.

238. And the human being, whose spiritual sense is developed at all and is useful, also needs this 

truth, that everyone wants to achieve this union of  the life of Jmmanuel and the truth-

teaching, if he is actually concerned about the real and living truth.

239. And indeed about the very moving and true truth, which Jmmanuel proclaimed to man, but 

not about the falsifications and errors and deceitfully established ideas and belief-statutes and 

dogmas, as they have been purposefully invented and imagined by irresponsible, profit-greedy

and unwise human beings.
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240. BEING is uncreated from all-great-time to all-great-time, eternally constant and without 

beginning and without end.

241. It is independent of everything which could exist outside of It, and It is the essence of essence 

Itself.

242. It is the life of everything, which Itself calls life to life.

243. Thus, It is infinite BEING - infinite life.

244. While, at first, It exists as pure Spirit power, and as purest Spirit It is creative BEING.

245. So It is truly the ‘I am’, Creation Itself.

246. Driven by love and acting according to Its very own will, It steps outside Itself into existence 

and takes on the most different dimensions and forms, which man sees in the universe as 

forms around him and to which he belongs himself.

247. But not in the least does the infinite BEING change Its inner essence in this process, and even 

such an idea alone would be absolutely unthinkable.

248. What, therefore, in truthfulness and reality exists?

249. It is nothing but creative BEING, nothing else but infinite Creation in all Its manifold 

revelations.

250. And this is unchangeable and remains so for all all-great-time, exactly as it has to be 

according to the innermost essence and will of Creation and can never be different.

251. So, therefore, Creation Itself is the infinite BEING and the infinite Spirit, the infinite life of 

everything, the essence of the truthful essence.

252. Thus, infinite Creation fills the entire All with Itself, so that everything is Creation, because 

Creation is everything.

253. But if the creative BEING embodies Itself, and for this purpose forms a natural body, like the 

human body for example, then It must also naturally reveal Itself by this means to the bodily 

senses.

254. This is also the reason, therefore, that despite the infinity of the creative BEING, the mental 

horizon of man is limited.

255. And this is also the reason, therefore, that man’s true inner life, which truthfully always is 

creative BEING, remains hidden to him for a certain period of time, and indeed as long, until 

he separates himself from his purely natural, from the vegetable life in the manner, that he 

allows this to be led by the BEING-matter.

256. And since man, at first, lives according to natural, vegetable laws, he understandably, at first, 

understands everything from this point of view.

257. If, at first, he therefore understands himself only as the natural portion, he understands himself

only as a natural being and consequently as a being of drives, so that at first, he finds no 

difference between himself and the world of nature surrounding him.

258. But at a closer look, in time, he yet discovers that he differs from all other life forms and other

existing forms in that he is not only enlivened by an instinctive Spirit power, but by a creative 

Spirit form.

259. But gradually he also becomes conscious thereof, that by the Spirit form within him thoughts 

are generated, and that through constant practice he becomes stronger.
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260. And if man thinks about himself and longs for the truth about his existence, gradually the 

truth and conviction dawn on him, that his life truthfully is creative BEING and that it never 

has been anything else.

261. Slowly man also recognizes then, that only in his thoughts BEING was something else than 

what It truthfully is.

262. So he becomes conscious, that he thought the natural-vegetable form of his existence with all 

its natural drives to be the true essential life of BEING Itself, and that thereby he separated his

material life from the infinitely creative life.

263. Suddenly, he recognizes that he himself lives in Creation, weaves and exists and that Creation 

truly is the life of his life and is Itself his own life.

264. Through this recognition, man gradually arrives at the conscious live realization of his 

oneness with the infinite BEING and life and the infinite and loving power of Creation.

265. Only thereby man sees that this is actually so, and that everything truly proceeds so that at 

first, namely, the instinctive natural-vegetable human being exists and only thereafter, the 

spiritual man develops.

266. Once and only through thinking, and only through thinking in a correct manner, aligned to the

laws and recommendation of Spirit, the second man becomes who is spiritual.

267. But the second man develops from the first, who is material and earthly.

268. Through a totally natural process of development, the first-man, the Adam-man, becomes the 

Creation-man in whom the creative self-realization develops.

269. Yet it is truly impossible that during the development something surfaces which previously 

had not already existed.

270. However, man is able to recognize therefrom, that Creation already previously and has ever 

since been within him, only that he never noticed and did not know it.

271. It simply is so with every human being: Everyone has to use the stones to build his life from 

the place, at which he presently is located.

272. And these stones, from which alone the human life in true manner can be constructed, are the 

thoughts.

273. For man, thinking is the only building and creating power.

274. And it is always the earnest and upright thinking at the exact position, where he momentarily 

is located and where he moves.

275. These thoughts also create those building blocks, from which man can create his resting place 

to rest thereon; therefore, through thinking only and through this only the creative life is 

opened.

276. And through the upward striving thoughts of man the revelation comes down to him.

277. And when this has occurred, man calls out: “Creation is truly at this place, unfortunately, I 

only did not know it.”

278. But then man can make his resting place to become his rock of memory: Thinking, which 

allows him to recognize the truth, that the infinite creative life always resides in man and is 

his essential BEING.

279. But this fact also allows man to become the leader for his neighbors, so that others also attain 

to the same realization of eternal life.
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280. Verily, the entire puzzle of human life is wonderfully simple and easy to solve, if man only 

remains loyal to the highest aspect within him.

281. Naturally, he must keep himself free from the uncountable confusing and misleading views, 

error teachings and dogma statutes of the sects and religions.

282. These, as a rule, only promise that the spiritual awakening of man and the realization of his 

inborn power would be granted to him in a different form of life, instead that the possessions 

of glory can be realized here and now in this life.

283. But only if man becomes conscious of Creation within himself and if he through thinking 

truly realizes his oneness with infinite BEING, only then will this truth actually become the 

powerful and moving force for him, which regulates all matters of his daily life in the best 

manner.

284. Until then, however, man still remains in the condition of that dog, which still considers itself 

to be chained, although its chain is severed, yet it still remains in imprisonment.

285. Thus, until then, man still waits for his freedom, while the creative freedom itself only waits 

for man to grasp and recognize and use it.

286. Verily, the greatest which man knows and can actually know is BEING once and only.

287. But BEING is truth and so the greatest which man knows is the truth.

288. Man, according to his true and instinctive nature is one with the infinite BEING and the 

infinite power of Creation, and if he consciously realizes this fact of living oneness and 

remains therein, he can allow the conditions and powers of creative life to reveal themselves 

and become effective to the degree, as it really is able to take place as oneness.

289. The question now occurs what the result, and therewith, the value of this oneness is.

290. For, if it apparently has no value for the material life of every day and for its concerns, then 

again, it seemingly remains a dead idea and seems to have no real value.

291. Yet verily, the application is the last proof for everything, and if the answer can truly not be 

applied or if even from its application no visible success is revealed, it is better for man that 

he does not waste and spend his time on it, because it then is unequivocally, simply not based 

on truth.

292. But to this, at the very first instance, has to be said that not only the mental recognition of the 

human oneness with Creation and the lifeless opinion about it grants the real value, but its 

truly conscious and living realization of this extraordinarily great and greatest truth, and this 

allows it to become effective in daily life and in its concerns of every type.

293. And verily it is so, that this alone gives true and genuine happiness, for this actually is finding

and recognizing the kingdom of Creation.

294. But when man finds this kingdom and lives therein, then the entire remaining rest has to 

literally and necessarily come to him on its own, as this has already been recognized and 

confirmed since times of old.

295. So man realizes and confirms the attributes and powers of the creative life in ever more 

enlivening manner, and they automatically lead him to possess all the rest.
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296. Whoever attains to the full and living realization of his oneness with the creative life in this 

manner, also falls into the correct relationship to his own I and therewith to himself at the 

same time.

297. But he also falls into the correct relationship to his neighbor and fellowman, and to the laws 

and recommendations of the world surrounding him.

298. In this condition he now lives in the inner and real life.

299. And everything which is present on the inside necessarily also has to take on an outer form.

300. This necessarily is so, because everything from the inside manifests on the outside, as the law 

of nature determines so and as it cannot ever be different.

301. This law becomes visible and recognizable in every thing and in every and all life.

302. Law is law and the will of Creation is and remains law and if, therefore, the will of Creation 

takes place as law on the inside, so this will necessarily also take place in all and every matter 

of the outer life.

303. But the results of this law are always visible and recognizable, and to the understanding and 

reasonable human being also comprehensible and truly consciously understandable.

304. This, however, is the exact way in which extraterrestrial human beings and also Earth humans

have become prophets, Spirit leaders, teachers and seers, also what the people of Earth call 

the ‘chosen ones’.

305. However, truthfully they are not ‘chosen ones’, for since all times they themselves have made 

of them what they were and are and always will be, for within their inner life they decided for 

the truth and therewith for BEING and Creation and have lived their life therein.

306. This is also the reason, that today also and throughout the future, human beings can become 

prophets, Spirit leaders, teachers and seers.

307. Namely, the laws and recommendations are the same today and tomorrow and throughout all 

the future, as they have been so for all times and since the existence of the universe.

308. The laws and recommendations of creative life and man’s true relationship thereto, what he 

calls human life, are the same at the present and future times, as they have been already 

during all the past.

309. Thus, these laws and recommendations will remain unchanged for all the future and all-great-

time, for creative BEING never changes, because only one true truth exists and it remains 

constant for time eternal.

310. Only man is subject to a change and an alteration, all his doings and actions and everything 

which ever issues forth from him.

311. Thereby, once and only, in that man abandons his inner life of Spirit, or in that he simply has 

not yet found his true life, he separates himself from Creation and BEING.

312. Only this can be the reason that guilt and error and disease, pain, worry, anxiety and fear have 

entered his life.

313. This is cause and effect, and it is as natural and necessary as an effect must follow a cause.

314. Thus, everything only happened because man has closed his eyes to the inner light, as he has 

also done with his ears to the inner voice.
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315. Therefore, it is said: “Man has eyes to see and he sees not, and he has ears to hear and he 

hears not”.

316. But these evils can be made to leave and be removed, if  man re-unites his life again with the 

creative aspect and so namely lives the life of Spirit.

317. It is truly so that every misfortune and misery, every lack and every need and all evil in the 

world, once and only, is caused by man and will continue to be caused by man.

318. All are immediate consequences thereof, that man unconsciously or consciously has 

withdrawn his life and existence from the harmony with that force and power, which works 

toward perfection and wholeness and consequently also regards justice.

319. If man lives his life in Creation, and thereby the will of Creation also becomes the will of 

man, everything is quite well with man.

320. But that has to be truly so, because it would simply be impossible that anything could happen 

against the will of Creation.

321. So it also happens, that all the rest falls into the hands of him, who strives for the kingdom of 

Creation the soonest and lives in righteousness.

322. The creative aspect, the true, truthful life is creative.

323. And if man by a continuous conscious union of creative BEING within allows it to penetrate 

and shine through him, everything is actually revealed to him.

324. Only if man turns away from the inner light and life, things are enshrouded to him.

325. His life is then permeated and filled with mysteries of unsolvable manner and with insecurity, 

and he does not know if he is coming or going.

326. But truthfully, nothing in itself is enshrouded, because for Creation and by Creation all things 

are clear and open and man himself, once and only, causes everything to be a mystery and an 

insecurity.

327. But whoever consciously lives in the life of Creation sees with the eyes of Creation and 

everything becomes visible to him.

328. And whoever continuously lives under this creative guidance thereby enters the area of 

highest possible wisdom.

329. But he also never feels unsure or confused about the small and great questions and problems 

of daily life.

330. Quite to the contrary: He always knows what he has to do at any given time, and how he shall 

do it.

331. For this reason, he is also not concerned about the past, because this is not important and of 

no meaning to new creations.

332. For if something needs to be repaired, the state of the matter needing repair is of importance, 

but not what has led to the need of the repair.

333. If therefore, a chair with a broken back is brought to the carpenter, he is interested only in the 

broken back needing to be repaired, but not about why the back has been broken.

334. Consequently, he takes a new and healthy piece of wood and repairs the back.

335. But so it is also with man, who has to repair the damage within himself.

336. He does not concern himself with the past, because it is of no importance.

337. Important is only that the damage is repaired.
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338. Consequently, it is so: Before man arrives at being conscious of his oneness with Creation, he 

is a living dead one.

339. From then on, he only needs to remove his living dead condition and begin the new life, 

whereby he does not concern himself with the past, how everything led to the condition of 

being a living dead.

340. All remorse, which he could have regarding the past is now drowned by the joy, which his 

new beginning towards a full life spreads before him with every single step.

341. In this condition, man knows neither fear, anxiety nor worry about the future, for now he 

suddenly knows exactly, that against his will and therewith against the will of Creation 

nothing can happen if he, from now on, lives in the obedience of the creative laws and 

recommendations.

342. So peace becomes a full and remaining part within him, which never leaves him, if he does 

not stray from the laws and recommendations of Creation and, due to any self-created 

unrighteousness, again detaches himself from what he had achieved.

343. All life lives from the inside toward the outside, as the laws and recommendations of nature 

unchangeably determine.

344. This is not only absolutely true for the material area and the human bodily aspect, but it is 

valid also in every respect for the spiritual aspect.

345. The unlocked fountain of creative life in the Spirit of man, which truthfully is not accessible 

to any illness or any other imperfection, allows in every way and at every time, only healthy 

conditions of life to appear from the inside to the outside in his body.

346. And it is truly so, if before the entering into the new life, sick and imperfect substances were 

interwoven into the body, the now enlivening life streaming through him will remove the 

diseased and impure tissue and replace it with new, pure and healthy matter.

347. So man is steadily filled with an increased feeling of power, for now he works in union with 

infinite Creation and it is known that all things are possible to It.

348. Man now knows no lack any more, not even in outer matters.

349. Now everything truly comes from  the infinite and never drying fountain and under the 

guidance of creative wisdom, born by the creative power, which now also is that of man.

350. He now obtains everything in a totally natural and law- and recommendation-abiding manner 

the true abundance of what he truly needs.

351. And he receives everything always at the right time, if he simply does always just what his 

hands daily find to do. 

352. And since he is now certain of this never exhausting fountain, he never thinks about to 

accumulate great material treasures anymore, to be stingy and to store material things for 

himself, because he would again become their slave.

353. The thoughts of man always take on the manner of their creative origin; and because thoughts 

are powers and with increasing spiritualization their effectiveness becomes increasingly 

immense and stronger, so due to them man becomes increasingly able to form the conditions 

and determinations of his life according to his own will.

354. And he soon discovers that due to the new life, everything external practically falls into the 

right order by itself, exactly like the inner self.
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355. But thereby, again the law of the inner and the outer is fulfilled.

356. Verily, this truth will be a totally new revelation for many  a human being, because up to now 

it was really unknown to them, and out of their own initiative they also had never thought 

about it.

357. For others, however, this truth is only a means to awaken the new life or to strengthen it, of 

which they had previously already been clearly conscious more or less.

358. But actually this truth is not new, but already as old as the universe itself.

359. And in addition, this truth is as imperishable as BEING Itself.

360. But this truth also is the Spirit of Creation-life, however, never the truth of sects and religions,

to which, unfortunately too many people today, in the year of 1984, still erroneously confess 

to and will continue to do so for a long time.

361. Thus, the certain falsity is not meant, to which the majority of the people confess  and which, 

in many respects, is ineffective as well as contradictory.

362. Verily, with the true truth, namely, the great truth beyond this world is being addressed, which

extends beyond the circumstances of the purely human life, as Jmmanuel already has taught.

363. But this great truth, at the same time, contains the true spiritual essence of all truth and all 

wisdom, which are constant and absolutely unchangeable for all eternities.

364. The principle statutes of this truth and wisdom are universal and necessarily constant 

everywhere, as it is with Earth humanity, as also with human beings of worlds unknown to 

Earth in the great space of the All.

365. The principles of this truth and wisdom in their pure form have sprung from the same creative

source everywhere, namely, from Creation Itself, as It speaks through the Spirit of all those, 

whose union with them is so close, that they are able to recognize their laws and 

recommendations and to translate these into the human language and to teach them.

366. And therewith are meant those laws and recommendations, which form the general source of 

all true revelations.

367. Verily, the great spiritual awakening of Earth humanity, the beginnings of which one can 

observe especially at the present time in the entire world, is the best proof that the creative 

breath, the seeking and investigating of man for truth and infinite BEING moves at a force, as 

this previously has only extremely rarely been the case.

368. Men, women, youth and children today are actually intent to find Creation.

369. They are about to step beyond the dead letters and the empty forms of the false and old sect-

and religion-teachings and to strip off the erroneous dogma of sects and religions.

370. They no longer allow themselves to be enslaved and tyrannized by rigid belief-statutes.

371. They free themselves of it and seek the truth where it is to be found.

372. But, nevertheless, many still run into error, drawn by unscrupulous profit sharks and sect-

creators, who through shrewd intrigues of evil draw in believers and enslave them.

373. But those, through whom these become believers, are not true seekers, because unto them true

BEING has not even become conscious as a notion.

374. But the truly seeking awaken here and there and everywhere, to attain to the realization of 

their oneness with Creation.

375. Their life is totally filled with this realization and the effect thereof is, that they actually 
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accomplish the works according to the will of Creation.

376. Thus, they leave their false sects and religions, which each had validity only for a short time 

and for a different and wrong world, and they discover the happy and good possibility of truth

of Creation for every day and for the true world.

377. So they exchange their sects and religions, which only speak about the anger and the 

vengeance of god and about death and about an alleged and unprovable glory after life.

378. And they exchange their lying and false sects and religions for the truth, to live in it in joy and

love and during the present and their future lives, so that everything is present here and now, 

today and tomorrow and in the next life and all the days.

379. With this truth of living Creation and with the power of Spirit, they form their life and all 

matters of every day, and reveal in this manner that their won knowledge and their won truth 

actually is the truth of life.

380. The alleged truth, which does not enable its bearer to recognize it as the effective truth of life, 

to bear and to realize it, truly is no truth.

381. And whatever is no truth, man should no longer profane by the word, truth, in that he misuses 

it for an empty deception.

382. Whoever has grasped the greatest of all truths of life, he can no longer return to a sect or cult 

religion, as also the lizard can as well not return to the prison of its egg shell, after it has left it

and was born.

383. But such human beings have found their center within infinity and they work in conscious 

insight and in conscious harmony with creative powers, and they govern the world inside and 

out from within, as the laws and recommendations of Creation dictate it.

384. They are fulfilled by BEING, and their life takes place in the fulfillment of the laws and 

recommendations of Creation.

385. And their life is fulfilled in the kingdom of Creation and in its Name, whoever is wise and just

and embodies wisdom and justice.

CANON 44

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is consciousness.

 3. And the Prophet speaks about consciousness within the Prophet and wise one and in the 

ordinary average human being.

 4. Prophets are never recruited from the ranks of scientists, monks, priests or of high-ranking 

personalities.

 5. Prophets are always simple human beings, men and women, without any special education.

 6. They obtain their knowledge through their own study and through the help of powers outside 

themselves, which are of an immaterial nature.

 7. Therefore, prophets are never trained as scientists, elevated ones, monks or priests, because 

they have to be neutral-positive and free from any religious creed.

 8. This only guarantees that they, not influenced by belief-statutes, can recognize and master 
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creative truth, without falling into illogic.

 9. Scientists, monks, priests and elevated ones, like the mighty and public officials are altogether

coined by preconceived notions, belief-statutes and other human and illogical dogmas and 

orders which prevent truly creative thinking and acting.

10. However, a simple human being, who is not coined by dogmas, ideas and orders, does not 

belong to any belief-statutes of any worldly or religious type, so he can be receptive for pure 

truth and also be creatively understanding.

11. Thus, as prophet a human being has to be free of all and any belief-statutes of any type, and 

he has to be hard in justice like truth itself.

12. But this a human being is only able to do, to whom Creation alone constitutes the true 

kingdom of life and who resultantly, neither sets a human being nor anything else above it.

13. But exactly that believers can not do, neither scientists nor priests or monks or the mighty etc.

14. They all believe in a god above them or see themselves as such.

15. Therefore, they fall away from truth and adhere to illogic and falsity and lies, so they could 

never even nearly measure up to the duty of a prophet.

16. For they are servants and slaves of untruth, servants and slaves of gods, saints and idols.

17. They are as far from the truth as the eternal and absolute darkness is from a bright ray of light,

and their thinking and acting is like this condition.

18. Only a human being of truth can be a prophet, but not a man, who is pre-burdened by belief-

statutes and similar.

19. And often prophets appear as such in several lives, because they press to fulfill their duty in 

continuous succession.

20. Thus, they often tend to keep their prophet-duty in several reincarnations, so that they again 

and again appear as prophet.

21. And their work as prophet is based on the truth and the existence and the teaching of the laws 

and recommendations of Creation alone.

22. But this teaching, once and only, a true prophet can bring and teach.

23. Thereby is also said that, for example, monks and priests could never be prophets, but only 

founders of new sects and religions, because their thinking and striving and acting is not free, 

and because they are dependent on belief-statutes and gods and saints.

24. Their entire life, thinking, striving and acting is aligned with humility, hypocrisy and lying, 

because they are rebellious of truth and live accordingly.

25. Prophets, men and women, are always simple human beings, and they never are scholars and 

educated in the human sense.

26. They are neither educated at universities or schools, nor by monks and priests, and neither by 

sects nor in monasteries.

27. They are the learned and wise ones of truth - through the life of the natural and, thereby, 

through the laws and recommendations of Creation.

28. Prophets and wise ones, men and women, never fall into ecstasy, as this is especially the case 

with sectarian human beings.

29. Prophets always remain in cool observation, instruction, manner of thinking and cool in 

acting.
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30. For prophets and wise ones, no form of ecstatic expression of creative love or creative 

experience exists, because ecstasy is an expression of passion and lack of control, which is 

peculiar to sectarian believers.

31. Verily, for prophets and wise ones many ways and methods exist to experience Creation, and 

since times of old they have used all means and ways and methods to gain creative 

experience.

32. However, the means and methods were always truthful and Creation-just, so that there was no

doubt about it.

33. And thereby the prophets recognized that Creation does not respect any godhood-religion and 

no religious sect and also no believers.

34. But they also recognized the truth that Creation is uniform in everything, and that It does not 

favor any race or anything special, neither regards any nationality.

35. Thus, It is not concerned about the belief of human beings, and It acknowledges no artificial 

barriers, like titles and professions etc., which are only erected by human beings.

36. To the prophet, Creation reveals Itself everywhere, as It also reveals Itself to every other 

watchful human being.

37. But especially through the prophet, Creation realizes Itself in man, because he is the most 

watchful among them.

38. But prophets and wise ones can be found everywhere where no high titles are present, among 

farmers, among carpenters, furniture- and shoe makers and among those, who have no higher 

education, but only simple occupations.

39. Among the great ones, however, prophets are not found, but rather among those people who 

are nobody.

40. For truly, they only are free enough to attain to Creation-experience.

41. And these prophets are the ones, who have experienced the highest philosophies and Creation.

42. But to Creation neither race nor nation exists, nor a social status or a spirit of the age.

43. For It also no circumstances of higher standing or of higher education exist, wherefore, today 

and tomorrow prophets will arise who, according to the human sense, will never have a higher

training who, however, truthfully surpass every education of man immeasurably.

44. And the holy characters of the prophets are truly among man, however, they live in modesty 

and without much to-do about their person.

45. Truly, there could be more prophets among man, yet many are afraid to take on such office, 

therefore only a sparing few exist, who do not fear the evils and insults committed to them.

46. Yet those prophets, who today are condemned as heretics are the saints of tomorrow, as this 

happened with Jmmanuel and with many others in his line of reincarnation, but also with 

other prophets.

47. Verily, this is the reason that man retains everything in his mind, because every human being 

must reach the goal of evolution.

48. From all levels of earthly humanity, during all hundreds and thousands of years, human 

beings on Earth have achieved to become wise ones and lived, live and worked and work 

accordingly -  during times of old and into all the future.
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49. Thereby many have found the way to Creation and gained the Creation-experience.

50. But all have arrived at the creative experience only through silence and seclusion and in deep 

submersion of mediation, never however, by living a wild life.

51. They have worn down and destroyed their egotistical senses through creative truth.

52. And those exist, who came to Creation by their intense love, and others again due to the 

increase of their abilities and due to the enlargement of their knowledge.

53. The way of music also thereby became a means toward the realization of Creation within 

man, when man with all their senses attained to the Creation-experience.

54. For truly, the evolutionary genius within man and his drive toward creative development 

knows neither circumstances nor time, which could force or keep him away from the firmly 

established goal.

55. But the human civilization of Earth does not guarantee that man lives correctly and finds the 

way to Creation-realization.

56. This, namely, is arranged into different laws and recommendations than material matters.

57. The unfoldment of the Creation-consciousness within man, thus, knows totally different laws 

and recommendations and rules, than those on which the human civilization of Earth is based.

58. Nevertheless, it is not too difficult for man to arrive at creative happiness and peace and at 

true love, without him having to pursue any scientific laws and without having to be a great 

scholar.

59. And as a rule, uneducated people find the way to Creation much sooner than scholars, priests, 

monks, the mighty and scientists, because the unlearned one often is less coined by prejudices

and preconceived notions and ways of thinking.

60. Thereby he is more free and flexible and receptive to the truth.

61. The question, namely, whether man can turn to the Creation-experience and, therewith to 

truth, depends to the greatest extent on open and unprejudiced thinking.

62. And all that is demanded of man, for him to become creative and develop for the betterment 

of himself, consists thereof that he is honest and lives according to truth, that he is a little 

good and gentle, and that he generates a little more respect and reverence toward the creative 

omnipresence.

63. This means that man is willing to accept the principles of the creative life, as it has been 

transmitted by the prophets and the wise and is always taught.

64. And over many thousands of years, the prophets and wise ones have shown the way toward 

the discovery of the kingdom of Creation.

65. The prophets and wise ones are the mirrors, in which man also can find the highest 

possibilities of development for himself.

66. And verily, the prophets and wise ones are witnesses of dignity also for all other life, and they

are the undeniable proof of the highest human-spiritual possibilities and of the Creation-

determination of man.

67. Through their extraordinary kindness and love, by unconditional modesty and by their brave 

courage, they have shown the single individual how he can enter into the kingdom of 

Creation.

68. They sacrificed their sleep and their food and also their health, and were always willing to 
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render any types of service and to furnish every proof of the truthfulness of their knowledge 

and their wisdom.

69. Thereby they found the way to themselves and to Creation, and for the sake of man they 

demonstrated and showed many ways and means, by which they can attain to the Creation-

experience.

70. And if man studies the life of the prophets and wise ones, and not only slanders and curses 

them, they will find these ways and means, and the life of the wise and prophets will inspire 

them.

71. A continuous study and honest pondering will also present the direction of life to the single 

individual, if he seeks the means and ways of the prophets and wise ones, who present their 

experience to him.

72. But man really has to be willing, because only thereby he will arrive at the experience of the 

invisible and yet infinite powers.

73. Only due to all the prophets and wise ones of the whole world, does Earth man possess the 

richest inheritance of their knowledge.

74. And verily, through the prophets and the wise, man has received all help and means for his 

use to become Creation-man.

75. But whichever the way may be to experience the infinity of Creation and of truth, in the 

teachings of the prophets and wise ones many possibilities of guidance and of the means and 

ways toward the Creation-experience are shown.

76. Whichever may be man’s life experience, and whichever unique the human circumstances of 

life may be, regardless of which individuality man may be, man shall always remember that 

the prophets and wise ones also have arisen from these selfsame circumstances.

77. Therefore, man of Earth, do not neglect to try to fulfill all conditions, which lead to the 

recognition and illumination and to Creation.

78. The prophets and wise ones are a continuous indication and encouragement for man to do 

likewise, and to climb to their level of kindness.

79. Man shall gain a certain distance to himself, so that in his innermost self he discovers the 

possibilities of creative consciousness.

80. Namely, man shall live and work, and indeed do so in the continuous consciousness of the 

presence of Creation.

81. Man must not forget the fact that Creation is directly within him, as it is also outside around 

him.

82. Creation, the portion of Creation-Spirit within man is the real, the actually ingenious I, the 

Spirit of deepest consciousness.

83. All prophets and wise ones have said thereto already: “Creation is within you, you carry Its 

kingdom within you.”

84. But this is valid for every single human being, whichever the life circumstances may be.

85. The possibility to become a prophet or wise one is presented to everyone, man or woman, 

because essential Creation exists in every human being.

86. The civilization of the New Age certainly is of quite an enormous grandeur, and everything is 

great which man has achieved in political, technical, medical, social and economic areas, yet 

it does not suffice, by far, that prophets and wise ones can arise therefrom.

87. Although the standard of living is very high, yet totally useless if man does not discover a 
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wisdom within himself, which causes him to laugh about death and makes him joyful.

88. But such wisdom man attains to only, if he lives according to the truth and if man, like the 

prophets and wise ones, carries true peace inside himself; and indeed such peace which cannot

be shaken by anything.

89. But man cannot attain to this peace, if he does not possess in his reflecting and striving and 

thinking and acting and in his life honest and true joy, which cannot be destroyed by any 

situation whatsoever.

90. Thus, man must lift himself to the height of the prophets and the wise, and therewith he also 

must get over his suffering and illnesses.

91. In his innermost part man is Creation, this fact all true prophets and wise ones have stressed 

and taught over and over again since times of old.

92. And through their knowledge and their wisdom and by the obedience of the creative laws and 

recommendations, they have reached the fulfillment of Creation in their life.

93. Verily, they lived in the work of Creation, and Creation lived within them.

94. They, the prophets and wise, have as human beings become the actual core of essence of 

Creation, and likewise it seems as if Creation had stepped down to them.

95. Through the thinking, living and acting of the prophets and wise ones Creation revealed Its 

infinite love, and through the words and explanations and teachings of the prophets Creation 

presented Its wisdom.

96. And through the life of the prophets and wise ones It has shown the possibility that everything

exists for every single human being.

97. Man only has to grasp it and testify to it in fearlessness.

98. And he must adopt deep wisdom, calm, peace and love, which know no differences and no 

limits; and knowledge must be earned, which does not shy away from the difficulties of life, 

but masters these in all situations and matters due to the power of knowledge itelf.

99. May man once observe the life of the prophets and wise ones.

100. But to be able to do this, he must first stretch and expand his personality somewhat and also 

recognize the Creation-consciousness, which is present in and given to every single human 

being.

101. Everywhere man must reawaken his ability for infinite joy and tear down and destroy all 

limits, which only have been established due to mere human thinking and striving.

102. Knowledge has to be expanded and deepened and active love, finally, has to find acceptance.

103. Man has to allow himself to be educated by prophets and wise ones, so that he can combat 

and remove his imperfections and weaknesses.

104. Man must recognize that he is a wonderful creature of Creation, and that to him no limit exists

for joy, calm, happiness, peace and love, namely, because he is born thereto and that he also 

uses and perfects it through his consciousness.

105. And verily, on the way of wonderful Creation-unfoldment and Creation-realization man has 

uncountable examples of numberless human beings throughout thousands of years, who will 

assist him today and tomorrow and for all times.

106. But the human beings of countless number, who have given their assistance since thousands 

of years and will render it throughout the future, they are the prophets and wise ones.
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107. And in reverence and respect man shall remember them, and he shall be grateful for that 

which they have left behind and will yet leave behind.

108. But man shall not worship them in thought, because worship is due only to Creation.

109. Man shall always remember that the prophets and wise ones have really lived, that they still 

live and will continue to live for a long time in the future, to teach and to inspire man.

110. The prophets and wise ones have surpassed the vegetable nature and also have conquered the 

purely human character.

111. They have truly become man in the sense of creative evolution.

112. So the material world to them became the kingdom of Creation, as they no longer allowed 

themselves to be blinded by the human senses and by the material limitations and restriction, 

consequently they could communicate with the invisible presence, which became visible to 

them, but which remained closed and will remain closed to other people until they obey the 

laws and recommendations of Creation.

113. Prophets and wise ones were and have at all times been human beings, to whom due to their 

own power and their own efforts, manifested and manifest all powers of creative 

consciousness.

114. Yet whatever the prophets and wise ones have always done and do, all other human beings 

truly can do also, if they obey the laws and recommendations of Creation.

115. Man, generally, can become the same heroic Spirit like they, and he can rise to be a super-

human individual with endless creative energy, which conquers death and surpasses 

ignorance.

116. Within the prophets and wise ones of the highest creative illumination lay the entire kingdom 

of Creation, wherefore the call goes out to man of Earth: “Use your abilities, which are given 

to you by Creation!”

117. “Man of Earth, be heroic and use the wonders and abilities, which Creation has given unto 

you!”

118. It does not lie in the dignity of man that he allows himself to be limited by a petty, selfish and 

restricted existence, because within him resides the fire of Creation which, at all times, can 

flare up to creative experience.

119. Man, begin thereby that you become good and gentle, and learn to master everything in 

patience.

120. Allow the teachings to teach you, which show the actual needs and necessities of your inner 

life.

121. Verily, it is not easy to become a prophet or wise one, yet it is possible and attainable for 

every human being, for man and woman.

122. Man can become a prophet or wise one, if he is a simple life form and keeps himself free from

sectarianism, religions, power greed and degeneration of science.

123. Man must keep only to the truth of Creation, to Its laws and recommendations only.

124. This alone differentiates the prophet and wise one from the ordinary human being, and 

naturally, his honest prayer only to the power of Spirit at any necessary time.

125. In contrast to the prophet and wise one, the so-called ordinary human being or average man, 

prays only when he is in need or in difficulties, when he needs help or when he celebrates the 

Sunday.

126. Also the ordinary human being and average man does not pray according to truth and to the 

one and only Creation, but he does so in dishonesty and directs it to imaginary godhoods and 

saints.

127. These imaginary gods and saints, however, man immediately forgets again, as soon he does 

not need them anymore or as soon as he comes out of the sectarian ecstasy.
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128. But prophets and wise ones direct their prayers to Creation or simply to Spirit in continuous 

manner, without waiting for any special occasion therefore.

129. The life of the prophets and wise ones is a continuous communication of the inner oneness 

with Creation, and their feelings are elevated and their thinking and striving is totally filled by

the adoration of the omni-present Creation.

130. The vision of the prophets and wise ones is pure and exalted, and they can look at men or 

women or children, and their eyes attend only to the creative consciousness in these people.

131. Prophets and wise ones pray all the time, although they perhaps do not utter a single word, for

prayer is part of their inner state of mind and of their life.

132. The manner in which the prophets and wise ones move, how they speak, how their holy anger 

is expressed and how their kindness and love and modesty is revealed, is proof of creative 

presence.

133. Their great deeds and true sacrifices are so extraordinary, that they can only be the mirroring 

of the creative aspect.

134. While ordinary human beings and average men live in a purely material world, prophets and 

wise ones move in the kingdom of creative consciousness.

135. A prophet or wise one, perhaps, walks along on a road, yet he feels and knows very well that 

he walks about on sacred Earth or on sacred rocks, for something in his innermost 

consciousness is absolutely conscious of the presence of Creation.

136. Whatever the life circumstances of the prophets and wise ones may be, and whatever the type 

and manner of their work, they are constantly aware of creative intelligence, which is the 

source of the entire universe.

137. Whatever the circumstances and occasions may be, the prophets and wise ones are always one

with the infinity of Creation.

138. This is the difference between ordinary human beings and average men and the prophets and 

wise ones.

139. The prophets and wise ones, once and only, live in their actual element, because they live in 

their Creation-consciousness.

140. The ordinary human being and average man in restlessness always searches for his happiness, 

and in that he is a poor human being.

141. And the ordinary human being and average man always fears death, and desires to conquer it 

by all means.

142. He lives in thousands of anxieties, while the prophets and wise ones are one with the infinite 

ocean of joy and love, of happiness, of calm and of peace and Creation-consciousness.

143. And the normal ordinary human being and average man can do like the prophets; and he can 

prove the mastery over his life, if he seeks the kingdom of Creation within himself.

144. Man may lift himself up high in his consciousness and become his own master over his own 

consciousness.

145. Man may allow his consciousness to slide into BEING, so that he becomes one with It and so 

that the consciousness and BEING are one.

146. Man shall do like the prophets and wise ones, who are one with their consciousness and 

Creation, so they are one in BEING.
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147. Thus it shall be in the Name of Creation with man of Earth, so that he becomes prophetic and 

wise and one at all times with life in the consciousness of BEING.

CANON 45

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is light and fire.

 3. And the prophet speaks about life, which lives through creative light and fire.

 4. If man of Earth could every day, from morning until late evening, observe the countless works

of wonderful Creation, he could never quite quench his thirst for knowledge.

 5. And man would find no end to the infinity of Creation, and could never describe enough and 

marvel at the exalted multiplicity and wonderful splendor of Creation.

 6. Ah, how lamentable is the state of a man, who gropes along in lifelong darkness as one born 

blind.

 7. He can never understand the enchantment of the seeing ones, and he can never see the delicate

smile and the gentle lines of his mother, and never see the visible compassionate pain of the 

good father.

 8. Of all his loved ones the blind one can only carry very dark pictures into his innermost self, 

and he can only sense a reflection of the entire splendor and decoration of the multiple-

flowered spring and summer.

 9. He only feels the beneficial warmth and the sweet fragrance of the flowers and blossoms, 

hidden to him in eternal night.

10. To the blind one half of the world is lost, and to him all seeing life forms are higher beings, 

endowed with greater happiness by Creation.

11. But if on a beautiful spring day, the bands of darkness would suddenly fall from his eyes, 

what joyful amazement would tremble through him, if with the new light of his eyes a new 

portal of creative life would be opened to him as it were.

12. The first gaze of the suddenly seeing one would be like the first gaze of Adam into paradise, a

gaze of beauty into nature equipped with all magic.

13. The suddenly seeing would tremble and stumble and would want to embrace heaven and the 

Earth and the All, and he would feel as if swimming in an ocean of strange appearances.

14. Verily, he would be overpowered by the Glory of Creation and be speechless for many 

moments.

15. For, actually, the Earth world is a paradise, man only has to see and recognize this, exactly as 

if he would be awakened from a dark blindness.

16. Over the dark strands of the forest flow the golden rays of the sun, and they glide down over 

the refreshing green of the meadows, plains and fields.

17. The distant mountains appear to be soft clouds, and the clouds in the sky seem to be like 

floating mountains.

18. Where it has rained, the rainbow arches down in merging bands of color from the blue sky to 

the colorful Earth, like a gigantic door to a strange world.

19. The Earth is covered with myriads of flowers and blossoms, which tremblingly move in the 

wind and are fluttered about by butterflies.

20. And the butterflies themselves are like uncountable and diverse flowers, next to the birds 
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softly gliding about in the air filled with sounding melodies.

21. Man, what feelings must tremble through the one born blind, if suddenly he would be 

endowed with the light of the eyes, and how the sudden joy and astonishment have to break 

forth within him, so that in aflaming reverence he grows silent.

22. Yet the seeing human being, the one born with sight, why does he coldly and without feeling 

pass by the entire splendor and glory of Creation, like the blind not seeing!

23. Earth man says that this is the effect of habit.

24. True, habit can contribute much so that man becomes more careless and disregarding toward 

the glory of nature surrounding him.

25. But a constant delight on the other hand is unthinkable; and a human being who would want 

to utter it at every occasion would finally get lost in a hypocritical perception.

26. Yet a total dullness and insensitivity are something else than a natural peace of mind, which is

quite well compatible with the receptivity of the kindness of Creation at every moment in life.

27. The indifference toward the wonders of Creation does not allow one to recognize how the 

power in every ray of light of the sun is renewed.

28. And the dullness and raw insensitivity do not allow one to see wonders anywhere, although 

man always demands to see wonders from Creation.

29. Verily, the not seeing is not the result of habits, but the result of an untrained mind, which has 

never reflected about what surrounds it very closely.

30. But it is also thoughtlessness and errors of a different type of misconstrued senses, which lost 

the sense for the exaltation and beauty and calm of the powerful and mysterious nature.

31. Man, namely, only burns for his revelries of doubtful human art, for the human tickle of the 

senses and ambitious striving, and also for lust and vice and riches.

32. Man of Earth, if you once walk alone through the blooming meadows, place yourself in 

thought into the position of the one born blind for awhile.

33. For a time, take on his dark night into your eyes and imagine with closed lids that you would 

have never yet seen the world of Creation.

34. Then suddenly, open your eyelids, and at the splendor of million-fold life, feel the happiness 

which the kindness of Creation bestows upon you.

35. Recognize the colorful kingdom of colors, which hovers before you from the blue sky to the 

green meadow and the colorful flowers and truly, for the first time in your life, perhaps, it will

touch and surprise you.

36. What are the colors which delight man’s eye, and which no one can ever describe who has 

never seen them himself?

37. Man asks in vain, and the wisest of the mortals can, up to now, not solve this riddle of 

Creation.

38. What, then, are these colors?

39. Man knows no more about them, than that they are the effects of light.

40. Without light everything is truly dark, and everything sinks into boundless darkness.

41. But how can light perform such wonders, while here it falls onto any objects, there onto 
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meadows, plains, hills and trees, onto the waters and landscapes and onto the air, where in the 

mist of the rain it paints the glimmering rainbow.

42. See, man is so ignorant that he does not even comprehend the wonders which are close to him

every day.

43. The senses and the consciousness of the mortal man are so limited that he himself can not 

recognize and explain what he sees every moment.

44. The light, which generates all colors and brightness, is a new enigma to man.

45. It is not explored whereby it is caused, and how it truly works.

46. But man knows that light is the most precious gift of Creation.

47. The world and the entire universe would be an infinite grave of darkness without light, and 

nothing would be able to live throughout the universe.

48. Not one single plant would sprout, grow and flourish in the darkness without a ray of light.

49. Truly, man of Earth, place a seed kernel into the ground, into which a ray of light never 

penetrates, and even if by warmth alone you are able to make it sprout, without light it will 

wilt as soon as it has come up from the ground.

50. Observe the plants and flowers in your homes, when during winter they turn away from the 

heat and towards the cold windows.

51. They turn and their leaves reach for the light to capture and live by it.

52. And, man of Earth, just walk through the quiet forest with open eyes, and you will recognize 

with astonishment how all trees and bushes stretch forth their tops high toward the light of 

day.

53. And you will see how every tree and every bush withers, if they are overshadowed by others 

and robbed of light.

54. But even to the smallest plants and animals and human beings light is a beneficial stimulation 

to all fibers and nerves.

55. If a human being always lives in the shade of a room, he fades away like a wilting plant.

56. Thus, man constantly walks about in the abundance of creative benefits, yet does not see it 

and hardly knows it.

57. So every ray of light indebts man to Creation, and yet he never thinks about what he receives 

during every minute.

58. Perhaps, someone may ask himself why Creation never reveals Itself through signs and 

wonders to man.

59. Yet, verily, Creation daily reveals Itself through millions of signs and wonders to all those 

who are seeing.

60. But you, born blind in thinking and consciousness, you who ask for signs and wonders of 

Creation, you do not even surmise Its existence.

61. What is a ray of light, which so wonderfully influences the enlivened and also the seemingly 

lifeless world?

62. Verily, the greatest wealth of light is brought to man by the sun, and the flight of a sun ray 

through the infinite distances of the universe is of such incomprehensible speed, that even the 

most daring imagination power of researchers trembles before it.

63. As fast as man can close and open his eyelids, the light ray of the sun hastens through space a 

distance of one hundred thousand kilometers.

64. Yet wherefrom stems the enormous and never diminishing amount of light, which radiates 

from everywhere in the universe?
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65. It is said that fire generates light, yet what is this fire?

66. In and of itself it is a wonderful effect again of hidden powers and truly a new miracle.

67. Thus, one miracle generates another, and one blessing generates another.

68. Fire is one of the most ancient, the most general and most important components of the entire 

universe.

69. Fire is contained in all bodies, not quite visible yet present and bound.

70. It shows its glaring flames only when the power, the fire contained in the body, is released by 

the access of other stimulants.

71. Fire is spread throughout the entire universe, and it is contained in suns, all air circulations, in 

the deepest bowels of worlds and in the human body.

72. By the simplest means, man knows how to ignite fire everywhere for his benefit, and he 

blows the sleeping sparks from the hardest rock and from the coldest steel.

73. The most beautiful gift of fire is not only light, but also the beneficial and all-penetrating 

warmth.

74. And it is exactly due to the wonderful effects of this warmth, by which uncountable seeds 

sprout up from the ground, to stretch up toward the sunlight which enlivens plants, human 

beings and animals and allows their blood to pulse through the veins.

75. The universe is filled with life everywhere, and it is like an infinite ocean of fire in which all 

life forms move happily.

76. The radiating northern lights high up in the sky of the midnight nations flare up in a play of 

shining fire, and they are of the same nature, like the spark which man exacts from steel.

77. And the golden and warm sun ray, which drinks the dewdrop from the half-closed bosom of 

the rose, truly is of the same nature as the exploding mass of fire which thunderously breaks 

forth from the bowels of the Earth.

78. Yet, not everywhere and not always is the power of fire aroused, which slumbers in all things.

79. Man of Earth, if you view the great world structure from this angle, how astonishing it has to 

appear to you - how new and how puzzling.

80. And, finally, how great Creation must appear to you, and how great Its exaltation and all-

wisdom in Its unlimited housekeeping.

81. And you recognize the omnipotence of Creation, which combines the most different elements 

to create benefits and blessings and delight in all beings created by It.

82. And if you, Earth man, only would try to describe the beneficence of Creation, which in only 

one of Its gifts manifests the useful effects of light rays and rays of warmth, your life would 

not suffice to only fathom this gift and to illustrate the entire extent of creative love.

83. But even during your entire life, man of Earth, you could only praise the smallest part of a gift

of Creation, because the greater part of every gift is still unfathomable by the weak and 

limited consciousness down here.

84. Man, you lighten your nights by the glimmer of artificially awakened light, and ban the 

stiffening cold of your limbs by the warmth of self-generated embers.

85. Due to the sun ray, you see the fruits of the field and the delicious fruit of the trees, and due to
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the sun ray the grape ripens and ferments on the vine.

86. Metals melt in the heat of the fire and take on form, as they are useful for human needs.

87. And the infant stretches toward the light ray of the sun, and the old man seeks comforting 

warmth and instinctively they know: What Creation created is a blessing.

88. Yet man’s debt, his ignorance and malice, turn the blessing into a curse.

89. Therefore: As lovely and as useful as fire is, as terrible is its misused power.

90. To man, the most terrible powers of fire occur in nature, if gigantic and dark thunder clouds 

form, and if the rays of lightning flame across the sky, across the mute, timid world.

91. Man sees it and thinks it is terrible but, nevertheless, beautiful.

92. And truly, it is terrifying, yet still full of blessings, because whatever comes from Creation is 

full of blessings and good; and like the water, so is the flame.

93. It is man’s foolishness, malice and carelessness, once and only, which very often turns into 

destruction what has been given to him as a benefit.

94. Verily, as magnificent as the display of a thunderstorm is, which shakes and frees the Earth of 

unhealthy dirt particles during hot summer days or during nights, as superstitious and 

exaggerated, unfortunately, is the fear of many people of this occurrence in nature.

95. But the fear of it is the more foolish, because from long time experiences since thousands of 

years, man knows that among a hundred thunderstorms rarely one occurs, during which 

lightning strikes.

96. And man also knows from long time experience, that among a thousand lightning strikes, 

rarely one occurs which hits an animal or a human being or his dwelling place, because 95 

percent of all lightning hits flare up high into the sky.

97. Verily, with some people the fear of thunderstorms stems from bodily weakness, because the 

condition of the air of a thunderstorm affects their nerves to the degree, that they feel the 

approach of the thunderstorm before this has even begun yet.

98. Others exaggerate their fears and are weather-moody, so that they feel an unusual weakness or

sluggishness, oppression and have difficulty breathing.

99. The strong consciousness of the knowing one, however, also knows of the kindness of 

Creation by conviction, and that he can overcome the ailments of his body.

100. So the knowing one can recognize in the midst of the raging elements the beneficence of the 

storm and overcome his evils, when floods of water pour down from heaven and floods of fire

lighten through the clouds.

101. Yet truly, with many people the fear during a thunderstorm absolutely is only the result of bad 

upbringing and wrong education about the causes and effects of these occurrences in nature.

102. With many other people the fear and anxiety, again, is an effect of a highly undignified view 

of Creation.

103. To them the most high, due to sectarian and religious error teaching, is angry and vengeful, 

cruel and more irreconcilable than a human being could ever be.

104. From this reason stems the superstitious terror of many people, when, full of childish fear and 
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despair, they flee from thunderstorms.

105. Many of them sing and pray to divert the anger of their imaginary god from their person.

106. Or tremblingly and trustingly they listen to the bell ringing of the church in the stupid hope 

that this would grant them protection from bad weather or the thunderstorm.

107. Thus, in their anxiety they do not listen to the voice of nature which even calls unto man 

through the sound of thunder: “Do not fear, because Creation has everything well arranged 

and It truly is love!”

108. Yet verily, woe unto the man to whom Creation only is holy, when he selfishly trembles about 

his life or about his possessions.

109. Woe unto him, who only conducts fervent prayers to Spirit and to Creation, when his 

cornfields are ruined or when he seems to be close to his last moment.

110. And woe unto the man, who only stammers pious vows to Creation, if he believes that he 

could not fulfill these vows by a virtuous life.

111. For verily, such vows and such doings and prayers are an abomination to truth, because they 

originate from an impure mind which is full of cowardly fear.

112. But Creation Itself, in truth only demands honesty, love and true trust, but whoever only calls 

to Creation while being in terrors of death does this only, because he is cowardly fearful and 

has no trust, but knows only suspicion, falsity and unkindness.

113. And this bristles to the greatest extent against the dignity, which man in his imagination 

should have of Creation.

114. But no less does all this bristle against the truth, whatever man superstitiously imagines, 

regardless of whether that is the ringing of a bell or a cult object, which shall entreat the 

elements to ban the loss of life or of possessions.

115. And on the other hand: Has manifold experience not proven, that all ringing of bells and all 

calling upon imaginary gods and saints have always been fruitless?

116. And did the manifold experience regarding the ringing of bells not indeed prove, that bell 

towers are especially endangered during thunderstorms, because in stretching up high they 

offer an inviting target to lightning?

117. Most preferably lightning, if it strikes down to Earth, chooses high reaching structures, trees, 

towers, extending points and corners and it prefers to seek metal, existing high up in the air, 

like bell towers.

118. Creation endowed man with reason, but not with superstition.

119. Thus, man shall use the reason of Creation to his benefit and not to his curse.

CANON 46

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is Spirit.

 3. And the Prophet repeats the teaching about the Spirit within man, as it is taught by Semjase, 

the daughter of the JHWH, Ptaah.

 4. The human being is carrier of a Spirit, which does not die and which also does not sleep 

during the deepest sleep, which records all thoughts and movements, which tells man whether

his thoughts are right or wrong, if he has learned to pay attention to It.

 5. This Spirit within man is carrier of the creative kingdom, and it is real within all human 

beings.

 6. It is not understandable, that man speaks about heaven and a kingdom of heaven within him, 

and simply is not satisfied only to say: Creation, truth, knowledge, wisdom and existence.

 7. The human longing lies in joy, which remains after the immortal life, the remaining peace, the
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spiritual riches, which never perish and last eternally.

 8. Heaven and Earth will pass but truth, knowledge, wisdom will never be changeable or pass 

away.

 9. Spirit strives for perfection, for harmony, for peace, understanding and recognition, for 

knowledge, wisdom, truth and beauty, for love and for true BEING, which are of absolute 

duration.

10. Altogether they result in what forms the spiritual kingdom.

11. They all exist as genius of all geniality, as melody of all melodies, as ability of all abilities, as 

highest creative principle, as wonder above all wonders.

12. During dreams, man is able to create wonder-worlds, as Creation consciously creates the 

worlds.

13. This ability grows out of man’s consciousness, which is present within his existence, as all 

wonders are present within him.

14. He himself is the kingdom of heaven, the kingdom of the creative power.

15. Therefore, the old Earth philosophers spoke about man as the microcosm within the 

macrocosm, because everything which is contained in the universe, is also present in man.

16. The dimensions of the inside of man are endless.

17. The image of Creation, the Spirit within him, the existence which is dimensionless, contains 

all dimensions within and at the same time, transcends all dimensions.

18. The Spirit is the wonder of all wonders, from which goes forth all power.

19. But a wonder means the use of Spirit power in perfection.

20. But man considers anything a miracle, for which he lacks all possibilities of a logical 

explanation.

21. If a human being is happy, his happiness comes form the inside out, because happiness is a 

self-created condition, but happiness never is a place.

22. Joy comes from the inside of man, created by creative balance.

23. Thus everything comes from the inside.

24. The things and people, who seemingly constitute the cause of happiness, are only the outer 

occasion for happiness to be expressed within man, if he has spiritually worked towards this 

direction.

25. But happiness is something which belongs to the inner essence, and it is an inseparable sign of

the existence of Spirit.

26. Endless happiness and endless power are contained in this existence.

27. Man may outwardly be old, yet that is only a temporary matter.

28. He was not so fifty years ago, and also will not be any more so in fifty years, when his body is
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dead, because it only is able to become old and frail.

29. The Spirit, however, remains eternally young and never is subject to signs of old age.

30. Old age is like youth, childhood or worries, sorrow and problems, something which passes, as

all outer conditions and experiences of the world pass.

31. What remains is the existence of Spirit, the truth, knowledge, wisdom, reality.

32. It is important to recognize and build these up, because only these make man free.

33. If man recognizes the existence of his Spirit, age will not trouble him any more.

34. No worries, no sorrow, no problems, no changes and no vicissitudes of life or surroundings, of

the environment and the world are able still to throw him into sadness.

35. Wisdom is an ancient, mighty power.

36. Wisdom is light.

37. And wherever light shines, darkness and ignorance disappear.

38. Ignorance, however, is the actual darkness and this is conquered by the light of wisdom.

39. Wisdom is a characteristic of the existence of Spirit and carries within itself the qualities of 

happiness, of truth, of knowledge, of balance, of beauty, of harmony and of peace.

40. But wisdom is also the characteristic of a human being, who has recognized the existence of 

his Spirit and works with It according to the laws of Creation.

41. Wisdom is the use of Spirit power.

42. Wisdom and Spirit are two things which result in one, like the sunlight and the sun which are 

two things and yet result in one.

43. Sunlight only results from the warmth of the sun, which it first has to generate by its 

processes.

44. But so also is an all-creative existence in the universe, which due to its powers creates 

powers, which, in following certain creative laws as truth, knowledge and wisdom, follow and

enliven equally and imperturbably the endless aeons according to a given uniform guideline.

45. This powerful existence, however, is Creation.

46. And therefore, there is only one existence which prevails throughout the universe - only one 

Creation, only one truth, one knowledge and one wisdom - which for times eternal is 

uniformly directed and uniformly giving.

47. The eternal truth is not subject to any fluctuations and any changes, and its laws never have to

be revised and be adapted to a new time.

48. Spirit power is vital and dynamic and indeed to the degree, as it embodies wisdom within it.

49. It is a sign of human weakness, if religions and their error teachings are stated as instruments 

of the creative,  and wisdom thereby becomes unreal.

50. Then man searches somewhere else for power, freedom, joy and light, only not where they 

really are.

51. Wisdom is a characteristic sign of Creation, which as portion, as Spirit resides within man.

52. Therefore, man shall increase his knowing wisdom, and he will recognize Creation.

53. He shall increase his search for truth, and he will know about the power of wisdom.
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54. Recognition of truth brings freedom from all limitations.

55. It brings limitless knowledge and wisdom.

56. Wisdom is a powerful means to recognize the laws of Creation.

57. A human being, who is filled with love, is also rich in wisdom, and a man who is rich in 

wisdom is also full of love.

58. Yet Earth man deceives himself, because he does not know love.

59. Possessive feelings and emotions he interprets as love, while real love, however, remains 

unknown and not understood.

60. A human being is only a man, when he has recognized the truth, knowledge and wisdom, even

if he does not use the word, Creation, for wisdom also is love in its best form.

61. So man always finds that enlightenment and recognition are knowledge and wisdom and love,

and where love prevails wisdom prevails also.

62. Love and wisdom belong together, because Creation and Its laws are love and wisdom at the 

same time.

63. Where wisdom and knowledge are present, love and recognition exist and where recognition 

and love exist, Creation exists.

64. Growth in love and wisdom teaches man to recognize Creation.

65. But first man learns truth and thereby attains to freedom and peace, a peace which is 

imperishable, a power without end.

66. Wisdom and love are the two enlivening wings of the creative being and character.

67. With wisdom and love man is master over all Creation.

68. Wisdom and love increase man’s devotedness to the fulfillment of the given creative-natural 

laws, because Spirit and Creation are one.

69. Earth man speaks about love, which he does not know.

70. He believes to know that his impulses were love and thereby deceives himself.

71. Love cannot be clothed into words for, exactly like happiness, it is a condition and not a place.

72. Love is immortal and nothing is ever able to change it into something different.

73. The path of Spirit power leads to the recognition of truth, of knowledge, of wisdom and of 

love.

74. The sense and task of the Spirit teaching rest therein, to spread truth, knowledge, wisdom and 

love.

75. If it fails therein, then it is no longer an assistance, but an evil cult which enslaves the Spirit 

through error teachings, and creates ignorance as this is the case with error teachings of 

religions.

76. But if it carries out the function of expanding spiritual knowledge, it is a powerful instrument 

of the creative order.

77. The Spirit teachings concern themselves with the spreading of recognition, of truth, of 

knowledge, of wisdom and of love, the eternal, the immortal; the imperishable, that which 

conquers death and spreads light, which embodies the balance of wisdom and of love, the 

peace which passes all understanding.

78. Every human being believes to know what is meant by peace, as he knows it according to 

human experience.

79. Yet to understand the wise peace of infinite existence of Spirit, of immortal Creation, simply 

exceeds his human understanding.
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80. Therefore, because he is caught in religious error teachings and in human-material things, 

which prevent an understanding according to inner experience.

81. The experience which forms the true key to true recognition and wisdom.

82. Wonders over wonders are contained in the kingdom of Spirit.

83. The visible universe, with which man concerns himself, is only a very tiny speck in this 

wonderful, infinite, spiritual intelligence of Creation.

84. Universes like these are contained by uncountable billions in the infinite spiritual intelligence 

of Creation.

85. What is visible to the physical eyes of man represents only a small iota in the infinity.

86. What is not visible to his eyes is immeasurable, incomprehensible and unthinkable to his 

unspiritual human existence and comprehension, is confusing and unimaginable.

87. All of the universe he sees is only a single space of many which have to be measured in the 

myriads, because universes exist within universes, universes opposite universes, universes 

under universes, universes over universes and universes outside of universes in this ur-mighty,

powerful and all-creative spiritual intelligence of the existence Creation.

88. And to this mighty Spirit, to these ancient powers of existence of Creation, of spiritual 

intelligence, man is connected, because a portion of this Spirit-intelligence Creation lives as 

Spirit within man and enlivens him.

89. His powers, his joys, his peace, his freedom, his wisdom, his knowledge and his ability are 

unimaginable to the spiritually ignorant, the illogical, critics, those know-it-alls, the religion-

depending, degenerates and other misled ones.

90. And only a human being, who knows this truth and creates therefrom knowledge and wisdom 

and love is a blessed man.

91. He knows the answer to the last questions of science, of philosophy and also of the 

questioning human being.

92. But to become such a blessed human being means to seek and to find the truth, to create 

knowledge therefrom, wisdom and love; because man is able only to grow spiritually in truth, 

knowledge, wisdom and love, whereby he is freed from all human weaknesses.

93. Man is only enlightened and totally free, if he constantly and continuously remains in thought 

in the infinite creative-spiritual reality.

94. The spiritual intelligence is enlightened by legal spiritual principles and is itself aligned to the 

creative being, the perfection and the power of the creative Itself.

95. This in contrast to human intelligence, where the human consciousness generally only 

concerns itself with single matters of the material world.

96. The result thereof is, that man in every direction is confined and restricted, even is caught, 

depressed, plagued and tortured by all manners of misfortune, weaknesses and enslavement of

all kinds.

97. Therefore, a self-analysis of a single human being is one of the essential methods to find the 

truth and to walk the path of spiritual evolution.

98. Therefore, it is necessary that man continuously checks his thoughts, to see of which type they

really are.
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  99. He has to pay attention that, finally, creative-philosophical principles and realities, creative-

natural laws alway lead, guide and decide for him.

100. The constant conscious feeling should prevail within man, that he belongs to Creation with his

actual spiritual breath, his actual spiritual BEING.

101. It shall be spiritually clear to him, that his actual spiritual BEING is inseparably one with 

Creation, to conquer the material outer world in this consciousness.

102. This creative-philosophical truth and recognition should always and foremost prevail in man’s

thinking, feeling and acting.

103. Because only he, who is one with Spirit can permanently recognize and also accomplish good,

because he carries the possibilities of Creation within him.

104. Nothing negative in the infinite universe can touch and enslave him anymore.

105. To this creative-philosophical consciousness is yet added the practical, dynamic, creative; that

means the mystical consciousness, which consists of the perception of the one reality in all 

things.

106. Therefore, man shall be a practical philosopher and mystic and perceive reality in its 

changeable perishable forms.

107. For what is a human being?

108. He is only a form, a body and a name.

109. If one removes the name, the body and the form, what does yet remain of man?

110. The fundamental essence, the existence - the Spirit remains.

111. The human being, who fails to notice this is driven about by the slightest breath of wind, 

unstable, irretrievable, and is always trying to yet find a firm support somewhere, but which 

never presents itself, if he does not seek and find the fundamental truth.

112. Billions of people gaze up to the stars in the sky, however, without any results or recognitions.

113. However, astronomers, while gazing up to the sky, discover new worlds and write books 

about it.

114. But whatever they see and recognize, others are not able to see and to recognize, even if they 

can gaze up.

115. Despite their seeing eyes they are blind.

116. Similarly, it is the case with the normal and the spiritual human being; the human being, who 

truly lives according to the spiritual laws of Creation, sees and recognizes the creative aspect 

in every life form, in every object, in every thinking and acting, in every human being, in all 

workings of nature and also in all conceivable circumstances and occurrences.

117. But the normal unspiritual human being, prejudiced by religions and other unreal teachings, is

able neither to see nor to hear or even to recognize one iota of truth.

118. His life is unspiritual, but the more so pressed into human-material directions.

119. Thereby he is blind, deaf and ignorant.

120. The human being, who obeys the laws of Creation, becomes the most blessed and most 

fearless being.

121. His will is not conquerable, his devotedness is immeasurable and endless, and his wisdom and

his love are constant and perfect, not changeable like the weather and full of doubt, like that 

of those depending on religions and of those led astray otherwise and in general.
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122. His mind resembles the wide, infinite ocean and he does not allow his calm to be disturbed.

123. He never trembles in fear.

124. Therefore, man shall unfold his spiritual mind, which cannot be reached anymore by any 

degenerated negative power.

125. The mind which does not harbor any negative, degenerated thought anymore and also 

suppresses all positively degenerated thoughts and actions.

126. Only a balanced mind, rooted in the creative aspect, in creative service, in creative wisdom, 

its knowledge, its love and joy, which is more real than all material walls around and the 

human environment, are valuable and serving the development of Spirit.

127. Man is always spiritually great and constructive.

128. The Spirit, the source of all infinite creative construction is man’s innermost essence Itself.

129. The human outer character is full of limitations, because it is not itself, but only a wrapping, 

his material body, a limitation, a misleading matter, the source of trouble and pain, limited in 

recognition and will, in willingness to make sacrifices, in freedom, love and happiness.

130. If man considers his neighbor only from the outside, the material aspect, he sees nothing but 

the form and figure, the material aspect of this certain human being.

131. If, however, he sees him with the spiritual eyes of recognition and knows that this all-

testifying consciousness resides in him as also in all others, even if unrecognized by 

themselves, then the way and the manner in how he sees his fellow man changes 

fundamentally.

132. He then does not simply see a man, a woman, a girl or a child any more, but he sees his fellow

man as bearer of a creative Spirit, which knows about Itself, about Its existence, and wishes to

reveal Itself through every one, if only the opportunity thereto would be presented to him.

133. The one knowing the truth sees his fellow man in this knowledge and recognition, because he 

sees the creative aspect within him.

134. At least, now he knows more already than he did previously, before he recognized the truth.

135. Thereby is proven, that ignorance is not unchangeable for all times.

136. Man can free himself from all ignorance, if he is willing to accept the truth.

137. Man can free himself of everything, everything can be taken from him, except the creative 

consciousness, the Spirit, the existence within himself, this purely spiritual, creative realm 

within him.

138. He can be robbed of all his possessions and belongings and be driven away from his home, 

yet from his spiritual kingdom within himself, no one is able to drive him away.

139. So man should always be aware of this creative aspect, without which he is not able to draw a 

single breath, could form no thought, without which he neither could recognize, see, hear nor 

experience.

140. Therefore, the great wise ones of all times say: “The creative Spirit is closer to man than his 

own breath”.

141. Man is not able to escape from this highest consciousness, because sooner or later he falls for 

this creative reality, because it is the life of his life, the Spirit of his Spirit, the consciousness 

of his consciousness, the light of his light, the central thinking power of all life, the 
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existence, which extends beyond all human thinking by far, to which, comparatively, all 

power of human-material-intellectual thinking results in absolute meaninglessness.

142. It, the Spirit, is able to live without the light of the physical eyes, as it is also able to live 

without hearing, arms, legs and even without the outer intellect of the outer consciousness.

143. But always something still exists, which enables It to continue to live, namely, Its own 

creative power.

144. This self-consciousness, this all-observing and all-registering spiritual consciousness within 

man, which contemplates his thoughts and motions and stands behind all of his thinking, 

which tells him, whether he is knowledgeable or ignorant, that is the creative, the spiritual 

consciousness.

145. To contemplate again and again, that the Spirit is omnipotent, omnipresent, omniscient and, 

beyond that, infinite happiness, infinite beauty, infinite value, the value of all things on the 

whole, allows the word, Creation, to become of absolute meaning to man and causes 

evolutionary changes within him.

146. As often as the words, Spirit and Creation, imprint themselves within him, psychological 

changes of greatest significance take place within him.

147. His feelings and all his senses change.

148. The clearer thereby his spiritual intelligence becomes, the more thereby his personality gains 

in power, and the more blessed his life becomes thereby.

149. A wise one, full of Spirit consciousness, sees what will once happen in the most distant future,

perhaps only billions of years later, and he sees the entire past of the life forms and of 

humanity before his eyes.

150. Greatest knowledge is given to him in this manner.

151. Yet, how is this possible?

152. Such a human being, within himself, in his Spirit, offers the necessary suppositions therefore.

153. As light can be perceived through closed eyelids, so indeed exists the creative presence in 

every human being, the entire spiritual kingdom, but visible only to those, who are actually 

also able to look inward with their inner eye.

154. It can only be useful to those, who offer all necessary suppositions.

155. Every human being carries the entire kingdom of Spirit within himself, but it is covered and 

beaten by ignorance, errors, imperfection, evil, mistakes and limitations of all kinds, which 

must be changed by recognition and acceptance of truth into the opposite.

156. All the evils must be dissolved and lightened, in that man develops abilities which are 

opposed to all negatively degenerate matters and lead to a neutral balance.

157. The way of Spirit-experience is hastened by the unfoldment of conscious seeking and the 

gathering of knowledge of the truth, and this unfoldment leads to true and all-encompassing 

wisdom and love to a cosmic extent, based on the recognition that Creation is present in 

everything.

158. Man is one with everything in Creation, in truth, wisdom and love in the kingdom of Spirit.

159. That is truth and wisdom, that man is separated by space and time and by the body, but which 

is being overcome by the inner experience.

160. Wisdom and love united, knowledge and truth united, wisdom and love of Spirit lead, due to 

experience, to oneness and to Creation Itself, to universal joy, power and perfection.

161. Because man does not know Creation and is misdirected by error teachings, namely, by spirit-

enslaving religions, he commits many errors, searches for true treasures in the wrong place 

and thereby transgresses against all natural and creative order and all rules of the laws.
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162. As exactly as he may regard the human laws of the human society, he will nevertheless, 

continuously fail against all laws and rules and the order of the creative in the universe and 

allow himself to be caught in human-material needs, worries and problems, in terror, error 

teachings, misleadings and weaknesses, in misfortune, spiritual ignorance and spiritual 

enslavement and limitations.

163. Especially what is most valuable, the unreal religions and human ignorance make 

unattainable.

164. This ignorance and the misleading religions veil to man that which is the source of all 

valuable matters, the life of his life and the light of all intelligence - the Spirit and Creation.

165. Man shall accept the entire realm of his daily life and his experiences as creative.

166. He shall see himself everywhere in space and in the times and in all things.

167. He shall himself be everything and call the creative aspect to awaken in everything, and so 

make it his recognition and experience.

168. For Creation is in everything and everything is enlivened by Its Spirit, whereby everything is 

one in all.

169. The question is only, how man shall identify himself with everything, if he does not know the 

way of Spirit.

170. In general he happens to identify himself by his body.

171. But what happens, if he tries to get involved with truth and inside himself tries to align 

himself with creative BEING and spiritual reality?

172. Involuntarily, the entire world dissolves in this real reality-truth of the spiritual aspect.

173. Everywhere, the one and only principle of the creative-spiritual aspect prevails.

174. But how shall man identify himself with everything?

175. May man once see how he really is: Generally, he identifies himself by his body: He cares for 

it like a treasure, nourishes it and plagues himself about it up to self-sacrifice.

176. He surrounds it with pride, nonsense and a senseless fancy while he, however, allows his 

Spirit to atrophy.

177. But because of a little pain he becomes angry, sullen and nasty against others, or he even 

begins to complain and to cry, has self-pity and robs himself of his life.

178. He surrounds his body with an undefinable shine of glory and with vanity, fear, worries, pride 

and problems.

179. Everything always only concerns his body.

180. He often spreads his body identity even to his material possessions, or he gets excited if a 

fellow human unintentionally touches him.

181. What, on the contrary, does a human being with recognized spiritual truth do?

182. He will identify with all things and all life forms of the world and the universe.

183. A human being, full of creative-spiritual wisdom, full of knowledge, truth, love and 

recognition, knows that everything emanates from truth, still emanates and will emanate for 

eternal times.

184. Therefore, he identifies with everything and everyone.
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185. In his spiritual consciousness within, he will always be one with everything and everyone.

186. Within himself, in his spiritual consciousness, he will identify with everything in the universe,

as the other one, the materially thinking, identifies with his body, with his money, with his 

possessions, with his erroneous speeches and teachings and with the sound of his voice.

187. If man, however, has identified with everything in the universe, no hatred and no greed can 

any longer reside in him, because he makes no selfish differences any more.

188. Because he has become one with the essence in everything.

189. Others may claim something as their exclusive possession, but the spiritually thinking person 

identifies it with the truth therein and, therefore, within owns everything.

190. All fear has vanished from him, while he identifies with the truth.

191. This truth of Creation and of Spirit, with which he is one, even directs the hand of the enemy 

which wants to raise itself against him, so that it falls back onto this one himself.

192. The spiritual one is sheltered and protected, and all of nature is friendly inclined toward him, 

even his enemies, finally, have to serve him.

193. With their attacks, they cause the spiritual aspect within him to unfold to even greater strength

and power and to overcome everything evil, vicious and degenerated.

194. In the end, the enemies only contribute to the growth of the spiritually thinking one and to the 

recognition of truth.

195. They wish wicked evil and bad to the spiritually thinking; they think they could destroy him 

through criticism, knowing better, lies and slander, through objections, erroneous assertions 

and error teaching, through making him laughable and damning him; yet they only hurt 

themselves, for their doing testifies to conscious, thinking stupidity and ignorance, and 

therefrom the spiritually thinking one learns even more and becomes still greater and mightier

in Spirit.

196. Are such truths possibly suggestions?

197. It would be madness to affirm so, because it is totally wrong.

198. It concerns itself with absolute truths.

199. With the one thinking wrongly, with the misled and religion-depending one, life in general is 

full of evil suggestions, full of imagined ideas, error teachings and erroneous assumptions.

200. The only possibility and the only means to remove these faults, is to fundamentally recognize 

the truths which halt all human mental phantoms and to obey the truths, and to allow the 

highest creative-spiritual powers to hold sway.

201. All unreal suggestions and human imaginations are thereby corrected, while man confirms: ‘I 

am a part of Creation which as portion, as Spirit enlivens me’.

202. Yet the knowledge, that all are imaginations and illusions except the creative-spiritual power, 

truth and reality, will in no way lessen the fervor, which man unfolds during life, but will 

drive him up to unimagined heights.

203. As truth only that can be valid which is true and what remains truth; something on which one 

can depend for times eternal and which never and under no circumstances is ever in need of 

revision.

204. Truth never has to be adapted to a different and a new time, because it is invariable for all 

times.
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205. It remains eternally the same and always sounds the same, even if it is expressed in different 

words.

206. It is a rock, upon which one can build in times eternal and in all spaces.

207. Truth existed before life, and truth exists also thereafter.

208. Whatever is of only short term duration is a danger, an evil delusion, an error teaching.

209. Creation and truth are always the same, today as well as tomorrow, they always remain the 

same and are of eternal, equal value.

210. They never change, neither according to name nor according to form, because Creation and 

the truth are nameless and formless.

211. So man shall hold on tightly to the creative principle, because the creative principle alone is 

the truth.

212. It is immortal like Creation Itself, it is time eternal, the perfection, which is worth all energies 

and the entire investment of man’s will, for with truth man falls for no delusion.

213. Therefore, he shall hold tightly to the truth and become immoveable, in everlasting calm, joy, 

love, strength and wisdom in all matters.

214. The creative aspect alone is infinite wisdom and truth, with which not one iota of error is 

possible.

215. Therefore, man shall gather strength from the creative wisdom, and search for his light within 

his own Spirit.

216. The spiritual human being knows well that he is not able to move his hand in space without 

touching upon the creative aspect in myriad-fold manner, as It is omnipresent in all times and 

spaces.

217. The spiritual man is totally filled with joy, if he knows about the truth that the infinite and 

indescribably mighty Creation is omnipresent, and surrounds him wherever he goes.

218. Creation is full of infinite peace, full of infinite recognition and of the most perfect perfection.

219. It is the well-spring to all wonders of the highest spiritual consciousness, which is present 

round about - inside as well as outside.

220. His joy is as endless as the spiritual life itself.

221. To make rapid spiritual progress, the spiritual man shall consider everything and everyone as 

the creative aspect.

222. As soon as he sees something, he sees Creation.

223. Behind everything and also in their forms of appearance themselves, Creation always stands 

before him.

224. Therefore, the spiritual human being does not run hither and yon, to attain to the highest 

spiritual experience, but exactly wherever he is, he will always find the best place to gather 

recognition and experience.

225. His Spirit to be developed is within him and not at any other place.

226. Through his own thinking and acting he has to develop It.

227. Based on this recognition, his attitude becomes a sacred thing, and all things within him also 

become holy - also the Earth under his feet.

228. The spiritual man does not consider the future as the time, in which to experience Creation 

and his Spirit residing within him, but the immediate moment, by which to the unspiritual 

normal human being he lives already in the most distant future - and often is totally 

misunderstood.

229. To the spiritual man, time is not any time, but always in the immediate presence.

230. To him it is not necessary to see physically to see the truth.

231. He begins to search within himself, and the truth becomes more and more real to him, because

his Spirit is the all-seeing moment to him.
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232. No word, which is spoken anywhere, remains unheard by him.

233. To make faster progress, the spiritual man hears in every tone he hears the tone of truth, so 

that every tone penetrates into his spiritual consciousness and settles there.

234. In the same manner, every thing reminds him of Creation and of the immediate truth.

235. Every circumstance is a creative circumstance, every occasion a creative occasion.

236. The spiritual man lives and works in such recognition, and thereby he progresses within.

237. The great, the spiritual presence, is present for him in small matters in his innermost essence, 

because in the recognition of truth the infinite resides within the finite.

238. And the infinite has its seat in every human being which, however, only very few are able to 

recognize.

239. Because to awaken the infinite, rational logic, a mind free of unreal teachings is required.

240. But to awaken and to allow the infinite to become effective, is the goal of life - and spiritual 

perfection.

241. The rich ones in Spirit become the instrument through whom Creation expresses the spiritual 

kingdom.

242. It is this excellence of Creation, which allows heaven to be created.

243. The rich ones in Spirit are free of all borders of limitation and of the material I-consciousness 

and, therefore, are in constant touch with Creation Itself.

244. With man, the gravity of the material principle predominates.

245. In not all too distant times, earthly science will discover this principle in matter.

246. Creation is involved in everything that is created; in everything which moves toward 

unfoldment and continues to develop itself.

247. Only the unlimited Spirit and Creation Itself mean true freedom, true perfection, true 

recognition, power, love, knowledge, truth and wisdom.

248. In their absolute existence, all these are Creation Itself.

249. Therefore, to attain to something truthfully excellent in life, man has to remain with the 

spiritual, the unlimited and unrestrictable essence.

250. Everything which is limited and restrictable causes unreal occurrences and problems.

251. As attractive as it ever may seem, at some time it will become a source of problems and 

unrealities.

252. The finite things of all forms are unnatural to the innermost essence, and so man can also not 

recognize and love them as truth, without causing himself the most serious suffering.

253. They are always and at all times infected with certain defects, because everything which is 

finite contains problems and difficulties.

254. If man loves or possesses something finite, it at least contains the defect that with absolute 

certainly it is perishable.

255. He can love it ever so much according to the human sense of love, but if its time has come it 

perishes and he sorrows about it.

256. But the limited has defects in yet another regard.

257. Even if it does not perish immediately, it is at least subject to change.

258. If for one moment, it is filled by human love, the next moment it can be suppressed by or 
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filled with human hatred.

259. Whether it is a thing which changes or perishes, or a human being who changes his attitude 

toward his neighbor, the end always is sorrow and suffering, while the infinite never changes 

or falls to changes because it is of unlimitable loyalty and absolute constancy of value.

260. When wisdom and truth dawn in man and his spiritual knowledge increases, when universal 

love leads him and his life becomes a blessing for himself and others, then the recognition of 

truth within him has matured.

261. Then he becomes conscious of the Creation-portion within him, of the Spirit - the spiritual 

kingdom.

262. In spiritual love and wisdom Creation is present.

263. Whoever wrestles for spiritual light and spiritual love, unto him the door of Creation opens.

264. If man loves the truth, he loves that which is perfect and wonderful and which embodies the 

spiritual kingdom, for it is also the way to the kingdom of wisdom.

265. Man shall become conscious of the creative presence and allow the spiritual intelligence to 

shine forth from everything.

266. He shall recognize that even in the wide, infinite and open space, the eyes of Creation are 

directed on him, and that the true intelligence is Creation and sees him with the eyes, which 

guard everything and which are equipped with a mind which is able to give an answer to 

everything.

267. Therefore, he shall live spiritually conscious under the eyes of Creation; live with the 

consciousness of the spiritual, which is infinite power of which he always must be conscious.

268. Then he can never be powerless.

269. So is the recommendation of Spirit within man.

270. And thus, man shall live according to this recommendation so that all is well with him.

271. This is being taught by Semjase, the daughter of the JHWH, Ptaah, so that man of Earth shall 

obey the teaching.

272. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

273. Praise be unto Creation, which is Spirit.

CANON 47.

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which contributes in all things toward the teaching and evolution of 

man.

 3. And the Prophet speaks in proverbs of the teaching, so that man of the Earth thereby becomes 

intelligent and wise.

 4. Fate is the cause and effect of thinking and acting, each as man adapts them and carries them 

out.

 5. During fortunate times, the evil one’s thinking and striving is hard, but in misfortune he is 

soft, as cold steel is used to be hard, more glaring but soft.

 6. Great characters remain the same in fortune and in misfortune and in all things, but bad 

characters fall into extremes and are changeable.

 7. Whoever thinks himself well-bedded already with a small fortune, for him it will not increase,

because it has already fulfilled its task.
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 8. During fortunate times, the fool associates with strangers, however, when in misfortune, one 

sees him with his own kind.

 9. The poor everywhere eat the better tasting foods than the rich, because hunger makes all food 

sweet and delicious, yet with the rich hunger is extremely seldom present.

10. Whoever does not overstep the limits, even in need, lives according to the laws and 

recommendations.

11. Every self-glorious one is a hero, as long as he has not been in a battle or in need; but 

whoever would not have reason to be in high spirits, as long as he has not experienced the 

power of an opponent!

12. Among all treasures, knowledge is the highest treasure, because it evolves and because it can 

neither be stolen nor devaluated nor ever come to an end.

13. When everything threatens to perish, the intelligent one abandons one half, and with the 

remaining half he completes whatever he has to do.

14. All provisions once come to an end, all rising ends with falling, connections end in 

separations and life ends with dying.

15. The intelligent one curbs his senses and completes all his affairs, so that they correspond to 

the time, the place and the circumstances.

16. Which honorable man would like to remain only one moment in a place, where no difference 

exists between right and left.

17. Only he is a true friend, who is so also in misfortune.

18. In happiness and in good times everyone is everyone’s friend.

19. He is friendly-minded, who stops a neighbor from disaster.

20. Man shall never conduct an action in haste, because a lack of consideration is the first cause 

to misfortune.

21. He is always the most excellent man, who increases the treasure of love, of knowledge and of 

wisdom and obeys the laws and recommendations of Creation.

22. Only the good and wise one is skilled enough to describe the nectar of love, of knowledge, of 

truth and of wisdom.

23. Whoever searches for water digs in dry ground, and whoever wants to find the truth 

investigates the insignificant.

24. The conviction of a wise man does not change, even if he is treated roughly; because how 

could the ocean get inflamed by a torch!

25. Good words always enrage an enemy the more, like water dropped into hot butter.

26. One shall avoid force, because it is the worst means for all discord.

27. Wherever good words lead to the goal already, the understanding one never gets loud, because

if gall is calmed by sugar, why would a bitter cucumber still be needed!

28. The power of thinking and striving of man announces in advance already the success or 

failure of a matter; however, only the intelligent one knows that, not the fool.

29. The joy which is imparted to man shall be accepted, but also the sorrow because joys and 

sorrows turn like a wheel.

30. Joys are followed by sorrow and sorrows again by joys; man does not always have sorrows 

and not always joys.

31. Whoever greatly shies away from joy and whoever is exceedingly sluggish, unrighteous and 

careless, death will visit him also in his homeland.

32. At all times, man shall advise and act correctly.

33. It is easy to find people who always speak pleasantly; however, he who says something 

unpleasant but healing or gladly hears it, is difficult to find.

34. As water penetrates into a ship and destroys it, so the most quiet unrighteousness penetrates 
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the carelessness of thinking and gradually ruins it.

35. To fill the stomach only, everyone is able to do; to bring love and truth, however, only the just

one is able to do.

36. Men who are in want of the laws and recommendations of Creation are like animals, they eat, 

drink, sleep and couple, and thereby they have lived their life.

37. To the dull one all honor is lost, to the moody all friendship is lost, to the lazy one the family 

is lost, to the greedy one virtue is lost, to the wicked one very fruit of knowledge is lost, and 

to the stingy one comfort is lost.

38. The behavior of the evil one and the end of the scale lever are similar: Through little they rise 

up, and through little they sink.

39. Whoever longs for wisdom, approaches it and learns a little already, wisdom longs for him.

40. The wise one knows that teeth, hair, nails and people soon lose their esteem, if they are 

removed from their place, therefore, the wise one never leaves his place.

41. Excellent people leave a place of disgrace, but miserable chaps and other chattel find their 

death at the same place.

42. If one withdraws the affection from a good man, his excellences nevertheless, experience no 

change or lack.

43. The sectarian believer even kills when he laughs; and the evil one even kills when he honors 

men.

44. The sophisticated one is the terror of men, because he deceives himself and all others with 

belief.

45. The good one does not abandon his righteous character even during misfortune because he 

behaves like camphor, which becomes even more fragrant when fire gets hold of it.

46. Whatever is beautiful by nature, is not in need of artificial decoration; a pearl would lose its 

beauty on the grind stone.

47. Evil ones and fools, who cause suffering for a man whichever small it may be, burn 

themselves to death like light moths at the fire.

48. To keep silent is an adornment of the uneducated, especially when he is in the company of 

those who know everything.

49. For the veiling of ignorance, Creation created a veil at the disposal of man himself and which 

is useful everywhere.

50. One has to destroy a weak lie before it becomes powerful, namely, later when it has gained in 

power and size, it is difficult to conquer.

51. Man shall not serve the low one, but join the great one.

52. Through acquaintance with bad ones insight becomes worse; through acquaintance with 

equals insight becomes like them; but through acquaintance with better ones insight becomes 

better.

53. No understanding one remains at a place, where virtue is not honored.

54. A friend, who secretly spoils a matter, however speaks pleasantly in your presence, is like a 

vessel of poison with milk at its mouth.

55. A useful one, even as a stranger, is a close one, a close one, however, is a stranger if he is 

useless.
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56. One shall keep a useful stranger even if he is an enemy; but one shall avoid the harming 

relative even if he is a friend.

57. Politics, money and belief - these three things are cause for laughter and death of the world.

58. A fool never is in his own power.

59. Like empty chaff in the grain are people, to whom virtue, knowledge, truth and love are not 

the causes of their actions.

60. Knowledge written in books and wealth begged for from others, always proves to be no 

knowledge and no wealth when in need.

61. Knowledge resting in books and knowledge gained by those, who forget, always causes 

disappointment in times of need.

62. Knowledge, acquired from books and not from a teacher, is like empty, thrashed straw.

63. Whoever unites with the lie and with ignorance and is inclined toward them is like one, who 

sleeps in the top of a tree and falls down.

64. Those, who out of greed offer themselves to their own and to strangers, do not exist long; they

are like the fish, which aim for the worm at the fishing line.

65. If knowledge, love and truth are compared to honey, one shall not kill the stinging bees.

66. Who counts the other intelligent ones in a place, where a wise one tarries; because when the 

sun rises, all stars round about fade.

67. Every man has to be placed where he fits; as the hat is not worn on the feet, and the shoes not 

worn on the head.

68. If a man does not learn knowledge, truth and love in his youth, the mother is an enemy and 

the father an opponent.

69. Mildness is mild and harsh at the same time because mildness conquers mildness, mildness 

conquers harshness and truly nothing exists, which could not be handled by mild and harsh 

mildness.

70. Do you not know, man of Earth, that everything you desire originates as fruit out of the seed 

kernel of earnings?

71. As much as exists of corn, money, treasures, women and men on Earth, all this can never 

satisfy one human being, as long as he has not become righteous; but whoever has recognized 

such will be at ease.

72. As two pieces of wood meet on an ocean and due to waves lose each other again, so men meet

and separate; which reasonable one would mourn about it?

73. One shall chose every matter as one understands it, but never attempt something impossible; 

as a wagon does not move forward in water, how can one then ride a boat on sand?

74. What is the one supposed to do with knowledge, who does not even possess insight; and what 

is a blind one supposed to do with a mirror?

75. A man, who abandons the secure and attempts the insecure, with a certainty will lose the 

secure.

76. Whoever has seen nothing good does not know that virtues of greatness exist.

77. The most beautiful human being is ugly if he lacks knowledge, truth and love.

78. The greedy one finds pleasure in wealth, the proud one in praise, the fool in the like-minded, 

yet the most excellent finds pleasure in the truthful.

79. Greedy ones can be won by money, the proud by praise, the believer by the folding of hands, 

the 
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fool by yielding, yet the intelligent one can be delighted only by truth.

80. The weak one has no friend, like the wind which extinguishes the flame of the candle; but the 

strong one has many friends, like the fire which is fanned by the winds.

81. The destructive one always is the friend of the great one, but to the small one he brings harm; 

exactly like the wind, which fans the evil forest fire and blows out the small lamp light.

82. A king and a wise one in no wise resemble each other; a king is only honored in his country, 

but a wise one everywhere.

83. Pearls are found only in insignificant mussels, however, never on high mountains; so wise 

ones are not found among high scientists and dignitaries, but only among the modest people.

84. Listen to all laws and recommendations and remember and obey what you have heard; but 

whatever does not please you, never ever demand another to accept.

85. Whoever would reconcile with a friend with whom he once was engaged in a quarrel, he, like 

a pregnant female mule, would accept death inside himself.

86. It is easy to delight a bad human being, for he enjoys all wretched things.

87. Seed sown on untilled land spoils in the ground already, yet an unsown field is nothing more 

than a leveled place.

88. As a wood pile soon disappears in the fire, so does every debt disappear through the 

obedience of the laws and recommendations of Creation.

89. Whoever cares  about that a reprehensible deed is forgiven him shall not commit it a second 

time.

90. Better than the ignorant are those who read books; and better than the book readers are those 

who apply what they have read; and better than these are the ones who understand what they 

have read; and better than these are the ones who start a work; but better than all these are the 

ones, who allow themselves to be taught by a teacher and then live according to the laws and 

recommendations.

91. As flies also search for bleeding wounds on a very beautiful body, so does a traitor also try to 

gnaw at the truth.

92. A man who like a cloth-louse has climbed too high, like it certainly crashes to his ruin.

93. Everywhere, the wise ones neither mourn about eternal nor about mortal matters, because they

know that for the mourning ones the nature of things can not be changed.

94. Do today already what is right and do not let time pass idly, for before your work is yet 

finished, death snatches you away.

95. Because man is not devoted to knowledge, does not search for truth, does not live with love 

and does not tame his thinking and striving, vice develops within them.

96. And greed, residing within the body, which has neither a beginning nor an end, ruins the 

creatures like the fire which ignited by itself.

97. There are things, which man is never ever allowed to do, and of that type are those, on whom 

one’s energy would be spent in vain.

98. The simple and ordinary man approaches one without being asked, speaks a lot without being 

asked, and trusts the one, who is not worthy to be trusted.

99. Whoever approaches one without being invited, talks a lot without being asked, and thinks he 

is everyone’s favorite, is a fool.

100. A friendship with a good human being is like love, impossible to be put into words, not 
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differentiating, it is unlimited and immortal and cuts the roots off all suffering.

101. Due to the touch of unloved ones and due to the touch of loved ones, human beings with little 

common sense and little intellect are devoured by psychic ailments.

102. Happiness is as unsteady as the flame of the lamp moved by the wind.

103. Everything around man would be like dense darkness, if light, love, truth and knowledge 

would not be present, which separate all evil from the good.

104. Be blind and deaf if it is required to be blind and deaf, however, always see and hear the truth 

and love and true knowledge.

105. All friends and riches are lost to man, even if they are esteemed to be the highest values.

106. Through assisting one another and helping one another friends thrive like roses on a bush.

107. No one else but the originator himself harvests the fruit of a deed committed.

108. One should never be calm at the thought of offending someone because he is far away, for the 

self-created punishment flies in like a falcon as soon as the guilty one slackens his guard.

109. Even if the insidious enemy gently nestles to the body of his opponent, he ruins him like a 

creeping plant ruins the mightiest tree.

110. A friendly word brings many a blessing, an evil word, to the contrary, brings many a disaster.

111. Whoever has climbed high, due to an enemy, should never trust that he really is standing high.

112. One shall even turn enemies into friends if they convey truth, and one shall even abandon 

friends if they convey lies.

113. An enemy becomes a friend and a friend becomes an enemy among men, because the 

unrighteous human disposition has no permanency.

114. Whoever does not give himself in vain to anger and to joy, to him the Earth is subservient.

115. If the world of the living were without wise ones, the weaker ones would be crushed by the 

stronger ones.

116. Whoever does not turn his back to the poor and the rich and to enemies and friends shall be 

called intelligent.

117. As a tree bears its corresponding fruit at the correct season, so every perpetrator necessarily 

receives his self-determined reward.

118. Whoever immediately goes into action, before having become familiar with the fruit thereof, 

will mourn at harvest time.

119. Whoever remains true to his word and is skilled, grateful, honest, intelligent and sincere, 

always finds adherents and friends, even if his material treasures are exhausted.

CANON 48

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which also reveals Itself to man during the thunderstorm.

 3. And the Prophet speaks about Creation, about man and about the thunderstorm, so that man 

learns to become understanding.

 4. Man walks in a two-fold nature upon the Earth - in an earthly, material nature and in a 

creative, spiritual nature.
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 5. The material nature of man bends down to the Earth, from whence it has come.

 6. The spiritual nature longs upward toward Creation, from whence it originates.

 7. At the hour of death, the material aspect of man returns to the dust and the spiritual aspect 

returns to Spirit.

 8. The fleshly and materially inclined human being lives only for and in the material, only for 

the earthly aspect; he is opposed and rebellious toward the spiritual aspect.

 9. He only lives for that which belongs to mortality and the changeable and to dying.

10. The spiritual man, however, lives with his consciousness in the spiritual aspect, which means 

that he acts creatively.

11. He lives according to the laws and recommendations, and he lives only for the true life, for 

truth, love and peace in the spiritual and material aspect.

12. To live in the material and fleshly aspect, means to see only the earthly in everything.

13. The materially inclined human being serves only material matters, and in other human beings 

he only regards their material values, their wealth, their position, their beauty or ugliness of 

form and their material ability.

14. The materially inclined human being sees in Creation and in the creations of Creation only the

material, earthly aspect, a dead nature, the perishable and mortal and everything which 

delights his eyes and ears and remaining senses.

15. To live in the Spirit means to see the creative and at the same time also the material aspect, 

and to handle both of these combined.

16. But it also means to seek and love the psyche-greatness and the psyche-beauty of one’s fellow

men, to interact with them only as moral beings and to see their higher nature within them.

17. The spiritual man sees in creative Creation not only the pleasant and useful, the great and 

beautiful.

18. No, because in the eternal and wonderful play of nature he finds a self-revelation of Creation 

for his portion of creative Spirit within himself.

19. And the spiritual human being finds and perceives the presence of creative infinity and 

closeness everywhere.

20. The spiritual man himself is Spirit, and he is in harmony and in a bond and connection with 

the spiritual aspect of the world.

21. Unfortunately the language of man is too inadequate to express the entire grandeur and value 

of the spiritual life, which the real and creative-spiritual human being leads.

22. And whoever is of Spirit himself understands everything, but the earthly one cannot 

understand this.

23. The materially inclined human being, who has not been bestowed a different well-being than 

a tickle of the senses, and who never felt different pain than the material, fleshly, does not 

understand the truth and ridicules it.

24. To the materially inclined human being, everything is only a realm of colorful bodies, and to 

him no spiritual world exists.

25. To the materially inclined man, everything between the cradle and the coffin is only a dream, 

and for him no eternal, continuing BEING exists.

26. Like the animal, he perceives only fleshly and material lust and pain and nothing else.

27. He does not perceive everywhere and also not in the closeness of Creation, that he lives in 

holiness and in the eternal, and that he also lives and weaves and exists in the invisible realm.
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28. But if a mighty and strange fate crushes down on him, or if a great phenomenon from 

Creation grips his erroneous thinking, he shudderingly sinks down before this grandeur.

29. But he only feels the joy or the pain of this, perhaps mostly a fleeting, happy heaving of his 

feelings or a cowardly, servile trembling before the power of Creation.

30. But you, man of Earth, often have perceived the creative closeness, even often and in 

manifold ways.

31. But why did your better feeling expire so soon again in the mire of the material and earthly 

and fleshly aspect?

32. Why, man of Earth, did you not hold on to the better man within you, namely, the one who 

spiritually lives within you?

33. Have you never been surprised by an extraordinary event or by a special occurrence, whereby 

tears of joy welled up in your eyes?

34. Do you ever remember the solemn emotion of your psyche during those rare moments of your

life, during which you deem to have been a higher and transfigured human being yourself?

35. Or do these emotions for you already belong to the past?

36. Are you still able to remember how, at that time, the world for you joyfully trembled with all 

its earthly glories in your suspecting of eternity and the creative power?

37. Verily, man of Earth, this was one of your few holy moments in your life.

38. This was a sun ray and sun-view into your spiritual life - namely, then you perceived the 

creative closeness.

39. Man of Earth, have the black wings of death never fluttered around you; have you never 

hopelessly swayed about in death dangers at the door step of eternity?

40. Have you never lain on a painful sickbed, or have you never been on the battlefield?

41. Have you never experienced a plundering, or were you never threatened by murderous bullets 

or bayonets?

42. Have you never ceased to be yourself, as you only felt yourself in the hand of the 

omnipotence of Creation, when you wrestled along in dull stupefaction between being and not

being?

43. Have you never been in the situation, when the world meant nothing to you any more with all 

it contains, while your gaze was fixed on the other side?

44. And have you never experienced, when suddenly a strange force or higher power saved you 

and gave you back to life on Earth another time?

45. And have you never experienced how, after such a rescue, you drew the breath into you 

deeper and happier and how you felt then?

46. If you have experienced this, with what great feeling was your breast moved!

47. How very different the world round about seems to be in such a moment!

48. Verily, during such moments, man suspects the higher and exalted guidance of life, and during

such moments man feels the closeness of Creation.

49. Yet, man of Earth, if you have experienced such deadly situations, why then did you sink back

into your low and merely earthly activities?

50. Verily, you should have remained with what you had felt, because it was a ray of the spiritual 

life of your psyche, captured by the earthly aspect and of your consciousness.
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51. For a moment, you sensed the closeness of Creation in a bright manner and you should have 

remained with it.

52. Man of Earth, how do you feel today, when in the wonderful radiance of a spring morning, the

entire landscape swims around you with all its radiant flowers and blossoms and with its 

forests, lakes, rivers and mountains, like a fantastic creative dream picture?

53. When the broken sun ray flames in the blue waves of the lake and in the dew drops of the 

blade and flowers.

54. When pillars of fog rise up from the Earth to heaven, like offerings of gratitude from the altar 

of Earth?

55. When the grasshoppers chirp in the fragrant dried grass, and the lark carries her song of 

jubilation high up into the clouds?

56. Oh, man of Earth, are you then not being gripped by a strange feeling, which you never 

perceive with the works of art and amusements of man?

57. Or, how do you feel, when during a cloudless desert night, you, lonely and curious, allow 

your gaze to pass over the sleeping world?

58. When you see the breathless nature under the white death cloth of snow, while the villages 

and towns look as if deserted?

59. And how do you feel when during such a moment, you remember all those people, who still 

slumber close to the graves of those who died previously.

60. And how do you feel, when your gaze turns away from the picture of such a slumbering 

world, high up toward heaven, where up there you see a new and quiet and wonderful life in 

flaming wreaths and rows of the constellations.

61. And how do you feel, when from immeasurable distances of the universe, myriads of suns 

blink their friendly light toward you, even if only like trembling sparks?

62. Is this not a moment, man of Earth, during which the feeling of your nothingness and the 

greatness and glory of the universe shake you mightily?

63. Is this not a moment, during which you, sinking under these majestic surroundings, reach for 

only that which is the eternal and unchangeably great!

64. During such moments, man of Earth, the creative closeness penetrates the open human being, 

and he lives a moment of spiritual life.

65. But of all arrangements of the creative Creations, none calls the remembrance of Creation as 

often and as powerfully into the human consciousness as does the thunderstorm.

66. How different, however, this great and beneficial appearance is accepted, perceived and 

judged by man.

67. And how totally different effects it causes in the thinking and in the consciousness and in the 

feeling.

68. The creatively thinking human being sees Creation in everything and in Its elements of nature.

69. The materially inclined human being, on the contrary, only sees his small possessions in the 

splendid, apparent uproar of nature.

70. The creative human being feels happier and securer in the arms of eternal Creation.

71. But the materially inclined human being only trembles about his body and his house, his 

fortune and his possessions, which all threaten to be crushed by the force of the thunderstorm.

72. The creative man recognizes the closeness of the power of Creation in the force of the 

thunderstorm, while the materially inclined human being is frightened and trembles and 

humbly kneels down and prays to an imaginary god.
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73. After the thunderstorm, the creative man feels the Creation-peace, and his psyche praises Its 

infinite kindness.

74. But the materially inclined human being renews his old life and continues in his sinful doings,

as soon as he thinks that the danger has passed.

75. Let us remain in the contemplation of the majestic display of Creation, with the terribly 

magnificent thunderstorm, which walks like a witness of Creation over the globe growing 

silent.

76. The thunderstorm, which refreshes the Earth and supplies man and animals with cleaner and 

healthier air.

77. See, man of Earth, the famished plants have bent their wilting head and were thirsty for the 

water of the thunderstorm.

78. The animals also panted for the wet rain of the thunderstorm in the blazing heat of the sun.

79. The Earth cracks and splits open in thirst for the rain of the thunderstorm.

80. And the roots of the plants and flowers and trees also are thirsty, so that they may be watered 

by the rain of the thunderstorm.

81. Weakened the animals drag about and man languidly walks about in the blistering sultry air.

82. Then the laws and recommendations of Creation are fulfilled, and single clouds gather in the 

sky.

83. Slowly they swell and grow, and no man sees the source of their growing size.

84. Like gigantic mountains they stack up in the sky, and in their lap the invisible force of 

blessing for the Earth and its plants, animals and human beings is being prepared.

85. Namely, those enormous loads and streams of enlivening rain, which are able to allow creeks 

and streams to swell up, to break dams and to flood entire landscapes.

86. But they still hover lightly and banned, like a feather flying in the air, in the gigantic clouds of

the sky.

87. Over the head of man, without weight, a gigantic ocean of enormous masses of water hovers, 

and the air, which otherwise can not hold a drop of water, carries an enormous ocean of water.

88. The sky continues to grow darker and the voices of the Earth grow silent in solemn, waiting 

calm.

89. Here and there, white shining birds swarm under dark clouds, and the animals of the forest 

and field shyly hide in their holes and nests, yet all long for the close refreshment of the 

thunderstorm.

90. A light desert wind moves across the land, and pillars of rising dust rise up into the air.

91. This is a messenger of the approaching thunderstorm, and already the leaves of the trees and 

bushes rustle, accompanied by singly falling rain drops.

92. And suddenly, a dull echo of distant thunder resounds in the ears of the life forms, and then a 

vehement storm sweeps shakingly through the forest, and just as suddenly a dark rain streams 

down across the land.

93. A stream of fire tears the clouds and jaggedly rushes through them, while bursting thunder 

tears the air apart and testifies to the eternal power of Creation.

94. In the Creation-conscious human being the joyful heart pounds and his thoughts, in reverence,

stammer in the terribly beautiful song of nature.

95. And in the lightning and thunder of the storm the righteous one remembers: “Oh, how great 

thou art, Creation”.
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 96.      But the pale guilty one asks full of fear: “Has the hour of my judgement come?”

 97. And the Creation-deniers and god-worshipers see the trembling Earth beneath and heaving 

clouds above them, and they see and hear the jerking lightning and rolling thunder, and in 

between they secretly speak in their thoughts: “Yes, Creation exists”.

 98. But they do not see the wonderful intent in the racing of the lightning and in the growling of 

the thunder, and they do not view the lap of the streams of water as wellspring of life, as it is 

ordered according to the laws and recommendations of Creation.

 99. Verily, the truthfully knowing one is unchanged in the peace of his psyche during the 

thunderstorm and during the battle of all elements.

100. He lives in the adoration of Creation, and he knows Its kindness and wisdom and, therefore, is

not dismayed.

101. The knowing one is full of intimate trust in Creation, and he does not tremble for his life.

102. And verily, to kill a man an uproar of the entire nature is not necessary, because for that the 

blocking of one drop of blood in the veins suffices, the tearing of a small, delicate vein in the 

body structure or a mild shock.

103. The fear of man in thunderstorms is more or less his faint-heartedness and his false belief in 

godhoods and saints.

104. And the fear also stems from sectarian views and from ignorance-concepts about Creation.

105. Indeed, the air of a thunderstorm can have such an influence on some people with sensitive 

nerves, that an involuntary anxiety and tension arises therefrom, yet this is only a bodily 

feeling.

106. But this bodily feeling can be conquered by a firm will and by clear and truthful views about 

the lack of danger of thunderstorms.

107. And the knowledge of conviction and experience helps that of the many thousands of racing 

lightnings, rarely one jerks down to Earth to the disadvantage of man.

108. And the knowledge helps, that the danger of lightning can be banned as well by taking 

precautionary measures, as one safeguards against fire and water and other dangers by  

intelligence and the use of the mind.

109. Truly, even a metal rod with a connection, which reaches from the top of the dwelling to the 

ground, also diverts the strongest lightning and makes it harmless.

110. To calm themselves, to such people the duty, however, is mentioned that they take such 

precautionary measures and make use of the power which Creation has endowed to metal, 

whereby man can protect himself against the destructive power of lightning.

111. Does man not also make use of the power of water to extinguish flames!

112. And does man not also make use of the power of beneficial herbs against illnesses!

113. Creation gave insight, reason and intellect to man, so that he uses Its gifts for his benefit.

114. And verily, it is offensive foolishness to reject Its gifts and presents and to make no use of the 

intellect and of reason.

115. And it is equally offensive to tempt Creation, while man constantly demands wonders for his 
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preservation, without doing the necessary acts for these wonders and deeds himself.

116. Yet truly, ignorant superstition in man, unfortunately, is never greater and more lively than 

during thunderstorms.

117. Man never shows more undignified views in regard to Creation than when It proves Itself the 

most exalted and most benevolent in Its appearances as Creation of Its creations through a 

thunderstorm.

118. Ah, how low yet lies the majority of the human generation beneath its own dignity.

119. Truly, there they go, the deplorable ones, who shine with their sect- and religion-names, who 

daily desecrate themselves with sins.

120. They live as if no Creation existed, but only a god and saints, and they are like animals in dull

unreasonableness.

121. They boast with sects and religions, but within them is no knowledge and no reverence before

Creation.

122. Their days are hatred, lust, adultery, vice, deceit, error teaching and slander and defiled with 

other disgraceful tendencies.

123. But in the hours of a thunderstorm, they rush to fearfully sing and to pray to their imaginary 

gods and saints.

124. And during the hours of a thunderstorm, they do penance and vows to ward off the anger of 

their gods and saints according to their limited and superstitious views.

125. Then, from the church towers sound the signals with bells, to call upon an imaginary god in 

prayer and to entreat the storm.

126. But Creation is not dishonored by any human weaknesses and passions.

127. Creation is eternal love, It is not angry and does not become sinful.

128. Creation is not angry, yet man is his anger himself; but anger is weakness and weakness is a 

sin.

129. Man condemns himself due to his unholy life conduct.

130. Man flees from Creation by his faulty doings and by his evil desires.

131. And love is not within man, therefore, man is not in Creation.

132. This is the difference between the creative and the materially inclined human being.

133. The thunderstorm passes and the materially inclined, erroneous religious human being forgets 

the anxiety he suffered.

134. He forgets his sectarian prayers and vows and goes ahead and again hates, deceives, 

blasphemes, slanders, persecutes and misleads, gives himself to drinking and every shameful 

desire.

135. But the creative human being lovingly remains loyal in Creation.

136. In the storm of the thunderstorm he saw the majesty of Creation.

137. And verily, whoever lives and acts within Creation, he preserves his friendly thinking.

138. And the true one remains in his friendly thinking, even if the world passes away or an 

earthquake would bury him.

139. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just, this is the truth in truth.

140. Praise be unto Creation, which does well and just in all things.

CANON 49

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is within all things.

 3. And the Prophet repeats a word from Semjase, the daughter of the JHWH, Ptaah.

 4. The truly spiritually striving man is a noble artist.
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 5. Of delicate Spirit, gentle character, full of love, knowledge, wisdom and of great thinking, he 

is highly sensitive to truth, balance, beauty and spiritual progress.

 6. His life is disciplined, purified and exalted and his perspectives are very wide.

 7. His entire mind is generous, and beauty expresses in his simple life full of spiritual dignity.

 8. His inner calm produces a beauty, which no artist is able to paint and no poet able to describe 

in words.

 9. His spiritual purity exercises a magnetism, which can not be expressed by the most 

harmonious music.

10. His security cannot be equaled by anything, and his striving and goal cannot be ended by any 

limits.

11. His wisdom is an ever-present light, which shines into the deepest darkness.

12. He is not like the light of a day which can be overpowered by the darkness of the night.

13. He also is not similar to the light of a great human thinker, which always fails exactly at the 

moment, and often also does so, when he is in need of it the most.

14. His presence is an omnipresent outpouring of eternity, which never passes away while the 

scent of the most beautiful and fragrant rose or orchid of the world fades away and disappears 

in the times of infinity.

15. It is absolutely untrue that man is the measure of all things, for the measure of all things is 

Spirit.

16. Man himself is a very multi-layered being and his different sheathes conceal his real 

personality to others.

17. He may well identify himself with his coarsely mattered physical body and correspond to its 

necessities, and he is able to make himself equal to the conscious intellect or to feel a unity 

with the real self of himself, which is eternal witness of both, yet he is not able to create 

himself . 

18. All the vital purposes - as valuable as they ever may be in their human place - cannot continue

to keep and subject the spiritual essence in their enslavement, without bringing a person’s 

very own personality into total disorder.

19. In the unspiritual human being, the material intellect with all its given limitations occupies the

very highest position and, as a result thereof has an enormously slow development of the 

Spirit.

20. The spiritual intellect has to be very consciously developed, because it does not suffice to 

think that it would move into higher forms by itself.

21. The human-material intellect is only able to move in a complete circle of possibilities.

22. It always remains stuck on the surface of the object and is unable to penetrate into it and to 

become one with it, because without a complete identity with the object, knowledge about it is

absolutely impossible.

23. If a man wants to know his fellow man, he then must be able to identify himself with the one.
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24. And if a man wants to know a matter, he has to be able to identify himself with it.

25. The material intellect accepts the testimony of the material senses and the conclusions derived

therefrom, but rejects the deepest subjective suggestions.

26. Profound insight reveals the recognition to man, that something else exists within him than 

what his ordinary consciousness conveys to him, something which is the source of all 

thoughts, perceptions and feelings, a finer spiritual presence, which always leaves him 

unsatisfied with purely material endeavors.

27. The doctrine, that the ordinary material condition of man is not the real and final level of life, 

that he possesses a deeper, more penetrating life within life itself, a true self, an immortal 

Spirit, a light which cannot and never will be extinguished by anything, has again and again 

demanded the attention of all spiritual thinkers of all universes throughout all-great-times.

28. All great spiritual thinkers of all universes, again and again, demand with one voice to get to 

know the actual self, the life of life.

29. While the bodily organism changes every moment, and the thoughts swell up like gusts of 

wind and disappear again, the real self never gets lost.

30. It absolutely penetrates everything, although it is entirely different, because its form is purely 

spiritual.

31. It is the basic source of all identity-perceptions throughout uncountable changes.

32. It accepts things of all types and form within itself and yet always remains itself -

unchangeable and in the eternal balance of its own greatness.

33. It is an unchangeable greatness within the manifold activities of the universe and the 

universes in general.

34. The human limited personality is conscious of itself only from time to time, in between lie 

great consciousness gaps.

35. Yet even if death reaches man, the seer and recognizer within him, the Spirit, cannot die 

because as a portion of Creation It is of eternal duration.

36. On the objective side nothing can touch the observing subjective self.

37. This self, existing for eternal times, which is the life of life, can indeed not be proven 

materially, as it is of purely spiritual form and nature, yet to a being gifted with reason no 

proof is needed, because Spirit Itself is Its own proof.

38. Only a being living in consciousness poverty, therefore, demands proof of the existence of 

Spirit, because in their thinking primitiveness they are unable to recognize the existence by 

the spiritual acts and occurrences.

39. Spirit Itself is the basic substratum of every knowledge process, and Itself enlivens every 

organ and every ability, due to the impulse of development and existence of life.

40. The Spirit, this universal self, due to mental impurities, is by mistake considered to be the 

empirical self.

41. If man penetrates the enveloping veils of the self and takes off the coverings of the material 

impulse, which confine and cover it, he momentarily obtains - in the physical body - the 

destiny of his BEING.

42. The inner spiritual BEING, the life of life Itself, which is infinitely simple and uncomplicated,

forms a two-part unit of transcendental reality, recognition, knowledge, 
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wisdom, love and freedom.

43. Man is not a mere biological phenomenon.

44. Within him exists a Spirit-depending psychic organism in spiritual form, which is laden with 

latent potentialities, with the power of all creative energies.

45. A philosophical insight into the psychic character of man forces the recognition and 

knowledge of the reality of cosmic consciousness, the creative life-power, as basis and life of 

psychic beings.

46. Man ought not only grasp the human being on his biological and mental level, but also on the 

psychic and spiritual level.

47. Everything man inherits, everything which he carries over from the past, due to billion-fold 

existences, everything he has enjoyed, known, read, learned or experienced during this or 

during a past life, lies hidden in his subconscious.

48. Why therefore, does he not master the technique of concentration, and why does he not 

command his subconscious and make full use of all his knowledge and abilities?

49. The longing for all his knowledge and ability, for the experiences and for wisdom still lies 

deeply hidden within him.

50. He only must recognize and accept the truth, thus, acknowledge it and make it useful.

51. But thereto it is necessary to fight one’s own stupidity, and to acknowledge that the material 

intellect does not constitute a human being, if he does not also work together in the same 

measure with the spiritual intellect.

52. When that happens and man recognizes his Spirit, the entire abundance of knowledge and 

wisdom, ability, freedom, love and peace of former lives again arises and will amply benefit 

him.

53. Knowledge, power, strength, wisdom, freedom and love are the creative inheritance of the 

Absolute: They are man’s birthright.

54. He is a center of thoughts, power, strength and influence on all and everything.

55. He has indeed a body, but he is not the body itself.

56. The body is only an instrument and a servant of Spirit, Its dwelling place, but not Its prison.

57. The body is the temple of the radiating Spirit, of the self-radiating inner life, of the creative 

self.

58. The body is the citadel of the Spirit, which puts all energies into movement.

59. Man, therefore, may know that he also breathes the breath of Spirit and not only the bodily 

breath.

60. Man gets to know his Spirit only through meditation, through turning within, through deeply 

sinking into the most silent chambers of his spiritual self and while he directly inspects the 

mirror of his inner life.

61. However, he ought not to do this in the type and manner, as it is being falsely promised to 

earthman by religious deceivers, because this ‘meditation’ is no spiritual viewing, but a 

phantasy-filled release of unreal imaginary wishes.

62. Real meditation in the spiritual form requires a gaining of understanding face to face with 

one’s own BEING and self, and to be aware of the two facts, that the existence of eternal 

reality and truth and the rooted oneness of all manifestations, from the star up to the form of 
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substance, from nature up to the spiritual life, altogether are only one in the creative balance.

63. Every human being in his innermost essence is a manifestation of Creation, and only therefore

it is possible for everyone to become one with infinity.

64. The reflecting about these truths of the essential existence of the creative aspect produces 

knowledge and certainty.

65. The direct viewing of truth replaces all useless objections, the realization of truth makes 

everything minutely clear and explains itself.

66. Life on Earth does not offer man total sufficiency, it is not the whole; the real life is located on

the other side of the material existence.

67. The material life only serves as ladder to reach the finely mattered, the spiritual realm.

68. The material life is only the area of activity, which furnishes the conditions and purpose for 

man to form connections with Spirit and the greatest of all, Creation.

69. It is totally wrong, to restrict the view of life only to the perceptible phenomena and to allow 

the appraisal of value to be determined by the objective value of things.

70. The highness and greatness of life depends on how far it is raised up to the law of the 

innermost life in its highest essence.

71. Relationships between human beings are only justified as long as they do not divert from the 

eternal laws of the spiritual nature.

72. Neither social well-being, nor national improvement are possible through merely relying on 

other’s actions and the disregard of the essential substance.

73. The core of truth does not belong to a single human being alone, for truth forms BEING and 

life of everything generally which exists.

74. Only that, which is one and combined, can be indivisible and all-inclusive within a self-

identical existence.

75. This is the full extent of the achieved and the culmination point of all aspirations and ideals of

life.

76. In this integral spiritual comprehension of life, the ethical basis of social and domestic 

relationship is rooted.

77. The society is the totality of individuals, destined to penetrate through the veils and to enter 

into the realms of immortal BEING, into Creation Itself.

78. Human connections mean nothing more, than the endeavor to live in a spiritual manner in 

daily life, which is present in the deepest background of all existing beings, but which due to 

the lack of truth cannot be found.

79. Thereby the love toward the spiritual aspect gets lost more and more, and man’s mind turns 

more and more to the material aspect and to his material intellect.

80. Altruistic love is the expression of the visible accord with infinite life, which rests in the 

entire universe.

81. If the family or the society or the nation is adopted as a means of separating one from the 

other, then - no matter how great the goal of a unification of the human beings may ever be - 

such a family, society or nation will never be successful.

82. Every connection, no matter how small, has to flow into absolute unity, which does not 

exclude one iota of itself.

83. This truth always has to be before man’s eyes during every day’s work, if his doings and 
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actions and his thinking shall be free of selfishness and in harmony with universal events.

84. Life is a teaching of Spirit for the Spirit.

85. The right conduct of the family and the governing of the nation and of society form a part of 

the universal determinations, which have equipped the totality of beings with strict impartial 

laws.

86. Man lives because Creation exists, and his life must become so balanced and perfect, as 

Creation Itself is balanced and perfect.

87. Man lives in the Creation-BEING, he breathes and floats within It.

88. The lack of the spiritual, for which it is worth to live, or the need of a practical philosophy of 

life and psychology of life at the present time, often is responsible for the crisis in the life of 

man and in their concerns.

89. Already since a long time, the human being calling himself modern, has undertaken great 

efforts to find peace and freedom; but until now all his efforts have fruitlessly blown away 

and vanished.

90. Due to the lack of real knowledge and the truth of a healthy reasonable way of life, which 

would give him the inner and real balance and calm, he has bound himself to abnormal 

ideologies and to destructive, dangerous and harmful religious philosophies, which lead him 

into even greater consciousness poverty and keep him away from actual life.

91. The natural human intellect indeed defends itself to have the circle of unsuitable, unreal 

religious dogmas pressed into the square of the demanding truth, which especially during the 

New Age of the Age of Aquarius is being brought into flourishing existence by new religion-

fanatics and deceivers, but at the present time, the religion-mania is still spread too strongly, 

to be able to establish a useful defense to a great extent.

92. Religious error philosophies, with their colossal confusions and delusion demands, lower the 

inner strength in man, which would maintain the Spirit of man and could help him to make his

efforts to surpass himself, to make them flourish and to make it possible for him to gain inner 

growth and peace, which stand in the right relationship to the outer achievements and 

occurrences.

93. As answer to a long-felt necessity, Earth humans who erroneously are characterized as leading

thinkers have undertaken personal, but dangerously unreal, efforts to remove the alleged best 

contents from the religions and to bring them into a unity with modern thinking, to work out a

new philosophy of life and psychology of life for the present humanity.

94. Yet these alleged and unreal thinkers do not take into consideration, that thereby they again 

increase the religion-madness, due to lack of knowledge that they themselves are caught very 

evilly in unreal religions and, as a result, are only able to think and act unreal according 

thereto; unreal, insane, superstitious, murderous and consciousness-poor.

95. For obvious reasons their success often is like zero.

96. Yet the human being of the New Age, man of the Age of Aquarius, now is confronting a 

problem easy to solve, because if he now lays down the foundation stone of truth, he attains to

a completely new structure of philosophical and psychological values for a happy, free and 

peaceful spiritual life in the future.

97. A free spiritual life, which is based on everything which represents the best of the cultural 
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and spiritual inheritance of Earth: The spiritual truth.

 98. If Earth man now, finally, recognizes and acknowledges this truth, makes himself totally free 

of all religions and their erroneous views and finally aligns himself according to the Spirit- 

and Creation-laws, he has triumphed.

 99. Only the truth is serviceable and brings man progress; but religion is not serviceable and 

throws him back into deepest darkness.

100. Thus the teaching is given by Semjase, the daughter of the JHWH, Ptaah, so that man may 

learn and know it.

101. For the man who goes to truth, no other ferry exists than knowledge.

102. And for the man who goes to knowledge, no other ferry exists than the truth.

103. This is the truth of the instruction, taught neither hard nor soft, neither sharp, so that untruth 

within man is vanquished by the truth.

104. Given in the Name of Creation so that It is praised and honored for all times.

105. Praise be unto Creation in love and truth.

CANON 50

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Everything that is in the heavens, in spaces, on stars and on earth worlds, proclaims the honor 

of Creation.

 3. And Creation is the almighty, the wise, the just.

 4. Unto Creation is the kingdom of the heavens, the spaces, the stars and the worlds.

 5. Creation gives life and death, and It is able to do all things.

 6. Creation is the first and the last.

 7. And It is the visible and the invisible, that which is open and that which is hidden.

 8. And It is the knowing of all things.

 9. It is Creation, which created the heavens and the earth worlds and the spaces, times and stars 

and all life in seven times.

10. And Creation knows what goes into the earth worlds and what comes forth from them.

11. And It alone knows, what comes forth from the heavens and rises up in them.

12. But Creation always is also with man, wherever he may be.

13. And Creation recognizes everything, whatever man does.

14. Unto It is the kingdom of the heavens, the spaces, the stars and earth worlds.

15. From Creation all things have come forth, and unto It all things will return.

16. It allows the night to enter into the day and the day into the night.

17. But It is also knowledgeable about all things within man.

18. Man, know about Creation, and on Its way spend of that, whereof It has made you an heir.

19. And those of you, man, who know and spend will earn great wages.
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20. But what is it with you, man of Earth, that you do not know about Creation, while prophets 

yet summon you unto the truth?

21. What is with you only, that you do not see that Creation has formed a bond with you, so that 

you are knowledgeable about truth?

22. It is Creation, which sends clear signs to man so that man leads himself out of dense darkness 

into light.

23. And verily, Creation is gracious, wise and just to all of you.

24. What is it with you only, you Earth humans, so asks your Prophet, that you do not give in the 

matters of Creation?

25. Why do you not give in the matters of Creation, while the inheritance of all heavens and 

spaces and all stars, earth worlds and life forms belong to Creation!

26. Verily, Creation spends good to all, and It is well knowledgeable of that, which man does.

27. But who is among man, who will give to Creation a stately loan, which Creation will multiply

manifold unto him?

28. But whoever gives a loan to Creation will generously receive a thousandfold reward.

29. Earth man, know that only Creation enlivens you and your Earth.

30. That It alone creates the signs so that you, finally, comprehend and knowingly follow Its 

ways.

31. Know, only those are the truthful ones, who know about the truth of Creation.

32. They only will receive Its high wages and Its light, as it is given by the laws and 

recommendations of Creation.

33. But those who are unknowing and who deny the signs of Creation, they are and will be the 

inmates of their own hell.

34. So it is given, that man shall not trouble himself and not raise himself above that, which 

Creation has given unto man.

35. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

CANON 51

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. The JHWH speaks about the Prophet of the time.

 3. Consider the shaftless plant when it sinks.

 4. Your Prophet is your companion, and he is neither confused nor is he incorrect.

 5. He speaks out of the desire of truth and out of the desire of love.

 6. He is a revelation of that which is revealed by Creation.

 7. Creation, endowed with mighty powers, has instructed him by Its signs in Its laws and 

recommendations and in everything.

 8. Creation is his strength, so he has become a Prophet.

 9. He is at the highest horizon, because he approached Creation, yet then he again stepped down 

to mankind.

10. So that he is one half of two half-circles or more yet.

11. He revealed and reveals to man what has been revealed and is being revealed to him.

12. The consciousness of the Prophet holds the truth of that which he sees and recognizes. 

13. Do you then want to dispute with him about what he sees and recognizes?
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14. And verily, he saw Creation and, nevertheless, he stepped down to you human beings in love.

15. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

16. And with the glorious OM, the Prophet is a true Prophet.

17. But man of Earth is amazed that a warner has come to them from out of their midst.

18. And the ignorant say that this is a curious matter.

19. How, so they say, if we are dead and have become dust, shall we be reawakened to life again?

20. That is a far-fetched return, they think.

21. But verily, due to their material thinking their senses are prejudiced.

22. They, the ignorant ones, reject the truth when it comes to them.

23. And now they are in a renewed condition of confusion.

24. Because as previously, the Prophet has appeared from their midst.

25. To instruct them of the truth and to make them knowledgeable of the laws and 

recommendations.

26. But the ignorant ones do not understand the truth, and they slander the Prophet and his 

wisdom and love.

27. They lack their own enlightenment and admonishment and their own joy to live.

28. But woe unto all ignorant ones, for when they are dead and crumble to dust, their 

reincarnation will be marked by misery.

29. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

30. Oh, you who are knowledgeable, be not bold before Creation and before the Prophet, but be 

reverent.

31. Oh, you who are knowledgeable, do not raise your voices above the voice of the Prophet and 

do not speak as loudly to him, as you speak loudly among yourselves, so that your works are 

not in vain without you becoming aware of it.

32. Verily, those who lower their voice before the Prophet are those, whose consciousness is 

being purified toward justice.

33. Forgiveness is unto them, and to them will be mighty wages.

34. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

35. Follow the Prophet in his purpose, which is the purpose of the laws and recommendations of 

Creation, and it will be well with you.

CANON 52

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is all-hood.

 3. And the Prophet speaks about god and Creation.

 4. So that man may understand the truth and recognize the difference between god and Creation.

 5. So shall the word be directed to man of Earth.

 6. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 7. So that he recognizes the truth and arranges his way of life according thereto.

 8. The gods of Earth were human beings.

 9. They came from the expanses of the universe, from strange systems, galaxies and worlds.

10. They elevated themselves unjustly on Earth over man, called themselves god, the creator.
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11. They created sects and religions, so that Earth man should be dependent upon them and 

believing.

12. And they demanded that man worship the gods as creators.

13. So that man of Earth may be enslaved and dependent upon the gods for all times.

14. And every god created his own religion for himself and placed himself as creator above man, 

who believing, fell for him.

15. And many gods were degenerated and malicious, possessed by power greed and all evil.

16. They issued laws of death, of punishment and of destruction, and they murdered as they felt 

like it.

17. And man of Earth was ignorant and did not know the truth.

18. Thus, the people followed each the god of their religion, and they fell into the darkness of 

belief:

19. That god would be the creator and producer of life.

20. Because not one god told the truth, that he was a human being like man.

21. Therefore, the knowledge was hidden that god is also a human being, above whom as well 

stands Creation as highest power of life.

22. Thus, god is a human being, but Creation is Creation.

23. God demands from man atonement and vengeance, and god becomes angry and kills man, 

and he issues laws and recommendations by which human beings kill human beings.

24. But Creation knows neither anger nor vengeance, It does not kill and does not demand 

atonement.

25. God thinks and acts human as a human being, but Creation is in all things creative and logical.

26. Through god’s human laws and recommendations, discord is sown among man, death and 

destruction.

27. God is a power-hungry space traveler, a human being who tries to rule everything with evil 

power and with barbarian laws and recommendations.

28. But Creation is peace and love and only Its laws and recommendations guarantee life.

29. Creation demands neither vengeance nor recompense, but only evolution according to Its laws

and recommendations.

30. Love and truth alone are able to change the world for the better.

31. Creation appoints that man shall not kill and not conduct any wars.

32. But god, the human being, appoints killing and wars, vengeance and recompense.

33. Creation determines peace and knowledge.

34. But god orders discord and belief.

35. Creation is wise and full of unceasing wonders.

36. But god only has human knowledge and is full of illogic, as this can only be peculiar to a 

human being.

37. Creation is the highest and most perfect, and Its laws and recommendations are this as well.

38. But god is so imperfect as only a human being can be, because he orders belief, vengeance 

and imperfection.

39. Love alone is the law of Creation, but god mocks this law because he orders vengeance, 

punishment and death.

40. Creation, however, demands life and love and the determination that it is never allowed to 

cause a life form harm or suffering or pain.

41. Creation determines that life must be protected and preserved.

42. But god demands destruction of life and damnation.
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43. God is a human being and a space traveler from stars unknown to Earth, and his armies are his

subjects.

44. God is a human being full of power greed, and as imperfect as all human beings without 

spiritual leadership.

45. God came to the Earth from the stars with all his subjects to rule and to terrorize the Earth 

humans.

46. But Creation was everywhere and forever in the entire universe and It created all life.

47. The laws and recommendations of Creation are uniform for all life and are valid for the entire 

universe in love.

48. But the laws and recommendations of god are only valid where he rules and where human 

beings adhere to him.

49. But human beings are also adhering to gods, which they created themselves in that they 

elevated men of Earth to gods.

50. And man also selected idols of dead material, idols of stone and wood and metal etc.

51. And man worships gods and idols and disregards Creation in all things.

52. But Creation truly is the highest, the power which gives the power of life to all life.

53. Creation alone is that which god wants to be which he, however, never can be, namely, 

Creation Itself, from which all life issued forth.

54. Creation is BEING and the existence of life itself.

55. But god is only a sad image of human power, infected with all evils of man.

56. God is a creature of evil human degeneration and the embodiment of evil, as it is proven in all

his writings by his demands and commands.

57. Since previous times, god demanded the blood and life of man, and he demanded subjective 

humility.

58. But Creation does not order humility, but humaneness and human dignity and It determines 

love and life.

59. Creation is creative and in no way is It comparable, not even to the minutest part, to a human 

being, not even to a human being, who calls himself god.

60. Creation alone is Creation, and god remains god and a human being.

61. God does not compare in one iota to Creation, although he arrogates to be creator and calls 

himself so.

62. Creation alone is Creation, and god is also one of Its creatures from the first to the last iota.

63. Therefore god is a human being, who elevates himself higher than what he truthfully is.

CANON 53

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. And the Prophet speaks in words of proverbs, so that man may learn and be truthful.

 3. The knowing ones listen to the voice of Creation and follow it.

 4. Everyone who is of truth, hears and sees Creation.

 5. Only a thinking Creation has created the world and not an angry and playful godhood.

 6. When the people do not know truth any more, they become unruly.
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 7. Man shall be diligent about inspirations of Creation.

 8. Man came out of Creation and, therefore, he should be like Creation in everything.

 9. Creation takes Its time in creating, so man may also follow It in everything.

10. Whoever awakens the love within himself toward Creation, awakens within him the Spirit 

given by Creation.

11. Whoever possesses love, knowledge and truth, prays and blesses.

12. Whoever does not think it worth the trouble to help establish the truth is in every case not 

worthy of the truth.

13. What no eye has ever seen, what no ear has ever heard and what has never entered the mind 

of man, Creation reveals to those who truly love It.

14. Creation has revealed everything unto man through the Spirit, for Spirit explores all things, 

even the depths of Creation.

15. Man, do not subdue the Spirit and do not disregard the speeches of Spirit-filled men, however 

test everything and keep the good.

16. The truth ennobles him, who confesses it openly and without fear.

17. Nothing can harm man more than lying and error.

18. Where love is, there the idea and the life expression of love is also.

19. Whoever seeks his holiest and highest on the outside, evil still is part of him.

20. A consciousness, which truly loves Creation, gives more than all heavens and worlds.

21. Man should know that he is Creation-instructed by Creation.

22. Every scripture inspired by the laws and recommendations of Creation is useful to man as 

teaching.

23. Man shall avoid evil in every form.

24. Every human nation grows wild, if it becomes void of knowledge.

25. If man remains within Creation and obeys Its laws and recommendations, he will receive 

whatever he wants.

26. Whoever does not want to grasp the truth with his intellect, but by faith, cannot harvest the 

fruit of it.

27. Mankind of Earth has the determination to become independent children of Creation.

28. Knowledge and truth must be practiced and formed in total independence.

29. The kingdom of Creation can never be won by force.

30. Love and peace are the first and highest possessions of every society.

31. Man may reflect upon the world order and unceasingly marvel about it and worship the wise 

Creation, which reveals Itself in everything.

32. If the ignorant ones do not come to knowledge, the mistake rests with themselves and those, 

who deny them knowledge.

33. The indescribable difference between human beings on other world bodies lies therein, that 

men of Earth are men of Earth.

34. Creation never sought Its honor in the world, but knowledge, truth and love.

35. The kingdom of Creation is within man, therefore, grasp this that the entire heaven is a 

heaven of the heavens.

36. As heaven is infinite, so is the power of every Spirit infinite also.

37. The kingdom of Creation does not appear in outer showy pomp, but it is within man.
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38. Every Spirit will occupy, see and use the kingdom, which man designates to It.

39. All things are within Creation and from Creation, because beside It and without It nothing 

exists.

40. All creatures are poor and a mere nothing compared to Creation.

41. Whatever man is in truth, he is only due to Creation.

42. It is well unto him, who makes the love toward Creation his only desire on Earth.

43. For the completion of life Creation is going the shortest route, why then does man take the 

longest?

44. Man of Earth, know whoever carries within him the full true love toward Creation in the 

world, also carries the completion of life within himself.

45. As long as human beings are able to comfort you and not Creation, you will not find any true 

comfort.

46. Only one true knowledge exists on Earth, and that is the love toward Creation.

47. Truth is the basic love in Creation.

48. The true human being, who no longer lives for himself, lives for Creation.

49. Whoever wants to be ordered more into Creation has to be more creative.

50. Whatever man does not experience himself, he can never feel for another person.

51. Creation is that power which has struggled for Its uncreated and unborn Creation-power Itself,

as every human being also shall struggle for It himself.

52. Do not always look at what man is, but what he can become.

53. The honor of man consists thereof, that he speaks about Creation-experience.

54. With an instrument out of tune even the greatest master cannot produce a harmony.

55. Through use, the growth of knowledge arrives at conviction and at wisdom.

56. Where selflessness prevails, there truth exists also.

57. The enemy is within man and not outside of him.

58. Even the prophets entered into connection with powers of Creation through the process of 

maturing.

59. Whoever is not connected to Creation is a victim of the spirit of the time.

60. The rapture exists in the Creation-life, which a man makes his own.

61. A Creation-knowing human being stands above all heaving waters of all negative powers.

62. The principle must become knowledge, truth and love.

63. Without Creation man is never able to complete his life.

64. Whatever man forgives in truth, even if it were the entire hell, is always just unto Creation 

also.

65. If man would speak as Creation, the Earth would be in brightest flames this very moment.

66. Man attains to the new life within himself, being issued by himself.

67. Only love enables man to make the intentions of peace become real. 

68. Only love makes room for the Creation-life.

69. Man must recognize that without Creation he can do nothing.
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70. When man has recognized the root of life, Creation, no weakness befalls him anymore.

71. When man has recognized the root of life, Creation, he is victor over himself.

72. When the hour of maturity arrives, man will experience the full reality of himself.

73. Love can only be comprehended by man, if he has recognized Creation.

74. Man has no notion what he misses and from what he separates himself, if he does not give 

pre-eminence to Creation in his life.

75. The following of the Prophet only consists thereof, that man places his life into the duty of 

Creation.

76. The life-expression of love is love itself.

77. The adversary of the evil of the world is the life of Spirit.

78. Creation will never interfere with force in any matter.

79. The holiness of Creation could not go down with the sinking of man.

80. One should not look upon the weakness of man, because he does not mature all at once.

81. Only frequent deaths and frequent incarnations guarantee frequent maturing.

82. Creation gave a portion of Its heart unto man.

83. The seed of love is the law of Creation.

84. If man’s thinking reaches into Creation, it also reaches through the expanses of infinity.

85. Those, who accept Creation, accept those within whom It resides.

86. The more one strives to prepare joy for oneself through Creation, the more moderate one 

becomes.

87. It would be a disdain, if a man would want to speak and the entire man would stand behind 

the entire speech.

88. Man’s conscience resides in Creation if he lives within Creation.

89. Creation lightens man’s ways of life from the depth to the height, and the knowing one knows

exactly how he has to conduct himself on every level.

90. Man has good reason to be joyful in good as in bad days, for Creation is always with him.

91. We do not want to view the world with eyes of hatred, but with eyes of love and in the 

opinion of Creation.

92. Man becomes content only, if he strives to live according to the truth.

93. Whoever takes life seriously will also experience the truth.

94. Whoever does not walk on the paths of Creation punishes himself.

95. Whoever allows himself to be led on the paths of Creation, to him everything works out to his

best.

96. Creation is man’s wealth and his life.

97. Whoever does not walk on the paths of Creation, falls more and more into error and untruth 

and becomes his own judgement and punishment.

98. Man determines his own lot.

99. Whoever loves Creation, love turns out for his best.

100. Whoever is aligned with Creation, becomes free through the love of Creation.

101. What Creation is in and of Itself, man knows as little as a worm knows what a human being 

is.
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102. Man shall respect and reverently regard a human being, however, man shall not adore and 

worship a human being.

103. Man shall regard and reverently respect his neighbor and all living creatures, so that he does 

not harm any life.

104. Man shall extend respect and reverence to all living creatures and to all life in general.

105. Creation knows neither war, nor hatred, nor vengeance, and man shall be like It.

106. Regard, practice and extend respect and reverence toward all life, no matter of whichever type

it may be.

107. Regard, respect, love and revere your neighbor like yourself.

108. Man himself creates the injustice for war, hatred and vengeance and all evil, because Creation

has not issued such laws and recommendations.

109. The power, forming the core, which leads and enlivens man is Creation and Its truth.

110. The truth of Creation is the leading core of the entire human life.

111. If the core of truth did not exist, the truth could never triumph.

112. Man must know about the truth and live in the truth, but if he doubts this principle, he cannot 

accomplish anything.

113. Truth is brighter than any light; but untruth is darker than darkness.

114. Truth and love are the life of Creation, and man should not take this lightly.

115. Truth generates truth, like love generates love.

116. One recognizes truth in that one knows and obeys it.

117. The creative aspect rests in all righteous things.

118. One has to take special precautions against the disease of untruth, for it is a dangerous and 

contagious disease.

119. Creation is everywhere and no human being and no life needs to be afraid of It.

120. By faith no man has yet found Creation.

121. Creation is with him who knows about It.

122. Faith is a lottery by which man risks his own life.

123. It is better to know about Creation than to negotiate with saints.

124. Remain on the track of Creation, then you travel securely.

125. Creation is closer to life than a frock to man.

126. When Creation reigns, one conquers all misfortune.

127. One knows the donkey by its ears and man by his word.

128. I recognize so that I know.

129. The universalities are in all creative things.

130. The face is a traitor to the wicked one.

131. Man makes himself to a garden full of thorns and thistles. 

132. Power makes every man bad.

133. Powerful people are always bad, even if they only have influence!

134. The believer escapes the ashes and falls into the fire.

135. Truth does not lie in wine but in knowledge.

136. Man becomes old in years, but never his anger.

137. The more truth an error contains the more dangerous it is.

138. The first refuge is always oneself.
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139. Those are prudent, who focus their attention on the actual purpose of a matter.

140. One should not speak before one is sure of a matter.

141. Only a fool caws like a crow for nothing and nothing again.

142. The wise one, as well as the fool, lands in the power of death - only the one being wise and 

the other one being foolish.

143. It is well known that many bands exist which hold, yet the band of love is the strongest.

144. If man’s sense is attached to sense objects, he will be captivated.

145. The power of the wise one is his knowledge; the power of the fool are his low actions.

146. A foolish man, who gives himself to despondency, weakmindedly sinks into sadness and 

weakness like an overloaded ship in the water.

147. The acts of the intellect are the best.

148. The simpleton falls and sinks in that he avoids the truth.

149. The ignorant one is like a wet blanket in the rain.

150. Every body of water is purified by the current, and every ignorant one is purified by 

knowledge.

151. The wise one is the root of truth for man.

152. One shall know that wisdom makes knowledge into a wide open door.

153. When death has prepared the time for dying, what good then are all medications!

154. A coward always gets himself into trouble.

155. Occurred matters soon dissipate, as darkness gives way to sunrise.

156. Every enjoyment is enhanced by continued enjoyment, like a salty drink produces more thirst.

157. If a man gets rich, he soon demands the kingdom and soon thereafter the power of Creation.

158. Those whose advice corresponds to the intent, and their intent to the well-being of the one 

seeking advice, are the true men of Earth.

159. One shall not feel flattered either about authority nor about riches.

160. Some carry the sedan chair, others travel therein, this is the difference of human reward.

161. Whoever gives up unrighteous wealth is not humiliated.

162. If one is a human being, it is yet difficult to be a human being.

163. Do not fell a forest in which wolves reside, so that the wolves do not come out of the forest.

164. If you strive for salvation, avoid the sense objects.

165. The instruction of dumb ones can even drive a wise one into despair.

166. Whoever mourns about the deceased, lost things and past matters, creates new suffering out of

suffering and suffers twice.

167. The joys of all lust vanish to nothing before the joys over the disappearance of the desired.

168. Where truth is there is happiness, where happiness is there is knowledge, where knowledge is 

there is justice, and where justice is there is victory.

169. If man commits a deed for good or bad, he commits this deed originating from his 

consciousness, however, never originating from his body, as a result the body cannot be held 

accountable or be punished.

170. Consequently only the responsible consciousness can be held accountable, if such demanding 

of accountability would generally be possible which, however, is not the case.
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171. Although the body carries out a deed, however, only due to the command of the 

consciousness, but never on its own accord.

172. Whoever is haughty without the knowledge of the teaching of Spirit, whoever is poor and 

arrogant, and whoever wants to attain to wealth without work, is a fool.

173. Nothing is continuous in this world, why then does man yet give himself to mourning?

174. Seven things lend brightness to man: Intellect, love, knowledge of the teaching of Spirit, 

sparing talk, self-mastery, courage and gratefulness.

175. Whoever does not share with others is evil intended, ungrateful, shameless and untruthful, is 

the lowest human being and must be avoided.

176. Ignorant ones are always untrue, unnatural, and difficult to win their love, of evil attacks, and 

they cool off fast in their friendship.

177. Unrighteous ones are always disloyal in the entire world, even if they are treated well, and 

when a friend falls into need, they do not want to know him any more.

178. When insignificant people somehow and sometime are asked for something by significant 

people, they think of themselves as significant and famous, while they consider the significant

one as insignificant.

179. The good shall never associate with the bad ones, because as dry wood is burnt together with 

the green, so the good ones are struck by the same punishment, if they associate with the bad 

ones.

180. Man shall never report incomprehensible things, not even if he has seen them with his own 

eyes; such as a man walking on water, or a camel singing a song.

181. Every scoundrel has a forked tongue and spews forth poisonous words, which cannot be 

banned by any means.

182. Whoever murmurs is quarrelsome, untrue, raw or false, soon gets into great misery, because 

the evil avenges itself.

183. Grumbling soon causes misery, offending words are the ruin of all well-being; but 

disobedience, flightiness and self-praise are the true enemies of knowledge.

184. One shall cheerfully honor the honorable ones, one shall serve the older ones without falsity, 

one shall honor Creation without hypocrisy and strive for a blameless life.

185. Foolish people, who are concerned about favorable forebodings, abandon their fortune in time

of need.

186. Man, do not be conceited about yourself, because you are the greatest of all terrors.

187. The days end with the setting and the nights with the rising of the sun, the end of every joy 

always is suffering, and the end of suffering always is joy.

188. The preserving of all creatures, purity and restraint of the senses, truthfulness, generosity, not 

stealing, sympathy, forbearance and self-control are duties, which every human being must 

practice and tend.

189. Strange, the thirst for gratification in the world has no end, and even the best people are 

caught by it, so that they do not shy away from indecency, offence and disgrace.

190. The days and nights passing away on Earth devour the life time of all creatures, like the sun 

rays devour water.

191. The extraction of a man is usually not the cause of his wickedness.

192. Happy are those who do not hear the lamentable speeches of their favorite ones.
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193. Raise yourself up toward heaven and walk to the end of the world, the fruits of your life never

leave you, as also the shadow does not leave you.

194. Whoever is being reviled shall not equally revile; the will of the patient one singes the reviler, 

and the one being reviled will receive his good works.

195. Through reviling and evil gossip the fools injure the wise ones; but the reviler receives the 

debt of the one being reviled and the one bearing patiently is freed of it.

196. Did the evil ones learn it from the termites or the termites from the evil ones, that both do 

nothing but undermine strange houses.

197. To every man the conditions will come, which are determined for him; he must follow them 

and cannot take his way in a different direction.

198. Whoever is not thoughtless in regard to himself, will be even less so in regard to others, for 

this reason it happens, that the thoughtless one causes all matters to come to naught.

199. Man, seek yourself through yourself, in that you tame consciousness, psyche and the senses: 

Namely, every man is his own friend and every man his own enemy.

200. Every man has determined his suffering himself and every man has determined his own joys 

himself, from the moment that he becomes a human being in his mother’s womb.

201. Those, who have made it a rule to act only after careful consideration, are seldom struck by 

self-caused hardship.

202. Always bemoan yourself and never another, because it is your own life which dwindles away.

203. Whoever first conquers himself as his enemy does not make an effort in vain about his 

victory.

204. The psyche is your witness and the psyche is also your refuge; therefore, do not regard your 

psyche as unimportant, because it always is your best witness.

205. One shall not try to be esteemed higher by the reprimanding of others, but by ones own talents

one shall place oneself over the common man.

206. Your own psyche is your best friend and your own psyche is also your greatest enemy; your 

own psyche is always witness to that which you have done or neglected to do.

207. If a man daily receives even a little only in proper manner, he grows like the moon walking in 

the light half of the month.

208. The prudent man acts in this manner to reach his fruit: He bends down a branch laden with 

fruit and picks the ripe fruit one by one.

209. Whoever is concerned about his happiness forges his fate well and goes with it.

210. Gentleness is the highest virtue and forbearance the greatest power, but the knowledge of 

Spirit is the highest knowledge and something higher than the truth does not exist.

211. Because gentleness is the highest virtue with all creatures, therefore the wise one protects 

those human beings worth lamenting about with kindness, and those not worth lamenting 

about he treats with hardness.

212. A man shall never fail in his work if he begins a work, because the accomplishment of a work 

depends on one’s own determined fate as well as on a man’s work.

213. Health is the greatest bliss, and a firm will and knowledge are also a fortune; but everything is
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meaningless without the enjoyment of truth and love.

214. A sincere man who is shy due to sincerity, is being treated badly by the evil-minded, because 

they consider him to be weak.

215. The wise ones take pleasure in an honorable action, they conduct actions which bring 

happiness and do not slander what is of healing.

216. Those who are slaves to hope are slaves to all men, but whoever has enslaved hope, to him the

whole world is subject.

217. As man determines for himself, such hope, such intention, such opinion, such view, and such 

companions are imparted to him.

218. When the enemies rely on the people, they gain in power, and when they have gained in 

power, they bring ruin.

219. The entire world would be in dense darkness, if the light of truth would not have shone from 

the very beginning.

220. If the senses indulge in sense objects, drawing them along, then man shall strive to restrain 

them, like the steersman of the cart restrains the horses.

221. To restrain the senses means more than striving; but to allow them too much reign could 

become destructive even to the wise.

222. Whoever serves the senses with a certainty will suffer damage; but whoever keeps them under

control arrives at the goal.

223. Whoever endeavors something great in the area of usefulness or of virtue shall restrain his 

senses: Insight grows by restraint of the senses, as the fire grows by wood.

224. If you honor man by gifts, they will bestow desired pleasures upon you; but whoever enjoys 

the pleasures bestowed by them, without giving them something, is a thief.

225. Man of Earth, know that activity, skill, self-control, contentment, watchfulness, memory and 

going-to-work after careful consideration, are the roots to success.

226. A man of action stands above a man of words.

227. An evil mouth babbles easily until its cheeks burst, but only the poet truly knows a poet’s 

effort.

228. Without effort no matter ever gets accomplished: As no fried pigeons fly into the mouth of 

man.

229. One shies away from a man, who speaks untruth, like from a snake; in the law truth is the 

high point and the root of everything.

230. Only those, whose life span has expired, tend to trust crazy ones, fools, liars, drunkards, the 

addicted and unrighteous.

231. The righteous human being feels obligated to render a service in exchange for a service 

rendered to him.

232. A field which is sown again and again, without receiving new nourishment, is soon exhausted:

It bears no more fruit and the seed thrown on it perishes.

233. The useful as well as the pleasant issue forth from a virtue.

234. To a straight human being, who openly gazes at everyone, all people feel drawn to, as if 

drinking from his eyes, even if he did not speak a word.

235. The old wise ones have always highly esteemed the truth, and whoever speaks the truth in this

world will enter into high honors in future lives.

236. One guards the world alone, one guards a generation alone, one rides to hell alone, one is 

being honored in heaven alone.

237. Man enters the world alone, he dies alone, he enjoys the wages for his good and for his evil 

deeds alone.

238. The fire burns only the one who carelessly steps too close to it; but the fire of hatred of the 
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unrighteous singes entire generations and nations.

239. A hundred people live, because they allowed one to go ahead; but without this one, they mean

as little as zeros before which stands no one.

240. If a righteous one falls among fools, he too is lost.

241. Only he is a total man, with whom a deed does not remain unrewarded and who does more 

than others do for him.

242. Among all drunkenness the power drunkenness is the worst, whoever is intoxicated by power 

drunkenness, does not awaken until he crashes.

243. One shall never form a bond with ruling ones; when they go the esteem dwindles; when they 

come freedom and fortune dwindle.

244. As a ball thrown against a wall bounces back again, so does a disgrace, which one has 

intended for someone else, bounce back to oneself.

245. One shall strive to do right in thoughts, words and deeds; but whatever does not lead to well-

being and is hated by man, one shall not do even if it is right.

246. Man shall do good, because he is constantly swept away by thoughts, words and deeds.

247. As fathers are the cause that a birth truly occurs by their own actions, so the wise ones are 

also the cause that the truth of Creation becomes knowledge.

248. Whoever enters the area of truth must accomplish good works.

249. Those lacking Creation are like the chaff blown away by the wind.

250. An understanding man starts many things, which have insignificant roots but which bear great

fruit.

251. Make your firm will a ship and ride over all waters and cliffs.

252. To the wise one, who judges matters according to the lawfulness of Creation, those seeking 

counsel stream like the rivers to the ocean.

253. If a wish is fulfilled to him who desires it, a new wish, greed, enters into him like an arrow.

254. Let go of anger, greed and delusion and gaze into your psyche to discover who you are.

255. Whoever knows how to totally conquer anger, greed, hypocrisy and wantonness will possess 

the entire Earth.

256. The man, who serves his desires, perishes with his desires; but the man who abandons desires 

shakes all dust off himself.

257. Greed, wantonness, fear, pride and unrest are man’s sorrows, which arise from wealth.

258. The almighty time causes man to mature, the almighty time also snatches men away, the 

almighty time watches when others sleep, and no man is able to avoid the almighty time.

259. Do not let time pass by unused, for life dwindles day by day.

260. Time makes things level and, finally, time makes everything equal.

261. Whoever is gentle at the right time and stern at the right time, accomplishes every matter and 

also becomes master of the enemy.

262. Determining circumstances are changed by time, and according to the circumstances every 
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matter is aligned; the insightful one knows his matter, and all people act according to the one 

full of insight.

263. Why should a man of great wisdom speak of his talents, as the entire world already mentions 

him in praise; only an insignificant human being speaks about his talents, because no one else 

speaks about them.

264. How should a man, mad with evil, make a difference between good and bad; to a fire a blade 

of grass is the same as a forest.

265. It is difficult to associate with a bad friend, as his friendship always fluctuates.

266. A bad friend or relative soon shows little regard as soon as the conditions of fortune become 

unfavorable.

267. Even a seeing one does not notice any thing without light.

268. If one has committed an offence, one frees himself of the offence by feeling regret; and he is 

pure who renounces all offence.

269. The treasure of truth is man’s root.

270. Evil people always search for entertainment when a misfortune strikes.

271. If at the end of a matter, the enticing sense objects become juiceless and tear a man along, he 

falls into imprisonment.

272. How shall a man, unfamiliar with the teachings of Spirit, differentiate between talents and 

lack of talents.

273. The traitor only notices the mistakes in the one who possesses a hundred talents, like a swine 

only stirs up dirt in the mud.

274. Even people with many talents get to know their own essence only through others, as the eyes

see their own size only in the mirror.

275. Even people with many talents are lost, if no one exists who knows how to honor their talents.

276. Man shall consider talents, because nothing exists which could not easily be attained to by 

talents.

277. A poor one with talents is worth more than a master without talents.

278. One shall flee from bad teachers like from bad friends.

279. Wherever ill is spoken about wise ones or fault found, one shall stop up his ears and flee.

280. Whatever does not move is being devoured by that which moves.

281. Animals without fangs are beaten and torn by animals with fangs.

282. Cowards are conquered by the courageous, and creatures without common sense are 

conquered by creatures with common sense.

283. Human beings of wrong thinking and striving keep themselves hidden and soon are here and 

there and attack the weaknesses of others.

284. A father is the procreator, the story-teller, the teacher, the provider and the deliverer from need

and danger.

285. Age robs the beauty, greed robs circumspection, death robs the life Spirit, murmuring robs the

fulfillment of duties, love robs the shame, rendered service robs unrighteous ones of behavior,

anger robs the charm, but pride and praise rob everything.

286. The friendship of rascals is like a line drawn in the water.

287. He is clever, whose intellect shines brightly in misfortune.

288. Whoever wears a beautiful garment plays a role in society, even if he is of a small intellect.

289. A man who lacks in virtue is dead even if he is alive.

290. The wise ones on the Earth guard the truth with their life, because no higher duty exists in the 

world than the truth.

291. Whoever is concerned about his well-being shall not quarrel with blood relatives.

292. Blood relatives lead you past all dangers on Earth, but blood relatives also push you into the 
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deepest abyss.

293. Blood relatives lead you well, if they are happy about you; but if they are unhappy about you, 

they push you into the abyss.

294. Where there is knowledge happiness resides; where there is truth joys reside, where there is a 

wise one it is good to live.

295. As is the wife and the husband so is the well-being in the house.

296. In good ones, knowledge destroys pride, folly and other vices.

297. The student shall be patient and not trespass against the word of the teacher.

298. Among wise ones, the wise one is honored.

299. Among unrighteous ones, love never is responsible for truth.

300. The wise one, who enjoys knowledge and the truth and does not live in enmity with any 

creature, knows no fear of the world on the other side, nor of his return to this Earth.

301. One does not honor even a higher one, if he lacks good virtues, but one honors even a beggar, 

if he knows and fulfills his duties and is well-mannered.

302. Man shall constantly think about the highest truth and avoid thoughts about perishable riches.

303. Even for the human being visited by diseases, in constant need and unhappy, no better 

medicine exists than the one which equals truth.

304. True friendship is that which benefits the neighbor.

305. True prudence is that which practices nothing evil.

306. True righteousness is that which is practiced without hypocrisy.

307. Good people happen to grieve about the woes of the world.

308. Even those, who cannot be conquered by force and sharp weapons, can be conquered by 

kindness.

309. Greed is not removed by man’s guilt, it only vanishes when the evil has come to an end.

310. A prudent man does not grieve if he is not part of a matter, if the matter was not to happen in 

regard to him.

311. If one desires to have a companion, one shall by and by and continuously gather good virtues.

312. If one has good virtues as companions, one easily passes through severe darkness.

313. The truth prospers through righteousness.

314. In the same manner as fate is fashioned, such insight, such enterprising Spirit, such life and 

such companions are imparted to man.

315. Such speeches are suitable for a society, which are able to attract the minds of one’s own, of 

strangers, of scholars, of enemies, of unrighteous and ignorant ones.

316. The dusty ground of the Earth is better than a strange house.

317. One’s own half kernel and one’s own juiceless berry are better than the bread of strangers.

318. An unrighteous, careless, stingy, haughty, proud and false human being no one helps out 

during misfortune.

319. Wise ones are happy about the truth, good ones enjoy the happiness of others, but evil ones 

enjoy the misfortune of others.

320. To him, who has recognized the truth, a blade of straw is heaven.

321. Friends and enemies one recognizes in great need.

322. Only out of fear and love for life man tends to be modest.

323. Man is Creation’s first creature toward evolution.
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324. Within you, within me and within all others is only one Creation.

325. See everyone in you and yourself in everyone, and refrain from seeing differences 

everywhere.

326. Turn the truth whichever way you want, it always remains the truth.

327. Poverty is outweighed by prudence, bad clothing by cleanliness and ugliness by a good 

disposition.

328. No creams, but bathing produces cleanliness, as not a bracelet decorates the hand but a gift.

329. One shall care for it during the day already to sleep comfortably at night.

330. A lamp devours darkness and produces soot.

331. Man speaks about the great sufferings of hell, a greater suffering than ignorance, however, 

does not exist.

332. There is no means on Earth to turn an evil human being into a good one, if he does not want 

that himself.

333. Death snatches away the strong as well as the weak ones, the courageous one and the coward, 

the wise one and the fool, as also the one who has not reached all the objects of his wishes.

334. Fools and unrighteous ones fall from one famine into another, from one suffering into another,

from one danger into another and from one death into another.

335. Man does not become clean by a bad testimony, as also a dress does not get clean by washing 

it in dirty water.

336. Love is neither soft, nor hard, nor harsh and yet it conquers everything.

337. Blood relatives are like fire: When they are separated they smoke; when they are united they 

are aflame.

338. No one is another one’s friend or foe by inheritance; advantage alone creates friends or foes.

339. One is not attached to gratifications, because gratifications are sufferings.

340. If one acts only after careful consideration, one holds the fortune in his hand.

341. A strong one should not esteem even a weak enemy lightly, for even a small fire burns, and 

even little poison causes harm.

342. When evil-doers, cruel ones and other unrighteous ones attain to authority and power, they do 

not last long, as also trees do not last from which the roots are cut off.

343. The single one should not trouble himself about a nation-wide sorrow, but he shall try to avert

it with all righteous means.

344. One is not able to guard the unrighteous ones in any manner.

345. With the attainment of a desired matter, man is still not satisfied, on the contrary; due to 

fulfilled desires, new ones flare up, like the fire flares up by newly added wood.

346. None exist more excellent than those, who in the manner of excellent human beings rescue 

the miserable ones from trouble who are drowning in the mire of sufferings.

347. No law and no recommendation demand that one gives himself as one gives money for 

example.

348. The poor one is not the wealthy one’s friend, the ignorant one not that of the knowledgeable 

one, and the unrighteous one not that of the scholar.

349. Man does not get rich by donations and not by fasting, but only by the truth.

350. No man is able to avoid the self-determined fate, therefore, all actions against it are useless.

351. A malicious human being never becomes a good one in one life, either in one way or 
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another; a lemon tree never bears sweet fruit, even if one would pour milk, sugar and butter 

on its roots.

352. Fruit laden trees and virtuous human beings bend; fools, however, do not bend but let 

themselves be broken like dry wood.

353. No one is able to defeat death by gentleness or force, only truth is able to do this because it is 

immortal.

354. To accomplish deeds with words is not difficult.

355. Prudent ones do not enter into service of a master who squandered his wealth.

356. Neither diseases nor death wait for the accomplishment of good works.

357. One may flee or fight, life lasts only as long as has been determined, yet never as long as man 

desires.

358. The righteous one never harms any creature, acts friendly and for the sake of life does not live

in enmity with anyone.

359. To no creature which is born do the days, nights, weeks, month and years it lived through 

return.

360. One shall not conduct oneself badly, shall not abuse, pay not homage to the low one, shall not 

be haughty and never betray friends.

361. Whoever does not renounce does not attain to joy; whoever does not renounce does not find 

the highest; whoever does not renounce does not sleep without fear and without anxiety.

362. No man on Earth avoids his fate, therefore, it lacks all justification to mourn about the fate of 

the deceased.

363. No profit, no wages and no honor is imparted to him who mourns about what has passed.

364. Even if man gave his life for it, whatever has passed never returns.

365. Those do not shed any tears who have recognized the things of the world.

366. To the one, who sees and recognizes everything correctly, no shedding of tears exists.

367. Whoever does not know the teachings of Spirit is not a friend of truth.

368. Whenever one does a work, one shall not do it badly.

369. A badly extracted thorn causes festering for a long time.

370. No higher virtue exists than the truth, and no worse offence exists than the lie.

371. Because truth is the teaching of Spirit, one is never allowed to trespass it.

372. In the becoming and passing away, death is not the wage of offence, because Creation gave 

eternal life unto man.

373. Search for Creation as long as It can be found.

374. Call upon Creation as long as It is close.

375. Whoever hears the teaching of Spirit and knows about It is on his way to BEING.

376. Whoever lives in the knowledge of Creation has penetrated from death unto life.

377. Life and death are presented to man by Creation, but blessings and curses man causes himself,

however, according to the laws and recommendations man shall choose life so that he may 

live.

378. Creation is the way, the truth and the life.

379. No one comes unto Creation but through It and Its truth.

380. Creation gives love so that all, who know about It, shall not get lost but attain to eternal life.

381. How can man flee from evil, if he disregards such a great salvation like the love of Creation!

382. Prophets and wise ones have not been sent to the world that they shall judge the world, but 

that man by the teachings of truth shall be saved.

383. The banner of Creation is Its love.

384. Whoever knows about the truth of Creation will not fall into disgrace.

385. Whoever knows about Creation cannot get lost.
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386. What would it profit a man, if he would win the whole world, yet would lose his life!

387. Man goes astray like sheep, yet anyone can find his way, if only he searches for it.

388. Creation creates peace through Its love.

389. You know that Creation exists so that It may give you peace.

390. Only man, but not Creation, bears any debt.

391. The truth of Creation is also given so that it destroys the works of evil.

392. Man himself bears his offences and therewith punishes his body and his life.

393. See, Creation always stands and walks before you, you only have to see It.

394. Whoever opens the door unto Creation, It will enter in unto him.

395. May Creation reside in the consciousness of every human being.

396. As many as have accepted Creation within themselves, all received power, knowledge, truth, 

love and life by It.

397. To become a child of Creation is the reward of truth.

398. Enter into Creation, all who are troubled and burdened; It will refresh you well. 

399. Whoever enters into Creation will not be rejected.

400. In love Creation is always prepared for man.

401. Rejoice, so that the Name of Creation is written and heard in the entire universe.

402. If man becomes righteous through knowledge, he attains to the peace with Creation.

403. Not due to grace does man attain to life, but by truth, knowledge and love.

404. No one shall praise himself, because all gifts come from Creation.

405. Thanks be unto Creation for every small or great gift.

406. You are all children of Creation through the knowledge about It.

407. If you know about the truth of Creation, then know that you have eternal life.

408. Follow Creation and you will make yourself to be truth.

409. Whoever wants to follow Creation, recognize the truth and obey it.

410. Do not suffer but live.

411. Go out into the world and preach the truth to all creatures.

412. See, man of Earth, Creation is with you until the end of the world.

413. Without Creation man can do nothing.

414. Let your good light shine everywhere, so that your good works will be seen everywhere.

415. As you walk in the good light, so you also have good fellowship among each other.

416. Make yourself pure of every offence and live in love among each other.

417. Everything which serves life, man has received as a gift from Creation.

418. Whoever is ashamed about the Name of Creation is also ashamed about the truth.
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419. Creation is friend and life to every human being.

420. Those who spread the truth shall nourish themselves by truth.

421. Man shall not be afraid of Creation, for what should It ever do unto him?

422. Rely on Creation and not on your intellect alone.

423. Remember Creation in all your ways.

424. Throw all worries from you and live with and in Creation.

425. Let the word of truth live abundantly among you in all wisdom.

426. The words of truth are written so that you know.

427. Receive the word of truth willingly, and daily search within you and in the scripture of the 

teaching of truth.

428. With the knowing one the wealth of love increases.

429. Whoever conducts raw speeches causes fear in the creatures, even if he were generous.

430. Love lives eternally, but suffering is perishable.

431. The final conclusion of wisdom is BEING.

432. To acquire wealth by legal means, to increase and keep it, and then to justly distribute it to the

deserving and in proper measure, this is law and recommendation.

433. By seven signs one recognizes a true human being: He donates to worthy ones, has a sense for

good talents, enjoys with his surroundings, knows the books of teaching, practices love, 

gathers knowledge and lives according to the truth.

434. Every man of evil reputation, who commits evil, enjoys only evil reward.

435. To constantly commit evil takes away every insight; every insight taken away only creates 

evil.

436. The prudent man watches before the hour of danger.

437. Man cannot recognize Creation without leading a Creation-like life.

438. Overflowing life means to recognize Creation more completely.

439. Man cannot be filled with over-flowing life, without doing what Creation has determined.

440. Not by ignorance and not by doubt, but by the truth does man enter into Creation.

441. As man now has the joy of entering into Creation, so he shall allow himself to go into It with 

open senses and in total knowledge and in truth and love.

442. Truth makes pure of all sins.

443. Whoever acquits himself makes himself a liar unto himself.

444. To walk in the light means daily to walk with our conscience in the presence of Creation.

445. Creation is light and no darkness is within It.

446. Whoever walks in the light of Creation is purified by Its truth.

447. Guilt disrupts the communion with Creation, but to confess and remove the guilt restores the 

communion again.

448. Truly spiritual life is: To confess daily and to walk in the light of Creation.

449. Creation offers over-flowing life to every human being.

450. If man is disobedient toward the creative laws and recommendations, he walks in the darkness

of sin.

451. Sin means to man, that the communion with Creation has been broken.

452. Man is commanded to love his neighbor and every creature, and when man does so he walks 

in the light.
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453. When human beings love one another, they walk in the presence of Creation.

454. Man cannot taste the love of Creation, if he only loves the material life.

455. It is man who perishes, but not Creation.

456. Therefore men are called the children of Creation, because through reincarnation they are 

participators in the creative nature.

457. Man is born into the family of Creation and, therefore, man shall love all those who are also 

born into the family of Creation.

458. Creation commands every man to remain in Its love through Its laws and recommendations.

459. If mankind loves each other, Creation lives among them and Its love is perfect in man.

460. The love of man is a step toward the love of Creation.

461. Through knowledge man obtains the victory over evil.

462. Whatever is born of Creation overcomes the world.

463. The victory of Creation overcomes the world.

464. Over-flowing life means love for Creation.

465. Creation never knows vengeance or punishment, but only love.

466. Man, do not be deceived, for Creation does not allow that It be mocked, by his own power 

man harvests what he has sown.

467. Man, be grateful unto Creation with all your heart and proclaim all Its wonders.

468. Man’s knowledge is his victory.

469. Man, never forget Creation, which resides within you.

470. Whoever has ears to hear, listen to the truth of Creation.

471. Man may live a victorious life of overcoming, because Creation works and lives in love.

472. As truly as Creation lives, all the world shall be filled with Its Glory.

473. Creation is not a human being, so that It would lie nor a child of man, so that It would regret 

anything.

474. Creation is your Creation and a never-ending fire and light.

475. Never disregard the book of the laws and recommendations, but contemplate it day and night, 

so that you keep and do all things according to what has been written therein.

476. If you live according to the book of the laws and recommendations, you will soon accomplish 

everything you do, and you will be able to act wisely.

477. In the house of Creation none of all the good is lacking.

478. But man shall live according to the laws and recommendation of Creation.

479. Man shall keep love and peace and never commit an injustice.

480. Creation does not demand death but life, not vengeance but love, and not lying but the truth.

481. The righteous one does not judge; the fallible, however, seeks vengeance.

482. It is not difficult for Creation to help by much or little.

483. Obedience is better than sacrifices and regret.

484. Man recognizes so that he knows.

485. The universal aspect rests in all things.

486. Vices cannot be concealed by other vices.

487. The face is the traitor of every wicked one.

488. The blessing of Creation rests upon everything.

489. It is well unto him who walks in the counsel of Creation.

490. It is well unto him who delights in the laws and recommendations of Creation.

491. No man shall say about another that he could be unloving, neither in his presence nor behind 

his back.
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492. The very first refuge one shall always take to oneself.

493. One shall not attack a matter before one is certain of one’s matter.

494. Like a jay in the forest, the fool always crows for nothing.

495. With a man lacking self-confidence, knowledge is like a weapon in the hand of a coward.

496. The spending of friendly words does not make any one poor.

497. Always speak only if the words are of truth.

498. Truth always is the guideline in all things.

499. Hard words always are the guideline of truth.

500. Truth and justice always sound hard and unyielding.

501. Truth is as hard as rock.

502. Even the weak are not conquered by the lie if they know about the truth.

503. Creation is man’s refuge, in It he shall trust.

504. Creation is man’s refuge and his salvation and protection.

CANON 54

                                                                                1

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2. Praise be unto Creation, by which man has his life.

  3. And the Prophet speaks in recognition of truth.

  4. So that man shall grasp the truth and be teachable.

                                                                                2

  5. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  6. The hands of the Prophet will pass away and he also will pass away.

  7. But the wealth of his teaching will endure.

  8. And the teaching of truth will be a flaming sword of justice on Earth.

  9. The teaching of truth is the teaching of the laws and recommendations of Creation, as it is 

recognized by the Prophet.

                                                                                3

 10. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 11. Creation is Creation and It is the only one.

 12. Creation is the independent one of everything implored.

 13. It has created and has created Itself.

 14. But It does not procreate and was not  procreated.

 15. And nothing in the universe is like It.

                                                                                4

 16. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 17. Man shall take refuge with the Creation of life.

 18. Also from the evils of all that which man has created.

 19. And also from all the evils of wickedness if it spreads.

 20. And from the evils of those, who preach untruth and error teachings in order to spread them.
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21. And from the evil of the jealous ones, when they are envious.

                                                                                5

22. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

23. Man shall take refuge with the Creation of all creatures.

24. With Creation is the creation of man.

25. With Creation, which is the highest power over man.

26. From the evils of the creeping whisperers.

27. Who whisper false matters into the senses of man.

28. And those who are the evil ones among man.

                                                                                6

29. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

30. Verily, Creation has given unto man the abundance of goodness.

31. So man shall pray to his Creation and praise It.

32. Truly, Creation alone is friend unto you and never your enemy. 

                                                                                7

33. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

34. You ignorant ones, know that you curse truth.

35. Do not honor the unworthy, which you honor.

36. You do not  honor that which is right.

37. You do not honor the truth of Creation, which alone is truth.

38. You still are not willing to honor Creation in truth.

39. Unto you is ignorance, but unto truth is knowledge.

                                                                                8

40. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

41. Consider the truth, when the help of Creation arrives and Its victory.

42. Consider the truth, when you see men entering into the teaching of truth by the masses.

43. Then praise Creation and beg for Its forgiveness.

44. Verily, It will be forbearing and turn toward you.

                                                                                9

45. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

46. Woe unto those, who have hoarded wealth and heaped it over and over.

48. The rich assume, that their riches have made them immortal.

49. Yet no, soon they will be thrown into that which will devour them.

50. And what teaches you, man, what the devouring is?

51. It is the devouring fire of destruction.

52. The fire, the tongue of which laps above the senses.

53. It will arch over the evil and unrighteous ones.

54. And it will stand up in high, outstretched pillars.

                                                                               10

55. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.
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56. Have you not seen the one who calls the truth of Creation a lie?

57. He is the one who casts out the orphans.

58. And he is the one who denies food to the poor.

59. So then woe unto those who speak the recommendations of Creation, but do not obey them.

60. And woe unto those who do not consider their prayers.

61. But also woe unto those who only want to be seen.

62. And woe unto those who deny to give alms.

63. They all create their own punishment by themselves, and they will perish therein.

                                                                               11

64. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

65. You human beings strive in competition for worldly increase.

66. And thereby you divert yourself from the truth.

67. And you act that way until you sink into your graves.

68. Yet verily, soon you will learn the truth.

69. And another time, verily, you will soon learn about it.

70. Verily, if you would know it with a knowledge of certainty.

71. Then you would have to see the hell with open eyes.

72. Yet as you are still blind, you do not see the hell.

73. But you will surely see it with the eyes of certainty.

74. Yet then, on that day, in anxiety and fear you will curse the riches of the world.

                                                                               12  

75. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

76. It is so with the fleeting time.

77. Man truly is in a condition of constant loss.

78. Except for him who knows and does good works.

79. And except those who admonish each other toward truth and toward perseverance.

                                                                               13

80. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

81. Verily, man is ungrateful toward his Creation.

82. And verily, he himself testifies unto this truth.

83. For he is tough in the love toward his possessions.

84. He is caught in his materialism, in his world of the material.

CANON 55

                                                                                

                                                                                1

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. The Prophet speaks values of truth, so that man may grasp them and be taught.

 3. Millions of people believe to pray and see no success of their prayers.

 4. They either beg for the fulfillment of their desires which are not fulfillable, or they believe to 
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have already done their entire duty toward Creation with their apparent prayer.

  5. They are believers, however not knowing ones, therefore, they believe and do not know and 

in the same manner they conduct their prayers.

                                                                                2

  6. If the Prophet would not have knowledge, but only faith, he would never become what he has 

chosen and determined for himself.

                                                                                3

  7. Creation is well called the way, the truth, the love and the life by many.

  8. Yet, how useful is all that, if few only walk on the path of Creation and only few actively 

seize the truth, which alone leads to true life?

                                                                                4

  9. Creation is no actress who is satisfied with empty applause.

10. It is a power, full of eternal seriousness.

11. So It demands serious action from man and not only empty applause.

                                                                                5

12. Do not view material things as if they were dead only, because they display no visible 

consciousness.

13. In truth matter is not dead, because within it mighty powers hold sway.

14. Man can only view that as dead which, due to freewill, has separated itself from Creation on 

its own and wants to continue to exist of its own power.

15. Verily, as a result of the love of Creation, it continues to exist, except terribly paltry and poor.

                                                                                6

16. It depends, on how far the laws and recommendations of Creation have the upper hand in 

man, whether and in how far the world can be endowed with goodness.

17. And according to the degree, how powerful the laws and recommendations are among man, 

Creation can command the world and all occurrences on Earth through man.

18. Yet it is hard for man to know and acknowledge the truth, so that what happens in the world is

a reflection of his inner condition.

                                                                                7

19. Men of Earth, take care of your house and allow Creation to establish Its residence therein as 

long as there is still time.
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                                                                                8

20. Ignorance about the truth is the root of all evil.

21. But evil is poison for the single human being, for the people and nations.

22. And poison confuses the thinking, the consciousness and the psyche.

23. But man will only recognize this through the truth, when truth makes him free.

                                                                                9

24. Earth man, be loyal unto Creation into the minutest detail, because whoever is loyal in a small

thing will be also loyal in great ones.

                                                                               10

25. Everyone who is of the truth hears and recognizes the laws and recommendations of Creation.

26. Yet only he attains to the light, who does the truth.

                                                                               11

27. If man has aligned his thinking and acting onto Creation, the creative plan will fulfill itself in 

him and in the Earth.

28. Then, Creation can and will fulfill in man and through him what is planned by Its love and 

wisdom since eternities.

29. Then the laws and recommendations of Creation become revealed in man and will fulfill 

themselves through man himself.

                                                                               12

30. Man of Earth, pray without ceasing that Creation becomes everything unto you and that it 

shall be the only goal of your desires, so that you attain to the oneness and unity with It, 

which you lack so very much.

                                                                               13

31. Without Creation you human beings can do nothing.

32. But if you remain within It and obey Its laws and recommendations, everything will be 

imparted unto you for which you pray in just manner.

                                                                               14

33. The fruit of righteousness is peace, and the fruit of justice is calm and security.

34. And a nation of righteousness and of calm and security lives in the secure land of love.

                                                                               15

35. As high as heaven is above the Earth, so much higher are the ways of Creation over those of 

man, and so much higher is Its power over the power of man.

                                                                               16

36. As you human beings are the children of light of Creation, it depends on you how far and how

much of Its light the world possesses.
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37. So shockingly serious is the responsibility which you human beings shoulder.

                                                                               17

38. Man, be prepared, because the day of truth comes from which nobody can flee.

39. Verily, since times of old, the prophets have come to bring light again into the darkness of the 

world.

40. Man, arm yourself for the day of truth, because it comes soon, however, differently than you 

think.

41. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

42. The truth will be the truth - and it will be victorious.

CANON 56

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Thus the Prophet speaks unto man of Earth, so that there shall be well-being, peace, truth and 

love.

 3. Man, be strong in Creation and in the power of Its strength.

 4. And be certain in the truth of Creation, so that you can endure against the cunning onset of 

evil.

 5. Love and peace be unto you from Creation.

 6. And be grateful unto Creation as often as you remember It.

 7. Pray unto Creation so that your knowledge about love increases and becomes richer in 

recognition and experience.

 8. Peace and love be with you from Creation, and be It praised by you in reverence.

 9. For It has chosen you unto life before the foundation of the world was laid.

10. And in love It ordered you human beings that you are Its children.

11. Therefore, walk in the knowledge about the truth of Creation and not in faith thereof.

12. Creation Itself is your Spirit, and where Spirit is, there freedom is also.

13. Yet verily, you cannot experience the guidance of Creation, if you are not willing to trust It in 

truth.

14. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just, this is the truth.

CANON 57

1

  1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

  2. And the Prophet speaks, so that man may learn and keep and obey what he has learned.

  3. It is certain, however, that not everyone grasps the word, but only those who strive to do so; 

therefore, whoever is able to grasp it shall grasp it.

  4. Man, have knowledge about Creation.

  5. Do not fear but only know.
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 6. If you know, man, everything can become for you.

2

 7. As man has knowledge about the truth and if it only would be the size of a mustard seed, he is

able to say to a mountain: “Be moved from here to that place!”, so the mountain will remove 

itself, and nothing will be impossible unto man.

3

 8. Verily, life belongs unto those who hear and keep the word of truth.

 9. And verily, life belongs to those who grasp and obey the laws and recommendations of 

Creation.

4

10. What is powerless with man, that is always powerful with Creation.

5

11. Everything always happens unto man according to his knowledge.

6

12. Man demands signs from Creation.

13. And evil, adulterous generations desire wonders.

14. Yet verily, the unrighteous ones will never again see signs, for they consciously live in 

ignorance.

7

15. Man, watch and pray, that you do not fall into temptation.

16. Remember: The Spirit is willing, yet the flesh is weak.

8

17. Man, when you pray, you shall not blabber much like the heathen and sectarians, who think 

that they would be heard by rendering their words!

18. Your Spirit and Creation know what you have need of before you ask yet.

9

19. The kingdom of Spirit does not arrive with outer behavior.

20. Verily, the kingdom of Spirit is inside of man.

10

21. The time will come and has already arrived, when the truly knowing one will worship 

Creation in Spirit and in truth.

22. For verily, Creation wants that man worships It in Spirit.
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11

23. Consider the truth, man of Earth, and know:

24. Creation is not a Creation of the dead, but a Creation of everything that is alive.

12

25. Untruth and lovelessness will not prevail eternally on the Earth.

26. For verily, the kingdom of Creation is being ambushed, and the ambushers will take hold of it.

13

27. The adult human being will never enter into the kingdom of Creation, except that he changes 

and becomes like a child.

28. For the kingdom of Creation belongs to those who are like children.

`14

29. Not the healthy ones, but the sick are in need of a physician.

30. Therefore, prophets come not to call the righteous ones but the fallible.

15

31. Whoever is not for and with the truth is against it.

32. And whoever does not gather truth scatters it.

16

33. Why do you cry unto Creation, man of Earth, yet do not do what It has ordered through Its 

laws and recommendations!

17

34. Whoever confesses everywhere before man unto the truth, unto him truth also confesses itself.

35. But whoever denies the truth before man, the truth also denies him.

18

36. Those who bear the truth are hated for the sake of the truth.

37. But whoever endures unto the end will attain to life.

19

38. Attain to Creation, all those of you who are weary and heavily laden, for It will refresh you.

39. Take your yoke upon you and learn thereby how tender-hearted Creation is.

40. Verily, your yoke is gentle, and Creation Itself does not place a burden upon you which you 

cannot bear.
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20

41. Man, do not cry about the deceased.

42. But cry about yourself and about your children.

21

43. Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep’s clothing, but on the inside are tearing 

wolves.

44. Who preach about god and creator, and who truthfully disregard and curse Creation.

45. Let them go, these false prophets.

46. They are the blind leading the blind.

47. But if a blind one leads another, then both fall into the ditch.

22

48. Man, protect the flesh so that you will partake of the Spirit.

23

49. A true Prophet, who is schooled in spiritual matters, is like a father of a house who produces 

old and new things from his treasure.

24

50. Man, do not gather treasures on Earth where moths and rust will devour them and where 

thieves dig for and steal.

51. But gather treasures in Spirit, which cannot be devoured by moths nor rust and where thieves 

do not dig for and steal.

52. If your treasure is in Spirit, then your thinking and striving and your consciousness is there 

also.

25

53. Man, become a knowledgeable exchanger, who rejects every false coin and only keeps the 

genuine ones.

54. Because with a genuine coin you can pay, but with a false one you draw punishment unto 

yourself.

26

55. Whoever uses the sword will perish by the sword.

27

56. What the Prophet says to you, he says to all: WATCH.

CANON 58

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Verily, through the OM book the truth is revealed unto you.
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 3. Man, therefore, allow no uneasiness to rest in your breast.

 4. It is revealed unto you so that you know and are able to warn yourself.

 5. Therefore, follow that of what in truth you have been taught.

 6. So that you find eternal life and are just in Creation.

 7. In the Name of Creation, which shall be praised as the wise and the just.

CANON 59

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is all-encompassing.

 3. And the Prophet gives the word of truth, as he instructs and speaks:

 4. Life is unto those, who recognize the truth, because they are spiritually rich and their 

consciousness is free of burdens.

 5. Life is unto those, who have stepped out of the suffering of ignorance, because they find 

fulfillment in the truth.

 6. Life is unto those, who possess knowledge about the laws and recommendations and about the

truth of Creation, because they are balanced and live life.

 7. Life is unto those, who become filled with the truth and with knowledge, because they suffer 

neither hunger nor thirst.

 8. Life is unto those, who live according to the plan of Creation, for they obey the laws of nature

and live in reverence.

 9. Life is unto those, who do not need to fear, because they are of a clean conscience and live in 

honor of Creation.

10. Life is unto those, who do not adhere to erroneous teachings, for they are the Creation-

knowledgeable and live in reverence of the laws and recommendations of Creation.

11. Life is unto those, unto whom nature is subject, for they live with it in the fulfillment of the 

plan of Creation.

12. And life is unto those, who for the sake of truth bear toil and abuse.

13. Verily, many people are persecuted for the sake of the truth of Creation.

14. Many are abused and persecuted and evil speeches are conducted against them by liars.

15. Those of you who strive for truth, however, be joyful and of good cheer, for life itself and life 

now and after reincarnation will reward you for your effort.

16. Consider, the unrighteous ones have before you already persecuted the prophets, reviled and 

judged them.

17. Thus, you are not the only ones, but a few among many.

18. Know, you who live unto truth and seek and find it, you are the salt of the Earth.

19. Do not allow your will to grow weak, for if the salt becomes impotent, wherewith shall one 

then salt?

20. Let not your will for the truth and Creation grow weak, for know that impotent salt is good for

nothing anymore.

21. One throws away impotent salt and allows it to be trampled under foot by man.

22. And verily, you are the salt of the Earth, all of you who are strong for the truth and for 

Creation.

23. You are the light of the world, which shines in the darkness and is visibly recognizable to 

everybody.
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24. How could the radiance of your light remain hidden!

25. Verily, a city can also not remain hidden, which is located on a mountain.

26. During the day it shines far into the land, and its light also shines at night far into the 

darkness.

27. So may the radiance of your light shine everywhere, unhindered and open.

28. Consider, one does not kindle a light and place it under the table.

29. A kindled light one sets into a candlestick, so that it shines for all those who have need of the 

light.

30. Thus shall your light of knowledge about the truth also shine before all men.

31. So that man sees your good works and recognizes the truth of your knowledge.

32. You shall shine with your light of knowledge, of truth and of good works, so that the darkness

within the ignorant man becomes illumined.

33. Do not think that I do that only for you alone, for you altogether are the salt and the light of 

the Earth.

34. Therefore, salt and illumine the Earth and man yourself, so that the food is seasoned and the 

darkness illumined by light.

35. Also do not imagine that I have come to dissolve the laws and recommendations or the 

prophets.

36. Namely, I have truly not come to dissolve, but to fulfill and to reveal the knowledge as was 

prophesied by Jmmanuel.

37. Also do not imagine that what has been said by the prophets would not fulfill itself, for as it 

has been said so it will be.

38. What has been proclaimed prophetically will be fulfilled and not one iota will be missing 

thereof.

39. And until heaven and Earth pass away, not the smallest letter nor a tittle of the laws and 

recommendations of Creation and of the laws and recommendations of nature will pass away.

40. For verily, everything will fulfill itself what has newly been said and since times of old.

41. And it will be so that everything will happen.

42. Consider, man is not great enough and like Creation to only dissolve even one iota of a law or 

recommendation of Creation.

43. But whoever even tries to dissolve one of the smallest laws and recommendations of Creation 

and erroneously teaches the teaching of the truth to man will be called the smallest.

44. But whoever truly spreads the teaching of truth of Creation will be called great and receive 

the thanks of Spirit.

45. Verily, I say unto you so it will be, except if your righteousness is not better than that of the 

ignorant ones and Creation-deniers, because then you will not receive the thanks of Spirit and 

of life.

46. As you do so, you kill the truth and life.

47. But you have heard that to the ancient ones it was said: You shall not kill, neither in one or in 

another form of degeneration.

48. And you also have heard, that it is said that everyone who kills shall be guilty of judgement.

49. But verily, I say unto you that every man himself produces the judgement, likewise, whether 

for killing or other evil.

50. Verily, I say unto you that you shall also not pronounce judgement, but only form an opinion 

of a matter.

51. At all times, practice justice according to the laws and recommendations of Creation and 
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according to the laws of nature, so that you find an opinion in logic.

52. Judge not those who kill, but let them go into the measure fulfillment according to the laws 

and recommendations of Creation.

53. But consider that all those are guilty, who do not act in proven self-defense.

54. And guilty also are all those, who act according to given legal judgements of man, as also 

those who conduct evil speeches and commit evil actions.

55. And consider that justice alone according to the laws of nature and according to the laws and 

recommendations of Creation result in an opinion of logic.

56. Thus be not compliant with your adversaries if you are in the right, and if the one forming an 

opinion must decide in your favor.

57. Verily, I say unto you: You will only then obtain justice, if you find it yourself and also can 

make it understandable to your neighbor.

58. You also have heard that it is said: You shall not commit adultery.

59. And this is said unto you: Whoever disregards the law of love shall be arranged into the 

measure fulfillment.

60. The laws and recommendations are given through the law of love, and whoever does not 

fulfill it is unworthy and trespasses against the laws and recommendations of nature and of 

Creation.

61. Beware of every trespass in one or another form, but throw from you that which is evil.

62. Verily, I say unto you: If your right or your left eye causes you vexation, tear it out and throw 

it from you.

63. It is always better for you that in an emergency one of your limbs or organs perishes instead 

of the whole body.

64. If a thought, therefore, causes you vexation, destroy it and ban it from your thoughts.

65. Verily, it is better to destroy a thought, which causes vexation than to cause uproar in the 

entire world of thought.

66. But it is also said unto you, as you know, that whoever separates from a spouse shall receive a

letter of divorce.

67. But the truth is: Whoever separates from his mate, unless it is due to adultery, causes the 

break of the marriage.

68. But whoever marries a guilty divorced mate also commits adultery.

69. Man shall regard and obey the law of love in which the rights and the wrong are explained.

70. And if a letter of divorce is yet issued rightfully, then it has to be complied with in a full 

measure.

71. If a letter of divorce has been issued, the divorce is granted in full measure, beginning with 

the time of issue.

72. And it shall not be legal that divorced ones continue to live together or somehow furthermore 

get together.

73. Through a letter of divorce, a final divorce shall take place at the time of issue, otherwise a 

trespass is committed against the laws and recommendations.

74. But it is also said to you and the old ones furthermore, that you shall not swear a false oath 

and that you shall be loyal to Creation.

75. And verily, you shall not swear at all, neither by heaven nor by the Earth.

76. Consider, heaven is infinite and immeasurable and the Earth is perishable.

77. But you shall also not swear by your head, for you are unable to change one hair in its color.
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78. But also do not swear in remembrance of a human being or an object, because remembrance 

and objects are also perishable.

79. In every case your speech shall be: Yes or no.

80. Whatever exceeds your yes or no trespasses against the laws and recommendations.

81. And you also have heard that it is said: An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth.

82. But about that the teaching is this, that you shall practice justice according to the laws and 

recommendations and according to the laws of nature, so that you find the opinion in logic.

83. Man, offer your love always where it is justified, and practice a measurement execution where

it is demanded according to the laws and recommendations of Creation and according to the 

laws of nature.

84. Verily, Creation is Spirit and purest love.

85. It never demands vengeance, punishment or retaliation.

86. Its laws and recommendations speak of love and peace.

87. Vengeance, punishment and retaliation are works of man, based on man’s law of illogic: An 

eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth.

88. As man singly punishes himself for committed offences, so does man punish his fellowman 

with absurdity and illogic.

89. Creation did not invent punishment, vengeance and retaliation, but man once and only.

90. Because man only is vengeful, punishing and retaliatory, according to the illogic of his 

thinking.

91. Verily, Creation is Spirit in purest truth.

92. Its will and Its life are love eternal.

93. Creation Itself is forbearing in all things, for Its BEING is love, justice and peace.

94. Man, therefore, shall live according to It in all his thinking and doing, as in the inner so also 

on the outside of himself.

95. Therefore, he shall practice no vengeance, no punishment and no retaliation in any matters.

96. Thus the life of man shall be peace and love in the fulfillment of the laws and 

recommendations of Creation.

97. So that it will be well with him and he does not practice vengeance, punishment and 

retaliation, for love is the absolute certainty of oneself living with and co-existing with 

everything that is in existence: In fauna and flora, in one’s fellowman, in every material and 

spiritual life form no matter of what type, and in the existence of the entire universe and 

beyond.

98. Always give unto the one who asks, if he presents his request in honesty.

99. But turn away from him, who wants to borrow in dishonesty.

100. And it is said that you shall love your neighbor and also honor your friend.

101. Therefore, always practice love and understanding according to the laws and 

recommendations of Creation and according to the laws of nature, so you find the right action 

and perception in logic.

102. Offer your love always where it is justified, but disdain assistance to the uncreative.

103. You shall be wise and acquire knowledge, for you shall become perfect in Spirit like Creation 

which created you.

104. During the course of reincarnations you shall school your Spirit and your consciousness and 

allow them to become perfect, so that you become one with Creation.

105. And you shall be human beings, who neither harbor hatred nor vices nor evil and ignorance, 

nor unrighteousness, but only truth, knowledge, love, peace and wisdom.
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CANON 60

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praised be Creation, in the power of which is all dominion, and which is able to do all things.

 3. Praised be Creation, which has created death and life and the all-timely BEING.

 4. Praised be Creation, which Itself is life and love.

 5. Praised be Creation from the beginning until the end.

 6. Praised be Creation in reverence and truth.

 7. Verily, only Creation can give true life, for life, light, truth and love are Its lines of BEING.

CANON 61

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. And the Prophet speaks, who trusts in Creation and in the power of Spirit.

 3. And he speaks in words and proverbs, as they are given in ancient and new times.

 4. Man, always rely on Creation, for It is the omni-present power and the eternal rock.

 5. No man hinders what Creation wills to do. 

 6. Quietly wait and trust in Creation and walk Its path, for It began and completed everything.

 7. Whoever trusts in Creation will not lack anything.

 8. The key to man will never be power and riches, but once and only truth and love.

 9. The kindness of Creation outlasts all hatred and all ingratitude of man.

10. An ungrateful, unrighteous and truth-opposing human being will never get to know Creation.

11. In the real connection to Creation, prayer is the truthful proving ground for man.

12. A human being shall never be a servant to a fellowman, neither one of an unrighteous nor one 

of a devout one.

13. For his conscience man finds peace in Creation alone.

14. No darkness can be as dark that Creation would not watch over it.

15. Whoever prays to Creation fulfills his duty and does not go begging to men.

16. Whatever righteous deed man does in the Name of Creation, be it ever so small, is always 

good and great.

17. No need is ever as great as the blessing of Creation.

18. The omnipotence of Creation begins when man has arrived at the end of his wisdom.

19. Man always shall be ready for eternity, because time rushes quickly to the escorting to the 

grave.

20. Man can not be bestowed true life, as long as he is still distant from Creation.

21. Creation is not concerned about an opinion, but about life.

22. Where man sows love, there love, calm and truth sprout.

23. True love springs out of Creation, and Its love solves all problems of life.
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24. Today as tomorrow, Creation provides for life - man only forms it.

25. Commit unto Creation all your ways and everything else which you cannot handle yourself.

26. Man is his own master and administrator of matters, therefore, he shall not leave for Creation 

to do what he himself can and must handle.

27. Creation has arranged everything so that the daily necessities are given to the righteous man - 

but provisions he must create himself.

28. Creation never postpones anything, therefore, man also shall not do it.

29. Every man starts a new beginning, when he recognizes Creation and begins to live according 

to Its truth.

30. It is better for man if he walks in darkness with Creation than in the light without It.

31. Without the will of man the ways of Creation never lead into darkness, but always into light.

32. Creation never demands humility from man, because humility is the denial of one’s own will.

33. Man, if you have done something good, forget it and do something better.

34. The trust in Creation brings fulfillment.

35. To do good begins in man himself.

36. Praying shall be a major value in the life of man.

37. The laws and recommendations are the guideline by which Creation makes Its will known 

unto man.

38. In the light, in the love and the kindness of Creation it is well to live.

39. Man, convert unto your Creation and hold fast unto Its mercy and unto Its right.

40. Love is the core of the truth of knowledge.

41. The personal conversion to Creation is the knowledge-nerve of truth.

42. Forgiveness toward one’s fellowman is the best purchasing power.

43. If man only knew how short his existence is, he would pay more attention to love.

44. Envy and jealousy disappear where ever true love resides and the abundance of joy exists.

45. Where love rules, abysses close up.

46. No man should carelessly pass by his neighbor, but be concerned if he could be a Samaritan.

47. To be despaired means to be ungrateful toward Creation.

48. To always be ready means: To live with Creation daily.

49. The knowledge of yesterday always has to be renewed today.

50. Whoever distances himself from Creation passes into misery.

51. The truth about Creation is the only medicine for a deathly sick humanity.

52. An offence against life is such a heavy burden which no one can lift or remove, except by the 

laws and recommendations of Creation.

53. Death is the appointed time of every life from which no man is excluded.

54. As despairing as a man’s situation may be, he will survive it in honest prayer.

55. Whoever wants to pray must be honest and desireless and know Creation is capable of 

everything.

56. No man is able to pray devoutly without an honest mind.

57. Evil does not fear any man who does not work much and prays little.
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58. It is certain that help always comes from Creation, but It does not allow the time of Its help to 

be forced.

59. Whoever trusts the word of truth will walk in the light.

60. Man, strew out the seed, for Creation will let it grow and care about it.

61. Love and joy are the morning- and evening-star of life with Creation.

62. Life in the kingdom of Creation is a means to grow in true love.

63. Creation is always ahead with true love of every human grace.

64. The true truth lives in the certainty that Creation is always and everywhere present full of 

love.

65. Man accomplishes the smallest things with great effort; but Creation creates the greatest 

things from the minutest.

66. Love is the guarantee of the greatness and kindness of Creation.

67. If man seeks true calm, he shall turn toward Creation.

68. Man shall always leave it up to Creation how It wants to help.

69. Whoever declines Creation makes a loser of himself.

70. In every situation, man is in close reach of Creation - if only he wants to.

71. Through the infinite diversity of creatures, man recognizes the truth and Creation.

72. Man, do not only seek help from Creation in utmost needs, but most of all, seek the salvation 

of your life.

73. Whoever wants to experience the help of Creation must be just and truthful.

74. The way to love and to peace is Creation alone.

75. Life from Creation is only possible through truth, knowledge and love.

76. Either with Creation man wins life, or he leads an existence in anxiety and hardship without 

Creation.

77. The weak will always be saved by the strong.

78. What does it profit a man, if he wins the whole world and yet experiences harm to his life!

79. The laws and recommendations of Creation are the guidelines, by which It makes known Its 

will unto man.

80. It feels good to glory and joy in the radiance of the love of Creation.

81. Love is the heart-piece and the basis of Creation-knowledge.

82. Creation alone gives life to everything.

83. To always be ready means: Not to live one day without Creation.

84. Every man falls into misery if he estranges himself from Creation.

85. Whoever trusts in the word of truth also trusts in Creation.

86. The love of Creation never errs.

87. To truthfully know, means that Creation has accomplished everything and man in the 

knowledge thereof may enter into the joy and love resting thereon.

88. As soon as man wants to do something on his own, he again finds himself in the laws and 

recommendations of Creation.

89. If man does not include the creative aspect in his works, everything is without meaning.

90. Creation does not demand anything of man, which It does not want to do within and through 

him, but man has to totally rely on Creation so that It can do it.

91. Evil is not actually concerned to mislead man into sin, because it will always try to pull man 
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from his place of victory, into which Creation has ordered him to be.

92. If man wants a durable work of construction, he first has to tear down all that is evil and 

insufficient.

93. Man shall practice this: Not to strive for leadership roles and not to praise himself, but to live 

in reverence and respect toward Creation.

94. Man shall not allow himself to be ruled by other people’s opinions, but he shall live as a 

knowledgeable one unto the truth of Creation.

95. Man actually fails continuously, yet Creation never fails.

96. Man needs the truthful knowledge which is rooted in Creation.

97. Man does not need faith, but knowledge about the living Creation.

98. As man has an omnipotent Creation, why then does he beg faint-hearted men?

99. Creation cares for timely and eternal matters.

100. While faith only sees difficulties, knowledge looks to the truth and to Creation.

101. Creation hears the prayer in great as well as small matters of those who trust in It.

102. Whatever man gives up for the sake of truth is to his benefit.

103. Whatever man holds back for the sake of untruth is a true loss.

104. Man is too much attached to perishable things and too little to things which are spiritual and 

eternal.

105. What Creation yet is and does in the life of those, who truthfully know about It and trust It.

106. Creation really means what It gives with Its laws and recommendations.

107. Whoever is knowledgeable does nothing in haste.

108. Preaching alone does not suffice, because life really must be a Creation-life.

109. Man has to live the truth not only preach it.

110. The difficulties of man are the ground on which Creation can reveal Itself.

111. Much more is accomplished by mistakes and suffering than man can ever see.

113. All natural spiritual fertility depends on the learning of man.

114. Life is not hindered by trials, but deepened and widened.

115. Not Creation, but man makes mistakes.

116. Every renunciation, which man takes upon himself for the sake of truth, brings rich reward.

117. One thing only exists which should be important in man’s life, namely, the truth about 

Creation.

118. If truth became a beggar it would die.

119. A man, whose inner life stands on a low level, even makes truth itself ineffective.

120. There are no small matters, if it concerns the truth.

121. Prayer contributes much to form the character, more than all outer circumstances.

122. Prayer has always been decisive toward life education.

123. Creation is love in action.
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124. Only in the light of truth man sees himself.

125. Man wins the love of truth in that he trusts it.

126. One is always secure if one acts and walks in the truth.

CANON 62 

1

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Praise be unto Creation, which is omnipresent.

 3. And the Prophet speaks, who is a Prophet by the will of Spirit.

 4. Peace, love and truth be unto man of Earth, given by Creation, the omnipresent.

2

 5. Praised be Creation, the powerful one over life, which has blessed man with diverse spiritual 

blessings and diverse possessions of material form.

 6. For It has chosen man unto Itself before the foundation of the world was laid, so that man 

shall be holy and unblemished before It.

 7. This Creation has ordered in Its love, so that man may be Its children according to the 

pleasure of Its will.

 8. Thus unto the praise of Its Glory and toward the evolution of both sides, with which It has 

graced man.

3

 9. There are diverse gifts with man, but within him rules only one Spirit.

10. And also diverse offices and positions exist among man, but there is only one Creation.

11. Also diverse powers exist among man, yet verily there exists only one Creation, which causes 

everything truthful and works within everything truthful.

4

12. Man has received everything from Creation, which is given unto him.

13. Therefore, within everything the gift of Spirit reveals Itself.

14. Praise be, therefore, unto Creation, the omnipresent.

CANON 63

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Life is unto the devout ones, and non-life to those lacking Creation.

 3. So the word of truth is spoken since time of old.

 4. It is well unto him who does not walk in the counsel of the Creation-deniers.

 5. And it is well unto him who does not step onto the way of the guilty, nor sits where the 

mockers sit.
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 6. It is well unto him who delights in the laws and recommendations of Creation and speaks 

about the laws and recommendations day and night.

 7. It is well unto him who like a tree is planted by the waters of brooks, and who brings forth his 

fruit at its time.

 8. Verily, his leaves do not wither, and whatever he does turns out well.

 9. But verily, the Creation-deniers are not like trees by the waters of brooks.

10. They are like the chaff which the wind scatters.

11. Therefore, the Creation-deniers do not remain in the truth.

12. And the guilty ones do not remain in the community of the righteous.

13. Verily, the truth alone is the way of the righteous.

14. But the way of the Creation-deniers passes away.

CANON 64

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Confidence in Creation is the shield of protection against all evil.

 3. And prayer is the harness against all untruth.

 4. Listen, oh Creation, when man calls.

 5. Creation, thou power of all justice.

 6. Creation, thou which givest comfort unto man in their anxiety.

 7. Be favorable unto man and hear their prayer.

 8. How long shall the honor of man still be disgraced by himself?

 9. You human beings, how much are you yet pleased with vanity and love the lie!

10. Mankind, recognize yet that Creation wonderfully guides life by the truth.

11. Consider that Creation hears you when you call.

12. Man, if you are angry, do not burden yourself with sin.

13. Always speak the truth and be awake in your consciousness.

14. Conduct your prayer in honesty and wait.

15. Always bring justice and live in the hope of truth.

16. The truth lifts you above the light of our own countenance.

17. Man, delight even your consciousness by the truth.

18. Live totally in peace and love.

19. Consider, the truth of Creation alone assists you, so that you live securely.

20. Only recognize the truth of Creation, how wonderfully It leads you.

21. Thanks be therefore unto Creation in reverence, for It is wise and just.

CANON 65

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Creation, thou which art in love and truth.

 3. Creation, how glorious is thy Name in all the lands.

 4. Thou shalt be praised in all the heavens and on all the earth worlds.

 5. The righteous trust in thee  and in thy truth.

 6. And verily, thou art wise and just and love the truth.

 7. Everything within thee is love and the truth is victorious.
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 8. Oh Creation, thou art so close to man and dost not hide thyself at the time of his need.

 9. Yet the Creation-deniers commit wantonness, and the weary ones have to suffer.

10. The evil ones flock together and devise evil malice.

11. The Creation-denier and the truth-denier brags about his mischief.

12. The stingy one refuses the truth and blasphemes thy Name.

13. The Creation-denier lives in false pride and does not ask about thee.

14. In all his mischief, he considers thee as nothing.

15. So he continues in his wrong doing forever, and the truth is far from him.

16. With all enemies of the truth, he defiantly acts against thee.

17. Thy laws and recommendations are far from the Creation-deniers.

18. He speaks that he never esteems thee, and that he suffers no need even without thee. 

19. The mouth of the Creation-denier is full of cursing and full of falsity and deceit.

20. His tongue causes trouble, misery and work.

21. He lustingly sits and lurks in the villages and cities, to secretly strangulate the righteous.

22. His eyes search for the poor, to exploit them.

23. And he lurks in the hidden place, like a tearing beast in the cave.

24. He shatters and crushes everything, and he forces the righteous down to the ground.

25. The Creation-lacking speaks within himself and to the outside that Creation does not exist, 

and he blasphemes in all circumstances.

26. But the righteous knows, oh Creation, that thou exist in truth.

27. And the Creation-knowing praises thy Name, and he lives unto thee in reverence and love.

28. Thy Name be praised and hallowed day and night and forevermore.

CANON 66

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Verily, man of Earth, Creation will never forget you.

 3. Remember once the time of truth.

 4. You then were still loyal-hearted, joyful and full of trust toward Creation.

 5. Let everything go which troubles you.

 6. Become again mere bliss and joyfulness.

 7. In troubled hours seek refuge in the silence of redeeming prayer.

 8. Prayer is the holiness of exalted life.

 9. Prayer is a loyal friend unto you, and it gives you comfort, calm, love and peace.

10. Pray, man, then you receive the bliss of joy and of peace.

11. Your psyche will be refreshed and delight in joy.

12. You will remove and forget your misery and your torments.

13. Pray, and through the thorns of the presence, you will arrive in the friendly land of the future.

14. Enter into the calm of the holiness of prayer.

15. Lift your senses up to the light of devotion.

16. Walk through prayer in the creative garden of love and joy.
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17. Benefit from the abundance of Creation and harvest the flowers and fruit of love and wisdom.

18. Verily, from the blossom base of your psyche then rises up rejoicing gratitude.

19. Man, find peace in the holy bosom of prayer.

20. Let deep peace and deep love well up within you and let it rule in you.

21. Unfold your love in creative splendor, and let the ghosts of darkness disappear.

CANON 67

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Man, allow yourself to live together in peace.

 3. Man, allow yourself to brotherly love and help one another.

 4. Man, allow yourself to esteem and understand one another and to forgive each other.

 5. Man, allow yourself to wholesomely feel, think and act among each other.

 6. Man, allow yourself to be selfless and honest and Creation-just.

 7. Man, allow yourself to help all suffering and ignorant ones among each other and be just to 

one another in truth and love.

CANON 68

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. In the entire universe exists only one single and only Creation, and It is neither god nor 

human being, but truthful and eternal Spirit.

 3. All human life forms in the entire universe as creatures form the family of mankind unto the 

one and only Creation, so that they among themselves are all brothers and sisters.

 4. And all human life forms of the entire universe, as links of the only family of humanity, form 

a community in all things and matters, so that they are also obligated toward one another in 

love, instruction and assistance.

 5. As Creation Itself, so man is also arranged into the laws and recommendations of evolution; 

for this reason, man also must become perfect.

 6. The evolution and perfection of man can be achieved by correct feeling, thinking, living and 

acting.

 7. Verily, man has received a free will by the laws and recommendations of Creation; if he 

misuses this freedom, he creates suffering, misery, need and destruction for himself.
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CANON 69

 1

In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

2

No man with a burdened psyche can be happy; if he wants to get to know lasting and true joy, he has 

to rid himself of all his burdens by the truth.

3

If man finds no release from all his worries, he will be a joyless human being; but the name of a 

joyless human being is slandered.

4

The great difficulty among man is this, that with many everything only rotates around one’s own 

person and all interests concern only oneself.

5

The Creation-consciousness in no way produces super-men or other new and angel-like or wonderful 

beings, but only human beings open unto truth, in whose weakness the creative power can unfold 

Itself.

6

As the laws and recommendations of Creation unmistakably show, the life of every human being is 

determined by love and truth and not by any human laws of customs and paragraphs.

7

Man has a life within himself, which is receptive to everything creative and which opposes 

everything which is not of Creation.

8

Materialism begins where the spiritual aspect is disregarded.

9

Where the spiritual endeavors end materialism begins.

10

Not simply material riches cause man to be a materialist, but the disregard and disdain of spiritual 

evolution with Its laws and recommendations.
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11

Even the one most richly endowed is no materialist, if he regards spiritual evolution and fulfills its 

laws and recommendations.

12

Even the poorest of the poor is a materialist, if he only lives for the material and therewith disregards 

spiritual evolution and its laws and recommendations.

13

Materialism begins where spiritual endeavors end and the material aspect is only present.

14

Every man is a materialist, if he only devotes himself to material matters and not to the same degree 

toward spiritual aspects and does not fulfill the laws and recommendations thereof.

CANON 70

1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

2. Creation is my life, therefore, I will lack nothing.

3. It delights me by Its love and leads me unto BEING.

4. It refreshes my existence and guides me to joy and on the right path for Its Name sake.

5. And although I walk already in darkness, I fear no evil, for Creation is always present unto me

and comforts me.

6. It brings me delight in all things and reveals love, life and truth unto me.

7. Goodness and joy will follow me all my life, and I will remain in the protection of Creation.

CANON 71

1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

2. Man, if you desire love and peace, then first of all regard and obey the laws and 

recommendations of Creation.

3. Man, if you desire love and peace, you have to create this first within yourself.

4. Man, if you desire love and peace, you may not misuse your own conviction as judgement of 

your neighbor.

5. Man, if you desire love and peace, you have to pay attention how you speak to your fellow 

man and that you do this lovingly and peacefully.

6. Man, if you desire love and peace, then be loyal also to your own duties and connections.
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7. Man, if you desire love and peace, always ask yourself self-critically whether you rob 

someone of his love and peace.

CANON 72

1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

2. In the truth of Creation, man shall be admonished that he walks as it is seemly unto him and 

according to his calling.

3. And he shall walk in the knowledge about the truth, in patience and love, and that he shall live

with his neighbor in peaceful and loving manner.

4. Therefore, diligently keep the unity in Spirit by the band of peace and of love.

5. You are one life and one Spirit as you also are crowned to one goal and calling.

6. Verily, only one Creation and one knowledge exist, and one truth only resides therein.

7. One Creation exists over everything, by everything and in everything.

CANON 73

1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

2. The meaning of life is this, to live in community with Creation.

3. But to have community with Creation means to live in love, truth and peace.

4. But love, truth and peace are the certainty that man lives for his and the evolution of Creation.

5. But man thinks that he could master his life without the truth and without Creation.

6. He rebels against Creation and is indifferent toward Creation.

7. Due to such an attitude, man heaps guilt upon himself and creates punishment for himself.

8. And such a wrong attitude leads to a wrong relationship to himself and to his fellowmen.

9. Verily, the community of man with the truth and with Creation is destroyed, wherefore man 

also cannot learn the truth.

10. Man has heaped the most heavy sin upon himself, wherefore he can neither endure before the 

truth nor before Creation.

11. Hidden and open failures in the realm toward one’s fellowman have their roots in the 

destroyed relationship to truth and to Creation.

12. Man’s vices, offences and untruth separate him from the love and from peace, from truth itself

and from Creation.

13. But Creation and truth are holy, while man is guilty, inadequate and faulty.

14. Therefore, man shall exalt Creation and the truth again over himself - as true power of life and

of BEING.
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CANON 74

1

In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

2

Creation truthfully is love; It is created by Itself and Its laws and recommendations say that man shall

have a personal relationship to It and Its truth and love.

3

The prophets have come into the world to bring life unto man in its entire abundance.

4

Truth is the way of Creation out of man’s offences; and only through truth can man find the way to 

life.

5

Man can find the communion with Creation if he accepts the truth as Its way, for man is not being 

born as such, but during the course of life must first become that.

6

The communion with Creation is a gift of truth and is experienced if man trusts in the truth.

                                                                                 7

Man must accept the truth of Creation, he then can experience the love and the peace and a meaning-

filled life.

CANON 75

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. The prudent man always chooses the truth, even if it sounds unenjoyable.

 3. An offence steadily grows, if one does not erase it.

 4. By truth the laws and recommendations are preserved, by diligence knowledge is preserved 

and by gentleness love is preserved.

 5. The wise one behaves toward all creatures as he does toward himself.

 6. If man attains to great treasures in life, he is yet not able to enjoy them without work.

 7. The wise one is like a tree and his devotions represent the roots.

 8. With care one shall guard the roots of a tree, because without roots no branches, leaves and 

fruit can exist.

 9. Wherever wealth and gifts are present, there spongers, hypocrites and wheedlers are also 

present.

10. Even separation is union if love binds one to the other.
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11. If love is one-sided even a union allows the separation to be recognized.

12. The use of wealth is that others can also enjoy the good.

13. In all worlds, the fame of truth is spread due to its holiness, nevertheless, man still does not 

recognize it.

14. One can well win the trust of others, yet truth only can be trusted.

15. In a world without wise ones and prophets, man neither learns love, knowledge, truth nor 

wisdom.

16. One shall carefully guard the truth, because too many untruths come and go.

17. Truth is an authority and knowledge is an authority, but the authority of all authorities is love.

18. One shall not imitate truth but practice it.

19. In a world without knowledge and truth man violates all laws and recommendations.

20. Man shall always render assistance according to his best abilility, but never harm any one.

21. Unrighteous ones always see the income only but never the expenses.

 CANON 76

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. Man, peace be unto you through truth and love.

 3. Man, everything you need for the walk of life is given unto you through the truth of Creation.

 4. Man, turn your diligence toward truth and prove your virtue in the recognition of love.

 5. Man, through love and truth, the dear and very greatest revelations are given unto you.

 6. Man, practice moderation in recognition and in moderation practice patience.

 7. But in patience you find the truth of Creation, peace, love and BEING.

CANON 77

 1. In the Name of Creation, the wise, the just.

 2. And the Prophet ends the book of books, and thereto speaks the following:

 3. As a man, who digs with a shovel, hits water, so an obedient student reaches the knowledge 

hidden within the teacher.

 4. As the light fades with the reduction of energy, so the evil fate of man fades with the 

reduction of his evil doings.

 5. As the current of a river washes sand onto and again away from the banks, so the almighty 

time unifies and separates man.

 6. As the charm of beauty with man dwindles due to disease, so the welfare on Earth dwindles 

due to the turning away from Creation.
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 7. Men of a prudent intellect do not strive and act beyond their strength and regard nothing as 

small.

 8. Since the human body resembles a soap bubble, so one asks what the fortunate possessions 

shall serve, which are as unsteady like the flame of a lamp standing in the wind.

 9. As the horn grows with the growing cow, so greed grows with increasing wealth.

10. What one thinks, what one does and what one wants, one attains to without effort if one 

follows the ways of Creation.

11. Whoever does not accept a devout word out of foolishness loses his advantage as a tardy one 

and soon feels regret.

12. At a place, wherever no man of honor exists who knows the truth, one shall not lose any time.

13. If a man has sore feet and walks about on foot, he tears his feet further, even if he steps about 

most carefully.

14. Faith and begging ruin the greatness of a human being.

15. Like those with whom man congregates, and those whom he serves, and how he himself 

desires to be, so man becomes.

16. Only as long as a man’s good reputation is sung about in the world, will he be honored by 

man.

17. Man’s speech must always be guarded, because every speech can crash one into ruin.

18. Whoever is evil also remains evil in old age; like a sour pickle never becomes sweet.

19. And these are the words and the truth of the book, OM, taught neither hard nor soft, nor harsh,

so that the knowledge triumphs within man.

20. Given in the Name of Creation, so that It be praised and honored for all times.

21. And herewith closes the book of OM, which is the book of books: Man, use what you learnest

unto your blessing, not as a curse.
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